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P. 111, ll. 18, 12 from bottom. For ‘Enkomi (Old Salamis)’ read ‘Curium.’
P. 112, Fig. 6. For ‘Old Salamis’ read ‘Curium.’
P. 127, l. 12 from bottom. For ‘object as its possession’ read ‘object of its possession.’
P. 140, l. 9 from bottom. For ‘lentoid intaglio’ read ‘cylinder.’
P. 152, l. 22. For ‘Echani’ read ‘Hehabani.’
P. 181, l. 7. For ‘human divinity’ read ‘departed human being.’
RULES
OF THE
Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies.

1. The objects of this Society shall be as follows:—

I. To advance the study of Greek language, literature, and art, and to illustrate the history of the Greek race in the ancient, Byzantine, and Neo-Hellenic periods, by the publication of memoirs and unedited documents or monuments in a Journal to be issued periodically.

II. To collect drawings, facsimiles, transcripts, plans, and photographs of Greek inscriptions, MSS., works of art, ancient sites and remains, and with this view to invite travellers to communicate to the Society notes or sketches of archaeological and topographical interest.

III. To organise means by which members of the Society may have increased facilities for visiting ancient sites and pursuing archaeological researches in countries which, at any time, have been the sites of Hellenic civilization.

2. The Society shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, a Council, a Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, and Ordinary Members. All officers of the Society shall be chosen from among its Members, and shall be ex officio members of the Council.

3. The President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, or Special Meetings of the Society, and of the Council or of any Committee at which he is present. In case of the absence of the President, one of the Vice-Presidents shall preside in his stead, and in the absence of the Vice-Presidents the Treasurer. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council or Committee shall appoint one of their Members to preside.
4. The funds and other property of the Society shall be administered and applied by the Council in such manner as they shall consider most conducive to the objects of the Society: in the Council shall also be vested the control of all publications issued by the Society, and the general management of all its affairs and concerns. The number of the Council shall not exceed fifty.

5. The Treasurer shall receive, on account of the Society, all subscriptions, donations, or other moneys accruing to the funds thereof and shall make all payments ordered by the Council. All cheques shall be signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. In the absence of the Treasurer the Council may direct that cheques may be signed by two members of Council and countersigned by the Secretary.

7. The Council shall meet as often as they may deem necessary for the despatch of business.

8. Due notice of every such Meeting shall be sent to each Member of the Council, by a summons signed by the Secretary.

9. Three Members of the Council, provided not more than one of the three present be a permanent officer of the Society, shall be a quorum.

10. All questions before the Council shall be determined by a majority of votes. The Chairman to have a casting vote.


12. The Secretary shall give notice in writing to each Member of the Council of the ordinary days of meeting of the Council, and shall have authority to summon a Special and Extraordinary Meeting of the Council on a requisition signed by at least four Members of the Council.

13. Two Auditors, not being Members of the Council, shall be elected by the Society in each year.

14. A General Meeting of the Society shall be held in London in June of each year, when the Reports of the Council and of the Auditors shall be read, the Council, Officers, and Auditors for the ensuing year elected, and any other business recommended by the Council discussed
and determined. Meetings of the Society for the reading of papers may be held at such times as the Council may fix, due notice being given to Members.

15. The President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretaries, and Council shall be elected by the Members of the Society at the Annual Meeting.

16. The President and Vice-Presidents shall be appointed for one year, after which they shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting.

17. One-third of the Council shall retire every year, but the Members so retiring shall be eligible for re-election at the Annual Meeting.

18. The Treasurer and Secretaries shall hold their offices during the pleasure of the Council.

19. The elections of the Officers, Council, and Auditors, at the Annual Meeting, shall be by a majority of the votes of those present. The Chairman of the Meeting shall have a casting vote. The mode in which the vote shall be taken shall be determined by the President and Council.

20. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned to the Annual Meeting by notice issued at least one month before it is held.

21. All motions made at the Annual Meeting shall be in writing and shall be signed by the mover and seconder. No motion shall be submitted, unless notice of it has been given to the Secretary at least three weeks before the Annual Meeting.

22. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency, occurring between the Annual Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents shall be elected by the Council to officiate as President until the next Annual Meeting.

23. All vacancies among the other Officers of the Society occurring between the same dates shall in like manner be provisionally filled up by the Council until the next Annual Meeting.

24. The names of all candidates wishing to become Members of the Society shall be submitted to a Meeting of the Council, and at their next Meeting the Council shall proceed to the election of candidates so proposed; no such election to be valid unless the candidate receives the votes of the majority of those present.
25. The Annual Subscription of Members shall be one guinea, payable and due on the 1st of January each year; this annual subscription may be compounded for by a payment of £15 15s., entitling compounders to be Members of the Society for life, without further payment. All Members elected on or after January 1, 1894, shall pay on election an entrance fee of one guinea.

26. The payment of the Annual Subscription, or of the Life Composition, entitles each Member to receive a copy of the ordinary publications of the Society.

27. When any Member of the Society shall be six months in arrear of his Annual Subscription, the Secretary or Treasurer shall remind him of the arrears due, and in case of non-payment thereof within six months after date of such notice, such defaulting Member shall cease to be a Member of the Society, unless the Council make an order to the contrary.

28. Members intending to leave the Society must send a formal notice of resignation to the Secretary on or before January 1; otherwise they will be held liable for the subscription for the current year.

29. If at any time there may appear cause for the expulsion of a Member of the Society, a Special Meeting of the Council shall be held to consider the case, and if at such Meeting at least two-thirds of the Members present shall concur in a resolution for the expulsion of such Member of the Society, the President shall submit the same for confirmation at a General Meeting of the Society specially summoned for this purpose, and if the decision of the Council be confirmed by a majority at the General Meeting, notice shall be given to that effect to the Member in question, who shall thereupon cease to be a Member of the Society.

30. The Council shall have power to nominate British or Foreign Honorary Members. The number of British Honorary Members shall not exceed ten.

31. Ladies shall be eligible as Ordinary Members of the Society, and when elected shall be entitled to the same privileges as other Ordinary Members.

32. No change shall be made in the Rules of the Society unless at least a fortnight before the Annual Meeting specific notice be given to every Member of the Society of the changes proposed.
RULES FOR THE USE OF THE LIBRARY
AT 22, ALBEMARLE STREET.

I. That the Library be administered by the Library Committee, which shall be composed of not less than four members, two of whom shall form a quorum.

II. That the custody and arrangement of the Library be in the hands of the Librarian and Assistant Librarian, subject to the control of the Committee, and in accordance with Regulations drawn up by the said Committee and approved by the Council.

III. That all books, periodicals, plans, photographs, &c., be received by the Librarian, Assistant Librarian or Secretary and reported to the Council at their next meeting.

IV. That every book or periodical sent to the Society be at once stamped with the Society's name.

V. That all the Society's books be entered in a Catalogue to be kept by the Librarian, and that in this Catalogue such books, &c., as are not to be lent out be specified.

VI. That, except on Christmas Day, Good Friday, and on Bank Holidays, the Library be accessible to Members on all week days from eleven A.M. to six P.M. (Saturdays, 11 A.M. to 2 P.M.), when either the Assistant Librarian, or in her absence some responsible person, shall be in attendance. Until further notice, however, the Library shall be closed for the vacation from July 20 to August 31 (inclusive).

VII. That the Society's books (with exceptions hereinafter to be specified) be lent to Members under the following conditions:

1. That the number of volumes lent at any one time to each Member shall not exceed three.

2. That the time during which such book or books may be kept shall not exceed one month.

3. That no books be sent beyond the limits of the United Kingdom.

VIII. That the manner in which books are lent shall be as follows:

1. That all requests for the loan of books be addressed to the Librarian.

2. That the Librarian shall record all such requests, and lend out the books in the order of application.

3. That in each case the name of the book and of the borrower be inscribed, with the date, in a special register to be kept by the Librarian.

4. Should a book not be returned within the period specified, the Librarian may reclaim it.
(5) All expenses of carriage to and fro shall be borne by the borrower.

(6) All books are due for return to the Library before the summer vacation.

IX. That no book falling under the following categories be lent out under any circumstances:

(1) Unbound books.
(2) Detached plates, plans, photographs, and the like.
(3) Books considered too valuable for transmission.
(4) New books within one month of their coming into the Library.

X. That new books may be borrowed for one week only, if they have been more than one month and less than three months in the Library.

XI. That in the case of a book being kept beyond the stated time the borrower be liable to a fine of one shilling for each week after application has been made by the Librarian for its return, and if a book is lost the borrower be bound to replace it.

---

The Library Committee.

MR. J. G. C. ANDERSON.
PROF. W. C. F. ANDERSON.
MR. TALFOURD ELY.
MR. F. G. KENyon, Litt.D.
MR. GEORGE MACMILLAN (Hon. Sec.).
MR. J. L. MYKES (Keeper of Photographic Collections).
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MRS. S. ARTHUR STRONG, LL.D.

Assistant Librarian, Miss FANNY JOHNSON, to whom, at 22, Albemarle Street, applications for books may be addressed.

---

SESSION 1901—1902.

General Meetings will be held in the Rooms of the Royal Asiatic Society, 22, Albemarle Street, London, W., for the reading of Papers and for Discussion, at 5 p.m. on the following days:

1901.
Thursday, November 7th.
1902.
Thursday, February 27th.
Thursday, May 8th.
Thursday, June 26th (Annual).

The Council will meet at 4.30 p.m. on each of the above days.
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SESSION 1900-1901.

The First General Meeting was held on November 1, Mr. F. C. Penrose, V.P., in the chair.

Mr. Arthur Evans read a paper on 'The Tree and Pillar Cult of the Mycenaeans and its Mediterranean Relations,' with illustrations from recent Cretan finds. (J.H.S., Vol. xxi. p. 99.) A discussion followed, in which Prof. Waldstein, Mr. L. R. Farnell, Mr. Hogarth, and others took part.

The Second General Meeting was held on February 28, Prof. P. Gardner, V.P., in the chair.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. George Macmillan) read a communication from M. Cavvadias, the Greek Ephor-General of Antiquities, regarding a remarkable series of bronze and marble statues discovered by sponge-divers off the coast of Cythera. Particulars were given of some eight or nine figures, and photographs of them, kindly sent by M. Cavvadias, were thrown upon the screen. (J.H.S., Vol. xxi. p. 205.)

A cordial vote of thanks was passed to M. Cavvadias for his valuable communication.—Mr. A. H. Smith made the following comments on the discovery and on the sculptures exhibited. As regards the circumstances of the find, when it was first reported it seemed not impossible that the wreck in question might be that of Lord Elgin's vessel, the Mentor, which was lost off Cythera. Though Lord Elgin assured the Committee of the House of Commons that all the sculptures had been recovered, there has been a persistent popular tradition to the contrary. When, however, large bronzes were recovered, it was manifest that Lord Elgin had nothing to do with the ship; and this was finally proved by the recovery of the anchor and other portions of an ancient vessel. With respect to the suggestion that this might be a vessel sent by Cassius from Rhodes, we had no information as to such a ship being wrecked. On the other hand, it is fairly certain that Sulla sent a ship, carrying the famous Centaur family of Zeuxis, and doubtless other works of art, which was lost near Cape Malea. As regards the several statues, the youthful figure, supposed to be of Polycleitan type, was remarkable for the absence of the mouth. It was, however, a well-known characteristic of bronzes to have an incised line round
the lips, as if it had once been usual to have lips inserted of a different material and colour. The second youthful figure, posed like the 'Doryphorus,' seemed to have its nearest parallel in the well-known Gallo-Roman bronze of Hermes in the British Museum, which has been variously assigned to the schools of Lysippus and Polycleitus. The action of the great bronze athlete seemed better explained as that of a man taking aim with a ball at a mark than as that of one holding a wreath or pouring a libation. The pose of the arm and the position of the fingers seemed alike unsuited to this interpretation. The marble figure was marked by a singular realism, which suggested the group of boys quarrelling over their knucklebones. The speaker could not accept the view of M. Cavvadias that the action of the figure was that of one looking to a distance. It was rather that of one looking intently at an adversary with whom he is about to grapple.—Mrs. S. A. Strong suggested that the statue alternatively described as a Hermes or an athlete might be the well-known 'Contionans' by Cephasodotus, the relative of Praxiteles. The position of the right arm seemed appropriate to an orator speaking.—Prof. Ernest Gardner read a paper on the Greek House. He said that the accepted view about the normal Greek house regards it as consisting of two courts—the men's court in front and the women's court behind—but that this view is not consistent either with the literary evidence or with the actual remains of Greek houses discovered at Delos and elsewhere. (J.H.S., Vol. xxi. p. 293.)—A brief discussion followed, in which the Chairman, Mr. Penrose, and Mr. G. C. Richards took part.

The Third General Meeting was held on May 2, Prof. P. Gardner, V.P., in the chair.

Prof. Waldstein read a paper on 'A Discovery of Marbles related to the Pediments of the Parthenon.' The two marble statuettes in question have been in the Museum of Sculpture (Albertinum) at Dresden since 1892, when they were purchased from Rome along with a number of other works. They were not valued by the vendor, and were 'thrown in with the bargain.' If, as he hoped to show, these two statuettes were more or less direct reproductions of figures from the Parthenon pediment, their great importance would be manifest; for the one would help us in restoring in mind one of the finest works of sculpture (the river-god from the western pediment), and the other might present us with a figure from the eastern pediment (possibly Aphrodite) now missing, and no longer extant even when Carey made his drawings. Furthermore, we should then for the first time have an instance of the treatment of the nude in female figures from the time of Phidias. The lecturer then proceeded to demonstrate how the male statuette was manifestly a reproduction of the Cephasodus or Ilius from the western pediment, a modification of the upper part of the figure having taken place in the direction of the Theseus-Olympus from the eastern pediment. He then showed how, from the Cladeus from the Temple of Zeus at Olympia
(possibly even from Polygnotan pictures) onward, we had an unbroken series of this type down to late Roman times, and demonstrated this by numerous illustrations. This showed how common in antiquity was the custom of copying and adapting types from the decorative architectural sculptures of famous buildings and great artists; and that such copies were not restricted to the celebrated temple statues. The end of this series led us to Scopas and his Aphrodite Pandemus, and to more erect figures which had the attitude and composition of the other, the female statuette, half seated, half reclining on a rock, the upper part of the body being nude, the lower part draped. The drapery was drawn up behind the figure over the head, and was held by the upraised right arm. He showed by means of slides how the attitude and composition of this statue were immediately related to those from the Parthenon as well as to other works—all Attic and of the fifth century B.C. He proved by an examination of the back that the statuette was a pedimental figure, and by an examination of the drapery that it was most closely related in style to the Parthenon marbles. Finally he adduced the marble statuettes found at Eleusis, which were recognised as direct copies of the Parthenon pediments, to which this Dresden statuette corresponded both in dimensions and style. Though the two statuettes showed some points of difference, these were not greater than were to be found among the Parthenon marbles themselves; while he could not attach much weight to the difference in the actual marble. The statuettes came from the same source, were both pedimental, of similar dimensions, of the same Attic style of the fifth century B.C., were both directly related to the Parthenon, and ultimately pointed to Scopas; it would therefore be a most curious coincidence if they were not connected with one another.—The Chairman thanked Prof. Waldstein for his valuable and suggestive paper.—Sir H. Howorth thought that prima facie a strong case had been made out for the proposed identification.—Mr. A. H. Smith, while reserving his opinion, was inclined to agree that the authors of the statuettes had been unconsciously influenced by the figures in the Parthenon pediments.—Prof. S. H. Butcher dwelt upon the subtle sense of aesthetic form which was displayed by Prof. Waldstein in dealing with the disjecta membra of Greek art, and thought that the vein of inquiry opened up in the paper might lead to important results.

The Annual Meeting was held on June 27, Sir R. Jebb, President, and afterwards the Provost of Oriel, V.P., in the chair.

Before the reading of the Report, Sir Richard Jebb, President, spoke as follows:

*From the Report which will presently be read by the Secretary, you will see that our past session has been one of satisfactory activity in several
departments. It is especially gratifying to be able to record that the accession of new members to the Society has been considerably larger than in any recent year. But there is one topic to which the Report does not refer in detail, on which I would ask leave to touch. During the past year, the Society has been deprived by death of several distinguished members. Among our honorary members we have thus lost that accomplished scholar and archaeologist, Professor Kumanudes, of Athens. Into the vacancy thus created we have elected Professor Rufus Richardson, Director of the American School at Athens, in whose person we welcome a worthy representative of a kindred nation.

'From the roll of our ordinary members, several distinguished names have been removed by death. We have lost the Marquis of Bute, to whose generosity the British School at Athens was largely indebted, and whose interesting address at one of the annual meetings of the subscribers to that School will be remembered by some who are present to-day. We have lost two eminent historians, Dr. Creighton, late Bishop of London, and Dr. Stubbs, late Bishop of Oxford; an eminent writer on ethics and political science, Prof. Henry Sidgwick; the accomplished scholar and teacher who lately was Headmaster of King Edward's School, Birmingham, the Rev. A. R. Vardy; Prof. G. C. Warr, author of many valuable contributions to classical literature, who at the time of his death was engaged in a work designed to render the masterpieces of the Attic drama more fully intelligible to English readers; the Rev. Canon Edward Young, formerly Headmaster of Sherborne, whose compositions in Latin verse are among the happiest written in our time; Mr. Robert Alexander Neil, Fellow and Tutor of Pembroke College, Cambridge, University Reader in Sanskrit, and a classical scholar of rare learning and acumen, who for many years was a member of our Council. To the memory of all these we owe, and we render, a tribute of gratitude for cordial support and sympathy in the work of this Society.'

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. George Macmillan) then read the following Report on behalf of the Council:

The Council have again to report a satisfactory session, during which the work of the Society has been actively carried on in its various departments.

Three General Meetings have been held, and have been well attended. Special interest was excited by the meeting on February 28, when through the courtesy of one of the Honorary Members of the Society, Monsieur P. Cavadias, the Ephor-General of Antiquities in Greece, members had the privilege of hearing an account, illustrated by lantern slides, of the remarkable recovery of bronze and marble statues from the sea off the coast of Cythera. Monsieur Cavadias's paper on the subject appeared, with illustrations, in the last number of the Journal.
In the last Report it was intimated that, in accordance with the precedent set in the case of the excavations at Megalopolis, the full report of the very important discoveries made by members of the British School at Athens in the Island of Melos would be issued to members as a Supplementary Paper, practically taking the place of a volume of the Journal, although in order to preserve continuity it was intended to issue at the same time a single number of the Journal. In the course of the year, however, the Council have seen reason to modify this decision, and have now determined to publish the monograph on Phylakopi as a separate venture apart from the ordinary publications of the Society. Members will have the opportunity of purchasing the volume at about cost price, while it will be issued at a higher price to the general public. The reasons for this change of plan were two-fold: (1) that certain important and valuable papers offered to the Journal must have been either postponed or refused if the Society had had to bear the cost of the special monograph out of its ordinary revenue, and it did not seem desirable thus to hamper the operations of the Society; and (2) that on general grounds it was desirable that the cost of such monographs should be met by a special subscription. The Council trust that this decision, which was only taken after the whole question had been examined and reported upon by a Special Committee, may commend itself to the general body of members, and that the confidence thus shown in the general desire of members to promote one of the most important objects of the Society—the adequate publication of the results of excavation—may be justified by the sale to members of a sufficient number of copies of the monograph in question to ensure the Society against actual loss. It had been hoped that the volume might by this time have been ready for publication, but unforeseen delays have occurred in collecting and arranging the material, and it is not likely that publication can take place before January 1902. The usual two numbers of the Journal will be published in the course of the present year. Indeed, the first is already in the hands of members.

Reference was made last year to a scheme for reproducing in facsimile the Codex Venetus of Aristophanes, at the joint expense of this Society and of the Archaeological Institute of America. The work is now well advanced, and, as members will have learned from the prospectus recently issued, it is hoped that copies will be ready for subscribers in the course of the autumn. The price of the Facsimile will be £6 in a portfolio, or £6 6s. bound in half morocco, and it is hoped that subscribers will come forward promptly, so that the heavy expense incurred may be recouped without delay. A special account has been opened for this undertaking.

Members will be aware that the excavations begun in Crete last year by Mr. Arthur Evans, working with the help of the Cretan Exploration Fund, and by Mr. Hogarth, as Director of the British School at Athens, led to discoveries of startling interest and importance. Mr. Evans himself described the remarkable Palace at Knossos, with its wonderful wall-paintings and hoard of inscribed tablets, at the Annual Meeting of last
year, and fuller accounts have since appeared in the Annual of the British School at Athens; while other aspects of the subject have been dealt with in the valuable paper on 'Tree and Pillar Worship,' contributed by Mr. Evans to the last number of the Journal of Hellenic Studies. The extraordinary interest excited by these discoveries happily brought in contributions of upwards of £2000 to the Cretan Exploration Fund (including a second grant of £30 from this Society), so that Mr. Evans was enabled to proceed with the further excavation of the site of Knossos, where his labours have already been rewarded with continued success, while Mr. Hogarth, working at Kato Zakro, on the eastern coast of the island, has discovered a Mycenaean town, containing, within Cyclopean walls, a series of private houses in a remarkable state of preservation. At the same time, Mr. R. Carr Bosanquet, the new Director of the British School at Athens, has commenced upon the site of Praessos, at the eastern end of the island, excavations which are expected to yield valuable material for the study of the early civilisation in the Aegean, upon which the attention of scholars and archaeologists is now concentrated. There also interesting discoveries have been made, though belonging to a somewhat later period than was anticipated.

Some months ago the Society was invited by the University of Glasgow to send Delegates to the celebration of the 45th anniversary of the foundation of the University, which has recently been held in Glasgow. The invitation was cordially accepted by the Council, and Sir Richard Jebb, President, Mr. F. C. Penrose, Vice-President, and Mr. George Macmillan, Hon. Secretary, were chosen to represent the Society on this interesting occasion.

Library Report.

The work of the Library has continued to develop in a satisfactory manner during the past year. About 81 members in all have availed themselves of the various Library privileges, as compared with 70 in the previous Report. The number of visits paid to the Library was 236 (compared with 193) and the number of books borrowed by personal application or by post 199 (compared with 156).

The acquisitions of the year include a considerable number of books obtained in exchange for portions of the Society's stock of the Hellenic Journal. This has been effected to a larger extent than usual during the year under review, in which practically three sets of the Journal have been thus disposed of. It is therefore right to point out that these exchanges may be regarded as expenditure on the Library, additional to that shown in the accounts, since the amount that may ultimately be realized from the sale of back volumes is proportionately reduced.

The principal collection thus acquired is the series of pamphlets, separate copies, dissertations, and occasional writings, formed by the late Professor Overbeck, of Leipsic. When these tracts, which are still in course of arrangement, shall have been duly incorporated, the Society's Library will
be found to have been greatly strengthened in a branch of literature in which it has hitherto been conspicuously weak.

Among the other works acquired by exchange, the following may be mentioned:

Overbeck, Griechische Kunstmythologie, text and Atlas.
Renan, Expédition de la Phénicie.
Raoul Rochette, Monuments Inédits.
Leipziger Studien für classische Philologie.

The purchases of the year include Schultz and Barnsley, "Monastery of Saint Luke of Stiris," Jebb's Sophocles, and other works. The Comptes Rendus of the Paris Académie des Inscriptions has been added to the list of periodicals. The Society has also become a subscriber to the new Thesaurus Linguae Latinae.

The periodicals and books of reference deposited for some time in the Library by Miss Harrison, as reported in 1898, have now been removed. A certain part, however, of the collection—notably the Archäologische Zeitschrift and several important works on vases—has been purchased, and is now permanently incorporated with the Library.

Thanks are due to the following donors of books:—M. Andropoulos, the Duke of Bedford, Mr. C. D. Cobham, Dr. E. Freshfield, Mr. G. F. Hill, Miss Hutchinson, M. Kavvadias, Mr. R. Proctor, Mr. St. Clair, Mr. Ph. Spiers, Mrs. S. A. Strong, Mr. A. Van Brantegehem; also to the Trustees of the British Museum, the Delegates of the Clarendon Press, Messrs. Macmillan & Co., and Messrs. Macmillan & Bowes; also to Miss K. Raleigh, for a book deposited on loan.

Photographic Collection.

The stock of negatives, slides, and prints has increased steadily during the year. About 400 prints have been added to the collection, and about 150 negatives. Special mention should be made of a valuable set of negatives of Roman views, presented by a former benefactor of the collection, Mr. W. J. Stillman; of a large collection of prints, chiefly of sculpture subjects, the gift of Mr. G. F. Hill; and of a series of views in Arcadia and other parts of Greece, presented by Mr. W. Loring. Mr. J. L. Myres has added some slides and negatives to the sections dealing with early vases, and Mycenaean art. The proceeds of the sale and hire of slides show steady increase, and leave a satisfactory balance in hand, which is applied to the maintenance and enlargement of the collection.

There appears to be a considerable demand among lecturers on Greek literature and drama for views of localities such as Thebes and Argos, which are the subject of literary references, but lie somewhat off the beaten track of tourists and photographers. Members of the Society and others who possess suitable negatives of the less-frequented sites would confer a very substantial benefit on their colleagues if they would lend or deposit them on the customary terms set out in Rule 2.
The proposal as to the publication, for hire, of complete sets of slides, which was foreshadowed in last year’s report, has now been adopted by the Council, and six sets of this kind will be available for use in the coming Session. They will consist of selected slides illustrating historical and archaeological topics which are commonly taught in schools and colleges, and will be lent not only to Members of the Hellenic Society, at the customary rate, but also to non-members engaged in Hellenic studies, at somewhat higher terms. Particulars of these sets may be obtained from the Assistant Librarian, on and after October 1st. There is every hope that this extension of the Collection will help to meet the great need which is found to exist of well selected illustrations of Hellenic subjects for the ordinary purposes of teaching.

**Finance.**

The Balance Sheet shows the present financial position of the Society. Ordinary receipts during the year were £1,057, against £960 during the financial year 1899–1900. The receipts from subscriptions, including arrears, amount to £646, against £643, and receipts from libraries, and for the purchase of back volumes, £179, against £163. Life subscriptions amounting to £78, donations £13 13s., and for lantern slides £30 have also been received. Other items of ordinary income show no change.

The ordinary expenditure for the year amounts to £716, against £690. Payments for rent £80, insurance £15, salaries £60, and sundry printing, postage, and stationery £61, are practically the same as in the preceding year; the cost of purchases for the Library shows £74, against £73. There has further been an expenditure of £44 on the photographic collection and lantern slides. The net cost of the *Journal*, Vol. XX., and Supplementary Paper No. 3, has amounted to £382 against £390. The usual grant of £100 was made to the British School at Athens, £50 to Professor Lewis Campbell as the third and last instalment of the promised contribution towards the new Platonic Lexicon, and £50 to the Cretan Exploration Fund. The balance carried forward at the close of the year under review amounts to £252, against £131 at the end of the previous financial year. The expenditure on the facsimile of the Codex Venetus of Aristophanes is shown in a separate account.

Sixty-three new members have been elected during the year, while forty have been lost by death or resignation. The present total of subscribing members is 747; and of honorary members 23, the name of Professor Rufus B. Richardson, Director of the American School at Athens, having been added to the roll of honorary members in place of Professor Kumanudes, deceased.

Three new libraries have joined the list of subscribers, and three have stopped payment, making the number at the present time 142, or with the five public libraries 147.
Conclusion.

On the whole the general state of the Society may be regarded as highly satisfactory. Its activity during the past year has, in its several departments, been well maintained, and an even healthier sign is the accession of new members which is considerably larger than in any recent year. That this has not resulted in a larger net increase in the roll of membership is due to the unfortunate fact that it has again been found necessary to remove some twenty names of members who were some years behind with their subscriptions, and could not be induced to respond to the Treasurer's repeated applications. This falling away of lukewarm supporters, which increases the natural loss by death or resignation, still makes it incumbent upon all members to do their best to bring in fresh candidates, but this task should become easier as year by year the interest in Hellenic antiquity spreads more widely, while the privileges of membership are enhanced by judicious extension of the various aids to study and research.

The adoption of the Report was moved by the Provost of Oriel, and seconded by Prof. Seymour, of Yale, who welcomed the opportunity of bearing testimony to the excellent work done by the Society. The Report was unanimously adopted.—The Hon. Secretary read a summary by Mr. Arthur Evans of the main results of his work at Knossos during the past season. The palace had proved to be far more extensive than he had first supposed, and recently, in its eastern quarter, had been made the remarkable discovery of three flights of stone stairs, one below the other leading down to a columnar hall with walls rising some twenty feet. The staircase was flanked above and below by a breastwork showing the sockets of the original wooden columns, so that with this double tier of colonnades the hall (which seems to have been partly hypaethral) must have presented somewhat the appearance of an Italian Renaissance palace. Even at Pompeii no such staircases one over the other have yet been brought to light. Of individual finds, mention was made of a magnificent draught-board of ivory plated with gold, of crystal plaques backed by silver and blue enamel, and of the lip of an alabastron finely engraved with the name and divine titles of Khyan, the Hyksos king, whose monuments are rare in Egypt itself. Other objects suggested connexion with Nubia and Babylonia. A further store of inscribed tablets had been found, and also additional wall-paintings, while of still higher interest, in their bearing on the history of ancient art, were fragments of human figures in painted stucco relief. The modelling of limbs and muscles, and the minute delineation of the veins, seemed to Mr. Evans more in keeping with the spirit of the Italian Renaissance than with classical antiquity. One male head was surmounted by a crown representing a succession of fleur-de-lys with an upright one in the centre.—Mr. Macmillan, as Treasurer of the
Cretan Exploration Fund, pointed out that it was now exhausted, and appealed for further subscriptions to enable Mr. Evans to complete his work. Prof. E. A. Gardner gave an account of a visit to the scene of the excavations at Knossos and of the collection of statuary discovered off Cythera.—The former President and Vice-Presidents were re-elected, and Dr. James Gow and Mr. F. E. Thompson were elected to vacancies on the Council.—The President of Trinity College, Oxford, gave some account of the present position of the British School at Rome.—The usual votes of thanks to the Auditors and to the Chairman closed the proceedings.
**THE JOURNAL OF HELLENIC STUDIES** ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDING 31ST MAY 1901.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Sales of Journal, July 1, 1899, to June 30, 1900</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Advertisements in Journal</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Balance to Cash Account</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£460</strong></td>
<td><strong>13</strong></td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CASH ACCOUNT.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To Balance at 31st May, 1900</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Petty Cash</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Members' Subscriptions, 1900—1901</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Arrears</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Life Subscriptions</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Entrance Fees</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Library Subscriptions, 1900—1901</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Back Volumes of Journal</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Donations, F. D. Mouat, Esq.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Miss E. C. Stevenson</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Dividends on New South Wales 3½ per cent. stock—Oct. 1, 1900</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; April 1, 1901</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Corporation of Nottingham 3 per cent.—Nov. 1, 1900</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; May 1, 1901</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Literary Account—Sales of Duplicates, Vines, &amp;c.</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Lantern Slides Account</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Royalties on Sale of Photographs</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot; Sale of Electros</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£1,168</strong></td>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
<td><strong>10</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To Balance at Bankers, 31st May, 1901 | 249 | 8 | 8 |
| " Petty Cash | 2 | 4 | 11

**ARISTOPHANES FACSIMILE FUND.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1900—June 13. American Archæological Institute</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901—April 11</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£300</strong></td>
<td><strong>0</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Balance brought forward | £180 | 10 | 0

We have examined this account, compared it with the vouchers and bankers' book, and find it correct.

ARTHUR JOHN BUTLER,
STEPHEN SPRING-RICE,
Auditors.

DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD, Hon. Treasurer.

25th June, 1901.
A comparison with the receipts and expenditure of the last ten years is furnished by the following tables:

**ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL RECEIPTS FOR THE YEARS ENDING:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>31 May 1896</th>
<th>31 May 1897</th>
<th>31 May 1898</th>
<th>31 May 1899</th>
<th>31 May 1900</th>
<th>31 May 1901</th>
<th>31 May 1902</th>
<th>31 May 1903</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>671</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>617</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrears</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Compositions</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries and Back Vols.</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entrance Fees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Receipts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. D. G. Hogarth (Alexandria Gram Refund)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantern Slides</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clichés</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Receipts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royalty on and Sales of Photographs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. D. Mocatta, Esq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. H. Egerston, Esq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. G. Hart, Esq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss E. C. Stevenson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library, Mrs. Cubitt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Arkwright, Esq.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>976</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>1,034</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance from previous year</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,231</td>
<td>1,117</td>
<td>1,293</td>
<td>1,124</td>
<td>1,084</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>1,149</td>
<td>1,021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANALYSIS OF ANNUAL EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEARS ENDING:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>31 May 1896</th>
<th>31 May 1897</th>
<th>31 May 1898</th>
<th>31 May 1899</th>
<th>31 May 1900</th>
<th>31 May 1901</th>
<th>31 May 1902</th>
<th>31 May 1903</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rent</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundry Printing, Postage, and Stationery</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantern Slides Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of Journal (less sales)</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>158</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt Exploration Fund—1,100 copies of Mr. Hogarth's Report</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo Enlargements, Albums</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>1,079</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>744</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>239</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,231</td>
<td>1,117</td>
<td>1,293</td>
<td>1,124</td>
<td>1,084</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>1,149</td>
<td>1,021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A NEW PANDORA VASE.

[Plate I.]

Scenes from the history of Pandora are rare in works of Greek art. There have at present been published, so far as I am aware, only five representations of her, in two reliefs and three vases. These all represent her birth or her coming into being. All the vases are in the British Museum. To these I have to add a fourth vase (Pl. I.), recently presented to the Ashmolean Museum by Mr. Edmund Oldfield, and bringing before us a fresh scene from the interesting history of the strange being made by the gods for the delusion and betrayal of men.

The tale of Pandora, as it appears in Hesiod, is so well known that I need only glance at its main features. When Prometheus had stolen for men fire from the gods, Zeus, determining to punish him, caused Hephaestus to make of earth a beauteous woman, whom the goddesses adorned with ornaments, but in whom Hermes implanted a deceitful heart and a treacherous tongue. The new creation was taken by Hermes to Epimetheus, who, neglecting his brother's advice to receive no gift from Zeus, welcomed her. But this was the beginning of many sorrows for men; for Pandora opened the Ψίθος or cask wherein were hidden all the evils that afflict mankind, and they issued forth, leaving at the bottom only Hope. This at least is the easiest way of reading the Hesiodic tale, which has in fact many curious features, and might repay a careful study.

We learn from Pausanias that the birth of Pandora was represented by Phidias on the basis of the Parthenos statue at Athens. And in the case of two of the copies of that statue which have come down to us, we find on the basis rough sketches of reliefs which seem clearly meant for a summary suggestion of the scene as it existed in the original. On the basis of the Lenormant statuette, we see on the left the Sun-god in a chariot, which is led by an attendant, on the right the Moon-goddess on a horse, apparently advancing towards the centre of the group, not turned from it as in the Parthenon pediment. Between Sun and Moon stand three equestrian figures of

---

1 I omit the Pausanias cited, M. c. L vi. 30. It is difficult to understand what scenes of the story are here depicted; and one would like to be assured of the genuineness of the cista.
2 From the collection of Count Croud de Perez, Sale Cat. 1869, No. 151. Found-spot not recorded.
3 Michaelis, Parthenon, Pl. XV. 1, p. 275.
which the details are obscure. On the basis of the Athena from Pergamon, we may, according to Dr. Puchstein, who has published it, trace or infer ten figures, all apparently female, moving in gentle procession and bearing gifts. But Pandora herself, curiously, seems to be omitted, at all events in that part of the relief which is not wholly defaced.

We can scarcely venture on the ground of these mutilated reliefs to draw any definite conclusions as to the way in which the birth of Pandora was treated by Phidias on the Parthenon basis. That the Sun-god and Moon-goddess occupied the two extremities of the scene is rendered probable not only by the testimony of the Lenormant statuette, but also by the fact that in the closely parallel Phidian relief which occupied the basis of the statue of Zeus at Olympia, and which represented the rising of Aphrodite from the sea, the Sun-god and Moon-goddess appeared in this position. Pliny tells us that in the Phidian scene of the birth of Pandora twenty gods were represented as spectators, and Pausanias informs us that several deities were in similar fashion assistant at the rising of Aphrodite. Thus between the flanking figures we may best suppose a procession of deities, mostly goddesses, slowly moving towards the newly born or fresh made Pandora, and offering her gifts of clothing and jewels.

As regards Pandora herself in the group, we may perhaps venture, though without much confidence, to take a hint from the three vase-pictures. In each of these Pandora stands, a wooden or doll-like creature, apparently not yet fully alive. On the Baie cup, Athena is occupied with the dress of Pandora, while Hephaestus, who stands opposite, fashions her golden crown. On the Cyprus vase, which is fragmentary, we seem to have a similar scene, but with other deities present on either side. On the Altemura vase, Athena holds out a wreath to Pandora; other deities stand on either side, but their participation in the scene is not obvious, save that Hermes seems to be starting on his errand towards earth.

We may regard it as at least not unlikely that, in the Phidian relief, Pandora stood between Athena and Hephaestus to receive her natal or bridal gifts.

Quite another scene is depicted on the obverse of the Oldfield vase of the Ashmolean Museum. The painting consists of two groups, which have no close connexion one with the other. On the left Zeus gives commands to Hermes, in reference doubtless to the trap laid for Prometheus. On the right, Pandora, now alive and fully adorned, rises ghost-like out of the ground in the presence of Epimetheus. She is a delightful figure, clad in bridal drapery and veil, with a tall crown on her head. Her arms are stretched towards Epimetheus, who wears a wreath, is clad in a short chiton, and holds a hammer, and who shows a not unnatural surprise at the apparition, but certainly no repugnance to the fair vision who thus takes him by storm.

---

2. Gerhard, Festv. un Winckelmann, Pl. I.
4. Radyn from Paphos, J.H.S. ix. 221.
5. J.H.S. xi. Pl. XI.
Eros flutters above, holding out a fillet. All the persons depicted are identified beyond question, as their names are written in clear characters over them. The two groups represent the cause and the effect, the plot and its success. And the respective attitudes of Hermes and of Epimetheus signify, to those who understand the conventions usual in Greek painting, that an interval of time or of space occurs between the two scenes portrayed.

The scene on the reverse of the vase is of a more ordinary character. A young warrior or hunter, wearing petasus and chlamys, and holding two spears, pursues a girl, while her companion escapes in the other direction. A floral pattern occupies the field on one side, while on the other we have the inscription ΑΛΣΙΜΑΧΟΣ ΚΑΛΟΣ. This scene scarcely admits of definite interpretation. It is unnecessary to describe in detail the form and decoration of the vase, as they are accurately given in the accompanying engraving. The height of the vase is to the top of the handles 19 inches, ctm. 48; the diameter at the mouth is 11½ inches, ctm. 29.
Recent researches into the history of Greek vase-painting enable us to assign to our vase a school and a date. The love-name Alkimachos, which occurs on the reverse, offers us a clue, which is easily followed up by consulting the new edition of Klein's 

\textit{Vasen mit Lieblingsschriften} (p. 165). In that work seven vases will be found bearing a dedication (so to speak) to Alkimachos, who is in one case characterised as son of Epichares, and in another is mentioned in conjunction with Axiopithes. A lekythos with white ground bears the name Axiopithes son of Alkimachos. We may conjecture with Wernicke\(^1\) that a brother as well as a son of Alkimachos bore the name Axiopithes, since father and son would scarcely appear with the title \textit{συνών} on the same vase. In some of the vases which bear the name Alkimachos, the form \(\Omega\) for \(O\) occurs, suggesting that they are the work of a Thasian or Parian painter, probably a companion or pupil of the great Polygnotus. But in the case of other vases, as in ours, the name is written in good Attic character. Probably our vase is by an Attic master, and doubtless the myth of Pandora was current in Attica before Polygnotus came. The date of the vase is about the middle, or slightly earlier than the middle, of the fifth century. It is therefore exactly contemporary with the great works of Phidias, and not unworthy even of that age.

We have now more closely to consider the subject of our vase-painting, which raises a variety of interesting questions as to mythology and the interpretation of vase-paintings.

At first sight we might be disposed to include it in the rare class of representations which have direct relation to literature, and to regard it as a conscious attempt to illustrate the Hesiodic tale. But a closer consideration shows that there are in it certain features which are not thus accounted for. For example, why does Erimetheus carry a hammer\(^1\) and why does Pandora rise from the ground\(^2\)? Neither of these features finds an explanation in the tale as told by Hesiod and other ancient writers. The fact is that Greek vase-painters, like the great Tragedians themselves, are never free from the influence of certain conventions and traditions, which they accept perhaps quite unconsciously, and which guide their hands. Thus we frequently find in the works of these Greek craftsmen details and indications which owe their origin to primitive religious ideas, deeply seated in the minds of the people.

The exceedingly able and suggestive papers which Miss Harrison has recently devoted to the Erinyes, Ge and Pandora, and which have appeared in the \textit{Journal of Hellenic Studies}, spare me the labour of examining in detail the origin of the Pandora myth, and enable me to discuss it in a less tentative and more summary fashion. I may therefore at once say that it is reasonable to find in the attitude of Pandora a reminiscence, conscious or unconscious, of the fact that she was in origin Ge or the Earth-spirit. This attitude belongs to Ge, whether she takes part in the Gigantomachy\(^3\) or whether she

---

\(^1\) \textit{Vasen mit Lieblingsschriften}, p. 117.

\(^2\) Overbeck, \textit{Kunstwiss.} II. V.

\(^3\) \textit{J. H. S.} xii. 205; xx. 99.
hands to Athena the infant Ereiehthionus. It belongs to Persephone, as she returns from the world of shades. It belongs to the Erechtheus and to ghosts generally. And it belongs occasionally to Aphrodite, as in the vase of Genoa, in the Ludovisi relief, and the relief of Pheidias at Olympia. Our vase definitely places Pandora in this group of Earth-spirits and ghosts.

The hammer carried by Epimetheus seems also to be not devoid of mythologic significance. According to the tale, it was of clay, not of metal, that Prometheus and his brother made man; and Epimetheus seems to have no right to the hammer. Here again an explanation is suggested by the comparison of another group of vase-paintings, which has been frequently discussed, and which sheds much light on the Ashmolean vase.

The most complete of these representations is figured in this Journal, 1890, p. 232, and discussed by Miss Harrison. A colossal female figure is rising through a mound or hill whereon trees grow, in the presence of Dionysus, Pan, two Satyrs, and Eros, who by attitude and gesture are evidently rejoicing in her anodos. Robert in his Archäologische Märchen cites many representations of the same class. Sometimes it is a half-length figure which emerges in the presence of Satyrs or Panisci. These Satyrs, in one instance at least, hold in their hands picks, such as are used for breaking up hard soil. On black-figured vases a gigantic head arises from the ground, on which two human figures strike with huge hammers (Robert, Pl. V, A). On later vases we find the same head, but Satyrs armed with picks take the place of the hammerers (Pl. V, B). Prof. Robert himself proposes to see in these representations the birth of a Spring-nymph. This view, however, has not met with general acceptance. Another theory was set forth by Prof. Furtwängler in 1891. Furtwängler rejects the above mentioned view of Robert, the view of Fröhner, who regards these pictures as representing the Anodos of Korn, and that of Strub, who sees a reference to the mysteries of Samothrace. His own opinion is that the group of representations belongs to the cultus of Ge at Phyle in Attica. He writes, 'A chief deity of Phyle was Ge, there worshipped as μεγάλη θεός, in combination with Dionysus "Αρχη and the Isemian Nymphis (Pausa I. 31, 4). I think that we have here a safe clue for the interpretation of our vases. The rising goddess is the μεγάλη θεός of Phyle, and Eros is the cosmic Eros celebrated in the Orphic hymns.' Following out this clue, let us try to understand the main figures of these vases, the hammering men. As to the meaning of their action, their hammering on the head of Ge, there can be no doubt. Clearly it is symbolic, and must signify a mastering and taming of the hard earth.' The

---

1 Rascher, Locution, p. 1906.
2 Overbeck, Kasuistik, Pl. XVIII. 15.
3 Baumeister, Denkm., p. 423.
6 Miss Harrison writes: 'She rises up through the γυμνή οίκη, the amphora, the grave-mound, which is coated with the nail tares.' The presence of the trees, however, seems to show

10 The published representations of this vase are incorrect: the spectroscopic are Satyrs. Robert, Arch. Märchen, p. 199.
12 Ibid., p. 118.
motion which lies at the basis of the representation is that of a heavenly
duty attacking the Earth with storms and subduing its obstinacy. This idea
must lie at the root of our vase-paintings: by mighty blows the Great
Goddess is melted in the spring from her winter numbedness.

That the beings who arouse the Earth are in earlier vases represented as
men with hammers, according to Furtwängler Cyclopes, and in later vases as
Sileni; need not, as Furtwängler observes, surprise us, since Löschcke and
other writers have shown how closely related in Greece are the respective circles
of Hephaestus and of Dionysus.

It is noteworthy that in the deme of Phlya there was also a shrine of
Demeter Ἀναστάσις, who seems to have been but a varied form of the
μεγάλη θεός of the locality.

The evidence in favour of Prof. Furtwängler's view is very strong; and in
most points it may fairly be regarded as established. But as regards the
interpretation of the figures armed with hammers or picks, Miss Harrison ¹
rejects the view that they personify the storms of spring. In the place of
this mythological explanation she puts one which is more human and historic.
She regards hammer and pick alike as agricultural implements used for
breaking up the clods of earth; and sees in Satyrs and Panisci representatives
of the early peoples of Greece who worshipped the Earth-spirit, and were used
in their primitive ritual to summon her by beating and breaking the ground
in spring.

Between these two methods of interpretation one may hesitate; but
both alike connect the cultus of Earth and the myth of Pandora with a
primitive stratum of Greek mythology. To this point we will presently
return.

Thus the group of Pandora and Epimetheus on our vase seems to have
roots which go down behind the Hesiodic tale. It carries our minds to other
vase-pictures which almost beyond doubt have connexion with the pre-
Olympian worship of Greece. Our Pandora and Epimetheus seem to lose
their dramatic and concrete individuality and to be merged in earlier forms
of being. Pandora, instead of being a fair demon, a Laima tricked out to
mislead the ancestors of mankind, becomes a form of the Earth-Mother
rising in spring. It is Hesiod or the religious tale which he adopted that
degrades the all-bestowing Earth into a deceitful spirit. And though our
vase-painter was doubtless familiar with the Hesiodic tale, and meant to
illustrate it, he has not shaken himself free from traditions, both mythologic
and artistic, which influenced him; it may be, beneath his consciousness.

Epimetheus also, besides his Hesiodic character, shows traces of older
and perhaps deeper meaning in the hammer which he bears, and to which he
does not seem to have a right. It occurs to us that there was a satyric play
of Sophocles called ² Pandora or the Hammerers. ² Has our vase any relation
to that play? This is a question which scarcely admits of reply, since

¹ J.B.S. 1860, p. 107. ² Ἀναστάσις Ἡ Πανάστάσις.
we know nothing of this work of Sophocles. It is perhaps simpler to regard the presence of the hammer as a survival, indicating some relation between Epimetheus and the primitive figures of Satyr and Panissus, which appear on other vases as assisting at the Anodos of the great Earth-goddess.

It may of course well be doubted whether these obscure mythologic connexions were present to the mind of the artist of the Oxford vase. Dramatically, it would be absurd; at the moment when the fair young Pandora appears to the dazzled eyes of Epimetheus, that the painter should suggest her original identity with the ancient Earth-Mother. But a critic can often find in a painting a meaning of which the author of it was unconscious.

Few things can be more perilous than the attempt to classify and interpret the fleeting forms of Greek myth, which change as one looks at them like a wreath of smoke or a passing cloud. Yet perhaps it may be desirable to try whether our vase gives any new hint or help in this direction.

The cult of Phlya was in the hands of the Lycomidae, for whom, as Pausanias tells us, Pamphos and Orpheus made hymns. The Lycomidae were closely connected with the cultus of Demeter at Athens and elsewhere. Furtwangler suggests that they were at the bottom of much in the Orphic-Hesiodic Theogony. It seems that this conjecture is greatly confirmed by our vase. We are able to bring forward a fresh and independent piece of evidence, which forms a link between the worship of Ge, such as that which had its seat at Phlya, and the Hesiodic mythology. And thus we gain a fresh view of the fact that between the mystic Orphic religion of Greece and the beliefs of the primitive inhabitants of Greece there was a close connexion. And we gain a fresh view of the relations between both of these and the Hesiodic Theogony.

The tale of Prometheus, as it reaches us in Hesiod, has been roughly and imperfectly moralised. The figure of Epimetheus, the foolish and unrestrained double of Prometheus, seems to be an addition. On the other hand many points in the tale, such as the conveyance of fire in a hollow reed, the mutual bargaining and overreaching between gods and men, and other features, seem very simple and primitive. Thus while the basis and matter of the poetical rendering are made up of current myth and old-world tales, this material has been worked up with a purpose, in much the same way as Aeschylus, in a later age, worked up the Prometheus legend. But whereas the motive of Aeschylus is in the main a glorification of man, the motive of Hesiod is in the main a vilification of woman.

To Hesiod Pandora seems to bear closer resemblance to Aphrodite than to Ge. Her decking and adornment by the gods with crown and necklace and other ornaments for the purpose of making her attractive is an essential part of the story. The Pandora of our vase is thus clad in splendid array. And the purpose of her creation, according to Hesiod, is that she may through love win the mastery of Prometheus, and then by her wicked arts and malicious doings punish him for his offence against the gods. This is nearer

---

1 Parn. ix. 27, 2.
to the Greek conception of Aphrodite than of any other deity. And one's mind recurs to the fact already pointed out that in the mind of Pheidias the birth of Aphrodite and the birth of Pandora seem to be closely related one to the other. This is a very suggestive hint.

It is notable that many nations, far apart one from the other, the Jews, the Greeks, the Germans, the Iroquois and Blackfoot of America, should all associate the introduction of evil into the world with the first appearance in it of woman.1

The whole group of legends which narrate the story of Prometheus and Pandora, and of Deucalion and Pyrrha, stands apart from the ordinary tales of Greek mythology, being connected, not so much with the history and deeds of the gods, as with the creation of man, the birth of woman, and the great flood. Every one who knows his Bible must have been struck with the remarkable likeness which exists between this group of tales and that set forth at the beginning of Genesis. Common to the Greek and the Jewish cosmogony are many points: the making of man out of earth and his animation, the production of woman and the evil thence arising, the flood survived by a single family who repopulated the empty lands. Does this imply that the Greek myth is of Semitic origin?

This is of course no new question, but one which has frequently exercised the learned. Our grandfathers were disposed to regard the Hesiodic tales of the making of man and the Greek tradition of a great flood as echoes of the historic events of which a true record was preserved in Genesis. Our fathers had little difficulty in supposing that these tales were passed on to the Greeks by Phoenician traders. To us a somewhat different origin would naturally suggest itself. It is a tempting view, as indeed I have already suggested, to suspect that the Lycomidae and their Mysteries, the cults at Phrya, and the whole cycle of Prometheus and Pandora legends belonged originally to the pre-Aryan population of Greece, which may have been of Canaanite race. As early as 1888 it was maintained by Prof. Ramsay2 that in Greece as in Asia Minor the lower stratum of the population was formed of a pre-Greek race, devoted to the worship of great Earth-goddesses, while the upper stratum consisted of the conquering Aryan tribes, who brought in male deities, and the patriarchal as opposed to the matriarchal scheme of society. The mysteries of Greece, both Eleusinian and Orphic, would naturally be based on survivals belonging to the religion of this primitive and conquered race, but of course hellenized.

This view is attractive, and has strong claims on our acceptance. But to apply it directly to any province of Greek mythology involves much risk. Greek myth, as it has come down to us, is so highly composite, has been so many times worked over and worked up for various purposes, that it may well defy the keenest powers of analysis. While on the one hand the legends dealing with Prometheus, Deucalion, Pandora, and Pyrrha and the rest seem to belong to a stratum of religion which may be roughly called

---

1 See Welcker, *Oriech. Götterlehre*, i. 760, &c.
2 *J.H.S.* ix. 351.
Babylonic, on the other hand in the Hesiodic Catalogues of Women the characters I have mentioned are placed at the very origin of the Hellenic stems, and the myths concerning them cling closely about Dodona and Pithia, and Lycorea and Athens, and other thoroughly Greek sites. And in a recent work, Dr. Usener has shown in detail that the Greek myths of the deluge bear a closer likeness to those of India as recorded in the Mahabharata than to the accounts cherished by the Babylonians and the Jews. Moreover we must remember that some of the primitive tribes of North America, of New Zealand and of other countries possess cosmogonies which might well pass, with a hasty observer, for variants of the Semitic origins. One may fairly say that if the Hellenes took the materials of their cosmogonies, of many of their local cults, and of their mysteries from an earlier stratum of inhabitants, they used those materials freely in accordance with their own ideas, just as in art they turned to their own purposes the ornamental motives which they borrowed from Egypt and from Assyria. Perhaps we in this age, in our passion for tracing origins, are liable to overlook this truth. It may be necessary to dig up the barbarous roots of Greek legend and cultus, but it is a pity if in doing so we neglect the flowers and the fruit which derive their nutriment from those roots. What is important and interesting in Greek myth and cosmogony and mystery is not that which is more or less common to all primitive peoples, but that which the Greek spirit added to this original material, working it into beautiful and ethical forms.

Is it possible to trace a connexion between the tale of Pandora and Epimetheus and other Attic legends? For example, the legends which tell of the liberation of Athena from the head of Zeus by the blow of an axe or a hammer, hesitate whether the decisive blow was given by Hephaestus or by Prometheus. Here we have Prometheus, of whom Epimetheus is but the double, swinging his weapon to some purpose. There may have existed at Phlya some more modest cousin of the standard Athenian tale. Again, it has been suggested by Léschke that the loosing of Herm from her bonds by Hephaestus is a parallel story to that of the loosing of the Earth-deity from the soil by blows of the hammer. And further, our group of the hammer-bearing Epimethes united by Eros with Ge-Pandora, seems to illustrate in no remote way, though confusingly, the various Attic legends of the marital relations between Hephaestus and Gaia, or between Hephaestus and Aphrodite or Athena.

I do not however propose at present to venture further into this realm of mist and shadow. It may suffice that we have won a glimpse of the process by which the barbarous myths of the primitive peoples of Greece were refined, made poetic, and partly moralised by the increasing influence of the Hellenic religion of Olympus.

PERCY GARDNER.
PATROCLES AND THE OXO-CASPIAN TRADE ROUTE.

The statement is usually made, that Greek geographers between Herodotus and Ptolemy believed the Caspian to be an inlet of the Northern ocean; that the Greeks, from the time that they first knew of the Oxus, believed it to flow into the Caspian; and that raw silk and other articles of commerce were carried down the Oxus into the Caspian and thence in due course to the Black Sea.

Even before Alexander, perhaps as early as Herodotus, there was a vague notion that the Caspian was, or ought to be, connected with a circumfluent ocean, as the other large sheets of salt water then known were; but this notion did not take definite shape till after the only recorded navigation of that sea by Greeks; and it perhaps requires explanation, why a genuine voyage should have given definite shape to a false notion.

Recent investigations appear to have rendered it fairly certain that the Oxus never flowed into our Caspian within any historical period, though it may have sent, and probably did send, a branch westward into the Sary-Kamysh depression, then either a lake or a part of the Aral. If the Oxus did not enter the Caspian, it is clear that some explanation of the Greek belief that it did, and of the trade route, would also be required. If then, in connection with this trade route, two errors appear in what may be called the ordinary view, one as regards the Oxus and one as regards the Caspian, it is at least possible that these two errors may be due to a common source, the discovery of which might throw light upon the whole matter. It is the object of this paper to indicate the direction in which I believe the explanation to lie.

Before going through the Greek notices, it may be as well to state briefly what I conceive to be the present position of the Oxus question. There are three routes, by one or more of which the Oxus has been supposed to have once entered the Caspian; (1) by the Uzboi channel from lake Sary-Kamysh; (2) by the Ungus channel across the Kara-kum desert, joining the Uzboi; (3) by a southern branch leaving the Oxus near Charjui, passing Merv, and thence following (roughly speaking) the course now taken by the railway, parallel to the line of the Kopet Dagh and Little Balkan. All these views still find champions1; at the same time some, as M. Lessar, have

---

1 A summary of the views of modern Russian geographers will be found in an article with map by Prince Kropotkin, "The old beds of the Ann-Daria," Geogr. Journ., vol. 12 (1898), p. 306. It has always been, and still is, a Russian dream to turn the Oxus back into the Caspian.
always been found to maintain that neither the Uzboi nor the Ungus were channels of the Oxus. This latter view is now strongly put forward by the Russian engineer M. Konshin, who has come to the conclusion that the Oxus always ran in its present course, though it once threw off a branch into lake Sary-Kamysh; that there are no traces of beds or delta deposits of the Oxus in the Kara-kum; that the Kara-kum and the Western Uzboi were once gulls of the Caspian, (the Ungus being an old sea-beach), as is proved (among other things) by the Caspian sea-shells found there; and that the upper part of the Uzboi was a channel for the discharge of overflow water from Sary-

Kamysh to the Caspian. M. Konshin has explored and sunk shafts in the so-called old Delta of the Oxus, the Darjii peninsula, and found no trace whatever of fresh-water deposits, or of river-shells.


2 Beside the sea and river theories of the Uzboi, the view has been put forward by Bogdanovich that this channel, other than the extreme western portion, which may be due to the action of the sea, has been formed by rain. This view is examined by W. Kropotkin in Dess Amundsen for 1895, p. 657, 'Die Hydrographie des Oxus Bechers'; he sums up that, though
The latest theory with which I am acquainted is that put forward by Prof. J. Walther,1 who has also explored personally the supposed old mouth of the Oxus at Balkan Bay. He also thinks that the Oxus always ran in its present channel (subject to the regular tendency of its bed to shift eastward with the earth’s rotation), with the possible exception of a branch flowing into the Sary-Kamysh depression. His chief argument is drawn from the absence elsewhere of deposits of the typical Oxus mud. In particular he shows that no river can ever have flowed into the Caspian at the supposed old mouth of the Oxus. He differs from M. Konshin about the Uzboi; his numerous measurements show that the Sary-Kamysh depression, while 89 m. lower than the present surface of the Aral, is 92 m. lower than Karaluhuneek, the point where the Uzboi channel commences, and that in consequence the Uzboi can never have taken the overflow from Sary-Kamysh to the Caspian. At the same time he concludes against the Western Uzboi having ever been an arm of the Caspian on the ground that, if so, this arm can only have shrunk and retired through evaporation, and an overflow channel like the Uzboi cannot have been formed by this means. Without being a geologist, I may be permitted to remark that Prof. Walther does not appear to have met M. Konshin’s argument drawn from the presence of numerous sea shells, similar to those now living in the Caspian, on the surface of the Western Uzboi; while the whole region is notoriously subject to alterations of the level of the ground; the Caspian is known to have altered its level several times, beside its regular loss from evaporation. A rise of 2017 m. would take the sea up between the Balkans as far as the so-called lake Topatian.

Whatever the facts, however, as to the Uzboi, we may take it as fairly certain that the Oxus never reached the Caspian by any of the three routes; since, by any route, there is only one gap in the hills between the Ust Urt plateau and the Kopet Dagh through which it could have passed, viz., that between the Great and the Little Balkan through which the railway now runs; and the investigations of both M. Konshin and Prof. Walther have rendered it fairly certain that there was never any Oxus delta at or near Balkan Bay. It may also be noticed that the Oxus still periodically overflows into the Sary-Kamysh depression, the last occasion on which it did so being during the coronation of the present Czar, when the Khivans broke down a dyke.

With this much by way of prelude, we may turn to the Greek writers. Our principal concern will be with Patrocles, but I shall briefly go through the chief notices before and after his voyage.

Herodotus2 mentions the Caspian as a sea by itself, which does not join

---
1 "Das Oxus-problem in historischer und geologischer Beleuchtung," in Petersmann’s Mitteilungen (1898), No. 9.
2 Herod. I. 202: εἰς συμπλήρωσιν τῆς Ἕλλης ἐπάλησε.
the other sea. About the other sea he gives no information. But he has heard dimly of the Oxus or Jaxartes as a river with 40 mouths, all ending in marshes but one, which flows clear into the Caspian; there are islands in it as big as Lesbos, inhabited by savage fish-eaters and other strange people.

The next notice concerns Alexander. Arrian (Anab. 7, 16) says he wished to know whether the Caspian was connected with the Euxine or with the Eastern Indian Ocean. This may have been a mere guess; but it is also possible that Alexander's intelligence department had got a report of a supposed connection with some other sea. Anyhow, there were now three hypotheses. Here belongs a story told by Strabo (11, 569) that men flattered Alexander by identifying the Maeotis, which receives the Tanais, with the Caspian which receives the Jaxartes, a river that the Greeks at first took for the Tanais. Strabo adds that they called the latter sea a lake and said that it and the Maeotis were connected. Alexander sent one Heraclides to Hyrcania to build ships and explore the sea; as far as we know, this expedition had no result. The rest of Arrian's remarks appear to concern what he thought himself.

The next generation saw the one attempt at exploration known to us as made by the Greeks, when Seleucus sent his admiral Patrocles to the Caspian. Eratosthenes cites a periplo of this sea as known to the Greeks, which I assume to be that of Patrocles. This periplo speaks of two voyages, one along the coasts of the Albani and Cadusii, the other along the coasts of the Anaraki, Mardi and Hyrcania towards the mouths of the Oxus and Jaxartes: the point of junction, according to the situation of these tribes, would be somewhere at the extreme S.W. of this sea. As to the first voyage, though the Albani are named first, no one could suppose that Patrocles built his ships up in the north and sailed south; even without Pliny's evidence, we might fairly suppose that he started from the S.W. corner, the point of

---

1 Mr. J. L. Myres, in a paper read before the Geographical Society on 'An attempt to reconstruct the maps used by Herodotus' (Geogr. Journ. vol. 8 (1896), p. 699), has put forward a theory that Herodotus had two different ideas about the Caspian, based on different maps, and that in 4, 49, he (Herod.) 'assumes that the Caspian, as a part of the undiscovered North Sea, corresponds with the known Red. or Southern Sea, a conclusion which reappears in Eratosthenes,' and which is inconsistent with Herod. 1, 202.

2 1, 202: he calls it the Araxas. It is generally supposed to represent the Jaxartes, because of the marshes; but, a priori, it is much more likely to be the larger and better known Oxus, which must, in a natural state, have had an equally marshy mouth or mouths.

3 Alexander, in his speech at the Hyphasis (Arv. Anab. 5, 26) says: καὶ ἀκούω ἔρημα...τοίς ἱδεῖσι κάποιοι δὲ ἔχον διὰ τοῦ Πενελέως, τῷ τῷ Τακτίλιδος τῷ Ἰράκλει βαστίον ὡς Κασπικός, τὴν ἔναν ἄρα ἱδέαν, ἀλλὰ τοῦτο, ἐὰν εἴη αὐτὸ τὸ ἐνθύμησθαι, εὐρύτερον αὐτὸν. This is Susemiil's opinion (Geogr. d. Grich. Litt. in der Alexanderzeit. 1, 657-9); and though Strabo does not actually say so, we know of no other Greek who ever sailed on the Caspian, and Strabo says that it was little explored, owing to the brief and disturbed nature of the Macedonian rule in these parts (11, 509); besides, Strabo expressly cites the measurement of one part of this periplo, the distance between the mouths of the Oxus and Jaxartes, as Patrocles' (11, 519), and Eratosthenes (i.e.) speaks as if no other peripluses were known (τῶν δὲ τῶν Εὐρηματινομένων περιπλάκων).
junction of the two voyages. The reason for starting from here, and not from Hyrcania, may merely have been convenience of ship-timber. Be that as it may, the fact agrees curiously with what Strabo says about the 'bight' of the Caspian. The mountains of Media and Armenia project like the horns of a crescent, and form the 'bight' of the Caspian Gulf. This gulf, running in southward from the ocean, is at first narrow enough, but as it goes further in it broadens, its greatest breadth, about 5000 stades, being obtained over against the 'bight'; but the length from the 'sailing-in point' to the bight is perhaps a little more than the breadth, as the 'sailing-in point' is very near the uninhabitable zone. This shows clearly enough that Strabo reckons the length of the sea from S.W. to N.E., roughly speaking, that is, from the point whence Patroclus started to the 'sailing-in point'; and this passage alone would be conclusive against any theory which places the 'sailing-in point' at the extreme north of the Caspian, as we know it. I may add that, so far as I know, no one has taken Patroclus to the extreme north; the more general opinion is that he perhaps only went a little way.

We can now examine Patroclus' voyage in detail. Why he went north

---

1 Pliny N.H. 6, 13, quoting from the same passage in Eratosthenes, has "ab aequore et meridie" (in Cacharias et Albanians).
2 Aristobulus (Strabo 11, 508) notes a deficiency of light wood in Hyrcania, though plenty of oak.
3 μῆκος.
4 Strabo 11, 508: τοῦτοι (the mountains) ἀποτέλεσθαι τὰ σχήματα τοῦ ὀρέων, ἀλλ᾽ ἀλληλού τὸν ὁμοίως, ποιοῦν ὁ μόχος τοῦ μήκος τοῦ ὀρέως. So Pliny 6, 13 (natural curvatures); Curtius 6, 12. The map does not permit of identification; but Curtius shows that the crescent mount was only a blunt one, these modes.
5 Strabo 11, 507: καὶ δὲ τὸ πάνθος ἀκολούθον ἐν τῷ ὀρέων πρὸς μικρὰ μάρτυρας τοῦ ἀκροττήριον τῆς ἔναντι τῆς προσανατολικά τῆς στρατιάς τοῦ πάλητος. 'Sailing-in point' is of course not meant as a translation of στρατιάς; it is the point whence the length of the στρατιάς is reckoned, sometimes 2, 76, 138; 11, 491 called στήμα.
6 The evidence for this will appear, p. 17 seq.
7 Here I merely wish to note that in one passage (11, 519) Strabo seems to think the στήμα is in the North. But I think, as will appear, that there is often a distinction between Strabo's view, and the true view that he has preserved without always understanding it. Even in 11, 519 the στήμα is strictly opposite to the μήκος; and that the μήκος is S.W. is indisputable, and (so far as I know) generally admitted.
8 Susamrit, L. The Greeks of about Strabo's time seem to have known nothing definitely of the northern part. Their names for the sea, Caspian, Hyrcanian, Albanian, are southern local names, originally no doubt signifying different stretches of water (Pliny 6, 21 circumventus in Hyrcaniam mare et Caspium 6, 13 ante quas mare quoddam Albanum nominatum est. Arist. Meteor. II. 1 § 8); but they have no northern local names, unless Scythian sinus (Pliny 6, 19; Pomp. Mela 3, 8) be one. Arrian (Anab. 7, 10) says the βασίλειον of the sea had not been discovered; but Strabo, by giving the length and breadth, seems to have thought it was bounded all round, subject to the question of the στρατιάς. And so, clearly, did the authorities from whom Pliny (6, 13) took the phrase 'circumventum Aryt.'
9 Negative criticism, refuting earlier attempts (based on the measurements) to locate the point reached by Patroclus, in Wagner's "Patroclus am Kara-Bugass." Noch. v. d. König. Berghaupt (Göttingen) 1885, p. 299. It appears to me that the writer proves his points; but that the problem has rather shifted its ground. Any system of measuring out this voyage must be vitiated (other things apart) by the fact that we do not know where to measure from; for that Patroclus started from the mouth of the Maricus (Kirit. Uroz), though likely enough, is mere guesswork.
first is clear; for Pliny says that Scelencus, at the time of his assassination, had it in his mind to make a canal between the Caspian and the Cimmerian Bosporus. If Scelencus, in sending out Patroclus, had any such idea, the latter would soon have discovered its impossibility. If he really went 5,400 stades in this direction, the distance that Eratosthenes gives he must have gone pretty far north; but as no tribes north of the Alcan are mentioned, it may be supposed that he himself only went part of the distance, and heard that the sea extended for a considerable way further, and this the more readily as with his eastern voyage such seems actually to have been the case.

That Strabo's account of the mouth of the Cyrus comes in the main from Patroclus I would conjecture from this, that he describes the people there as simple and bad at bargain, trading by barter but scarcely using money and having no knowledge of weights and measures; this might seem to apply best to a time earlier than Strabo's own, when Armenia and the neighbour lands were the great channel of overland trade.

But the chief interest of Patroclus' voyage begins when he turned eastward. At first sight it might appear from Eratosthenes' account of his periplus that he reached the mouths of the Oxus and Jaxartes; Eratosthenes even gives the measurements from the 'bight' to the Oxus mouth 4,800 stades, and thence to the Jaxartes mouth 2,400 stades. But though Patroclus is one of the two authorities for Strabo's statement that the Jaxartes flows into the same sea as the Oxus, this same passage shows that he never reached the Jaxartes mouth himself; for Strabo adds the mouths of the two rivers, according to Patrocles, are 80 parasangs apart. Patrocles, as a Greek sailor, would hardly measure in parasangs; and this remark of Strabo's suggests that Patrocles' information was hearsay, and derived from people who did reckon in parasangs, i.e. Persian-speaking folk of some sort. Now I would point out that if, for the distance between the mouths of the Oxus and Jaxartes, Eratosthenes turned parasangs into stades for the benefit of his Greek readers, he may equally well have done as for the distance from the 'bight' to the mouth of the Oxus; and Patrocles himself may never have reached the Oxus mouth at all. The fact that we have no description of its mouth (by name), while we have an elaborate one of e.g. such a river as the Cyrus, raises a presumption that he did not reach it. However, it is a necessary condition of this periplus that he should have sailed in a direction in which he could at least have heard that the mouths of

---

1 Pliny 6, 11: He gives no express authority for this statement; but he has used some good sources in book 6, as well as his.
2 Strabo 11, 597 i.e.
3 He thought it was large as the Euxine (Strabo 11, 508). I shall say something about the measurements presently.
4 Strabo 11, 501.
5 Strabo 11, 507.
6 Strabo 11, 518; Aristophanes is the other.
7 I know of nothing to warrant Sir H. Rawlinson's statement (Proc. Asiatic Soc. 1 (1879) p. 101) that Patrocles 'actually measured' the distance.
8 A proceeding that Strabo must be criticizing when he insists (11, 518), with illustrations, on the extraordinary variation of length of the parasang in different places. Elsewhere (11, 507) he says that these measurements of Eratosthenes are to be received with caution.
the Oxus and Jaxartes lay at such and such a distance before him. Now it has to be remembered, as a condition of the whole problem, that the evidence for the Jaxartes entering the 'Caesian' is just as good as that for the Oxus, and that the two must stand or fall together. There have been theories put forward for bringing the Jaxartes round the Aral;¹ some, I believe, have boldly abolished the Aral altogether; but the Jaxartes cannot by any means be made to cross the Ust Urt plateau. In fact, we must proceed on the assumption that the Jaxartes ran pretty much as it does now; and while on the one hand these facts would afford some support to a contention that the whole Aralo-Casian salt-water system was sometimes referred to as 'the Casian,' on the other hand they are quite fatal to any theory which takes Patrocles to any point² on the eastern shore of our Caspian further north than Balkan Bay, which is the most northerly point, south of the Ust Urt, where water from beyond the Balkans can enter the Caspian.

Here then we are pulled up short; for Patrocles ought to sail toward the Oxus mouth, i.e. out of the Caspian altogether.

His voyage having come to a standstill for the moment, we may stop also and enquire what is his supposed authority for the connection of the Caspian with the northern ocean.² Let me say at once that this idea was in the air as we have seen, and that it is quite possible that Patrocles believed it. But what we want to know (remembering always that the 'sailing-in point' is opposite to the 'bight,' and has nothing to do with hearsay about the Volga or the north at all) is, on what grounds geographers who used Patrocles' narrative believed in this connection, that is to say, why a true voyage confirmed a false notion. Now Strabo, after giving Eratothenes' account of Patrocles' periplus, goes on to make the sufficiently astonishing statement that a man sailing into the Caspian³ would find: such and such things,—on his right hand Scythians and Sarmatians, on his left the eastern Scythians, reaching to the eastern sea and India; he distinguishes the northern and eastern Scythians accordingly. This statement has always been a stumbling block, Sir E. Bunbury says, 'So clearly indeed was this idea'⁴ (that the Caspian was a gulf of ocean) fixed in his (Strabo's) mind, that he describes the sea and the nations on its banks as they would present themselves to a person sailing in from the North.⁵ This is hard on Strabo. Let us suppose instead that he pictured it from this point of view because he, or his informant, had heard

---

² E.g. the gulf of Kara-Bogaz; or the promontory of Mangoshalak (von Gutschmidt).
³ Sarmatia, i.e. Bunbury, Hist. of Asia. Geog. 1, 524.
⁴ Strabo 11, 507, εἰρήνης. That this is not a figure of speech (=εἰρήνης) is proved by the use of εἰρήνης just before: cf. 2, 131, where he balances the 4 great seaguls, Caspian, Persian, Arabian, and Mediterranean, each with a narrow εἰρήνης from the outer sea. Cf. Pliny 6, 13 ab introitus : Pomponius Mela 3, 5, 4 introitum.
⁵ Op. cit. 2, 233. The Italians are in the original. Strabo has been ever worse treated by the writer of the article 'Caesian' in the Encyc. Britannica, who refers to him a passage of a great Aralo-Casian sea discharging into the Old—presumably at some geological epoch.
that some one had sailed or could sail, or that some people habitually did sail, in from somewhere.

From where? Strabo half answers that question himself. For, as if not content with his first statement,—after a few words about the Scyths, and a fling at Ctesias, Herodotus, and the rest,—he goes on to say that, at any rate, as a man sails into the Caspian, the nomads that he finds on his left are called by the present generation Dani and surnamed Parnoi; then comes a desert, and then Hyrcania, and here we reach the open sea, which continues to the "bight." This clearly has nothing to do with the north of the Caspian. The Parnoi, over against Parthia, are well enough known; so is the desert north of Parthia and Hyrcania. In fact, while Strabo's supposed voyager sees, on his right hand, a vague vision of Scyths joining the European Scyths and Sarmatians stretching to the Tanais, on his left he sees well-known people and things, very precisely, and what he sees fits in pretty well with the supposition of a man sailing into or journeying to the Hyrcanian sea down the line of the Uzboi, roughly speaking, and does not, so far as appears to me, fit in with anything else. I may add that the "mouth" of the Uzboi is roughly opposite to the "bight."

Now what the supposed voyager sailed in by was an arm of the sea. We have a quantity of very explicit statements on this point, which refer to a long narrow sea-strait, something like a river, and no bar to the intercourse of the Scythians on either side with each other. Down this sea-strait Strabo's supposed voyager sailed; and our accounts represent that at the other end of this strait was an ocean, i.e. open water.

We can now take up Patrocles' interrupted voyage again. Coasting along Hyrcania, as we may presume he did, he would naturally come to the arm of the sea down which Strabo's imaginary voyager sailed, and equally naturally, if he followed the coast, sail up it; for it must be remembered that the whole coastline of Khiva Bay would be covered with water, if there were

1 Strabo 11, 508: παραβαίνειν δης τις Υπομονή προς βάλτα μεταφευσάτα, καὶ κατεβιβάσεις "Τραβιανία, καὶ βοῦς

2 Strabo 11, 515 Parnoi said to be Aμπαρνοί from the Daul beyond Manetis, some of them dwell on the Daul. But the best commentary on the above is 111, where it appears clearly that Strabo imagines 3 parallel belts, (1) cultivated land, Hyrcania, Nasia, Parthia; (2) desert; (3) nomads, Daul, Aparnoi and others, the Aparnoi nearest Hyrcania; they raid regularly across the desert. Cf. Plut. 6, 19; and Agath. Alex. 3, 5; 3, 7. His account has become very confused, but it may be worth nothing that on the narrow strait he places the Derbises (3, 5, 4), a tribe whom Strabo (11, 514) places near the Hyrcanians and Pliny 6, 16, on either side of the Uzboi. Plut. 6, 19 puts them in Margiana, on the Oxus.

3 Strabo 11, 567: already sailed. Pumponius Mela 3, 5, 7 says Caspian ut angustia in longitudinem spatii praest primum terrae quod flumins inremit. Pliny 5, 13 inremit autem arcticam faciunt in longitum spatii. utrique

4 Strabo 11, 507: already sailed. Pumponius Mela 3, 5, 7 says Caspian ut angustia in longitudinem spatii praest primum terrae quod flumins inremi-
(ex hypothesi) a sea-strait running in between the Balkans. If he sailed up this sea-strait—in fact—discovered it—the notices of it in Greek writers are explained, while he himself proceeds in the right direction, towards the Oxus mouth.

Now we have seen that the measurements given need not mean personal measurements, and that it is, at least, quite possible that he never saw the Oxus mouth himself. Assuming that the Oxus had a mouth at lake Sary-Kamysh, and that the sea-strait up which he sailed did not join that lake, how far did Patroclus get?

The only answer is, far enough to hear of the Aral, the great open water to the north, but not far enough to make sure that the gulph up which he sailed did not join it. In fact, the actual notices of this strait would, with one exception, fit in better with the theory that the waterway continued to Sary-Kamysh and the Aral; but except in a few cases we cannot discriminate what Patroclus saw from what he heard. We conjecture that he found people who gave him the distance in parasangs to the Jaxartes mouth; it would be very curious if this were the only information they gave him.

Now the net result of his voyage was, that geographers were strengthened in the opinion that the Caspian joined the ocean, and also asserted the possibility of sailing round to India. In my view, those who say that Patroclus asserted the possibility of sailing round to India by sea are confusing two different things. What Patroclus said was this, that it was possible to sail from India to the 'mouth' of the Caspian (the 'sailing-in point'). Strabo adds that the 'mouth' appears to be the most northerly point of the sea-coast on the way to India, and from the form of the sentence this last remark may also be Patroclus'. But even if it be, all that it proves is what we conjectured before, that Patroclus heard of 'sea' or 'open water' to the north; while the use of the word 'mouth' proves that he thought that the strait, up which he sailed, joined this open water. It does not prove that he reached it; but this much is clear, that to the open water at the 'mouth' there was, in his opinion, a waterway from India; and this waterway might extend, he thought, to Hyrcania.

1 I assume this, not as necessarily 'being the fact', but as being most against my own view.
2 That the strait was no bar to the inter-course of the tribes on either side of it. But Tarnomas swim the Oxus at its broadest. And the 'mouth' was looked on as narrow: Age-thenomus (3, 13) says it stades across.
3 Curtius indeed (9, 12) hints that great intermittent floods of water came into the Caspian. After speaking of the way this sea sometimes flooded the land and then retired, he says: 'As sudden waters, new Caspian maris, run in intermitent, vastam annuntiam, vomer.' Salinus appears to have heard a similar story and to refer it to snow-water. 14, 15 Caspian

4 Strabo 2, 74: το αυτοτο και τις πυηλος

5 C. 74 same passage: ἁρκανοι ἐντο το ταπεινής πυηλος ἐν τις μεγάς ἀρνητικής ἐρμύρας.

6 Strabo 11, 338: see note 1, p. 18.
Now Patrocles may well enough have supposed that the open water which he heard of was the ocean; but for geographers at home it was probably sufficient to know that he had found a salt water strait leading towards unknown water of considerable extent; this must, on general principles of geography, be part of the circumfluent ocean.

Pytheas, too, had familiarised men's minds with the idea of great masses of water toward the north as an ascertained fact. However, there was more than this, and Pliny gives the hint. He says, "From the Caspian sea and the Scythian ocean the route turns eastward, the shore now fronting toward the east; the first part (of this land) is uninhabitable on account of the snow." That is to say, somehow or other, a report of the actual polar sea was abroad. I submit that Pliny's words can mean nothing else; and there is a curious bit of confirmatory evidence. In Ptolemy Philadelphus' procession there figured, among other strange beasts, a polar bear; this creature could not have been passed south without some knowledge of its habitat being passed down with it, if only for the purpose of keeping it alive.

Be this as it may, Patrocles does not appear to have spoken of a sea route from the Caspian to the Indian ocean; and the idea that he did so is perhaps a misunderstanding of what he did say, as reported by Strabo. What are the facts of the case?

Patrocles had been sent by Seleucus to report on the possibilities of trade; principally, that Indian trade for which Syria and Egypt were rivals. At present, Egypt, through Arabia, monopolised the sea-traffic; even if the Arab captains ran their cargoes up the Persian gulf instead, the caravan journey through Seleucia could hardly compete in cheapness with the way of the Red Sea and the Nile. Seleucus paid much attention to his northeastern provinces; his eldest son, half a Sogdian by birth, governed them, his general Demodamas guarded the Jaxartes frontier; clearly, in contemplating a canal from the Caspian to the Euxine, and exploring the Caspian, he hoped to create a rival water-route; the Oxus should be a thoroughfare like the Nile, and Syria should have her sea-channel as well as Egypt.

Patrocles' report on the canal must have been adverse, of course; that on the Oxus seems to have been more encouraging. It entered the Caspian; it was navigable; it brought down Indian goods to Hyrcania, whence they were taken across to Albania and up the Cyrus, etc. But whether any one had actually sailed from India to Hyrcania was a matter of doubt; anyhow it was possible to do so. So far the report. Trade found its way down...
the Oxus; query, if anyone had actually sailed the whole distance to Hyrcania.

Upon this, he has been made responsible for the idea of a N.E. sea passage to India,\(^3\) that is to say, to the eastern or Indian Ocean. But surely that is a forced interpretation. What he had in his mind was India itself,\(^2\) and not any Indian Ocean. India was not the unknown country it had been when Alexander wondered if the Caspian joined that ocean; on the contrary, the dominions of Seleucus' son-in-law were just now particularly well known; the practical question for Patrocles was merely whether trade with them via Bactra could not be made as paying as trade via Barygaza. And just in the same way that much goods came from Barygaza to Egypt, but even so late as the time of Ptolemy Physkon it was looked on as a wonderful thing for a man to do the whole voyage,\(^8\) so Patrocles most naturally observes that the goods came down the Oxus, but that it was doubtful if anyone had done the whole voyage, though he thought it was a possible one.

And this brings me to another point in connection with Patrocles. Is it possible to determine from his narrative where and into what the Oxus flowed? I think not. All that we have to go upon are the measurements quoted by Eratosthenes, Strabo, and Pliny, calculated from a point which we do not precisely know, following the windings of a coast different from our coast, and probably only guessed at by some sort of dead reckoning, at best. However, for what they are worth, they come to this,\(^4\) that the Oxus mouth was 4,800 stades from the 'bright, the

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Jaxartes mouth} & = 4,800 + \begin{cases} 2,400 \text{ at least} & = 17,200 \text{ stades} \\ 4,800 \text{ at most} & = 9,600 \end{cases} \end{align*}
\]
from the 'bight'; while the total length of the Caspian from the 'bight' to the 'mouth' or 'sailing-in point' is variously given at 6,000 stades, or something over 5,000 stades; that is to say, the point where the Caspian joined 'ocean' falls between the mouths of the Oxus and Jaxartes, and the Jaxartes must discharge into 'ocean.' Now the one thing which is absolutely certain is that the Jaxartes was thought to flow into the same sea as the Oxus, and that sea the 'Caspian'; so that we now get this far, that 'Caspian' and 'ocean' may occasionally be synonymous. For anything more accurate than this we cannot rely on the measurements; all that I like to say is, that they are not a hindrance to a theory that the Oxus then entered lake Sary-Kamysh.

Now even if Patrocles never saw the Oxus mouth himself, the periplus already cited shows that he thought it possible to reach it, and also the mouth of the Jaxartes; that is to say, he thought that the Jaxartes flowed into the Caspian or some water connected with the Caspian, and (according to the measurements) beyond the narrow strait. In plain English, he treated the Aral as part of the Caspian. What I think happened was, that he spoke so vaguely of the open water beyond the strait, that geographers, with a predisposition to believe in ocean there, were able to misunderstand, and to place the narrow strait outside a united Caspian, instead of, as a fact, between two Caspians.

For (Patrocles apart) that the 'Caspian' sometimes meant the Aral they can be no doubt whatever. Quite apart from the story given by Strabo, that men, to flatter Alexander, identified the Maeotis that receives the Tanais with the Caspian, saying that this latter also was a lake and that the two were connected, each a part of the other, one Polycleitus (of whom we know nothing) undertook to prove that the Caspian was a lake from the fact that its waters were sweetish. Now wherever Polycleitus got his information, and whatever mistakes men may make, no man in a steppe country ever yet took salt water for sweet; it appears to be a conclusive proof

---

1 Strabo 2, 74.
2 Strabo 11, 307.
3 Strabo 11, 507, 510, 518; Arrian 7, 10; Pompeius Mela 3, 5, 6; Pliny.
4 Is this what Strabo means in 2, 173? the τὸν Ἀράλ τῆς Ἐρυθρὰς ἀποτέλοιως. There is no difficulty in the supposition. The list of names of oceans in Solinus 21, 17, includes Hyrcanis and Caspius.
5 Strabo 11, 509; see this argument about Anthony Jenkinson's journey. Pliny repeats the statement (6, 14; Tuscum lacus maris damnosum) on the authority of 'Alexandros Magistros' and M. Varro, attributing the fact to the inflow of the rivers. See Solinus 19, 3. Curtius 6, 12 also gives it, no due to the inflow of the Maeotis. The Caspian is salt, the northern section (which is very shallow compared to the rest) being less so than the rest of the sea, owing to the inflow of the Volga and Ural. The Aral is generally said to be only slightly brackish. M. Sew. Hedin, however, (Through Asia, 1, 49) says, that it is too salt to drink, except at the river mouths; but
that this piece of information refers to the Aral, under the name of the Caspian.1

And though we have no description of the Oxus mouth, we have, probably, one very curious allusion to it. Strabo has taken the Araxes story2 bodily from Herodotus, and has put it, as did Herodotus, among the Massagetae, marshes islands, fish-eaters and all, but he has altered Herodotus's statement about the mouths; he says that all the mouths but one fall into 'the other sea' (or, 'the rest of the sea') which is toward the north,3 while the one clear mouth enters the Hyrcanian gulf.4 Whether the genesis of this extraordinary confusion can be traced or not, it can only mean that some one had known of and reported the true facts about the Oxus mouth, viz., a great marshy delta on the Aral Sea, and a clear arm falling either into lake Sary-Kamysh or some other point which was understood as being a part of that Hyrcanian gulf or strait up which Patrocles had sailed and which debouched into 'ocean.'5

Before quitting this part of the subject, it is necessary just to mention Ptolemy's idea of the Caspian, as he is generally praised for reverting to the true view of Herodotus, that the Caspian was a lake.6 To a certain extent this praise is deserved, that is to say, he rightly recognised, as against Eratosthenes and Strabo, that the ocean was not thereabouts. At the same time, so far as his 'Caspian' (egg-shaped, with the longer axis E. to W., and receiving the Oxus and Jaxartes) proves anything, it proves that the Aral and Caspian were confused together, as we have seen already.

Before proceeding to the question of trade, it will be necessary to notice briefly the theory of a southern branch of the Oxus, because, though the physical evidence is all against it, it is often supposed that statements in Greek

---

1 This explains why the Greeks (apparently) never mention the Aral, a fact which has led some to suppose, either that they did not know of it (Bunbury), or that it did not exist. They always mention it as something else, Caspian, Manasia, or (perhaps) Ocean. This view also perhaps throws some light on the confused arrangement of the three gulfs of the Caspian in Pomponius Mela 3, 5: his Scythians sinus, on the left hand as one enters by the 'mouth,' and receiving the Oxus and Jaxartes, must be the Aral. That the Aral existed is clear from the Chinese accounts. In A. Wylie's translation of Notes on the Western Regions, from the Annals of the elder Han (Journ. ASB, 1881 at p. 44) the Yenitsai are said to live about 2,000 li N. W. of the Khangir (the nomads settled on the Polytimeten) 'on the border of a great marsh without banks, which is the Northern sea.' Tehang-kien, on whose report this account is based, had personally visited the Khang-kien (p. 67); the latter is now generally given as about 129 m. S. In the corresponding passage of the Shi-ki of Sze-ma-ch'en ch. 123, T. W. Kingsmill's translation ('Intercourse of China with Eastern Turkestan,' J.R.A.S. 1883, vol. 14, p. 89) gives "a great marsh, without defined banks, covered with reeds, and (communicating with) the Northern sea." Gigante swamps (one of 2,000 sq. miles) still exist near the mouth of the Syr.

2 Strabo 11, 512, 513.
3 τὴν Ζάργιον τὴν παλαιὰν σπορέαν.
4 τὸν τάπεινον τὸν Υάκινον. It is clear that this will not suit the Jaxartes.
5 Incidentally, this shows the confusion in Strabo's mind as to whether this strait ended in ocean or in some sea; p. 35.
6 * It is perhaps interesting to note that in the same chapter in which he defines the Caspian as a lake, 'rather like the opposite of an island,' he calls the Peloponnesian island. On the whole, his notions of this part of the world are confused, and inferior to those of Strabo.
writers support it; and should this prove to be the case, it would have some bearing on the general question of how far these writers are trustworthy.

This theory, which is, I believe, supported in Russia by Baron Kaulbars and General Annenkov, was often advanced by the late Sir H. Rawlinson. He believed that a sheet of water—or rather a basin sometimes water sometimes marsh—existed to the north of or about the present terminations of the Murghab (Margus) and Tejend (Arius); that it was fed by a split channel of the Oxus, which issued again from it and followed what is now the railway line and reached the Uzboi N.E. of the passage between the two Balkans; that this river was the Ochus of Strabo, and that this was the route by which trade went; that this river made these districts very fertile, and helped to account for the sudden rise of Parthia.

The historical arguments brought forward by Sir H. Rawlinson in support of his theory are drawn chiefly from medieval times; with these we are not now concerned. The Greek evidence in its favour, so far as I know, other than that indicated above, is: (1) Strabo says the Oxus flowed through Hyrcania; (2) Ptolemy makes the Margus join the Oxus; (3) we have mention of a river Ochus, which defies location.

The balance of the Greek evidence, however, appears to be strongly against the theory. The different points are briefly as follows. The theory is inconsistent with what we know of Merv. This town was difficult of approach; it was surrounded by deserts; it formed a safe and remote natural prison, in which the Parthians could place the prisoners of Crassus' army. The whole line of this country, Hyrcania, Nessia, Parthia, was habitually raided across the desert by the nomads, a fact telling somewhat against a great river to be crossed; this desert too is called by Strabo waterless. Ptolemy's statement about the Margus: cannot stand with Strabo's very positive assertion that the Arius, then as now, ended in the sand, a fact so well known that he uses it as an illustration for the Polytimoitus doing the same thing. Herodotus' Akes pool is all fairy tale. There is no reason to suppose that Strabo's description of Parthia proper as small and unimportant is incorrect. A theory cannot well be founded on the Ochus, for Strabo, our

---

1 Proceedings R.G.S. vol. 32 (1870), p. 179; vol. 1, (1879), p. 161 seq. 'The road to Merv.'
2 Strabo, II, 509, 518.
3 Ptolemy, 6, 10.
4 Pliny, 6, 16 diffusa ad flumen proprius armenius solituarum. Solinus 48, 2 has termed this into jumus inacessus.
5 Strabo, II, 516.
6 Strabo, II, 511. The desert is Armogat. So in the Zend Avesta, the 'plague' of Merv is an evil concourse of horsemen and robbers.
7 Strabo II, 518.
8 This appears from the names of the five nations connected with it.
9 Strabo II, 514.
10 Strabo's notions of the Ochus (II, 509–511, 513) come to this: it flows through Hyrcania and Nessia, and near Parthia; and comes from the Indian mountains. Some say it falls into the Oxus, some into the Caspian, after an independent course; some say it flows through Bactria, some that it bounds it. So far as I know, no one else tells any new fact about it. But a statement is sometimes quoted from Curtius, to the effect that Alexander crossed both Oxus and Ochus marching from Samaranat to Merv: e.g. by Sir H. Rawlinson, Proceedings.
best authority, was clearly unable to get any information about it which was not contradictory. In fact, as far as Strabo is concerned, we are left with two apparently inconsistent statements, one that the Oxus flows through Hyrcania, the other that the Arians ends in the sand. These statements cannot stand together unless we can give to Hyrcania a wider meaning than that which it usually bears; 1 for it is clear that the Oxus, to flow through Hyrcania proper, must intersect the Arians. Perhaps sufficient traces of such wider meaning are found to show that Strabo's statement about the Oxus flowing through Hyrcania cannot be used, as against his very positive assertion about the Arians, to support the theory of a southern Oxus, and also that it does not necessarily conflict with the theory that the Oxus entered lake Sary-Kamysh.

But after all, the real argument against a southern Oxus, so far as Greek writers are concerned, is to be found, not in their statements, but in their silence. Droysen has already noticed it as strange, that Alexander founded no town at the mouth of the Oxus. 2 If the Oxus then flowed by Merv and along the northern base of the Kopet Dagh, how came it that Alexander, who had just before found time for hill expeditions against the Mardi, found none, if not to explore the river mouth, at least to establish settlements on the river sufficient to secure this valuable frontier, this considerable highway of commerce? 3 On the contrary, while he founded eight, or twelve, cities in Bactria and Sogdiana, and took infinite pains to secure the Indus, he left the Oxus and the rich districts about it so severely alone that it was from here, from Parthia, that the most important reaction against his work

---

1 R.G.S. 20 (1874) p. 178. No such march of Alexander's is known, and a reference to Curtius 7, 49 shows that Curtius says he started from Bactria to punish the rebels. On the 4th day reached the Oxus, and then crossing Oxus and Oxus (supersit vulgo Annomu Oscho e Oxo, one MS. Oxo et Meo) reached: Margiana (all urbea Margiannam perrae Manila only is a conjecture). That is to say, he crossed back into Sogdiana after the rebels, Round Margiana, says Curtius, he built 6 towns. Margiana seems unknown. There seems no need to make even Curtius' romance unnecessary; there is nothing here about Merv or a southern Oxus. All that can safely be said about Strabo's Oxus is that it seems to be a confluence of two rivers, one a Bactrian tributary of the Oxus; the other would be well suited by the Atrak ( Hunbury).

2 There seems to be traces of such a wider meaning in Strabo. 11, 510 he speaks of the "mouth" of the Caspian as the "Hyrcanian mouth"; on any theory, it was not in Hyrcania proper. 11, 513 the one branch of the "Ariox" enters the Hyrcanian "Rasses," i.e. the narrow strait (507), between Balkan bay and the Aral. Did "Hyrcania" follow the "Hyrcanian gulf"? It would be a tempting conjecture that somewhere in Strabo's sources a confusion had occurred in Gurganj (Hyrcania) and Gurganj (Organj); but there appears to be no real authority for the name Gurganj till much later. (Dr. E. Sachau, "Zur Geschichte und Chronologie von Khwarizm" in Sitz. d. K. Akad. der Wiss., Wien 1875 vol. 73 at p. 378. Sir H. Rawlinson had conjectured this name for Urya in the 1st Fargard of the Vendidad (verse 38); but see now Darwin's translation in "Sacred Books of the East".

3 Hellenismus", I, 2, 323. Enough is known, perhaps, about Alexander and the towns he founded to make the argument from silence a fair one. It is sometimes stated (e.g. Roscher, "die Armeefrage," Sitzungsber. der philosophisch-histor. Classe d. K. Akad. der Wiss., Wien 1873 vol. 74 p. 158) that Ptolemy places a town Atapatha at the Oxus mouth. It is really put two degrees from it, and much nearer the Ptolemais (Ptol. 6, 14, 2).
started. ... To any one who carefully follows Alexander's work the thing is inconceivable.

This brings us to the last point I wish to notice, viz.:—the evidence for the existence of a trade route from Bactria by waterway down the Oxus and across the Caspian, by which raw silk in particular found its way to Europe. We have in effect three notices of this route: two (from a common source) in Strabo, and one in Pliny, which seems to be quite independent. Those in Strabo have already been dealt with.¹ The passage in Pliny,² given on the authority of M. Varro from information acquired by Pompey's expedition, is a clear one; the Indian trade was carried down the Tarsus (supposed to be the Bactrus or river of Balkh) into the Oxus and thence into the Caspian and from the Caspian up the Cyrus and so to the Black Sea, to Phasis, with a land journey of only 5 days. As Strabo's account represents information coming from the east of the Caspian, so Pliny's was obtained from the western or Armenian point of view, which may or may not have carefully distinguished how the goods reached the Caspian.

There is no need to multiply modern citations of this route as an ascertained fact, from Hullman and Lassen to the present day; now and again some doubt has been thrown on it. I give a few recent references.³

Now it is quite clear that if as a fact the Oxus never entered the Caspian, Pliny's statement as to trade passing down it into the Caspian requires reconsideration. If, in addition, it should ultimately be proved to be a fact that there never was any waterway between Sary-Kamysh, and the western Uzbeki, then any goods coming this way would have required to be twice handled in transit, at least, a matter which would have seriously

¹ See p. 19; note 4. In the first passage (2, 73) there cited, Strabo appears to have himself added the word 'easily' to his original, for purposes of controversy; his argument in that part of book 2 compelling him in insist on the fertility and resources of the province north of Turan.
² 6, 17: repeated by Solinus 19, 4.
³ The Bactrus is said to have then reached the Oxus, Strabo 11, 516. Later, a Turkish geographer says that the Balkh river entered the Oxus at Termeed (Ritter, Erdkunde pt. 8 NC 3, 219).
⁴ Among recent writers, who repeat without comment the statement that goods could be shipped on the Oxus and taken by its ancient course to Balkan Bay, may be mentioned Brunhesofer, cos. of his own Gozdel, (1892) who has a good deal about it, p. 129, p. 134-141, and who (Iowa and Turan, 113 sq.) speaks of the 'argumonie Transinnambulae.' Skirme and Ross, The Heart of Asia, (1890), p. 415; Aumer, Hist. of Asia Geog. (1897), p. 134. On the contrary, among older writers, who are generally positive about it, Roscher, der Arianfrage (cited above, 1873), while believing the Oxus reached Balkan Bay, already suggested it was of little importance for trade (p. 215). Sir W. W. Hunter, History of British India, (1899) vol. 1, p. 31-33 has a very guarded statement about this route; his map shows no trade-route to the Caspian by the Oxus, but a land route from Kosa (or Kerci) via Ardebil to Astrabad, thence (1) ship to month of Cyrus, (2) caravan through Armenia to Termeed; (3) canvas via Euphrates to Syria. Mr. J. Kennedy, The early commerce of Babylonia and India, J.R.A.S. 1899, expresses, I think, the facts of the case in saying: (p. 243). 'Articles of commerce doubtless passed along this way from early times; but the trade was of little importance. Still, intermittent, and passing through many intermediate hands,' but he adds 'until the Parthian domination forced trade into this channel.' What is the evidence for the statement about the Parthians? And, a priori, why should they try to force trade into a channel entirely outside their own dominion or control? See note 5, p. 26.
handicapped; the already lengthy Oxus route, whose recommendation (ex hypothesi) was ease of transport. No doubt too, each handling would have meant a toll.

I have ventured to think that all that Strabo, or his authority, over said may have been that goods came down the Oxus to Hyrcania,—an elastic geographical expression. But whether that be so or not, we have in any case to deal with Pliny; and we have two pieces of evidence to set against his express account. One is Strabo's testimony; the other, somewhat later, is Ptolemy's account of the land road, partly on the authority of the Macedonian Maas, a trader as his father had been before him. Ptolemy gives the whole route, the road running from Hierapolis on the Euphrates via Ecbatana to Hekatompylos, thence northward to Hyrcania and through Aris to Merv, and so to Bactra and thence by the Stone Tower to Sera Metropolis. If the water route had been of any importance it might be expected that Ptolemy would have mentioned it here.

There is also the cardinal argument that Alexander made no attempt to secure this water route; and we may remark, for what it is worth, that there is nothing to shew that (after Patrocles) Macedonian, Bactrian, or Parthian ever attempted to found settlements or acquire trade along it; or even that the Greeks exploited the trade by means of native agents, as we know was done in the case of the silk route between the Tarim-valley and Bactra. The enormous size and wealth of Sceucia in Parthian times is some evidence that this city must have attracted a disproportionate amount of trade with the East, so far as it did not go by sea; and the value of the overland trade is also shown by the wealth that the Aorsi derived from this source, and by the fact that, at a later time, when the Parthians closed the land routes, the Roman merchants attempted to reach the silk countries by sea.

1 11, 502: ἀλος το ὀρέον καὶ ἄγρα. CT. Pomponius Maior 3, 8, 3: unus astra, avrum, alia postulab., . . . bellus magis quam ateram reformas at ideo minus navigabile. 2 Ptolemy 1, 11 and 12. See Brannerie op. cit. 2, 529 sqq., who follows Colonel Yule in thinking that the silk came by this route. Ptolemy does not say so; but he does rather imply that the whole of it was one route; and of course it was the silk route in the portion east of Bactra. Frank (note to Passianus 6, 26, 6) says the silk went overland from N. China by Samarkand to the Caspian, citing Ptolemy, 1, 11; this may be correct, but is hardly what Ptolemy says. 3 The mere argument from silence is of little value in this history of scraps and fragments. As to the Macedonians, we have some little evidence in Strabo 11, 509. They had no time.

4 No coin-finds, so far as I know. And see Appendix, p. 23.

8 The Parthians, a small aristocracy of great slave-owners, did not usually bear a mercantile character: see von Gutschmidt, Grisch. Istvan, pp. 50, 65; though no doubt glad to enrich themselves by tolls. But the fact that Vardanes, when he pursued a beaten enemy to the Tzjend (lower Aras) boasted of having reduced nations who never before paid tribute to an Arsacid, is very much in point here, as showing what strangers the Parthians had then become in this part of the world (von Gutschmidt, Grisch. Istvan, p. 126).

7 Ptol. 1, 11 § 7.

9 Strabo 11, 508: ἑκάστος ὁ πόλης ἂν ἔχει ἄγλα 

* This attempt is known only from Chinese sources, as to which see Dr. E. Hirth, China and the ROman Orient (1885), p. 42.
Chinese sources begin to throw some little light upon north-east Iran about the last quarter of the second century B.C., when the emperor Wu-ti sent Tchang-kien as envoy to the Great Yuch-chi, who had just driven the Greeks out of parts of Sogdiana and Bactria, and were encamped on the north bank of the Oxus. He brought back much information about the neighboring countries, and among other things says of Anhsii (Parthia), which he had not visited personally, "As the country extends to the Wet (Oxus) river, their traders traverse the adjoining kingdoms both by land and water." The Parthian rule did not extend to the Oxus, and therefore there is some mistake here, unless the passage be used as evidence for a branch of the Oxus passing Merv, but Tchang-kien did not distinguish peoples much, except as nomads and settled races, and it may be good proof of traffic on the Oxus as ascertained by an eye-witness.

More than two centuries later (97 A.D.) the Chinese general Pan-ch'ao sent one Kan-ying as ambassador to Ta-ts'in (Syria), with a view probably to getting into some sort of direct trade communication with its merchants. Kan-ying (I quote from Dr. F. Hirth's translation) "arrived in Tiao-chih, on the coast of the great sea. When he was about to take his passage across the sea, the sailors of the western frontier of An-hsi (Parthia) told Kan-ying "The sea is vast and great; with favourable winds it is possible to cross within three months; but if you meet slow winds it will also take you two years. It is for this reason that those who go to sea take on board a supply of three years provisions. There is something in the sea which is apt to make man homesick, and several have thus lost their lives." When Kan-ying heard this he stopped."

This story is generally referred by older writers to the Caspian, and, if this were the case, would have an important bearing on the question of the trade crossing that sea. There can however be little doubt that the sea in question is, as Dr. Hirth thinks, the Persian gulf, whether we accept all the details of his exhaustive examination of the evidence or not. The mere fact that you first sail south, then make a round at sea and take a northern turn, is alone a very strong argument. I may add one further mark of accuracy in the Chinese account to those given by Dr. Hirth. It appears that before 59 A.D. the Parthian kingdom had been cut off from the Persian gulf by a row of little states; now the Chinese account does not speak of sailors of Anhsii, but of sailors of the western frontier of Anhsii. The western boundary of Parthia extended beyond the Caspian."

---

2 "China and the Roman Orient," where everything bearing on the question is collected. The passage quoted is p. 39, from the Annals of the later Han.
3 Von Gutschmid, Gesch. Iran, pp. 38, 124.
4 Hirth, p. 146. — See also on this story T. de Lacomperie, The western origin of Chinese civilization, pp. 222, 226. Among recent writers M. E. Dessin (Art. 'Bactriana' in Grande Encyclopédie, p. 1128) still refers it to the Caspian; von Gutschmid op. cit. p. 128 seq. in the Mediterranea, which is out of the question for quite a number of reasons. There is an odd parallel to what the sailors told Kan-ying to be found in Diodorus, who says of the Caspian that you would not cross
On the whole, it appears to me that we are safe in saying that whatever trade came down the Oxus and across to the Caspian was entirely in native hands during the whole period of Greek knowledge of this river; and that it was of no great extent. It would not be safe to assert that any Greek ever set eyes on the Oxus lower down in its course than the confines of Bactria and Sagdiana.

In conclusion, it may be convenient to summarise the views here very tentatively put forward. Patrocles sailed up a gulf of the Caspian stretching towards, but perhaps not reaching the Aral. He heard of the Oxus and Jaxartes mouths, and of the Aral; that trade came down the Oxus from India to 'Hyrcania,' and that one could sail all the way. He thought the Aral joined with and was part of the Caspian, as did Polycletus, who identifies his Caspian as the Aral by saying that the water was saltish. Geographers, who thought that the Caspian ought to join ocean, then put Patrocles' strait, not between two Caspians, but outside a united Caspian, leading to ocean, and brought the Oxus and Jaxartes into a united Caspian, as appears most clearly in Ptolemy: the Aral was ignored, and, so far as it ceased to be Caspian or Maeotis, actually became 'ocean'; a glimpse of the truth appears for the last time in Strabo's Araxes story. There is no good evidence for a southern Oxus, nor for an important trade route by the Oxus, though some trade undoubtedly came that way. The geographical evidence would on the whole suit best with the theory of the Aral and Caspian being connected; but the state of trade is not inconsistent with goods having to be taken overland from the Oxus and reshipped on that Hyrcanian gulf, down which men 'sailed in'—a long and no doubt a difficult journey.

APPENDIX. (P. 26, NOTE 4, THE BACTRIAN GREEK.)

If there had been any considerable trade passing by the Caspian, the Bactrian Greeks would probably have made some attempt to secure it. To secure the silk-trade, on which their wealth depended, they extended their rule to the Tarim-valley and conquered to the mouth of the Indus; but their coins, as far as I know, are never found in connection with the Oxus route, outside Bactria and Sagdiana. On the other hand, it is just possible that

it in three months (719, 720); I do not think this has been noticed, but it must be more coincidence. A missing link in his proof, on which Dr. Hirth and others lay some stress, is that according to the Hou-han-shu the rhinoceros was found in Tiao-chih (in his view Babylonia), and this cannot be proved for Babylonia. If the rhinoceros had once lived here, it would not be difficult to credit its return after the canals began to go to ruin under the Seleucids; and we know that some pachyderms had a very different range in antiquity to the present day: both Thothmes III. and Tiglath-pileser I, found wild elephants numerous about the upper Euphrates. But so far there seems to be no proof of the rhinoceros at all, in spite of the fondness of the Assyrians for representing animals; for the 'rhinoceros' of the black obelisk of Shalmaneser II. is an ox (Hommel, Gesch. Babylonien und Assyrien 632, 633), like the 'unicorns' or 'rhinocerotes' of Isaiah 34, 7. It is quite certain that the animal mentioned in the Hou-han-shu is a rhinoceros; Anyhow, the same difficulty applies to any other location of Tiao-chih.
PATROCLEES AND THE OXO-CASPIAN TRADE ROUTE.

they stretched out westward to cover the head silk-route. Diolotus already could make his power felt on the Ochus (Strabo 11, 515). In Strabo 11, 517 the names of two satrapies which were taken from Eucratides by the Parthians (and which must be west of Margiana, which remained Bactrian) are given as 'Aramassos and Tapora, two meaningless words. For the latter Du Thill read Tarapía, comparing Polybius 10, 46 and Strabo 11, 514, and this has been often followed, though Tapuria, on the S. and S.W. of the Caspian, is clearly a geographical impossibility. I believe, however, that the conjecture is right in this, that the three passages conceal a common word. Strabo 514 says that the Tapuriins (Tarapipoi) live between the Hyscanians and Arians; of course they do not. Polyb. 10, 49 says that Euthydemus, holding the line of the Arius against Antiochus, was at Tapuria (Tarapipoi), Reiske conjectured Tarapía; von Gutschmidt at Tepspnia (Ptol. 6, 10 giving a city Tapais in Margiana) which may be correct, but the article seems unnatural. The latest edition I know (Büttner-Wobst, 1893) reads Tarapipoi.

Now whatever the word is, it occurs a fourth time, in Ptolemy 6, 10, who gives a people Tarapos (v.i. Tarapipoi), about the lower Arius, and in connection with the desert part of Margiana; Agathocleemom's map puts them near Nisae. I think all four passages refer to the same people, whose name may have been Tarapos, or Tarapos (perhaps a branch), or some lost name. If so, I would conjecture that the other satrapy, 'Aramassos, conceals the name of the Tarapioso, whom Ptolemy 6, 9 gives as near the Caspian, and connected with the Nisaean (6, 17). Astauros appears later among the Parthian satrapies, having its place in the list between Hyscania and Parthyaene; and the main road from Hekatompylos to Bactra passed through it.

Brunnhöfer 'Vom Aral bis zum Ganges' 1892 p. 61 seq. interprets 'Aramassos (reading 'Aramassos) by the help of Zend as = tarapios, and Tapora to the same effect, bringing them into connection with the Nisaean fields, which he appears to place between Merv and Balkh. This raises an interesting question, but foreign to this article.

W. W. TARN.
THE ARGIVE HERA OF POLYCLEITUS.

[PLATES II., III.]

Of all the renderings of the goddess Hera, the gold and ivory statue by Polycleitus in the Heraeum near Argos was the most famous, and was considered by the ancients one of the most beautiful works of Greek art. It certainly held its place beside the masterpieces of Phidias, and is even called by Strabo the most beautiful of all.¹

As in the case of the Zeus and Athene of Phidias, and the Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles, it is most natural that numerous attempts were made in the past to identify this Polycleitan Hera with some extant monument. And, as the most beautiful Aphrodite extant, the Medea Aphrodite in the Louvre, was at once singled out as representing the most famous statue of which there is record in ancient authors, so the famous colossal mask of Hera, known as the Juno Ludovisi, was the first to be identified with the great Polycleitan statue. This identification has been abandoned.² Then followed the so-called Farnese Hera,³ the claims of which were powerfully upheld by Brunn. But though the head in question manifests some Polycleitan characteristics, its identification with the famous Hera by the Argive artist may be said to have been abandoned. In fact it may fairly be said that at the present no extant work of statuary is recognised, even as a hypothesis, as representing the famous Argive statue.⁴

¹ Strabo, viii. p. 372. καὶ τῇ Πολυκλείτου ἡ τῇ Μεν τῆς κάλλους τῶν ταύτων, ἀθηναίοις δὲ καὶ Μαγείας τῆν Πελεάς λέγοντον. What the plural here means I am unable to say. It may have included the Naxos placed beside her. We must of course not lay too much stress upon the testimony of Strabo, who does not show himself the most discriminating art-critic.
² Overbeck, Kunstmythologie iii. pp. 50 and 83. Atlas, Tab. IX. 1 and 3. The Ludovisi is considered by some to be more of the type established by Praxiteles. To see the so-called Hera Pentiti possesses more of the characteristics of that artist. Others see in the Ludovisi head features of Lyapponian art. This may be so; but there are to my mind survivals of Polycleitan art which might well make this a modification belonging to the Lyapponian period in which traits of the Polycleian type have survived.
⁴ The most recent commentators of Panuasis (Bühner-Hitzig, ii. note p. 568) say: 'Es ist noch nicht gelungen eine statuarische Replik derauffen mediziniert.' Overbeck, Gr. Kunstmythologie, iii. p. 51, 'doch ist nach dem gegenwärtigen Stand unserer Wissenschaft nicht zu sagen, weder dass Polykleitos dem menschliche Herauskunft geschaffen habe, noch welches die von ihm polykletischen unscheinbaren Züge fließen Ideale, inwieweit von den Typen des Kopfes unbekannt geblieben sein.'
I have had the good fortune to come upon a well-preserved and beautiful marble head in the British Museum, formerly known as Apollo, now as Bacchus, which I believe will be admitted to be a reproduction of the famous Hera by Polycleitus (Pl. II, III. 4). The manner in which many archaeologists to whom I have shown the discovery have unanimously accepted my arguments and demonstration, leads me to hope that the identification will be universally admitted.

When we consider how great and widespread was the influence of Polycleitus on the later generations of artists, so that we can even perceive the survival of the types established by him in extant works of Graeco-Roman art, we must be the more astonished not to find numerous reproductions of his most famous statue, the Hera, especially as such famous representations of the leading divinities can generally be traced in sculptured copies or in works of minor art.

Overbeck is only partly right when he maintains (i.e.) that Polycleitus did not create the ideal type of Hera as Phidias did that of Zeus, and that therefore the Polycleitan type did not survive. The series of Argive coins (to which I shall refer below) and those derived from them show the survival of the Polycleitan Hera type through many generations. On the other hand the fact remains that the type in statuary seems to have developed away from that established by Polycleitus in the fourth century B.C. This is to be accounted for by the mythical significance of the personality of Hera as she was affected by the general current of evolution in the types of Greek gods in the progress of the fifth to the fourth and later centuries before our era. It is not possible for me to enter fully into this interesting and important question of Greek mythology here, and I must defer the treatment of this subject to another occasion. Suffice it to say that the general tendency towards 'rejuvenescence' in the types of gods, which marks the difference between the fifth and fourth centuries of Greek art, only failed in effect when there were definite causes pressing in another direction which did not allow that general tendency to become effective. On the other hand the artistic desire (an expression of the whole complex spirit of the age) for youthful and sensuously beautiful forms was so strong as to lead to the transformation

---


Restored: the neck, the whole nose, excepting top of bridge and half of left nostril; end of foremost curl on her left side as well as same on right side. Braid and hair above in front within line of ear. We must ask the question why this piece is broken out in that manner. May it not have been a higher portion of stephane (with decorated work which was broken or cut away?). Moreover the working of the hair behind this and on the crown of the head is so rough that it points to some more elaborate work from the front having accompanied it originally.

Dimensions —

Height from chin to top of head. 28 cm.
Greatest width taken across centre of the eyes. 22 cm.
Depth from back to front. 22.5 cm.
From middle of forehead to end of chin. 14.5 cm.
From end of cheek-bone to cheek-bone. 14 cm.
Width between inner angles of eyes. 93.5 cm.
Width of bridge of nose on level of top of eye-lid. 62.5 cm.
Width of mouth. 94 cm.
of most types into more youthful renderings, wherever their essential nature admitted of such a transformation (e.g., Apollo, Hermes, Dionysos, Aphrodité, Artemis, Athene). But where the personality of the divinity was, from one reason or another, too strong to submit to such a change—as notably is the case with Zeus—the type established in the earlier century (by a Phidias) was likely to survive in spite of the artistic idiosyncrasies of a Scopas and Praxiteles and the taste of the times they represented artistically.

Now Hera was originally simply a female divinity who presided over the life and fate of the Argive people. She thus was representative of the female type in general and comprised in her nature all womanly characteristics from the virgin to the matron, from the queen to the housewife. The more the Olympian cycle became organised and the several figures became specialised and individualised in their personalities and functions, the more did Hera respond to that side which represented the spouse of Zeus and matronly queen; while the more youthful and human side was transferred to her daughter and attendant Hebe. Thus, by a singular contrast to the general course of development, with Scopas, Praxiteles and the later artists Hera and Juno are represented as maturer and older, the womanly side, the queenly spouse, being accentuated; while the more youthful and sensuously attractive side, fully and specifically represented by other female divinities, is repressed. Now with Polycleitus the older Argive conception still survived to some degree, and he could therefore include the simpler and more youthful aspects of that female divinity in the artistic type which he established. But it is owing to these complex circumstances that the type of Hera as established by the great Argive artist did not survive in its direct form in the later ages, and that striking modifications were no doubt introduced by Praxiteles and later artists; though some definite features and characteristics as established by Polycleitus survived amid the changes of later times.

I shall now enumerate what material we have had before us concerning the Argive Hera of Polycleitus; what new data for the understanding of the type have recently been furnished, especially by the American excavations of the Argive Heraeum; and I shall then endeavour to show how we may now claim to possess at least one copy of the head in an extant marble bust.

The statue, considered by ancient writers the masterpiece of the great Argive sculptor, was evidently the work of his full maturity. The temple

---

1 Ἡρα, Paus. viii. 22, 2; Schol. Pind. O. 8, 142; Steph. Byz. s. Ἰδηοῦς.
2 τοιχία, Paus. i. 1, 4; viii. 2, 1; iz. 2, 5; viii. 23, 2 (ἐν τῷ Ἱσααζίλων θείαντες Θηρεῦν χαῖρε); Aristoph. Thesm. 923.
3 Ἰσααζίλων, Παρασπ. Αἰδηοῦς, Ἱσααζίλων θείαντες Θηρεῦν χαῖρε, Ἰσααζίλων, Παρασπ. Αἰδηοῦς, Ἱσααζίλων θείαντες Θηρεῦν χαῖρε; Aristoph. Thesm. 923.
4 Scylla, Per. Myth. Βιβλιοθήκα, i, p. 171; Per. Myth. Βιβλιοθήκα, i, p. 171.
5 In an extremely ingenious and interesting paper (Hermes, xxxv. 1000, pp. 143 sqq.) with none of the conclusions of which I cannot however agree—Prof. C. Robert draws most instructive inferences concerning the works and the dates of some Greek sculptors—notably of Polycleitus—from a thorough investigation of the list of Olympian victors recently found and
must have been built, and the statue made for it, shortly after the old temple had been destroyed by fire in 423 B.C. 1

From Pausanias, 2 we learn that 'the image of Hera is seated, and of colossal size: it is made of gold and ivory and is a work of Polycleitus.' Based on the computations made by the architect (Mr. Tilton) on the ground of the height of the naos for the estimate of which our excavations of the Heraeum furnished the material, the total height of the image, including the base and the top of the throne, would be about 8 metres, the seated figure of the goddess herself about 5.50 metres. It is probable that the face, neck, arms and feet were of ivory, while the rest of the figure was draped in gold.

Like the Olympian Zeus of Phidias Hera was seated on an elaborately decorated throne, holding in her left hand the sceptre surmounted in her case by the cuckoo (as that of Zeus had an eagle), and in her right, instead of an elaborate figure of Victory (such as the Athenae Parthenos and the Olympian Zeus held) simply a pomegranate. The explanation of the pomegranate Pausanias omits as it is of a somewhat mystic nature, and I am inclined to do the same; though it probably was symbolical of prolific power. Nor need we enter into his hesitating reasons for the choice of the cuckoo. The crown was adorned with figures of Graces and the Seasons. To this point I shall have to refer below.

'It is said that beside the image of Hera there once stood an image of Hebe of ivory and gold, a work of Naucydes. 3 This Naucydes was evidently closely related to Polycleitus, but considerable uncertainty exists as to what exactly his relationship to the older and younger Polycleitus was. Nor does the passage in Pausanias referring to the Hebe clear this uncertainty in any way. For Pausanias himself is evidently in doubt and introduces his mention of the Hebe by the phrase λέγεται, only giving it as a report. In the translation above I have adopted Mr. Frazer's rendering; but the passage admits of a different interpretation given by Messrs. Blümner and Hitzig. 4 According to them the doubt implied by λέγεται does not refer to the presence of the statue in the time of Pausanias (contradicted by her presence on later coins) but to the merely traditional ascription of the work to Naucydes. I may add that the doubt may also refer to the identification with Hebe or the Hebs of

3 The passage referring to the statue of Hera, ii. 17, 4 reads as follows: Τὸ δὲ άγαλμα τῆς Ἡρᾶς ἐφ’ θρόνον σάφτωτο μεγάλος μέγας, χρυσοῦ δὲ καὶ ἀλφαντος, πολυκλήτου δὲ άγαλμα ἡγεματεία ἔργων ἔστιν δὲ αὐτόφιλος Χάριτος ἔχων καὶ 'Ανδρόκηρσεμον, τῇ δὲ θυρίᾳ τῇ μέγ. καρποῖ φυλῆς, τῇ δὲ κέπτρῳ, ἐκ κυνουρίας δὲ ἐπὶ τῇ κέπτρῳ καθιστά ταφώς, ἀλτήσει, δὲ παραπυρνόμεναι τῇ Μηνία τῆς Ναυκιδους ἀγαλματισμῷ θυμία, δὲ φάνους καὶ τοστοι καὶ χρυσὸς.
4 For the Literature on this subject see Elster, Pausanias, Notes to xi. 9, 17, 5, 18, 11, 22, 7; vi. 17, 5, Robert (Heracles, xxxv. (1860), p. 190 sqq.) makes Naucydes the brother of the elder Polycleitus.

Παυσανίας θύμοι της ΤΟΥ ΗΗΡΑΣ, 1. 2nd Part, p. 557 (Note to p. 423, 18).
Naucydes. It is certain that some hesitation existed in the mind of Pausanias or his informant.¹

This description of the statue, however imperfect, gives a fair idea of the general composition and arrangement of the famous statue. We are much helped in forming such an idea by ancient coins. Foremost among these is the Roman Imperial coin of Antoninus Pius ² (Pl. III. No. 9), which shows us Hera seated on the throne in the attitude described by Pausanias, as well as Hebe by her side and a peacock between the two. The same figure is rendered on a slightly larger scale (the Hebe and peacock being omitted) on similar coins ³ of about the same date (P. III. Nos. 8, 10). Attitudes, attributes and drapery become clear to us, though we must of course always remember that renderings of colossal statues on such coins can only give an idea of the general composition and broad details, while they are generally quite inadequate for the rendering of the artistic character of a great work. I shall refer to the peculiar "turreted" crown on these coins below.

But it must be admitted that we approach comparatively near to some idea of the artistic character and style of the head in the fine specimens of autonomous Argive coins ⁴ (Pl. III. Nos. 1, 5–7) dating from about the same period as the erection of the great statue by Polycleitus. Here the head merely is given and on a comparatively large scale. Most authorities have long been agreed that in this coin we have a direct relation to the statue, ⁵ while Furtwangler ⁶ considers the coin to be a direct copy. We can further-

¹ I have consulted on this point my colleague Sir Richard Jebb, who has kindly sent me the following note on the passage, which, I am happy to find, confirms what I had myself suspected.

"The words could mean:

(1) 'An asgama, which stands by the Hera, is said to be one of Hebe, the work of Naucydes.'

In this case, the doubt implied would refer to the subject, as well as the author, of the asgama.

Dr. (2) 'An asgama of Hebe etc. . . is said to be the work of Naucydes.'

The doubt would then refer to the authorship only.

If Pausanias meant: 'It is said that an asgama of Hebe, the work of Naucydes, was stood by the Hera,' he ought to have written (1) παραστηθαι ἐν τε, and (2), if he meant παραστηθαι to be the inf. of παραστηθαι (or some similar adverb).

As the text stands, δέρεια παραστηθαι would naturally mean 'is said to stand.' From the words, ἐξελθὼν καὶ τοῦτο καὶ χρισό, I should rather infer that Pausanias had the asgama before his eyes; but this point cannot be pressed.

παρά and αἰτήσα. Does this refer to (1) the "Hera, or (2) the 'Hera whose asgama has just been mentioned'? The latter would be the more natural.

² Imhof-Gardner, "Numism. Comment. etc., (Journal of Hellen. Stud. 1885) Pl. I. V. (1) No. xy.; Berlin Numismat. i. No. xii., xiii., xv.; Frasser, Paus. iii. p. 185, Fig. 30; Blümmer-Hitzig, Paus. i. 2nd Part Table xvi., No. 20; Overbeck, Kunsth. ill. Münz. Abh. i. No. 1.


⁵ Blümmer-Hitzig, ibid. p. 566. 'Dafür hat fast allgemein angenommen dass der als eine Kopfargyrischer Didochomen, die dem uns jener Zeit bekannten, was eine gute, wenn auch nicht absolut true Vorstellung von dem Typus der polypolistischen Hera geben,' But cf. Overbeck, loc., p. 44.

⁶ Meisterwerke, p. 413.
more trace this type, with slight artistic modifications in detail, on Argive coins (e.g. Pl. III. No. 2) for more than a century, and for a still longer period throughout the whole of the ancient world, in Elis (Fig. 3, p. 44), Himera, Cossos (Pl. III. No. 3); and this shows that Overbeck’s statement, as to the failure of Polyceitus to fix the type (see supra) needs modification at least as regards coins. We shall have to consider this coin more in detail as we proceed. (See note, p. 44.)

In spite of our good fortune in possessing, as regards the Hera type of Polyceitus, so far a description in Pausanias and coins of such exceptional beauty and clearness in the rendering of the head, we should still be far removed from an adequate idea of the artistic style and character of the great statue and even of the head alone with only these materials before us. To attain this we require the evidence of the individual style of that artist as manifested in some work or works of sculpture on a larger scale or in adequate copies of these made in the Classical period. Our idea would be still more adequate if we could identify any extant statue or bust with the Argive original. Yet, as I have always maintained in similar cases, we are most likely to attain this latter consummation, if we succeed in making ourselves fully cognizant of the Polyceitan style in all the other works identified with that master, and widen the field of our inquiry from this the safest point of departure.

Now since Friederichs’ beautiful identification, we have with Polyceitus an exceptionally clear case, in that the statues of the Doryphoros and Diadumenos have long been identified with comparative certainty as illustrating all the definite characteristics of Polyceitan style which ancient authors have handed down to us. The number of replicas of these statues is continually increasing; and, especially as regards the heads, we have now so large a series that their chief characteristics are easily recognizable by even the apprentice in archaeological study. Some of the heads in the several statues of the Ephesian Amazon, though they show deviations among each other, reproduce the leading characteristics which we recognize in the Doryphoros and Diadumenos. But it is the merit of Professor Furtwängler to have recognized in the head of the Doryphoros-type the earlier, and in that of the Diadumenos-type, the later style of the same artist, Polyceitus.

But our data for such an archaeological induction have become more

---

1 Overbeck, s. Münzfeld, ii.
2 K. Friedrichs, Der Doryphoros des Polyklet, Berlin, 1865; see for criticism of this, O. Rayet, Monumenta de l’Art Antiken, i, on Pl. 29.
3 Cf. Overbeck, Die Antiken Schriftgeielen, etc., p. 170, Nos. 952-961; p. 173, Nos. 967-977.
4 See the chapter on Polyceitus in Furtwängler’s Meisterwerke, etc. (Masterpieces, etc., translated by Eugénie Salier).
5 Michaelis, Die sogenannten Ephesianischen Amazonenstatuen, Jahrbuch d. Kaiserl. Deut.
6 Arch. Inst. Berlin 1887, i, pp. 14, etc.
7 Robert, op. cit., p. 190, considers the various types probably all to be Polyceitan, and thinks the ‘Berlin’ type to have been made between 450 and 440 B.C., the ‘Capitolinus’ between 430-420 B.C.
8 Masterpieces, etc., p. 242. It is in no sense to diminish the merit of his discovery, and his full claim to it, but to confirm it, if I say that I had already independently come to the same conclusion about the earlier and later style of Polyceitus in the Doryphoros and Diadumenos.
than doubly increased and made doubly secure, by the discovery of numerous and important fragments of the sculptured metopes from the Argive Heraeum in the excavations of the American Archaeological Institute and School, over which I presided from 1892 to 1895. Among these are at least nine well preserved heads, one of which might be called a replica of the Doryphoros head, while all of them illustrate and exemplify in the fullest manner the characteristics of Polycleitan heads as we have hitherto recognised them. These sculptures, moreover, in every respect bear the same relation to the great Argive master of the Hera, that the Parthenon marbles bear to the great Attic sculptor of the Athene. Yet, while in the case of Phidias we have no Doryphoros or Diadumenos to give us such well supported material for the appreciation of his peculiar style with which we could confront the Parthenon marbles, the sculptures from the Heraeum verify and supplement the information which the Polycleitan works hitherto identified have yielded. And yet the archaeologist who now would wish to disprove the Phidian character of the Parthenon marbles, to which every circumstance points a priori, would find himself confronted with a very difficult task.

It was an unwarrantable assertion of Professor Furtwängler to deny the relation of these Argive sculptures to Polycleitus, even before he had seen them and before some of them had been discovered, and I hardly believe that the grounds, both positive and negative, upon which he based his denial will bear serious consideration. In the future our study of Polycleitan style will have to take its start from the Doryphoros and Diadumenos in conjunction with the marbles which we found at the Argive Heraeum. Moreover it was only in taking this stand, and on the ground of the wider knowledge of Polycleitan characteristics thus acquired, that I was led to the present identification of the Polycleitan Hera.

As regards Polycleitan heads we find that, in spite of the differences which obtain between the Doryphoros and Diadumenos, and still more among the varied subjects, male and female, of our Argive metope-heads, certain broad and distinctive characteristics remain common to them all. These are:

1. The general outline and composition of these heads is quite distinctive. The character of the quadrata signa, as we know it in the massive types of the Doryphoros and Diadumenos, is markedly maintained in the whole build of the head, naturally, in the simplest and most pronounced form. In the earlier Doryphoros head with its short closely fitting hair, in no

---

1 First (in 1893) in the Archaeol. Studies H. Furtwängler, repeated Masterpieces, p. 229. I have dealt exhaustively with this question in the forthcoming official publication. How any trained archaeologist could have considered the small marble head which Furtwängler compares with the marble head of 'Hera' from the Heraeum, which I first published in 1882, and find any resemblance is to me incomprehensible. The only point of contact is a superficial similarity in the curious bend on the top of the head which Furtwängler's head has in common with the Heraean head as well as with the 'Karyatides' from the Erechtheum (and it is probably upon this that he and some others have seen an Attic character in the Heraean head). His original attribution of his small head (now unwisely discarded by him) to the style of the Olympian pedimental figures, is much nearer the mark.
wise interfering with the general structure of the head. This squareness of outline is so marked that we might almost say that each one of these heads would fit into a square with the slightest possible amount of interval between this square and the points where the modelling of the features required the cutting away of the marble; and it is so distinctive that it can readily be contrasted with the more oblong, triangular or pear-shaped, or round ball-like outlines¹ which characterise the heads of some other schools. If this is the case in the front view seen in full face, it is also, even more markedly, so in the profile view. The whole of this characteristic, borne out and accentuated in other phases of this artist’s work the more we follow them, seems to point not to a mechanical procedure, but to an extreme desire for succinctness and accuracy—if I may say so—the very reverse of the vague and sketchy methods and tendencies of the impressionists. We thus also find that, with the several parts of the face, the broader phases of structure are emphasised in their distinctness in masses, such as the upper part of the face above and below the eyes, from the beginning of the hair at the sides upwards to the top, and again the line from cheekbone to chin on either side. Within these again the brow and forehead in their relation to the hair; the intermediary straight section of the region of the eye, between the upper part and the lower part—and so again each subdivision.

(2) The general impression which this outline structure of the heads gives, is still further impressed by the effect of the ensemble of all the features. It carries on the general impression in the rendering of the bodies of these τερπαγωνοι athletes; it is that of weightiness if not of heaviness. There are none of those softer, rounder lines in the female heads, such as we find in Attic contemporary work, e.g., the Karyatides from the Erechtheum—structure is never hidden to produce the effect of rounded softness. And the features carry this still further in the impression of solidity, verging upon the stolid and the pouting, even in the most advanced types of the Diudunemos, and the exquisite beauty of line and form of some of the female heads. This expression is no doubt due to some extent to the massive and firm treatment of cheek and chin; but it is especially conveyed by the characteristic rendering of the nose and the mouth.

The nose in the profile view does not follow the line of the forehead in a simple sweep, but shows a gradual advance at a very obtuse angle, while the tip extends far down and comes slightly lower than the level of the edge of the nostril. In the front view the nose appears short in relation to its breadth. Throughout its whole length it retains a comparatively great breadth from bridge to tip. There is a slight increase of breadth about the middle part, so that it appears slightly narrower at the bridge and immediately above the tip. The tip again, well rounded, is as broad as the widest part in the middle of the nose. Compared with this uniform breadth along the bridge to the tip the nostrils do not extend widely on

¹ See my article on 'A Head of Polycleitan Style etc.' in American Journal of Arch. ix, (1894) p. 324.
either side—which fact again tends to accentuate the breadth of the nose itself.

Perhaps the most characteristic feature of all, and one to which the peculiar expression of these heads is chiefly due, is the mouth. This is never firmly closed, in some of them slightly opened. The lower lip protrudes slightly, and seems tilted over with a marked curve below where it joins the chin, presenting a comparatively thick and compact mass. In addition to this protruding lower lip the upper lip is exceptionally short (most noticeable in the profile view) and what represents the red portion of the lip is widened out on either side, preserving this width to a certain degree even at the corners. The total effect is that of heaviness, almost a pout.

The eyes are treated in a simple manner, the brow extending in one broad sweep from the bridge of the nose to the temple, which line, together with the breadth of the bridge, gives the eyes themselves a broad setting. The well marked upper lid runs almost parallel to the brow; while the lower lid, though firmly chiselled, is not accentuated by a soft hollowing out below it—which in many heads of the fourth century adds so much sentiment and softness to the expression. The orb itself is widely oval, gently curved and slightly slanting inwards in a downward direction. I have dealt exhaustively with the treatment of the hair and the general modelling of texture in the forthcoming official publication of the excavations at the Argive Heraeum, and as this does not concern the definite question before us, I need not enter into it here.

When arranging the casts in the Fitzwilliam Museum of Archaeology here at Cambridge, I naturally desired to bring the works of the same school and period together as far as possible. In the case of unidentified works I endeavoured to place them among the classified works to which they bore the closest relationship of style. It is thus many years ago that I recognised in the head of 'Bacchus,' formerly 'Apollo,' in the British Museum (Pl. II., III. 4) characteristics of Polycleitan art; for it was among these heads that the so-called Bacchus found his place. This conviction grew more firm and definite when, in preparing the final publication of the marbles from the Argive Heraeum I had to study the characteristics of that art with greater minuteness, and, among other comparisons, confronted the head from the British Museum with the casts of the Heraeum heads which I had brought from Argos. This was especially the case when the life-size 'Hera' head from the Argive pediment was compared with the British Museum head in the profile view. I felt more and more convinced that the 'Bacchus' was Polycleitan, and at the same time I began to doubt whether it really was a male head. In spite of the restoration of the nose (the restorer has followed the
extant indications of the broad bridge in a very skilful manner) and of slighter restorations of the hair on the top of the head, the characteristics of Polyclitan art which I have just endeavoured to enumerate were well illustrated in this head.

Hitherto I chiefly studied this beautiful bust from the front view. When now I began more carefully to examine the profile view I felt convinced that there existed some other work with which I had been familiar to which this bore the closest analogy. What made it difficult to recall this analogous case was that it was not a work of sculpture in the round, a bust on a large scale, or even a sculptured marble relief. One day, however—a common trick in the action of memory—the instance I had looked for suddenly occurred to me; and, upon examining the coins, I found that it was in truth the autonomous tetradrachm of Argos reproducing the head of the famous Hera of Polycleitus.

If we bear in mind the reduced size of such a coin as compared not only with the colossal original, but even with a life-size marble head, and place the two side by side, the marble in its profile view (as is here done on Pl. III.), it at once becomes evident that both are reproductions of a common type. From this type the marble head no doubt shows some modifications and deviations, such as the reduction of the diadem to a narrow band without ornament. Such modifications were also necessarily introduced into the rendering of the coin, however marvellous this may be in the retention of some of the grand qualities of the famous original from which it was copied.

What makes the marble head in the British Museum appear so singular and unique is, in the first place, the treatment of the hair. This, together with the wrongly restored neck, was no doubt the chief reason why the head has hitherto been mistaken for that of a male divinity. This peculiar, almost unique treatment of the hair, in longish curls, though far from the length usual in ancient female figures, which only occurs to me in a few early instances (none to my knowledge later than the fifth century B.C.), we find again in the head of Hera on the contemporary Argive coin. It is moreover interesting to note how on the later modifications of the same coin (Pl. III. No. 2) the antiquated fashion of this short hair is replaced by a longer braided hair of the ordinary female coiffure. The only instances of female hair similar in length which I can recall are the case of the Demeter on the famous Eleusinian relief and of the Sterope from the eastern pediment of the temple of Zeus at

ties to be a male head. I also take this opportunity of stating that the authorities of the British Museum (who gave me every assistance in my research) could not be expected to discover the nature and attribution of the head. In the reproduction given here the female character of the head is made more obvious by the fact that the modern (false) neck has been omitted. We can as little expect that the officials of Museums should make all the discoveries concerning the objects in their care as that librarians should anticipate all the discoveries made by students in the manuscripts and books in their library.

1 See Overbeck, Taf. Mittatfel, and Percy Gardner, Types of Gr. Coins, i.e.

2 The best illustration in Brunh. Denkm. Gr. und Röm. Sculpt. Pl. VII. See also Collignon, Hist. de la Sculpt. Grecque, ii. p. 141, Fig. 68.
Olympia. Also one of the so-called Dancing Maidens from Herculaneum in the Museum of Naples.

But though these heads have hair similar in length, the analogy in the arrangement is much more striking and complete in the case of the Argive coin. In the coin as well as in the marble head the hair runs over the forehead to the temple in three well defined waves (more minutely subdivided by further modelling in the larger marble head); while on the side, from the temple to the back of the head, there are again four well defined curl-like subdivisions in larger masses which are again subdivided by smaller wavy modelling. Though thus there naturally is more indication of detail in the rendering of these curls in the large marble head than on the coin, the die-sinker appears to me on the whole a greater artist—a better sculptor—than the copyist in marble, especially in the manner in which he has been able to transfer into his reproduction the character of the metal work, which is to a greater extent lost in the coarser marble technique. To appreciate the close analogy in this unique rendering of the hair in these two heads it is well to recall that the end of the side curl nearest the temple is broken away in the marble.

The line of forehead and brow, the treatment of the eye (always allowing for the difference of technique and size) are the same. Though the nose is restored in the marble, its profile direction is prescribed by the extant portion of the bridge, and the relation of its outline to that of the forehead is thus in both cases the same. Evidently the restorer has not given sufficient prominence to the tip of the nose (and for this some of our Heraean heads with perfectly preserved noses will serve as models). But the mouth, with the short upper lip and the projecting lower lip, is the same. Still more marked is the characteristic square outline of both heads taken as a whole when viewed in profile.

The most noticeable discrepancy in appearance is caused by the different treatment of the diadem in these two cases. The marble copyist evidently shrank from the attempt of rendering the diadem decorated with the Graces and the Seasons in the original, and thus merely furnished his head with a plain band, which, being thus unornamented, he was forced to reduce in size. The die-sinker was somewhat more ambitious. Instead of the full decoration with Graces and Seasons he kept the diadem broader and decorated it with a delicate honeycomb pattern, the anthemion. Percy Gardner has put forward the hypothesis that the flowers with which the stephane of Hera is adorned are an abridged symbol of the bionae and caritas, which figures were introduced in the same place by Polycleitus. It seems to me more likely that the gold and ivory Hera had this very anthemion pattern on the band portion of her crown. And, by analogy with Phidian's statue of the Olympian Zeus (in which these Graces and Seasons placed at the upper end

1 See Olympia, Treu, die Sculpturen, Taf. 101, Pls. X. and XI.: also Collignon, op. cit. l. Pl. VII.-VIII.
2 Hayet, Monum. de l'Art Gr. i. Pl. 29; Brunn, Denkm. Gr. und Röm. Sculpt. No. 294 first from our left, No. 295 first from our left.
3 See note, p. 44.
4 The Cities of Elia, p. 19.
at the back of the throne appeared to wind round. the head of Zeus) these same figures would on the crown of Hera form the upper summit and completion. Now if we examine the copper coins representing the whole figure of Hera on her throne with all her attributes, we find that she wore what looks like a 'turreted' crown (Pl. III. Nos. 8-10). This may of course be a modification introduced by the later die-sinker. But as he appears to be so accurate in all the other details, such an act on his part must seem strange to us. I do not believe that the mural crown occurs as early as the fifth century B.C. Now if we examine the Argive coins with Hera we must realise that the upright points which make the crown look 'turreted' are not at all distinct. The question may therefore be fairly asked, whether these points do not represent upright figures worked in the round or in high relief on the top of the diadem. In this case the Graces and Seasons would have projected above the band of the diadem in the round or in bold relief; and the die-sinker of the earlier autonomous coin, in whose rendering of the head the details were on a more elaborate scale, had to omit the rendering of such minute figures (indistinctly given by the points of the later Roman die-sinker) and remained content with the rendering of the ornamented band only. The following seem to me the possible arrangements of the Graces and Seasons on the stephane of the Argive Hera. (1) Either the Graces and Seasons were worked above the gold band in the round, and then the upright masses would have been the die-sinker's indication of these; or (2) they were worked in high-relief on upright projections which are rendered in the late coins without the reliefs; or (3) they projected between the flowers of the anthenion in high relief (as the winged horses on the coins with Juno Lacinia of Pandosia and Croton) on a very broad gold band, the stephane. At all events it does not seem to me likely that the die-sinker would have represented the battlements of the mural crown by the high projections on these coins with Hera. It is also interesting to note (a fact to which my friend Mr. Cecil Smith has drawn my attention) that Hera is distinguished, on a beautiful red-figured vase of the fifth century, B.C., from Athene and Aphrodite in the Judgment of Paris, by an elaborate stephane ornamented with flowers on the top of which a winged horse projects in the round, while, on an elaborate high headdress from a terracotta figure from Cyprus, above the flower band, are sphinxes in high relief.

---

1 Mr. G. F. Hill has drawn my attention to the fact that the prototype of these points is to be found in the coins which are visible with the lens, if not with the naked eye, on all the early autonomous tetradrachms of Argos; in Pl. III., they are to be discovered, three in number, standing out from the top edge of the crown.

2 If this were so, the words στρέφει and στρογγυλεῖν used by Pausanias would be the appropriate words for a diadem so ornamented.

3 Dr. Dressel of the Coin Department of the Berlin Museum informs me that Mr. Imhotep-Bhuner considers the crown on these coins to be the mural 'turreted' crown.

4 E.M. Cat. Italy, Croton, No. 88: Pandosia, No. 2.


6 See also the Hera on a vase quoted by Mr. Smith, from the Elite Cramagje, I, Pl. 28.

The whole question of the distinctive crown of Hera and Juno ought to be dealt with more exhaustively than I can here do, and would make an interesting monograph. What appears to me clear, however, is that the coins we are discussing have not mere representations of the late mural crowns; but have some reference to the decoration of Hera's diadem as described by Pausanias. But to return to the anthemion ornament.

It is certainly more than a mere coincidence that the pattern as here given is to be found in nearest approximation on the ornaments of the very temple in which the great statue stood—namely, the Argive Heraeum which we have excavated (Fig. 1)\(^1\). This, by the way, confirms our belief in the close relationship between the sculptured work of the temple and the statue it contained: i.e., the common patterns and styles of the one Polyclitan workshop. If we study the natural history of this pattern throughout Greek art\(^2\) we find that the delicate low relief with the wavy, horizontal lines is to be found first in the Parthenon, and then in these most beautiful specimens from the Argive Heraeum; that this is followed by its rendering in the Erechtheum of Athens (which shows a close relationship to the Argive pattern in that, in one instance,\(^3\) it even reproduces the bird, but which, being at least ten years later, marks a further step in conventionalisation in that the flowers are more upright and closer together). Next we may mention the Tholos of Epidaurus with deeper undercutting and bolder relief, fuller in line—in short more 'Baroque;'\(^4\) then the temple of Artemis at Ephesus, then the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, etc., etc., etc.\(^5\)

Nay, the analogy may perhaps be much closer still. On the specimen of the Argive tetradrachm here reproduced (Pl. III, No. 1), there is, above the volute of the pattern, a small projection rising obliquely upwards, which is not sufficiently distinct to show any drawing. This may be simply the result of a flaw in the die.\(^5\) But the other specimens of the coin have some peculiar

\(^{1}\) Cf. Waldstein, "Observations, etc." Pl. VII.

\(^{2}\) One of the students of our Cambridge School will shortly publish a more elaborate treatment of the development of this pattern in the successive stages of Greek art, especially in the Simae of Greek temples. According to Purtwágler the acanthus was first introduced into Attica in the Erechtheum.


\(^{4}\) See note, p. 34.

\(^{5}\) Dr. Iniolou-Blaumar considers it such.
form of rise or thickening at this same point—so Nos. 5 and 6, in the
same Plate. May this originally have been a bird, such as constitutes
so distinctive a feature in the anthemion on the Sima of the Heraeum? 
Or may it not mark the point where the die-sinker originally worked
his die to fashion the bird as in the other Argive pattern, and finding he
could not render it adequately on so small a scale, gave it up, a hollow how-
ever here remaining in the die, of which subsequent attempts at repair could
not remove all traces? The recurrence of unevennesses at this point in several
specimens distinctly points to this. This detail in no way affects the main
argument as to the similarity of the anthemion pattern as a whole; but as a
possibility, in view of the curious protuberance on a set of coins from one
die, it had to be mentioned here.

At all events this close approximation in subject and style of ornament
between the gold and ivory statue of Polycleitus and the carved decoration
of the temple is very interesting and may be important as not only confirming the direct-
ness of relation which existed between the marble-workers of the Heraeum (a fortiori
the sculptors of the Metopes) and the master
of Hera, Polycleitus; but also in its bearing upon the general relation between the
architectural sculptures of a temple and the
great statues which they contained.¹

If now we turn from the profile to the
full-face view of our marble Hera, the simple,
broad and noble character of this head bears
out the principles of Polycleitan art and
style to which I referred. We have the
square outline of the whole, the distinctness
and articulation of the different sections of
the face, and the peculiarities in the simple
features, in spite of the restoration of the
nose and some damage to portions of the lips.

There remains one striking feature which gives a distinctive character
to this head, namely, the way the hair from the temples downwards is, as it
were, lifted away from the face, as if it were made of separate and different
material.² This accentuates the difference of texture between face and hair
and, in spite of the broad, firm modelling of the face, gives its surface a
touch of softness—as of ivory framed by gold. The head may give us some
faint notion of the effect of the chryselephantine technique. In other respects
also, in the firm, broad modelling and the sharp lines (note the firmly cut edge

¹ In a paper which I have just sent to press,
² Cf. the head published by Eugène Sœlly,
preventing the discovery of some reproductions
of pedimental figures from the Parthenon. I
of Vol.
am dealing more fully with this question.
THE ARGIVE HERA OF POLYCLEITUS.

of the upper eyelid), we believe we can recognise the art of a master in cælatura.

I would finally draw attention to a very important piece of evidence bearing upon this question. Among the few terracottas dating as late as the fifth century B.C., which we found in our Argive excavations (few in comparison with the many hundreds of an earlier date) there is one head, only half of which is extant, the largest terracotta head we there found (Fig. 2). It is evidently a work of the fifth century and bears more marks of being copied from a great work than any of the others. The extant features of the face distinctly show the Polycleitan characteristics, especially in mouth and nose, though we must take into account the inferiority of the coroplast and the limitations enjoined by the material and the customary degree of finish given to such figurines. This of course applies also to the modelling of the hair. But with this reservation and in spite of the rough sketchy modelling of the hair, the principle of its arrangement and treatment is the same as in our marble head from the British Museum. The band of the diadem can be seen above the hair on the side; while the hair below it falls down in wavy masses like curls and is in the same characteristic manner set off and 'undercut' from the face. I venture to hold that this terracotta head is an attempt at a direct copy of the famous Argive Hera by Polycleitus.

CHARLES WALDSTEIN.

FIG. 3.

NOTE.

I have compared the marble head only with the Argive coin to avoid confusion; but I should like, as an appendix, to draw attention also to the coins of Elis (Fig. 3) which Prof. Percy Gardner places between the years 420 and 400 B.C., and which he rightly maintains convey some idea of the Polycleitan Hera. In some respects these coins, with the large and heavy features, reproduce the characteristics of Polycleitan style even more markedly than those of Argos; though I do not believe that their execution is finer. The hair is the same in the treatment over the forehead, while the method of rendering the 'curls' over the neck varies in distinctness—it is certainly not the usual long braided hair. This modification does, however, take place in the next century (Gardner, ibid. Pl. XIV. 2a, 1, 3, 26) when the later coiffure is adopted. The diadem in the best of these Elean coins is ornamented with the same pattern and is to be found even in specimens of the fourth century. But the freedom of the die-sinker is shown in the way he has introduced modifications, in some even substituting for the scroll between the flowers letters reading "Hera."
I.—The Topography of the Abduction Incident in Soph.

I have lately spent some time in the locality in endeavouring to ascertain the true meaning of the passages concerned, which are as follows:

L. 897. ὀδέκαν τις ὡς τάχιστα προσπόλων μολὼν
πρὸς τούς δε βομβίν πιντ' ἀναγκάσει λέον
στειετών ὀποι ἔμπειρος, ἐνθα δίστομοι
μᾶλλιστα συμβάλλουσιν ἐμπόρων ὅδοι,
ὡς μὴ παρέλθωσ' αἰ κόραι.

L. 1019. ὅδοι κατάρχειν τῆς ἐκεί, πομπὸν δὲ μοι
χωρᾶν, ἢ, εἴ μὲν ἐν τῷ τοιοῦτῳ ἐχεις
tὸ ταῖδας ἡμῖν, αὐτὸς ἐνδείξῃς ἐμοί:
εἰ δ' ἐγκρατεῖς φεύγοντιν, ὅδον δεὶ ποιεῖν,
ἀλλ' ἐμοὶ οἱ σπεύδωτες, ὅπως ἐν μῆποτε
χώρας φυγόντες τῇσ' ἐπεφύμονται θεοῖς.

L. 1044. στ. εἴην ὅθι δαίνων κ.τ.λ.

. . . . ἢ πρὸς Ἡλλας
ἡ λαμπάνειν ἀκταῖς . . . .
ἐνθ' ὅμια κ.τ.λ.
. . . . τοῦτ' ἀπα χώρους

ἀπτ. ἢ ποι τὸν ἐφέστινον
πέτασιν μυφάδος πελώσι
Οἰάτιδος έκ νομοῦ . . . .
ἀλώστεται.

Three commentators, a Scholiast, Col. Leake, and Sir R. C. Jebb, have devoted some attention to this matter; the two latter following the first, in part or altogether, in conclusions, with which I find myself at variance. The wrong view was blindly followed by myself in my translation.

I doubt if sufficient attention has been paid to the dramatic conditions of the problem to be solved. What had Sophocles in view, in planning this incident, and in writing these passages? He was proposing (1) to add interest to the action of the play by the conduct, behind the scenes, of a flight and capture along roads well known to his audience; and (2) to utilise this
incident so as to bring out in Theseus the characteristic of thorough practical efficiency as a putter down of violence. Interpretations which make Theseus appear incompetent, or which militate against obvious facts of topography, should not be lightly hazarded; neither must we conclude, however we may be unable to explain the allusions, that they were not clear to an Athenian audience, or that Sophocles and his audience did not care that they should be clear.

There were in the time of Sophocles, and still are, two roads from Athens to Thebes; one leading by the Sacred Way, through the Pass of Daphni, between Corydallis and Aigaleos, to Eleusis, and thence over the mountain chain by Dryosephalae between Cithaeron and Megalopolis; the other leading past the north eastern end of Aigaleos, along the low neck joining it with the mountain range, and traversing this last by the Pass of Phyle, between Megalopolis and Parnes. When we find poetic use made of the circumstance that there was more than one road, we must not forget that to an Athenian mind these roads, first, would necessarily suggest themselves; and any interpretation which involves a different route, and still more if it ignores these, or either of them, will require justification.

In the first passage quoted we have an order given on the spur of the moment by Theseus, to make haste and occupy the places "wherever packmen's roads converge," so the girls do not pass by them. This I interpret, not of some particular fork, but of all the spots in the suburbs of Athens, close at hand, where roads converge that are used by packmen arriving from the country; the use of the words μαίλιστα and ἐπιτόπων I think points to convergences in the direction of Athens, not a single particular convergence in the direction of Thebes: such convergences as the poet had in mind l. 1592, when he says Oedipus

έστι κελεύθων ἐν πολυχρίστων μιᾷ.

I fail to find in the text any indication of an actual convergence of two roads, each starting from Athens, in the direction of Thebes, such as has generally been taken for granted. The object of looking for such a convergence has been to fix upon a place where the guards might lie in wait, and catch the fugitives, by whichever of the supposed two roads they were going. Such a spot has been suggested near Eleusis, just where the railway now descends from the Neck, and approaches the Sacred Way, or, again, further off, half way from Eleusis to Oenoe. Here the girls are supposed to be recaptured. Theseus's first plan is on this hypothesis successful; it is to give the abductors scope, to 'make haste' and wait for them ten or fifteen miles off, in the security that whatever road they may take, they must turn up at this particular spot.

To this I object: (1) The plan is imbecile; it is not the sort of way to catch anybody anywhere. (2) There is no point that blocks both the roads, that by Oenoe and that by Phyle. (3) A flight towards Thebes, starting from Colonos round the N.E. of Aigaleos, and then making for Eleusis, is an impossible one. The railway to Eleusis goes that way for the sake of the
low gradient; but as a horse or carriage road it is as inconceivable as the way by Decelea. (4) From the second passage quoted we find that the precaution taken by Theseus in the first was not successful. This I ventured to maintain, on the principle that in Greek literature the last suggested alternative is always that intended to be selected. This upsets the motive of the hypothesis criticized. (5) For the same reason I do not believe it was near Eleusis, or anywhere ἐν τούτοις τῶις, i.e. in Attica, that the abductors are supposed to be arrested, but ἡμεῖς ψυχοσεῖς τὴν τοῦς, i.e. as they cross the frontier. This, however, upon any route passing by Eleusis, they could not do till they reached the Pass of Dryoscephalae, which is unreasonably far (30 miles) from Athens. (6) On the same principle we must consider the second route described in the Chorus, that of the antistrophe 1055, to be the actual scene of the recapture; and this again takes us, whatever we may make of it, quite away from Eleusis, which lies on the alternative route previously described in the strophe.

Before attempting to construe these last lines, let us suppose ourselves for a minute standing with Sophocles on Colonus Hippio. All roads coming from the country, we know, meet at last behind us, at the Altar of the Twelve Gods, by the other Colones; but here we have, to the left, the Sacred Way, and to the right the line of the railway and modern ὕδωρ Πάτρων, both leading to Thebes. Looking along the first, we cannot indeed see, but we can hardly forget, the temple of Apollo on Pocillum, and the Torch-lit Shore of Eleusis; looking along the second, we see snow on Parnes; and a marked depression to the west of it, which is Phyle:—'Or haply will they be drawing near to the region westward of the snow-clad Rock, passing out of the common field of the tribe of Oea!...He shall be caught (there)!' I really do not see how the route by Phyle could be more graphically indicated.

In holding that χώρου may be understood 1. 1055 from χώρου 1.1054, I lay stress upon an antithesis parallel to that noticed above in the second passage commented on, between τοις ἐνοχαῖς ἐν ἄσε κηρούς, places in Attica, and τοῖς ἐφόδησαν πέτρας μηνιάδος [χώρου], which is not within Attica, but on the frontier. I also call attention to the point, which I think plausible on the principles of Greek literary construction, that the place where on this theory the girls would be recaptured is the very first, between Athens and Thebes, which is in any degree visible from Colonus. Also that snow would lie on the south-west slope of Parnes in March, but not on the south-east slope of Aigaleos. Also that snow, if any, on the further side of Aigaleos is poetically unimportant, being out of sight from Athens.

I now come to the Scholiast, whom nobody has as yet translated, though he has been a good deal discussed.

*Or haply the westward—i.e. is speaking of Aigaleos; for this mountain is on the outskirts of the deme named: and they are enumerating the places at which they think it most likely that the encounter will take place between the followers of Creon and of Theseus. In of the snow-clad rock he may possibly be speaking of the so-called Smooth Rock, or of the crest of Aigaleos; which are reported to be in that neighbourhood. Even as Istrōs
in the first book of his Miscellanies narrates thus: From the Sea-coast (or from the torrent, Leake) we went up to the Smooth Rock. And a little way on: Thence as far as Colonos past the place entitled the Brazen Place, thence to the Cephsus as far as the Sacred Way that leads to Ellensis: and from this point the parts which lie to the left hand of those proceeding to Ellensis, as far as the easternmost summit of Aigaleos. In one word, he is speaking either of the so-called Smooth Rock, or of Aigaleos: and the meaning is Will they be approaching the western region of the Smooth Rock?

Now in all this the point aimed at, the identification of the Smooth Rock with the Snowy Rock of Sophocles, is stated as a mere conjecture, suggested by the first quotation from Istrus, and is not made out. Of the second quotation from Istrus nothing can be made, for we are not told what Istrus was driving at; if he is describing the limits of the dene of Oea, it is clear from the mention of Colonos, Cephissus, and the Brazen Place, that Oea lay on the hither or south-eastern side of Aigaleos, and not, as Col. Leake would have us place it, on the further side, in the Thriasian Plain. In any case, on the hither side it must be, on the authority of the Scholiast himself: for he says Aigaleos is 'on its outskirts,' which to one regarding it from Athens can have no other meaning. As to the Scholiast's own views of Oea, they are not clear, and he does not seem to speak from knowledge of the spot; they are moreover contradicted by Hesychius, who asserts roundly, 'Oea was not there.' But it is possible we were not intended to place Oea west of Aigaleos, but only the region entered by the fliers as they left Oea. Properly speaking there is no region 'west' of Aigaleos; the Thriasian Plain is rather N.N.W. of it than W. Did any one in his senses ever speak in a passage intended to be graphic, of 'approaching a region west' of a range, when what he meant to describe was 'starting on the South of it, passing round its N.E. end, all along the back of it, till you approach, on leaving it, the region N.W. of it'?

Rejecting his topography, I am entitled to quote the Scholiast against Sir R. C. Jebb as an authority for understanding χώρον in 1. 1055, for taking πελών as equivalent to προπελών, and generally for retaining the MSS. text unaltered. If with Sir R. C. Jebb we abandon the convergence outward of the routes, I cannot see any pretext for the distortion of the second route. Lastly, the very worst of all conjectures is that which distorts the first route behind Aigaleos, in order to obtain a convergence near Phyle. It omits all the impossibilities, and solves none of the difficulties.

II.—The Thiodos in Oed. Tyr.

O. T. 715. καὶ τὸν μὲν, ὅσπερ ἡ φάτις, ἔξοι ποτὲ ἄποται φονεύσον ἐν τριπλαίς ἄμαξινοις.

738. Φωκίς μὲν ἡ γῆ κληθεται σχιστή δ' ὁδὸς ἐν ταύτῳ Δελφῶν κατὸ Δαυλίας ἀγεί.
The accounts given by travellers of the locality and of the incident appear in some respects unsatisfactory. In the absence of any good map, a capital T followed by a full stop will serve me as a diagram (T.). The stem and right limb of the T represent the course of the Platania, flowing first north, then east. The left limb is the gorge of Zymeno. Parnassus fills all the ground north of the cross line; Mount Kirphis all the angle between the left limb and the stem. In the other angle is a low hill, and east of it a meadow. Roads exist, and must long have existed, along each of the three water-courses; but we cannot be certain that they have always and at all places been on the same side as at present of the streams. At the present day the main road from Delphi to Daulia lies north of the cross line, and a branch road, described in the older books as that from Ambryssus, west of the stem. Thus Wordsworth's *Greece*, p. 231:

'The road from Daulia to the S.W. leads along a rugged valley to Delphi; and falls in with another from Ambryssus on the South at a point half-way between the two. This place was called the Schisté Hodos or Triodos. The tomb of Laius and his attandant was seen by Pausanias on the spot where they fell, which is now called Zymeno.'

Upon this I observe that Zymeno itself is a well and khan much further to the west than this junction of the roads. But this is not all. To suppose that the three roads led (1) to Delphi (2) to Daulia and (3) to Ambryssus destroys, to my mind, the whole point of the story. Oedipus is hastening from Delphi with the one object of travelling as far as possible from Corinth. He is not therefore going southwards to Ambryssus. Suppose him going to Daulia, Whence, then, is Laius coming? Not, certainly, from Ambryssus: in so far as the commentators have realised the scene, they have supposed him coming from Daulia, and so meeting Oedipus directly, in the very way he was going. Now I do not say this is impossible; I do not deny that the word ἵππωρτιαζων, which no doubt suggested it, may be urged in its favour; but I am convinced it is a mistake. If Oedipus and Laius met each other at a casual fork, while travelling the same road, there is no point in the often repeated assertion that they met at a triodos; the turning to Ambryssus is merely one of half-a-dozen that might be selected; there is nothing in the circumstance specially tragic, nothing Sophoclean, nothing Greek.

It is true that modern travellers from Thebes generally proceed after leaving Livadia round by Chaeronea and Daulia to Delphi. They do so, as Pausanias did, to see the cities on the way; and also to take advantage of a good road as far as Chaeronea. Meanwhile they hardly notice, in their guide books, the mention of a direct road, leading due west from Livadia.
through the lonely valley in which lie ruins ascribed to the Phocian Trachis. Along this road I found everywhere traces of a paved way, which the local guide ascribed to the Turks, but which must at least have been as old as the Frankish occupation, and was probably an ancient route. At the ancient well of Korakolitho, represented in the diagram by the full stop, it descends abruptly into the meadow. Thence at the present day its course, very ill defined, proceeds westwards, south of the low hill, and then turns northwards, joining the Ambryssus road as it crosses the river bed. This would be the road for Laius to follow, going on business straight to Delphi. At whatever point it in ancient days joined the main road, he meets a wayfarer proceeding along that road. It may have been, as generally believed, at the present junction; it may have been further east, on the right bank of the Platania, in the meadow. Oedipus was bound for Daulia, perhaps for Thessaly; in another moment he would have passed on, the danger would have passed with him; but fate forbids: Laius has already reached the fork; the paved way is too narrow for an armed man to pass the driver and the chariot together; the driver jostles him, he strikes back, the old king intervenes and is struck down. There is no suggestion of a narrow gorge or steep descent; the collision was due to the narrowness of the pavement (804):

\[
\delta\varepsilon\ \delta\delta\omega\ \mu^\prime\ \delta\ \theta^\prime\ \gamma\gamma\mu\mu\nu\ \\
a\iota\tau\omicron\sigma\tau\omicron\ \delta\ \pi\rho\sigma\beta\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\ \pi\rho\sigma\ \beta\iota\alpha\nu\ \\nu\lambda\nu\nu\nu\nu\nu\nu\nu.
\]

That the present junction is the place where a modern conflict took place between Greek soldiers and brigands is nothing to the purpose. No trace has yet been found there of the monument Pausanias saw. I think search might be made for it with advantage, among the many large stones in the meadow further east.

It may be objected, however, that Oedipus did not go to Thessaly; that he came to Thbes; and that if he went thither round by Daulia, Laius may have gone to Delphi that way. It may be so; but Oedipus was wandering, Laius travelling on business. The circumstances of the coming of Oedipus to Thbes are not known to us, except that he there encountered the Sphinx. If this implies that he came over Mount Sphingion, he may well have come from the north, by Akraephia. In any case I submit that the way in which the locality is indicated by Jocasta, in the second passage quoted, as she stands with Oedipus on the Kadmeion, looking out over the region, is decisive in favour of Thbes as the direction of the branch road. She says, 'A forked road leads to the same place from Delphi and from Daulia; there is no mention of Ambryssus, or of any other destination for the road after the junction. Its destination, therefore, is Thbes, the place where the speaker stands; this appears the sufficient and only possible reason why she does not specify it. With this I am glad to see Mr. J. G. Frazer (Pausanias, vol. v. p. 231) concurs. But why does he add (p. 232) 'When Oedipus and Laius met, Oedipus was on his way from
Delphi to Thebes, and Laius was on his way from Thebes to Delphi. This makes the road to Daulia as superfluous, dramatically, as is that from Ambryssus on the older hypothesis. That Oedipus went straight to Thebes, after slaying Laius, seems to me even more improbable than that Laius went round by Daulia to Delphi.

GEORGE YOUNG.
ROADS IN PONTUS, ROYAL AND ROMAN.  

[PLATE IV.]

I.

The territory once occupied by the Mithridatic kingdom of Pontus lies between the Euxine and the northern edge of the high Anatolian plateau. It consists of a long strip of seaboard and a broader central tract of alternate river valleys and mountain ranges. The mountains and valleys run more or less parallel to the coast, and rise one behind another up the slope, like lines of gigantic entrenchments scored along a hillside. The channels whereby the Iris and the Halys pierce their way northwards are mere rifts cleft across through the ridges. The main trend of hill and dale is from east to west.

The northernmost chain of mountains steeply overhangs the Euxine and cuts off the seaboard from the country behind. Roads across this barrier are few and difficult. In the whole stretch of coast, from Amasra on the west to Trapezus on the east, Amisus is the only open door into the interior. Here, between the Paphlagonian mountains and the Paryades range, the Halys and the Iris find an exit to the sea, and there is a slight dip—it cannot be called a gap—over which a great road penetrates to Amasia and Cappadocia. The road is not really difficult, but it is toilsome, for although this central section of the country is relatively low, yet the ridges and valleys pursue their course without interruption across the hollow, and if the former are not quite so high as in the east and west the latter are deeper. The modern chaussée beyond Amasia reaches Sivas (Sebastea) by way of Tokat (Dazinon). Probably this route was sometimes used in antiquity, e.g. by Mithridates when he fled from Cabira before Lucullus. But the main road in Mithridatic times seems to have taken the more hilly but more direct course through Zela to Mazaca (Caesarea). It was in this neighbourhood that the roads from the upper Halys on the east and Tavium on the west met the roads from Mazaca and

1 I ought to say that my own knowledge of Pontus is drawn from journeys in 1891 and 1892 along the following routes—(a) Sivas, Zara, Enderes, Purk (Nicopolis), Lycus valley, Niksar, Tokat, Amasia, Saman (cf. Supplementary Papers of the Royal Geographical Society, vol. 3); (b) Saman, Horek, Niksar, Tokat, Turkhul, back to Niksar, Samsa, Laik, Khava, Verdi Kepeq, Halys bridge, back to Kharaa, Marrayan, Chapum. The books which I have found most useful after Strabo are for geography Murray's excellent Guide to Asia Minor, and for history M. Theodore Reinach's admirable study Mithridatic Empire.
Amisus. In later days, Sebastopolis (Sult Serni) usurped the place of Zela, but the early importance of Zela is shown by the two battles fought there. Sebastopolis was doubtless the better road-centre, but Zela, a great religious sanctuary and the southern frontier city of Pontus, at first overshadowed it and long maintained the preeminence in spite of some disadvantage of situation.

This road from Amisus to Zela was of great commercial importance. It was the only great road in Pontus from north to south, and connected Amasis, the inland capital of the country, with the sea. More than that, it was the one northern outlet for the whole of eastern Asia Minor, and so corresponded in some degree to the famous road southwards through the Cilician gates. Amisus, its northern terminus, lay on the headland to the west of the modern town,\(^1\) where the ground is still littered with its ruins. The starting-point of the main road southwards, the link between seaboard and interior, planted between the alluvial plains at the mouths of the Iris and the Halẙs—the only large shelves of level land on the whole coastline—Amisus seemed destined by nature to become the maritime capital of the kingdom. The choice of Sinoe for that honour can only be explained by its incomparable situation for a naval arsenal and the wide ambitions of the later kings. Sinoe was promoted for strategic and imperial reasons to be the Queen of the Euxine, Amisus remained and remains the commercial capital of Pontus.

But important as this road from Amisus to Zela certainly was, it was not the main artery of communication within the kingdom. It was useful for external trade or intercourse with the outside world, but it ran counter to the configuration of the country. The natural routes of Pontus run at right angles to it, and it was along these that the kingdom extended its territory. The long axis of the country lay east and west.\(^5\) We have now to consider the roads in this direction.

The nucleus of the whole land is the valley of the Iris, or rather the two valleys and the open shelf of coast watered by that river. Its three plains, Themiscyra, Phanaroea, and Dazimontitis,\(^2\) rise like terraces one above another from the sea to the base of the plateau. Each upper terrace is fenced from each lower by a parapet of mountain, so that easy communication between the plains is to be found only at their extremities, and every road from east to west is bound to run straight through one or other of them. The plain of Themiscyra is the eastern half of the flat threshold of Pontus which the Iris and Halẙs are gradually building. But the northern range presses so closely on the Euxine that there is no continuous easy passage along the shore. A road of a sort has no doubt existed from time immemorial,\(^6\) but it has never

---

\(^1\) Sansman. One would naturally interpret the name as antiArnon (of Stamna), Isnik, Ilmur, etc., but certain of the coins seem to attest a genuine ancient form with initial syllable.

\(^2\) Mr. J. G. C. Anderson tells me that Amasia is 714 miles by road from Sansman, and estimates the total to Zela at 994. A Pontic road from north to south could be much more, whereas the road from Niksar to the Halẙs, only a fraction of the total length of the kingdom, is 105 miles.

\(^3\) Turkish Chorahehbeh Ova, Tash Ova, and Kas Ova.

\(^4\) Cf. Xenophon, Anab. v.
been a good one, and all traffic is carried on upon the broad highway of the sea. A coast road is not wanted, and would be of no service to the inland country cut off from it by mountains and forests. Dazmonitis, the uppermost terrace, is traversed by an important road but a short one. The Iris enters the plain at Comana from a mere cul de sac in the hills. The only practicable eastern entrance is the easy pass up from Niksar (Cabira, Neo-Caesarea). At the western extremity of the plain the road forks north-west to Amasia and south-west to Zela. The central terrace, Phanaroea, is the heart of the whole kingdom. It is a magnificent plain some forty miles long and three to five broad, divided into an upper and a lower basin by some low hills between Herek and Niksar. The Iris issues swirling and turbid from a rocky gorge at the west end, joins the Lycus about the middle of the lower basin, and disappears, as if down a sink, by a hidden channel close under the huge shoulder of the Paryadres range, which stands like a wall along the north-eastern edge of the plain. The lower slopes all round are dotted with villages embedded in gardens and groves of fruit-trees which show as dark green patches on the cornland. Water is good and plentiful. For an inland district the elevation is singularly small, only seven or eight hundred feet above sea-level. In Strabo's time the olive flourished there, although it is rare even on the coast; and at the present day rice is grown on the flat ground below Niksar. This Garden of Pontus lay right in the centre of the kingdom. Eastwards from it the long straight valley of the Lycus runs up into Armenia Minor almost to the Euphrates. Westwards the valley of the Sepetli Su gives a gentle easy ascent to Lake Stiphane (Ladik Gynil), whence there is a good road over open undulating country to the Halys; and from the opposite bank of the Halys the valley of the Amnias offers a passage through the highlands of Paphlagonia to the frontier of Bithynia. Thus from the head waters of the Lycus to those of the Amnias, throughout the entire length of the land, nature has marked out an easy line of communication. This was the grand trunk road of the kingdom of Pontus.

One might almost say that Pontus consists of two roads, this great trunk road and the commercial highway from Amnias to Zela. Along them moves the main history of the country, and most other roads may be regarded as mere loops to them. The most important loops are, to the north of the trunk road, the road from Cabira (Niksar) over the Paryadres to Oenoe, along the coast through Amnias (where it hooks on to the commercial highway) to Sinope, and back over the hills to the Amnias near Boiaxal; to the south, the road from Amnias through the plain of Dazimont to Cabira, and the road from Zela by the upper Halys to Nicopolis. Three 'short-circuit routes' must be particularly mentioned: first, the way down the Iris from the Phanaroea to

---

1 The valley of the upper Halys, originally Cappadocian, was subject to Mithridates Eupator. It was linked to Pontus through Zela at the one end and through Nicopolis at the other. The road Zela, Veria, Sassinia, Cambia, Zara, Nicopolis, marks the line of Iris province. Dr. Carrington of the American College at Marsevan tells me the curious fact that on this line and southwards from it all the Armenians speak Turkish, whereas north of it all speak Armentian.
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Themiscya, a road which is now little used and frequented only by smugglers but seems to have had some importance in antiquity; second, the pass from Herek to Comana, not an easy road but practicable for waggons; third, the road from Tokat to Sivas.

The two main roads cut one another between Ladik and Khayva, and it is here that we should expect to find the inland capital of Pontus. But just as the maritime capital was diverted from Amisus to the strategically superior site of Sinope, so the inland capital was attracted southwards from the junction of the roads by the matchless position of Amasia with its impregnable citadel, its wonderful vineyards and gardens, and its immense cornfield in the Sulu Ova. Strabo's Χαλασμένον τελείον. The importance of Amasia called for a direct communication with the Phanaroea, and created, or at least developed, the road from its western extremity up the Iris valley. This independent road was continued beyond Amasia through the Sulu Ova to meet the roads from Angora through Choruma and from Paphlagonia through Osmanjik. Another important independent road branched from the trunk road at Nicopolis and struck across to the bend of the Euphrates at Zimara. But neither of these roads could rank with the two already described in importance for the vital economy of the country.

To use a physiological metaphor, the road from Amisus to Zela was the alimentary canal of the national body, the road from the head of the Lykos to that of the Amnias was its spinal cord. The one was necessary to the trade and material power of the Pontic kingdom, the other to its unity, administration, active force, and defence. It is with the latter that History is chiefly concerned.

II.

The system of roads and the campaigns of Mithridates Eupator and his son Pharnaces illustrate one another. It will be useful briefly to review those campaigns, so far as they fall within our province, in relation to the topography.

The annexation of Armenia Minor was probably one of the earliest of Mithridates' enterprises. Control over the upper valley of the Lykos, and the head of the great road down it, was essential both to the security of his hereditary kingdom and to the pursuit of his designs on Colchis. The old frontier of Pontus probably ran from the head of the Iris valley northwards through Koilu Hissar, where two strong fortresses guarded the pass down

---

1 This road was included in Pontus Galatia (Ptolemy, Geogr. v. 2, 3), probably in order that the Galatian province might have its own free access to the sea. By it Issus entered the Phanaroea. One purpose of the fortress of Eupatoria-Magnopolis was to guard it.

2 There are Roman milestones in the Phanaroea belonging to the Nysa-Cassarea-Amasia.

3 Ptolemy's Hills, which appear also on the Ptolemy Table.


5 Strabo, 555.
the Lycus, to Pharmacia on the coast. The acquisition of Armenia Minor carried the kingdom to its natural eastward limit.

We next turn to the western end of the trunk road. In the year 88 B.C. Nicomedes of Bithynia invaded the Pontic territory by the valley of the Annias. Mithridates was mustering his forces in the Chiliiokomon, but his vanguard under Archeclus and Neoptolemus met and routed the Bithynians on the Annias. Mithridates pressed forward up the river, forced the pass over Mount Scorobas at the head of the valley, which was only feebly defended, and poured his army into Bithynia. These operations were all on the trunk road west of the Halys. Probably the battle was fought near the junction of the road to Sinope, in defence of that capital.1

The raids of Murena in 83 B.C.2 only touched the southern frontier districts of Pontus. I believe (with Mommsen, against Reinach) that the Comnus reached by him was not the Pontic city but the Cappadocian. Memnon ascribes to him a movement on Sinope, but I suspect that he has confused him with his son, the lieutenant of Lucullus, Cicero's client.

In 74 or 73 B.C. Mithridates again invaded Bithynia. His route is not clear, but seems to have been the road through Osmanlık and Tossa rather than the valley of the Annias.3 Probably his forces gathered in the Chiloikomon and he took the shortest way in order to save time.

On his return from this disastrous campaign Mithridates took up his position at Cabira (Niksar) at the east end of the Phanaroea, and organised a fresh army. Lucullus, much hampere by lack of transport and provisions, advanced slowly through Galatia and probably entered Pontus by way of Chorum and the Chiliiokomon. His first care was to establish communications with his fleet. He left Amasia and the Phanaroea, which were occupied by Mithridates' troops, unmolested on his right, and marched straight down the great north road to Amissus, to which he laid siege. The defence was stubborn, and Mithridates contrived to aid the besieged with supplies and reinforcements, probably sent down the road along the Iris and through the town of Themiscyra. It was doubtless partly to check this assistance, partly to open the way for his attack on Cabira, that Lucullus, leaving his legate Murena to blockade Amissus, marched with three legions against Themiscyra and Eupatoria, which guarded the lower and upper ends of the pass. The fortress of Eupatoria was doubly important. It stood just at the mouth of the gorge on a rocky knoll by the right bank of the Iris a little below its junction with the Lycus, and commanded not only the pass down the river but also the bridge which carried the great trunk road across it. The capture, by storm or by treachery, of these two strongholds admitted

---

1 Appian, Mithr. 18–9, Memnon 31, Strabo, 562.
2 Appian, Mithr. 64–6, Memnon 38.
3 Appian and Plutarch are vague. Memnon (37) συνάηγεται διὰ τῆς Τιμούτης Περικρατῆς, καὶ τῆς Παρακλήτου, καὶ οὕτως καὶ τῆς Ρεθυμνίας οὐκομένης. But according to Strabo (562) Timoxtile bordered immediately on Bithynia. Possibly, as Reinach suggests, Mithridates' army marched in two columns. One would go by Osmantik and Tossa, the other by Chorum and Champya. On the date see Reinach, Mithridate, p. 821, note.
Lucullus to the Phanaroea. He turned eastwards along the trunk road to attack Mithridates.

From Eupatoria to Cabira the road runs through level ground between the right bank of the Lyceus and the foot of the Paryadres range. But about 15 miles from Eupatoria and 12 from Cabira it has to cross the broken ridge of hilly country which divides the Phanaroea into two basins. The Lyceus has cut a channel through the ridge, but neither the Eupatoria road on the right bank, nor the Amasia road on the left, can follow the river at all closely. The latter road crosses the Lyceus a little above the gorge on a bridge, which has been many times rebuilt, but seems to be Roman in parts, and probably represents a still older original. Mithridates advanced over the bridge along the Amasia road, and threatened the flank of Lucullus' column on its march from Eupatoria. In response to this challenge the Roman cavalry seems to have crossed the river, which is easily forded in summer, and an engagement ensued, in which the Pontic horsemen were victorious and gained control of the whole plain on both sides of the Lyceus right up to the Paryadres. Lucullus was driven up the slope leaving the road in possession of the enemy, who cut him off from Eupatoria. But if Mithridates was eager to cut off Lucullus, Lucullus was no less eager to cut off Mithridates. By a night march along the hillside he circumvented the king, and entrenched himself in a strong position above the plain, out of reach of the cavalry and defended by a ravine. This position must, I think, be sought on the ridge between the two basins, perhaps near the village of Manas, where there is a deep watercourse spanned by a fine single-arched bridge resting on possibly ancient foundations. In this situation Lucullus blocked the direct road to Cabira and threatened the bridge on the Amasia

---

1 The accounts transmitted to us of those operations (Appian, Mithr. 78-9, Plutarch, Eucr. 14, Memnon 45-5) are meagre and obscure. The route followed by Lucullus is defined only as having lain 'through the mountains,' and no relation is recognised between it and his attacks on Themiscyra and Eupatoria. We are left in the dark as to the fate of Themiscyra, which must have been taken before Lucullus could proceed. The capture of Eupatoria is falsely involved with the siege of Amias. If there really was a second Eupatoria, a suburb of Amias (which I doubt), it might explain this misapprehension and the contradiction between Memnon, who tells how Eupatoria was carried by an unexpected assault, and Appian, who implies that it surrendered to the Romans (Mithr. 115). But I am inclined to believe that the rest of the confusion may have been that the story of the siege of Amias was reserved to the date of the capture of the city, and with it the attack on Eupatoria (cf. Memnon's order), so that the latter was divorced from the march of Lucullus and falsely connected with Amias, to the dilocation of the whole plan of campaign. Memnon's account of the storming of Eupatoria looks like a reduplication of the capture of Amias, whereas M. Reinaud's ingenious combination of the surrender of the fortress with the treason of Phoenix is extremely plausible (Reinaud, Mithridates, p. 237).

2 It is true that Plutarch (Eucr. 13) speaks of Lucullus having got through a pass and occupied a position 'overhanging Cabira,' but these expressions seem to me to be not unnatural exaggerations. The passage between the river and the hill, or even the whole valley at this point, may reasonably be called a pass. Lucullus had got over the crest of the ridge and overlooked the plain of Nikias. It must be remembered that he cannot be thrust too far eastwards, for he has to communicate with Cappadocia, and the road from Cabira to Comana must have been in Mithridates' hands (Appian, Mithr. 82). The ridge was the nearest and most obvious point for Lucullus to select, and in every way fits the rest of the narrative.
road, Mithridates fell back to protect his communications. He encamped on the left bank of the Lyceus opposite to Lucullus, but probably rather farther east and nearer to the bridge. From this station he dominated both plains with his cavalry and held his antagonist pinned against the wall of the Paryades. The Romans soon began to suffer from famine. To draw supplies from the west along the length of the Phanaorea was impossible. Lucullus was reduced to the desperate expedient of revictualling his army from Cappadocia, across the line of road commanded by the enemy. He probably used the pass from Hereke to Comana. The first convoy, escorted by no less than ten cohorts, fought its way through. Mithridates sent his cavalry to waylay the second, but his officers made the mistake of attacking in the pass instead of in the open, and their force was almost annihilated. Having lost the best part of his cavalry, Mithridates was in danger of being cut off from Cabira, for the plain was now open to the Roman infantry, and Lucullus held the shorter road. Retreat was necessary, but it became a rout. The king escaped with difficulty to Comana and thence across the Euphrates to Tigranes. He probably intended to gain Cabira by the bridge higher up the Lyceus on the Comana road, but was headed off by the Romans.

This interesting strategic duel was fought out entirely on the central section of the great trunk road and its branches. Our authorities, full of detail in describing incidents, are miserably vague as to localities. I have given the interpretation of them suggested to me by the topography.

It was near the same point that Mithridates resumed the contest on his return to Pontus three years later. He entered his old kingdom perhaps by the valley of the Lyceus, and blockaded the legate Fabius Hadrianus in Cabira. Triarius opportunely arrived from Asia and raised the siege. Mithridates withdrew the pass to Comana, and held the line of the upper Iris. Both took up winter quarters, Mithridates at Zela, Triarius confronting him at Gazoura (Gaz-Ibara, now Turkhal). Triarius had only to cover Amasia and wait for Lucullus, who was falling back through Cappadocia followed by Tigranes. The main object of Mithridates was to prevent their junction and deal with each separately. By a demonstration against Dadaia he provoked the legate to attack him, and inflicted on him a crushing defeat. Then he turned to face Lucullus. But so strong was the position which he occupied on the heights above Talara that the Roman general declined to attempt to dislodge him, and Mithridates did not repeat the error of Triarius by taking the offensive.

The general strategic situation is clear. Mithridates was threatening, and Triarius defending, the road from Zela to Amasia and Amius. Lucullus was coming up from Nisibis, doubtless by the road from Melite to Sebastein (Sivanes). Where then is Talara? It issues coins of Mithridatic date with

---

1 The only detailed accounts are Appian, Mithrid., 70-82, and Pindar, loc. cit. 15-17. Both evidently draw on the same source.

2 Strabo 647 clearly indicates the position of Gazoura. Ramsay, Hist. Geogr. 326-8, proves from Basal that Ibara must also be placed about Turkhal. No doubt Ibara and Ibara are the same word, and Gaz is preserved in the Turkish Koz Ova.

3 Can Dadaia be Darya near Turkhal?
the legend ΤΑΥΑΛΡΩΝ, and is mentioned three times in literature, always in connection with Mithridates—(1) Appian, Mithr. 115, as a treasure-house, without indication of position. (2) Plutarch, Luc. 19. Lucullus pursues Mithridates as far as Talaura on his flight from Cabira to Tigranes. The king had first escaped to Comana (Appian, Mithr. 82), so Talaura must lie on a road from Comana to the Euphrates. (3) Dio Cassius, xxxvi., 16, the passage here in question. The two latter passages point in the direction of Sivas. The earliest name of Sivas is unknown. From Strabo we gather that it was Pompey's Megalopolis before it was Sebastia, but it evidently existed before Pompey's colony.1 Talaura, which disappears with Mithridates, would fit the position well enough. Mithridates would naturally await Lucullus on the hills north of Sivas near the parting of the roads to Zela and Comana, perhaps at Yeni Khan, where Ramsay (Hist. Geogr. pp. 220 and 266), puts the great Byzantine camp of Bathys Rhyax.2

In the spring of 66 B.C. Pompey advanced from Galatia to reconquer Pontus, and Mithridates fell back before him towards Armenia. The narratives preserved to us of this campaign are too vague to identify the localities with any precision. Probably the preliminary skirmishes and manoeuvres took place in the hilly country traversed by the Lyucus between Nicopolis and Cabira. Mithridates' last stand must be put somewhere near Nicopolis, and the crowning catastrophe two nights' march further east. Dastinou ought, on the analogy of Dasmia and Dastarthon, to be a fortress on a rock. Either Keilu Hisar or Shabhan Kara Hisar might be suggested. At all events the whole campaign moved along the great trunk road up the Lyucus.

It was in this same region near Nicopolis that Pharnaces defeated Domitius Calvinus in the autumn of 48 or spring of 47 B.C. Domitius advanced from Comana (Pontica) by hill tracks along the ridge between the Iris and the Haly (or at least along one of the ridges between the Lyucus and the Haly). He attacked Pharnaces under the walls of Nicopolis, and withdrew after his defeat to Cappadocia and Asia, doubtless through Zara and Sebastia.3

Pharnaces overran Pontus, and on the approach of Caesar a few months later from Comana in Cappadocia, took up his station at Zela to cover his new dominions. Caesar venit, vidit, visit. The battle was fought on the same ground on which Mithridates had vanquished Triarius. Pharnaces fled to Sinope, whence he took ship for his Bosporan kingdom. Probably he escaped down the main road to Amisos, which was in his possession.4

---

1 Strabo 660, cf. 557 and 559.
2 On the whole campaign see Dio Cassius, xxxvi. 11-17, Plutarch, Luc. 35, Appian, Mithr. 88-99. Appian sends Mithridates back from Zela into Armenia Minor, but that is improbable; for Lucullus would hardly have crossed the Haly. before Sivas, and was not many days journey from Zela when the battle was fought.
4 Bell. Alex. 34-40, Dio Cassius, xii. 45-6.
5 Bell. Alex. 66-71; Dio Cassius, xii. 48-8.
6 Appian, Mithr. 139, Bell. Civ. ii. 91, Plutarch, Cont. 50, Suetonius, Jul. 55, 37.
The foregoing review of campaigns has sufficiently indicated the military importance of the main roads and especially of the trunk road through the heart of the country. This great road was guarded in Mithridatic times not only by a chain of castles—Strabo names Sagylion, Ikizari, New Castle, Dasteira, Hydram, Basgoedarizana, and Sinoria—but also by the first-class fortress of Cabira, the capital of eastern Pontus, and by two military colonies, Eupatoria and Laodicea. Eupatoria has already been described. It guarded the pass up the gorge of the Iris and the bridge over that river. Laodicea is not noticed by our literary authorities, but is known from coins, and still keeps its name in the Turkish Ludik. It lies near the western end of Lake Stiphane against the hills which fringe the south shore, just below a strong castle which is possibly Strabo's Ikizari. The foundation of Laodicea is very plausibly ascribed by M. Reinach (Mithridate, p. 54) to Ludik, the mother of Mithridates Eupator. Its position, close to the crossing of the two main roads, seems to show that this colony was intended to garrison that important point, or even to become a new capital for the entire kingdom.

When Pompey organised the conquered territory after the final expulsion of Mithridates, he planted no less than five of his cities on the trunk road. These were Nicopolis (Purk, near Enderes in the valley of the Lykus), which probably superseded Dasteira; Diopolis, the Mithridatic Cabira, afterwards Sebaste, and later still Neo-Caesareon (Niksar); Magnopolis, Mithridates' Eupatoria; Neapolis, formerly Phazemon, between the Phanarocas and the Halys; and Pompeiopolis, now Tash Keupra, on the Amnias.

Only Neapolis is difficult to fix. Its territory is clearly defined by Strabo, but contains three possible sites, Vexir Keupra, Ladik, and Khavae. Vexir Keupra has hitherto had the best claim, but an inscription copied there by Mr. J. G. C. Anderson and me proves that it was Neo-Claudiopolis, and Neo-Claudiopolis can scarcely be a later name for Neapolis, because its native name was not Phazemon but Andrapa. Ladik cannot plausibly be identified with Neapolis, for its coins show that the name Laodicea dates from Mithridatic times, so that it would have to come between the names Phazemon and Neapolis. But in that case Strabo must surely have mentioned it, and why should the ephemeral name Laodicea have taken root and survived rather than the Roman Neapolis or the native Phazemon? There

1 The precise position of Kaste has not been determined in spite of Strabo's detailed description (550), but it is probably near the Lykus.
2 Strabo 560 The text seems to be corrupt although the sense is plain. Besides the correction Καστελίανε for Μαραθησσα, I seem to have written ρασα for σαρα (of Melanes, &c., &c., &c.), but a comma at σαρα, and read ἀρ κρατικας αντειπετοικε. Kastelio is almost a technical term for a military colony.
3 Neo-Claudiopolis is known from coins. Ptolemy, V 4, 6, identifies it with Andrapa, Ἀνδράπα χείρι Νεοκλαυδισταλί. Andrapa was certainly the later name of the place, and the only name in Byzantine times. There is no positive proof that it was the earlier, but all probability favours the assumption. Our inscription has been published by Mr. Anderson in the Journal of Roy. Soc. xx., p. 182.
remains Khavsa, where inscriptions attest an ancient site. The frequented hot baths of Khavsa are obviously the θερμα οθησα των Φαρσαληνων noticed by Strabo. The expression seems at first sight to separate them from the town, but Phæzemon, and therefore Neapolis, now appears to have been actually at the springs.

These Pompeian foundations were intended to garrison the road and stretch a chain of Roman influence and civilisation through the whole length of the land. How many of them were included in the original province of Pontus is a difficult question; but their purpose is clear, and we are here concerned, not with the intricate and ephemeral arrangements made by successive Roman rulers for the government of the old Mithridatic realm, but with the relation of the great Pontic highway to the eastern frontier.

In the early years of the Empire a fringe of client states separated the Roman provinces from the Euphrates. It was doubtless partly because many of the border lands remained outside its immediate control, partly also because the eastern boundary was not acknowledged to be more than temporary and provisional, that the imperial government did little or nothing to organise the defence of the Upper Euphrates frontier before the close of its first century. The settlement effected by Corbulon with Parthia and the successive annexations of the kingoms of Pontus Polemoniacus, Armenia Minor, and Commagene must have pressed the problem forward. Vespasian, who completed the annexation and first installegions in Cappadocia, may plausibly be assumed to have organised the scheme of defence, which appears in any case to have been laid out before Trajan’s progress up the Euphrates.

1 Strabo’s words (561), ἐναέριον (Ποταμοῖ), μὲν ὂντα κατὰ τὴν Φαρσαλήν, αἱ Πομπείες οἰκείοι νότιον ἑωξάνων, imply that Neapolis was included. His account of Pompey’s distribution of Paphlogonia (541), some of which was given to the House of Pylasenees and some retained, implies that Pompeipolis was included. Both these cities were again included in the province of Pontus before Strabo wrote (551–561). Πομπείαι δὲ τὴν Ποντικὴν ἑωξάνων ἱσχύν ἤφιέτο: cf. 561–562, where ἐκείνες ἑωξάνας διὰ τὴν ἑωξανάς ἑωξάνων includes Pompeipolis and their boundary, 5.5.5 B.C., indicates the date of their readmission. Cf. J.H.S. xx. pp. 159–160, 155, 160–1.

2 The four great coastal-towns, Heraclea, Amasia, Sinope, and Amasia, were certainly included (M. Th. Reischh exaggerates when he says, p. 400 note 7, that Heraclea was not restored before the time of Caesar. See Mommsen 60). The other five of Pompey’s eleven ἰδιωτῶν may be open to doubt. The simplest hypothesis is that they were Pompey’s other five foundations, Magnopolis, Dinopolis, Nicopolis, Megapolis, and Zela. If Nicopolis must be surrendered to Deiotarus, Amasia might take its place, or, as a last resort if Amasia cannot be admitted, Tiusm. Until the problem of the Pontic coast is cleared up, they had better be kept out of the question.

Strabo could not speak as he does on p. 541, if Pompey’s province had been no bigger than the later Pontus, and to whom were all the districts afterwards known as Pontus Galatianus and Pontus Polemoniacus assigned? It must be remembered, that Pompey’s arrangements were almost fifteen years later when Pharnaces overran the country, and that Caesar, Antony, and Augustus made their own distributions.


4 Josephus (I.5) says that Legio XIII Ful minata was stationed at Melitene at the end of the Jewish War. Commagene, annexed A.D. 72, not without fighting, cannot have been left without a garrison. The camp at Samosata must date from the occupation, and possibly Legio XVI Flavia Firmia was posted there from the first. But Commagene was reconstituted in the Syrian command, whereas Suetonius and Tacitus speak of legion (plural) ‘added to Cappadocia.’ We should expect, therefore, to find that Vespasian also established the legion-
The line of defence consisted of three legionary camps, at Samosata, Melitene, and Satara respectively, connected one with another and with the naval arsenals at Trapezus by a chain of smaller stations on a military road. Each of the three camps was placed at a point where this line running north and south was intersected by a great highway running east and west. Thus it was easy for the Romans to push forward troops and munitions of war from the west, either for the defence of the frontier or for an invasion of the countries beyond the Euphrates.

It is not surprising to find that special attention was paid to the repair of the main roads leading from the west to the legionary camps. What we know of their course and history comes largely from the milestones erected beside them. For the road behind Samosata epigraphical evidence seems to be still lacking. One would expect it to turn up in the direction of Antioch. The road to Melitene has been fully discussed in the light of its numerous milestones by Mr. D. G. Hogarth in the third volume of the Royal Geographical Society's Supplementary Papers. The road to Satara was none other than the old trunk road of Pontus. A series of milestones from it will be found published in the *Journal of Hellenic Studies*, vol. xx., and a few more may be added from other sources. The following list is, I believe, complete:—

...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Wa-</th>
<th>Emperor</th>
<th>Location or Province</th>
<th>A.D.</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>One hour from Sedagh on the road to Kohin Chilik</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Geogr. Journ. viii., p. 429.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Zilhkor</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Nerva-Trajan</td>
<td>T. Pomponius Basilus</td>
<td>95-101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Venise</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Constantine</td>
<td>Ch. Longinus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Khwasa</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Nerva</td>
<td></td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Khwasa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ibid., p. 737.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Khwasa</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Hadrian</td>
<td></td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Above Isarka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ibid., p. 162.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Above Isarka</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Alexander</td>
<td>L. Apollonius Pius</td>
<td>188-81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Vezir Kepru</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Hadrian</td>
<td></td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Vezir Kepru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>292-305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Vezir Kepru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>292-305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Vezir Kepru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>292-305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>One mile out of Vezir Kepru</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nerva</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Near Inje Su</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ibid., p. 164.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20a</td>
<td>Near Inje Su</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>365-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20b</td>
<td>Near Inje Su</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>365-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distribution of these milestones is very curious; and it is interesting to compare it with Ptolemy’s divisions of the country. The road first traverses Armenia Minor from Satala to about Koilu Hissar. On this section milestones probably occur, for even if the three first stones on the list do not belong to our road, yet there are certainly stones on the branch roads, and the Lycus valley from Satala to Nicopolis has never been properly searched. At Koilu Hissar the road enters Pontus Polemoniacus, from which it issues again about Manus, on the ridge half way between Neo-Caesarea and Magnopolis. In Pontus Polemoniacus not a single milestone has yet been found on this or any other road, except one at Niksar belonging to the direct

---

* These first three stones may perhaps belong to other roads. I refer the stone at Melik Sherif (C.I.L. III. 808) to the road from Satala to Melitene, and that at Akebey or Ashkhar near Nicopolis (C.I.L. III. 4637, R.O.S. Suppl. Pop., iii. p. 737) to the road from Nicopolis to Melitene. See Mr. Yorke’s argument in Geogr. Journ. viii., pp. 407-8. Mr. Yorke, by an oversight, ascribes this stone to Trajan instead of Hadrian.
Amasia road, and it has probably been brought from a distance to serve its present purpose of base to a wooden pillar. After Pontus Polemoniacus the road crosses the narrow tongue of Pontus Galaticus, which ran down to the coast between the Thermodon and the Iris and gave that inland country its own outlet to the sea by the road from Magnopolis to Themiseya. In this narrow slip only ten or a dozen miles broad we have at least one stone, at Zilkhor; and had Mr. Anderson and I ridden along the Lycus instead of along the hill-side I have no doubt we should have found more. At the Iris the road enters the ‘Angle of the White Syrians,’ in the bend of that river. It runs up the Sepetli Su to its source near Lake Stiphane. No milestones occur. At the head of Lake Stiphane begins the territory of Phazemon-Neapolis, which was attached in the first century to Pontus et Bithynia and in the third to Galatia. The north shore of the lake has not been searched, but just beyond it at Achmet Serai milestones begin to appear, and are extraordinarily plentiful from that point onwards to the Halys. West of the Halys the road still awaits exploration.

I can offer no explanation of these curious facts, but they confirm and illustrate Ptolemy in a remarkable way. A good parallel case is to be found on the road from Caesarea to Melitene, where the milestones are precisely limited by the frontiers of Catoonia. I fancy that, if carefully studied, the distribution of milestones will be found a useful aid to the determination of boundaries.

The milestones record no less than twelve reconstructions of the road between A.D. 97 and 323. The road had been doubtless a ‘royal road’ of the Pontic kings, and was inherited by the Romans from them. Its first ‘Romanization’ may be ascribed to Nerva, whose stones are not only the earliest but the most magnificent of the series. It is noteworthy that the Pontic road dates from Nerva, whereas the Cappadocian starts with Septimius Severus. The former had the advantage of being the shortest land route between the Armenian frontier and the legions on the Danube. From the time of Vespasian the Danubian provinces were becoming more and more the headquarters of the Roman army, and for almost every great war in the east reinforcements had to be drawn from them. Perhaps the Pontic road and the short cut from Nicopolis to Zimara at first furnished the ordinary military communication with Melitene.

Of the emperors whose names appear on the stones most were at one time or another concerned with military operations on the eastern frontier. But of course few emperors had not their Parthian or Persian war; and some

---

1 Even if this stone were nearly in situ, it could not affect my argument, for it is of Constantinian date and the boundaries were then different. Mr. Anderson reports another late stone near Zela.

2 An exact parallel occurs on the road from Neo-Caesarea to Comana. Milestones do not occur until the valley of the Iris (Pontus Galaticus) is reached.

3 Can of royal stir xeropus in Ptolemy refer to the source of the Sepetli Su? His xeropus seems clearly equivalent to Strabo’s oxeuous.
names are absent which might well have been expected. The most striking omission is Marcus Aurelius, whose legate Severinus doubtless advanced through Satala to meet his fate at Elegeia. But then Antoninus Pius had put the road in order, perhaps just before his death. In fact the road appears to have been carefully maintained in good repair. The recorded restorations are numerous and fairly distributed over the two and a quarter centuries. The longest intervals are from Hadrian to Pius and from Pius to Septimius Severus. A good road was wanted for the service of the legions and its detachments in garrison across the border, and was kept up equally in war or peace.

Apart from the milestones there are few material traces of the road. Only in the most desolate part of the Lycus valley, between Enderes and Niksar, is its dyke once or twice visible near a solitary fragment of a Roman bridge. The bridge at Manas may rest on ancient foundations, and the piers of the bridge over the Iris are at least built of ancient materials. The difficult approach to the latter from the right bank is rudely engineered by cuttings in the rock. Lastly there is the magnificent wreck of the Roman bridge on the Halys, which must have spanned the ordinary summer stream in a single arch over one hundred feet wide. The lofty abutment on the right bank is well preserved, and there are two bases for piers on the low ground opposite. Some remnants of pavement between this bridge and Narlu may possibly represent the old roadway. What traces may exist west of Halys must be left for other travellers to discover.

The considerable remains of the fortifications at Satala are described by Mr. Yorke (Geogr. Journ. viii. pp. 460–1). The walls, which in their present form appear to date from Justinian, seem to have enclosed a square. They had towers at the corners and at intervals along the whole line, and are built of rubble faced with regular stonework. A little to the south-east are remains of earthworks, possibly a small fort to guard the water-supply brought from a reservoir by an aqueduct, of which five arches are standing.

An interesting memorial of the camp at Satala is a tombstone at Ortaklar between Khavsa and Vezir Keupru. The inscription (which will be published shortly by Mr. J. G. C. Anderson) commemorates one Valerius Saturninus who had returned to end his days in his native place after serving at Satala—στρατευάμενος ἐν Σατάλων.

Although it was an important element in the scheme of the frontier defences, the northern road plays only a very subordinate part in Roman military history. For many centuries the oriental enemies of the empire had their seat farther south, and both attack and defence moved on other lines, by diagonal routes across Asia Minor. Only in recent times has something like the conditions of the first two centuries recurred, and now once more an
army corps, quartered at Erzingen within a few hours' ride of Satala, keeps watch on a disaffected Armenia and a host of northern invaders who press forward, like the Alans in the days of Arrian, through the passes of the Caucasus. But since the introduction of steamers to Trebizond and a railway to Angora the old land route has fallen into deep decay.

September, 1900.

J. ARTHUR R. MUNRO.
ARABIC LISTS OF THE BYZANTINE THEMES.

Of the themes of the Byzantine Empire there exists in Greek only one systematic account, the confused and discursive work of Constantine Porphyrogenetos, from which little trustworthy information as to the history of the themes before the accession of the Macedonian dynasty can be gathered. The same author has also preserved a table of precedence drawn up by Philotheos the protospatharios in the year 899, which includes the generals of the various themes existing at that time; and he has himself given us a record of the salaries paid to the generals in the time of Leo VI. This lack of information may, however, be in part supplied from the Arab geographers, who provide us with five catalogues of the themes, the earliest of which, that of Ibn Khurdadbeh, is fifty years earlier than the list of Philotheos and about one hundred years earlier than Constantine's work. With this catalogue that of Al Idrisi (1154) is practically identical. The other three are that of Ibn Al Fakih Al Hanadhi (c. 902), preserved in the Geographical Dictionary of Yakut (1224), that of Kudama (c. 930), and that contained in the Khitab Al Tanbih wa l Ishraf (Book of celebration and observation) of Al Mas'udi (956). Of these descriptions those of Ibn Khurdadbeh and Kudama have been translated into French by Prof. De Goeje, and that of Al Mas'udi by M. Carra de Vaux; of that of Ibn Al Fakih I give a translation below. The first four, though each contains matter not found in the others, closely resemble one another and are clearly

---

1 The following article was already written before I saw the admirable work of Prof. Gellner, Die Genehm d. Byz. Theologiezaehler im Akadem. d. K. K. S. Geistl. d. Wissensch., xxii. No. V, which in part covers the same ground. But, though it has enabled me to make a few corrections and additions, it by no means makes my article superfluous, since the author makes no use of Ibn Al Fakih and very little of Al Mas'udi.

2 There are also some notices relating to the themes in the De Ada. Imp. (Const. Porph. iii. pp. 229-231).


5 Edited and translated by De Goeje (Bibl. Geogr. Arab, vi. p. 72 ff.). The date was probably 845-8 (id. p. xix. 3).


7 Ed. Wisenthal, ii. p. 864 ff. The description of Mesembria is also in iv. pp. 602, 603, where it is cited as from Ibn Al Fakih in the account of the districts of the Romans. An epitome of Ibn Al Fakih's work has been edited by De Goeje (op. cit. para v.), but it does not contain the account of the themes.

8 Edited and translated by De Goeje (op. cit. vi. p. 197, 250).
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derived from the same source. Al Mas'udi also seems to have used this
source, but his description differs so widely from the others that he must
be assumed to have used some other authority also. The three earlier
authors give an identical list of fourteen themes, which in Kudama and Ibn
Al Fakih are arranged as follows: 1 Talaya (Kul. Tayala), 2 Thrace, 3
Macedonia, 4 Paphlagonia, 5 Optimatoi, 6 Opsikion, 7 Thrakesioi, 8 Anatoli-
koi, 9 Seleukeia, 10 Cappadocia, 11 Charsianon, 12 Bucaellari, 13 Armenia,
14 Chaldia. In Ibn Khuradhabah the first theme is called Talia or Talaku,
and Seleukeia and Cappadocia are placed at the end. As will be seen, and
as is expressly stated by the authors, three of these are in Europe and
eleven in Asia. Al Mas'udi also gives fourteen names; but of these five are
in Europe and nine in Asia, his list being as follows: 1 Anatolikoi, 2
Opsikion, 3 Thrakesioi, 4 Kibyrhrhaiotai (?), 5 Cappadocia, 6 Bucaellari,
7 Optimatoi, 8 Armeniakoi, 9 Paphlagonia, 10 Tayala, 11 Thrace, 12 Macedonia,
13 Peloponnese, 14 Thessalonike. Besides those he mentions Seleukeia,
Charsianon, Koloniea as regions in the themes of Kibyrhrhaiotai,
Armeniako, and Paphlagonia respectively. He differs from the other
authors by adding Peloponnese and Thessalonike to the European themes
and Kibyrhrhaiotai and Koloniea to the Asiatic themes and omitting Chaldia.
His description can, however, scarcely represent the state of affairs in his
own time, since he takes no account of the themes of Mesopotamia and
Lykaonos, which were added by Leo VI., and Seleukeia, which was raised to
the rank of a στρατηγεία by Romanos 1., is called by him a 'region', by
which a ηεξηνία is no doubt meant. Otherwise, when we compare his list
with Constantine's (which with the inclusion of Cappadocia and Charsianon,
mentioned under Armeniako, contains thirty-one names), if we set aside
the European themes, where we cannot expect accuracy, and the island

1 'Al Anti Matt [Optimatoi], ...and that is the
army of Al Natalik [Anatolikoi]. The
Optimatoi are however described later, and the
description here following is clearly that of the
Anatolikoi.

2 Nantifiya (c. & Nantilifiya.), and that
is Balkahli [Dakapedia]. De Googe supposes
this to stand for Pamphylia; but it seems
rather to represent Anatolikoi, though the
description can hardly apply to any other theme
than Kibyrhrhaiotai.

3 The list clearly by error, since he says him-
selv that the Armenian theme reached to the
sea. As to Seleukeia see Gelzer, p. 83, note, and
below, p. 71, note 10.

4 The theme of Peloponnese existed in 811
388), and a seal of a στρατηγεία is described by
Schlumberger: "Bibliographie de l'Empire By-
nantique, p. 179") to the eighth century. The pas-
Page achieved by Gelzer from Const. De ADMIN.
Imp. (ed. Bonn. III. p. 221, l. 9-10) to show
that Peloponnese was made a theme in the
time of Michael III. is insufficient to prove
this. The omission of European themes can-not however be used to fix the dates of the
Arabic lists, since all omit Hellas, which existed
in 926 (Thesprot. A M. 6127). This passage is
neglected by Gelzer, who omits the institution
of this theme also in the time of Michael
III.

5 Const. Porphy. ii. pp. 31, 32. Lykaonos
however was not made a στρατηγεία till the
regency of Zoe (912-919); ed. p. 228.

6 Const. Porphy. iii. p. 38.

7 The list in De Const. 2. 52, differs from that
in De Theor. by omitting Optimatoi and Cyprus
and adding Leonikomedon and Dalmatia. As
this list gives the salaries of the generals, the
omission of Optimatoi is no doubt due to its
being under a Σταυρασ. The three lists in
De Const. 2. 52 include the Σταυρασ των
σταυρασ, but omit Mesopotamia, Seleukeia,
Lykaonos, Schatkia, Leonikomedon, and Lom-
barvy, probably because they were under officers
of lower rank.
themes of the Aegaeon, Samos, and Cyprus, the only difference is that Al Mas'udi omits Sebastia and Chaldia; the latter, being included in the earlier Arabic list, has perhaps been omitted by an oversight. That it is later than the other lists follows from the inclusion of Koloeina and from the description of Cappadocia as a στρατηγία instead of a κλεισοῦρα, as it appears in these. On the other hand the fact that Koloeina, which was a στρατηγία, in 863, appears as a κλεισοῦρα shows that it is earlier than that date.

The earlier list is cited by Ibn Khurdadhbih from Muslim Ibn Abi Muslim Al Garmi. Of this man we learn from Al Mas'udi that he was among the prisoners exchanged in 845, and he is described in the following terms: 'He was a man who held a post on the frontier and was possessed of knowledge as to the people of the Romans and their country; and he wrote books containing information about the Romans and their kings and the men of rank among them, and their districts and the roads and ways through them, and the times of making raids into their country and invasions of it, and about their neighbourhood to the territories of the Burgan and the Avars and the Burghhar and the Sakaliba [Slavs] and the Chazars and others.' Al Garmi's work can hardly have been published till after his return from captivity, and therefore not before 845, but his information was no doubt collected at an earlier time. The reference to Amorian as containing forty-four towers, which we find in Ibn Khurdadhbih, seems to point to a time earlier than the destruction of that city in 838, but on the other hand the statement that Marg Al Shahl was the seat of the στρατηγία of the Anatolic theme indisputably dates from a time later than the destruction of Amorian. Probably therefore the author has merely added this account of Amorian without troubling himself about the fact that it was no longer true. The list itself also apart from its connexion with Al Garmi supplies a terminus a quo by the inclusion of Macedonia, for in 789 we find the general of Thrace commanding on the Strymon and may therefore infer that the theme of Macedonia had not then been instituted. At first sight it appears that we might fix the date still later, for about 836 we find the

---

1 Unless indeed we are to bring this into connexion with the omission of Chaldia in Theoph. Cont. p. 31 (Galze p. 99), and suppose that the theme of Chaldia was temporarily suppressed or its territory temporarily lost to the Empire.

2 Theoph. Cont. i.c.

3 Similarly Chazaron, which in Al Mas'udi is a κλεισοῦρα, appears in 870 as a στρατηγία (Genesis, p. 125), and Sebastia, not mentioned by him, was a κλεισοῦρα under Leo VI. (Conc. Porph. i. p. 697, lib. p. 227).

4 Or brought up for exchange. As he denied the creation of the Kurman, it is not clear whether he was actually exchanged at this time.

5 I cannot make anything else of 'alha molah.' Garra de Vaux and Barbier de Meynard (Préf. d' Or, i. p. 357) omit the expression in translation.


7 Ibn Al Fakhri's statement that Amorian was in the author's time was not necessarily derived from Al Garmi, but may be an insertion either of Ibn Khurdadhbih (see p. 71, note 4), or of Ibn Al Fakhri himself.

8 Theoph. A M 6281.

9 It existed, however, in 892 (id. A M 6294), and a seal of Sungis, στρατηγία of Macedonia, is described by Schumbler (Sépigraphie de l'Empire Byzantin, p. 131), to the eighth century. It is not unlikely that its institution was a consequence of the disaster of 789.
commander of the Paphlogonian forces called κατεπάνος,’ while in our list he is entitled στρατηγός. If however the account of the installation of the various officers in Const. Porph. De Cae. 2. 53, where we find the expression προβαλλομένος δὲ ἐκ προσώπου στρατηγοῦ ἡ κλεισούραγος ἡ κατεπάνος Παφλαγωνίας,2 refers to the Emperor’s own time, we should probably infer that κατεπάνος was always the strict legal designation of the Paphlogonian commander, though he was commonly described as στρατηγός.3 It has however on other grounds been made clear that Al Garmi’s list dates 838–848 and Al Mas′udi’s 845–863. Whether Kudama and Ibn Al Fakih drew directly from Al Garmi or from the full text of Ibn Khurdadhbih4 there is no certain evidence to show; but probably the latter was the case, since Ibn Khurdadhbih was personally known to Kudama’s father5 and is often cited by Ibn Al Fakih,6 while neither mentions Al Garmi.

On examining Al Garmi’s list two remarkable points are at once apparent, the omission of Kibyrhiaiotai, which is peculiar to it, and the insertion of the puzzling Talaya, which it shares with Al Mas′udi. The former may in part be explained by supposing that the list is a military one and therefore takes no account of the naval theme,7 but the fact that in giving the boundaries of the themes he wholly ignores Kibyrhiaiotai, making Thrakiasion extend to the Southern Sea and to the borders of Seleukia shows that the explanation lies deeper than this. Constantine in his description of Kibyrhiaiotai assigns to it the Isaurian coast-towns, which he also assigns to Seleukia,8 and similarly in his account of the other naval theme of the Aegean assigns to it the coast extending from the promontory of Lekton to the Rhynadakos, which he also assigns to Opsikion.9 From these facts we may, I think, infer that the commander of the naval themes had at this time no separate territorial jurisdiction except in the islands, but for naval purposes exercised authority in the coast-towns, which remained in other respects under the jurisdiction of the military officers.10 and that, when a definite territory was assigned to Kibyrhiaiotai, the Isaurian coast-towns, which were not included in it, remained on their old footing with regard to that theme. As to Talaya the solution is more difficult. No Greek writer mentions any such

---

3. He is called στρατηγός in 863 (Theoph. Cont. p. 181), and we find Paphlogonia described as a θέμα as early as the time of Michael II (Mich. Mem. viii. Theod. Stud. 54).
4. Our present text is incomplete (De Goede p. xvi. ii.)
5. Ed. p. xxii. His account of the raiding-seasons (p. 120) clearly comes from Al Garmi (see above p. 76), but may have been in the full text of Ibn Khurd.
7. In the work of Philothoos (Const. i. p. 715) we find Kibyrhiaiotai among the western themes. See also Gelzer p. 195.
9. Id. pp. 25, 43, 44.
10. It may have been this fact which led Al Mas′udi to make the mistake of making Seleukia part of Kibyrhiaiotai. It is however possible, but not likely, that before 863 a territory had been assigned to the commander of the Kibyrhiaiotai and the καλέσωράχας of Seleukia placed under him. The expression τῆς λεγομένης τῶν Καβουροδίων τῆς Καλέσωράς Χαλκαίας (Geol. Mem. p. 720) does not prove territorial jurisdiction, since George is speaking of naval affairs and therefore writing from the naval point of view.
theme, and Constantine expressly says that Constantinople, which the Arabs include in Talaya, was in the theme of Thrace. But, though it may have been reckoned as geographically part of Thrace, the troops in the capital were doubtless not under the αὐτάτηρίος of Thrace but probably directly under the δεμεστικος τῶν σχολῶν, and we may perhaps infer from the Arabic writers that his immediate authority extended to the long wall. This however still leaves the name unexplained, and it is very difficult to find a satisfactory explanation of it. Prof. De Goeje, adopting the less-attested reading 'Tafra,' takes it to represent Ταφρος; and this explanation is accepted by Prof. Gelzer; but I do not know any instance of this word being used with this geographical meaning and should rather take the Arabic word to be a corruption of the name of some military force, perhaps connected with ταλατιον or with τάμματα.

As to the information supplied by Al Garmi, besides the doubtful case of the αὐτάτηριος of Paphlagonia, his list contains the earliest record of the theme of Chaldia and of the κλεισούρα of Selenkeia and Charsianon, and the latest mention of Cappadocia as a κλεισούρα. He also throws much new light on the boundaries of the themes. On other points of interest I have added notes to the translation of the catalogue of Ibn Al Fakhih, which follows. At the end of the catalogue I have given a translation of a comment of Yākuti, which throws some interesting light on the changes which had taken place in Asia Minor during the three hundred years between Ibn Al Fakhih’s time and his own.

Catalogue of Ibn Al Fakhih.

Ahmad the son of Mahomiet, the Hamadhanian, says: The whole number of the provinces of the Romans which are known and named and an accurate report of which has reached us is fourteen provinces, three of which are beyond the Khalilig and eleven on this side of it. And the first of the three beyond the Khalig is called Talaya (?), which is the district of Al Kustantiniya (Constantinople); and its boundary on the eastern side is the Khalig, which starts from the sea of the Chazars and extends to the sea of Al Sham [Syria], and on the south the sea of Al Sham, and on the west a wall which reaches from the sea of Al Sham to the sea of the Chazars and is called Makron Teichos, the meaning of which is 'the long wall'; and the length of it is four days’ journey, and it is about two days’ journey from Al

---

1 Gelzer (pp. 87, 88) believes that they formed an actual theme under the prefect of the city and that this was suppressed by Leo VI. This is plausible, but the evidence for the military authority of the prefect is very weak.

2 See De Bœor’s index to Theophanes etc. p. 39. Talaya might also represent Ἱππατήριος or Ταφρος (τάφρα), and it is tempting but somewhat too daring conjecture that it stands for 'the Καλλάχα, and that Al

3 Charsianon is mentioned as a κλεισούρα in 385 (Theoph. Cont. p. 181). See also p. 70, note 3.

4 It was a αὐτάτηριος in 863 (Theoph. Cont. l.c.) and appears as such in Al Mas'udi.

5 Ibn Al Fakhih.

Kustantiniya. And most of this district consists of the estates of the king and the patricians and meadows for their cattle and draught-animals. And in describing the districts of the Romans I have not been able to attain exactitude and orthographic correctness in the names, and I beg any one who inspects my book to forgive this. But, if any one had aptitude and knowledge and had obtained information as to any of them, I listened to his laudable correction.

And beyond this province is the province of Trakiya (Thrace); and its boundary on the eastern side is this long wall, and on the south the province of Macedonia, and on the west the districts of Burgan (Bulgarians). And on the north the sea of the Chazars, and its length is fifteen days' journey, and its breadth from the sea of the Chazars to the boundary of the province of Macedonia three days' journey. And the seat of the intratiglius is a fortress called Arkada (Arkadianopolis), seven days' march from Al Kustantiniya; and its army consists of five thousand men.

Next the province of Macedonia; and its boundary on the east is the long wall, and on the south the sea of Al Sham; and on the west the districts of the Sakaiki [Slavs], and on the north the districts of Burgan; and its breadth is five days' journey, and the seat of the intratiglius (meaning the wall) is a fortress called Bamlias; and its army consists of five thousand men.

Now these three districts are those which are beyond the Khalig; and on this side of the Khalig there are eleven provinces; and the first of them in the country lying upon the sea of the Chazars extending to the Khalig of Al Kustantiniya is the province of Paphlogonia; and the first of its boundaries marches upon Al Antumat [Optimatol]; and the second is the sea of the Chazars, and the third marches upon the Armeniakoi, and the fourth upon the Buccellarii; and the seat of the intratiglius is Ayalai (?), which is a village, and a town called Naikus (Nikopolis), and he has another seat named Siwas (Sebastia) and its army consists of five thousand men.

---

1 It is not clear whether this apology is to be ascribed to Ibn Al Fakih or to Yakut.
2 From the omission of the 'Khalig' among the boundaries and the statement below that the E. boundary of Macedonia was the long wall it is clear that the Theran theme did not reach to the Propontis.
3 Al Garmi seems to have been in some confusion as to the points of the compass, since Bulgaria was clearly the N., and the Euxine the E. boundary. Similar errors are often found in Kaldama, who, unlike Ibn Al Fakih, gives the points of the compass for the Asiatic theme also.
4 The sentence, as it stands in the text, can hardly be translated, and a comparison with Ibn Khurdadbeh and Kaldama shows that these words have fallen out.
5 The explanation is perhaps due to Yakut.
6 The length has perhaps fallen out.
7 Clearly an insertion of Yakut.
8 Wistenfeld suggests Abydos; if this is right, there must be some confusion. Possibly Kassandra is meant, but more probably the author has taken Skoda for a proper name; cf. Al. Mas. p. 176; trad. p. 239 and note.
9 This shows that Paphlogonia reached much further west than in Constantine's time, when it stopped at the Billakos, the intervening space being occupied by the Buccellarii (p. 28; 29). That this is not a mere slip appears from the fact that our author places Optimatol by the side of Paphlogonia. See also p. 76, note 2. Al Mas, however, makes Buccellarii extend to the sea, and the change had therefore been made before 862. Kaldama, in describing the boundaries of Optimatol includes Paphlogonia and omits Buccellarii.
10 Neither Nikopolis nor Sebastia can ever have been in Paphlogonia, and at the end Yakut says that Sebastia is not mentioned by Ibn Al Fakih. Moreover Siwas seems to be a form of
And by the side of it is the province of Al Antimat [Optimatoi]; and its first boundary is the Khalig; and its army consists of four thousand men. And the men of this province are devoted to the king's service and are not men of war.

And by the side of it is the province of Opsikion; and its first boundary is the Khalig, and its second Al Antimat, and its third the province of Al Natulikus [Anatolikoi], and its fourth the province of Brakisis [Thracisioi]; and the seat of the intrathus is the fortress of Batana; and its army consists of six thousand men.

And by the side of it is the province of Brakisis [Thracisioi]; and its first boundary is the Khalig, and its second Opsikion, and its third the province of Al Natulikus, and its fourth the sea of Al Sham; and the seat of the intrathus is in the fortress of Al Warithum; and its name is Kanius, and Al Warithum is the name of the district; and its army consists of ten thousand men.

And by the side of it is the province of Al Natulikus [Anatolikoi], the meaning of which is 'the east'; and it is the largest of the provinces of the Romans; and its first boundary is Opsikion and Al Brakisis, and its second the province of the Bucellarii; and the seat of the intrathus is Marg Al Shahum; and its army consists of fifteen thousand men; and with him are three turmukhos [τουμάρχαι]. And in this province is 'Amnuria [Amorium], which is at the present day waste, and Balis [Barbalissos] and Manbug [Hierapolis] and Mar'tash [Germanikia], and that is the fortress of Burghuth.

The author can hardly mean to make Thracisioi reach to the Hellespont, and Kudama distinctly makes the Khalig the W. and the Syrian Sea the S. boundary. The "Khalig" must therefore have included the Aegean, which in the descriptions of Macedonia and Thessalia is included in the 'sea of Al Sham.'

The omission of Bucellarii (see also Kudama) shows that at least at this time the Anatole theme reached farther north than is usually supposed. The boundary being probably the northern portion of the Sangarios. Jambert's identification of Marg Al Shahum, the seat of the Anatole stragatoe, with Germa (see J.H.S. xix. p. 31) is therefore not impossible.

With an alteration of points we may read 'Nikoria,' which closely resembles Nikoria. Kutsalum may also be suggested.
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And by the side of it in the direction of the sea is the province of Schukeia; and its first boundary is the sea of Al Shum, and its second the province of Al Brakisis, and its third the province of Al Natulikus, and its fourth the passes of Tarsos in the direction of Kalamya [Zephyrion] and Al Lamin [Lamos]. And the name of the ruler of this province is khisllyug [αλησιλυγόροχυς], and his rank is lower than that of the imuratbugus; and the meaning of the word is ‘ruler of the passes,’ and it is said that the meaning is ‘the king’s face,’ and his seat is Schukeia by Antakhiya [Antioch].

Next there adjoins it the province of Al Kusadah [Cappadocia]; and its first boundary is the mountains of Tarsos and Adana and Al Massiss [Mopsouestia], and its second the province of Schukeia, and its third the province of Tulighus [Anatolikoi], and its fourth the province of Al Samalar [Buccellarii] and Kharshana [Carshianon]; and the seat of the khisllyug is the fortress of Kura [Korou]; and its army consists of four thousand men. And in it are many strong fortresses, and among its districts are Kurya or Kuniya [Ekonion] and Malakuniya [Malakopea] and Gardiluya (?) and others.

And adjoining it is the province of Kharshana [Carshianon]; and its first boundary is the province of Al Kuyar [Cappadocia]; and its second the pass of Malatiya [Melitene]; and its third the province of the Armeniakoi, and

have been in the Anatolic theme. Moreover Ibn Khurad, prince Burghuth in the Anatolic theme, but without identifying it with Maras, which was not in his time Byzantine, nor can this be an instance of Yakut, whose time these places had long been lost to the Empire. Probably therefore there is some corruption and the words belong to another context.

2 Either the river or the town may be meant. Between Schukeia and Al Lamin Al Masuli mentions a fort which De Goeje prints as ‘Bukiyu.’ There is however a variant ‘Bukiyu’ or ‘Brakiana,’ and no doubt Brakiana is meant (cf. Tomuscheck p. 60).
3 The translation following shows this to be the title meant, and Schukeia is in fact called laleofraxia by Const. Porph. ii. p. 252; cf. pp. 715, 729.
4 The obscure Antioch in Isauria must apparently be meant, but even this is eighty miles from Schukeia. Moreover the preposition should rather mean ‘as far as,’ and the omission of the strength of the army perhaps points to some words having fallen out. Read perhaps, ‘and its army consists of 5,000 men (Kub.), and it reaches from Schukeia to Antakhiya.’

5 So Kudama. This shows that, as we should expect, the alataoxaxia of Schukeia and Cappadocia now adjoined one another and were not divided by a piece of Anatolikoi, as in the maps of Museo and Gelzer. Al Masl however extends Anatolikoi to the frontier and places Heraclea in it, as that change had been made before 880.
6 V.E. ‘Tullius,’ which differs only by a syllable from Tullius.
8 ‘Ικοσιμιμ’ was in the Anatolik theme (Const. iii. p. 106), and Yakut at the end states that it was not mentioned by Ibn Al Fakih. Probably therefore the name is corrupt. Ibn Khurad has ‘Karniya’ or ‘Katya’ and Al Masl ‘Karniya’ or ‘Kamma.’ Kamma may perhaps be suggested.
its fourth the province of the Buccellarii; and the seat of the khišiyun is the fortress of Kharshana; and its army consists of four thousand men. And among the fortresses in it are Kharshana and Dhariga,3 [Saricha],4 and Rambusa (די) and Barukta (די) and Makhathiri (די).

Next there adjoins it the province of Al Balaghur [Buccellarii]; and its first boundary is the province of Al Natulikus, and its second Al Kubadhak and Kharshana, and its third the province of the Armeniakoi, and its fourth the province of Aflaguniya5; and the seat of the intratiglhus is Ankyra, in which is the tomb of Annu'l' Kais (and it is mentioned in its place);6 and its army consists of eight thousand men, and with its ruler are two turmukhe; and in it are fortresses and many districts.

Next there adjoins it the province of the Armeniakoi; and its first boundary is the province of Aflaguniya, and its second the province of the Buccellarii, and its third Kharshana, and its fourth Galdiya [Chaldia]7 and the sea of the Chazars; and the seat of the intratiglhus is the fortress of Amaseia; and its army consists of nine thousand men; and with him are three turmukhs; and in it are many districts and fortresses.

Next there adjoins it the province of Galdiya [Chaldia]; and its first boundary is the district of Armenia (and its inhabitants are at variance with the Romans,8 and are contiguous to Armenia), and its second the sea of the Chazars, and its third the province of the Armeniakoi, and its fourth also the province of the Armeniakoi; and the seat of the intratiglhus is Ikrita,7 and its army consists of ten thousand men, and with him are two turmukhs; and in it are districts and fortresses. Al Hamadhani says: And this is the whole number of the provinces of the Romans which are known to us on the land. Over each province among them is a wall representing the king, who is called the intratiglhus, except the ruler of Al Antimat, and he is called the domestic, and the ruler of Selaueka and the ruler of Kharshana, and each of these is called the

---

1 Y.t., 'Sariga.'
2 See Ramay H. c. 67, p. 312. There is some difficulty about the occurrence of this name here, since in Theoph. Cont. p. 349 we read of 'τὰ ἐν τῷ ἱερῷ τῆς Σαρίγας.' and from Cont. iii. p. 223 we learn that 'ἡ τοποθεσία τοῦ τιμίου Ιεροῦ' was transferred from Buccellarii to Chardesun by Leo. Either there were two 'τιμίου,' or the place had been at an earlier time transferred from Chardesun to Buccellarii.
3 Τὸ ὕδατον τοῦ νείρου ναός, or the place had been at an earlier time transferred from Chardesun to Buccellarii.
4 The omission of the sea among the boundaries shows that the statement above as to the Paphlagonian theme (see p. 73, note 9), is not a mere slip. A similar deduction as to the extinction of Anatoliki may be made from the omission of Opsikia (see p. 74, note 2). Optimatia, which is given among the boundaries by Kudna, has probably been omitted by an oversight.
5 Clearly an insertion of Yakut, in whose work the story of Annu'l Kais is recorded under 'Ankyra.' It is not unlikely that the whole reference to Annu'l Kais is due to him.
6 From these boundaries we might at first sight judge that the Armenia theme did not at this time extend to the frontier but was separated from it by Chaldia and Chardesun. As however Chaldia is not mentioned among the boundaries of Chardesun in the ensis, the omission of Thughur Al Gazira among the boundaries of Armeniakoi seems to be only an oversight.
7 The Paulicians are perhaps meant; but, if so, the passage can hardly date earlier than 948. Moreover their chief centre was in the Armenian theme.
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khaliyyung. And over each of the fortresses of the Romans is a man stationed in it who is called barkilis (i), who judges among its inhabitants.

Comment by Yakut.

I say: These regions and names seem to me to belong to former days, and I do not think that they still exist at the present time, but the names of the districts and the names of those chief towns have been changed: and of the important places which we know to exist to-day in the districts of the Romans in the hands of the Moslems and of the Christians not one is recorded, such as Kuniya* and Aksara [Archeleia] and Antakliya* and Atrabzunzi [Trebizond] and Siwan* as well as others of the most celebrated in their districts. But indeed I have recorded it as it is recorded, and God knows.

E. W. BROOKS.


P. 20 l. 3 ff. Prof. de Goeje points out that Al Mas'udi (Tazhib. p. 160) rightly places the retreat in A.H. 100.

P. 26 note 2. The name Serantapechus occurs also in Theoph., A.M. 6295, where Kedrenos has Tessarakontapechys. A Constantinian Tessarakontapechys is mentioned in the time of Michael II (Genesios p. 45).

P. 28 l. 20. Prof. De Goeje points out to me that in place of "the victory was gained by this artifice" the rendering should be "this artifice became manifest."

P. 31 l. 18. The whole of Al Tabari is now published. The extract given under A.H. 33 is cited by him from Al Wakiir.

CORRECTIONS TO J.H.S. XVIII. P. 298.

L. 6. Through misswriting a letter I rendered this wrongly. It should be "called the pass of Al Hadith Al Salama [safety] on account of [i.e. to avoid] the ill omen, because . . . . . . and that was the disaster (hadith) etc."

L. 14. For "king of the summer-cails," read "master of the summer-cails." ("malkih," not "malikih").

L. 18. For "divided the captured arrows," read "distributed the spoil."

1 The author has also applied this title to the governor of Cappadocia. He omits to note that the commander of Ophthalmia was called count.
2 Possibly "commendatuspost."
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[Plate VI, VII.]

Such remarkable additions were made by last season's excavations at Knossos and in the Dictaean Cave to the small number of known specimens of pre-Mycenaean painted pottery of Cretan fabric, that it is worth while to deal with this ware anew.

It was first made known by Mr. J. L. Myres, after he had seen and drawn, in the Syllagos Museum at Candia, certain fragments said to have been found in a cave on the southern slope of Ida, two and a half hours above the village of Kamares. In his communication to the Society of Antiquaries (March 14th, 1895, Proc. XV., iii., pp. 351–356, Plates i–iv.) Mr. Myres rightly apprehended the period, character and affinities of this new and singular variety of early Aegean pottery. The colouring of his drawings, however, not having been applied with the models in sight, was not quite correct, and many of the fragments were republished by Dr. L. Mariani, (Monumenti Antichi, Vol. VI., Plates 9–11, pp. 334–342), but in some cases were not improved upon. From the reported place of first finding this fabric is commonly called "Kamares" ware.

No more of it was found for some years. While excavating the lower prehistoric town of Knossos in March last, however, we lighted on many Kamares vases and fragments, and were able to establish the fact that, so far from that ware being a rarity, it is to be looked for in Crete wherever any strata of remains underlie the Mycenaean. It occurred in our digging at Knossos at all points at which the early town was probed to the rock. On the Kephala hill, where the lowest stratum of deposit is a dusty yellow clay full of Neolithic weapons and sherds, Kamares sherds occur, where stratified, immediately above that stratum. No such ware was found in the Mycenaean stratum of the Palace, but wherever the remains below the upper plane were laid bare, it was observed; and it is from a low level in this region that was obtained the remarkable "dove" vase (Fig. 1). This is, of course, hand-made, with a hole-mouth in the fore part, and covered with a body glaze originally black, on which white and red colouring has been applied in stripes: but the colour is much decayed.

This ware was not, however, all stratified. Several accumulations of it were found filling receptacles in the immediate neighbourhood of houses, in which very few of its fragments occurred and the pottery was almost exclusively of Mycenaean period. The first such receptacle was a plastered
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pit 1.70 deep, to N.W, of the group of houses opened at the south end of the town (v. B.S.A., VI, Plate XII. Nos. 5-8, and also Plate VII., where this pit is marked Cisterna; and pp. 70 ff.). In this, lying on their sides, and at one point forming a foundation to a wall of the later Mycenaean period, were several almost complete vases, including the finest painted schnabelkanne of this fabric known hitherto (Plate VI. a), and hundreds of fragments mostly of unpainted cups of metallic type (v. infra, p. 91). Close by this pit we opened three circular excavations, sunk from 3 to 10 feet into the soft rock. They can have been neither wells, for their lowest point is far above the water level of the vicinity, nor cisterns, because not being plastered they would not have retained water. Possibly they were originally intended for the storage of grain; but more probably they were cut, as the trench in the Apollo precinct at Naucratis was cut, to contain what was actually found in

them, namely a mass of broken pre-Mycenaean vases and other rubbish, evidently cleared out of the neighbouring houses when restored after the conflagration of which the larger (A in B.S.A., VI, Plate III.) shows traces. Among the hundreds of fragments, unmixed with anything. Mycenaean, taken out of these shafts, was the cup figured in colour on Plate VII. a and the sherd on Plate VII. d, f, g, h.

A similar excavation, irregularly oblong, and a little over 3 feet deep, was found on the Kephala hill, sunk in the rock under the floor of a house (B.S.A., Plate XII., No. 12), and filled to the brim with coarser sherd of the same fabric (among them Fig. 24). The house has gypsum walls of a similar type to the outer wall of House A, and belongs to the same primitive period. Like A, it was cleared out and re-inhabited in the Mycenaean age; and remains of later structures, first of the Geometric time and subsequently

Fig. 1 (see page 20).
of the Roman period, were found disposed at incongruous angles in the strata above.

At a point (R.S.A., Plate XII. No. 13) on the same slope as the first houses (A., B) but higher up the right bank of the torrent, where scanty house remains exist in a much denuded condition, a well was cleared to a depth of 44 feet and found to contain much Kamares pottery, without admixture of anything later. From a depth of only 15 feet were obtained the fluted bowl (Plate VI. b) and the lily vase (Plate VI. b).

Lastly, in two localities on the western Kephala slope (Nos. 10 and 12 R.S.A., Plate XII.), accumulations of this ware were found, not in definite receptacles, but heaped up outside houses on the yellow clay bed, which contains Neolithic remains. In the first case the heap lay in a narrow passage dividing two houses. On the top of it lay the "lamp" (Fig. 25), with several other fragments of the same singular ware. Under this all was true Kamares stuff, including the two "fruit-dish" stands (Plate VII. c, and Fig. 15), the cup (Plate VII. b) and the small schneidekrone (Plate VI. c). The second of these heaps supplied the richest find of this ware yet made. It was in the corner of what seems to have been a small yard on the south side of the house, already described above as having under the floor of one room an oblong pit brimful of sherds of the same ware. The heap was about two metres in circumference by half a metre deep, and it yielded, among hundreds of fragments, two long-footed vases (Figs. 8, 9), the "corn vase" (Fig. 7), two small vases (Figs. 18, 19), and one which bears the double-axe painted on its side (Fig. 12).

Both Mr. Myres and Signor Mariani have well described the technique employed in this fabric, but with so many new types of form and decoration to be compared, its features may, without offence, be recapitulated here.

In the larger and coarser Knossian vases the clay, when baked, is a reddish brown, largely filled with white or black grains, while in the finer specimens it is a good red or yellow; but specimens of all intermediate degrees of excellence are found, the finest being equal to the best Mycenaean clay. It is very difficult to decide if there is any finer slip of clay applied to the surface before the paint; in some of the more delicate vases this is probably the case. With the exception of coarse large jars, all seem to be wheel-made. In some of the larger specimens the paint is applied directly to the natural surface without the interposition of any medium; but usually we find a fine glaze, varying from light red-brown through a chocolate tint to a deep purple-black, the darker shades being the commonest. In poorer specimens the glaze is thin and hardly lustrous at all, or at the most only so in parts, while it is often carelessly applied, so that the colour varies greatly in intensity; yet we often have the best glaze used with very coarse vases. The paint used is, in the present state of the vases at least, of a very powdery nature, but this is probably due to the damp: the primary colour seems to have been white, which is helped out by various shades of red and brown, especially a cherry red: and while we often find white solely applied, especially
on more primitive forms, we never find the other colours except in conjunction with white. Beside this pure white a thick dull creamy-looking wash is often used to cover large surfaces, more especially the upper half of vases. The larger vases are usually exceedingly coarse and clumsy, while in some of the finer small vases the sides are so thin as quite to merit the term of "egg-shell" ware.

In addition to paint, the Kamares potter made great use of moulding and relief work. In its simplest form this consists of plain ridges, usually at the junction of neck and body (Fig. 8 has a row of wedge-shaped knobs), or disposed horizontally in groups of two or three round the body of the vase. Among more elaborate patterns are a herring-bone device (Fig. 3) and a grass-like plant (Fig. 2), while coarser specimens (Figs. 4, 5) are covered with large bosses, and the specimen on Plate VII. A has circles of small knobs, alternating with painted dots. Several specimens (Plate VI. a) have a set of tooth-like projections along the edges of the lip. However, the commonest device, which is very characteristic of the ware, is the "finger-mark" pattern, where a series of small ridges cross and re-cross each other at various angles, giving the curiously blistered appearance of the specimens in Plates VI. a and B.S.—VOL. XXI.
VII. g. In one case we find circles of this pattern, edged with tooth-like projections, exactly like the teeth of a cog-wheel. The pattern is usually applied in metope-like divisions, and the effect is heightened by the use of dots of white paint, or by a layer of creamy wash. The most elaborate instance of moulding is seen on the curious vase which has ears of corn or bunches of grapes.

Here we may note that certain groups of Kamares ware seem based on metallic prototypes. In the first place the hard black glaze and thin sides clearly point to some such original, while the special type of small cups (Plate VII. a and b), is a direct copy (except for the handle) of a metal cup of the type of the Vaphio or Kefti specimens; we see reproduced in clay the sharp angles, thin sides, and even the handle-rivets of the original; whilst the flat broad clay handle is equally metallic in appearance and origin: probably too the fluted spirals of Figs. 16, 22 are due to the same causes. Similarly the circles, formed by small holes, are copies of fine chisel-work on a metal cup (cf. the sherds from Melos, Figs. 30, 31), whilst in vases like Plate VII. d, the roll of clay round the junction of neck and body reproduces that of the silver vases of Mycene. We can only assert this metallic character of one, or at the most two, classes of Kamares pottery, the rest being of the usual clay types.

On turning to the system of decoration, it is plain that this pottery is more primitive than that of Mycene. In striking contrast to the Mycenean potter, who, using the whole surface of the vase, covered it with a bold freely-drawn subject, often taken from plant life, the Kamares potter loves to subdivide the surface by horizontal or zigzag lines into zones, which are carefully filled with small geometric patterns, often of very complicated appearance; in fact, he seems to rely on striking combinations and contrasts of colour and complicated designs, rather than on graceful, life-like drawing. Yet among these geometric patterns there are but few of a really primitive appearance: on the contrary, many seem to have already reached a low stage of degradation, where all idea of the original is lost: e.g., the cable-pattern, and the leaves of Plate VII. e; while the pattern of Plate VII. d closely approaches that of some of the Orientalising wares of the Ionic group, especially Naucratis.

On tall jars the decoration is usually confined to the upper half, the rest being plain or covered with sets of horizontal bands. Among the various elements of decoration, by far the greatest number are composed of plain lines or curves: we may note the extensive use of zigzags; triangles disposed one inside another; series of parallel angles; broad bands covered with dots; various sorts of crosses; lines toothed like a saw (a favourite element in Cretan pictographic gems); sets of short parallels, especially along the edges of vases. Of curvilinear elements the chief are circles, usually concentric, and groups of concentric semi-circles, which may be only degraded forms of the festoon, which appears so commonly. By far the commonest ornament is the plain dot, with which large zones are often covered, and which is used in rows to border plain lines, circles, &c. The spiral is fairly common, and so is
the disintegrated cable-pattern, which may be a degraded spiral. The vegetable world is represented by the rather well-drawn lily of Plate VI. b, which is the only pattern at all true to nature; other plant-types are the leaves common on the Dictaean Cave specimens (B.S.A. VI. Fig. 27), which seem to have originally formed a branch: in some specimens the central stalk is still retained, while Fig. 6 gives a row of disjointed leaves, exactly similar to those on early Ionic vases.

A few fragments show stalks of grass disposed obliquely round the vase, as in the Mycenaean ware of Knossos, and the proto-Mycenaean of Melos. Flowers are represented on the cylindrical object, (Plate VII. d), much in the form of the flower (?) on a Cretan gem, J. H. S., XVIII., p. 336, Fig. 6c, and the rosette is very common, usually in the form of a central dot, surrounded by one or more circles of similar dots. The plant design of Plate VII. d has been already noticed.

The following is a more exact description of the various types and specimens: the chief shapes are not numerous, and are of simple form, divided roughly into two main classes, the first being of a more rounded type, the second showing the angular forms of metallic originals.

A. Schnabelkannen.

(1) The earliest form is shown by two rather squat flat-based vases, leaning over considerably to one side, with no neck, and with handle running from high up on the shoulder to the top. On the spout are two pellets of clay, representing eyes. Both are in coarse brick-like clay with poor black glaze: height, 22 and 25 cm. With this shape we may compare the schnabelkanne that appears commonly on early Cretan gems, e.g., J. H. S., Vol. XIV., Fig. 21 c.

(2) The same squat type, but upright, and of fine red clay. On the black glaze a naturalistic design is painted in white, consisting of two feather-like plants, and between them a lily with red-tipped stamens, all three rising obliquely from the base. Round the neck a band of red, between two bands of white, and round the spout, where the handle joins the body, a white semicircle. Height, 11 cm. Plate VI. b.

(3) Same squat type, but the spout is upright. On a fine black glaze, a spiral in white rises from the base on the front of the vase: in its centre is a circle of white dots, enclosing a smaller circle of red and white dots. Height, 11 cm. Plate VI. c.

A similar specimen was found unpainted, with broad flat handle. Height, 11 cm.

(4) Broad squat type, with distinct neck and upright spout. On the fine red clay is a black glaze, on which are narrow horizontal white bands, covering the whole surface. Height, 20 cm.

(5) Taller, slenderer type, in coarse red clay, with poor dull red glaze. In addition to the usual handle, on each side of the neck are two vertical loop-like handles, one above the other, but now broken off. The lip has a slight rim, from which descend a number of short white lines. Height, 35 cm.

Fragments of a similar vase, about 25 cm. high, had painted on the red surface of the neck a white band, from which parallel zigzags ran up to the lip.
below which were two eye-like knobs. A third broken vase, about 28 cm. high, has a ridge round the neck, from which white lines descend to the base. A small very much worn vase of the same type has a flat handle with concave section, stuck on afterwards, like a metal handle; and lastly a broken neck shows an extra handle under the spout.

From these simpler types we proceed to the more grotesque and exaggerated specimens.

(6) A small vase of fine red clay, full of black grains. The spout is nearly upright, but, in contradistinction to other specimens, this vase has developed a low foot. In front is moulded a pattern consisting of three ears of corn or bunches of grapes (?), below which is an irregular patch of the "finger-mark" pattern, which recurs below the handle. The glaze is dark brown, and the body and foot, except where occupied by the moulding and finger pattern, are covered with small white dots. Round the neck are two narrow grooves. Height, 10 cm. Fig. 7.

(7) This vase, though it has no foot, is in some ways a prototype of the next two specimens. The shape is poor, being wider below than above: the base is flat, and there is no neck; the spout is nearly horizontal. Beside the usual handle, on each side of the spout we find a smaller handle, with flat round lower end. The clay is coarse and yellow, and the glaze dull brown-black. The edge of the lip is slightly dented, giving a saw-like appearance. The upper half of the body is divided vertically into seven metopes, narrowing at the top: round their upper and lower edges runs a row of small knobs, curving down in semicircles round the lower ends of the side handles. The front metope and the two side ones under the side handles are filled with the "finger pattern," and covered with a creamy wash, as are also the upper and lower line of knobs. The other four metopes are cream-coloured, bordered vertically with bands of dark brown, on which are rows of semicircles in white. Horizontally these metopes are divided by four broad lines of dark-brown, connected by narrower diagonals of lighter brown, forming a zigzag. All these lines are dotted with white, and edged with rows of brown dots. The upper line of knobs round the neck has a line of white semicircles on its upper edge; and on the neck are traces of some design in white. Along the lower border of the lower line of knobs is a row of double festoons in white. Round the flat base runs a broad chalky white band. Height, 30 cm. Plate VI. a.

(8) The next two vases show the foot of No. 6 developed into a high pedestal, expanding below, and the small side handles of No. 7 have become of the same size as the back-handle, while the spout is nearly upright. Both are in fine light-red clay, with coarse black grains. In the first specimen round the neck is a low ridge, and the portion of the neck above it, as well as the handles, has a creamy wash. At the junction of neck and body is a collar of tooth-shaped knobs. Round the widest part of the body runs a series of three low ridges, edged above and
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below by a line of white cable-pattern. The foot is creamy white. The rest is covered with dark black glass, of which the part above the ridges is spotted with small white dots, and the lower part with three sets of three narrow white bands. Height, 50 cm. Fig. 8.

(9) In the second specimen, the chalky white of the neck covers only the upper half of the handles, and the row of teeth is replaced by a simple ridge. Round the widest part of the body runs a broad white band, edged on each side by two narrow bands. The upper half is covered with white dots, the lower is plain: just above the foot are three narrow white bands. Height, 35 cm. Fig. 9.

The upper half of a similar vase was found, but of coarser make, with the neck ridge painted red.

B. a. Tall jars, usually in rather coarse ware, with flat base and low squat neck, expanding into a broad flattish lip, and a short round handle, extending from the shoulder to under the lip. Cf. the vase on the gem, J. H. S., Vol. XVII., p. 324, Fig. 2.

(1) Fine yellow clay; shape very chimney. The neck, after widening into a funnel-shaped orifice, rises at the edge into a vertical rim. The glass is red-black
and dull in parts. Round the upper half of the shoulder are three narrow white lines, and round the base three similar lines, from which rise large spirals. Height, 24-5 cm. Fig. 10.

(2) Coarse red-brown clay, with black glaze. Round the neck a ridge, and round the body three sets each of three narrow white bands. Height, 30 cm. Fig. 11.

(3) Same type, without rim, in lumpy red clay, and very thin red glaze: splashes and dots in dull white. Height, 29 cm.

Many similar fragments turned up; one had the neck and upper half of handle covered with creamy wash; round the base of the neck was a ridge, and the black-glazed body was filled with white dots. Usually however the fragments were of very coarse technique.

B. β. The second variety has two handles, which compress the lip between them into an elliptical shape. A tall specimen from Kephala in a sort of proto-Mycenaean ware, had a spout on the shoulder, thus forming the prototype of the tall early proto-Mycenaean bëgelkame, which occurred frequently on Kephala, and in Melos.

(1) A small coarse unpainted specimen, of the usual tall slender type. 12-5 cm.

(2) Same type; fine yellow clay, and red-black glaze. Under the lip a slight ledge. Round the neck a white band, a second under the handles, and a third round the body. Between the lower pair is a coarsely drawn double-axe in white, and traces of other designs. 34 cm. Fig. 12.

There were several similar vases, showing no visible design; one very tall slender one, 45 cm. high, had broad ribbed handles, and the upper and lower fifths of the vase only were glazed, the rest being left with the natural clay surface. The foot bulged out below. This closely resembled vases of Phylakopi. Another fragment had a rude vegetable design in white on the shoulder.
(3) Low broad squat type, with disproportionately wide body on slight foot. Very fine technique of black glaze on the fine yellow clay. The lower half is covered with two narrow and two broad white bands; around the widest portion is a broad dull red band, and a similar one round the neck; between them is a complicated spiral design in white, the gaps below between the spiral and its stalk being filled in with cross-lines. 22 cm. Fig. 13.

C. A very common and characteristic shape, occurring also at Thera. From a flat base the vase expands to about three quarters of the whole height, when it contracts rapidly, forming a neckless “hole-mouthed” jar with two handles, usually vertical or nearly so. It also has a spout, and is frequently marked by deep horizontal grooves. It is chiefly represented here by frag-

ments, often showing a vertical system of decoration. With them cf. Fouqué, Santorin, Plate XL, 1, XLII, 1, 2.

(1) Comparatively slender type, in fine yellow clay and red black glaze. The flat lip projects horizontally, and the handles are ribbed. The upper half of the body is covered with rows of white dots. 11 cm. Fig. 14.

Many fragments of similar vases occurred.

D. The central idea of these vases seems to be that of a shallow bowl on a pedestal; but in some cases the bowl drains into the pedestal by holes, and in others the bowl is simply a funnel-shaped expansion of the hollow foot. With the first class we may compare a common proto-Mycenaean vase-type of Phylakopi.
(1) The bowl is merely an expansion of the hollow foot. Fine red clay, smoothed vertically; red-brown glaze. The stem is divided by narrow white lines into horizontal zones, between which are narrow red wavy bands, edged on each side by white dots. The base is hollow, and rises towards the outer edge. Fig. 15.

(2) The bowl drains into the hollow pedestal by three holes, as at Phylakopi. The clay is coarse and red, with white grains; the surface is very rough, and has been smoothed vertically with a broad stick. Coarse red-black glaze: round the upper part of the pedestal are two white lines; from the base rises up spirally a set of narrow parallels, in four pairs, alternately red and white. Inside the small remnant of the bowl six thin lines radiate spirally from each hole, the two inner lines being red and the rest white. 25 cm.

(3) A fragment, of a similar stand on a solid foot, was in black glaze. Below the rim was a row of white loops, inside each of which was a red cross with a white dot in each angle. Below these was a white band, and round the pedestal are traces of white spirals. Plate VII. s.

(4) Whether this bowl belonged to a pedestal is doubtful: the broken boss in the centre of the under side seems too small for a large foot. The clay is fine and yellow, with black-brown glaze. The spirally fluted under-surface is covered with a creamy wash, and separated above and below by a ridge from the flat broad rim, on the black glaze of which above and below is a row of white returning spirals. The interior is covered with plain black glaze. Fig. 16. Diam., 33 cm.

(5) The fragment, Fig. 17, is probably a piece of the bowl of a similar vase of coarse red-brown clay, full of large grains, with a brick red glaze. From the centre
ridges radiate to the lip, bordered each by two white lines, and there are traces of other decorations. It clearly stood on a pedestal, with which it communicated by a central hole. On the lower surface the glaze only occurs in a band round the rim, and round the junction of the foot and the bowl. Its diameter must have been about two feet when whole.

E. A class of small jars, averaging 5-6 in., somewhat of the *Cenchoe* type, with flat base, and flat wide lip.

(1) Very fine yellow clay, and black glaze: cylindrical neck, and broad flat handle. Round junction of neck and body a white band, from which white lines descend to the base. 15 cm. Fig. 18.

![Image of a pottery piece](image)

A different shape, broader and flatter, with angular shoulder and wide neck. It has a flat handle, and is of coarse brick clay with dull glaze: the marks of the wheel are very clearly visible. 10 cm.

(2) Another similar shape, but more slender and graceful, with round handle rising above the level of the lip, was found, with black glaze surface, 13 cm. Also several very small rudely shaped juglets of the same type, but usually unpainted or glazed, averaging 5-7 cm. high.

(3) Very thin sides of fine yellow clay, with black glaze, on which are irregular white dots. 11 cm. Fig. 19.
(4) A larger broken jar, of similar type, but with two handles reaching half way up the cylindrical neck, had two white bands round the neck, and three round the base, while round the body was a band of returning spirals. 25 cm.

(5) An unpainted jar, glazed black, with two vertical and two horizontal handles being nearly a stamnos. 19 cm.

![Fig. 17.](image1) ![Fig. 18 (1:3).](image2)

In this connection we may note several fragments of broken vases of the same type.

(6) Cylindrical neck, with a ridge round the junction of neck and body, as on Mycenaean metal vases. The glaze is black. Round the neck a white band, connected with another higher up by vertical lines. On the edge are large white dots. On the shoulder are the remains of some vegetable design, consisting seemingly of spiral branches, in the centre of each being a half-rosette of leaves with rounded ends. The centre of each rosette is filled with a red spot, and the interval between each spiral and the dotted ridge above is filled by two small leaves. The whole is rather like some later palmette designs. Plate VII, 6 (developed).

(7) A small jar, with broad flat handle: on the shoulder are spiral branches (?) in white.

![Fig. 19 (1:3).](image3) ![Fig. 20 (1:2).](image4)

_F_ Small cups and bowls, forming by far the most numerous class. Most of the fragments found belong to such vases.
PRIMITIVE PAINTED POTTERY IN CRETE.

(1) Cups, based on a metallic original, some being handleless, others having broad flat handles, often furnished near the lip with a pellet, representing a metal rivet.

The most distinct variety is shown on Plate VII, a and b. These specimens average 4 cm. high, and are of exceptionally delicate ware, glazed inside and out. The decoration usually consists of oblique bands of various shades of colour, forming striking contrasts. In Plate VII, a, we have two oblique red bands, edged with white, and forming a cross, the arms of which are filled with large white dots; on each side of the cross are rosettes of white dots. In Fig. 20 the surface is unglazed, with the exception of two broad oblique bands, decorated with white crosses, and a band inside the lip, and on the top of the handle; 4.6 cm. high. Many similar cups are simply glazed. Fig. 21 is of the same type, but double-handed and with concave sides.

(2) Another variety is shown in the cup, Fig. 23, which has a slight foot and broad flat handle, which in many specimens rises high above the lip, making the vase a refined type of the Trojan scoop. These vases average 5.7 cm. and are in fine ware, ornamented with bands and festoons; some are corseted, and have only broad glazed bands inside and outside the rim, whilst others have three little feet. Fig. 22 is fluted spirally.

The large fluted jar, Fig. 24, may be included here. It is glazed; on each fluting is a triple festoon in white, and at the junction of neck and body is a white band. The spout is banded in white, and white circles surround the handle-base. Round the body are traces of white zones, below which are white wavy lines, disposed in parallel pairs round the body. Diameter, 28 cm.

(3) This is a class of straight-sided cups, with or without handles, the body being formed of several horizontal segments, so disposed that each one overlaps the one above it. They usually have a plain dull red surface.
(4) Another class of rather coarse ware consists of tall and slender cups, narrowing below and then expanding into a broad, flat, often concave, foot. They are usually decorated near the lip with one broad white band on the black glaze, which covers the inside, as well as the outside. Average height, 8-9 cm.

(5) There are many poor small cups in coarse yellow clay, with straight sides, the surface being the natural clay, with a broad band of glaze round the lip inside and outside. Average height, 5-6 cm.

(6) Small cups, narrowing gradually below, with broad flat horizontal lip. This type gets gradually shallower till it finally becomes a flat saucer; they are usually glazed, but several have only two broad semicircles of glaze, pointing downwards from the rim. The average height of the cups is 6.5 cm. downwards, and the diameter of the saucers 9-10 cm.

![Figure 25 (circa 1:4)](image)
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G. The following do not come under any of the above headings.

(1) A curious jar of fine yellow clay, with thin dark glaze. It has a slight foot and two nearly vertical handles below the flat horizontal lip. Beneath each handle are three vertical slits, arranged in a triangle. To it belongs a cup-like lid, concave above, with a conical boss in the centre, and two knobs on opposite edges to lift it by. This may be a sort of incense-burner, the holes being for ventilation. 13 cm. *(British School Annual, VI, Fig. 14.)*

(2) An equally strange article, of coarse red clay, glazed black. It consists of a shallow, flat-lipped saucer on three legs; one side is pinched up to allow of the horizontal handle being attached. In the bottom of the saucer is a small dome-like receptacle, closed above, but opening beneath by a central hole, round which are three smaller holes. Diameter, 13 cm. This closely resembles the small "incense-burners" found at Pithakopi, many of which open below in an exactly similar
PRIMITIVE PAINTED POTTERY IN CRETE.

way. Some bore traces of something having been burnt inside them, others did not. The present object shows no fire-marks. (B.S.A. VI., Fig. 15).

(3) Fine yellow clay, with red glaze; flat surface, with bevelled edges. In centre a circular receptacle communicating by two channels with the edge. Below it is broken, but it may have stood on a pedestal. It almost exactly resembles many of the steatite "lamps" of Phylakopi, which must have come from Crete, and which were locally copied in various wares. But many of them had no traces of burning, while others as clearly showed signs of fire, where the wick in each side-channel had burnt the steatite. The material of the present specimen, and the absence of all traces of fire, forbid us calling it a lamp. Fig. 25.

Certain curious objects probably belong to the pedestals of vases of class D. Fig. 26 is 15 cm. long, and is perforated at the base. It is decorated with circular ridges painted white outside, and in the centre of each circle is a knob painted red. Round the base is a broad red band. Another is 11 cm. long, and at one end is a double row of spikes. Round the centre runs a row of white circles with red centres, alternating with single spikes. On each side of this is a red band between two white bands. Another shows traces of a vegetable design in white and black glaze.

The spout (Fig. 27.) may be noticed. Plate VII. f. is a curious object, like a modern candlestick with central erection, on which designs are painted in red and white.

The pottery of this fabric, found in the Dictasan Cave, was not very abundant. It occurred only in one part of the Upper Hall in the lowest stratum of deposit about the altar. The circumstances are stated in B.S.A., VI., p. 88. These sherds seem to represent, for the most part, a local variety of the ware, characterised by the body glaze, outside and inside, varying in the firing from a bisterous purple to a brilliant brick red. The latter tint is the most common, but often on one side of a vase only. On this the ornament, in very simple geometric or stylised vegetable schemes, is applied in white. The added red pigments, characteristic of the Knossos and Kamara vases, hardly ever occurred. Very few shapes have to be recorded, and those the most suitable for containing food or drink offerings, i.e. bowls, large and small, with and without handles, and three types of thin-walled cup; (1) the straight-sided, flat-handled kind found at Knossos (cf. Plate VII. a, b); (2) a curved-sided variety, not so metallic in appearance, and generally ornamented with a band of spirals under the rim; and (3) a peculiar concave-sided form, similar to Fig. 21. supra, but devoid of foot or distinct base and of handles.

Parts of high stemmed "fruit-stand" vases (v. supra, p. 88) were also common, both in unvarnished red ware, plain or decorated in matt white, and in red varnished ware, with white decoration of stripes and sprays, and with lines of moulding about the base (v. for a specimen, B.S.A., VI., Fig. 27. No. 8). Some fragments of large bowls also showed lines of moulding encircling the vase beneath the handles: the furrows of the moulding are generally outlined in white.
Though the metallic reminiscences of this simpler ware are not so obvious as at Knossos, it still shows like influence in the straight sides and flat handles of the cups, and in the survival of rivet heads at the spring of the handles on both cups and bowls. The elaborate "finger-work" of Knossos is absent, but a simple wavy moulding produced by a similar process in the wet clay, when stiff, appears on two sherds: these are covered with a creamy wash, on which the cherry red is applied in vertical stripes. The one peculiarity of the ordinary white decoration is a double-line cross, usually painted under the bottoms of the straight-sided cups.

The observations made by the previous editors as to the general affinity between certain of the Kamares forms and the Theran hold good. Since the excavation of Phylakopi, however, the number of Melian parallels is become the greater, and direct evidence of intercourse between Melos and Crete has now been obtained. Many Kamares sherds were found with pottery of the "Theran period" in the "Middle City" at Phylakopi, and much worked Melian obsidian occurred in all the prehistoric Knossian strata, from the Neolithic up to the Mycenaean. As to fabric, we can adduce no new parallels. Ware of similar type, characterised by the same white decoration, applied on a black body glaze, with a rarer use of super-added red pigments, has been found both at Tiryns and in the sixth shaft grave at Mycenae. It has also appeared at Kahun in the Fayum, and in Cyprus, though there with a difference. In all these cases, however, the specimens are very few, and might very well be of actual Cretan origin.

The singularity of this Cretan ware, when fully developed, among its Aegean kin, has been emphasised by the Knossos discoveries in one striking particular, namely its imitation of metal technique. The specimens at the disposal of Messrs. Myres and Mariani happened not to illustrate this feature nearly so strongly as our straight-sided cups, especially those with overlapping zones of clay, our long-footed and ring-moulded schaebekannen, and our flat handles with survivals of rivet heads. Specimens of the eggshell variety of this ware, treated superficially to imitate the indentations and protuberances of hammered metal, had already been found at Phylakopi, and drawings made by Mr. D. T. Fyfe of two sherds are
appended, which are singularly instructive examples (Figs. 28, 29). They exactly resemble fragments of chased silver-plate in all but composition. Several similar fragments from Knossos have been noticed above (p. 81).

The point to which this imitation is pushed in the details of certain types of Cretan vases suggests that vessels of metal (most probably, to judge from the imitations, precious ductile metal) were a prominent product of the Cretan pre-Mycenaean civilization; although up to now, no examples have actually been found in the island. Metal vases, precisely similar, are drawn, however, on the clay Knossian tablets, and the famous Vaphio goblets are almost identical in form with the common Kamares straight-sided cups. Closer analogies, if possible, are, however, to be sought on the walls of the tomb of Rekhmara. It is the Kefi tributaries who bear the truest metal types of the plain Kamares cups; and we are not improbably also destined to find in Crete the more elaborate animal-headed forms of vase which appear in the same hands. In the Dictaeae Cave parts of two animals were discovered, which appear to have belonged to vases of a *rhyton* type. The first, the head and shoulders of an ox, is figured in *B.S.A.*, VI, Fig. 33. It is in typical Mycenaean painted ware of the finest "Third Style." The second, in a duller and softer ware, also painted, represents the head of a wild goat with recumbent horns, now broken off, rearing erect on a swelling neck, precisely as the goat and ox heads stand on the Kefi vases. Both heads are artistically among the very best objects found in the Cave.

The close imitation of metal accounts obviously for so many peculiar details of ornament on the Kamares ware, both moulded and painted, that one is inclined to look to the same medium for the prototype of the principal singularity, the plastic "finger-work." In metallurgy, however, there is no known treatment of the surface even remotely similar, the incrusted effect produced sometimes by oxidation being, perhaps, nearer than any other. And since the "finger-work" surface is easily enough produced in clay, when in a fairly stiff state, either by the finger or a brush, it is best for the present to suppose this decoration an independent invention of Cretan ceramic artists.

The immediate ancestor of this Kamares ware is the hand-moulded and
polished black-brown pottery found in the yellow clay stratum on Kephala. No one, comparing the subjoined sherds of this fabric (Fig. 30) with the more primitive geometric designs on Kamares ware (see Fig. 31), can fail to agree that what is incised on the former is repeated in paint on the latter. The same predilection for zigzags and triangles appears in both wares, and the primitive sprays of two sherds in Fig. 30 need only the inevitable development resultant on the substitution of paint for incision, to become the stiff sprays on the Dictaean cups (B.S.A. VI., Fig. 27, Nos. 3, 4). Certain of the incised sherds show that Neolithic potters came to know how to apply a slip, which they polished highly (v. B.S.A., VI, p. 86). The Kamares potter did not polish, but washed a black-brown glaze over the vase in order to produce not only a similar general effect to that long
familiar on the primitive ware, but also a surface which, unlike the earlier polished one, would take paint. The Neolithic potters filled in their incisions with white powdered gypsum, from which practice to the use of white paint is an easy step. One fragment of their ware found on Kephala and represented in Fig. 30 (left hand, third from top), has strong traces of red pigment, remaining both in the lines and the dots. If not due to accidental contact in the earth with some red substance (which is not very probable) this use of red on white supplies a further and signal illustration of a transitional style between the Neolithic and the Kamares methods.

Whether the Kamares ware affected its successor, the Mycenaean, in Crete, is less certain. Up to the present very little pottery of the primitive "Mycenaean" types has been found in the island (v. B.S.A., VI., p. 88), so little indeed, that what there is need not be of native fabric at all. The use of applied white to outline patterns, or disposed in rows of spots, which is noticed on Mycenaean sherds, found both at Knossos and in the Dictaeus Cave, might be

a survival of Kamares decoration, but in ware of the period it is by no means peculiar to Crete. In its most important characteristics of technique, its body glaze, its peculiarities of plastic decoration and imitations of metal work, the Kamares style does not survive in the Mycenaean. Nor—and this fact is of most significance,—do its painted patterns reappear. They had already become stylised, hard and degraded, whereas nothing so much characterises the Mycenaean patterns in Crete as their unconventionality and life. Their flower forms, for example, could not possibly be derived from the stiff Kamares forms. In short, Mycenaean ware in Crete, so far as known at present, seems to reflect the coming of an altogether new influence into Cretan art, which appears so suddenly as to suggest that it came from without, having developed elsewhere. The art that influence brought was too vigorous to be seriously affected by the art of the old civilisation it superseded. The Kamares patterns disappear until Mycenaean patterns have degraded into Geometric.
and the fact that faint revivals are seen again in the latest age may be due
to nothing but the inevitable process of degradation set in anew. It does
not necessarily imply any reappearance of a submerged fabric, preserved by
the common people, while the rulers developed an alien and diverse
culture; but at the same time it is quite possible that there was such a
survival and revival in Crete.

D. G. Hogarth.

F. B. Welch.
MYCENAEAN TREE AND PILLAR CULT AND ITS MEDITERRANEAN RELATIONS.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS FROM RECENT CRETAN FINDS.

[PLATE V.]

§ 1.—Cretan Caves and Hypotheial Sanctuaries.

Among the greater monuments or actual structural remains of the Mycenaean world hitherto made known, it is remarkable how little there is to be found having a clear and obvious relation to religious belief. The great wealth of many of the tombs, the rich contents of the pit-graves of Mycenae itself, the rock-cut chambers, the massive vaults of the bee-hive tombs, are all indeed so many evidences of a highly developed cult of departed Spirits. The pit-altar over grave IV. of the Akropolis area at Mycenae, and the somewhat similar erection found in the Courtyard of the Palace at Tiryns, take us a step further in this direction; but it still remains possible that the second, like the first, may have been dedicated to the cult of the ancestors of the household, and it supplies in itself no conclusive evidences of a connexion with any higher form of worship. In the great South-Western Court, and again in the Central Area of the Palace of Knossos, have now, however, been brought to light the foundations of what seem to have been two rectangular altars; and the special relation in which this building stood to the God of the Double Axe makes a dedication to the Cretan Zeus in this case extremely probable.

In Crete indeed we are on somewhat different ground. Throughout the island are a series of caves, containing votive and sacrificial deposits, going back from the borders of the historic period to Mycenaean and still more remote antiquity. The two greatest of these, on the heights of Ida and Dikta, are connected by immemorial tradition with the cult of the ancient indigenous divinity later described by the Greeks as the Cretan Zeus, whose special symbol was the double axe. The colossal rock-hewn altar at the mouth of the Idaean Cave was unquestionably devoted to the service of this God. In the stela of the votive stratum of the Diktaean Cave we have an article of cult the special

significance of which will be pointed out in a succeeding section. The thorough exploration of this cave, now carried out by Mr. D. G. Hogarth, on behalf of the British School at Athens, has conclusively proved that the old traditions of the birth-place and oracular shrine of the Cretan Zeus attached themselves to this spot. The blasting away of the fallen rocks that enumbered the upper part of the grotto has in fact revealed a rude sacrificial altar and temenos covered with a votive deposit some seven feet deep, while the character of the divinity worshipped was sufficiently indicated by the large number of votive double axes found both here and in the inner sanctuary below. These double axes, as we shall see, may have actually embodied the presence of the God himself. His actual image in anthropomorphic shape was not needed by the religion of that time. The great mass of votive figures found in the sacrificial deposits of these Cretan caves bear no distinctive attributes of divinity. They seem, for the most part at least, to be simply miniature representations of human votaries and their domestic animals, who thus, according to a widespread practice, placed themselves and their belongings under the special protection of the higher powers.

It is possible, as I have elsewhere suggested, that in a small building which occupies a most conspicuous position in the great prehistoric city of Goula, in Crete, we have actually before us the remains of one of these Mycenaean shrines, originally containing a sacred tree. This is a small oblong building, about nine yards long by four wide, with walls originally breast high, consisting of two tiers of large roughly-squared blocks, the upper of which shows externally a projecting border, which recalls on a smaller scale the parapet of a great terrace wall that rises beyond it. The entrance to this low-walled enclosure on the small side to the north has mortised slabs on either side for the insertion of jambs, and must have consisted of a door-way higher than the walls themselves, and which may therefore have served some sacred purpose, the sanctity of the trilith or ritual doorway being widely prevalent in early religious cult, notably among the Phrygians. Here, as in the case of a Knossian cult-scene, to be described below, the doorway of the enclosure may have had either in it or before it a sacred pillar, while the tree itself stood within the hypaethral shrine, spreading its boughs over its low walls and lintel. In front of this entrance is a large rock-cut cistern, originally no doubt, like other cisterns of Goula, roofed in with the aid of limestone beams. In this connexion it may be noticed that the ritual waterings of sacred trees, either from a natural or artificial source, is a regular feature of this form of worship. In the Mycenaean cult this is illustrated by the Vaphio

---

1 See below, p. 113 supr.
2 See Annual of the British School at Athens, 1900.
3 See my letter to the Academy, July 4, 1886, p. 18, and "Goula, the City of Zeus" (Annual of the British School at Athens, 1896).
4 The recent French excavations on this site, conducted by M. De Margne, have shown that a part of it at least was occupied by the inland Lató. But the fact remains incontestable that the overwhelming mass of existing remains belongs to the prehistoric period.
5 See below, p. 181.
Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult.

Gum, representing two lion-headed daemons, who have filled two high-spouted vases from the basin of a fountain, and raise them above what appears to be a nursing palm-tree (Fig. 1). It may be noted that this religious cultivation of the young palms—then no doubt being largely introduced on to Greek soil by the cosmopolitan taste of the Mycenaean rulers—finds a later parallel in the Assyrian representations; first explained by Dr. Tylor, of winged genii fertilising the adult palm with the male cones. The parallelism is very suggestive.

It is not necessary, indeed, to suppose that the sacred tree enclosed *ex hypothesi* in the Goula shrine was a palm. A palm column, it is true, appears on a gem from this site with two deer as supporters, in a scheme to be described below. But in Crete, as elsewhere in the Mycenaean world, there seems to have been a considerable variety of sacred trees. We recognise the pine and the cypress, and the abiding traditions of Knossos and Gortyna show how intimately the plane tree, which so often marks the presence of a spring, was bound up with the cult of the Cretan Zeus. The globular bunches of the tree, beneath which the Goddess sits on the signet from the Akropolis Treasure at Mycenae, have naturally suggested a vine. It will be seen from an interesting fragment from the site of Knossos that the fig must also be included among the sacred trees of the Mycenaeans.

§ 2.—Sacred Fig-Tree and Altar on a Pyxis from Knossos.

The object in question (Fig. 2) is a portion of a cylindrical vase or pyxis of dark steatite, decorated with reliefs, found on the slope of the hill known as Gypoades, which rises opposite to that on which the Palace of Knossos stands. A remarkable feature of this fragment is that its lower margin is perforated by a rivet-hole, and shows other traces which indicate that the bottom of the cup was in a separate piece. The fact that at Palaeokastro, in Eastern Crete, an intaglio exhibiting dolphins and rocks in the same dark steatite, originally the bezel of a Mycenaean ring, was found covered with a thin plate of gold beaten into the design, suggests that in this case too the dull-coloured core may have been coated with the same brilliant material, and that the rivet holes may have partly served to attach the gold plate. It can be shown that the returning spiral designs of the oldest Mycenaean gold work are

---

1. Apparently in a large pot; recalling the culture of nursing palms at Boudighers, where they are largely cultivated for religious purposes, owing to a special privilege from the Pope.

2. See p. 154, Fig. 32.

3. It was obtained by me on the spot in 1894.
simply the translation into metal of the much more ancient steatite reliefs representing the same ornamentation. We may well believe that the steatite reliefs, like those of the fragment before us, gave birth in the same way to the figured designs in repoussé work, such as those that decorate the Vapheio vases, and that we here in fact see the intermediate stage of soft-stone carving, originally coated with a thin gold plate, which led up to more perfected art.

The design itself, so far as it is possible to study it in its fragmentary condition, presents so much naturalism and spirit that we may well believe that had the whole been preserved to us it would have afforded the nearest parallel to the marvellous gold cups from the Spartan tomb.

In the lowest zone of the composition, or, as we may call it, the foreground, appear parts of two male figures. The foremost of the two is in violent action, his right arm raised and his left thrown behind him. He is clad in the Mycenaean loin-clothing, and his feet were apparently swathed in the usual manner. Under his left shoulder fall long tresses of hair, recalling those that appear in the same position on the figures of the Vapheio cups and those of the Kefti tributaries on the tomb of Rekhmara. The prominent treatment of the sinews and muscles resembles that of the leaden figure from Kampos.1

Behind this is a second male figure, who appears to be kneeling on one knee, and holding his right arm forwards, with his fingers and thumb together, as if in the act of sprinkling grain. Immediately behind him is a square block of isodomic masonry, with coping at top, which, from the two-horned object above it, is evidently an altar. It will be shown in the course of this study that this horned adjunct is a usual article of Mycenaean altar furniture.2

The altar, with its regular isodomic structure, recalls the limestone walls of some of the better constructed parts of the Palace at Knossos. It probably reproduces the original form of the rectangular altars in its Courts already referred to, of which only the bases now remain.

In striking contrast to the isodomic construction of the altar are the two low walls of the enclosure represented above. Here we see a series of irregular, mostly more or less diamond-shaped, blocks, which may be taken to represent the earlier roughly polygonal style of wall building. It is not possible, however, to be sure whether we have here a rustic survival of the older style, or whether the irregular character of the masonry is intended to indicate that it is of more ancient date than the altar outside. If, as I venture to believe, we have here to deal with the temenos of a sacred grove, the latter hypothesis may appear the more probable.

The tree within is certainly a fig-tree, the characteristic outline of the leaves being clearly defined. On a signet-ring, to be described below,3 also found on the site of Knossos, a group of sacred trees is seen within the temenos wall of a sanctuary which, from the trident character of their foliage,

---

1 Tsountas, Mykonos, Pl. XI. 2 See below, p. 135 seqq. 3 See p. 170.
Fig. 2.—Fragment of Steatite Pyxis—Knossos.
may also with some probability be recognised as fig-trees. This analogy, coupled with the walled enclosure and the altar in front of it, leads to the conclusion that here too we see before us one of a grove of sacred trees within its sanctuary wall. It is probable that the gold plates in the shape of fig-leaves found in the Acropolis tomb at Mycenae — the thin foil of which proclaims their connexion with funereal cult — are also connected with the special sanctity of this tree.

The traditional sanctity of the fig-tree is well marked in the later cult of Greece. The Sacred Fig, the gift of Demeter, is well known, which stood on the Eleusinian Way beside the tomb of Phytalos, and gave his spirit an undying habitation. Fig-leaves as religious types appear on the coins of Kameiros in Rhodes and of the Carian Idyma. In Laconia Dionysos was worshipped under the form of a fig-tree. A fig-tree is said to have sprung where Gaia sought to ward off the bolts of Zeus from her son Sykeas, and the prophylactic powers of these trees against lightning were well known. The sanctity of the fig-tree among the primitive elements of the Peloponnesse, as well as in Mycenaean Crete, will be shown to have a special value in relation to the Ficus Ruminalis at Rome. Both on the score of fruitfulness, and from the character of the spots where it is found, the fig-tree may well have inspired a special veneration in primitive Aegean cult. In Crete it still grows wild where no other tree can fix its roots, at the mouth of the caves of indigenous divinities and in the rocky mountain cliffs beside once sacred springs.

The post-like object to the right of the fig-tree in the steatite relief fragment remains enigmatical. It may well be some kind of sacred post or 'Ashera' — perhaps the sacred object which recurs with religious subjects on several Mycenaean gems — an upright post impaling a triangle. The attitude of the man apparently engaged in sprinkling grain in front of the altar seems capable of a very probable explanation. When we recall the fact that the altar, with the same horn-like appendages, that surmounts the small gold shrines from the shaft-graves at Mycenae, is accompanied on either side by two figures of doves, and that the shrines themselves stand in close relation to small gold images of a naked Goddess with doves perched on her head and shoulders, it becomes highly probable that the kneeling man on the cup is engaged in sprinkling grain for sacred birds of the same kind. That the dove had become domesticated in Crete before the great days of Mycenae appears probable from the discovery which I made in an early house beneath the Palace at Knossos of a painted vase in the form of a dove, belonging to the pra-Mycenaean or Kamares class of pottery.

1 Schliemann, Mycenae, pp. 191, 192, Figs. 299, 291. These form part of a cruciform ornament. Schliemann did not notice that they were fig-leaves, but their outline is quite naturallyistically drawn.
3 See Bötticher, op. cit. p. 440.
4 See below, p. 128 seqq.
5 See below, p. 154, Fig. 31.
§ 3.—The Dove Cult of Primitive Greece.

It must not be forgotten that birds of various kinds play an important part in this early cult of sacred trees and pillars. Among primitive races at the present day the spiritual being constantly descends on the tree or stone in the form of a bird, or passes from either of them to the votary himself in the same bird form, as the agent of his inspiration.

It is certain that much misconception as to the part played by sacred birds in ancient religion has been produced by the thoroughly unscientific habit of looking for the origin of the associated phenomena through the vista of later highly specialised cults, instead of from the standpoint of primitive ideas. Especially has this been the case with the sacred doves of Greece. Even the dove cult associated with Semiramis was, as has been well pointed out by M. Salomon Reinach, in its origin un-Semitic. Nor in its early stage was there any special connexion with Aphrodite. In the Odyssey the dove bears nectar to Zeus. His soothsaying wild doves at Dodona go back to the beginnings of Hellenic religion. The dove is equally connected with Dioné, who represented the consort of the Pelasgian Zeus long before she was assimilated with Aphrodite. It may be noted that where the sacred doves appear in their simplest European form they are generally associated with a sepulchral cult. It is in fact a favourite shape, in which the spirit of the departed haunts his last resting-place, and in accordance with this idea we see the heathen Lombards ornamenting their grave-posts with the effigy of a dove. Nor was it otherwise in prehistoric Cyprus. The figures of doves that adorn the rims of certain vases from the early Copper Age tombs of the island, accompanied with cone-like figures and small libation vases, are most probably connected with a sepulchral cult.

§ 4.—The Association of Sacred Tree and Pillar.

In succeeding sections attention will be called to a whole series of Mycenaean cult-scenes in which the sacred tree is associated with the sacred pillar. This dual cult is indeed so widespread that it may be said to mark a definite early stage of religious evolution. In treating of this primitive religious type the cult of trees and pillars, or rude stones, has been regarded as an identical form of worship. The group

1 Anthropologie, vl. pp. 262, 263.
2 Oed. xii. 62, 63.
3 Paul Diac. De Gestis Langobardorum, v. 34.
4 Ohnelalsch-Richter, Kypros, the Bible and Homer, p. 283, Figs. 181, 182, 183. Tombs of the early class in which these vases occur go back, if we may judge from the discovery in one of them of a cylinder of Sargon (3000 B.C.), as early as the fourth millennium before our era.
5 For the ideas underlying this widespread primitive cult I must only refer to Tylor, Primitive Cultures, ii. p. 160 seqq. and p. 215 seqq. The spirit is generally forced to enter the stone or pillar by charms and incantations, and sometimes also passes into the body of the priest or worshipper. The ‘possession’ itself of the material object is only in its nature temporary. When the spirit departs the ‘idol’ remains only a sacred object. When a deity is thus brought down into a tree it blends with the tree life.
is indeed inseparable, and a special feature of the Mycenaean cult scenes with which we have to deal is the constant combination of the sacred tree with pillar or dolmen. The same religious idea—the possession of the material object by the person of the deity—is common to both. The two forms, moreover, shade off into one another; the living tree, as will be seen, can be converted into a column or a tree-pillar, retaining the sanctity of the original. No doubt, as compared with the pillar-form, the living tree was in some way a more realistic impersonation of the godhead; as a depository of the divine life manifested by its fruits and foliage. In the whispering of its leaves and the melancholy sighing of the breeze was heard, as at Dodona, the actual voice of the divinity. The spiritual possession of the stone or pillar was more temporary in its nature, and the result of a special act of ritual invocation. But the presence of the tree or bush which afforded a more permanent manifestation of divine life may have been thought to facilitate the simultaneous presence of the divinity in the stock or stone, just as both of them co-operate towards the "possession" of the votary himself.

In India, where worship of this primitive character is perhaps best illustrated at the present day, the collocation of tree and stone is equally frequent. The rough pyramidal pillars of the Bhuta Spirit, the dolmen shrines with their sacred stones, and many other rude "baetyls" of the same kind, such as those of the Horse God and the Village God among the Khonds, are commonly set up beneath holy trees. In the Druidical worship of the West, the tree divinity and the Menhir or stone pillar are associated in a very similar manner, and lingering traditions of their relationship are still traceable in modern folklore. To illustrate indeed this sympathetic conjunction of tree and pillar we have to go no further afield than the borders of Oxfordshire and Warwickshire. Beside the pre-historic stone fence of Rollright the elder tree still stands hard by the King Stone, about which it is told that when the flowery branch was cut on Midsummer Eve, the tree bled, the stone "moved its head."

§ 5.—The "Labyrinth" and the Pillar Shrines of the God of the Double Axe.

It will be shown in the course of this study that the cult objects of Mycenaean times almost exclusively consisted of sacred stones, pillars, and trees. It appears, however, that certain symbolic objects, like the double axe, also at times stood as the visible impersonation of the divinity. A valuable illustration of this aspect of primitive cult, which has hitherto escaped attention, is supplied by the subject of a painted Mycenaean vase (Fig. 8), now in the British Museum, found during the recent excavations at Old Salamis in Cyprus.

---


apparently set in the ground between pairs of bulls, which also have double axes between their horns. But this representation contains a still more interesting feature. At the foot of the handle of axe, namely, appears in each case that distinctive piece of Mycenaean ritual furniture elsewhere described as 'the horns of consecration.' It occupies the same position in relation to the double axe as in other cases it does to the pillar or tree forms of the divinity. We have here therefore an indication that the double axe itself was an object of worship, and represented the material form or indwelling-place of the divinity, in the same way as his iconic image of stone or wood. It is a form of worship very similar to that described by Ammianus as still existing in his days among the Alans of the East Pontic coastlands, who simply fixed a naked sword into the ground with barbaric ritual, and worshipped it as the God of War. A curious parallel to this is to be found in a Hittite relief at Pterium, which represents a great sword with the blade stuck in the ground. The handle here has come to life, and portrays the divinity himself and his lion supporters.

![Diagram](image)

The idea of the double axe as the actual material shape of the divinity, the object into which his spiritual essence might enter as it did into his sacred pillar or tree, throws a new light on the scene represented on the large gold signet from the Akropolis treasure at Mycenae (Fig. 4). Here, above the group of the Goddess and her handmaidens, and beneath the conjoined figures of the sun and moon, is seen a double axe, which is surely

1 Amm. Marc. xxvi. 2, 21. 2 Nec templum apud nec vestitum aut delubrum. . . . sed gladius barbarico ritu hunc figuram antonius encomius at Martem regionum quae circumferent praesens versus cumedit solum. Prof. Ernest Gardner also calls my attention to a passage of the Schol. A on Iliad A 304: ἐν τῇ ἑρμῆς τῆς ἱερατίας τῆς Ἵλιος δέ τε δεξαμενοὶ ἔρχονται. 2 Perrot et Chipiez, L'Art dans l'Antiquité, t. iv. p. 642 and p. 647, Fig. 322.)
something more than a mere symbol. It stands in a natural relation to the small figure of the warrior God to the left, and probably represents one of the cult forms under which he was worshipped. The small, apparently descending, image of the God himself may be compared with a similar armed figure on a ring from Knossos, to be described below, in which the cult form of the divinity is seen in the shape of an obelisk. The tree behind the Goddess on the signet-ring, the small stone cairn on which one of the attendants stands and the double axe probably reproduce for us the external aspect of the scene of worship, into which religious fancy has, here, also pictorially introduced the divine actors. The curious reduplication of the axe blades suggests indeed that it stands as an image of the conjunction of the divine pair—a solar and a lunar divinity. This primitive aspect of the cult, in which the double axe was actually regarded as a pair of divinities, receives in fact a curious illustration from the human imagery of later Greek cult. On the reverse of the coins of Tenedos, as on so many Carian types, the old double axe form of the divinity is still preserved, while on the obverse side appears its anthropomorphic equivalent in the shape of a uniform head, which has been identified with Dionysos and Ariadne. It may be noted that in Tenedos Dionysos is the solar Sabazios of the Thracian-Phrygian cult.

With the evidence of this primitive cult of the weapon itself before our eyes it seems natural to interpret names of Carian sanctuaries like Labraunda in the most literal sense as the place of the sacred Iapyges, which was the

1 Head, Historia Numorum, pp. 456, 477.
Lydian (or Carian) name for the Greek πέλαγος, or double-edged axe. On Carian coins, indeed, of quite late date, the labrys, set up on its long pillar-like handle, with two dependent fillets, has much the appearance of a cult image. The name itself reappears in variant forms, and notably connects itself with Labranda near Mylasa, which was a principal scene of the worship of the Carian Zeus. A traditional connexion between the Carian and old Cretan worship is found in the name Labrandoi applied to one of the Curetes who was said to have migrated to the neighbourhood of Tralles, and whose associate, moreover, Panamoros preserves another form of the name of the Carian divinity.

The appearance of the divine double axe on the vase between the two bulls finds a close parallel in the Mycenaean lentoid gem from the Heraeum, on which a double axe is seen immediately above a bull's head. The connexion of the God of the Double Axe with the animal is well brought out on the Anatolian side by the figure of Jupiter Dolichenus, a Cimmerian variant of the Carian god, who stands, after the old Hittite manner, on the back of the bull. Once more we are taken back to Crete, and to the parallel associations of Zeus-Minos and the Minotaur. These comparisons, moreover, give an extraordinary interest to an identification already arrived at on philological grounds. It was first pointed out by Max Mayer that the Carian Labrandoi or Labrandoi in its variant forms is in fact the equivalent of the Cretan Labyrinthos. The Cretan Labyrinth is essentially 'the House of the Double Axe.'

\[1\] Plutarch, Quo. 9, 43.

\[2\] See especially the reverse of a coin of Aphrodisias, struck under Augustus, B.M. Cat. Caria, &c., Pl. VII. 2. Zeus Labrandoi is often represented in only partially anthropomorphised form.


\[4\] Panamoros is the more usual form. See Kretschmer, Einleitung zu d. Gesch. d. griech. Sprache, p. 363, n. 2.

\[5\] Schleiermacher, Myc., p. 602, Fig. 541; Pottwanger, Antike Gémeina, Pl. II. 42.

\[6\] Jahrhuck d. K. D. Inst. vii. (1892), p. 191. He derives Ασθερνως from Ασθερνως (Zeit), a possible adjectival form of Ασθερνος. A similar but somewhat variant view is put forth by Kretschmer (Einleitung, p. 401), to whom it had occurred independently. He makes Ασθερνως a Cretan corruption of the Carian Ασθερνως, or its alternative form Ασθερνος. Dr. W. Spiegelberg, indeed, has lately (Orientalistische Literatur-Zeitung, Dec. 1900, pp. 447-449), revived the view, suggested by Jahn, that the name Ασθερνως took its origin from the Egyptian building known to the Greeks by that name, the Mortuary Temple, namely of Amenemhat III, whose more lasting monument is the Fayum Province. The official form of Amenemhat's name N = m., \[7\] - Re was Grecised into Λαβράς and Spiegelberg would derive Ασθερνως from this + the -ως ending of place-names, as Κόρεως. But the obvious objection to this is that this termination, which in related forms can be traced through a large Anatolian region as well as Greece, belongs to the pre-Hellenic element of the Aegean world, to the same element, in fact, to which labrys itself belongs. On the other hand it is quite natural to suppose that the Greeks, having taken over the word Ασθερνως applied by the earlier race to the Cretan building, should derive of Voltairean in form of the Temple of 'Labarum.'

\[8\] Max Mayer and Kretschmer (loc. cit.) derive the names of the places Ασθερνως and Ασθερνως from the names of the God, and thus indirectly from the Ασθερνως. But the numerous terminations of local Carian names in -ος, on the one side, and of pre-Hellenic sites in Greece in -θες or -ως on the other, make it probable that both the Labyrinth and Labrandas may have taken their name directly from the sacred axe, meaning simply 'the place of the labrys.'
In the great prehistoric Palace at present partially excavated by me at Knossos I have ventured on many grounds to recognise the true original of the traditional Labyrinth. It is needless here to speak of its long corridors and succession of magazines with their blind endings, its tortuous passages, and maze of lesser chambers, of the harem scenes painted on its walls, and its huge fresco-paintings and reliefs of bulls, grappled perhaps by men, as on a gem impression from the same site, the Mycenaean prototype of Theseus and the Minotaur. All this might give a local colour to the mythical scenes with which the building became associated. But there is direct evidence of even a more cogent nature. It was itself the "House of the Double Axe," and the Palace was at the same time a sanctuary. The chief corner stones and door-jambs, made of huge gypsum blocks, are incised with the double-axe sign, implying consecration to the Cretan Zeus. More than this, in the centre of the
building are two small contiguous chambers, in the middle of each of which rises a square column, formed of a series of blocks, on every side of each of which in one case and on three sides of the other is engraved a double axe (Fig. 5). There can, I venture to think, be little doubt that these chambers are shrines, probably belonging to the oldest part of the building, and the pillars thus marked with the sign of the God are in fact his aniconic images. The double axe is thus combined with the sacred pillar.

This view is corroborated by the occurrence in a Mycenaean building excavated by Mr. Hogarth on the opposite hill of Gypsades of a small room with a pillar of the same construction, on either side of which were more or less symmetrically arranged rows of clay cups turned upside down, such as are otherwise so abundantly associated with the votive deposits of the Cretan Cave sanctuaries. In this case the blocks forming the central pillar are not incised with the double axe symbol; but if the addition of any special religious attribute is now wanting, it may originally have been supplied by means of the painted coating of plaster so generally employed in Mycenaean Knossos.

These Cretan pillar shrines find an interesting parallel in two contiguous chambers excavated by the British School at Phylakopi, which were also exceptionally provided with free-standing square pillars. The presence of a curious type of painted vessel of the earlier Argean class, apparently used for the reception of libations, had already made it probable to the excavators that these columnar chambers should be regarded as shrines. In this case, as probably in the Palace at Knossos, this pillar shrine in its original form goes back to the pre-Mycenaean period. In the presence of the Cretan parallels the full value of the free-standing pillar here as a vehicle of divine presence must now be recognised. It will be shown from a variety of evidence that the most typical form of the Mycenaean sacred pillar is represented as actually performing a structural function, and is in fact a 'Pillar of the House.'

A useful commentary on these more or less domestic pillar shrines of the Mycenaeans is supplied by a vase fragment from a tomb at Enkomi (Old Salamis), in which female votaries are seen within a two-storied building, their hands raised in the act of adoration on either side of what appear to be square columns like those in the Knossian chambers (Fig. 6).

The recent exploration of the inner sanctuary of the Diktaean Cave has produced an interesting discovery which may be taken to illustrate the Mycenaean pillar worship in its most primitive and naturalistic form. In the lower vault of the Cave, and partly out of the waters of its subterranean pool, rises a forest of stalactite columns, stuck into the crevices of which Mr. Hogarth found hundreds of votive bronzes, and among them a quantity of double axes declaring the special dedication to the Cretan Zeus. In these votive objects, thrust into the crevices of the stalactite, wemy, I venture to think, see something more than a convenient way of disposing of offerings. They clearly indicate

---

Footnotes:
1. See *Annual of the British School at Athens*, 1897–8, p. 18.
3. *Annual of the British School at Athens*, p. 78, Fig. 127.
that in this case the natural columns of this Cavern shrine were regarded as the baetyllic forms of the divinity, just as the Cave itself is here his temple. It may be observed, moreover, in this connexion that some of the shorter stalagmitic formations of this "Holy of Holies" are perfect representations of the omphalos type, and perhaps supply the true explanation of the origin of this form of sacred stone.

It will be shown in the succeeding section that the inscribed libation table found in the upper sanctuary of the same Cave is in a similar way associated with a baetyllic form of the God as an artificial column or cone.

§ 6.—The Bautulos and Baetyllic Tables of Offering.

There will be repeated occasion for observing the close correspondence of the Mycenaean and Semitic cult of sacred pillars. The best known instance of the kind is the pillar set up by Jacob, which was literally Bethel, the House of God. It has been suggested that these Semitic words or some parallel form of the same—indicating the stone as the temporary place of indwelling for a divinity—supplied the Greeks with the term Bautulos or Bautulos, and applied in a special way to the stone which, according to the

\[\text{Footnote: 1 Lenormant, Art. ‘Bautulia’ in Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire d’Antiquités, l. 642 sqq.; Baudissin, Studien zur Semitischen Religion, l. 232 sqq.; Dr. H. Lowy, Die Semitischen Fremdwörter im Griechischen, pp. 253, 256, who prefers the derivation ‘baut ‘clock.’ The word was derived by the ancient grammarians from the Cretan bautus = goat or goat-skin, in} \]
Cretan legend, was swallowed by Kronos under the belief that it was his son. But this stone, as Lenormant has well pointed out, is in fact nothing else than the material form of the Cretan Zeus himself. The name was equally applied to the black cone representing the Sun God at Baalbec.1

In the stalactite pillars of the inner sanctuary of the great Diktaean Cave with their votive double axes, the emblems of the Cretan Zeus, we have already ventured to recognise baetyllic shapes of the God in a purely natural form. But, over and above this, there remains a remarkable piece of evidence which assuredly implies the existence of an artificial pillar image of the divinity; it may be even the actual ‘baetyllos’ of remote tradition.

In the great upper hall of the Cave, near the small temenos more recently explored by the late Director of the British School, was found the fragment of a steatite table with cup-like receptacles for libations, and bearing upon it part of a prehistoric inscription, described by me in a previous publication.2 The evidence of a triple libation was there compared with the old Arcadian rite, the offering to the Dead before the falls of Styx.3

Πρότα μελεκρήτη, μετέπειτα δε ηοδί ειμφ.
Το πρότον αὐθ’ ἡδατ.

The special appropriateness was pointed out of such a rite in the case of the Cave shrine of the infant Zeus, where, according to the legend, he had been fed by the Nymphs with mingled milk and honey.4 But there remains another feature of the Libation Table which brings it into still closer relation with the primitive baetyllic image of the God.

The slab of offering, in this case, with its triple receptacle, is in fact a part of a table. Its angles on the under side show projections which fitted on to four legs. But over and above these corner supports, which for a table of such dimensions would have been amply sufficient, the under surface of the offertory slab also displays a larger circular prominence, which shows that it was set over a small central column. The analysis of the original cult object now becomes clear. The Table of Offerings itself is only a secondary feature. The slab with the cups for libation was simply placed over the pillar,—here, perhaps, as shown in the reconstruction of the whole in Fig. 7, of slightly conical outline,—which in fact represents the aniconic image of the divinity, the actual baetyllos of Zeus.

The corner posts of the libation table were only added to afford additional security; they give to the whole the appearance of a small shrine resembling the Mycenaean pillar shrines to be described in succeeding

---

1. Elymval. Mag. 5. 7.
3. Od. x. 519, 520.
sections. In a sense, too, the table here has a real analogy with these, the top slab of such bætylic shrines being used either as a resting place for votive objects or as the support of a Mycenaean altar. It is to be noted, however, that in both cases the centre of the whole religious construction is the aniconic image within. The term 'altar,' which has been so usually applied to these Mycenaean structures, is quite inadequate, though, as we shall see, these bætylic tables gave rise in later days, when the aniconic image itself had been superseded, to a Cretan form of altar, and to certain types of tripod.

In the most primitive form of this pillar cult the offerings are simply placed on the holy stone. In other cases a basket or some temporary receptacle is laid on top of it, containing the offering. Thus, for example, in a Greek-Roman relief, the shovel-shaped basket of Bacchus—the Liknos or

Fig. 7.—Bætylic Table of Offering from the Diktan Cave, Restored.

\[\text{1 The analogy between these and the Diktan Latioins Table as reconstructed has been noted by Dr. P. Wolters (Jahrh. d. k. d. Inst. 1909, pp. 147, 148); but the explanation given by him, that both the Diktan structure and those represented on the signs are 'altars,' fails, as I venture to believe, short of the truth. The view again and again put forward in the course of the present study, is that they are in reality small shrines, the central columnar support of which is the aniconic image of the divinity. They are only 'altars' in a secondary sense.}

\[\text{2 I have actually seen egg offerings thus placed on the top of a sacred stone in Finishe Laphan. The stone itself was so high that for the convenience of the votaries a primitive form of ladder in the shape of a notched pine trunk was laid against it.}

\[\text{3 Mon. Inediti, ii, Pl. 57; Bötticher, Baumkultur, Pl. 56.}\]
Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult.

Vannus—laden with grapes and other fruit—is placed on the conform summit of a divine pillar, which, as so often the case, is associated with a holy tree and acral arch. It is interesting to note that the most typical form of the Hittite altars represents the superposition of a receptacle of the same shape as this offerory basket on what must certainly be recognised as a baetylic cone (Fig. 8 a). In other cases the same conical base supports a small flat slab with offerings upon it (Fig. 8 b). and at times again it is simply surmounted by a rayed disk indicative of the divinity of the stone (Fig. 8 c).¹

The cup-shaped receptacles of the Diktanian slab represent, in a more developed form, the cup-like hollows worked for the reception of offerings in the capstones of some of our Dolmens, which themselves served as the shrines of departed human spirits.

A very interesting parallel to the baetylic libation table of the Diktanean Cave is supplied from a quarter which has perhaps a special significance in connexion with the primitive monuments of Cretan religion. The Libyan God Zeus Ammon was represented in his oracular shrine of the Oasis as a kind of cone or omphalos, a survival of aniconic worship which recalls the obelisk of his Egyptian impersonation, Amen-Ra. But a limestone object (Fig. 9) obtained by Dr. Dennis in the Cyrenaica² reproduces the essential features of the pillar table of the Diktanean Cave. The central column is here of conical form, which on Libyan soil we should naturally connect with the native Zeus. The table above has the four subsidiary legs of the Cretan type, while its upper surface is surmounted by a kind of receptacle open

¹ Figs. 8 a, and 8 b. Tarass seal, ivonite, Arch. Inst., Journ. 1887, p. 348 (Ashmolean Museum); cf. cylindrical seal from Carians in Cappadochia, Dresden Museum (L. Moser and Zschietzsch, Orientalische Lit. teatur-Zeit., 1900, p. 432, Fig. 1). Fig. 8 c, seal from Vingst, S. E. of Boghaz Kiöi, Bagdad, Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch. 12, Nov. 1880, (in the British Museum). Cf. another seal from Vingst (T. Tyler, Internat. Congr. of Orientalists, 1892, p. 287, Fig. 13), where the winged disk surrounds a somewhat more primitive cone. On several examples the God himself is seen in anthropomorphic form before his baetylic cone and altar slab.

² New in the British Museum, Mr. Dennis.
on one side, and in this respect resembling the basket or Vannus placed on the sacred pillar already described.

It is possible that the cult object from the Cyrenaica is of considerably later date than that from the Diktæan Cave, but there can be no doubt as to the parallelism presented by its constituent parts. Here, too, we have,—moulded, it is true, into a single piece,—the central object of worship, in this case a sacred cone, with the table placed above it and the receptacle for offerings on the upper surface.

Two interesting pieces of evidence seem to show that this baetyllic table formed a special feature in the indigenous Cretan cult, and even survived to Roman times. On a Mycenaean lentoid gem found in Crete, and presenting in a variant form the 'Lions' Gate type,¹ the sacred object on which the forefeet of the animals rest is neither the columnar image nor the usual Mycenaean altar with incurving sides, but an object consisting of a short central column, with a slab above it, further supported by side legs (Fig. 10). Here once more we recognise the essential features of the offertory table placed above the sacred pillar.

![Fig. 10.—Baetyllic Table used as a Base for Sacral Lions on Cretan Gem.](image1)

![Fig. 11.—Baetyllic Altar on Coin of Cretan Commem.](image2)

In a much later shape, and with the original idea of the pillar idol merged in the sanctity of the whole block as a vehicle of offering, we find the same religious element surviving in a form of altar which occurs on certain coins of the Cretan community² as a badge of their common worship. On these coins (Fig. 11), struck under the Roman dominion, and bearing in an abbreviated form the legend ΚΟΙΝΟΝ ΚΡΙΤΩΝ, we still clearly distinguish the central baetyllic column and the offertory slab above, with the legs at its angles. The table itself is here surmounted by a central akroterion, and lateral excrescences which represent here, as elsewhere, the tradition of the typical cult object of Mycenaean times, 'the horns of consecration.'

---

¹ More fully described below. See p. 161.

² Svoronos, Numismatique de la Crète ancienne, Pl. XXXV. 30.
MYCENAEAN TREE AND PILLAR CULT.

Some impressed glass plaques recently found by Dr. Tsountas in tombs of the Lower Town at Mycenae\(^1\) supply three different examples of the ancient pillar cult in association with the strange lion-headed daemons of Mycenaean religion.\(^2\) Elsewhere\(^3\) we have seen the same monsters in the ritual act of watering the nurseling palms. In the present case they are engaged in pouring libations over sacred stones and pillars. In Fig. 12\(^4\) we see them holding the usual prochous vases, or beaked ewers, over what appears to be a cauris formed of natural stones, with a larger block on the top. This primitive form of stone worship recalls the setting up of stones from the bed of the Jordan by Jacob at Gilgal. It also receives a possible illustration in the stone heap on which a small figure stands in the scene presented by the great signet from Mycenae. In Fig. 13\(^5\) the same daemons are similarly engaged on either side of square pillars, which in form recall those with the incised double axes in the Palace of Knossos. The third example (Fig. 14)\(^6\) is of a somewhat different kind, and supplies a most interesting analogy to the 'baetylic table' described above.

Here the ritual libation is poured into what appears to be a kind of bowl,\(^7\) resting on a column of the Mycenaean architectural type, decreasing in diameter towards its base. The bowl has two further supports on either side, answering to the legs of the offering slab in the types above described. It

---

\(^1\) Thanks to the kindness of Dr. Tsountas I am able to reproduce these objects from drawings made by M. Gilliéron.

\(^2\) See below, p. 168 seqq.

\(^3\) See Fig. 1, p. 101.

\(^4\) From a dramos tomb, with rock-cut square chamber, some distance north of the Acropolis.

\(^5\) Found in a plundered tholos tomb west of the ridge leading from the Acropolis to Chavрис.

\(^6\) Found in the same tomb as the preceding.

\(^7\) Dr. Tsountas interprets this feature in the same manner. It might be also regarded as a capital of the column, but this would not explain the side supports. It is obviously a receptacle.
is possible that in this case there were only three legs, and that what we see before us is in fact a tripod with a central stem. This religious type again supplies the prototype of a class of tripods that survived to later times, where it also assumes an anthropomorphic form. The interior baetyllic pillar indeed could hardly be thus treated; and the anthropomorphic element was transferred to the outer supports. A well known example of this kind is supplied by the Oxford tripod, in which the basin, in addition to its central stem, is supported by three figures of Goddesses standing on the backs of lions. In a zoomorphic form the same underling idea is illustrated by the three serpents of bronze, which formed the central prop of the golden tripod dedicated to the Delphian God out of the spoils of the battle of Plataea.  

§ 7.—Zeus Kappósas and the Meteoric Element in Baetyllic Stones.

The sanctity of baetyllic stones and pillars is due to a variety of causes It may be connected with some particular manifestation supposed to be of a spiritual nature—to the interpretation of a sign, or of a dream, as in the case of Jacob's pillar. Artificial pillars may owe their indwelling spiritual being to the holiness of the spot where they are set up, to religious symbols like the double axe carved on their surface, or to some special rite of consecration, of which, in Mycenaean religion, the two-horned cult object set before them is often the external symbol. Wooden columns, as we shall see, often take over their sanctity from the sacred tree out of which they are hewn.

There is also a good deal of evidence to show that certain natural blocks derived their baetyllic qualities from the fact that they were of meteoric origin. According to Sanchoniathon, Baetylos 'is the son of Ouranos,' in other words sky-fallen. The phenomena associated with aerolites seem indeed to a certain extent to have attached themselves to the whole class of sacred stones. The early cults of the Greek world supply a good illustration of this class of ideas in the 'rule stone,' or ἀπόξις ἄθροι, that stood near Gythion in Laconia, and was known as Zeus Kappósas—in other words the Zeus 'fallen down' from heaven. Allied to this are the kerameia or thunderstones, which, as the 'bolts of heaven,' were naturally recognised in the stone axes of an earlier age. A stone found near Martineia bears an archaic inscription, which shows that

---

1 See Prof. P. Gardner, J.H.S. xvi. (1890) Pl. XII. and p. 275 sqq., where various classical parallels to this type of tripod are given.
2 Herodotus (ix. 81) speaks of the tripod as standing over the three-headed serpent.
3 P. 30, Ed. Orelli.
4 See Sam Wide, Lokalische Culte, p. 21.
5 Zeus Kappésas is der vom Himmel gefallene ἀπόξις ἄθροι: εἰστὶν ταύτα = εἰστὶ τά τινας aus der Wurzel ῥίν., ῥην., κυλι. τοῦτος = ταῦτα τούτα.
6 Sam Wide saw in it rather a 'thunder-stone' than a meteorite. But the two ideas can hardly  
be kept distinct.
7 Pliny, H.N. xxxvii. 9. Sotacor et alia duo genera fact ceramicas, siveae rubentesque, ac similis esse quae securibus;  
8 quae siveae sunt et rotundae arbors expugnati et classem  
9 omnes bestias vocari; quae vero longa sunt ceramicas. Bello atque Babylono. Cum stone  
axes or cults regarded as thunderbolts, cf. J. Evans, Ancient Stone Implements (2nd ed.), p. 62 sqq.
10 Αἱ δὲ ἐρασκότες, Causer, Del. (2nd Ed.) 441.
11 (I. C. A. 101) S. Wide, loc. cit., refers to this.
Zeus himself could be personified as such a stone. The rude stone images of the Charites at Orichomenos were sky-fallen; and a kindred form of the belief is found in the case of the still half-aniconic image of 'the Diana of the Ephesians,' that fell down from Jupiter. It is certain that the religious effect of the descent of a meteorite must have been very great in primitive societies, and may indeed be regarded as the actual origin of certain local cults. But the idea of rude stones as the indwelling place of divinities or spirits was far too universal to be traced to this single source. The meteoric element must rather be regarded as a contributory influence, whence certain features in the beliefs regarding baetyllic stones were derived. The idea of their flying through the air or falling from heaven, and their supposed power of burning with inner fire and shining in the night-time, were probably suggested by the phenomena associated with meteoric stones.

§ 8.—Squenchal Scele as Baetyllic Habitations of Departed Spirits.

The stage in aniconic worship in which the pillar is of a purely artificial kind and the stone is, as it were, offered to a spiritual being as a place of habitation, marks an advance on the more primitive idea of a holy stone as one that has in some way manifested itself as being in spiritual possession. Yet the rites by which the medicine men of primitive races the world over are able to shut up Gods or Spirits in a material object, show how easily the idea of attracting or compelling such spiritual occupation must have arisen. A proof of this is found in the ideas attaching to the rude stone monuments placed over graves. These have not merely a memorial significance, but are actually a place of indwelling for the ghosts of the occupant of the tomb or his followers and slaves. It is before the dead in his stony form that due offerings of food and drink are placed; and when the monument takes a human shape, such as in a grosser form is assumed by the Kamennayes Babe that rise above the Kurgans of the Russian Steppes, or in a more artistic guise is seen in the funereal reliefs of Sparta, the deceased himself is often represented holding in his hands the cup for libations. The stele of the graves at Mycenae must themselves be regarded as baetyllic forms of the departed spirits of members of the royal house; and in the reliefs upon them exhibiting scenes of war and the chase we may recognise a compromise between the idea of supplying a spirit with an aniconic habitation, and that of pictorially delineating it in human form, of which we shall see numerous illustrations in Mycenaean cult scenes.

§ 9.—The Tomb of Zeus.

The two conceptions of the pillar image of divinity and of the tombstone as the dwelling place of a departed spirit meet in the idea of a mortal God.

---

1 See Prof. H. A. Miers, 'The Fall of Meteorites in Ancient and Modern Times,' Science Progress, vol. vii. 1898.
In some respects later traditions of this class may be due to the mere attempt to explain the presence of an aniconic image of divinity in days when anthropomorphic forms had triumphed. But the very ancient religious elements with which traditions of this class are often bound up point to a time when the God himself could be regarded as having run an earthly course, and passed through the gates of death.

We are tempted to believe that some of the small cellular shrines, illustrated by the signet rings of the Mycenaeans, were themselves derived from analogous forms of a primitive sepulchral architecture such as we find in the megalithic dolmen chamber of Mycenae itself, and the analogous structure belonging to the praec-Mycenaean or Amorgian period of Aegean culture lately excavated at Chalundrian in Syra.

The survival of such sepulchral traditions in connexion with divinities is very widespread on Greek Syrian and Anatolian ground. The tomb of Adonis was placed within the temple-court of Byblos. In that of Paphos the grave of Aphrodité was pointed out as well as her sacred cone, and with it was the burial-place of her chosen priest, the hero Kinyras, a favourite or double of Apollo, otherwise akin to the Cilician Sando. The omphalos of Apollo at Delphi became known as 'the tomb of Dionysos'—who, under his earlier Thracian form of Sabazios, was himself a Sun-God—and was even said to bear an inscription parodied from that of the Cretan Zeus. At other times it was the Pythion's tomb.

This solar aspect of Dionysos gives a special value to the fact that at Argos the 'tomb of Ariadné' was shown in the sanctuary of the Cretan Dionysos. In the sacred grove of Aphrodité Ariadné at Anathus in Cyprus was also shown her tomb.

At Amyklæ, where, as we now know from Tsountas's excavations, the local cult goes back to Mycenaean antiquity, the colossal image of Apollo, which even in classical times had only partially lost its original aniconic form, stood on its altar seat above the grave of his favourite Hyakinthos. But Hyakinthos himself simply represents the local God of Amyklæ in a reduplicated form, and the Laconian colonists, who transferred his tomb and cult to Tarentine soil, regarded Apollo and Hyakinthos as one and the same divinity. In the days when the cult images of the Gods had taken human forms the aniconic idol ceased to be generally intelligible to the worshippers, and its occasional survival side by side with the anthropomorphic impersonation of the divinity led to a revival of the sepulchral tradition in another form. The sacred cone was supposed to mark the burial place of some

1 Tsountás, 'Ερ. Αρχ. 1899, Π. VII.
2 Chem. Rom. Recogn. 1. 24; Emmann, Kypros und der Ursprung des Aphroditetempels, p. 34.
3 Chem. Alex. Prakt. p. 40; see Emmann, op. cit. p. 23 and p. 27 sqq.
4 Tzatzén, Hermes. 8, 25. "Ο άποφαλπα ρέφαν τού Διονύσου.
5 Philod. fr. 22 in Malal, ἐντὸς ἡδίν τινος οὕτως ἐν Δελφοῖς παρὰ τοῦ Αἴκλαντος τῆς χρυσώος. Ὁδὸν ἐν τῷ τειχῷ ἐποιεῖται ὁ ναός, ὅτι τὸ γαρ ὁ θυσίαν ὁ θεὸς ἠτέλεσεν τῷ Διονύσῳ ἐκ Σιδῆρου.
6 Plato, ii. 23, 7.
7 Plutarch, Théog. 20.
8 Ἐκτὸς Ἀμυκλαῖον. ['Ερ. Αρχ. 1892, p. i sqq.]
9 Cf. Polyb. i. viii. 30, 2.
associated hero or mythical being, in reality simply representing a dual type of the God himself.

But the conception of the mortal God and the cult of his sepulchral monument is most familiar in the abiding traditions of the Cretan Zeus. The 'tomb of Zeus' was shown in Crete down to at least the fourth century of our era, and it was indeed the preservation of this piece of primitive religion, so foreign to later notions, that gained for the Cretans the distinguishing epithet applied to them by Kallimachos and St. Paul. Possibly more than one locality claimed to possess the sepulchre, as the records preserved of it sometimes seem to couple it with the Cave of Zeus on Mount Ida, sometimes with Knossos. Lactantius places it at Knossos, and adds that it bore the inscription in early Greek characters, Zeus, son of Kronos; but according to one version, which clearly fits on to the praen-Hellenic tradition of the island, the original name on the tomb was that of Minos. According to one legend Pythagoras was said to have written on the tomb:

"Ὦς ἐπὶ θανόν χείται Ζάω ὑπὶ Δία κυκλῆσκοςιν."

Lucian speaks of a tomb and stele and the continued veneration of the monument is attested by Christian writers down to Julius Firmicus, who wrote in the first half of the fourth century. After this there is a break in the written records till the eleventh century, when Michael Psellus speaks of the legend as still living, and relates that the Cretans show a cairn or heap of stones above the grave of Zeus. This might be taken to show that the older monument was then a heap of ruins. It is certain that later Cretan tradition has persistently connected the tomb of Zeus with Mount Juktas which rises as the most prominent height on the land side above the site of Knossos. Personal experiences obtained during two recent explorations of this peak go far to confirm this tradition. All that is not precipitous of the highest point of the ridge of Juktas is enclosed by a 'Cyclopean' wall of

1 Hymn., B.-
2 De Palae Religionibus, lib. iv. c. 44. "Sepulchrum sinus (sc. Jovis) est in oppido Gneso, insae sepulchrum inscriptam antiqua littera Graecis in Zevn vni Krousou.'
3 Schol. in Callimachum, Hymn., 1. According to this version the original description was Minos vni Δίαυς τύφος—then the name of Minos was omitted. This version may, of course, be set down to Ennematism, but it seems to record a true religious process by which the cult of Minos passed into that of Zeus. That this explanation should have obtained currency is another indication that a tomb of Zeus was shown at or near Knossos.
4 Porphyry, s. Pyth. § 17. Cf. Chrysostom in Ep. Pauli ad Tit. 3. Hoeck, Creta, iii. p. 36. The passages relating to the tomb of Zeus are collected in Meursius, Creta, p. 80.
5 Inp., Trag. 45, τάφος τοῦ ζηνίν ἱερωνυμιαν καὶ στήλης εἰς εορτάζειν. Cf., too, De Sacris, 13.
6 De Errorre Profanarum Religionum, c. vii. 6, A main Cretan mythic mortal Zeus τεντων γενομένων ἔλεγεν.
7 Αὐσαγηγέ τιν θάτσαλον, cited by Meursius, Creta, s. τάφος ζευσίνοις καλαν. Buondelmonti and other later writers refer to the tomb as above a cavern.
8 Dr. Joseph Hazzidakis, the President of the Cretan Synagogues at Candia, and now Ephor of Antiquities, informs me that the remains on the top of Mount Juktas are still known to the country people about as Μέγα τού Ζα.
large roughly oblong blocks, and within this enclosure, especially towards the summit, the ground is strown with pottery dating from Mycenaean to Roman times, and including a large number of small cups of pale clay exactly resembling those which occur in votive deposits of Mycenaean date in the caves of Diktæ and of Ida, also intimately connected with the cult of the Cretan Zeus. No remains of buildings are visible in this inner area, which tends to show that the primitive enclosure was the temenos of a sanctuary, rather than a walled city. On the uppermost platform of rock, however, are remains of a building constructed with large mortarless blocks of which the ground-plan of part of two small chambers can be roughly traced. A little further on the ridge is the small church of Aphendi Kristos, or the Lord Christ, a name which in Crete clings in an especial way to the ancient sanctuaries of Zeus and marks here in a conspicuous manner the diverted but abiding sanctity of the spot. Popular tradition, the existing cult, and the archaeological traces point alike to the fact that there was here a 'holy sepulchre' of remote antiquity.

Attention will be called below to the scenes on two of the signet rings from Mycenae which certainly seem to point to a funereal cult of some heroic or divine personage, whose shield in one case is suspended to a shrane beside his pillar image. It is possible that the Mycenaean shield itself, which so often appears as a symbol in the field of gems and signets, at times represents, like the double-axe, the aniconic embodiment of the divinity or departed hero. The shield borne by the warrior God on Mycenaean paintings and engraved rings passes naturally to his orgiastic worshippers, the Curetes or Corybantes of later cult. In the case of their Italian counterparts the Salli—the orgiastic priesthood of ancient Rome—the actual form of the Mycenaean shield is preserved in the Ancilia, which were themselves possessors of divine powers of movement and of warning clangour. The first Ancile was 'sky-fallen' like a baetylic stone.

§ 10.—Small Dimensions of the Mycenaean Shrines.

The shrines of such a baetylic form of worship as the Mycenaean are naturally small. In some cases we have seen a mere olistorix slab, with its

1 The spot was visited by Pashley (Travels in Crete, l. p. 232 seqq.) who gives a sketch of a part of the outer temenos wall. He also found the spot locally known as the ' Tomb of Zeus.' The best account of the circuit wall is that given by Dr. Antonio Taramelli, 'Ricerche Archeologiche Cretesi,' p. 70 seqq. (Mon. Arch., vol. ix. 1899), accompanied by plans and illustrations. I cannot find, however, in either writer any mention of the remains of the small building on the summit.

2 See Academy, June 20, 1896, p. 318. The eastern and western ranges of Diktæ, the sites respectively of the Temple and Cave of Zeus, are known as the Aphendi Vounio, from Ἀδενίς Βουνόν, or *Christ the Lord.* A votive deposit, apparently connected with some Zeus cult, on a peak of Leaset is also known as Aphendi Christos. It is, perhaps, worth noting in this connection that at *Minnias* Gaza Zeus Kestagensis was known as Marnas, a form of the Syrian word for *Lord.*

3 See below, p. 177, 189.

4 This comparison has been independently made by Mr. Warde Fowler, The Roman Festivals, p. 350. A similar shield, as Mr. G. F. Hill points out, is carried by the Juns of Larriam in Roman dase.

corner props, placed above the stone. In a succeeding section attention will
be called to the sacred pillar placed beneath an arch or doorway or beneath
the capstone of a kind of dolmen cell. To such primitive shrines, based on
the megalithic chambers of a sepulchral cult, parallels can be found in
various parts of the world. It will be shown, for instance, in the course of this
study that the Indian dolmen cells with the baetylic stones set up within them,
and the ancient megalithic shrines, such as those of Hagiār Kim and Giganteja
in the Maltese Islands or the Balearic Talyots, present a close analogy to
the Mycenaean type in which the pillar itself acts as an additional support
to the roof-stones. Of these baetylic cells the dove-shrines of the Akropolis
tomb at Mycenae with their triple division and summit altars, present a
somewhat more complex type. A still further development of this tripartite
shrine is now supplied by a fresco painting from the Palace of Knossos
representing a small temple, largely of wood-work construction, in which the
columns are clearly indicated as aniconic images by the "horns of consecration,"
placed beside them and at their feet. A detailed description of this
Mycenaean temple is reserved for a later section.¹

But even this, the most elaborate example of a Mycenaean sanctuary,
is of small dimensions, as is shown by the human figures beside it and the
horns within. The religious ideas indeed associated with this aniconic cult
were far removed from those that produced the spacious temples of later
times. The sepulchral chambers, the abode of departed spirits, supplied a
much nearer analogy, and the true germ of their development. Of anthropo-
menomorphic temple images there is as yet no trace, and it was not necessary,
as in later times, to accommodate the God with a palatial dwelling, which was
in fact the glorified megaron of mortal kings. It is doubtless owing to the
small dimensions of the Mycenaean shrines that up to the date of the recent
Cretan discoveries so little trace has been found of places of worship among
the monumental records of this period. A sacred tree too, it must be re-
membered, leaves no mark; its sanctuary is hypaethral, and the surrounding
enclosure often of rustic construction.

§ 11.—Aniconic Cult Images Supplemented by Pictorial Representations of
Divinities: Transitions to Anthropomorphism.

It has been remarked above that there is as yet no indication of temple
images in human form. It is true that a certain number of figures appear
on the Mycenaean religious designs, which may with great probability be
taken to portray the divine personages themselves, rather than their wor-
shippers. But it may safely be said that we have here to do with creations of
religious fancy, rather than with the actual objects of cult. The idols remained
aniconic, but the Gods themselves were naturally pictured to the mind of their
worshippers under a more or less human aspect. It is probable that if more

¹ See p. 192 sqq.
of the Mycenaean paintings had been preserved, something like a complete view of this imaginative side of the religion might have been unfolded to us. Apart from the minor relics, to which we shall presently turn, the only real indication of a cult scene is supplied by the painting on the stucco tablet found in a private house at Mycenae, in which two female adorants stand facing on either side an altar, by which is the figure of an armed God, protected by a great S-shaped body-shield. A figure of a God with rayed shoulders, holding a similar body-shield, also occurs on a painted ossuary from Milato, in Crete. So, too, a fragment of a fresco from Mycenae itself also reproduces some of the strange Mycenaean daemons. Considering how very little has reached us of the pictorial art of this period, these surviving illustrations of religious subjects, as seen on these paintings, and still more on the signet rings, may be taken to indicate that in this way the outward forms of the Gods and their surroundings were fixed and familiarised by the Mycenaean artists long before they actually affected the shape of the cult images. Here the Gods or other supernatural beings stood portrayed as they were described in hymns and incantations, haunting their sacred seats, feasting in their celestial groves and gardens, or descending at the prayer of the votaries before their sacred pillars and altar-stones. On the Knossian ring already referred to a remarkable illustration will be found of this dual conception of divinity in its human and its pillar form. There an armed God is seen descending in front of his sacred obelisk, before which the votary stands in the attitude of adoration. It is the artist's attempt to express the spiritual being, duly brought down by ritual incantation, so as temporarily to possess its stony resting-place. Elsewhere we see the figure of a Goddess seated beside or even upon her rustic shrine, or, as in the case of the great signet ring from Mycenae, beneath her sacred tree, and tended by her handmaidens. In other cases, as in the Lion's Gate scheme, we see the pillar image between its guardian monsters replaced on other parallel types by a male or female divinity.

The coexistence of this more realistic imagery side by side with the material objects of primitive cult certainly betrays elements of transition. We discern already foreshadowings of the time, not far distant, when the mental conception of individual divinities would leave its impress on the rude stock or stone or more artistically shaped pillar which from time to time was supposed to become possessed with its spiritual essence. It is true, as already noticed, that the great mass of the small figurines of bronze and clay found in votive deposits of Mycenaean age must probably be regarded as representing the votary himself or his belongings, who were thus placed in the hands of the divinity. But it is by no means impossible that some exceptions exist to this rule, due perhaps in the first instance to the influence of Egyptian or Oriental practice. There is, for

1 Εφημερία Ἀρχαιολογική, 1887, Π. X. 2, and p. 162; Tammis and Manett, Μυκ. Αρχ., Pl. XI., p. 209.
2 Εφημερία Ἀρχαιολογική, 1887, Π. X. 1.
3 See below, p. 176.
4 See below, p. 103 seqq.
5 See below, p. 174.
example, a fair presumption in favour of the view that certain specialised figures such as the bronze statuettes from Tiryns and Mycenae published by Schliemann may actually portray divinities and have partaken of the nature of cult images. To these two examples from Greek soil may now be added two more belonging to the same type, one of bronze found in the votive stratum of the Cave of Hermès Kranidos, near Sybrita in Crete (Fig. 15) the other of silver found near Nezero, on the borders of Thessaly and Macedonia. The statuettes in question unquestionably show a close family likeness to certain North Syrian or 'Hittite' bronzes. They have been supposed to represent imported fabrics from the same Oriental source; but their style is superior to that of the contemporary Syrian bronzes, and their more naturalistic forms proclaim them to be of true Mycenaean workmanship. Their characteristic attitude, as well as the Egyptianising helmet, brings them in close relation to the figures of Resheph, the Semitic Lightning God, on Egyptian monuments. A certain assimilation between this divinity and the Cretan Zeus may perhaps account for this likeness; and the discovery of an Egyptian bronze statuette of Amen, another foreign analogue to the indigenous Cretan God, amidst the votive figures

---

FIG. 15.—MYCENAEAN FIGUREINE OF BRONZE FROM CAVE OF HERMÈS KRANAIO, NEAR SYBRITA, CRETE.
of his Cave Sanctuary on Mount Dikta, may not be an altogether fortuitous coincidence.

So many proofs have lately come to hand of the advanced character of Mycenaean civilization that it would certainly be rash to deny the possibility that even in the case of what may be called temple images proper, the transition from the aniconic to the anthropomorphic shape may not already have begun. According to the later Greek tradition, sculptors before Daedalos carved images without feet hands or eyes, so that they cannot have been far removed at all events from the simple pillar form. The great step in artistic advance was said to have been made by the mythical craftsman whose activity in the service of Minos seems to represent a real reminiscence of the brilliant creations of Mycenaean art such as we see revealed to us in the Palace of Knossos. The high level thus attained alike in painting and sculpture would seem to be in itself quite compatible with the existence of incipient anthropomorphism in cult images. A small marble hand, moreover, found in the Palace, shows that human figures were at least partially modelled in the round. But there is nothing to prove that the figure in question represented a divinity, and religious conservatism, as well as the great mass of evidence before us, points distinctly the other way.

It may safely be said that, whatever elements of transition may have made themselves here and there perceptible, the prevailing character of the Mycenaean worship was of the older aniconic kind.

§ 12.—Illustrative Survivals of Tree and Pillar Cult in Classical Greece and Italy.

The most obvious and in some respects the most valuable sources of comparison with the Mycenaean cult of trees and pillars are the survivals of this ancient religious stage to be found on the soil of Greece itself. In the most representative cult centres of later Greece indeed, the character of the religious externals had undergone a complete revolution. Palatial temples had succeeded the mere fence or dolmen shrine, the pillar form of the divinity had been developed by successive attempts at anthropomorphism.

1 D. G. Hogarth, Annual of the British School at Athens, 1900.
into a perfect work of art.\(^3\) Isolated survivals indeed were to be found, such as the stone that represented the Thespian Eros or the wooden column of the Theban Dionysos, but for the most part even the most ancient xoana were already half human. The old baetyllic and pillar forms, and the sacred trees that overshadowed them, fall into the background to make way for the anthropomorphic image of the divinity. Apollo leans gracefully against the pillar or sits upon the omphalos that were the earlier material representatives of his godhead. What had been already pictorially set forth by the engravers of the Mycenaean signets now belongs to the realities of cult.

Where, as in a few of the most ancient sanctuaries of Greece, the old tree and stone worship still held its own,\(^4\) it is interesting to notice that this phenomenon generally coincides with the survival of the early ethnic stratum that has most claim to represent, in part at least, the Mycenaean element. The Pelasgic Zeus still abode among the oaks of Dodona. Beside the Castalian spring the sacred plane-tree of Zeus Agamemnon and the holy stone of refuge beneath it might claim precedence of the bay and omphalos of the Delphic God. The plane of Helena at Sparta and that of Menelaos at Kaphyae\(^5\) in Arcadia take us back to the same prehistoric stratum of the population. The great Arcadian Zeus, whose only shrine was the oak-woods of Mount Lykaenos, otherwise found his material shape in the twin columns that rose upon its topmost height towards the rising sun, in front of the mound that stood for his altar. The twin pillars, for which we have seen a striking analogy at Knossos\(^6\) in connexion with the Cretan Zeus, had once borne upon them symbolic eagles of the God, indicative of the bird-form under which, according to the widespread primitive belief, a spiritual being descends upon the sacred stone or other object as its possession.\(^7\) So, too, at Tegea, Zeus Teleios was represented by a square image, and Pausanias remarks that the 'Arcadians seem to have an excessive liking for this form.'\(^8\)

In Crete again, where the continuity of early tradition was also exceptionally maintained, the same phenomenon confronts us. This is indeed the classic land of the Sairulos, the stone that Kronos swallowed, and which in reality represents the earliest material form of the indigenous Zeus. To the Cretan, too, as to the kindred Carian Zeus in his sanctuary at Labranda, the plane was specially sacred. The planes of Gortyna and of Theren, near Knossos, were celebrated for his union in the one case with Europa, in the other with a Goddess represented as Hera in the later Greek tradition. By Knossos, too, 'near the ruins of the house of Rhea,' was a very

---

1. On the survival of this aniconic cult in historic Greece and its gradual transformation, see especially, L. R. Farnell, 'The Origins and Earliest Developments of Greek Sculpture,' *Archaeological Review*, vol. ii. 1889, p. 167 seqq. and his *Cults of the Greek States*, i. p. 13 seqq.
2. For the materials bearing on this subject I need only refer to the exhaustive work of Botticher, *Der Baumkultus der Hellenen*.
4. See below, p. 170.
5. Paus. viii. 38, 7. M. Béard, *De l'Origine des Cultes Arcadiens*, p. 73 seqq. has rightly seen that the pillars here, like those of the Phoemioe Melkarth and other Semitic examples, represent the God. But it is not necessary to accept his conclusion that this shows Phoenician or Semitic influence.
ancient holy grove of cypresses, and a black poplar rose before the mouth of the cave sanctuary of Zeus on Mount Ida. At Gortyna, Phaestos, Aptera, Hierapytna and other Cretan cities, the tree cult was still sufficiently strong in classical times to make itself visible on the civic coin-types.

Among the indigenous populations of Italy, the survival of very primitive forms of tree and stone-worship died hard under later Hellenic influences. It is probably due to an adoption of local Oenotrian cult that, outside Crete, we find the best representations of sacred trees, in one case with the sacrificial ox head hanging from its boughs, on the coin-types of Kaulonia. At Rome itself nothing can be more complete than the primitive conceptions of stone forms of divinity, such as Terminus and—to take the most natural interpretation of the words—Jupiter Lapis, or of tree forms, such as the beech Jupiter Fagutalis, and the oak Feretrius, from whose branches the spolia opima were suspended. To the Ruminal Fig-Tree there will be occasion to return, nor with Dr. Frazer's 'Golden Bough' before us need we linger in the Arcadian Grove. In later times it was rather in the rustic cult that the full spirit of the primitive 'tree and pillar worship,' continued to assert itself on Italian soil. A rich storehouse of illustrations is to be found in Greco-Roman reliefs and especially in the wall-paintings of Pompeii, where we may venture to detect, beneath the Hellenistic embellishments, something of the old Oscan tradition. Some of these scenes afford very close comparisons to those that we find represented on the Mycenaean signets. We see the sacred tree surrounded by its ring fence, or thrusting its branches through its gate-like saecillum. Beneath it still rises the aniconic pillar form of the divinity, though here often used merely as the base of a small image of a sylvan God, or the support of a vase of offerings. Beneath it, too, is the rustic altar, and from its branches hang the votive clappers and festoons, and at times the heads of victims. It is interesting to note that, as in prehistoric days, so in later Greco-Roman times similar scenes of rustic cult are frequent subjects of the intaglios worn in finger-rings. It may here suffice to cite a single example of such a scene, engraved on a cornelian found at Rome and belonging to the Imperial period, which represents a group of three country-people setting up what appears to be an aniconic xoanon or pillar on a square base beneath a sacred tree.3

§ 13.—The Ficus Ruminalis.

There can be little doubt that on Greek soil many examples of tree and pillar worship that are met with in classical times may be regarded as local survivals of the Mycenaean cult. The early ethnic elements, Pelasgian and Achaean, with which they are connected, the associations with the House of Pelops and the Minyans, all point to an unbroken tradition. In Italy, on the other hand, the survivals of the primitive cult can hardly as a rule claim such

1 Diod. v. 66.
2 Furtwängler, Antike Gemmen, Pl. L. 33. The gem is in my own collection.
a direct relationship. But there is nevertheless some interesting evidence of a cumulative nature, which shows that Rome herself was indebted to prehistoric Greece for some of the oldest elements of her religion.

There can be no reasonable doubt that the ancelia represent the Mycenaean form of shield, which has, as we have seen, a profound significance in relation to the cult of the Cretan Zeus. But the whole group of legends that cluster about the Ficus Raminalis take us back to the same primitive religious cycle. The Sacred Fig-Tree in fact is in a very different case from the beech of Fagutalis, the oak of Feretrios, or the cornel of Quirinus, the cult of which may well have been brought with them by the Latin immigrants from the north of the Apennines. The sanctity of the fig-tree belongs essentially to more southern Mediterranean climes. It was, as has been shown above, a sacred tree of the Mycenaean world, and its veneration was preserved to historic times on Laconian and Attic soil. At Rome, too, we find it traditionally connected with the most primitive element of Greece. Hard by the original seat of the Ficus Raminalis on the Palatine was the Cave of Pan, connected with the old Arcadian cult. The fabled suckling of the twins beneath the tree by the she-wolf reproduces a legend of typically Arcadian form, which recurs in Crete, also in an Arcadian connexion. Arcas himself was the son of the solar Zeus Lykaos, by Kallisto, who is also a she-bear. Kydon, the founder of Kydonia, but also claimed by the Tegeans as of Arcadian descent, the son of Hermes or Apollo and Akakallis a daughter of Minos, was suckled by a bitch. Miletos, the mythical founder of the Cretan city of that name, was nursed by wolves, sent him by his divine father, Apollo. The Cretan Zeus himself is suckled by the goat Amaltheia. The annexed design, representing an infant and horned sheep (Fig. 17), on a clay impression from a seal found with the hieroglyphic archives of the Palace at Knossos, may possibly afford a Mycenaean illustration of a similar legend.

In the case of the Roman version a further affinity with this primitive religious cycle seems to be indicated by the fact that the twins suckled here by the she-wolf beneath the tree were the offspring of Mars, who here appears in the aspect of a Sun God, his meeting with Rhea Silvia in the cave being accompanied by an eclipse. Mars here, in fact, is Apollo Lykeios, and, like the Cretan Sun God in the case of Miletos, sends his chosen animal to suckle his offspring. His sacred

---

1 G. Hoeck, Creto, i. 149 and 343.
2 For the coins of Kydonia see R.M. Cot., Crete, IV, VII; Scorzone, Numismatiques de la Crétte Ancienne, Pl. IX, 22-26.
3 Nikandros, in Antoninus Liberalis, 30.
4 For the great community between Mars and Apollo, see Furtwängler in Roscher's Lexicon, s. v. "Apollo," pp. 444, 445.
shield, as we have already seen, is a derivative of the Mycenaean type borne by the warrior Sun God of prehistoric Greece. The alternative name of his consort, Rhea, is not less significant and takes us back into the same mythic cycle. Here, too, as in Creto and the Peloponneso, the same traditions are associated with an old Arcadian element. Finally, if we have not here the 'tomb of Mars,' we have at least the tomb of his divine son Romulus, the actual monument of which seems to have been his pillar image, the 'niger lapsis,' while the lions set on the bases at either side suggest the most typical of Mycenaean sacral schemes. Religious parallelism could no further go. The coincidences of tradition are beyond the scope of accident and concern details which only the latest archaeological discoveries have brought to light.

§ 14. — Illustrative Value of Semitic Religious Sources.

In the preceding sections a few illustrative examples have been given of the survival of the primitive religious phase with which we are concerned in the Greek and Roman world. Some of these, such as the worship of the oak of Dodona, of the planes of Zeus Agamemnon or Menelaos, of the twin pillars of Zeus Lykaoe, or the traditional veneration clinging to the tomb of the Apollo of Amyklae or the Cretan Zeus, are of special interest, as showing the unbroken continuance in certain localities of the religion of Mycenaean Greece. On the whole, however, the remains of the primitive form of worship in classical Greece and Italy are too much overlaid and obscured by the later anthropomorphic tendencies to reproduce its vital spirit otherwise than fitfully and inadequately.

To understand the full force and inwardness of the old religion we have still to turn to the conservative East and notably to the Semitic records. It has ever, indeed, been the essential power of the conquering faiths that have proceeded from that side, that continuing to hold to aniconic forms of worship they have never been tempted to sacrifice the awe and dignity of spiritual conceptions to the human beauty of anthropomorphic cult.

In comparing some of the characteristics of the Mycenaean 'tree and pillar worship' with that revealed to us principally from Semitic sources as having existed on the eastern shores of the Mediterranean, we are certainly struck by a very deep-lying community. This community, indeed, seems in some respects to go beyond the natural parallelism for which a similar stage

---

1 It is perhaps also worth remarking that, whereas in the Ficus Romulae Mains is represented by his sacred bird, the phoenix or woodpecker (Cf. Mon. dell' Inst. xi. Tav. 3. 1, the Bohemian Mirror, and the gem in Botticher, Bronzelitze, etc. Fig. 37), Kaldéos calls the Cretan Zeus 'Dioses.'

2 Mr. Cecil Smith (Clasa. Rev. 1899, p. 57) has noted, in relation to the recent discoveries, that the 'niger lapsis' of Festus represented a black basaltic stone, such as that of the Great Mother' brought to Rome from Persia. He also aptly compares the lions beside the 'tombstone' of Romulus with these of Rhea-Kybél. He further suggests that the so-called Tomb of Romulus being a basaltic stone standing in a Brendan was naturally a 'locus sanctus.'
of religious evolution might naturally account. It is possible that direct Semitic influences may have been received by Minoans and that of a large Anatolian region must also be taken into account. The ethnographic community, which has left its traces in the names of places and persons from the northern Greek to western Greece, may well have had its counterpart in the survival of certain specialised forms of primitive religious tradition. At a later date, both in Palestine and Cyprus, we have the evidence of a return wave of Aegaean occupation which must also have left its impress on the local cult. In Cyprus this is abundantly clear. On the Canaanite coast we seem to have at least one record of such a process in the late survival of the cult of the Cretan Zeus in Philistine Gaza.

The knowledge of the parallel cults of these East Mediterranean shores comes mainly through a Semitic medium and in a Semitised form. But a large part at least belongs only in a geographical sense to the Semitic world. This ancient underlying religious stratum whether in Anatolia or Palestine was itself simply taken over from the older stock. The pure Semite indeed is difficult to find in these regions. His very type has become Armenian. In Cilicia and northern Syria he has largely assimilated elements belonging to that old South Anatolian stock of which the Carians and old Cilicians stand out as leading representatives and which was itself linked on by island stepping stones to prehistoric Greece. In Cyprus the Semite partly absorbed Hellenic elements and converted the Apollo of Amyklai into Resheph Mikal. In Mitanni and other Syrian regions he seems to have imposed his language on a race belonging to the same family as the later Georgian group of Caucasian languages. The Amorites have been ethnically grouped with the Libyans. In Philistia and other parts of the coast of Canaan colonizing Aegean peoples were merged in the same Semitic mass. Gaza was Minoan and the eponymus of Askalon was the brother of Tantalus the founder of the Phrygian Royal House. Tukharian Dor, in later days at least, traced its origin from Doros. The prevailing elements in later Phoenician art are in a sense the same and the partial absorption of the intrusive European plantations on that coast may perhaps account for a spirit of maritime enterprise among the men of Tyre and Sidon quite foreign to Semitic tradition.

The undoubted parallelism observable between the tree and pillar cult of the Mycenaean and that of the Semitic world should be always regarded from this broad aspect. Even where, as will be shown, it extends to details it does not necessarily imply a direct borrowing from Semitic sources. Neither is it necessary to presuppose the existence in the Aegean world of a 'proto-Semitic' element in very early times. The coincidences that we find, so far as they are not sufficiently explained by the general resemblance presented by a parallel stage of religious evolution, may be regarded as parallel survivals due to ethnic elements with European affinities which have continued Mediter-
ranean shores largely underlay the Semitic. We must never overlook the fact that the most primitive culture that has come to light in large parts of Western Asia and in all probability the early population that produced it found its continuation on the European side. Similar classes of pottery, a kindred family of primitive sepulchral images, and apparently allied elements of an early pictography extend from Cyprus through Anatolia to the Greek island world, the Danube Valley, and still further afield. The *labydos* as we have seen is common to the Cretan and the Carian God.

But in any case it is the early religion of the Semitic world which affords the most illuminating commentary on what we are able to reconstruct from remaining records of the Mycenaean tree and pillar cult. It is from this side that the clearest light is thrown on the true inwardness of many of the cult scenes exhibited on the signet rings. It is indeed especially from biblical sources that this form of worship receives its grandest illustration. The Epiphanies and Visions of the Divine Presence beneath sacred trees and beside holy stones and pillars are the most familiar means of Old Testament revelation. It was in triple form beneath the terebinth of Manre and in the burning bush, that Jehovah first declared himself to Abraham and Moses. So too it was beside the stone beneath his father’s terebinth at Ophrah that the Angel of the Lord appeared to Gideon; and Joshua set up his Stone of Witness ‘under the great oak’ that was by the Sanctuary of the Lord at Shechem. Sometimes the tree is a terebinth or oak, sometimes the cypress, sometimes the tamarisk, sometimes, as in Deborah’s case, the palm. Trees and pillars of Canaanitic Gods were overthrown, but others were planted and set up in honour of the Lord. It was only ‘graven images’ that were condemned by the conservative precepts of the earlier Israelite cult.

The worship of the sacred stone or pillar known as *Massēba* or *mōb* is very characteristic of Semitic religion. The classical record of this form of worship is supplied by the biblical account of Jacob’s dream with the stone for a pillow beneath his head. And Jacob rose up early in the morning, and took the stone that he had put under his head and set it up for a pillar, and poured oil on the top of it. The pouring oil on the stone was a regular part of the ritual in the case of this pillar worship, and the name given by him to the spot, Bethel—the house of God,—in reality attaches to the sacred stone itself, as appears from Jacob’s subsequent vow, ‘this stone which I have set up for a pillar shall be God’s house.’ It was in fact a place of indwelling of the

---

1 It is the more necessary to bear in mind the above considerations that Dr. H. von Fritze, in his recently published essay, *Die Mykenischen Goldringe und ihre Bedeutung für das Sarkofagwesen,* in *Studia Hellica,* p. 78 sqq., has revived the endeavour to use the religious parallels observable between the Semitic religion and the Mycenaean cult scenes as an evidence of direct derivation from an Oriental source. He regards the Mycenaean gold rings as ‘imports from the East’ (p. 79), and apparently (p. 82 sqq.) as of Phoenician fabric. Were it not for the fact that such views are still advanced, it would hardly seem necessary to point out that the rings belong to the same local Aegean school as the gems.
2 Genes. xxviii. 18.
3 Genesis xxviii. 22.
divinity. "Bethel," or parallel Semitic forms of the same word, have, as we have seen, been brought into connexion with baetylós, the stone swallowed by Kronos, in other words the sacred stone of the Cretan Zeus. Whether the derivation is philologically correct or not it is certain that the same religious idea is common to both.

Such "baetyllic" stones among the Semitic peoples might be either stationary or portable like the twelve stones carried off by the representatives of the Twelve Tribes from the bed of Jordan which Joshua afterwards set up at Gilgal. Here we have simply the setting up of rude natural stones, like the stone at Bethel, which had been declared holy by certain phenomena attaching to it.

But the later Semitic pillars are very frequently of hewn stone in the shape of a cone, truncated obelisk or column, and must therefore be regarded as the artificial equivalent of the rude stone idols that had preceded them. In some cases they may doubtless have been hewn from some sacred rock and thus stand to the more primitive class exactly in the relation in which the sacred pole or stock stands to the tree from which it was cut. But these later pillars seem in most cases to owe their sanctity to the spot on which they were set up, or to some special rite of consecration as well as to their shape or some holy sign carved on them.

The biblical records again and again attest the cult of the Asherah, either as a living tree or its substitute the dead post or pole, before which the Canaanite altars were set. The altar, regularly coupled with the Asherah in the primitive Canaanite worship, was doubtless often more than a mere table of offerings and was itself in fact a "bethel." In the case of the Ambrosial Stones which stood as the twin representatives of the Tyrian Melkart we find artificially shaped pillars of the more developed cult placed beneath the sacred olive tree of the God.

The sacred trees of the Semites are often endowed with a singular animistic vitality which takes us back to a very early religious stage. The tree itself has the power to emit oracular sounds and voices. It was the sound as of marching given forth by the tops of the mulberry trees that was to serve as the divine signal to David for his onslaught on the Philistines. Beneath the palm that bore her name Deborah the prophetess gave forth her soothsayings and drew the inspiration of her judgments. The Arabian hero, Moslim Ben 'Oeba, heard the voice of the scharcad tree appointing

---

1 See above, p. 112.
2 Joshua, iv. 5-9, 20-23.
3 Wrongly translated "grove" in the Authorised Version.
4 The opinion that this was a Canaanite Goddess called Asherah is, as Robertson Smith (Religion of the Semites, pp. 188, 189) has pointed out, not tenable. Every altar had its Asherah, even such altars as in the popular, pre-prophetic forms of Hebrew religion were dedicated to Jehovah. (Cf. Deut. xvi. 21.)
5 See Robertson Smith, op. cit. pp. 204, 205.
6 The olive tree, with the two pillars beneath it, is represented on colonial coins of Tyre of the third century A.D. They bear the legend AMBROCIÉ PETRE (Eckhel, Doctrina Numorum, ii. 289; Babelon, Pères d'Athènes, p. ccxiv., Pl. XXXVII. 9, 11, 16). Cf. Pfeilbachmann, Gesch. der Philistier, p. 260.
7 H. Samuel v. 24.
8 Judges iv. 4 seqq.
him commander. The holy fires play about the branches of such trees, without consuming them, as in the case of 'the burning bush', the terebinth of Mamre and the sacred olive tree at Tyre. The tree itself was at times endowed with a mysterious power of locomotion and the fable of the trees going forth to choose a king may find its origin in a circle of ideas still represented in modern folklore. The Tyrian olive tree came out of the sea like the Ambrosian Stones that it overshadowed. Macbeth's incredulous exclamation:

'Who can impress the forest; bid the tree
Unfix his earth-bound root?'

suggests no difficulty to primitive imagination. The saying of Birnam Wood moving to Dunsinane, rationalised in Shakespeare, receives a more literal fulfilment in Caucasus. Hotly pursued by his enemies the Ossete hero, Khetag of Cabarda, fell powerless outside the sacred grove to which he had fled for protection. A voice came from the linden trees, 'To the grove, Khetag, to the grove!' 'I cannot reach it,' he cried; 'I am quite worn out, let the grove rather come to me.' Thereupon the grove came and covered him from his enemies, and the glade is pointed out to this day from which the trees removed to save their votary.

We are here no longer on Semitic ground, but the Caucasian folk-tale is singularly illustrative of the old ideas touching the spiritual life of sacred trees and groves, and the asylum given by them.

What gives the tree and pillar cult of the Semitic world and its borderland such a special value as an illustration of the distant records of the Mycenaean worship is its long continuous survival. While the aesthetic sense of the Greeks transformed their rude aniconic idols into graceful human shapes and veiled the realities of tree-worship under elegant allegories of metamorphosis, the conservative East maintained the old cult in its pristine severity. The pillar or cone, or mere shapeless block still stood within the sacred grove as the material representative of the divinity. In the famous black stone of Mecca Islam itself has adopted it, and the traditions of pre-Islamic Arabia maintain themselves in the shape of countless lesser Caabas and holy pillars throughout the Mohammedan world. In how unchanged a form this ancient pillar cult of the Semitic races still survives—even upon what was once counted as Hellenic soil—will be seen from a striking illustration given below from personal experience.

In the foregoing pages it has simply been my object to recall some of the characteristic features of the old Semitic cult, many of them very
familiar, in order to bring home something of the inner spirit of what once equally existed on the Aegean side. But over and above the more general points of comparison, such as those already indicated, there are correspondences in the details of the Mycenaean cult which make it necessary to bear in mind the fact already insisted on, that what has come down to us on the other side in a Semitised guise may itself be largely due to the former existence on the more Eastern Mediterranean shores of indigenous ethnic elements akin to those of prehistoric Greece. Into these more special points of conformity it is unnecessary to go minutely at this stage. The idea of the dual, triple and multiple representation of the same divinity in columnar or arboreal groups, external features, such as the shape of the altar base or the horns of consecration, the conception of the sacred pillar itself as performing an architectonic function and serving as an actual pillar of the house,—these and other similar points of coincidence in the Semitic and Mycenaean cults may be cited as showing that the parallelism implies a very close inter-connexion and at times, perhaps, even an underlying ethnic community. In some cases, however, these correspondences receive a simple explanation from a common Egyptian influence, which, as will be shown, has left its mark as clearly upon the externals of the primitive Aegean cult as it did on that of Phoenicia and on the monuments of the 'Hittite' religion that are found throughout a large part of Anatolia and Northern Syria.

§ 15.—The Horns of Consecration.

The piece of ritual furniture already referred to above, by anticipation, as 'the horns of consecration,'¹ plays a very important part in the Mycenaean cult. It is a kind of impost or base terminating at the two ends in two horn-like excrescences. At times these terminations have the appearance of being actually horns of oxen, but more generally they seem to be a conventional imitation of what must be regarded as unquestionably the original type. This cult object is evidently of a portable nature. Sometimes it is placed on an altar. Upon the remarkable fragment of a steatite pyxis from Knossos² it is laid on the top of a large square altar of isodomic masonry. On the summit of the 'dove shrines' from Mycenae it is superimposed in a reduplicated form on what appears to be the more usual altar-block with incurring sides.³ At other times it rises above the entablature of an archway⁴ connected with a sacred tree or on the roof of a shrine. It is frequently set at the foot of sacred trees. On a crystal lentoid from the Idaean cave⁵ we see it in its most realistic and horn-like aspect immediately behind an incurring altar in front of a group of three trees. On a gem from Palaeokastro in Eastern Crete⁶ it appears at the foot of a palm-tree. On the vase from Old Salamis it is set

¹ See p. 107.
² See Fig. 3, p. 103.
³ See Fig. 65, p. 191.
⁴ See Figs. 56, 58.
⁵ See Fig. 25, p. 142.
⁶ See below, p. 154.
at the foot of the double axe or labrys, which in this case is less a symbol than a material impersonation of the divinity. It is equally associated with sacred pillars. On a Mycenaean gold ring it is placed at the foot of such a pillar, here seen within a shrine, and it is unquestionably the same ritual object which is outlined beneath the three pillar idols on the dove-shrines from the third Akropolis grave. Its appearance in a reduplicated form on the altar which forms the central prominence above has already been noted, and in addition to this it is also repeated above the entablature of what may be described as the lateral chapels, the doves here using the outermost horns as a perch. It thus appears no less than seven times on each of the gold shrines. In the remarkable fresco painting to be described below of the façade of a small Mycenaean temple from the Palace of Knossos this article of cult appears at the foot of both the two columns of the central shrine, and on either side of each of those in the wings. On another fresco fragment from the same site reproduced in Fig. 18 four pairs of ‘horns of consecration’ are visible above the wall of what is evidently another sanctuary.

Fig. 18.—Horns of Consecration on Sanctuary Wall, from Fresco of Palace, Knossoi.

An actual example of a similar article of cult may with great probability be recognised in a hitherto unexplained relic of painted terracotta (Fig. 19).

1 See below p. 190.
2 See p. 191.
3 Since this paragraph was written, Dr. P.

Wolters has made the same suggestion (Jahrbuch d. d. Arch. Inst. 1900, p. 148).
terminating in two horn-like projections found in the Votive Cave at Patso in Crete later dedicated to Hermes Kraanios. A conical stem and two curved objects are seen between the two horns, but the upper part of these is broken off and their significations remains enigmatic. They represented no doubt the sacred object to which the clay horns were dedicated.

In some cult scenes, as we shall see, only a single horn is visible, but its presence probably implies the existence of another. There can be little doubt that in all these cases we have to do with a more or less conventionalised article of ritual furniture derived from the actual horns of the sacrificial oxen. The setting of the horns of the slaughtered animals before the cult image or upon the altar is a very familiar usage of primitive worship.

These Mycenaean ‘horns of consecration’ suggest at once the ‘horns of the altar’ of Hebrew ritual. These horns were no longer the actual horns of the victims, being of the same wood as the altar itself, in this respect standing to the original in the same secondary and symbolic relation as those of their Mycenaean equivalent. In this case there were four horns, one at each corner and these were of one piece with the altar. But an absolute parallel with the Mycenaean usage on the Semitic side is to be found in a representation on the stele of the God Salm found at Teima in Northern Arabia and now in the Louvre (Fig. 20). The priest of this divinity is there seen before an altar having upon it two horns of consecration with the head of a votive ox immediately above. The cult object is here in a separate piece and corresponds both in form and position to its Mycenaean counterpart, as seen for instance on the altar of the Knossian pyxis. No parallel could be more complete.

A later illustration of a usage analogous to the placing of the ‘horns of consecration’ before the basaltic idol is to be found on a coin struck at Byblus under the Emperor Macrinus (Fig. 21), representing the temple of the local

1 F. Halbherr, *in P. Orsi, Antichità dell’ Antro di Zone Idoe, Tav. XIV, 3 and p. 227. Part of the horn of another similar object was found. Both were presented by Mr. T. A. TriphylI to the Museum of the Syllogos at Candia, together with other votive objects of Mycenaean date from the same cave.

2 Exodus xxvii. 2.

3 Perrot et Chipiez, *L’Art*, &c. t. iv. p. 392, Fig. 206, from which the above sketch is taken.

4 The figure in the text has been specially drawn from a specimen of the coin in the British Museum. For other examples see...
Astarte. In the centre of the court is seen the aniconic image of the Syrian Goddess in the form of a cone the base of which is enclosed by what appears to be a square lattice-work fence. The front side of this screen, which is all that is visible, shows two hornlike projections rising at each end. As there was probably one at each corner this arrangement shows a great resemblance to the 'horn of the altar' of biblical usage.

§ 16.—Triraiics and other Groups of Trees and Pillars.

A noteworthy feature in the Semitic versions of the pillar cult is the setting up of more than one aniconic image of the divinity at the same spot.

Fig. 21.—Cone of Astarte in Horshe Enclosure, Temple Court, Byblos, on Coin of Machines (1).

At an earlier stage this is well illustrated by the twelve stones of Gilgal; at a later period by the votive stelae of Carthage and of Northern Arabia. On the Carthaginian stelae it is not infrequent to see three divine pillars like truncated obelisks, grouped together within the same shrine and upon a single base. In Fig. 22, from Nora (Capo di Pula) in Sardinia, the symbol


Copied by me in the Museum at Cagliari, where are several votive stones of the same kind from Capo di Pula. In other cases there are two stelae on the same base. On a votive monument from Hadrumetum (Susa) (Pietseh-
above the central stele seems to mark the presence of Tanit, here represented in a triple form. On a votive monument from Lilybeum bearing a dedication to Baal Hammon a worshipper stands before an incense altar accompanied by the symbol of divinity and a caduceus, while above is a base with three pillars of the usual kind. Here again the trinity of pillars is still the abode of a single divinity, in this case Baal Hammon. Elsewhere we see two groups of three pillars and the divine symbols above them, and on a monument from Hadrumetum as many as nine pillars in a triple group of three occur on a single base.

In the votive niches of the ancient sanctuary discovered by Doughty at Medain Salih in north-western Arabia the aniconic form of a single divinity is found indifferently represented by a single pillar or by groups of two or three. One of the niches, in this case containing a single

---

Fig. 22.—Carthaginian Pillar Shrine on Stele, Nora, Sardinia.

Fig. 23.—Group of Sacred Pillars on Mycenaean Vase from Halik.  

...
pillar, bears a Nabataean inscription proclaiming the rock-shrine to be the 
Mesgada (or Mosque) of 'Aouda the great God of Bestra,' who seems 
elsewhere, like Baal Hammon and Tanit, to be represented in a dual or 
triple form.

It thus appears that throughout the Semitic world a single spiritual 
being could infuse itself at one and the same time into several material 
abodes. Groups of two or three pillars could be the visible embodiment of 
a single divinity—a conception which readily lent itself to such mystic dogmas 
as that of a triune God or Goddess, applied in the above instances to Baal and 
Tanit. It may be observed that the primitive conceptions underlying the 
adoration of the Cross have much in common with this Semitic pillar worship, 
and the Armenians to this day set up groups of three crosses, into which the 
Spirit of the Trinity in Unity is called upon to enter by a solemn rite of 
consecration.1

I venture to believe that a group of divine pillars, closely analogous to 
those of the Carthaginian stelae and North Arabian shrines, may be recognised 
in the design on a Mycenaean painted vase from Haliki near Athens2 (Fig. 
23). 'The central object here seems to be a somewhat conventionalised 
rendering of a volute column, above which is a kind of triple halo, which may 
be compared with the radiate emanations of the Cypriote pillars.3 On either 
side of this central column are two pairs of smaller pillars in decreasing order, 
above each of which is a disc with a central dot identical with the Egyptian 
solar symbol. We recall the orb and crescent placed in a similar position 
above the Carthaginian pillar idols.

An analogous Mycenaean example of a group of sacred pillars is supplied 
by a recently discovered lentoid intaglio from Mycena, in which a male 
figure is seen in the act of adoration before five columns of architectural char-
acter with vertical and spiral flutings. (Fig. 24.)

It is perhaps worth considering whether the well-known dove shrines of 
Mycenae may not supply a parallel of another kind to the religious concep-
tion of more than one aniconic pillar representing the same divinity. These 
shrines present three openings, in each of which is a similar column, the divine 
character of which is attested by the appearance at its base of the Mycenaean 
'horns of consecration.'4 It is to be noted that above the shrines is only a

1 I am informed of this usage by my friend 
Mr. F. C. Conybeare. The special consecra-
tion in the case of the Armenian crosses is 
partly due to the necessity of previously exor-
cising the evil spirits inherent in the material 
substance of the crosses.

2 Furtwängler and Lorchke, Mykenische 
Fasen, p. 39, Fig. 23. Few, I imagine, will 
agree with Dr. Ohmefalsch-Richter's view 
(Kypris die Bibel und Homer, p. 112), that 
we have here fantastic representations of 
wooden poles 'with human heads,' the middle 
one wearing a crown.

3 See below, p. 149.

4 I observe that Dr. Ohmefalsch-Richter 
(Kypris die Bibel und Homer, p. 183), though 
he has not understood the object of the foot 
of the column, has rightly recognised in them 
Mycenaean Moesboe, and compared their 
triple form with the Semitic groups. He saw 
in them 'Drei Chlamyden ... die Abges-
sandten der Amarysien (Gotthit Molech, 
Astarte.)' It is hardly necessary to observe 
that this precise attribution, and indeed the 
whole supposition, that they are purely, and 
simply Semitic pillar idols, goes far beyond 
the evidence at our disposal.
single altar, so that if we have not here a single divinity in a triple form we have at least to do with συνθεμοί. The doves certainly recall the Carthaginian and Libyan shrines of Tanit, whose pillar idol is so often three times repeated—in that case, however, in a single shrine.

The trimorphic or triune conception of divinity seems to represent a very early element in Greek religion, of which many survivals, such as the triple Hekate, may be noted in later times. The most interesting of these survivals is to be found in the later cult of Minaen Orchomenos, where, down to Pausanias's time, the images of the Graces, which were contained in the most ancient sanctuary of the place and received the greatest veneration, were three natural stones, which were said to have fallen from heaven. It was only in his own time that this group of primitive baetyllic pillars was supplemented by artistically carved images.¹

On one of the more recently discovered gold signets from Mycenae² appears a sacred doorway, which at first sight seems to offer a more literal parallel than any of the above to the threefold groups of baetyllic pillars on votive or Carthaginian stelae and Arabian cave "mosques." Three apparent columns are seen ranged together within its open portal, but closer inspection shows that they are in fact the trunks of a group of three trees, whose branches rise above the impost of the shrine, which is thus shown to be of the hypaethral class. This triplet of sacred trees recurs on other Mycenaean seals, and may with great probability be regarded as the cult equivalent of the trinity of pillars in the dove shrines.

A good example of the worship of a trinity of sacred trees is supplied by a rock-crystal lentoid found in the Idaean Cave.² (Fig. 25). Here a female votary is seen blowing a conch-shell or triton before an altar of the usual Mycenaean shape. Above the altar is seen a group of three trees apparently cypress, and immediately in front of them the "horns of con-

---

¹ Paus. vi. 58, 1.
² See below p. 183.
³ L. Mariani, "Antiquità Cretesi" (Mens. Ant. eh. 1895, p. 178, Fig. 12). Fort. Ant. Genim. iii. p. 47, Fig. 22. Fig. 25 represents an enlarged drawing by Mr. F. Anderson from a cast obtained by me some years since at Candia. The gem is in the Museum of that town.
secration. To the right of the altar is a rayed symbol, to the left is apparently another altar base, with a conical excrescence, and behind the votary another tree. From this gem it appears that the conch-shell trumpet performed a ritual function in summoning the divinity. It may be observed that triton shells have been found in the Mycenaean beehive tombs in Crete, and are still in common use in the island, especially among the village guards (χαροφίλακες), as a means of raising an alarm or calling for help.

A triple group of trees, with their trunks closely drawn together, and having indeed the appearance of a single tree with a tripartite trunk, is presented by the gold signet ring from Mycenae, for the first time published in Fig. 56 below.¹

It is noteworthy that the sacred tree beneath which the Goddess is seated on the great gold ring from the Akropolis Treasure of Mycenae, exhibits the same tripartite stem.²

The equation of sacred tree and pillar makes it equally natural for the divinity to find a multiple impersonation in the arboreal as the stony shape. Of this too parallels are abundant on Semitic ground. The divinity may have a grove or group of trees as a place for indwelling, as well as a single tree. On a Babylonian cylinder,² a pair of trees rises behind a God apparently defined as Sin by a crescent symbol. The fact that when Jehovah first revealed Himself to Abraham beneath ‘the terebinths of Mamre,’ He took the form of three persons, seems to point to the conclusion that there was here a special group of three holy trees.

In Egyptian cult, which in some of its most ancient elements shows a deep affinity with that of the Semitic world, we find evidences of groups of trees representing a single divinity. The god Min, whose worship, as is shown by the remains of his Koptos sanctuary, goes back into pre-historic times, is seen with two,³ three,⁴ or five⁵ cypresses, representing his arboreal

---

¹ See p. 162.
² See Fig. 4, p. 108.
³ Lajard, Celle de Mithra, xxvii. 3 ; Celle de Cypres, cx. 8.
⁴ Wilkinson, Monuments and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians (1878 ed.), iii, p. 24; Fig. 504.
⁵ On a stele excavated by Prof. Petrie at Koptos, now in the Ashmolean Museum.

Fig. 25. - Worship of Group of Trees: Crystal Limestone, Issikian Cave.

Fig. 26 is taken from a drawing of this kind made for me by Mr. C. F. Bell.

⁶ Wilkinson, op. cit. i. p. 404, Fig. 178, iii. Pl. LX. 1.; Rossellini, Monumenti dell’ Egitto, ii. LVII. 3, and cf. Omnefahb-Richter, Kypres, kc. Tal. clii. 1, and p. 401, who compares the votive cypresses of the Cypriote sanctuaries.
shape placed behind him, either on a small shrine, on a base resembling a series of doorways (Fig. 26), or on a stand, the upper part of which has the characteristic moulding of an Egyptian house or shrine. In one case a king stands in front of the God, offering two miniature models of the same tree. At times the stand or shrine supporting the group of trees is carried by priests, like the Ark of the Covenant. It will be seen that an Egyptian stand, similar to that which supports the tree equivalents of Min, served as the prototype of the bases on which are placed the baetylic pillars of the Carthaginian cult (see Fig. 22). On the same stele, and again on the Cyprophoenician bowls, it also serves as a pedestal for figures of the Gods themselves. It is true that Egyptian bases and stands with this characteristic profile and square moulding were also of more general usage, but the application of this form of support, in the one case for the sacred trees, in the other for the pillar idols, and again for the divinities themselves, is at least a suggestive coincidence.

It is interesting to note that the alternative appearance of the tree impersonation of the God Min above either a shrine or a sacral base presents the closest parallels to the Mycenaean types in which the trees are placed immediately above the altar as in Fig. 25, or behind a sacred doorway as in Fig. 57. On the other hand the superposition of the Semitic and Libyan sacred pillars on the Egyptian base shows a perfect analogy with the placing of the column on the Mycenaean base or altar-block in the Lions' Gate scheme.

§ 17. — "The Pillar of the House."

Another feature in the Aegean cult of baetylic pillars which finds a close analogy in the Semitic world is not only the frequent appearance of such pillars in an architectonic form, but their actual performance of a structural function. A very ancient parallel to such a usage may also be found in the Hathoric columns of Egyptian temples and, in another form, in the sacred Dad or Tat pillar with its fourfold capital that was supposed to support the four quarters of the heavens. In the Lions' Gate at Mycenae, and still more in the sacred columns of the small temple of which a wall-
painting has been preserved in the Palace of Knossos, will be found illustrations of the same religious idea. In a succeeding section we shall see the stone supports of the more primitive dolmen shrines of Mycenae already performing functions as at once the aniconic habitation of divinity and 'pillars of the house' and there will be occasion to point out some near parallels among the early megalithic structures of the Balearic and Maltese islands.

Many of the baetylic pillars of Semitic cult can be shown to have had the same architectonic form or even to have performed structural functions as supporting the architrave of a building. We are indeed expressly told of the brazen pillars set up by Solomon at the porch of the Temple that they were provided with capitals adorned with a network of pomegranates and of 'lily' shape. In the same way Solomon's friend and contemporary, Hiram of Tyre, is recorded to have set up a golden column in the temple of Baal. Free-standing columnar impersonations of the deity often supporting pomegranates are frequent on Carthaginian stelae (Fig. 27). At times the divine character of these is marked by a bust of Taut placed upon the capital, or her globe and crescent symbol appears upon the shaft. Tyrian and Cypro-Phoenician columns of the same class show the same symbols—here connected with Istar—carved upon capitals derived from the Egyptian lotus-type, a parallel which recalls Jakin and Boaz.

The names of the two columns in the front of Solomon's temple—'the Stabisher,' and 'in Him is Strength,' which show that they were there placed as symbolic forms of Jehovah, would derive additional force if we might believe

1 See below, p. 192 sqq.
2 1 Kings vii. 15 sqq.; cf. Jeremiah li. 21 sqq. The Capitals are described as of 'Lily Work' (1 Kings vii. 19). An elaborate restoration of these columns has been made by Chipiez (P. et C. l. iv. Pl. VI. and cf. p. 314 sqq.). But theylon form is better given by De Vogüé, La Temple, Pl. XIV.
3 Monument of Tyre, cited by Josephina, Antig. viii. 5. It is called the temple of 'Zeus.'
4 Copied by me in the Museum of Carthage. Cf. P. et C. l. iv. Fig. 167, p. 324, Fig. 168, p. 325.
6 In the Louvre, Musée Napoléon III. Pietschmann, op. cit. p. 274.
7 Three in the Louvre are given in P. et C. l. iii. p. 116, Figs. 51, 52, 53. Cf. Pietschmann, op. cit. p. 277. Four more capitals of the same kind, from votive stelae in the sanctuary of Aphrodite at Malao, are figured by Omschlag-Richter, Kyprios, die Bibel und Homer, Taf. lvii. lvi.
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that they actually performed a structural function in supporting the roof beams of the porch. The duality of the columns in this case as in that of the bronze pillars of Melkart, in the sanctuary at Gades, at least points to the possibility of their having served a purpose of this kind, and the twin columnar focus of the divinity on either side of some of the Carthaginian shrines actually support an entablature. By the two pillars of the house of Dagon, which Samson is said to have overthrown at Gaza, are probably meant the pillars of the porch from the roof of which the Philistine lords would have watched the sport provided for them by the blinded hero. But the above analogies suggest that they may have actually represented the dual columnar form of Dagon himself, and though this feature in the story is not brought out by the narrator, it would certainly add a special point to the exploit.

Whether or not the two columns of Solomon's porch, or those of Melkart's temple actually themselves performed structural functions, it is certain that these Semitic types of the divine pillar were based on architectural models. Their columnar shape represents the divinity as a pillar of the house. In the case of the Mycenaean examples of the same class their origin from wooden columns is clearly indicated by the round ends of the cross beams above the entablature as shown on the Lions' Gate and elsewhere. But this leads us to the obvious explanation as to at least one way in which the actual supporting pillars of a building could be regarded as having themselves a divine character. It would appear that the indwelling might of a tutelary God was secured by using in the principal supports of important buildings the wood of sacred trees. On the Mycenaean signets we shall see the columnar idol alternating in a similar position between the heraldic guardians, such as sphinxes and griffins, with the sacred tree. A curious instance is recorded of an unsuccessful attempt to convert a sacred tree to similar usage for a Christian temple. A wonder-working cedar, that had been transported from Lebanon to the King's garden at Mtsket, was cut down by King Miriam, to be used in the construction of the church, which he there founded. But in spite of all their efforts the workmen were unable to set up the trunk that was to support the roof. St. Nin then prayed for the scattering of the evil spirits, and in the night a youth with a fiery garment was seen to carry back the trunk to the height on which the tree had stood, and set it on its roots, whereupon it grew together again, and sweet-scented myrrh oozed forth from it as of old. It was only later that bishop John seeing the miraculous cures worked by the tree, and the idolatrous worship offered to it, made a more successful effort at its conversion, and with the aid of a hundred men brought it down once more and hewed it into a cross, in which shape it prolonged its wonder-working powers. A conspicuous instance of the employment of the

---

1 The free-standing pillars shown outside the temple of Paphos on either side of the central opening with the face of Anahidé have been brought into comparison with Jakim and Boax. They are sometimes how ever inecess altars.

H.S.—VOL. XXI.

2 Cf. a Carthaginian statue from Sulcis in Sardinia. P. 11 E. C., iii, p. 233, Fig. 193. The entablature bears the winged disk and eraiel.

3 Compare below, p. 155 seqq.

4 *Svashoheniya roshni i derevya u Kavkaz- kikh narodov,* op. cit. t. v. (Tiflis, 1877-1878).
trunk of a sacred tree as a "pillar of the house" is afforded by a Byblian legend preserved by Plutarch. The divine tamarisk, whose trunk had grown about the chest of Osiris, was cut down by the King, Malkanros, of Byblos, the husband of Queen Astarte, who had been amazed at its size, and made the principal support of his roof—in other words it was "the pillar of the house" of Melkart. Removed at Isis' request to enable her to cut out the concealed chest of Osiris, the rest of the wooden pillar was transferred to the temple of Isis at Byblos, where it was still an object of worship in Plutarch's day. At Byblos it must be borne in mind that Isis and Osiris in reality represented Astarte and Adonis.

In all this we see the columnar idol of the architectonic type taking its rise in the most natural way from the hewn trunk of a sacred tree made use of as "a pillar of the house," with the object of securing the presence of the divine "Stablisher" inherent in the material. The character of the columnar divinity being thus fixed by its structural function in a wooden building can be taken over into stone or metal work, the conventional shape as in the case of Christian crosses supplying here the consecration no longer inherent in the material itself. In this secondary stage, however, the sanctity of such tutelary columns is generally further marked as at Tyre, Carthage and in the Phoenician remains of Cyprus by the addition of some symbol of divinity such as the orb and crescent, or as both on Semitic soil and at Mycenae by the coupling with it of its sacred animals.

§ 18.—Egyptian Influences, and the Royal Pillars of Mycenaean Cyprus.

The extreme antiquity of the anthropomorphic and here often zoomorphic form of cult image in Egypt may make it at first seem unprofitable to look for illustrations of the primitive aniconic cult of the Greek and Semitic world on that side. As a matter of fact, nevertheless, the old religious movement has left clear records in Egyptian monuments. The pre-historic figures of the god Min, discovered by Mr. Flinders Petrie at Koptos, still largely partake of the pillar form, and his equivalent materialisation, as a group of trees, survived through the historic period. The obelisk of the Sun-God Ra again represents the survival of the old cult image in a more artificial form. In the pillars with the head of Hathor we see a compromise between the aniconic and anthropomorphic type, frequent in later Greek religion, and the actual employment of these divine columns as supports of temples has been shown to have a very interesting bearing on a characteristic feature of the Mycenaean and the Semitic pillar cult. The Dad or Tat pillar (once called the Nibometer) with its quadruple capital indicative of the four supports of heaven, also at times becomes partially anthropomorphised like the Hathoric columns.

---

1 De Licinis et Osiride, c. 15, 16. 2 De Licinis et Osiride, c. 16, 15.
3 C. 15, ἄμμος τῆς στέγας; c. 16, τὸν περί τῆς στέγας.
4 See above, p. 143.
The vegetable columns of Egypt, such as those derived from forms of the lotus and blue water-lily, are also in their nature sacred. Closely connected with these is a type of floral capital, the general outline of which, with its recurved side petals, may be often compared to a fleur-de-lys, the upper leaf of which is, however, generally provided with a marginal outgrowth of fan-like sprays so as to resemble a palmette. Two theories have been put forward to explain the origin of this palmette pillar. According to one version it is simply due to an otherwise substantiated pictorial convention, first pointed out by Dr. Borchardt, in which the Egyptian artist combined the inside and profile view of an object. In this view the palmette and its side sprays represent half of the circle of a lotus flower as seen from above, with its radiating petals superimposed on the calix as seen in profile. Dr. Borchardt, himself, on the other hand, points to the columns surmounted by fourfold capitals, among which this occurs, together with the lotus, the blue water-lily and the papyrus, as showing by analogy that it represents a distinct species. He calls it a 'lily' capital, but there can be little doubt that the real original is the iris, which in our heraldic fleur-de-lys gave birth to a very parallel development on European soil. A similar evolution to a pure palmette form took place in Persia, where the iris is a favourite artistic motive. Several features in the flower itself combine towards this decorative evolution. The veining of the petals with a central stem from which minor striations radiate, their crinkled edges and the frequent association of the central upright petal, with two smaller seen edgewise on either side, are all so many elements which contribute in one way or another to suggest the idea of a palmette, already familiar in the East. But some iris types exhibit features which make the comparison with the palmette even more obvious. The beautiful Iris reticulata of the East Mediterranean countries has smaller petals growing out of the central vein of the larger in a fan-like fashion. The recurved ends of the lower petals again produce a decorative effect in Persian art, and in some types of the heraldic fleur-de-lys, closely resembling the drop-like excrescence on many of the Egyptian palmette pillars, which have puzzled archaeologists. They have been explained as drops of water in the act of falling from freshly emerged lotus flowers. But the idea is forced and the flower is not a lotus.

These palmette capitals are not apparently found in Egyptian art earlier than the eighteenth Dynasty, and they now seem to supersede the simple lily-like flower of Upper Egypt, which perhaps represents a flowering rush. Is it possible that this change in Egyptian decorative fashion was due to Mycenaean

---

2 L. Borchardt, *Die ägyptische Pflanzen*, p. 18 seqq.; *Die Libyc*studien, In the Old and Middle Kingdom a simple 'lily' type appears. It is only from the time of the Eighteenth Dynasty, however, that this type appears described by Borchardt as 'the lily with pendants,' and above as the iris or fleur-de-lys.
influence, as to the strength of which the monuments of Tell-el-Amarna afford such remarkable evidence. The holy character of the iris on Hellenic soil is bound up, as is well known, with the legends of one of the most ancient indigeneous divinities, Apollo Hyakinthos. It seems, however, to have escaped notice that of the two kinds of flowers, evidently bearing a sacred character, offered by an attendant votary to the seated Goddess on the great signet ring from Mycenae, one is a lily, the other an iris, which, moreover, shows the characteristic palmette development. In a religious scene which, as will be shown, refers to the consort of an armed solar divinity, the appearance of this ancient emblem of Hyakinthos is not, perhaps, without significance.

Whether or not, however, we are to recognise in the appearance of the palmette capital on eighteenth Dynasty monuments an Egyptian adaptation of a Mycenean religious motive, the essential fact with which we have to deal is that this fleur-de-lys type now takes its place beside the sacred lotus.

These palmettes or irises, columns, often provided with fantastic side sprays, form a common device of the glazed rings and moults for such found in the Palace of Tell-el-Amarna. The incurving side sprays, seen on many of these composite vegetable forms, often recall those that rest on either side of the head-piece—the house of Hons—on the head of the Goddess Hathor. Closely allied, moreover, to this symbolic group are actual Hathoric posts or pillars with uraei curving up on either side of their base.

These palmette pillars, and the more fantastic symbolic attachments into which they merge, have a great interest in their bearing on a whole series of derivative designs on a class of cylinders to which the name Cypro-Mycenean can be appropriately given. These religious types, which are characteristic of the period of Mycenaean colonisation in Cyprus, belong to a separate category from the Aegean class, and form the subject of a special study of which it is only necessary here to reproduce a few summary results.

The Cypro-Mycenean cylinder types unfold a series of religious scenes in which the central object appears in three inter-related forms.

It may be described thus:

(a) A palmette column;
(b) A fantastic vegetable pillar with a rayed summit;
(c) A rayed pillar or obelisk.

---

1 This is Mr. F. Ll. Griffith's suggestion. He considers that the adoption of the iris type in eighteenth dynasty times may be due to Mycenaean influence.
2 The literature regarding the flower Hyakinthos has been summarised by Greve (Roscher's Lexicon, s. v. "Hyakinthos"). The conclusion is 'es ist jedenfalls eine Irisart neben minnemus und wandeln.'
3 Fig. 4, p. 108.
4 Potie, Tell el-Amarna, 199 sqq. Similar designs are seen on the moulds for glazed wall flowers from the same site, PI. XVIII. 269 sqq. At times these are crossed with elements taken from the lotus.
5 See below, p. 100.
Examples of the two former classes are given on Fig. 28, 4–7, and the dependence of the two first on the contemporary Egyptian prototypes, illustrated in the same figure (Nos. 1–3), becomes self-evident. The rays of the Cypriote pillars are, in fact, directly suggested by the radiating leaflets of the palmette type.

But the radiation itself, though its pictorial representation was thus facilitated by certain features in the symbolic Egyptian pillar, has also a distinct religious value. The rays indeed as the natural concomitant of divinities of light are a very ancient oriental tradition. Samas the Babylonian Sun-God is habitually represented with rays issuing from his shoulders and radiate divinities of the same class are not infrequent in the neighbouring Syrian and Anatolian regions which show a certain analogy with these Cypriote-Mycenaean pillars. The luminous bauistic pillars of Molkart at Tyre repeat the same idea. How natural even to savage races is the addition of rays to the rude image that represents the Sun Spirit is well illustrated by a religious usage of the modern Melanesians. In the New Hebrides the stone which is regarded as the potential dwelling-place of the Sun Spirit is laid upon the ground and a circle of white rods which stand for sunbeams are set round so as to radiate from it in all directions.

In the radiation of the Cypriote pillars we see an adaptation of the radiating leaflets on the original palmette to a very widespread and primitive idea connected with solar pillars and images. The monsters associated with these columns as guardians and adorants are quite in keeping with this solar attribution. The griffins, sphinxes and lions that we see here before the sacred pillar or pillar tree are all taken from the Egyptian solar cycle. Of the Hathor sprays attached to some of the more fantastic columns we have already spoken. In several cases, however, an adapted version of Hathor herself appears in long robes with a cow's head, and on one cylinder this figure is followed by a griffin adorant whose head is surmounted by the head-piece of the Goddess, the house of Horus, between two incurving sprays. On the important bearing of these designs on the cult of Mycenaean Cyprus this

---

1 See especially Pittakmann, 'Geschichte der Phönizier,' p. 225, who gives a good example of a rayed divinity with a pillar-shaped body, from the marble basin found at Sidon, now in the Berlin Museum. He compares with this certain representations of divinities on the coins of Demetrius II, Nikator (P. Gardner, H. M. Cat., 'Sidonian Kings of Syria,' Pl. XVIII. 1, and XXV. 2), and others struck under Antoninus Pius in the Cilician town of Malleas.

is not the place to enlarge. It may be sufficient to observe that in this period of Cypriote history the "golden Aphrodité" of the Egyptians seems to play a much more important part than any form of Astarte or Mylitta.

These Cypriote examples are of special interest in their bearing on certain religious types and associations from the Aegean area of the Mycenaean world. The more specialised forms of the rayed, fantastic, tree pillar are peculiar to Cyprus, but even these find analogies in some hitherto unexplained figures on Mycenaean vases, and we shall also see rayed divinities. On the other hand, a simple form of the palmette pillar, approaching a fleur-de-lis in outline, is found on Mycenaean signets and the same group of guardian monsters recur in association with a whole series of Mycenaean pillars. The Cypriote parallels will be found to have a fundamental importance as demonstrating in detail that these are in fact taken over from the cult of Mentu-Ra the Warrior Sun-God of Egypt, of Hathor, and of Horus.

It is reasonable to believe that in the Aegean area as well as in Cyprus this taking over of the external elements from the Egyptian solar cycle was facilitated by underlying resemblances in the characters of the indigenous divinities to whom these attributes were transferred. The surviving attachment of some of these solar monsters to certain later divinities bears out this conclusion. The griffin and the lion remained in the service of Apollo.

Fig. 29.—HATHOR: URENS PILLAR AND CYPRO-MYCENEAAN AND ORIENTAL ANALOGIES.
1. Egyptian Ureus Pillar. 2 and 3. Cypro-Mycenaean Comparisons. 4. Dual Ureus Staff of Istar.

It is further noteworthy that a certain mystic duality visible in the Hethoric pillars was taken over in a simpler form by Cypriote religion. The head-piece of Hathor represents the meaning of her name as the "House of Horus," and may therefore be considered as at the same time implying the internal presence of her divine son. It is sufficient to compare the annexed figure (Fig. 29, 1) of a Hethoric pillar with an uraeus snake curving up and confronting it on either side, taken from an Egyptian signet of seventeenth or eighteenth Dynasty date with the two following designs of the Cyprio-Mycenaean class, the latter, to make complete the comparison, on a flat rectangular bead-seal of the same form as the Egyptian. In both of these derivative designs we see a double column. In Fig. 29, 2, the incurring Hethoric sprays become two snakes whose coils on another Cyprio-Mycenaean

---

1. Found in an inscription tablet at Kahun, Petrie, Kahun, Garb, and Hawara, Pt. X. Salammbô, Pt. XII. 7.
2. Fig. 29, 2 is from a cylinder, Canota, 145, Fig. 126. Both are from Salammbô.
cylinder are prolonged down the lower member of the column. In Fig. 29, 8 the pillar becomes quite symmetrical in its duality with an intervening slab to divide its two portions. Both of these Cypro-Mycenaean pillars are surmounted by a halo of rays, the original suggestion of which has been already noted. The radiation in itself connects them with divinities of light, a guardian griffin indeed sits before the pillar on the cylinder from which Fig. 29, 2 is taken. In some cases the double pillar is surmounted by a double halo of rays with the stress on the dual aspect of the divinity.

The Egyptian religious element in some of these Cypriote double columns is clear. But there is sufficient evidence to show that there was also an oriental class of dual pillars which may have influenced the cult forms of the island at an even earlier period. There occurs, for instance, a type consisting of double cones in reversed positions, their apices separated by a cross-piece, which is also found on Babylonian cylinders. Another oriental type of divided pillar must be regarded as in part at least of Egyptian origin. This is the staff or small pillar with a globular break in the middle of the stem and two uraeus snakes curving up on either side which so frequently occurs in the hands of Istar on late Babylonian cylinders. The uraei are here a certain indication of borrowing from the Egyptian side. Their symmetrical grouping recalls the snakes of the Hathor staff or pillar already cited and forms a recurring feature in the derivative Cypriote types. The pillar stem of the Assyrian sacred tree frequently shows the same central division. But the Assyrian tree itself is in origin a palmette column belonging to the same family as the eighteenth Dynasty Egyptian, and the earlier Cypro-Mycenaean class.

The pillar image of divinity as will be shown in connexion with the column in the Lions’ Gate scheme has this distinct advantage over the anthropomorphic type that the same pillar can represent a divinity either in a male or female aspect or can become the material resting place of either member of a divine pair. Still more obvious facilities were offered by divided columns like the above for the needs of a dual cult. It gave easy expression to the Semitic religious conception of bi-sexual godhead. So too in Cyprus it might well convey the idea expressed by the alternative impersonation of Aphrodite and Aphaclidon. The aniconic religion at least obviated such grotesque creations of the later cult as the "bearded Aphrodite."

---

1 A Cypro-Mycenaean cylinder in the Ashmolean Museum.
2 Dr. Ohnesorg-Richter, Kypros, &c. p. 182, has perhaps rightly recognized this type in the pairs of double axe-like figures grouped on either side of a serpent on a Cypriote cylinder (Gnomon, Salomons, p. 128, Fig. 188). He uses the word "Charmazonia" in connexion with these double axes.
3 C. Menant, Olytique Orientale, l. p. iii. Fig. 98, p. 105, Fig. 102; Cret. De Choreg. Pl. XVI. Fig. 106. This class of hemiattite cylinders is common in Syria and Cilicia, and a good example from Cyprus exists in the British Museum. The double staff with the uraeus also occurs in a separate form between two figures of Nea-kami combinding with a bull, bearing the names of the Sun God Sama and apparently his consort (Menant, Cult. de Ch. Scen. l. p. VIII. Fig. 68 and p. 57), whereas, however, the comparison with the symbol of Isar is missed, and the object described as a "anabelabrum."
To the bi-sexual Hermaphroditos indeed the pillar form clung down to much later times.

§ 19.—The Egyptian Element in the Animal Supporters of Mycenaean Trees and Columns.

Nothing is itself more contrary to the native genius of Mycenaean art, so free and naturalistic in its home-born impulses, than the constrained and schematic pose of the animals and mythical monsters that in this group of designs appear as guardians or supporters of the sacred trees and columns. But it is precisely because these attendant animals are here conceived of as performing a religious function that they take this heraldic and traditional form. It is usual to regard the pairs of opposed animals as due to oriental influence. It can be shown, indeed, that the reduplicated forms of mythical monsters are in some cases the natural result of the process of cylinder engraving as practised in Chaldaea at a very remote period. Certain types of the same class that appear on Mycenaean gems, such as the bulls with crossed bodies, the hero holding two lions in reverse positions, or the lions by themselves similarly grouped must unquestionably be due to Babylonian prototypes. But it must not be forgotten that in Egypt, too, these opposed heraldic pairs are a very ancient tradition. In the fresco of the prae-dynastic tomb, recently discovered by Mr. Green at Hierakonpolis, a hero is seen struggling with two symmetrically opposed bulls in a manner which, except for its rudeness, exactly recalls figures of Gilgames and Eobani on Chaldaean cylinders. Paired heraldic animals are found in some hieroglyphic types, and on a monument of the sixth Dynasty two goats are seen symmetrically grouped on either side of a tree. On a fragmentary vase of the black ware characteristic of the twelfth and thirteenth Dynasties, two pairs of goats are seen acting as heraldic supporters, in the case of a palm-tree, in the other of a vine. It appears, moreover, that Egyptian models of parallel schemes found their way on scarabs, at least as far as Rhodes, and could be copied by the Mycenaean engraver on his native shores. In the well of Kameiros, together with a scarab bearing apparently the cartouche of Thothmes III, was found another example—in steatite of rude work—on which two bovine animals each with the Ankh symbol beneath it stand symmetrically facing a palm-tree. In considering the Lions' Gate scheme we shall have occasion to note the parallel grouping of Ra and Ma before the solar obelisk and of the two lions supporting the sun's disk on the horizon. We have, moreover, direct evidence that, in another shape, the Mycenaeyans were familiarised with the Egyptian scheme of a sacred pillar between heraldically opposed animals. This scheme is, in fact, very frequent about the time of the eighteenth Dynasty under the form of

2 B.M. Gem Cat. No. 144.
3 Ib. No. 142. The animals are there described as wolves; to me they seem clearly oxen, though roughly drawn; Mykl. Vasen Pl. E, 38.
4 See below Fig. 42.
the Tat pillar between two symmetrically grouped uraeus snakes, and a scarab 1 with this design was found in one of the group of Mycenaean graves at Jaliyos, from another of which a lentoid gem representing the column between two lions was brought to light. At Tel-el-Amarna, where Egyptian and Mycenaean culture find more than one point of contact, scarabs with similar designs of the Tat and Urseu also occurred.

It is further to be noted that the distribution of the guardian animals as regards the trees and foliate pillars on the one hand and the architectural columns and bases on the other seems to follow a division already perceptible among their Egyptian prototypes. Setting aside the mythical monsters which to a certain extent at all events seem common to both groups we find the heraldic grouping of oxen and goats confined to the trees or tree pillars. The lions alone are associated with the structural columns and altar bases just as in Egyptian religious art we find them exclusively acting as supports of the symbol of the sun on the horizon.

The general conclusion to which we are led is that the animals symmetrically posed and paired before trees and pillars in these Mycenaean schemes represent a tradition borrowed from Egyptian sources. The conventional scheme had certain religious associations and was therefore adopted for animals performing sacred functions as guardians of holy trees and bastylic columns. It has been already noted that several of the monstrous forms represented in the Mycenaean series like the Sphinx, the Kriosphinx, and the Griffin are themselves Egyptian creations and of their nature divine. In other cases the sacred character of the animal is indicated by the conventional pose of ancient tradition.

§ 20.—Sacred Trees and Foliated Pillars with Heraldically Posed Animals.

The sacred tree, when it occurs on Mycenaean designs of the heraldic class at present under consideration, is generally more or less conventionalised in form and often shades off into the foliated pillar. A somewhat naturalistic example (Fig. 30) may be cited from a lentoid gem found in a tomb of the Lower Town of Mycenae in 1895. 2 The tree here rises from a kind of base and on either side with their heads turned towards it are two wild goats or agrimia back to back, who in each case rest their fore feet on a structure rising in two high steps.

In Fig. 31 from a lentoid gem found at Palaeokastro on the easternmost point of Crete 3 we see a single wild goat in a similar heraldic attitude before a tree of conventional type with side sprays and trefoil crest. Behind the agrimia is a smaller animal with the feet and hindquarters of an ape which seems to be in the act of springing on it. It suggests the Cynocephalus that appears in the field of some Babylonic cylinders. To the

1 Myc. Vase, Tat. E, 2. 2 A straited chaliceology. I obtained it on
4 A banded agate. the site in 1898.
right of this is an object like an impaled triangle which has probably some religious significance and occurs elsewhere in sacral subjects.\(^1\) The two-horned object placed at the foot of the tree pillar will be seen to be the characteristic concomitant of Mycenaean cult referred to above as 'the horns of consecration.' Its appearance in this place is of considerable importance as affording a proof that we have here to deal with a conventional represen-

\(^1\) See below, p. 159.
MYCENAEAN TREE AND PILLAR CULT.

Had this design been fully carried out it would have doubtless included a second wild goat as a supporter on the other side of the tree. From its schematic attitude this belongs to the same class as the opposed pairs of sacred animals.

Fig. 32 presents an example of a tree or tree-pillar with conventional, palm-like foliage, and a fluted columnar shaft supported by what to judge from their horns are a pair of red deer. Both this and the two preceding designs show curious points of resemblance to the stele found by Count Malvasia at Bologna in a cemetery of the Villanova class. Upon this stele a conventional palm-column in two stages is seen between two calf-like supporters whose heads, as in the case of Fig. 34 below, are turned away from the column.

A good illustration of the fleur-de-lys type of foliated pillar akin to those of Mycenaean Cyprus and contemporary Egypt is supplied by a gold signet ring from the Lower Town of Mycenae (Fig. 33). Here we see a fluted pillar resting upon a bowl-like base, the foliage of which still suggests the original iris type. On either side of this 'hyacinthine' column and confronting it is seated a female Sphinx of the Mycenaean type, with double crest and curling locks visible on the bosom. The sleeved appearance of the upper part of their forelegs is a frequent characteristic of oriental Sphinxes,

---

1 It was found at Gouvia in Crete (cf. Gouvia, the City of Zeus, p. 24). The stone is a lusaitoid, of transparent and milky chalkstone.
2 Guazzini, Di alcuni Sepolcri della Necropoli di Pausania, p. 203; Umbau, Zeitschrift für Ethnologie, x. xv. p. 241. S. Reimisch, Anthropologie, 1893, p. 767, and Les Cultes dans les Villes du Pé de la Dodone, pp. 165, 166, gives a conjectural restoration (Fig. 93) of the monument as inserted in the tympanum of a gate of prehistoric Pausania. A comparison of the stone with other sepulchral steles in the Museum at Bologna has, however, convinced me that it belongs to the same class. Several of these terminate above in conventional palmate leaves so many of the later Greek steles.
3 Cf. Perrot et Chipiez, L'Art, v. vi. Fig. 428, 27; Ehrhängler, Ant. Comm., iii. p. 42, Fig. 17.
and is undoubtedly a feature taken over from the hawk of the Egyptian Sun-God Horus. The Sphinx itself belongs, of course, to the same solar cycle, though in Egypt it is rarely of the female sex. Elsewhere we shall see the Sphinx, like the Griffin, as a guardian of the architectural column.

A very similar type of foliated pillar with two young bulls or oxen symmetrically attached on either side, occurs on another gold signet ring from Mycenae.\textsuperscript{1} A close parallel, again, to this is presented by a beautifully engraved ring cut out of a single piece of rock crystal which was found some years since at Mycenae (Fig. 34).\textsuperscript{2} Two couchant bulls with their heads turned back are tethered to the foliate pillar in the same way as in the preceding example, the only difference being that two additional sprays of the same conventional kind rise from behind their backs. On a lentoid bead seal\textsuperscript{3} two animals, one a bull and the other a wild goat, are symmetrically ranged beside a pair of conventional tree-pillars with spiral shafts and tri-foliate sprays.

\textbf{§ 21.} \textit{Architectural Columns with Animal Supporters: the Lions' Gate Type.}

The most conspicuous example of purely architectural columns with animal supporters is the tympanum relief of the Lions' Gate at Mycenae (Fig. 35). But in this case the position of the column, as if fulfilling an architectural, and at the same time a decorative purpose, has to a great extent diverted archaeological students from its true religious significance.\textsuperscript{4} The lions

\textsuperscript{1} From Tomb 25 of the Lower Town. Tsountas, \textit{Eg. \textsuperscript{3}Aag.}, 1888, Pl. X, 43, and pp. 143 and 179. Tsountas describes the animals as horses, the \textit{Etrim} (Γκόσει); but short horns are clearly discernible.

\textsuperscript{2} In my own collection; hitherto unpublished.

\textsuperscript{3} Of agate, from Tomb 10 of the Lower Town Mycenae. Tsountas, \textit{Eg. \textsuperscript{3}Aag.}, 1888, Pl. X, 7 and p. 140; Furtwängler, \textit{Ant. German}, iii, 27.

\textsuperscript{4} M. Salomon Reinach, however, has shown himself alive to its true significance, and in his \textit{Mirage Orientale} \textit{(Anthropologie}, iv,
have not been recognised as the sacred animals and companions of
a tutelary divinity, but merely as symbolic figures of the military might of
those who held the walls of the citadel, and as a challenge to their foes. The
column itself and the architrave and beam-ends that it supports have been
taken, with the altars below, to stand for the Palace of the Mycenaean Kings.
Some of the earlier writers, indeed, advanced views on the subject of this relief,
which in certain respects very nearly approximated to the true explanation. Colonel Mure, and after him Gerhard, and Curtius, saw in the column
between the Lions a symbol of Apollo Agyiens, and Göttling regarded it as a
Herm. But such comparisons have been wholly set aside by most later critics.

1883, p. 705 and p. 730, not only rightly

1 describes the column as an autentic image, but uses the fact of the appearance of the
Goddess in its place on the monument of
Ardalan Kaya as an argument for the later
date of the Phrygian relief.

1 Perrot et Chipiez, Gréce Primitive, p. 809.

2 Braun, Griechische Kunstgeschichte (1893)

2 pp. 46-58; Perrot et Chipiez, op. cit., p. 801.

3 Uber die königlichen Grabmäler des

3 heroiischen Zeitalters, Rhein. Museum, vi.

3 (1888), p. 206. Col. Mure thought the lions

4 were wolves, and brought Apollo Lykeios into

4 connection with them.

5 Mykenische Alterthümer (1854). Programme,

5 Berlin: W. Neukomm, 1850, p. 10.

6 Peloponnes (Gotth, 1852), ii. 463, and

6 Gr. Geschichte, i. 116.


8 Göttling notes the correspondence between

8 the Mycenaean column growing smaller to-

8 wards its base and the Hermèse pillars—a

8 pregnant observation.
The fact that the column had a capital, and in this case actually supported a roof, was pronounced by Dr. Adler to be fatal to the view that any aniconic form of a divinity could be here represented, "all such idols having a free ending as a cone, a metope or a phallus." It has been shown above, however, that the idea of the divine column as a "Pillar of the House," and actually performing a structural function is deeply rooted in this early religion, and finds parallels both on the Semitic and the Egyptian side. In the succeeding sections a series of Mycenaean shrines will be described in which the stone pillar which is the aniconic form of the divinity is represented as actually contributing to prop up the capstone or lintel. In the Lions' Gate and kindred types where the column stands for the support of a building, the capital and impost are in fact required to bring out the full idea of the upholding spiritual power. The divinity here is the "pillar of Mycenae," even as Hector is described by Pindar, as the "pillar of Troy."

The Lions' Gate scheme is found, sometimes in an abbreviated form, on a series of Mycenaean engraved stones and rings, some examples of which are given below, associated with the same sacred animals. In other cases we find the pillar, or simply the altar base, guarded by Sphinxes, Griffins, or Krissphinxes.

On the ivory plaque from the Tholos tomb, at Menidi, two Sphinxes stand on either side of a Mycenaean column. A small figure of ivory from Mycenae represents a Sphinx resting both forelegs on the capital of a short column. In Fig. 33 we have already seen Sphinxes as guardians of a tree pillar.

A lentoid gem from Mycenae (Fig. 36) gives the best architectural parallel to the Lions' Gate pillar, save that here we see a pair of Griffin supporters in place of the lions. The column here rests on a single altar base instead of two, with the round ends of the transverse beams as on the tympanum reliefs.

---

1 Arch. Zeitung. 1865, p. 6. 
2 All diese Idole niemals in der Form einer mit einem Kapiteil geschmückten Säule (welche hier sogar eine Decke trägt) sondern stets frei befestigt als Comus, Muta, Phalloos angebracht.
3 Of. ii. 141, Ποιμ. τινάχεος ζωστηράδι εύιον.
4 Lolling. Kepeýηρμα τῶν Μενίδι, p. 20. 
5 Perrot et Chipiez, L'Art, &c., p. 328, Fig. 288. 
6 Trantas, "Ar. Aeg. 1887, Pl. XIII, " and p. 171. P. et C. vi. p. 433, Fig. 317, where however it is erroneously described as 'from the Acropolis of Athens."
7 Trantas, Myser. Pl. V. 6; To and Manuti, Myc. Aeg., p. 254, Fig. 131, Furtw. Anc. Comm., vol. iii. p. 44, Fig. 18.
The Griffins, with their heads turned back, are attached to the upper part of the column like watch dogs by a thong or chain, a constantly recurring feature in these designs.

A schema closely allied to the above, in which, however, the altar-base appears without the column, is supplied by a jasper lentoid from Tomb 42 of the Lower Town, Mycenae (Fig. 37). Here we see a composite animal, in which the bodies of two opposed lions meet in the single head of a ram, resting its forefeet on the base. To the right is a symbol like a pole tranfixing a triangle, which has been already referred to as a frequent concomitant of Mycenaean religious scenes, and may perhaps represent some kind of 'Ashern,' making up in this case for the absence of the architectural pillar. The composite monster itself of which this is the

---

Trümmler, 'Eph. APX. 1888, Pl. X. 30, and p. 178; P. cit. C. Fig. 428, 17; Partw. Ant. Gemm. Pl. 111. 24. He describes the monsters (vol. ii. p. 23) as 'zwei geflügelte und gehörnte Löwen.'
reduplicated form, is, in fact, the Egyptian Kriosphinx, here, however, fitted with wings according to the Mycenaean practice. At Karnak huge Kriosphinxes—with the head of a ram and the body of a lion—guard the avenue of the Theban lunar God Khonsu. An analogous design, representing a double-bodied lion, with a single head, his forelegs resting on a similar base, occurs on another lentoid from Mycenae (Fig. 38).

On rings and gems, indeed, the more usual guardians of the sacred pillar are lions. A gold signet-ring from Mycenae (Fig. 39) shows a pillar with a somewhat broad entablature to which two lions are attached by chains round their necks. The animals look back at the column, and two objects of uncertain character attached to the end of the entablature on either side, hang down in front of their noses. These objects, which in their general outline somewhat resemble the two abalaster knots found in the fourth Acropolis grave at Mycenae, have perhaps a sacrnal character, for, on the

![Image](image_url)

**Fig. 40.—Lion’s Gate Type on Lentoid Gem, Zero, Crete (1).**

Heraecum gem, two similar are seen on either side of a bull’s head, above which is the symbolic double axe.

A cornelian lentoid from grave 33 of the Cemetery of Ialysos shows a rude and straggling design of a column with two lion supporters looking outwards. Another hitherto unpublished variant of the type is supplied by a brown cornelian lentoid gem (Fig. 40) obtained by me at Zéro in Eastern Crete. Two lions are here symmetrically seated back to

---

2 Schliemann, *Mycenae*, p. 242, Fig. 352.
3 See above p. 106.
back with their heads turned towards the column above which are some traces of the round beam ends of the entablature.

The base on which the two lions rest their forelegs on the lentoid gem represented in Fig. 41 must not be confounded with the usual altar base seen in Figs. 37 and 38 above, the typical feature of which is the incurring sides. It is essentially columnar, and its true meaning has been shown in an earlier section of this work. It represents, in fact, one of the bætylic tables of offering, which seem to be a special characteristic of this early cult in Crete where the intaglio itself was found. The component elements of this sacred type are the central bætylic column and an altar slab placed upon it with four smaller legs to support it at the corners. In the field above is seen a rayed sun.

Like the tree pillar with its heraldic supporters, the Lions' Gate scheme

Fig. 41.—Confronted Lions with Fore-feet on Bætylic Base, Lentoid, Crete (§).

with its central architectural column or altar base shows very distinct analogies to some of the Cypriote types, the central feature of which is the rayed symbolic column. The parallelism becomes still closer when we find, in both cases, lions Grifrons and Sphinxes among the most frequent guardians or supporters of the divine pillar, though in Mycenaean Cyprus they are also depicted as actually adorning the aniconic image. It has been shown above that in the case of the Cypriote cylinders the attendant

Pl. E, 11; Furtw., Gebruchtes Stein (Berlin) in a dark red steatite.
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monsters and, to a certain extent, the symbolic column itself, are taken from an Egyptian solar cycle, and the inference has been drawn that the aniconic pillars among the Mycenaeanos of Cyprus were identified with divinities having some points in common with the Sun-Gods Ra, or Horus, and Hathor, the Great Mother.

The rayed sun which in Fig. 41 appears in the field above the confronted lions, certainly corroborates the view that in the Aegean countries the aniconic pillars, which appear in a similar conjunction, were also connected with solar divinities. The pillar here indeed is, as already noted, of a purely indigenous shape, and cannot itself, like the symbolic Cyprian types with their reminiscences of palmette capitals and Hathoric scrolls, be directly traced to an Egyptian prototype. The Nilotic connexion has nevertheless left its traces in these Mycenaean types. We recall the frequent appearance in Egyptian religious art of opposed figures in special association with the solar symbols and pillars of the sun. Thus we see the squatting, confronted figures of Ra with his hawk's head and Ma with her feather crest on either side of the Sun-God's obelisk, and in

![Fig. 42a, b.—Lion Supporters of Egyptian Solar Disk.](image-url)

other cases the figure of the sun's disk on the horizon is supported by two lions seated back to back (Fig. 42a and b). To a certain extent the Lions' Gate scheme may itself be regarded as a combination of these two types. The column on the altar is a free indigenous translation of the obelisk rising on its base which really represents the 'Mastaba' or sepulchral chapel. The back to back position of the two lions is literally reproduced in Figs. 39 and 40, and where, as in Figs. 37 and 41, the bodies of the lions are turned towards the central pillar, their heads are averted as in deference to the same religious tradition. The monsters here are not so much simply adorants as on the Cyprian cylinders, and therefore regarding the sacred pillar, but are guardians looking out and away from it for possible enemies. On the Lions' Gate itself they naturally look forward along the avenue of approach.

It must, in fact, be clearly recognised that the scheme of the pillar and guardian monsters as it appears in Mycenaean art on the Lions' Gate and in other kindred designs is, like the Griflins and Sphinxes that often form part of it, essentially of Egyptian derivation. It is translated into
indigenous terms and applies, doubtless, to indigenous divinities, but it is reasonable to suspect in the latter some points of resemblance to the divinities of light with which the parallel religious types seem to have been specially associated in the Nile valley.

§ 22.—Anthropomorphic Figures of Divinities substituted for the Basilica Column in the Lions' Gate Scheme.

Attention has been called above to the Mycenaean practice, in depicting religious scenes, of supplementing the design of the sacred tree or pillar that formed the material object of the cult by placing beside it a figure of the divinity itself as visible to the mind's eye of the worshippers. The

![Male Divinity between Lions on Linoii Gem, Kydonia, Crete. (1)](image)

God or Goddess is seen in actual converse beneath the holy tree, seated beside or even on the shrine, or even at times in the act of descending beside the altar block, or in front of the pillar image. It has been remarked above that this pictorial expedient of religious art must be regarded as symptomatic of a process of transition in the rendering of the aniconic idol itself, which in the succeeding historic period was gradually moulded into anthropomorphic form.

But besides this supplementary representation of the divinity side by side with its tree or pillar shape there is evidence of another method of satisfying the realistic cravings of a more advanced religious stage. This is the actual substitution of the God or Goddess in human guise in the place of the aniconic image. It is possible, for instance in the case of the Lions' Gate scheme, to give a series of examples in which a divinity is introduced...
between the lion supporters in place of the column. We have here in fact, pictorially anticipated, a religious grouping which later, as will be seen from certain types of Apollo, Kybelé and the Asiatic Artemis, attached itself to the cult images.

These religious schemes in which the divinity simply replaces the pillar must be distinguished from some other designs, also exemplified by Mycenaean signets, bearing a certain superficial resemblance to them, in which a male hero is seen in the act of grappling with a pair of lions. These have another origin and should more probably be regarded as adaptations of the familiar Chaldaean type of Gilgames. Sometimes as in the design on a gold signet ring we see two heroes engaged in the same struggle, a scene also taken from the Babylonian repertory.

But a very different impression is given by the type on an unpublished Mycenaean gem (Fig. 43), discovered in the immediate neighbourhood of Canea, on or near the site of the ancient Kydonia. Here we see a male figure, his arms symmetrically extended, with two lions heraldically opposed on either side. The stiff upright figure here with the legs together is an almost perfect substitute for the central column, and the horizontally extended arms directly suggest the entablature of the Lions' Gate scheme. It is, in fact the literal translation of the pillar image into human shape.

A variant of this design in which the standing figure grasps the two lion supporters by the necks is seen on a serpentine lentoid, unfortunately much damaged by fire, which was found in one of the Greek islands. In this case

![Figure 43: Female Divinity between Lions on Amygdaloid Gem, Mycenae (4)](image-url)
the forelegs of the lions rest on two bases, a feature which brings the scheme into the closest relation with that of the Lions' Gate.

The central figure also appears in female form. On a fine agate gem recently found at Mycenae (Fig. 44) a Goddess is seen in the usual costume holding up her two hands in an evenly balanced attitude between a lion and a lioness. Another intaglio (Fig. 45) on a lentoid of pale yellow cornelian which forms the bezel of a gold ring, shows the Goddess seated on a lion's head, while on either side of her two lions are heraldically posed looking backwards. It will be seen that the attitude of the lions is directly borrowed from the aniconic scheme in which they rest their feet on an altar or small pillar, while the Goddess herself is represented armless and in an unusual sack-like costume as if something of her columnar form still affected the artist's imagination.

It will be noticed that these figures of the Goddess between her lion supporters supply almost exact parallels, though of a considerably earlier date, and in a purely Mycenaean style, to a well-known Phrygian monument which has hitherto afforded the best illustration of the religious conception underlying the original tympanum relief.

In Phrygia, where the tradition of the Mycenaean scheme seems to have been long maintained in the tympanum groups above the rock-hewn tombs,

---

1 In my collection.
2 From the collection of the late Sir Wolleston Franks, to whose kindness was due the cast from which Fig. 45 was drawn. The ring is now with the rest of his collection in the British Museum. It was originally in the hands of a Swiss collector, but the provenance is unknown. From the style of cutting it is probably of Cretan fabric, and in support of this view it may be mentioned that pale yellow cornelian of the same class are common in a rough state in Eastern Crete.
the frequent design of the lions on either side of a column is replaced inside a sepulchral chamber described by Professor Ramsay at Arslan Kaia by two lions or lionesses in the usual heraldic attitude on either side of a rude image of Kybelê. It is, in fact, little more than the earlier columnar form of the Goddess slightly hewn, and we here see the cult image coming as it were to life and first putting on a human shape.

A distinction must indeed be observed between the two cases. The Phrygian image belongs to a much later date and represents the partial anthropomorphization of the actual cult pillar, a stage of which in still later, Greco-Roman days the Syrian and Anatolian shrines supply so many examples. The figures on the Mycenaean gems, on the other hand, must be rather regarded as the purely pictorial impersonation of the Goddess as seen by the eye of faith. It may be, as suggested above, that the columnar cult shape had, to a certain extent, influenced the pictorial representation in the last mentioned design with the seated Goddess. On the whole, however, the figure is distinctly human, the feet are given as well as the head, the curves of the seated body and the flounced raiment below. There is nothing here resembling the very imperfect anthropomorphization of the pillar idol that we find in the relief of Arslan Kaia. The one is an anthropomorphic figure of the Goddess slightly affected by the columnar cult image, the other is a pillar image slightly modified by the anthropomorphic ideal form. With the Mycenaean, as clearly pointed out, all the evidence goes to show that the cult-image itself was still a simple pillar or sacred stone.

The divine figure on these Mycenaean gems is truly a Lion Goddess, closely analogous, at any rate, to the Mother Kybelê—Matar Kubile—of the Phrygian monument. The attitude of the lions indeed in the last example placing their forepaws upon the seated figure of the Goddess corresponds with that which at a much later date than the Arslan Kaia monument continued to be associated with Kybelê and Rhea.

On the cylinder seals of the Cypro-Mycenaean class there is also evidence of a Lion Goddess. On an example from Salamis a seated female divinity holds in her left hand a bird, perhaps a dove, and places her right on a low pillar, representing her baetylic form, behind which is a rampant lion who, resting one paw on the pillar-idol, raises the other in the act of adoration. Lions in the schematic pose of adornants or guardians appear before several of the sacred pillars on these Cyprian cylinders which in some cases at least may

---

1 See W. M. Ramsay, Journ. Hellen. Stud. vol. iii. p. 14 sqq. and Plates XVIII., XIX. One group is thus described loc. cit. p. 19. Over the door is carved an obelisk. On each side of the obelisk a large lion is carved in low relief rampant with its fore-paw on the top of the door. In this case there was a little cub below each of the lions.

2 The true import of this figure was first pointed out by M. Salomon Reinach, "Mimige Orientale" (Anthropologie, iv. 1893, p. 796). M. Reinach justly observes cea paix le face de la colonne de Mycena qui appartient au stage ancien du de la civilisation grecque; le monument de l'anthropomorphismus se fait jour est certainement le plus recent des deux.
be taken to represent the same Goddess. In the case of these Cypriote types we are led from the associated symbols to seek a celestial divinity who, if on the Hellenic side of her being she approaches Dioné, has certain attributes in common with the Egyptian Hathor. It is possible that both in Asia Minor and in prehistoric Greece equally with Mycenaean Cyprus the lion cult may have passed to the 'Great Mother' of the indigenous religions, owing to the near relation in which Hathor the 'Great Mother' of Egyptian cult stood to the Sun-God who was there the special Lord of Lions. In considering the religious subjects on the Cypro-Mycenaean cylinders we shall see to what a large extent the cult of Hathor left its impress on that of the Mycenaean colonists, and the same influence is clearly traceable on the contemporary 'Hittite' art of Anatolia. It would even appear that the turret or mural crown common to the Asiatic Goddess in her several forms is the direct derivative of the 'House of Hor' on the head of Hathor. Kybelé too was a 'Virgo Caelestis,' with sun or moon for her attributes—Mother according to one tradition of Hélios and Seléné, just as the closely allied Hellenic Rhea is made the Mother of the Cretan Light-God known to the Greeks as Zeus. Her title of Basileia as 'Queen of Heaven' recalls the title of Farnassa applied in Cyprus to Dioné or Aphrodité Urania. Finally the Phrygian Kybelé is the special protectress of cities. The Mycenaean column supports the roof-beams; in her mural crown the Mother Goddess supports the city itself. So far at least as Mycenaean itself was concerned, no more appropriate tutelary image could have been found for its citadel gate. As the special patroness of the Tantalidæ Kybelé would have been the natural protectress of the city of Pelops, Atreus and Agamemnon.

But, as we have seen, the pillar image between the lions also takes a male form. Moreover, the lion guardians of Egyptian religious art, which, as has already been shown, in reality supplied the starting-point for this very scheme, are bound up with the cult of the male solar divinities Ra and Horus.

The alternative substitution of a male and female divinity for the pillar image of the Lions' Gate scheme recalls a feature in this early aniconic cult to which attention has already been drawn. It is highly probable that the same pillar could in fact become, by turns, the material dwelling-place of either member of a divine pair. At Paphos, for instance, it could represent either Aphrodité or Aphroditos. The Semitic religious notions,—which may well have had a much wider extension,—according to which what is practically the same divine being can present either a male or a female aspect, fitted in admirably with this ancient pillar cult. But in the case of the Lions' Gate itself and of one of the engraved seat-stones cited above, there is a feature which strongly confirms the idea that the column in this case served as the

---

1 Diochros, l. iii. c. 57.

2 Pausanias (iii. 23. 4) mentions a temple and image of Mother Goddess at Akriais in Lakonia, said to be the most ancient shrine of the kind in the Peloponnesus, though he adds that the Magnesians, to the north of Sipylos, claim that on Ἰόνιοι θέραμες to be the oldest of all and the work of Proteus the son of Tantalus. The special connexion of the cult with the Tantalidæ makes its appearance at Mycenae the more probable.
common baetylic materialisation of a pair of divinities. The column of the
tympanum is supported by two altar bases; suggestive of a double dedication.
Again, on the engraved stone from one of the Greek islands, described above:
each of the lions on either side of the male figure, places his feet on a
separate base, which may be taken to show that they too were the sacred
animals of a divine pair. If the lion belonged to Kybélē and Rhea, it is also
the sacred animal of the Sun-God with which, under variant names and in
various relations, these two divinities are coupled. It is probable that in
Mycenaean religion, as in the later Phrygian, the female aspect of divinity
predominated, fitting on as it seems to have done to the primitive matrarchal
system. The male divinity is not so much the consort as the son or youthful
favourite. The relationship is rather that of Rhea than of Hera to Zeus, of
Adonis rather than of Árês to Aphroditē. In this connexion it is a note-
worthy fact that the great majority of the votaries and adorants in the
Mycenaean cult scenes are female figures, and in some cases the Goddess
that they attend or worship is visible in anthropomorphic form. In other
scenes of a similar nature, where apparently divinities of both sexes are
represented, the God is either in the background as on the great Akropolis
ring, or holds a secondary place as when he approaches a seated Goddess.

§ 23. The Mycenaean Daemons in similar Heraldic Schemes.

An interesting parallel to the substitution of anthropomorphic figures
of divinities for the baetylic column between its animal supporters is
supplied by a gem recently discovered by Dr. Tsountas in a tomb of the
Lower Town of Mycenae. In this design (Fig. 46) a Mycenaean daemon
of the usual type takes the place of the divinity between two lions whose
front legs rest on what appear to be two altar bases with incurving sides.
On the well known lentoid stone said (probably erroneously) to have been
found at Corneto or Orvieto we see the converse of this design, in which
an anthropomorphic figure stands between two ever holding daemons. On
the glass paste reliefs of which illus-

1 Fig. 4 above, p. 108.
2 See Fig. 31 below.
3 Thanks to the kindness of Dr. Tsountas I am able here to reproduce this interesting and
hitherto unpublished type.
4 *Annali dell' Instituto, 1886,* Pl. GH.;

Cook, *Animal Worship, J.H.S.* xiv. (1894) p. 120; Hsiü, *Question Mycénien*, p. 37
(335) Fig. 24.; Furtwängler, *Ant. Gemulae,* iii.
p. 37 Fig. 16 and p. 38 note, where the
alleged provenience is with reason called in
question.
trations are given above,¹ we see this anthropomorphic figure replaced between the same daemonic attendants, in the one case by a square pillar in the other by a columnar tripod. We have here an additional example of the alternation of the divinity and the pillar image.

It is impossible in this place to enter on a detailed discussion as to the true interpretation of these strange Mycenaean daemons. It must be sufficient here to give strong expression to the belief that the explanation first suggested by Dr. Winter, is the main the true one, and that they represent a Mycenaean adaptation of an Egyptian hippopotamus-Goddess.² The head of the river horse has been assimilated to that of the lion, and the whole design including the dorsal mane and appendage has been crossed with the type of the hippocampus, already familiar in Crete on seals of the prae-Mycenaean period. The frequent use of this Nilotic type in these heraldic schemes of the Lions' Gate class is an additional corroboration of the view already expressed, that the pillar image with animal supporters finds its true origin in Egyptian religious art. The female hippopotamus Ririt, the imago of a constellation standing in connexion with the 'Haunch,' our 'Charles' Wain,'³ is the fitting companion of the solar lions, griffins, sphinxes, and krio-sphinxes which we have already recognised among the supporters of the Mycenaean pillar images.

§ 24.—A Mycenaean 'Bethlehem.'

Among the scenes of adoration of pillars, rayed or otherwise, on Cypro-
Mycenaean cylinders, referred to in section 18, we not unfrequently find two such pillars introduced, indicating the dual cult of two associated divinities. A good example of this dual cult from Salamis is given in Fig. 47.⁴ Here we see two pillars, the taller of which is rayed, while the other has a very well-marked dividing slab between its upper and lower members. These pillars are associated with two female votaries holding respectively a goat and an ibex, while the orb and crescent signs and the bovine head in the field above point to a combination of solar and lunar divinities. It is natural to infer that these pillars represent severally a God and a Goddess and in this case the rays seem clearly to distinguish the solar member of this

¹ P. 117. Figs. 13, 14.
² Dr. Winter compares Tumars. As noticed below, her counterpart or double—the stellar Ririt has perhaps a better claim.
⁴ Casula, Sciamantia, Pl. XIII. No. 29. The material is haematite.
divine pair. An interesting parallel to this dual cult is presented by a gold signet ring, procured by me some years since from the site of Knossos, which has already been referred to by anticipation as supplying evidence of exceptional value regarding the aniconic cult of the Mycenaean world.

The signet ring from the site of Knossos is of a typical Mycenaean form, with a long oval bezel, set at right angles to the hoop. It is slightly worn, but the details of the design are still clearly displayed (Fig. 48). To the extreme left of the field, as it appears in the impression, is seen a rocky steep with plants or small trees growing on it, which may be taken to show that the scene is laid in a mountainous locality. Immediately in front of this is a female figure in the flounced Mycenaean dress and with traces of long tresses falling down her back. She stands on a stone platform which reminds one of the supporting terraces that form the emplacement of buildings in so many of the prehistoric hill cities of Crete. In this case no doubt we have to do with an open court, the boundary on one side of which is the terrace wall, on the other steep rocks—a kind of outer temenos of a sanctuary. This stone base recurs beneath the cult scenes upon several Mycenaean rings to be described below.

The female figure who stands here raises her hand in the familiar attitude of adoration before an obelisk-like pillar, in front of which descends another small figure, the male sex of which is clearly indicated. This male divinity—for so we may venture to call it—holds forth what appears to be a spear in an attitude which recalls the small figure that hovers above the group on the gold ring, already referred to, from the Akropolis Treasure of Mycenae. In the present case, however, the characteristic shield which covers the body of the figure is wanting. The God is entirely nude, and from his shoulders shoot forth what must certainly be regarded as rays
rather than wings. To the significance of this feature there will be occasion to return.

Behind the tall obelisk, which shows four rings towards its base, is the gate of a walled enclosure or hysaethral sanctuary, beneath which is seen a second smaller column, consisting of a shaft with a central division, and a capital and base. Above the cornice of the walls rise the branches of a group of sacred trees, with what appear to be triply divided leaves like those of a fig-tree, and perhaps fruit. The little dots on the walls of the shrine, arranged in alternating rows, indicate an attempt to represent isodomic masonry.

Apart from the narrower field of comparisons into which this interesting design leads us, its broader anthropological aspects stand clearly revealed. It is a scene of stone or 'baetyl' worship, also partly associated with the cult of trees. We are here already past that more primitive stage of the religion so well illustrated, for example, among the Melanesians, in which any stone or rock that strikes a man's fancy may become the local habitation of a ghost or spirit. On the Knossian ring we see stone pillars of an artificial kind, and belonging to a more formalised worship, though still essentially of the same class. The obelisk, here, is literally, as in the case of the Beth-el set up by Jacob, "God's house," and the God is seen actually in the act of being brought down by the ritual incantation of his votary to his earthly tenement of stone.

The obelisk with the God descending before it is only one of a pair of sacred pillars contained in the same cult scene. It represents the male form of the aniconic image, and to the character of its divine attributes we shall have occasion to return. The second and lower column, standing apparently in the doorway of the hysaethral shrine, possibly, however, intended to be looked on as set up within its enclosure, may with great probability be regarded as a female form of divinity, or, at any rate, a deity in which the female aspect preponderated.

We are struck, in the first place, by the interesting parallel between the position of the pillar under the gate, and that of the aniconic image of the Paphian Aphrodite on much later monuments. Considering the many centuries that had elapsed between the date when this Mycenaean ring was engraved, and the earliest representations of the Paphian shrine that have come down to us, some divergence in the outline of the stone might naturally be expected. The columnar form of the Mycenaean type has been softened perhaps by the contamination of oriental examples, into a conical outline. But Cypriote cylinders of Mycenaean date show that in fact a form of aniconic image was at that time in vogue in the island, absolutely identical with that on our ring.

The distinguishing features of the pillar visible in the doorway on the Knossian ring are the broad base and capital, and a double swelling at the centre, which divides the shaft into two. In this respect we have before us a close parallel to the double pillars, rayed, or otherwise, on the Cypriote-Mycenaean cylinders described in the preceding section.
A further highly interesting point of comparison is supplied by the fact that in the Mycenaean seals of Cyprus, as on the Knossian ring, this divided pillar makes its appearance as one of a pair. In the example already given in Fig. 47, a short pillar with a central division and having above it a bovine head, is associated with another higher column, from the summit of which issue rays. The pillars are here attended by flounced votaries like that of the Cretian signet, and the combined symbol of the orb and crescent sufficiently reveals the character of the cult. The bovine head above the shorter pillar in this case probably indicates a lunar connexion.

It can hardly be doubted, indeed, that in the case of the Cypriote examples the female divinity, thus represented in aniconic form, is to be identified with the Goddess whose cult was in later times especially connected with Paphos. The various associations in which the stone pillar and the votaries associated with it appear on the cylinders clearly betray her true character. The star and crescent, the rays which generally issue from the stone itself, point to her in her character of a luminary of the heavens, Aphrodite Urania. In one case the same figure of a lion in the attitude of adoration that is seen on other cylinders before the rayed pillar stands behind the Goddess herself, who is here seated on a throne in her character of Fanassa, and holds a dove in her hand. The cult of Aphrodite under the name of Ariadne was also known in Cyprus and it is in this Cretan form that we should most naturally recognise the female consort of the warrior Light-God on the Knossian signet.

On another Cypriote—a rectangular head or 'tableid' of steatite—we find the same conjunction of the double form of the stone pillar (Fig. 49). On one side is a divided column, in this case rayed above, which evidently corresponds to the female divinity. On the other side is a more obelisk-like column on a double pedestal with rays issuing on every side, which shows distinct points of affinity with the obelisk on the Knossian ring, and here, too, we may infer that it answers to the male member of a divine pair. On a parallel head-seal the double rayed column of the female divinity is coupled on the reverse side with a rayed orb in place of the obelisk. The solar attribution could not be more clearly indicated.

In the Cypriote-Mycenaean versions of the male pillar we see it surmounted by a halo of rays. On the Cretan signet ring the same element is supplied by the rays that issue from the shoulders of the descending God. There can be little doubt that this method of expressing the luminous character of the divinity was borrowed from an oriental source. Samaq, the Babylonian Sun-God, the Canaanite form of whose name appears as Shemesh, was habitually represented with rays issuing from his shoulders. In the

---

1 In the cylinder given in Salaminia, Pl. XII. No. 8 the star and crescent are seen above the luminous pillar.
2 Salaminia, Pl. XII. Nos. 7 and 8. Sometimes the adoring animal is a griffin (op. cit.
3 Pl. XII. No. 5); in one case it has a horse's name (Pl. XII. No. 6).
5 Salaminia, p. 145, Fig. 188.
obeliskoid pillar of the Cretan ring we have, in fact, a Mycenaean Beth-
shemesh, the material place of indwelling for the solar deity that we see
here descending upon it, as Beth-el was of the God of Jacob.

The obeliskoid form may itself be regarded as another trace of Egyptian
influence on the externals of Mycenaean cult. It is worth remarking that
this earlier aspect of the Sun-God as a pyramidal pillar clung in later Greece
with great persistence to the cult of Apollo. In the well-known instance
of the omphalos at Delphi, the stone, though a lower cone, is probably a
variant of the same obelisk-like type. Perhaps, however, the most literal
survivals of this form were due to the conservative cult of north-western
Greece. On the coins of Ambrakia, of the Illyrian Apollonia and Orikos
the obelisk of Apollo appears in a form practically identical with that found
on the Cypriote tabloid (Fig. 49) and the Knossian ring. Here, as there,
moreover, the elongated upper part of the stone rests on a distinct base, with two or
three divisions as in the latter example. May we, perhaps, go a step further in these
cases and regard the solar divinity, who is the object of this aniconic cult in Epirus
and its borderlands, as a differentiated offshoot of a warrior God, one part of whose
being is preserved in the later conception of Zeus? It is certain that at Ambrakia
the type is associated with the head of Dionê, the consort of the Pelasgian Zeus. At Amyklae we see the still
partly aniconic image of the pre-Dorian Sun-God associated with a similar
form of a Goddess known as the armed Aphrodith, who, on her Hellenic
side, is indistinguishable from Dionê. On the other hand, the Arcadian
Zeus Lykaios is himself the ‘God of Light.’ In Crete, where this luminous
aspect of Zeus is particularly strong, Dionê appears as the ‘Mother’ of
Pasiphaë, the personification of the full moon.

The ancient Light-God of Crete and Arcadia may not improbably turn
out to be a deity belonging to the earlier pre-Hellenic population, taken over
by later Greek occupants of the country. It is possible that these religious
traditions are a survival of a time when, as the Cretan evidence so strongly
indicates, a common element had a footing on both the Libyan and Aegean
shores. Such a connexion would best explain the deep underlying influence of Egyptian solar cult which our researches so continually encounter. The
fact that in one place this Light-God is identified with Apollo, in another
with a form of Zeus, of Dionysos, or of Ares, may certainly be regarded as a
symptom of adaptation from a foreign source. The true Hellenic Zeus was
rather the personification of the luminous sky, and Dionê as she appears in
her oldest Epirote home is simply his female form. The fusion of the

1 See ‘Further Discoveries of Cretan and Aegaean Script; with Proto-Egyptian and Libyan
Comparisons,’ J.H.S. viii., 1897.
Hellenic Zeus with a divinity representing Mentu Ra, the warrior Sun-God of Egypt, would naturally favour the assimilation of the female aspect of both divinities, of Dionê namely and Hathor.

On the ring from Knossos this warrior Sun-God is armed with a spear or javelin—an archaic trait preserved by the Amyklaean Apollo and the solar Ares of Thrace. Elsewhere on the great signet ring from Mycenae and the painted tablet we see a descending armed divinity holding a large S-shaped body-shield. An interesting piece of Cretan evidence tends to show that this Mycenaean shield could on occasion be equally associated with the primitive Light-God of the Knossos signet. In a chambered tomb at Milato in Crete, the mother-city of the better known Miletos, excavated
by me in 1890, was a painted clay ossuary chest or larnax of the usual Cretan type,—copied, it may be observed, from the wooden chests of contemporary Egypt,—one end of which presented a male figure that must certainly be regarded as a divinity (Fig. 50). With one hand the God holds out a large body-shield of the usual type and from his neck, in this case, immediately above the shoulders issue undulating lines which seem to be the equivalent of the rays of the Knossian divinity and still more nearly of the wavy lines that issue from the shoulders of the Babylonian Samas. It does not appear that he holds anything in the other hand.

§ 25.—Cult Scenes relating to a Warrior God and his Consort.

The alternative appearances of the rayed solar God of the Knossian ring or the Milato sarcophagi holding out in the one case a spear, in the other the Mycenaean body-shield, render almost inevitable the comparison of these Cretan types with the descending armed figure on the great signet-ring of Mycenae. In that case, as has been already pointed out, the material form of the divinity is probably to be recognised in the double axe that fills the field between the descending warrior God and his seated consort. As already noted, the 'labrys' symbol of the Cretan and Carian Zeus, coupled with the sun and moon above, sufficiently define the character of the divine pair here represented. The poppies—emblem of sleep and the oriental keý—held by the seated Goddess, were in later times generally an attribute of Demeter, but at Sikyon also of Aphrodité. It has been already suggested that, whatever name may have originally belonged to the Goddess of the Mycenaean cult-scenes, whether in Cyprus or Greece proper, a part of her mythic being survived in that of the Goddess who in Crete is best known by her epithet, Ariadné.

1 See above, p. 167 seqq.
2 The Aphrodité of Kanaxos at Sikyon held poppies in one hand and an apple in the other, Paus. ii. 10, 3. Cl. Furtwängler, Myk. Vase, p. 79, and Antike Gemmen, p. 36.
3 Hench. ἄβδος, ἀνάντα, Κρήτης. The form
On an electrum signet ring from a tomb of the Lower Town of Mycenae, opened by Dr. Tsountas in 1893, we may also with great probability recognise the same divine pair (Fig. 51). The Goddess is here seated with her back to a bush upon what may be variously interpreted as a simple seat or a small shrine. The male divinity here stands naked, except for his girdle and anklets, and armed with a spear or javelin. His left forearm is bent forward and crosses that of the Goddess in the same position, and the figures of both divinities express the same significant gesture in which a forefinger and thumb are pressed together. This is a very widespread expedient of sign-language for indicating agreement, and to the modern Neapolitan still conveys the idea of plighted troth.

Two other signet rings remain to be described which afford some striking points of comparison with that from the Acropolis Treasure of Mycenae. One of these (Fig. 52) was found in the Vapheio tomb near Sparta. The other (Fig. 53) was procured by Dr. Tsountas in 1895 from a tomb in the lower town of Mycenae. Both designs present such an obvious parallelism in their general composition that they may best be described together.

On the Vapheio ring (Fig. 52) we see a female figure, here probably to be identified with the seated Goddess on Schlie-
Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Cult.

Umann's ring, who stands beneath the overhanging branches of a fruit tree at the foot of which appears to be a stone pillar, the reduplicated version of divinity. Rocks below indicate that this is on a height, and a male figure, naked except for his sandals and gaiter-like foot gear and the usual loin-cloth and girdle, is seen in an energetic attitude either plucking the fruit for the Goddess from her own tree or pulling down the branch for her to gather it from. On Schliemann's ring a small female attendant behind the tree is seen engaged in plucking fruit for the same purpose.

On the recently discovered ring from Mycenae (Fig. 53) this part of the scene is reproduced with some variations in detail but with great general correspondence. The whole group is here placed on a stone base or terrace recalling that of the Knossian ring (Fig. 48), but here apparently of ruder and smaller masonry. Here a flounced figure answering apparently to the Goddess on the Yafteio ring stands with her hands drawn towards her waist.

![Image](image-url)

Fig. 53.—Religious Scene on Gold-Signet Ring from Mycenae (1).

The broader features of sign-language are very universal in their application and in this case a common gesture for hunger among the American Indians may supply a useful parallel. It is made by passing the hands towards and backward from the sides of the body, denoting a gnawing sensation, and the pictograph for this sign curiously recalls the attitude of the figure on the ring. This explanation is quite appropriate to the subject. The Goddess here is seen looking towards the fruit-laden boughs of her sacred tree while a male attendant, in the same energetic attitude as the similar figure on the ring from Mycenae, hastens to satisfy her desire by pulling down a branch of

---

1 This tree has been described by Tammuz, E.G. 'Aeg.,' 1885, p. 176, as growing out of a large vessel (σέριν καὶ ἕγεγερα τρύχων ἐσφαίρας), but a comparison with the parallel ring from Mycenae (Fig. 53) makes me to believe that the object below, though certainly tub-like, is a somewhat thick column.

2 Garrick Mallery, 'Photographs of the North American Indians,' Fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1888, p. 236, and cf. Fig. 155, p. 235, representing the celebrated rock-painting on the Yare River, California.
the tree. The designs on both rings, which have been hitherto described as scenes of an orgiastic dance, are in fact full of meaning and depict an act of divine communion—the partaking by the Goddess of the fruit of her sacred tree. In this case as in the other the tree is in immediate association with a sacred pillar, here seen in its shrine. The tree seems to spread from the top of a small sanctuary raised on a high base and displaying an entablature supported by two columns, in the opening between which, but not reaching as far as the impost, is seen the pillar form of the divinity. Probably as in the case of the Knossian ring which supplies a somewhat similar effect the tree must really be regarded as also standing within the shrine or temenos.

In the field above to the right of the central figure on the Vapheio ring, together with two uncertain objects, one of which may be a spray or an ear of barley, there appears a device of symbolic significance.

This object (Fig. 54, 5) is described by Dr. Tsountas as a cross-like axe with two appendages while Dr. Max Meyer speaks of it simply as a double-axe. It will, however, be observed that the lower extremity terminates in the same way as the two side limbs and that in neither case is there any true delineation of an axe—though the curving edges may not improbably be due to some cross influence from the double-axe symbol.

For the true meaning and derivation of the present figure we must look on the Hittite side. It is in fact unquestionably allied to a modification of the Egyptian Ankh or symbol of life and divinity (Fig. 54, 1) which effected itself in the 'Hittite' regions of Anatolia and Northern Syria. Already on a cylinder of rather early Chaldaean type, but probably belonging to that region, the Ankh is seen in its Egyptian form as a symbol of divinity behind the hand of a seated God. Somewhat later it becomes of frequent occurrence in cult-scenes and is also an accompaniment of Hittite princes. Already in some versions of the Ankh belonging to the earliest dynasties of Egypt, it appears with a divided stem below. In accordance with a well-known tendency of Hittite art, whether or not with a reminiscence of this very

---

2. Lajarde, *Culte de Mithra*, Pl. XXXVI. Fig. 13.
3. *Lajarde, op. cit.* Pl. XXXIV, Fig. 8.
4. On objects belonging to the first dynasties of Egypt, found by M. Amelineau at Abydos.
early Egyptian tradition, the symbol now shows a tendency to acquire two legs and even at times a head. On the Tarsus seal it appears above an altar and associated with other ritual scenes, in slightly variant forms in which the lower limb has divided into two legs and the circle at the top has sometimes a kind of conical cap (see Fig. 54, 3). On a cylinder it is seen in the hands of an attendant behind a princely worshipper in a form which combines the two legs with the original lower limb (Fig. 54, 4). It will be sufficient to compare this last modification with those on the Tarsus seal to see that in the Mycenaean figure we have to do with another member of the same series. In other words the Mycenaean symbol is a direct derivative from the Egyptian ankh, as a sign of divinity, through intermediate forms which must be sought in the cycle of Hittite iconography. This symbol both on the Tarsus and Indilimna seals is placed in juxtaposition with a triangular sign probably denoting a Goddess and must itself be taken to represent the male member of a divine pair. The allied form (Fig. 54, 6) was copied by me from a stele at Carthage, and was surmounted by the orb and crescent of two conjoined divinities.

In the present case the curved ends of three of the limbs suggest as already noted that this ancient symbol has been crossed by that of the double axe, and its substitution in the place of the axe and armed figure on the ring from the Mycenaean treasure seems to show that it stands here inconnexion with the same God. It may therefore have a direct bearing on the subject immediately below it.

The discoverer of the Vaphieio ring failed to recognise the character of the representation on this side of the field and even described it as ‘an object like an insect, but of disproportionate size.’ Max Mayer, Furtwängler, H. von Frizze and others have since seen in it a helmet with a long crest resting on a shield. A close examination had long convinced me that the representation in question really consisted of a small female figure in the usual flounced dress, with one arm bent under her and the other stretched forward, prostrate on a large Mycenaean shield. On the more recently discovered ring from Mycenae we now see a different version of the same scene. A female figure in the habitual costume this time leans forward resting her two arms in a pensive attitude on the balustrade of what appears

---


2 Mayer rightly points out, this development of the symbol stands in a same relation to the "beaded triangle" emblem of Baal and Ashdoroth on Carthaginian stelae. Here the side limbs assume the form of arms and this anthropomorphized symbol seems to have affected the later development of the sacred cone at Paphos and elsewhere. The distinguishing feature of the Carthaginian modification of the Ankh is the arms, in the Hittite the legs.

3 Lajard, op. cit. Pl. XVIII. Fig. 7.

4 Teutsch, "Ep. Ap. 1890, p. 170 διάπαγα το όπλον έπεμφγατόν," Max Mayer (Jahrbuch d. Arch. Inst. 1882, p. 199), recognised the shield but took the figure above it for a helmet with a high crest. He regards the shield and the imaginary helmet as having been laid aside by the male figure.

But the analogy of the parallel ring Fig. 53 shows that the figure is simply an attendant,
to be a small columnar shrine like that which encloses the sacred tree-and pillar on the opposite side of the field. With down-turned face, she seems to contemplate the contents of this little sanctuary, which is divided by a central column into two compartments. The first of these, hung with two festoons, contains a short baetyllic pillar like that on the analogous ring from Vaphio. In the second is what on minute examination appears to be a miniature but clearly defined Mycenaean shield. Here then with additional accompaniments we find the theme of the outermost design of the Vaphio ring also reproduced on the example from Mycenae. In one case we see a female devotee actually prostrate on the shield, in the other she bends down over it leaning for support on the small shrine in which it seems to be hung. The same parallelism thus runs through all the leading features of the two rings.

It is true that in the last pair of scenes on the extreme right of the field there is a great difference in the size of the body-shields. But this disproportion is really conditioned by the character of the two representations. In the one case we have only to do with the shield itself and the recumbent votary. In the other, the female figure leans on a shrine containing the shield, and the size of the shield itself is naturally reduced. The shrine itself, we may imagine, was really much larger in proportion to the leaning figure, and the whole composition is analogous to others of the same glyptic cycle in which, as in the ring shown in Fig. 64, the seated Goddess is seated against the shrine containing her aniconic image, or, as in the case of Cypriote cylinders, using the sanctuary itself as a throne. It does not necessarily follow from this that the shrine itself was quite so diminutive.

The scene to the right of the first ring, the female figure prostrate on the body-shield, is evidently one of mourning for a dead warrior. We recall the large body-shield covering the body of the slain combatant beneath the horses of the chariot on the funeral stele of Mycenae, though in the present case no human figure is visible. The shield by itself, however, is sufficiently suggestive of departed valour, and at Falerii we find the early Italian oval shield, afterwards imitated by the Gauls, supplying, as laid on its back, the model for a sepulchral monument. It has already been suggested above,¹ that the shield equally with the double axe may be regarded as the material impersonation of the divinity. The oracle fallen from heaven, which represents the Mycenaean shield on Italian soil, recalls the sky-fallen baetyllic stone.

There are, however, indications that the mourning scene on the ring does not refer to the decease of a human warrior. The emblem of male divinity above must reasonably be taken in connexion with it. Moreover, on Schliemann's ring from the Akropolis treasure at Mycenae, and again on the painted slab, the Mycenaean body-shield appears as a prominent attribute of a warrior God, whose character in the case of the ring is further indicated by the double axe.

The religious intent of the representation is further brought out by the

¹ See p. 122.
companion scene on the more recently discovered ring. The shrine, in which the shield is here apparently hung up, and the baetyllic column contained in it, gives the whole an aspect of consecration. At the same time, the attitude of the female figure leaning on the balustrade, like that of the votary prone on the shield itself on the other signet, is strongly suggestive of mourning. The baetyllic column, as has been already shown, can be also a sepulchral monument, not necessarily of a human divinity. We seem to be in the presence of the tomb of a divine hero, or rather of a warrior God.

We have already ventured to detect one surviving offshoot of the cult of an armed Mycenaean divinity in that of the Amyklean Apollo, common both to Cyprus and Laconia, and the affiliation with Apollo in another form is brought out by the persistence of the primitive aniconic image in the case of Apollo Agyieus. On the other hand, the spear is also an early attribute of Zeus, and, as already pointed out, the double-axe, or labrys, on the ring from the Mycenae Treasure, brings the male divinity into a close relationship with the Zeus Labrandesus of Karia, and the Zeus-Minós of the Cretan Labyrinth. At Knossos, his aspect as a solar deity, so well illustrated by the gold ring from that site, is brought out by his connexion with Pasiphaé, the Moon Goddess. Elsewhere, as at Gortys, we see the Cretan Zeus associated with Europa, the daughter of Telephassa, another form of the Moon Goddess.

But this identification of the armed divinity of this dual cult, of whom the Mycenaean body-shield might be regarded as a special attribute, with the 'Cretan Zeus' of later religious tradition, supplies an interesting commentary on what appears to be the sepulchral shrine and suspended shield on our ring. We have here, it may be, a prehistoric representation of the 'Tomb of Zeus.'

§ 26.—Sacrificial Gateways or Portal Shrines, mostly associated with Sacred Trees.

The sanctity of the portal or doorway in primitive cult is very general, and its association with the sacred tree is well brought out by some of the Pompeian wall-paintings. To this day the traveller in the Caucasus may see outside the Ossete houses a rude arch or gateway placed beside the stump which represents the ancestral tree of the household. In Phrygia we have a series of inscriptions coupling the altar (βωμός) and doorway (θύρα), as sacred erections. The doorway itself, like the dolmen in parts of India, can, as much as the baetyllic pillar, serve as the temporary dwelling place of the God or Spirit and, in a sense, as his material image.

In the gold ring (Fig. 55) from the Lower Town of Mycenae, a man in the usual Mycenaean garb, who perhaps answers to the male attendant of the Goddess in other religious scenes, is seen reaching out his hand towards the

\(^{1}\) For the rituals of primitive cult we need go no further than Stonehenge.
topmost bough of what is perhaps also intended for a fruit tree. Behind him with the branches of another tree visible above the back, stands a large agrius or Cretan wild goat—an animal seen elsewhere in connexion with female votaries. This goat may represent the sacred animal of either the male or female member of the divine pair referred to in the preceding sections. As an attribute of Aphrodite it is well known in later cult; on the other hand the votive remains of the Diktaean Cave as well as the traditions of

![Portal Shrine on Gold Sceptor Ring from Mycenae](image1)

Amaltheia tend to show that this animal was sacred to the indigenous 'Zeus' at an earlier period than the bull. The ox indeed in any form seems to be absent in the more primitive archaeological strata of the island. Though frequent in representations of the Mycenaean period, among the earlier Cretan pictographic figures it is entirely non-apparent.

The 'portal shrine' here seems to be supported on either side by double columns. The same type of shrine recurs on an unpublished gold ring from Mycenae (Fig. 56). Here we see a female votary standing in a half facing attitude between a trifoliate tree or group of three trees—for the trunk too seems to be triply divided—and a small shrine on a rocky knoll. The sprays of some smaller plants rise on each side of her, and two longer shoots form a kind of canopy over the tree and the standing figure. The votary herself wears the usual Mycenaean dress and the long plaits of her hair stream down beneath her right arm, the upper part of which is encircled with a ring. Her feet point in the direction of the tree, but her

![Sculpture Scene with Sacred Tree and Portal on Gold Sceptor Ring, Mycenae](image2)

^1 In my own collection.
head and the upper part of her body are turned backwards, so that she gazes on the rock shrine, towards which, moreover, her right hand is raised in the attitude of adoration.

The shrine itself consists of what are apparently two pairs of slender pillars supporting an entablature consisting of three members—an architrave, a frieze with vertical lines, which seem to represent the continuation of the lines of the columns below, and a wider cornice above. The whole forms a kind of archway, and between the double columns is visible a small object which has the appearance of a flying bird. Resting on the entablature is seen one of the usual two-horned appendages of Mycenaean cult, from behind which rises a spray. Two other small sprays shoot from the rocks immediately on either side of the shrine. These connecting sprays and the divided attitude of the Goddess link together the sanctity of the triple tree and the shrine.

On another signet ring of gold found by Dr. Tsountas, in 1895, in a tomb of the Lower Town of Mycenae, occurs a cult-scene, somewhat enigmatic in its details, which requires careful analysis (Fig. 57). Two female votaries of the usual type stand on a stone terrace, on either side of a central tree shrine, which is raised on a graduated base. The summit sanctuary consists of a group of the three trees, the heads of which appear above, and the trunks within an arch, which consists of an entablature supported by two pillars built of a series of separate blocks. From the centre of this, a line of dots, perhaps representing a path—the via sacra to the shrine—descends to the terrace below. At this point, on either side, are what appear to be two doors, with an interval between, as if they had been thrown open, and somewhat recalling the Gates of Heaven, opened wide by the attendant genii for the passage of Samas, as seen on Chaldean cylinders. We may, perhaps, suppose that the whole represents a shrine on a peak surrounded by a temenos.

1 I also owe the impression from which Furtwängler, Ant. Komm. ii. p. 24, and by Fig. 57 has been drawn to Dr. Tsountas’s kindness. The signet has since been figured by H. von Fritze, op. cit. p. 73, 5.
wall, which is here made to descend in regular steps. On the lower step of this
is seen, on either side, a cypress-like tree, and a tree of the same kind may be
recognised behind the adorant to the right, surrounded with a dotted oval,
which, perhaps, may be taken to indicate a kind of sacred halo like that
round the Cypriote obelisks and pillars. Behind the other female worshipper
is a bush-covered rock.

Attention has already been called to the significance of the tree trinity
in the central sanctuary of this design, which also seems to find a parallel in
the last described signet ring.

An illustration of a holy gateway or shrine without a sacred tree is
supplied by a gold-plated silver ring (Fig. 58), found by Dr. Tsountas, in a
tomb of the lower town of Mycenae in 1893. The lower part of the bezel has 
unfortunately perished, but the remaining half shows the upper parts of the bodies of three female votaries, the middle one of whom

![Fig. 58.—SACRED GATEWAY AND VOTARIES ON GOLD-PLATED SILVER RING, MYCENAE (II).](image)

raises her hand in the attitude of adoration before two upright double
columns, supporting a kind of double impost or lintel upon which, as a
sign of its sanctity, rests the cult object, already referred to as a the horns of
consecration.¹

On a steatite bead seal of somewhat rude execution, found in a Mycenaean
bushive tomb at Ligortino, in Crete, there occurs a somewhat variant design
(Fig. 59).² The doorway here seems to belong to a kind of temenos, analogous
on a smaller scale to that of Fig. 48 above, within which the tree perhaps rose
on an elevation. The tree itself seems to be surrounded by a small inner
fence, just as the sacred cone on the coins of Byblos appears in a lattice-work

¹ From an impression taken with Dr.
Tsountas's kind permission. The signet is also
reproduced by Furtwangler, Ant. Gramm.,
Pl. VI, 4, and by H. von Fritze, Zевна
Hethitica, p. 72, 4.

² The greater part of the contents of this
tomb were acquired by the Louvre; unfortunately, however, the lentoid image in ques-
tion is wanting. Fig. 59 above is from a sketch of the stone made by me when it was
in the finder's possession shortly after the
discovery of the tomb.
enclosure within the great court of the temenos. Behind this rises a horned prominence which either represents a part of the usual two-horned cult object or a single horn having the same sacred import. It supplies an interesting parallel to the single horn on the capstone of the cellular shrine, to be described in the next section, the misinterpretation of which as the back of a throne led Dr. Reichel so far astray.¹

A female votary stands before the enclosure with the hand raised in the usual attitude of adoration. But the most significant feature of the design remains to be described. Behind the doorway and beneath the platform on which the tree rests is engraved a large crescent which clearly connects this cult scene with a lunar divinity. The position of this crescent, which appa-

Fig. 59. — Sacred tree and enclosure on Strathe Leniad, Ligia, Crete. [1]

rently brings it into relation with a sanctuary below this suggests the explanation that the gateway and outer temenos may have led to the mouth of a cave sacred to the Moon Goddess, above which again was a holy tree.

§ 27.—The Dolmen Shrines of Primitive Cult and Dome Shrines of Mycenaen.

It is possible that some of the objects described in the preceding section as sacral doorways or portal shrines really represent slabs supported by four pillars, and that we have here to do with holy 'table-stones,' or to adopt the well-known Celtic word for this religious structure, with 'dolmens.' The double pillars on either side of some of the examples given might bear out

¹ See below p. 189.
this idea, but on the other hand the elaborate entablature of two stages, which they support, weighs in favour of the sacral gateway.

In considering the pillar cult of the Mycenaean we are continually brought face to face with an aspect of this ancient worship, which can never be lost sight of—its connexion namely with the monumental forms of primitive sepulchral ritual. In India, where a living study can be made of this baetyllic cult, it is seen at every turn to be deep-rooted in sepulchral religion. The stone chamber of the grave mound can itself be regarded as the dwelling-place of a Spirit, and receive worship as a divinity. At other times it is dissociated from direct sepulchral contact, and becomes a miniature shrine for a small pillar idol. Good examples of a dolmen shrine of this kind placed at the foot of sacred trees may still be seen in the Shiirai Hills between Madras and Malabar, of which one is reproduced for comparison in Fig. 60. Here we see the rude baetyllic pillar surrounded by smaller pebbles, set up on the floor of the megalithic cell in a manner which recalls the small pillars seen within the shrines in some of the Mycenaean cult scenes described above.

In other cases it will be seen that the baetyllic pillar itself performs a structural function and helps to support the capstone of its dolmen shrine.

The Mycenaean column in its developed architectural form, as can be seen from its entablature, essentially belongs to woodwork structure. The fundamental idea of its sanctity as a 'pillar of the house,' may at times, as in the instances quoted above, have been derived from the original sanctity of the tree trunk whence it was hewn, and a form, in this way possessing religious associations, have been taken over into stone-work. But there is also what seems to be conclusive evidence that among the Mycenaean pillar supports of a very primitive form of stone construction have left their trace on the Mycenaean column in its perfected shape, and explain indeed its most characteristic feature, namely the downward tapering outline which

---

2 See p. 145.
distinguishes it alike from the columns of Egypt and the East, and from those of later Greece.

There exists a well-marked type of primitive and originally sepulchral structures, consisting of megalithic blocks, in which, in addition to the massive side walls, stone pillars are also introduced into the dolmen chamber to give a central support to the roof slabs.

This form of construction seems to be quite typical in the Iberic West. In some of the great Spanish megalithic structures, like that of Antequera, stone pillars are seen at intervals along the centre of the gallery which serve as central supports for its great capping slabs, the ends of which rest on the upright blocks that form the side-walls. In more than one type of prehistoric buildings found in the Balearic islands a similar structural method presents itself (Figs. 61, 62)¹ The centre of a horizontally vaulted chamber

![Fig. 61.—Pillared Chamber of "Nau," Minorca.](image)

derives its support from a column the upper part of which consists of cross slabs gradually increasing in size so as to present the appearance of a gradually widening pillar and capital. The object of this is to meet the inwardly inclining walls of the chamber and form a kind of Tirynthian passage all round. It will be seen that in its most characteristic development this class of pillar supplies a simple explanation for the origin of the peculiar downward taper of the Mycenaean column. This is the true 'Pillar of the House.'

In many caves, however, the Balearic monuments, and notably the so-called Talyots, show an upright block with almost perpendicular sides, on the top of which one or more 'capital' slabs are laid. Several pillars of this kind which are in fact huge boulders have survived, while the walls of the surrounding

---

¹ Cartailhac, *Monuments Primitifs des Îles Baléares*. Fig. 61 is taken from a monument of the kind known as 'Nou' (op. cit. Pl. 48). Fig. 62 is from an underground chamber of the kind known as 'Cova' (op. cit. p. 18).
chamber built of smaller blocks have been entirely ruined, and they are popularly known as 'altars' in the island. The buildings in which they originally stood do not seem to have been ordinary dwelling houses since, as M. Cartailhac has pointed out, only a single structure of this kind is to be found in each of the prehistoric settlements of Minorca. It is possible therefore that they were shrines, and in that case the so-called 'altars' may well have been regarded like the Mycenaean and Semitic 'pillars of the house' as the seat of the tutelary divinity. Many of the Bhuta stones of India, already referred to as baetyllic forms of a spiritual being, consist of an upright pillar with a cross piece at the top which seems to have been derived from some such primitive structure as the preceding.

We shall see the same type of primitive pillar as that of the Balearic islands, tapering towards the base and with capping stones above, in the side cells of the great megalithic buildings of the Maltese islands, which are certainly connected with a primitive sepulchral cult. It is moreover a noteworthy fact that the front outlines of the supporting walls of some of the sepulchral cells of the period immediately preceding that of Mycenae recently discovered at Chalandrián in Syria present the appearance of similar columns gradually decreasing towards the base.

The dolmen-like character of many of the Mycenaean shrines upon the rings, and the reminiscences they present of such primitive forms as the trilith in connexion with the sacred tree much as we see it on the Pompeian frescoes, make it natural to turn to the same class of primitive structures for further comparisons. When, then, upon two of the gold signet-rings, we see through the simple trilithic opening of a small shrine a pillar with flat capping stones

---

1 See below, p. 197.
2 C. A. 1899, Pl. VII. 4. See above, p. 120.
3 See below, Figs. 63, 64. These designs have been already independently compared by Max. Meyer, 'Myc. Beitr.' ii. Jahnkheh, 1893, p. 190, 5.
laid on it capital-wise standing beneath the middle of the lintel or roof stone there can be no reasonable doubt that we have to do with a survival—modified no doubt in several ways—of the same kind of columnar cell that we see in the Talyots and other similar structures.

A good example of the cellular shrine, the lintel of which is supported by a pillar with capping stones increasing in size, will be seen in Fig. 63 from a gold ring from Mycenae. Here we see the baetyllic shrine approached by three female votaries with one hand raised in the gesture of adoration, two of whom hold sprays taken, no doubt, from a sacred tree. Upon the top of the shrine, as in so many parallel cases, appears the symbol of consecration with which we are already familiar, except that in this case as in Fig. 59 above only a single horn is represented. This omission is, perhaps, due in both cases to the fact that while the votary faces the two-horned object, the spectator may be supposed to see it in profile. In the present instance, however, as what appears to be the base of the object in question is apparently visible, the second horn may have been simply left out owing to the fact that the votary’s forearm intrudes into the space it might otherwise have occupied.

The character of the worship and of the objects represented is abundantly clear from the examples already reproduced. Yet the comparative materials at his disposal did not save Dr. Reichel from a capital error in describing the cult scene on this ring.

The ingenious author of ‘pre-Hellenic cults’ has taken the remaining horn of the ‘horns of consecration’ for the back of a seat and the base for its arm. The double-outlined side blocks of the shrine become four legs naively represented with the further pair just seen inside the nearer, and the baetyllic pillar becomes a fifth leg or central prop, a little superfluous, it might be thought, for an incorporeal sitter. For the whole, according to Dr. Reichel’s theory, is a throne of a Mycenean divinity who is himself invisible to his worshippers.

Upon this strangely fantastic base, for there is no other, has

---

1 Taunus, Methuen, II, V. 3; Perrot et Chipiez, v. Fig. 428, 23. Reichel, Peichl. iiber die Götterkulte, p. 3; Furtwängler, Ant. Kommn, iii. p. 44, Fig. 21. H. von Frize, Xestan Heligianen, p. 73, 3.

2 W. Reichel, Über vorderasiatische Götterkulte, p. 5; Das Gebäude ist ganz deutlich ein Thres. Vier Beine die naine so geschnitzt sind, dass man das jüngste Paar innerhalb des vorderen erkennt, zuzrückt einer Säule, tragen das Sitzbrett über diesen eine niedere Armlage und eine stelle Rückenlehne, streng in Profil.
been built up the whole theory of a Mycenaean cult of Sacred Thrones. All that has been said in these pages is certainly in favour of the view that the cult objects of the Mycenaeans were of the aniconic class. The thing actually worshipped was the tree or pillar possessed by the divinity. But, as pointed out above in the case of the pictorial representations seen on the signet rings, the anthropomorphic figures of divinities are introduced beside their aniconic equivalents. Sometimes the divinity is placed beneath the sacred tree. On the fellow ring to that on which this theory of throne-cult has been based, the Goddess sits beside her shrine. On a Cypro-Mycenaean cylinder she sits upon it. Were the present representation a throne we should expect to see, as in fact we find on another signet, the divinity upon it.¹ But in truth the idea of a divine throne belongs to a period of more advanced anthropomorphic cult. The ideas that underly the cult of laetystic stones and sacred trees show that these material objects did not so much

Fig. 64.—Goddess seated before Pillar Shrine, on Gold Signet Ring, Mycenae (?).

serve as a resting place for airy spiritual forms, but themselves absorbed and incorporated their essence; they are ἐμφυχαί λίθοι. As the idea of the visible anthropomorphic divinity encroaches on the earlier notions, it is these pre-existing laetystic shapes that serve at first as seats and supports for it. Among these the throne has no place. It is rather the omphalos, the altar, the tomb, or the shrine itself, that became the seat.

A gold signet-ring now in the Berlin Museum (Fig. 64) gives a variant form of the same design as the above. In this case the pillar shrine is raised on a kind of base and the Goddess herself sits with her back against it, holding up a mirror-like object and receiving the adoration of a female votary. Here we are left in no doubt as to the sacred character of the sup-

¹ See the signet ring, Fig. 51 above.
porting pillar within the cell, for at its foot the familiar 'horns of consecration' stand clearly defined.

These single baetelic cells with the sacred object at the foot of the pillar, or upon the roof-stone load us naturally to what is really only a more elaborate example of the same religious structures—namely the triple sanctuaries with the doves, of which models in thin gold plate were found in the third Akropolis grave at Mycenae (Fig. 65). The building here is more elaborate and conventionalised. Like the small Phoenician shrine known as the Maned of Amrit the actual cells are raised upon a stonework base and a Mycenaean altar is set on the roof of the central shrine. But the objects which the sanctuary itself was intended to enshrine are the same baeticic 'pillars of the house,' having, as in the last example, the 'horns of consecration' set at the foot of each. They seem to stand at least a little way back from the openings themselves, since there is room for the cult object to be placed in front of them.

The parallelism between the triple dove shrines and the single baeticic cells on the rings must set all doubts at rest as to the true character of the miniature temples with which we have to deal. How far astray the ingenuity of commentators could go in the absence of comparative materials is shown by the theory which saw in the dove shrine the front of a large basilican building and in the Mycenaean altar of the ordinary type, which crowns the central cell, a window with 'semicircles introduced either to fill up the space or as ornaments on the shutters.'

---

1 Schuchhardt (Sellers' Translation), p. 200.

* The curved lines under the columns of the niches should be interpreted in the same manner: they merely cover the empty space.
It has been already noticed that the comparative size of the doves on the gold shrines and of the 'horns of consecration' both on these and the analogous pillar-cells upon the rings, are themselves indications that we have here to do with quite small structures. We see before us, in fact, cellular chapels which still bear traces of their origin from the simple structural forms akin to the pillared galleries of Spain or the primitive monuments of the Balearic islands. This kind of baetyllic cell is not by any means always of the type in which the pillar acts, as in the above instances, as a support for the roof-stones. Sometimes, as has been already pointed out, we see a short upright stone, the top of which stands well below the roof slab. But in all cases it is safe to say that we have to do with comparatively small cells.

§ 28.—Fresco representing a small Baetyllic Temple from the Palace at Knossos.

The dove shrines of Mycenae though still small in dimensions are already considerably advanced beyond what has been described above as the primitive dolmen cell. It has been reserved, however, for the Palace of Knossos to produce the evidence of a still further development of a similar type of Mycenaean sanctuary.

This is supplied by some fragments of fresco, part of a series in a curious miniature style, found in a room to the north of the great Eastern Court of the Palace. The associated fragments show large crowds of people of both sexes, groups of elaborately dressed Mycenaean ladies engaged in animated conversation, warriors armed with spears and javelins, part of the city walls and the other buildings. A fragment of the wall of a sanctuary belonging to this series with a row of 'horns of consecration' on the top, has been already given in Fig. 18. A coloured reproduction of the pieces of fresco representing the Mycenaean shrine will be seen on Plate V.

The open space in front of this small temple is crowded with men and women, the sexes being distinguished according to the Egyptian convention by their being respectively coloured reddish brown and white. To facilitate this effect the artist has availed himself of a kind of pictorial shorthand, giving the outlines of the man on a red ground and of the women on a white. A seated female figure is also depicted with her back to the right outer wall of the shrine itself, a useful indication of its comparative dimensions.

The small temple here delineated is essentially an outgrowth of the same type as that of the dove-shrines. As to the question whether it, too, had an altar on the roof we have no evidence, but otherwise the fresco has preserved enough of its construction to enable us to reconstitute the facade
in its entirety (Fig. 66). The building rests on a base consisting of large white blocks, which apparently continue beyond it. As to the character of these the existing remains of the Palace supply a sufficient indication. They are the great gypsum blocks, such as in large parts of the building, and notably along its western side, form the lower part of the walls, which above this massive layer seem largely to have consisted of clay strengthened by a wooden framework, and coated with plaster often brilliantly painted with polychrome designs. Analogy, as well as the varied colouring on the face of the building, would lead us to suppose that the same structural method had also been largely resorted to in the shrine reproduced in the fresco. The mortise and tenon motive of the upright posts which divide the cells and mark the outer walls of the building are certainly taken from workwood, and seem to imply a succession of vertical and horizontal beams.

There can, of course, be no doubt that the white and black chequer-work is taken from stone-work construction, though the builders of the Palace—who were surprisingly modern in some of their procedures—were quite capable of producing stucco imitation of masonry. In the south-west porch of the building is a clay and rubble wall faced with painted plaster, the lower part of which imitates blocks of variously coloured marble. As in the case of the Temple this chequer work is apparently contained in a wooden framework, it is safer to regard it too as painted plaster. The white and black chequering is a favourite decoration of Egyptian architectural painting, and it is probable that this feature, as undoubtedly a characteristic detail, to be noticed below, in the formation of the capitals of the columns, was borrowed from this source.

Of peculiar interest is the appearance, immediately below the central opening, of two elongated half rosettes, separated by a threefold division, which present a most striking analogy to the frieze found in the vestibule of the Palace at Tiryns. The white and the blue of the side slabs here answer to the alabaster material and blue glass (κινασ χυτός) inlaying of the Tirynthian example, while the red streaks show that the half rosettes were in this case still further coloured. The parallelism here is of such a kind as to induce the belief that what is seen on the façade of the Knossian shrine also represents actual slabs of inlaid alabaster. But there is a further detail in the present case which confirms the conclusion that these are not merely spaces filled with painted stucco. The alabaster slabs, with the similar foliated designs, from the Palace of Tiryns are linked by smaller pieces in the same material, the threefold division of which has been recognized as supplying the prototype of the Doric triglyph. These Mycenaean triglyphs stand forward somewhat beyond the plane of the ‘metopes,’ and secure them by overlapping their edges. At Tiryns the triglyphs are of alabaster, like the intervening slabs. But on the Knossian shrine the outer posts of these,


as well as those beneath the metopes, are coloured with the same brown hue as the pillars on either side of them—in other words, they are of wood-work. It is evident that this is the earlier form, and that the original Mycenaean triglyph that supplied the prototype for the Doric, was of the same material as the guttae below them, which are well known to be the translation into stone of wooden rivets. Here, in fact, we have wood-work bars so fitted as to lock the sides of two alabaster plaques. Had the ‘metope’ fields been of plaster there would have been no occasion for a separate wooden triglyph.

The white horizontal coping immediately above the triglyph and metopes, on which the bases of the uppermost pairs of columns rest, is probably of gypsum, like the larger blocks of the plinth below, from which the columns of the side chapels rise.

The columns themselves, of which there are a pair in the central shrine, and one in each of the wings, are undoubtedly of wood. Except for some square pillars made of separate blocks, no trace of stone shafts or capitals was found in the Palace of Knossos, and their non-discovery is quite in keeping with the evidence supplied by the Palaces of Tiryns and Mycenae. At Knossos, however, we have the positive phenomenon that the burnt remains of wooden shafts of columns resting on the stone disks that formed their bases were actually found in the Throne Room of the Palace. These columns, three in number, which supported the roof of the small impluvium, were of cypress wood, a material which seems to have been commonly used here, as in the Palace of Odysseus.

It is possible that those in the wings of the present design, the shafts of which are coloured black, were of different materials from the central pair, which are brown, though of a somewhat redder hue than the woodwork of the front of the building. But the variations in hue—especially noteworthy in the capital of the right-hand column—where blue, reddish-brown, black and white succeed one another—show that whatever the underlying material the surface of the wood was painted over.

Certain black markings on the echinus of the capital above referred to perhaps indicate the existence of a fluted foliation like that of the half capital from the ‘Treasury of Atreus’, which also recurs in the metopes already described. Both this foliation, and the inlaid work that goes with it, are derived from contemporary Egypt, as may be seen from the fragments of capitals from the Palace of Akhenaten, at Tell-el-Amarna. Another feature of these capitals is equally Egyptian. This is the small rectangular cushion which intervenes between the rest of the capital and the slab, suggestive of a beam-end upon which the architrave immediately rests.

On the other hand, the shafts of the columns have the downward taper characteristic of the Mycenaean order. This, it may be noted, is specially appropriate in a building which ex hypothesi represents the translation of the primitive stone cells with their Tolstot-like supporting pillars into a more roomy structure, the framework of which is of wood.

1 See Dörpfeld in Schliemann’s Tiryns, p. 270 seqq.
2 Homat, Od. xiii, 340.
Here, too, as in the case of the dove shrines, and the smaller baetyllic cells already described, the sacred character of the pillars is indicated by the horns in front of them, and beside them. The clear way in which this cult object is indicated in the fresco before us, must, in fact, remove all remaining doubt as to the true meaning of the curved design at the foot of the pillars of the dove shrines and the so-called altars of the signet rings which has been so variously explained. The columns of the Knossian shrine apparently approach the outer edge of the openings, leaving room, however, in front of them for the 'horns of consecration.'

The word cell, or chapel, has been used to express the three compartments of the sanctuary, for it is impossible to regard it merely as a triple archway open to the day. Had this been the case the ground colour seen through each opening would have been the same. But, as a matter of fact, the background of these is painted successively a reddish-brown, azure blue, and yellow. They must be regarded, therefore, as closed chambers. The evidence before us, moreover, leads to the conclusion that the whole structure, though somewhat larger than the dove shrines, is still of small dimensions. The horned objects are in height over a third that of the columns. The heads of the crowd, in the space in front of the building, and still more the female figure seated with her back to the right wall, afford a still nearer guide to the size of the whole. If the building is proportionately rendered, it would appear that the height of its central part from the ground level to the summit was not more than nine feet.

§ 20.—Parallels to the Baetyllic Shrines of the Mycenaeans, supplied by the Megalithic Sanctuaries of the Maltese Islands.

From the evidence already put together it will be seen that the Mycenean cult of trees and pillars, in common with the whole Mycenaean civilisation, must be regarded as in situ in its Aegean homes. It fits on to a parallel system of primitive worship on the Anatolian and Syrian side. In its external aspects it shows signs of adaptation from Egyptian, to a less extent from Semitic sources, and it has also been possible to cite a striking analogy from Libyan soil. It receives illustration from the early elements of Italian religion and some interesting materials for comparison with the Mycenaean pillar shrines are supplied by the sepulchral structures of the Iberic West.

It is possible to point out in some respects a nearer and at the same time a contemporary comparison in the Western Mediterranean area which comes within the ascertained range of Mycenaean intercourse. The great prehistoric buildings of the Maltese islands, commonly but erroneously referred to the Phoenicians, afford unique monumental evidence of a baetyllic worship akin to that illustrated by the cult scenes described in the preceding sections.

In the side chapels of the megalithic sanctuaries of Hagar Qim and the Gigantea aniconic pillar idols are still to be seen either standing in
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their original place or lying near it. The ground scheme of these great megalithic buildings recalls the internal structure of a chambered barrow with lateral and terminal apse-like cells, but in this case it is by no means certain that the whole was roofed over. The baetylic pillars stood, and in some cases still stand, within the side cells or chapels, at times with an altar block in front of them and shut off originally by separate stone door-ways from the main gallery, the opening of these cells where preserved recalling those of rock tombs such as those of Chanaach in Tunisia or those of the opposite coastland of south-eastern Sicily. The apse-like walls of the cells form a horizontal vaulting like incomplete bee-hive chambers. At Hagiar Kim a small apse of this kind is worked into the outer wall and within it a baetylic pillar of a roughly square section with rounded angles stands in situ. In front of the pillar is a somewhat hatchet shaped 'altar-stone' decorated with the usual pit markings, and on either side are two large, upright blocks which may have supported a stone lintel forming thus a trilithic portal through which the pillar idol would have appeared much as those within the rustic shrines on the Mycenaen signets. To the right here is a characteristic feature which should not escape notice—a small oval peep-hole or 'squint' giving a view into one of the internal apses of the sanctuary.

In other cases the baetylic column still stands within a dolmen-like cell, of which it helps to support the roof slabs. An example of these cellular shrines is given in Fig. 67. It will be seen that the top of the pillar is surmounted by two slabs, and there is a small interval between

Fig. 67.—Pillar Cell of Hagiar Kim, Malta.

*From a photograph taken by me in 1897.*
them filled with earth, and most probably due to a slight subsidence of the pillar, a subsidence not shared by the upper or roof-slab, the two ends of which rested on the side walls of the chamber. It is further interesting to note that these pillars, the appearance of which through the opening presents such a striking resemblance to those of some of the Mycenaean shrines, have the same characteristic outline tapering towards the base, which has been shown to owe its origin to the necessities of such primitive stone structures. We have here in their typical aspect the 'Pillars of the House,' similar to those of the prehistoric chambered tombs and the prehistoric monuments of the Balearic Islands, though the shaft in this case is in one piece—a transition to the Mycenaean form.

It is impossible in this place to enter into details as to the character of these Maltese monuments. It must be sufficient here to observe that the view, still widely held, that they were temples built by the Phoenicians, is quite opposed to the archaeological evidence. The Phoenician letters engraved on the rock-floor of the Giganteca might (if they are genuine), give some grounds for supposing that the later Phoenician colonists in the island accepted and adopted a local pillar cult, which in many respects was parallel with their own. But the remains as a whole point to a much more remote period. The bucchero vase fragments, which abound within and around these Maltese monuments, show both in their paste and incised and punctuated decoration a distinct analogy with those of the Second Sikels Period of Orai, from the opposite coast of Sicily, the date of which is approximately fixed by the imported Mycenaean relics with which they are associated. The window-like openings of the side-cells at Hagar Kim and Mnajdra have already been compared with those of the Sicilian 'tombe a festa,' containing these allied ceramic types. It may be added that the spiral reliefs carved on some of the Sikels door-slabs from the cemetery of Castelluccio, and there recognised as due to Mycenaean influence, find their analogy in the spirally carved blocks of the Giganteca in Gozo. These ornamental blocks form the threshold and side blocks of a lateral apse or chapel which contains a pillar.

1 See p. 187.
2 This view is repeated in Perrot et Chipiez, L'Art, &c. iii, p. 306. 3 Enfin (ces monuments) nous fournissent des types authentiques d'un culte étrange et beau de cette architecture religieuse des Phéniciens, dont nous savons si peu de chose.
4 During a careful exploration of these monuments in 1887 I observed quantities of fragments of this class of pottery is and around the megalithic buildings of Malta and Gozo. A complete bowl of the same kind found at Hagar Kim with incised scrolls and punctuations, inlaid with chalky matter, is in the Museum at Valletta. Many fragments were simply adorned with punctuations like the decoration of the stones on a small scale; an indication of common origin.

5 Compare especially some bucchero pottery of this class from the cemetery of Molinello (near Magra, Hybrida) associated in one case with a fragment of imported Mycenaean pottery. P. Orai, 'Di due Sepolcreti Sicilii' [Arch. Storico Siciliano. N.S. Anno XVIII. Tav. iii. and p. 14 seqq. One of these vases presents a double point of comparison with the Maltese examples from its combination of the incised linear and punctuated decoration.
MYCENAEAN TREE-AND-PILLAR CULT.

idol, in this case of conical form. In the section of the Giganteja, drawn for La Marmara, the bastylic cone is still shown in its place within a small dolmen-like cell; at present both the cell and cone are overturned, though the ornamental blocks in front remain in their places. The two side-blocks which look like altar stones are decorated with a tongue and double volute design, recalling the terminal ornamentation on one of the door-slabs of Castelluccio. The threshold blocks on the other hand are covered with returning spirals with lozenge-shaped interspaces (Fig 68), which point even more clearly than the Sicilian parallels to Aegean models, themselves the derivatives of Egyptian originals. We here in fact

approach very near the ceiling decoration of Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasty tombs.

These sculptured blocks of the Maltese monuments must be reckoned among the later elements contained in them, yet some of them, like the altar with its foliated sides from Hagar Kim, suggest parallels belonging to the earliest Mycenaean period, as represented by the vegetable motives on a gold cup from the fourth acropolis tomb at Mycenae, and the vases and painted stucco

---

1 Nouvelles Annales de l'Institut de Correspondance Archéologique I. (1882), Perrot et Chipiez, op. cit. iii. p. 299, Fig. 222.
2 The cone is broken in two.
3 It is possible that the Egyptian influence here arrived by a Libyan channel, but it is more reasonable to refer it to the same Mycenaean agency that was undoubtedly at work on the opposite Sicilian coast.
fragments of Thera and Therasia. The remarkable steatopygous female images found in the latter building, and absurdly called 'Cabiri,' find a certain parallelism in the adipose marble figures from the pre-Hellenic sepultures of the Aegean world, but their even more striking conformity with the figures from Naqada, belonging to the prehistoric race of Egypt, suggest in this case a still older Libyan tradition. The fundamental lines of these megalithic monuments themselves recall the neolithic chambered barrows, with terminal and lateral apses, as found throughout a large Iberian area and, still farther afield, in Britain and the Channel Islands.

We have here then unquestionably in situ in the Maltese islands the megalithic sanctuaries of an aniconic cult parallel to that of the Aegean world and of the Semitic lands to the east of it. But the parallel gains additional interest from the fact that we see the actual shrines of this primitive pillar-worship invaded with decorative motives apparently from a Mycenaean source. How far the externals of cult may have been influenced here in other ways from that quarter it is impossible to say. In any case we are brought very near that form of the Mycenaean pillar-worship, the shrines of which have already been compared with the simple dolmen cells still found in India. And what lends especial importance to the parallel is that we see the cone and pillar representatives of spiritual beings associated in the case of these Maltese monuments with structures that stand in a direct funerary relation. In spite of the absence of any adequate archaeological record of the excavations conducted at various times in these monuments there can be no doubt that they served in part at least a sepulchral purpose. The recorded discovery of a human skull in one chamber, the cists still visible in places superimposed on one another, the abundance of pottery, all point to this conclusion. We have here by all seeming the sanctuary of a heroic cult, in which the aniconic image that represented the Departed also marked the place of his last rest.

§ 30.—An Oriental Pillar Shrine in Macedonia, and the Associated Worship.

The attachment of the cult of sacred pillars to sepulchral religion as shown by examples from the Greek and Semitic lands, and again by the megalithic structures of the Maltese islands, still asserts itself in the baetyllic worship, which has survived to our day under the cloak of Islam throughout the Mohammedan world. It has been already noticed that the mosque at

¹ These comparisons were pointed out by me in a paper read at the Ipswich Meeting of the British Association entitled 'Primitive European Idols in the Light of Recent Discoveries,' printed in the _East Anglian Daily Times_, Sept. 19, 1895. Cf. too, _Ortesis Pictographs_, &c., p. 129.

² Petrie, _Naqada and Ballyat_, Pl. VI, Figs. 1-4, pp. 13, 14, 34.
Mecca, with its open court and sacred stone, itself preserves the essential features of the primitive Semitic temple. This taking over by the Prophet and his immediate followers of forms derived from the old Arabian stone-worship has singularly favoured the persistence of a kind of Moslem paganism. The Mohammedan lands are strewn with little Caabas, and the turbaned headstones of the 'Saints' Graves,' with which the adoration of such non-sepulchral pillars is closely bound up, must themselves be regarded as the aniconic images of a heroic cult. With changed names and under changed conditions the tomb of Adonis still rises beside the cone of Astarte.

![Sacred Pillar in Shrine, Tekeregi, Macedonia](image)

But one result of these Mohammedan survivals is that the opportunity still presents itself, in the bye-ways of the East, of actually partaking in the observances of a baetylic ritual, which is in fact the abiding representative of the old Semitic stone-worship. Here and there, even upon soil that was once Hellenic, the same oriental influence has brought back a local pillar cult essentially the same in character as that which flourished in the Mycenaean world, but which had already, in classical days, receded into the background before the artistic creations of Greek religion. A personal
experience may thus supply a more living picture of the actualities of this primitive ritual than can be gained from the discreet references of our biblical sources or the silent evidence of engraved signets and ruined shrines.

In the course of some archaeological investigations in upper Macedonia, I heard of a sacred stone at a Turkish village called Tekkiöi,1 between Skopia and Istib, which was an object of veneration not only to the native Moslems, but to many Christians from the surrounding regions, who made it an object of pilgrimage on St. George's day. In company with my guide, a Mohammedan Albanian, I visited the spot and found that the stone was contained in a two-roomed shrine under the charge of a Dervish. There was here, in fact, a mosque or 'meydja' in the oldest sense of the word, as a shrine of pre-Islamic stone-worship, like that containing the pillar form of the God of Bostra.

![Fig. 72.—Plan of Shrine, Tekkiöi, Macedonia.](image)

For the better understanding of the ritual employed, I went through the whole ceremony myself. A roomy mud-floored ante-chamber, made for the convenience of the worshippers, communicated by an inner doorway with the shrine of the stone itself. The 'holy of holies' within was a plain square chamber, in the centre of which rose the sacred pillar (Figs. 69, 70). Like the basilica stones of antiquity, it might be said to have 'fallen from heaven,' for, according to the local legend, it had flown here over a thousand years since from Khorassan.2 The pillar consisted of an upright stone of square section with bevelled angles about 6½ feet high and 1½ feet thick, supporting another smaller and somewhat irregular block. Both were black and greyish from secular anointing, recalling the time-honoured practice of

---

1 The name of the village (= Village of the Tekke) in its Slavonic form is Tesline Selo. It lies in the hills a little north of the track from Skopia (Uskub) to Istib, a short day's journey from the former place.

2 According to one account it was brought to its present position by a holy man from Bosnia.
pouring oil on sacred stones as Jacob did at Bethel.\(^1\) On one side of this 'Niger Lapis' is a kind of sunken hearth-stone, upon which are set candlesticks of antique form for the nightly illumination of the stone—a distant reminiscence of the Phoenician candlestick altars and cressets, such as those seen on either side of the cone at Paphos upon some well-known coin-types. On the other side of the pillar is a small stone base, on which the votary stands for his prayers and ritual observances. The floor is strewed with the fleeces of sacrificed rams and on the walls are suspended triangular plait-work offerings made of ears of corn, placed here by votaries who desire to draw forth from the Spirit of the stone a beneficent influence on their crops.

Taking his stand on the flat stone by the pillar, the suppliant utters a prayer for what he most wishes, and afterwards embraces the stone in such a way that the finger tips meet at its further side. A sick Albanian was walking round the pillar when I first saw it, kissing and embracing it at every turn.

The worshipper who would conform to the full ritual, now fills a keg of water from a spring that rises near the shrine—another primitive touch,—and makes his way through a thorny grove up a neighbouring knoll, on which is a wooden enclosure surrounding a Mohammedan Saint's Grave or Tekke.\(^2\) Over the headstone of this grows a thorn-tree hung with rags of divers colours, attached to it—according to a wide-spread primitive rite—by sick persons who had made a pilgrimage to the tomb. The turbanned column itself represents in aniconic shape the visible presence of the departed Saint, and, conjointly with the thorn-bush, a material abode for the departed Spirit, so that we have here a curious illustration of the ancient connexion between Tree and Pillar worship.

In the centre of the grave was a hole, into which the water from the holy spring was poured, and mixed with the holy earth. Of this the votary drinks three times,\(^3\) and he must three times anoint his forehead with it. This draught is the true Arabian solutum, or 'draught of consolation.'\(^4\)

It was now necessary to walk three times round the grave, each time kissing and touching with the forehead the stone at the head and foot of it. A handful of the grave dust was next given me, to be made up into a

---

\(^{1}\) Gen. xxvii. 18; xxxv. 14. See above, p. 122. Compare Robertson Smith, Religions of the Semites, p. 222, who illustrates the late survival of the practice by the 'lapis pateraum' at Jerusalem described by the pilgrim from Bordeaux in the fourth century of our era; Ad quem venient Judaei singula anni et angusti mens. Near Sidon the practice of anointing sacred stones with oil—in this case strangely enough Roman milestones—goes on to this day; Pietschmann, Geschichte der Phönizier, p. 207. Theophrastus (16), makes the superstitious man anoint and worship smooth stones at the cross-ways. The practice itself is connected with the oriental custom of anointing living persons as a sign of honour (of Psalm xlv. 7) which still survives in the case of kings and ecclesiastical dignitaries.

\(^{2}\) Near it was a wooden coffer for money offerings.

\(^{3}\) It is permitted to drink it through a cloth or kerchief.

\(^{4}\) Robertson Smith, op. cit., p. 322. N. 3 remarks that this draught 'which makes the mourner forget his grief, consists of water with which is mingled dust from the grave (Wellhausen, p. 142), a form of communion precisely similar in principle to the Australian usage of eating a small piece of the corpse.'
triangular amulet and worn round the neck. An augury of pebbles, which were shuffled about under the Dervish's palms over a hollowed stone, having turned out propitious, we now proceeded to the sacrifice. This took place outside the sepulchral enclosure, where the Priest of the Stone was presently ready with a young ram. My Albanian guide cut its throat, and I was now instructed to dip my right hand little finger in the blood and to touch my forehead with it.

The sacrifice completed, we made our way down again to the shrine, while peals of thunder rolled through the glen from the Black Mountain above. It was now necessary to divest one's self of an article of clothing for the Dervish to wrap round the sacred pillar, where it remained all night. Due offerings of candles were made, which, as evening drew on, were lit on the sunken hearth beside the stone. We were given three barley corns to eat, and a share in the slaughtered ram, of which the rest was taken by the priest, was set apart for our supper in the adjoining antechamber. Here beneath the same roof with the stone, and within sight of it through the open doorway, we were bidden to pass the night, so that the occult influences due to its spiritual possession might shape our dreams as in the days of the patriarchs.

ARTHUR J. EVANS.

---

1 The hands were separated, still palms downwards, and the numbers of the pebbles under the right and left hand respectively were then counted.
2 Near him was a kind of low gallows from which was suspended a three-pointed flesh-hook for hanging up the mast. This flesh-hook had to be touched three times with the tip of the right hand little finger.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE.

The views expressed in the present study with regard to the character of Mycenaean worship, and such external features as the lastylitic pillars within the shrines and the "horns of consecration," were first put forth by me in a paper on "Pillar and Tree Worship in Mycenaean Greece," read in the Anthropological Section of the British Association at Liverpool in 1896. A short abstract of this was published in the Annual Report of the Association. In November 1899, the part specially affecting Dr. Reichel's theory of the "Tha'skhalus," was read to the Oxford Philological Society. It had been my original intention to incorporate the present study in a work, in course of preparation by me, on the Mycenaean gems and signets, but the fresh evidence supplied by the Creten discoveries has induced me to put it forth in a separate form. This seemed the more desirable since the most recently expressed views on the subject, as for instance those contained in Dr. H. von Fritz's essay "Die Mykenischen Goldringe und ihre Bedeutung für das Sacralwesen (Stauny Helbigianum, p. 73 seqq.), though in certain respects supplying a welcome corrective to Dr. Reichel's system, still, as I venture to think, betray a very imperfect recognition of some of the most essential features of the cult. So far, on the other hand, as my own views are confirmatory of those expressed by Dr. von Fritz in the paper above cited, by Dr. Wolters in his remarks on the Knossian fresco, and again by Dr. Furtwängler in his monumental work on Ancient Gems, they have at least the value of having been independently arrived at.

EDITORIAL NOTE.—Owing to the author's absence abroad, this article has not received final revision at his hands.
THE RECENT FINDS OFF CYThERA.

Believing that some account of the statues recently discovered in the sea near Cythera may be of interest to the readers of the *Journal of Hellenic Studies*, I have the honour to send the following particulars.

The discovery was made by sponge-divers, who informed the Greek Government that a number of bronze and marble statues, which had evidently formed the cargo of a shipwrecked vessel, were lying at the bottom of the sea near the island of Cythera (Cériso) and not far from Cape Malea.

The Government sent two ships of the Greek Navy to the spot; with their aid the divers have brought to the surface a number of statues, some intact, some much injured by the action of the sea-water, and some in fragments. They have been brought to Athens and will in due course take their place among the treasures of the National Museum. Some of them, it is not too much to say, may claim a prominent position in the history of Greek sculpture.
The principal pieces are as follows:

(1) Fig. 1.—Bronze statuette of a youth, 22 inches high. The lips, which were made of some finer material, are lost. I venture to assign this figure to the second half of the fifth century. The attitude, the harmony of its proportions, above all the shape of the head, recall what we know of the style of Polyclitus. In certain respects it resembles the statue at Florence known as the Idolino.

(2) Fig. 2.—Another bronze statuette of a youth, somewhat smaller than that just described. It betrays the influence of Polyclitus, but appears to be of a somewhat later date.

(3) Not photographed.—Bronze statuette of a woman, dressed in Doric chiton with diplodium. The head is missing. The severe style points to the fifth century.

(4) Figs. 3 and 4.—Bronze statue of rather more than life-size. This is an admirable work of the fourth century, destined, it may be, to
rank as high among statues of bronze as does the Hermes of Praxiteles among those of marble. It was found in fragments, as the photographs show; but these fit together and it will be possible to reconstruct the whole. The beautiful face is unjured. I am inclined to interpret it as representing Hermes. The action of the hands tells us very little. The left, which hangs by the side, is almost closed but may have held some slender attribute. The raised right hand seems to have held some round object, perhaps a ball, in which case the statue would represent an ephebos. But the original intention matters comparatively little. Whether it represents Hermes or a young athlete, there can be no question of its surpassing artistic merit. It will be admitted that this is the most beautiful bronze statue that we possess, and that it gives us for the first time an adequate idea of what bronze statuary was in Greece and in the fourth century B.C.

(5) Not photographed.—Feet and arms belonging to at least four other statues, all in bronze and all life-size.

(6) Not photographed.—Bearded head, bronze, life-size. It has the same bruised and swollen features as the well-known head of a panathenaic found at Olympia. With it there was recovered a hand and wrist wrapped in a caestus of leather straps arranged in the same way as those on the hand of the seated boxer in the Museo delle Terme at Rome. We have therefore to do with the statue of a boxer, dating probably from the Alexandrine period.

(7) Fig. 5.—Marble statue of a youth, life-size. The crouching attitude has been explained as that of a combatant guarding himself with his left arm or of a wrestler about to grapple with his opponent. What seems a fatal objection to both these views is that the right hand hangs inactive while the left is in vigorous action. A wrestler or a combatant would have his right hand raised and ready for action, like the hands of the well-known statue of a boy from Nero's Villa at Subiaco, a statue which in
other respects has somewhat the attitude of ours. The only satisfactory explanation that I can find is that the youth is shading his eyes with his left hand and gazing into the distance. Our National Museum possesses a statue of a Satyr, found at Lamia, with the hand in this position, and this, I believe, was the attitude of the Satyr ἄνταφος of the painter Antiphilos, to which Pliny refers. The face has a singularly naïf expression. Anatomical details are carefully worked out. I am inclined to ascribe the statue to the Asiatic School which culminated in the Schools of Pergamon and Rhodes, and to suppose that it formed part of a group.

(8) Lastly, the divers have recovered fragments of timber and even the anchor of the sunken vessel, pieces of a throne made of wood plated with bronze and inlaid with silver, and a variety of minor objects.

As to the period when this valuable cargo was lost, the presence of so many bronze statues makes it certain that the wreck took place not later than Roman times, for in the Middle Ages no bronze statues survived on Greek soil. On the other hand, these were not newly manufactured bronzes lost on the way to their original destination, for the masses of lead which had served to attach them to their pedestals are still adhering to their feet. This fact makes it probable that they had been wrenched from their pedestals, presumably after the Roman conquest, and were on their way to Rome, whither so many other statues were carried during the period of Roman domination. One might suppose that they were some of the statues which Cassius carried off from Rhodes after sacking it in 43 B.C.; or, with more probability, that they were a part of the plunder collected by Sulla, for Lucian in his Zvucia mentions that a ship laden with works of art which Sulla was conveying to Rome had foundered off Cape Malea.

Such are the statues which the sea has given back to us after entombing them in its depths for nearly two thousand years.

P. KARRADAS.

ATHENS, Feb. 18, 1901.
ANCIENT SCULPTURES AT CHATSWORTH HOUSE.

[Plates VIII.-XVII.]

The treasures of modern art preserved in Chatsworth House are well known to writers on the history of art. But of the small and choice collection of works of ancient sculpture contained in this fine mansion, the property of the Duke of Devonshire, information has up to now been almost entirely lacking to archaeologists. I myself have to thank the Duke’s librarian, Professor Arthur Strong, for calling my attention to it, and for the opportunity of inspecting the collection in the autumn of 1895.

A description of the most important work, the bronze head of Apollo, an original of about B.C. 460, appeared in my book, *Intermezzi, kunstgeschichtliche Studies* (Leipzig, 1896), Plates 1-4, pp. 3 f. An interesting Roman relief has been published by E. Petersen in the *Böhmische Mittheilungen* (1899), Plate 8, pp. 222 f. I have also written a short notice of the whole collection in the treatise *Über Statuenkopien im Alterthum*, I. (1896), p. 26. That I am now in a position to enter into more minute details with the help of photographs I owe to the kindness of Prof. Arthur Strong, (who was good enough to supervise the taking of the photographs), as well as of the editors of this Journal, to all of whom I must express my warmest thanks.

It will be most convenient to survey the little collection in chronological order. The preparation of a complete catalogue was unhappily impossible in the time at my disposal. I must therefore pass over the more trivial points and can only dwell on those more important ones on which I then concentrated my attention.

A.—STATUES AND HEADS.

In the first place, both chronologically and in respect of importance, stands the bronze head mentioned above and published by me in *Intermezzi*. The accompanying Fig. 1 is reproduced from Pl. II. of that work.

Handly more than ten or fifteen years later must have been produced the original of the following beautiful head:

(1) Bearded Herm of white marble, somewhat over life-size (Pl. VIII). Only the tip of the nose and the shaft are restored; but the neck with the locks of hair falling on the shoulders and the junction of the Herm are

H.S.—Vol. XXI.
antique. The hair is confined by a round twisted band; it is quite short
behind, where it is scarcely finished at all. In front, on the other hand,
it is finished with great care. In the middle, over the forehead, is a parting,
from which the hair is strongly waved towards the sides. Short locks fall in
front of the ears. But as the hair towards the back is, as I have said, quite
short, a puzzling effect is produced by two long locks curled in the fashion of

![Image of a bronze head]

**Fig. 1.—Bronze Head of about B.C. 460.**

old bronze work, which fall behind the ears on to the breast. They produce
a strange impression and are not in keeping with the rest of the treatment
of the hair. It may therefore be conjectured that they are an addition of
the copyist, who copied the head as that of a Herm; for in the case of Herms
these locks on the shoulder are wont to be a characteristic feature. If this
supposition is correct, then the original was not a Herm at all, but the head
of a statue.
I do not know any replica of the head, and Dr. L. Curtius, who has devoted special and detailed study to the heads of Herms of this type and will shortly publish a work upon them, assures me that he, too, has no knowledge of any replica.

This fact makes this beautiful head the more precious; for it reveals again, in the work of a good and faithful copyist, an original which must have owed its existence to the circle of Myron and Phidias about the date 450, or very soon after. The way in which the hair over the forehead is arranged from the parting towards the sides recalls the so-called Cassel Apollo. Allied to it is a head in the British Museum published by me in Meisterwerke d. gr. Plastik, p. 395, Fig. 58, and by Arndt, Denkmäler, No. 517. But the latter has features belonging to a somewhat earlier period than the Chatsworth head; it still possesses the low forehead of the more severe style and the old-fashioned plaits wound round the head. Allied again, the arrangement of the hair on the forehead being the same, is the bearded head on a statue of Asklepios—it is a head of the god but does not belong to the statue—which stands in the garden of the Villa Borghese, and which Amelung will shortly publish. This Borghese head, however, is rough and clumsy and deficient in that wealth of finer workmanship which our head exhibits. But nevertheless the Borghese head is closely allied to it. We may further compare with it a head set on a Herm which I have seen at a dealer's and which has the hair similarly parted and curled over the forehead, and the forehead similarly modelled, but displays a shorter beard, parted in the middle, and is altogether inferior to ours and less dignified in expression. Both the heads with which comparison has been made have short hair behind falling in simple curls. There is a third work with which it may be compared, though the comparison is somewhat less close—the beautiful Asklepios at Dresden 1; it, too, has the hair parted over the forehead, but the hair which falls to the sides does not curl in the same way as in the other examples; the parting, too, is wanting behind the front hair; the whole of the head is here covered with a confused wealth of curls.

All these works go back to the time of Phidias's prime, or of the later works of Myron. Amid these surroundings at Athens must have been created the original of our beautiful head, which has all that reposeful and majestic expression which characterises the heads of gods produced at that period.

The various inequalities of the forehead are finely modelled; above the eyes at their outer corners it again projects. The forehead, like the hair, recalls the Myronian Cassel Apollo. The eyebrows are sharply defined, and the lids strongly marked, general characteristics of the style of the time. The lips are slightly open. The beard displays a regular arrangement of curls in the same style as the hair of the head; its treatment shows the plane surfaces characteristic of the more archaic fashion, the front and sides

1 Trend. in the Festschrift für Boeckh, Plates 2, 3; the appellation 'Zeus,' I do not consider correct.
forming clearly defined areas. In the Dresden Asklepios the beard already displays more roundness in its treatment.

(2) **Head of the Doryphoros of Polykleitos** in white marble, on a bust (dating from the time of the Renaissance) of yellowish variegated marble (Fig. 2). The head is fairly well preserved with the neck; the nose is restored. It is a mediocre copy which does not enter into the finer details; still it gives the main features correctly without the introduction of any foreign element.

(3) **Head of Alexander the Great** (Pl. IX., X.) of white marble, above life-size (the face is nine inches long). This head, after the archaic Greek head of Apollo, is certainly the most remarkable work in the collection. It represents Alexander under an entirely new and very important type. The conception of the great king is a highly idealised one, so much so
that at first sight there is no suggestion of a portrait. But a closer examination allows of no probable interpretation other than the one which connects it with Alexander. The only parts of the head which have undergone restoration are the forepart of the nose, a small piece of the right half of the lips, and the lower part of the neck, with the bust.

The head is turned towards its right. There is a round fillet in the hair; behind this the hair lies smooth and close on the upper part of the head, and is arranged from the centre outwards. But in front of the fillet is a crown of thick curls which frames the face and falls as far as the neck. In the middle above the forehead the hair stands up stiffly in two locks, the ends of which fall down on either side. Now it is just these two standing locks of hair which are an especially characteristic feature of the best and most certain of the portraits of Alexander. Thus the well-known inscribed Herm in the Louvre (Ardnt, Portraits, No. 181) displays these two locks, in essentials just as on our head; the only difference is that in the Chatsworth head they are combined with a thick wealth of curls, whereas in the former the accompanying hair is smooth, in accordance with the reality. That these two locks rising from the middle of the forehead were a peculiarity of the real Alexander is testified by the Herm in the Louvre. The fine head, too, in the Capitol, which I conjecture to be a copy of the Lysippean Alexander with the spear, has these two upstanding locks; only the ends of both are here turned in the same direction. There are yet other heads of Alexander which show, with different variations, the same locks rising above the middle of the forehead, but they are of less importance, just as their authenticity is less assured. Without doubt this characteristic feature is that to which the ancients called attention as the lionine αὐτοκάλα (Plutarch) and the ἀνάσφυμον (Aelian) of his hair.

The Herm in the Louvre combines with this characteristic, as I have already remarked, a sober truthfulness in the representation of the rest of the hair and the features of the face. In other examples, however, the head is idealised and approximates more and more closely to the types of the great gods. The crown of thick curls, which frames the face and falls as low as the neck, is an especial characteristic, very general in the fourth century, of the great divinities like Zeus, Poseidon, and Apollo. It was transferred to the deified Alexander. The Capitoline head still combines this ideal wealth of curls with thoroughly individual features of the face; other heads of Alexander, on the contrary, unite to this wealth of hair ideal features very much generalised; this is the case e.g. with the Barraccho head; one in

---

1 Cf. Berl. Philol. Wochenb., 1898, p. 1516. The contrary view is maintained by O. Wulff, Alexander mit der Lanze, Berlin 1898, p. 57. The Niedow statue is probably wrong in the name of Lysippus; but naturally—for nothing else can be expected with a small bronze statue of this kind—this is only a free and approximate reproduction of the original. It can very well be connected with the Capitoline head, which—and this is the point—has the same attitude and inclination.

2 The replica of the Capitoline head which Heibig has published in Monumenti Antichi, vi. 1, is probably not ancient at all.

3 Monumenti Antichi, vi. 8. Ardnt, Portraits, No. 477, 471.
Copenhagen⁴ and others. The admirable Campana Alexander in the Louvre⁵ again, stands nearer to the reality.

The Chatsworth head will henceforward stand in the first rank among the portraits of Alexander. The question as to the artist to whom it may be referred can unhappily receive only a very vague reply. The only thing that can be considered certain is that it does not belong to the school of Lysippus. Besides the Herm in the Louvre only the Capitoline head has in my opinion any claim to be attributed to Lysippus. The Chatsworth head corresponds much more closely to the ideal Attic style, which must have prevailed in the school of the artists Leochares and Bryaxis. It especially calls to mind the works which are usually attributed to Leochares, having in common with them an animated beauty which is characteristic of that master.

In the endeavour to assign all the manifold received portraits of Alexander to individual artists, there is a tendency to forget that in very truth the great masters like Lysippus in particular, and after him Leochares, in their different representations of Alexander, may themselves have shown great diversity. Just as in our own time the numerous portraits which a Lenbach has made of Bismarck will differ greatly between themselves, so too must Lysippus's portraits of Alexander have differed. And Leochares, too, we may suppose, was commissioned to represent the great king more than once. We must remember how enormous the demand must have been for statues of Alexander. We need not therefore wonder at finding in our storehouse of monuments more than one Alexander who makes us think of Leochares.⁶ Nevertheless the accepted heads of Alexander are so manifold and diverse that they must presuppose a somewhat large number of unknown artists.

Among these is one who, following the relatively older method, has given us Alexander as quite youthful, with a certain quiet simplicity of style, but still strongly idealised. His work has come down to us in several copies, of which one was found on the Akropolis at Athens.⁵ I am inclined, more or less, to attribute it to Euphranor.

Probably on no other head of Alexander is the idealised profusion of hair so wealthy and beautiful as on the splendid head at Chatsworth.

(4) Head of Hermes (Pl. XI, XII.), of white marble. Length of face 18 cm. The end of the nose, both lips and the bust are restored.

The identification is rendered certain by the two small wings projecting out of the hair; these are quite ancient. Hermes is represented as the tutelary deity of the Palaestra; his ears are swollen with boxing, and his hair, which is in crisp curls, is cropped quite short, as befits a youthful athlete;
it stands up in tiny curls over the forehead: the spring of the hair is very finely and delicately treated. The lower part of the forehead projects strongly. The eyes are extraordinarily deep-set, and the lids are comparatively slightly open, so that the eyes appear small.

This athletic type of Hermes is approached most nearly by the head (still intact on its Herm) in the Villa Albani (No. 52), bearing the ancient inscription ΕΡΜΗ. But the build of this Herm is sturdier, broader and more robust; the wings too on the head are wanting.

The Albani Herm, like the Chatsworth head, goes back to an original of the fourth century, and seems to stand in close relation to the style of Skopas. Nevertheless the type can be traced back to the fifth century; the Hermes statue in the Vatican with the inscription ‘Ingenui,’ in the style of Myron, already shows a type of head which must be described as the direct precursor of the one here described.

The little wings on the head may have been added by the copyist, but they may also have belonged to the original. An Attic vase-painting of the time of the Peloponnesian War, is probably the oldest original Greek work of art at present known, which represents Hermes with the wings springing directly from the hair.

The Chatsworth head is an admirable piece of work as a copy, reproducing very faithfully the peculiar deep-sunken eyes, the carefully modelled forehead and the delicate spring of the hair. The combination of the characteristics of bodily strength and athletic power with the spiritual expression of restless and unsatisfied endeavour and all-conquering energy, is thoroughly identified with the tendency represented by Skopas; which, however, was doubtless followed by many artists in Athens.

(5) Head of Dionysos of white marble, a little over life-size (Fig. 3). A female bust has been wrongly restored. Otherwise only the nose, the hair on the shoulders and a small piece of the ivy wreath have been restored.

The head is a good replica of a type known to us through two examples, which have preserved the whole of the figure appertaining. The head agrees so closely with that of the beautiful Madrid statue of the leaning Dionysos, which I have shown to be Praxitelean (Meisterwerke, p. 571), that it can only be regarded as a copy after the same original. But the statue in the Louvre, known as the Richelieu Bacchus, is also only a replica, although it can only be recognised as such by a careful comparison. For the copyist who executed this statue in the Louvre had a certain peculiar affected and exaggerated style of execution, resulting in a garbled reproduction of the original, so that his work at first sight makes a very different impression from the Madrid statue.

---

2 Fortwängler-Reichhold, griechische Vasen- malerei, Pl. 29.
3 Clarac, Pl. 400 B. Friedrichs-Wolters, Gymnosophies, No. 1485. For the photographs which will shortly be published I have to thank the kindness of P. Arndt.
4 Clarac, No. 87. Clarac, Pl. 272.
5 Photographie Girardon, No. 1188.
6 Amschel is wrong in his assertion in Arndt: Amschel, Einzelaufnahmen, No. 1142, that the Madrid and Paris statues go back.
Dionysus is standing on his right foot, resting the left which is drawn back, and supporting his right arm on a prop. The head is inclined backwards and turns outwards to its left. The soft rounded form of the neck is also preserved in our specimen, and caused by its effeminate form, the erroneous restoration of the bust. The whole attitude is one of complete repose and delightful abandon: all tension is relaxed; a delicious sense of enjoyment pervades the whole figure, the lines of which are rounded in the most wonderfully harmonious fashion. The work is, it seems to me, purely Praxitelean in spirit, and must be traced back to the great master himself.

FIG. 8.—HEAD OF DIONYSUS.

A further error when he instances the statue of the Palazzo Colonna, Enea Vico, No. 1142, as a 'composition' of the same 'type' as that represented by the Madrid and Paris statues. The Colonna statue has nothing in common with these; its whole attitude is different; the god is not here leaning on anything; and the way in which he holds his head and his body is entirely different.

1 In the Madrid example & Horn, in the Paris one a vine-encircled tree-trunk.
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On the hair is the Bacchic mitra which hides the spring of the hair over the forehead. A thick wreath of ivy shades the head. The hair is parted in front, and, as on the Praxitelean female heads, is smoothed towards the sides in simple waves. Behind the ears, locks fall to the shoulders; the rest of the hair on the left side has, in our head, been wrongly restored. Behind, a long tress fell down the back, as we learn from all the completely preserved statues; this is lost in our specimen.

Owing to its delicate workmanship this Chatsworth head is at least equal—nay, superior—to the Madrid specimen; in particular the mouth and the eyes seem in it to be copied in a more careful and lifelike manner than in the other case. The Paris specimen, owing to its mannered workmanship, which seeks to impose upon the Praxitelean head the hardness of fifth century bronze technique, is so far removed from the original that it need not concern us here.

6. Statue of Apollo (Pl. XIII.), under life-size, in white marble. The arms with the lyre are modern; on the head, which has been re-attached but appears to belong, the nose is restored.

Overbeck in his collection of the representations of Apollo could only instance two bronze statuettes of the type exhibited by this marble figure at Chatsworth, i.e., with crossed legs, the left fore-arm supported, standing on the right foot, naked, with the right arm placed above the head. One of these statuettes, formerly in the Gréau Collection, is now in the Louvre, the other, according to Overbeck, in Bologna. We have here evidently a later modification of the well-known type of the reposing Apollo, which goes back to Praxiteles. The plait over the crown of the head of the Chatsworth figure is taken from the original type. But the body shows greater softness and roundness than that of the original creation.

7. Youthful Male Head (Fig. 4), of white marble, of which the neck is preserved, but set on a modern draped bust. The nose and chin are restored. The head, with the mouth slightly open, reminds me somewhat of the Niobid types, although it is very different from them. The original belonged in any case to the fourth century. I am not acquainted with the type elsewhere, and do not venture to conjecture to what statue it may have belonged.

8. Portrait Statue of a Man (Pl. XIV.), somewhat over life-size, of white marble.

This statue, together with the following group No. 9, was found near Apt, in Provence (‘dans le territoire d’Apt en Provence’), as Montfaucon remarks in the third volume of the Supplement (published in 1724) to his great work, ‘Antiquité Expliquée,’ p. 11 ff., where both statues are represented on Pl. I. après la 4. planche. According to his account they were dis-
covered shortly before, that is shortly before 1724; "hand ita pridem" is the statement in the Latin text. The Marquis de Canmont, at Avignon, had sent drawings immediately after the find to the scholar Montfancon, and "le Bret, first president of the parliament of Provence," had two sketches in

![Head at Chatsworth](image)

profile made of the head of the seated female statue, which Montfancon published at the same time.

In Montfancon's drawing of the male statue, the front part of both feet is still missing, and the plinth has its original irregular scanty form. The statue had completely disappeared. Montfancon remarked at the time when they were still in Apt, "les statues doivent être apportées à Paris, et apparemment aussi l'inscription." I am not acquainted with any later mention of them. After nearly two hundred years of concealment they are again restored to the view of scholars in our illustrations.
present regular plinth, together with the front part of the feet, is a restoration. The right arm must have been broken off and discovered near the statue; the drawing shows it lying loose beside the statue; four of its fingers are missing. These fingers were restored later, and the arm put in its place, for which a new shoulder-piece had to be made. As regards the head no information is given in the account of the find; the drawing shows it united with the body exactly as it is at present. But the head with the neck was executed separately, and let into the torso, as even our photograph clearly shows. The head is manifestly not the original one belonging to the figure. In the presence of the statue itself I naturally assumed that the head was not attached before modern times; but as the statue in Montfaucon’s drawing is manifestly delineated as it was found, and no statement is made in the accompanying account of the find that the head was found separately, I am compelled to assume that the addition is an ancient one. It was a frequent practice in antiquity, as ancient testimony abundantly proves, to take the original heads from portrait statues, and substitute others in their place.

The type of the body of the statue is one which was very frequently employed in the early empire for portraits of the imperial family. The figure stands on the left foot; the right is drawn back ready to take the next step. The upper part of the body is undraped, and shows that ideal representation of the figure which is usual in naked imperial statues, and owes its origin to the study of the figures of athletes of classical times. The cloak covers the greater part of the legs; it is of circular form, and its folds extend in sweeping lines from the lower part of the right leg to the left hip. In the ordinary type of these imperial statues the cloak leaves the upper part of the body quite free, and both ends lie over the extended left fore-arm. The type appears thus in numerous examples. The variant seen here is rare, where the cloak has one end disposed over the left shoulder and is drawn over the back.

The head affixed to our statue is very remarkable. It is not a Roman type. This was already remarked by Montfaucon’s correspondents, some of whom wished on that account to recognize in it an Apollo. Montfaucon, on the contrary, remarked: ‘cet homme, qui n’a pas les cheveux à la Romaine, est apparemment un Gaulois.’ The man’s hair is indeed entirely un-Roman. It is much more the hair of the Greek type of Alexander. Above the middle of the forehead, of which the shape also recalls the portraits of Alexander, we indeed see just those two characteristic upstanding locks of which we have treated above in connection with No. 3. The other features however, and the expression of the face, which is quite lacking in pathos, being rather calm and matter-of-fact, are more Roman in character, and may in some ways be compared with the portraits of Tiberius. The nose (of

1 Cf. Sal. Reinsch, Études de la Statuaire, I. p. 163, 5; 184, 7; 401, 1; 567, 2; 561, 5; 562, 1; 564, 5; 562, 4; 566, 4. II. 572, 6; 574, 4, 5, 8; 574, 3, 4; 612, 1, 6.
which only the tip is restored) is sharp and hooked in form. The upper lip is extraordinarily short, the chin is small and retreating.

This singular medley of heterogeneous elements may perhaps be explained by the supposition that the head was executed in the south of France, and represents a local design of early imperial times. The Greek city of Massilia exercised a decisive influence over that neighbourhood. Even down to the time of the Roman literature which emanates from that province, the influence of the fundamental Hellenic conceptions is perceptible. Pompeius Trogus, a native of Gallia Narbonensis, and the first Latin author to write a universal history, treated things Roman entirely from the Greek standpoint, and put Alexander and his kingdom at the beginning of his universal history. In the same way the artists of that neighbourhood may, when making the portrait of a nobleman of the country, have preferred to go back to the Alexander type.

Montfaucon expressed great regret in his publication that no inscription was found with his statue. Nevertheless, in an addendum (p. 14) he is able to communicate the pleasant tidings that M. de Mazangues has brought him the copy of an inscription ‘qui a été trouvée auprès de ces statues, mais non pas tout-à-fait au même endroit.’ But in this Montfaucon was deceived. As he so keenly regretted the lack of an inscription, he was given the copy of one which had been found at Apt a long time before, accompanied by the false assertion that it had been found near the statues; it seemed to be admirably adapted for the purpose, for in it mention was made of the erection of two portrait-statues. It must have been discovered in the period between 1636 and 1663, or at the latest before 1677; for in the collection of Inscriptions preserved in the Bibliotheca Vaticana; cod. lat. 9141, and made by Suarez of Avignon, who died in 1677, there is a copy in fol. 29 in his hand-writing, while at the side of fol. 16 a memorandum is pasted, which contains the original copy made by one of Suarez’ correspondents. This only states that the inscription was at Apt in antibus D. Albertae. No statement of any kind is made about statues being found with it, or anything else respecting the find. The dates of discovery which are mentioned in connection with other inscriptions of the collection, belong to the years 1636–1663. Fr. de Remerville, a native of Apt, who brought out a book on the history of Apt which appeared in 1692, also introduced the inscription, and in all probability he followed Suarez, for he says, ‘on la voyait autant fois dans la maison d’habitation de la famille des Albertas,’ a statement which is obviously borrowed from Suarez, and shows that even then he could no longer see the inscriptions for himself. Probably it was from this book that Montfaucon’s correspondent took it, when he falsely made out that it was found with the statues. The inscription, which is now manifestly of no account, so far as our statues are concerned, runs thus (C.I.L. 12, 1115):

---

1 Cf. Mommsen, vgl. Geschichte, v. 100 f.
2 Dr. Ziebarth had the kindness to collate the MS. for me and to ascertain the above facts. On the authority of Suarez this inscription has been admitted to the C.I.L. 12, 1115; in the same place may be found personal details about Suarez and Remerville.
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L. Allio - Severo - C. Al.
lius Celer; atro
item; poen; jussit.
item; statua; dura.
patr///quar.
status; dedic; hered.
ex form; testament.
decur; sing; - xlvx//
deder.

We can gather nothing further from the inscription than the evidence that the inhabitants of Apt in the time of the early empire, to which this belongs, privately erected portrait-statues, which according to all appearance were set up in cemeteries. Such must also have been these two statues, with which we are now engaged.

The workmanship of the male figure points to the earlier years of the Empire, and indeed the head and body, even if they did not originally belong to one another, the head being only a subsequent addition, do not seem to be separated by any great period of time.

(9) Statue of a Woman seated beside her Daughter (Pl. XV.), of white marble, somewhat over life-size, preserved quite intact; only the projecting right foot of the woman is restored. Found together with no. 8 at Apt (cf. no. 8).

A woman in chiton and mantle, which covers the whole body and both arms, is seated on a chair with turned legs. In accordance with the well-known favourite motive in standing female portrait-figures, her draped left arm is bent across her breast, and the hand grasps the edge of the mantle. The right elbow is supported on the left hand. The same motive is found on the late Greek grave-relief no. 15, and doubtless the artist borrowed it from Greek sepulchral monuments. The feet rest on a low foot-stool which stands at an angle on the plinth. A young girl, doubtless her daughter, stands beside her; she wears a girdled chiton, with over-fold fastened on the shoulder; beneath this is an under-garment which covers the upper arm. The girl is leaning against her mother's chair; her legs are crossed, and she lays her left hand tenderly on that of her mother. The right hand is wanting.

The arrangement of the woman's hair shows the high mass of artificial curls which we find on the coins portraying Julia Titia and Domitia, the wife of Domitian. This determines the date of the statue; even if we consider it a production of the Province, we cannot carry it down further than the time of Trajan. The disposition of the daughter's hair is not one which suggests any narrow limits of time; this undulating arrangement was already characteristic of young girls in classical Greek times. It was again much worn by aristocratic Roman ladies, especially from the time of Faustina the younger. Here it is manifestly meant to characterise the young girl; the date is given by the arrangement of the mother's hair.
The statue of the mother is evidently a portrait; the daughter resembles her mother. The composition of the group is a purely external one, and not particularly clever. There is an analogous group in the Capitoline Museum.
(Gallery 56) of a seated woman, beside whom stands a small boy in a toga with the bulla, and lays his right hand on her left leg. However, seated portrait-statues of Roman women are of the greatest rarity; only the well-known beautiful Greek type, which is best represented by the Torlonia example (Mummu. d. Inst. xi. 11), appears to have been somewhat frequently employed for Roman women as well as Greek; but otherwise sitting portrait-figures of women were not customary among the Romans. It was different among the Greeks, where the women in sepulchral art were at all periods frequently represented in a sitting posture. Perhaps here, too, the Greek
influence which prevailed in Southern Gaul was a determining factor for the artist of our group.

The workmanship is careful, but entirely lacking in finer feeling. It exhibits the manner of the Flavian period. The male statue, no. 8, is of decidedly better and earlier workmanship.

![Bust Image]

Fig. 7.—Faustina the Elder.

Owing to the great rarity of the representation, the extraordinarily good state of preservation, and the comparative independence of the composition, the group deserves a prominent place among the received works of Roman portraiture.
(10) **Bust of a Woman of the time of Trajan** (Pl. XVI.) (white marble). With the exception of the support, which is modern, the bust has been preserved quite intact. The arrangement of the hair is similar to that of Marciana and Matidia. The head is an excellent life-like portrait in the simple unadorned style of the period of Trajan. Allied to it is the so-called Matidia in Naples (Bernoulli, *Ital. Art* ii. 2; Pl. 35), but this already shows the eyebrows and pupils in relief.

(11) **Female bust** (Fig. 5) of the first half of the third century (white marble). This bust, too, has been preserved quite intact. It is draped with chiton and mantle. The disposition of the hair is similar to that shown in Bernoulli, *Ital. Art* ii. 3, Pl. 18, the so-called Julia Domna, or the so-called Orbiana (*Ital. Art* Pl. 31) or the so-called Julia Mamaea (*Ital. Art* Pl. 32). Our bust is an extremely good work of its time and is moreover distinguished by its excellent preservation.

(12) **Head of Faustina the Elder** (Fig. 6) the wife of Antoninus Pius, placed on a modern bust; the front part of the nose is restored; a mediocre example of this common portrait.

(13) **Head of the same** (Fig. 7). The whole of the lower part of the face, the neck and bust are modern; the nose, too, is now. A poor example.

(14) **Bust of a man of the third century** (Pl. XVII.). The bust is entirely ancient, and is quite unrestored, except the ends of the roll in the left hand. The form of the bust is interesting; it belongs to the rare class peculiar to the third century, in which the half-figure is represented together with the arms. The hollowing out of the back shows that it is a bust and not the fragment of a statue. The right fore-arm, however, is wanting in our bust, since the artist conceived it as hanging down. The portrait is of excellent workmanship. The short curly hair is worked after the fashion of the late Antonines. The beard is cut short, as was the general fashion in the third century. The troubled and anxious expression on the face is also a characteristic of that period.

### B.—Reliefs.

(15) **Grave-relief of the first century B.C.** (Fig. 8). According to the title beneath, it was acquired in 1832 as coming from Palla. A woman, veiled, is seated to the left on a chair with cushions. She is the dead Herennia Syriaca. To her, as the embodiment of her soul after death, belongs the serpent coiled round the tree which stands behind her. Before her stands her servant who holds a small casket, and appears to be placing a little lamb on her mistress's lap. On the right is a male figure, very much damaged and somewhat smaller. This is Marcus Herennius, the son of the

---

1 Compare, e.g., the Gordian III. in the Louvre, Bernoulli, ii. 3, Pl. 38.
woman; he is wrapped in his cloak; in front of him stands his slave-boy in the customary attitude of grief. The serpent on the tree to the right and the horse looking over the wall belong to Herennius. The horse, as usual,

symbolises his state as hero. The workmanship is inferior and hasty. Below is the inscription, which is now broken away on the right.

'Ερενία · Συρίσκα καὶ ·
Μαρκή · 'Ερενία 'Αγαθ ·
καὶ σὺ · πολλὰ · τιστο · ·
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The right edge of the inscription must have been broken away subsequently to the finding of the stone. For doubtless this stele is identical with that seen by Villoison at Salonika in the house of a doctor Anastasios, the inscription of which he copied as follows (Böckh, C.I.G. 1982):

"Ερενώια Συρίσκα καὶ νίος αὐτῆς.
Μάρες Ἐρένια Ἀγαθοκλῆ χαὶ̆̆τε.
καὶ ἐν πολλαί, τίς ποῐ̆̆̆̆ ὑ.

FIG. 9.—HEAD OF JUNO SOPHITA.

Villoison does not give the place where it was found; that this was at Pella was apparently not alleged until later, when it came to be sold.

(16) Fragment of a relief (Fig. 9) in white marble, with a head of Juno Sospita. This small fragment, which is of fine workmanship, seems to belong to Augustan times. It is incomplete on both the right and left sides. Probably the heads of other gods followed. The only one preserved is the head of Juno Sospita covered with the goat-skin, one of the rare representations of this goddess. The head is treated in a somewhat classicising style.
(17) Small fragment of a relief (Fig. 10) in white marble, with the

front part of a **four-horse chariot** conducted by two male figures, full of life, a work of about the first century B.C.

A. Furtwängler.

München.
GLEANINGS FROM MYRIA.

The following notes were collected on a journey from Kutaya to Alexandria Troas in September 1899. My main objects were roads and sites, but I copied any inscriptions that came in my way, and believe that those here given have not yet been published.

1. Azanithis.—At Gyunuk Euren, three hours east of Chavdyr Hissar on the road to Kutaya, I noticed two tombstones of the door type which is characteristic of the country east of the Rhynadus, and a pillar very like a milestone. One of the tombs, which has a double gable, bears a half-effaced inscription:

Left Arch.  ᾠταὶ Ἐλαῖαναι
Right Arch.  Χρήστος Ἐπιμνήσατε

The villages round Chavdyr Hissar are full of stones plundered no doubt from Azanithis. In the cemetery at Euren, five miles north-west of Chavdyr Hissar, I copied the inscription published (after Le Bas) in C.I.G. iii. p. 1080, No. 3846, z. 83. Le Bas read the opening words as Μένανδρος κόσιτῳ πατρί. My copy has κόσιτῳ. There can be little doubt that the engraver omitted α, and we must restore κόσιτῳ πατρί, Quinto, a form common in the neighbourhood.

The following epitaph is inscribed on a square marble stele, which lies in a ditch by the road to Chavdvr Hissar, one mile from Eurenik.

Τριφυλλικεττο
Φωσίυντισιων
Μιμάδωνπαριν

2. Abrettene.—When Messrs. Anderson, Anthony, and I visited this district in 1894 we discovered that Kiepert’s map was seriously incorrect. The main errors seemed to be that the Egri ou Dagh and surrounding country were misplaced much too far south and the town of Harmanik much too far north (see Mr. Anthony’s remarks in the Geographical Journal, vol. ix. 1897, pp. 266–7, 270–1, and Mr. Darbishire’s note, p. 168). In 1899 I was able to get fresh compass-bearings from both sides, which entirely confirm the position which we assigned to the Egri ou Dagh, and show that the
Gynje Dagh (which Kiepert put close above the lake of Simag) must follow it northwards. As to Harmanjik I learnt by particular inquiries at Emed that it was only eight hours distant, and that the road to it lay through Sulya but not through Tavshanli. On the other hand there appears to be no direct road in use from Tavshanli through Sulya to Balat (ibid. p. 255). Travellers from Tavshanli to Balat pass through Harmanjik.

The following inscriptions are from the village of Tash Keni, which stands high above the τέμενος (v. J.H.S. xxi. p. 289).

(1) Gabled limestone stele with pilasters at the sides. In the gable is a flower, and below the inscription a wreath. Letters 1½ inch.

(2) Fragment of a similar stele built into the wall of a house. Broken below and to left, and much defaced. There may have been another line above. Letters 1¼ inch.

(3) Small marble fragment, 8½ x 7¼ inches, built into the wall of a house. Broken except to right. Letters 1 inch.

(4) Coarse marble block built into the foundations of a grain store. Cut away at both sides. Letters 1½ inch.

(5) Coarse red stone, 19 x 12 inches, built into the wall of a house. Broken to left. Letters 1¼ inch.
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Apparently the cutter, having omitted the ρ in Ἀλεξάνδρου, inserted it in the line above at the end of βοήθει. The genitive or dative is used quite indifferently after βοήθειν in late inscriptions, e.g. J.H.S. xix. p. 69.

There is also a square limestone base standing in the middle of the village, but its inscription has perished, all but a few letters at the ends of the lines.

A second inspection of the curious pinnacle of rock known as Dikeli Tash revealed no more evidence of ancient workmanship than our first (Geographical Journal, ix. p. 273).

At Tafak or Tofak, a log village one hour from Dikeli Tash and three from Balat, stands a square marble stele, 3½ ft. high x 1½ square, bearing the following inscription engraved in letters of good style 1 inch high. The right edge of the block is a little chipped.

Χαίρω τοι παριόντες. Τοδε δελον ἡν πολυ
Μοῦρα.

Επιθυμητὸς Θαίδη
γλυκυτάτη συνβίο
μνημέω χαίριν.

3. HADRIANEA.—In publishing an inscription of Balat (J.H.S. xvii. p. 290) which records an honorary decree by the senate and people of the Hadrianeans, I suggested that it might be referred not to Hadriani but to a city Hadrianeia, if a distinct city of that name could be proved to have existed. Mr. G. F. Hill has since then furnished the desired proof from the evidence of coins (Journal International d'Archéologie Numismatique, tome i. pp. 241-252). I also suggested that Hadrianea would have to be placed at Balat. I am now able to confirm that suggestion by the following inscription on a limestone block built into the wall of a house not far from the konak. The stone, which is broken below and to right, is 2 ft. 3 in. long by 1 ft. 1 in. high. Letters 1½ inch, worn and faint, but certain.

The identification of Balat, which has been much disputed, is thus satisfactorily settled.

In a garden about two miles east of the town lies a coarse marble base
with the following inscription. The block is 3 ft. 9 in. high, 1 ft. 4 in. broad, 1 ft. 1 in. thick. It is broken away on the right. Letters 1½ inch.

ΔΝΑΝΙΑΝ
ΣΥΜΦΕ
ΘΕΤΤΗ
ΜΑΝΙΣΕΥ
ΦΩΣΕΜΗ
ΜΙΣΧ
ΔΝ. Ἀρριανός
Συμφεβαύγη
Θεττη [και Κο-
μανόν ἁυτό-
φο Ζωτῆ πρή-
μης χλαμήν.

In view of the intimate relations between the historian Flavius Arrianus and Hadrian, and the close connections of both with this part of Mysia, Hadrian's favourite hunting-park and the home of the brigand chiefstain Tilliboros, the name Aelius Arrianus is interesting and suggestive.

4. HADRIANUThERAE.—As I emerged one evening from the mountains and forests that stretch westwards from Balat, and rode in the twilight towards Kebud, I was at once struck by the aspect of a low hill not far from the road. It looked the very type of a Greek site. The zeptisch who was my guide, a Circassian of the neighbourhood, had stories to tell about it, which still further roused my curiosity—how there had been a kale there in olden days and a great treasure of gold was buried on the hilltop, and how a pashe from Stambul had tried to dig it up, and found nothing but stones. Next morning I returned to Bey keui, a village facing the hill and one hour's march to the south-east of Kebud. There I found 'ancient stones,' and among them an inscribed marble block built into a fountain—

ΠΑΤΡΙΣΤΕΦΑΝΣ
ΝΙΛΙΕΙΚΤΗΣΟΣ
ΚΑΙΣΕΡΙΧΟΣ
ΟΙΑΔΕΛΦΟΙ
Πατρίς Στεφά-
νοι Ειλίκτηςος
και Σοτήριος
οι αδελφοί.

The shallow dip between Bey keui and the hill is littered with the débris of an ancient town, stones, potsherds, and what not? The hill itself, especially its eastern slope, has apparently for centuries been used as a cemetery, and almost all the tombstones are fragments of ancient monuments—columns, bases, architectural blocks, and the lower half of a draped statue. Most of these stones are of a coarse marble which weathers to a deep grey colour. They are scattered over the slope among oaks and underwood, so that it is no easy matter to be sure that one has seen all. There must be more underground, for the hill is said to be a favourite quarry for wrought stones. Especially common are square bases with mouldings above and below and panels on the sides. They must have had some architectural purpose, for they are not inscribed. One or two, however, do bear inscriptions in a rude late style, and it is possible that more might be found if all the blocks were turned over. I copied these two—(the second is broken above)—
In line 4 of (1) the eccentric position of the Α is to be explained by the impatience of the engraver who wrote the syllable τη before he had written the syllable τα, and then corrected his mistake with the least possible trouble to himself. Similarly in line 6 he cut the vertical stroke of the Π before he had written the Α. The engraver of (2) was less careful to correct his errors, but even the conscientious (1) has μήσις for μήμης.¹

We have here to do with a considerable Greek city which had a history of at least four centuries behind it. What was it? The obvious answer is Hadrianuthere. Kebsud has been generally supposed to represent Hadrianuthere on the strength of the inscriptions there, but it is now clear that they were brought from Bey keui. I always felt that the remains at Kebsud were inadequate for the ancient city, and expected to find it farther west. But repeated inquiries failed to produce a better alternative, and Chair Hisar, which I suspected from its name, has scarcely a trace of antiquity. The discovery of an ancient site at Bey keui far more important than any other known in the plain of Balukiser seems decisive. Its position close under the eastern hills suits Hadrian’s hunting (although that may not be the ultimate derivation of the name); it is within easy reach of Bigaditch, as it should be if Bigaditch is Acharaous; and it lies on one great road to the Caicus valley. My interpretation of Aristides (Geogr. Journ. xix. pp. 165–6) will require some slight revision.

On the right bank of the Kebsud river, opposite to the new village of Karachalda or Kararchurda one hour above Kebsud, an ancient edifice has recently been uncovered and exploited for building-stone. Among the wreckage are large fragments of a brightly coloured mosaic pavement, and in a yard at Karachalda I was shown a piece of inscribed marble block, broken above and to left. Letters ¼ inch.

¹ Possibly μής was a recognised abbreviation. Cf. J.H.S. xvii. p. 280, no. 35.
The plural εἰδώλες is used in Homer, and the singular εὐαίστερ occurs in a Roman inscription (Orelli 4943) apparently as a masculine. I can find no other instances.

The following inscription, on a square stèle of coarse marble in the cemetery half a mile south-east of Keboud, may be already published, but I do not know where. It is badly weathered, and illegible below.

A rude inscription on a marble block in a wall at Balukiser may find a place here—

5. ON THE TARSUS AND THE AESEPUS.—I had a notion (cf. Geogr. Journ. ix. pp. 167–8, 276), based partly on a misinterpretation of Dorigny, that Poemaneum might be found at Gumenij, ten miles south of Balia Maden, and accordingly shaped my course that way from Balukiser. From Argimis we bore away to the right of the Ivirindi chasmata between the hills and a marsh to a spring, about which are numerous sherds of ancient pottery and faint traces of a settlement. Thence we struck up to the left into the hills, and in half an hour reached Gumenij. Just below the village is a cemetery which contains a few ancient columns and blocks. The castle lies half a mile beyond and below the village. It is a small Byzantine fort perched on an isolated pinnacle of rock at the junction of two narrow valleys. On the north side flows the river, a branch of the Tarsus, east and west are precipitous ravines, and south is a little pocket of flat grass-land narrowing up the defile. To the east is a steep rocky hill on which are remnants of walls, and a carved stone is said to have been found there, but I could hear of no inscriptions. There was certainly an ancient town here, and the situation is no doubt a very strong one, but it is too remote and inaccessible for Poemaneum. I cannot suggest any identification.

A difficult path leads from Balia Maden by Doghanlar to Balia Bazar keni. Probably no wheeled traffic has ever traversed these stony uplands. On the other hand the road between the lower Aesepus and the gulf of Adramyttium is in constant use, and the guest-chamber at Bazar keni is
often crowded. These facts are all in favour of placing Poemanenum and Artemea in the neighbourhood of Gumen. Nevertheless I was anxious to visit Khadyrlar, 4½ hours from Bazar kei; up the valley of the Aesepus, where there are hot springs which might put in a rival claim to those of Artemis Thermea, and antiquities of which I had heard grossly exaggerated reports. So I journeyed westwards into Avunia (Ἀὐανία), that deep sequestered corry at the back of Mount Ida.

There are two hot mineral springs at Khadyrlar. One is up the hillside just above the village. It is of a comfortable warmth, but utterly neglected. A little ruined bath-house of no great age is the oldest object about it. The other spring is much hotter—one cannot hold a hand in it at the source. It lies in a beech wood, half an hour farther west along the hill. Here there is a bath still in use but very mean, and round about it some scanty remnants of antiquity—rude pilasters, marble slabs, and an altar decorated with garlands and bulls' heads, but no inscriptions. At the farmstead in the plain below are a couple of small marble columns.

I met with only one inscription in Avunia, a Latin epitaph engraved on a gabled limestone stele built into the basement of the mosque at Ingeji. Letters 2½ inches.

\[\text{M. [Miu]cnius.}\]

\[\text{h(ic) s(itur) o(st).}\]

From the end of the plain of Avunia wood-cutters' tracks lead through the forests of Ida over the pass between the head waters of the Aesepus and Scamander. Much timber is felled for export down the rivers to the sea, and finds its way even as far as Alexandria. The head stream of the Aesepus, choked with pine splinters, takes a dark tinge from the chips of bark, so that 'the black water of Aesepus' is a literal fact, although one would not care to drink it.

6. Scepsis.—At the village of Kurshunlu I copied the following fragmentary inscription. It is engraved on a bit of marble slab which measures \(14\frac{1}{2} \times 10 \times 2\frac{1}{2}\) inches. Letters ½ inch. The writing, although not very careful, is of good early style, fourth or third century B.C. The fragment is broken on all sides except perhaps the right, but the inscription is complete below and I think nearly complete on the right.

\[\text{ΔΕΚΑΤΑΙ} \]
\[\text{ΤΡΙΣΙΝΕΑΝΔΕΜΗΚΑΤΑΣΤΗΣΗ} \]
\[\text{ΑΣΚΑΤΑΡΟΛΑΣΕΝΤΟΙΣΧΡΟΝΟΙΣ} \]
\[\text{ΟΙΣΑΝΑΓΑΛΗΣΙΕΙΟΤΑΜΙΑΣΚΑΙ} \]
\[\text{ΘΩΙΚΑΙΤΟΥΣΤΑΣΔΗΜΟΣ} \]
\[\text{ΗΕΓΓΥΑΜΕΝΟΥΣΠΡΑΣΣΕΙ} \]
\[\text{ΑΝΟΣΑΡΓΥΡΙΟΥΣΤΑΘ} \]
J. ARTHUR R. MUNRO

δεκάτα[ι]
ἐν ἡμέραις] τρισίν ἐὰν ἐδὲ μὴ καταστήσῃ
τὰς καταβολὰς ἐν τοῖς χρόνοις
ἀναπτάλησεν ὁ ταμίας καὶ
καὶ ὁτι καὶ τοὺς τὰς δήμους[ι-
-ας ὅνας προαμέσους] ἡ ἐγγυωμένους προσεῖ[ν]
εἰκ τὸ ἱερὸν τοῦ 'Ἀπόλλωνος ἁργυρίου στατήρ[ματος ἐκατόν[Π]]

Evidently we have here the end of a decree. This final clause is meant to provide for the punctual payment of certain instalments of money, and empowers the treasurer to sell up defaulters. In the first line we ought perhaps to read δεκάτη, and interpret it as part of the date at which payment fell due.

The following inscription is doubtless from Kurushunu Tepe. It is on a square marble base which stands at the south end of the new bridge at Bairamitch. Both sides are a good deal chipped.

ΕΡΟΥΣΙΑ
ΠΕΡΕΑΤΟΥΝΙ
ΟΥΙΔΑΙΩΥΚΑΙ
ΤΕΒΑΕΣΤΩΝ
ΚΑΙΡΑΠΙΟΝΟΥ
ΦΑΡΟΥΙΟΝ
ΥΜΠΙΩΔΩΡΟΝ
ΝΕΚΤΡΟΓΟΝΗ
ΣΠΑΤΙΛΙΟΣΕΥ
ΤΗΝ ΑΙΕΑΤΗ
ΤΥΣΙΑΡΧΗΝ

Ἡ γ' Ερούσια
τῶν ἱερῶν τῶν Δι-
ός τ' ἱερὸν Ἰδαίων καὶ
τῶν Σεβαστῶν Γ[ν-
αιον Φιλίβιον Ὀλυ-
νος διοδόρον νιόν
Ολυμπιοδόρον,
τὸ[ν ἱερὸν] προγονῶν
τῆς πατρίδος εὐ-
εργείαν[ν] καὶ ἑαυ-
τῆς σὺμπαθήρχην.

Zeus Idaeus appears on coins of Scepsis (Hend, Hist. Num., p. 474). The same title is used at Ilium and in Crete.

At Semijik, a little north of Kurushunu, there is a tombstone lately found at Scepsis. It is a tall plain marble slab, broken below, but the inscription is far above the break. Letters about 1 inch, of good early style.

ἈΡΙΣΤΑΡΧΟΣ
ΛΕΟΝΤΟΣ

The site of Scepsis is being actively plundered for building materials and ought to be carefully watched. Many interesting inscriptions may come out of it in the near future, and may be irretrievably lost if not promptly recorded. The important letter of Antigonus (J.H.S. xix. p. 330) was likely to be sold to a baker for a kneading-board when I intervened, and I cannot guarantee that it has not since then perished in his oven.

J. ARTHUR R. MUNRO.
GLEANINGS FROM MYSIA.

NOTE.

The following corrections may be made in my "Inscriptions from Mysia," J.H.S. xxvii. pp. 298-299:—

Page 269, no. 3, for Ἐλέατος read Ἐλέατος.
Page 272, at the top, I should now definitely place Miletopolis at Melde.
Page 285, no. 49, for ...σης Τίθλος read Ἴσιθλίλως = Sextillus.
Page 292, no. 72, for Ὠμείας, Ἐκλεκτος read Ὠμέιας, Ἐκλεκτος.

J. A. R. M.
ON OLD GREEK TACHYGRAPHY.

[Plate XVIII]†

The history of tachygraphic writing in classical and post-classical antiquity remains still, to a certain degree, involved in obscurity, so that many problems still present themselves for final solution. What is the significance of the fact that while we have complete and certain knowledge of the Roman system, the notae Tironianae, the very existence of a corresponding Greek system is with difficulty proved? Were there three distinct systems of Greek shorthand, or only one in successive phases? How were they related to the ‘Tironian’? Are there any elements of method or of form which are common to all the ‘systems’ of antiquity known to us? In what degree was the Greek a genuine tachygraphy, i.e. a means of writing at a much greater speed than in the common hand? Or was it only a method of secret writing, or to economise space and labour? Was it phonetic, syllabic, alphabetic, ad verbum, or phraseographic? Was it purely arbitrary, or related to the ordinary forms of writing? If related, to which?—to the cursive, the capital, or the minuscule? Above all, what were the graphic elements, and the final forms of the developed systems?

The labours of Kopp, Blase, Gardthausen, Schmitz, Wattenbach, Lehmann, Ruess, Giry, Tardif, Chatelain, and others have, especially during the last twenty years, gone far towards the solution of many of these problems, while among those who have most recently contributed towards our acquaintance with old Greek tachygraphy, the names of Gomperz, Gtilhauer and Wessely stand pre-eminent (see Bibliography). Since 1884, when an inscription of the 4th century B.C. was found on the Acropolis, and shown by Gomperz to deal with a system of writing by geometric forms, the languid interest taken in this subject has been quickened, and kept alive by the results of searches made among the palaeographic treasures from the Fayum and Hermopolis Magma. At last in three successive years, 1893, 1894, 1895, W. Schmitz’s magnificent edition of the Commentarii notarum Tironianorum, M. Gtilhauer’s Die drei Systeme der griechischen Tachygraphie, and C. Wessely’s Ein System altgriechischer Tachygraphie together embodied the latest results of research in the whole field of Roman and Greek tachygraphy.

The somewhat varied applications of which the term tachygraphy is

† Slightly reduced in scale.
capable make it desirable at the outset to fix upon a definition of it. In one aspect it is an *Enschrif*, a brachygraphy or stenography properly so called, and in one of its chief remains, the Codex Vat. Gr. 1809, the saving of space seems to me one of the chief advantages sought by its use. In another aspect it is a means merely or primarily of gaining speed, by the use of either purely sematographic forms, or of some method of systematically reducing the extent of outline required for the representation of the spoken sound, a true tachygraphy. In the curious postscript, written in detached syllables in the common hand, of the Cod. Paris. Graec. 1656 (sec. X or XI) it is claimed, if Githbauer’s interpretation (Die drei Syst. p. 25) is correct, that the text, that is, the tachygraphic original, was written down at the rate of 27,290 words an hour—three times as fast as a rapid speaker! For himself, the writer makes the boast, modestly veiled, of having written out a piece which occupied in reading ‘five water-clocks,’ no less than 900 times in a day (so Githbauer); or that, as I should prefer to read it,¹ he wrote a passage 900 times by the water-clock 5 times replenished. As he remarks, ἰενίσεα αὐτὰ ὑπίθενα: But whatever we may make of these impossible claims, they do imply that there existed, at least in the tenth century, a Greek tachygraphy which was regarded as a means of very rapid writing. As brevity is, within certain limits, in a direct ratio to speed, we may include brachygraphy and tachygraphy together under the name of the latter; but as compactness is not necessarily conducive to rapidity, and indeed when carried to an extreme, is a hindrance to it, we could hardly include under tachygraphy those forms of minute writing which are left on record (Plin. Nat. Hist. vii. 21; Plin. Epist. iii. 5, 17) were not that they were possibly adaptations or borrowings from the current tachygraphic system of the time (Birt, Ant. Buchweisen, pp. 71, 86). In this general class must, I think, be included the Cod. Vat. Gr. 1809, for it is tachygraphic only to the extent of a substitution of the signs from a shorthand syllabary for the successive syllables, the words being in this way fully written. By this expedient, however, a considerable saving in manual labour and eventually of time must have been effected, and this, joined to the economising of space and the cryptographic appearance, would sufficiently account for this kind of quasi-tachygraphy. On the other hand, cryptographs, as such, are excluded; often they are more cumbersome than the ordinary writing, and even when developed, as in the magical papyri (cp. Brit. Mus. Pap. exxi—exxiv, cxlvii and cxlviii), the symbols are only accidentally shorter than the corresponding word. Nor is it convenient to include under tachygraphy writings in the current hand, having symbols instead of written word-endings, subscript and superscript letters, and other abbreviations, although they may be very ‘tachygraphic’ in character, and can often lay as good a claim to the name as the so-called tachygraphy of the 10th century (see Wattenbach, Scripturae Graecae specimina, 1897, Tab. xiv, xvi, xxiii, xxiv, xxv, etc.). Tachygraphy, then, is for the purposes of research to be defined as

¹ The text is ἓν ηελ ἰεν μδ τα ς τα τα ηεν-ηεν δε ας θο μν-εν τα ας θε γας, that is ἰενίσεα αὐτὰ ὑπίθενα: ς ἰενίσεα αὐτὰ ὑπίθενα ἐκκοσσία.
a general name for all kinds of short writing, which are found in extant MSS., when reduced to a system, employed for continuous passages, and with the purpose of increasing the speed and ease of writing, the standard of speed being the ordinary rate of speech.

The fact that, while German philosophical magazines have for the past twenty-five years contained numerous treatises and discussions on the subject of tachygraphy, hardly a single article of importance has yet appeared in England, (except T. W. Allen's Fourteenth Century Tachygraphy,\(^1\) in Vol. xi. of the Journal of Hellenic Studies, with facsimiles), may be due to the somewhat unsatisfactory position, in relation to classical and archaeological studies, in which tachygraphy stands. It so happens that very little remains of this kind of writing, and that which we have is either fragmentary, or in other respects obviously unimportant; decipherment is exceptionally laborious and uncertain; and the priuam facie evidence that in the Greek remains we really have a shorthand system of antiquity is somewhat incomplete. It would be hard to maintain to the satisfaction of scholars familiarly acquainted with the rapid flow of especially some forms of the Greek cursive, the claim of the deciphered portions of Greek 'tachygraphy' to be a means of writing much faster than in longhand. Compare, (i) Πέτρος ἐξερευνητής, τάλας κληρικός, ἐν ἑτερον συμβεβελτώμενον ἐν ἸΦικη, (Githa. D. dr. Syg. p. 21), written in the 'African' style, which represents the older phase of 10th century tachygraphy, in the year 964, as a subscription to Cod. Laur. ix. 15, in which the pen is lifted thirty-four times, with (ii) a sentence of the same length, Postula tu me et dabo possessionem tuam terminos terrae (Ps. ii.) written in notes in a 'Tironian Psalter' (O. Lehmann, Das Tiron. Psalt.), in which it is lifted only nine times; and again with (iii) a similar sentence, As far as the characteristics of the present age are concerned, written in English shorthand, in which it is lifted five times only.

\(^{1}\) On the tachygraphic portions of the Ms. Vat. Reg. 181.

\[\text{The tediousness of the 'African' is at once apparent; yet the English out-}\]
lines are by no means unnecessarily condensed; written very rapidly they will just keep pace with the most rapid speech.

Or, again, compare the older tachygraphic signs of the Rainer-fragments with contemporary or still older\(^1\) cursive (ligatured). In spite of the superiority of the signs generally, the cursive are often almost as brief, as for example the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FROM THE RAINE PAPYRI TACHYGRAPHIC SYLLABARY</th>
<th>FROM NON-TACHYGRAPHIC MSS. COMMON CURSIVE, ALL OLDER THAN THE SIGNS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{σι} \\
\text{υρ} \\
\text{τυρ} \\
\text{ωυ} \\
\text{ἀρ-ωυ-ωυ}
\end{array}\] | \[\begin{array}{c}
\text{PETR. PAP. PL. XIV.} \\
\text{OSTRAKA, B. MUS. NO. 14123, ETC.} \\
\text{NOT. ET ESTR. PL. XLIII. 65 BIS.} \\
\text{PETR. PAP. PL. XIV.} \\
\text{PETR. PAP. PL. XIV.}
\end{array}\] |

Tediousness, however, might seem less a drawback if it secured accuracy; but when a \(δυρ\) \(π\) \(κοι\) has to pass (Gill. D. dr. Syr. p. 24) for \(\Lambda\partialπι\nu\nu\delta\), \(τυρ\) \(α\) \(ς\) \(υ\) \(ν\) \(α\) for \(τρικοι\) \(σι\), \(κοι\) \(ευ\) \(ε\) \(τι\) and \(\alpha\) \(φι\) \(κι\) (in the above subscription) for \(\alpha\Lambda\partialπι\nu\nu\delta\) \(ευ\) \(ε\tau\epsilon\) and \(\alpha\) \(φι\) \(κι\) \(\beta\φι\), while having regard to the signs also one finds, in the same subscription

\[\begin{align*}
\epsilonυ & = \epsilon\nu = \epsilon\nu, \\
\alphaυ & = \alpha\nu \quad \epsilon = \rho\omega = \rho\omega (\approx \beta\phi) = \lambda\nu,
\end{align*}\]

all in a sentence of a dozen words, it is perhaps harder to put faith in the readings at first sight. Then when the latest documents produced (Wessely, Ein System, 1895, pp. 18–30) prove only the existence in the Byzantine and later Roman periods of a syllabic system similar to the later one just quoted,

---

\(^1\) From medieval Greek MSS., much briefer examples may be drawn, but in these it is hazardous to say that we are dealing with cursive developments, and not with borrowings from tachygraphy. B.S.—VOL. XXI.
there may have seemed good reason for postponing for the present any conclusion concerning old Greek tachygraphy as a "working" system.

Nevertheless, the recent contributions of Dr. Githbauer and Dr. Wessely have brought the main facts quite out of the region of conjecture. We know —what seemed indeed a priori probable—that Greek tachygraphy is to be traced in various phases from the Ptolemaic period down to the 15th century. We know its alphabet, with many of its variant forms. We know that it was at all times developed as far as the syllabic stage, but we wait for further evidence of its having had a more perfected form. We have the later 'New' or Italian tachygraphy, probably at its best, though the analogy both of the 'Tironian' and the modern systems makes it extremely probable also that it is but the stunted descendant of a fuller, more rational, and more practical system, of which the fragments we possess from the earliest centuries of our era are the elementary portions only. Finally we have traces, and one notable monument, of the existence of a Greek system earlier than all, the so-called Xenophontean. The premises from which such conclusions may be drawn will be indicated in the following pages.

What remains of Greek tachygraphy do we possess? Though not numerous, they represent a very long period, from the 4th century B.C. to the 14th or 15th century A.D. The later specimens are all interesting to the student of old Greek tachygraphy, because they stand in significant relation to the older, and help to complete the still inconclusive argument that all ancient tachygraphy must be regarded as phases of the same, rather than as distinct and separate systems. They cluster into three groups. One of these consists of those tachygraphic passages and annotations which are to be found in MSS. of the 10th-14th centuries. This group falls into two subdivisions, the one showing a closer approximation to the older tachygraphy than the other, which is styled the 'New' tachygraphy and originally emmated from the monastery of Grottaferrata, where certain of our existing specimens were written. A convenient distinction has been suggested in the names 'African' for the earlier and 'Italian' for the later or Grottaferrata style (Githb. ōbd. p. 22). To the next group belong the papyri, wax-tablets, etc., which recent explorations have given us, and a waxen book which has been at the British Museum for many years, and long known to be of the 3rd-4th centuries which now for the first time, since the Fayum discoveries, can be tentatively classed as to its tachygraphic portions. The remaining group, though of extreme interest, is numerically hardly worthy of the name: its nucleus is that inscription of the marble alab which was found on the Acropolis in 1884, and which is undoubtedly of the 4th century B.C.

1 Vide 'Bibliography,' infra.
2 A third might be made of the 14th cent. tachygraphy which has seen quite new develop-
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Ptolemaic and Roman Periods.

(i) A marble slab, much injured, with part of inscription, found on the Acropolis in 1884, 4th century B.C.
   (Illus. : Gitzlb. D. or. S. Taf. 3.)

(ii) A tachygraphic subscription to a MS. at Leyden, 106-5 B.C.

(iii) Four fragments at Leipzig, Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22, 2nd-3rd century.
   (See Gardthausen in Hermes, Vol. xi. with facsimiles.)

(iv) One line of tachygraphy in Brit. Mus. Pap. exxi. (a magical pap.)
    14, col. 27, 3rd century.
    (See Kenyon, Cat. of Gr. Papyri in Brit. Mus, Facsimile and notes.)

    (See pp. 252 et sqq. infra and Plate XVIII.)

Byzantine Period.

(vi) Three papyrus fragments in the collection of the Archduke Rainier,
    5th-6th century.
    (See Corpus Pap. Rainieri, Taf. xiii. and Wessely, Ein Syst. altgr.
    Tach. Taf. i., iii.)

(vii) Seven fragments of wax-tablets in the same collection; one certainly,
    and all probably, 5th (6th) century.
    (See Corp. Pap. Rainieri, and Wess. ibid. Taf. ii., iii.)

(viii) Various fragments of the 4th-8th centuries, containing short passages
    in tachygraphy varying from 4 to 12 lines in length.
    (See Wessely Ein Syst. altgr. T. pp. 15-18 : Musées Nationaux
    E. 6846, 6896 = 164, 855 W, 766 W, 7155 C, verso App. 15,
    7121 verso App. 702, 6550; 7072, 6846, 6 = 15 6875 App. 267.)

(ix) Seven fragments of papyrus, at the Bodleian Library, Oxford : viz.
    MSS. Gr. class. a 6 (P) ; Gr. class. e 77 (P) ; Gr. class. f 36 (P).
    (See p. 259 infra.)

Tenth Century.

(x) Subscription of amanuensis who wrote Cod. Laur. ix. 15 ; 964 A.D.
    (See Gitzlb. D. or. S. p. 21 and Taf. iii. 24.)

(xi) The Codex Vaticanus Graccus 1809, containing the "Confessio S.
    Cyriani," etc.
    (See Gitzlauher, Die Ueberreste gr. Tach. in Cod. Val. Gr. 1809,
    with transcription and plates. Vide Bibliography.)
(xii) The London Nonnus-Codex scholia and foot-note (British Mus. Add. MSS. 18231) A.D. 972.
(See Wattenbach, Script. Gr. Specimina Taf. xviii.; Pal. Soc. ii. 85).

(xiii) The glosses of the Paris Hermogenes (Cod. Paris. 3032).


(xv) The MSS. (Biblioteca Angelica, Rome, B. 3. 11 and another) given in facsimile Pal. Soc. ii. 85; and 86 show many borrowings from a tachygraphic system, and some pure tachygraphy.

Later.

(xvi) The Vat. Reg. 181, 14th century.

(xvii) Some 'Crypto-Tachygraphy' in a 15th century Lucian. Cod. Pal. 73, (Wessely, Ein X. p. 2) may perhaps be placed here.¹

To these may be added the subscription to the Cod. Paris. Gr. 1056, 10th (or 11th) century, which is not indeed in tachygraphic characters, but is most probably a transcript of a tachygraphic original (Githl. D. dr. S. p. 24).
Among the most interesting of the MSS. containing abbreviations obviously related to a tachygraphic system is the Fragmentum math. Bobiense, 7th century (see Wattenbach, Specimina, Taf. viii.); and others in the same collection (xiv. Arist. Cod. Ambr. L. 93); xxiii.; xxv.: and perhaps xxv. Long lists have from time to time been published of tachygraphic signs found in the MSS. (Montfaucon, Pal. Graec. 1708, p. 355; Ruess, Uber Griechische Tachygraphie, 1882; Gardthausen, art. in Hermes, vol. xi. 1876; Gardthausen, Griech. Pal. 1879, p. 212). The bulk of these signs make up the syllabary of the purely tachygraphic documents onvellum; a few are direct borrowings from them, found in ordinary minuscule documents. The latter, which alone can be considered as genuine tachygraphy in minuscule contexts (among them we may include deliberate imitations of such signs), have reference to medieval manuscripts only. It is important to observe the different nature of the symbols which occur in the papyri. The evidences for the existence of tachygraphic borrowing in the whole of the Ptolemaic and Roman, and nearly the whole of the Byzantine period, are extremely doubtful. I have examined with the utmost care the symbols of about three hundred papyri, and have made an exhaustive search of the principal published texts, including the British Museum, the Petrie, the Oxyrhynchus and the Fayum collections, yet have gathered only the smallest harvest of half a dozen

¹ The Jahrbuch der deutschen. archäol. Institute, vol. xvi. 1872, p. 10, mentions the publication of eleven Greek tachygraphic signs (by Wessely), etc., in the Arkhe für Steino-

graphic. But in consequence of a bookseller's mistake, I have not yet been able to see the original article.
symbols which appear independent of ordinary cursive or epigraphic methods of abbreviation.  

The signs found on ostraka are often very interesting. Indeed one shard which I have copied, a terracotta fragment at the Ashmolean, Oxford, contains pure tachygraphy—in one sense, inasmuch as the common symbols for ἀρχώμα, ἀρταβῇ, ἀραχὼν), are here unmangled with any letters in the ordinary hand.

Contemporary testimony to the existence of tachygraphy, in the general Greek literature of our earliest period is, with one doubtful exception, strangely lacking, and although retrospective allusions in one or two passages help to atone for this lack, the case for the oldest Greek tachygraphy may be said to rest upon the documentary evidence alone. In the Roman period, from the earliest in 164 A.D., allusions do occur (Zeitig, Gesch. u. Lit. der Geschichtsschreibkunst, p. 40) as also in early-Byzantine. The reader will find a discussion of the well-known passages (Diog. Laert. Vit. Xen. ii. 48 etc.) in Gith. D. dr. S. pp. 16–18 (cav. v.) et passim (vide Bibliogr.); and Gomperz in Wiener Studien ii. 188 p. 3 Ann. i. for the locus of 164 A.D.

The first on our list above, the marble slab found on the Acropolis, and attributed by Köhler (Mittheilungen des deut. archäol. Institt., Athen. Abh. Bd. 8 (1888), p. 359 ff.) to the middle of the 4th century B.C. is that upon which chiefly rests the claim of tachygraphy to be old Greek at all. The year is therefore considered epochal in the modern study of ancient tachygraphy, and the discovery has certainly brightened the prospect of explorers in this region. The fragment, which was at first regarded (Köhler, ibid.) as a part of a treatise on a grammatical subject, is a stone 0·10 m. in thickness, used as part of a door-sill or for a similar purpose, and presenting a surface of 0·26 m. x 0·16 m. It is given in illustration by Githbauer (D. dr. S. Taf. i.). I have here set down (i) its principal contents (the rest are the beginnings of the lines of the next column, very fragmentary); and have placed by it the restored full text as (ii) proposed by Gomperz, and (iii) by Githbauer (Comp. Udber ein bisher unbekanntes griech. Schriftsystem, 1884 and Neue Bemerk. über den ältesten Entwurf einer gr. Kurschrift, 1895; and Gith. D. dr. S. Taf. i. and pp. 3 et seq.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(i)</th>
<th>(ii)</th>
<th>(iii)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΠΑΕΣΧΟΥΣΕΝ</td>
<td>1 ζώντα χαί μέν.</td>
<td>ἡ μὴ νῦν τῆς τοῦ φασμός</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΤΔΕΝΕΜΠΠΟΝ</td>
<td>σου στέλλων γαράζεσι</td>
<td>τίςωσαν, ἱκνοντες</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΤΩΝΦΩΝΗΝΤΟΝ</td>
<td>ην δὴ δέ πιστόν</td>
<td>κέφας ὑπὲρ τοῦ πιστοῦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Υ.</td>
<td>τῶν φασμάτων Υ</td>
<td>τῶν φασμάτων Υ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 For abbreviations and signs, drawn from the papyri, see F. G. Kenyon, Pot. Bk. Pap. (1899), Append. iv. (Cp. E. M. Thompson, Gr. and Lat. Test. cap. v.) But in a forthcoming contribution on Semigraphy of the Greek Papyri I hope to prove that the semigraphic elements in the papyri are not tachygraphy in origin, but are cursive developments,

2 Wessely, Ein. Syst., p. 3.

3 Or Ἐος Γομ.
The former of these restorations is chiefly interesting as illustrating the general nature of possible variæ lectiones upon such a text, and to that extent confirming the opinion that it deals with some system of shorthand-writing, Professor Gomperz being not specially a student of tachygraphy (Neue Bemerk. (1895) p. 7). I may freely transcribe: 'The branch or crossbar resting upon the middle of the upright stem (sc. \( \Upsilon \)) is \( \Pi \); the fifth of the vowels, \( \Theta \), is represented by three small oblique strokes against the perpendicular (sc. \( \Upsilon \)); the first of the long vowels adds one (sc. \( \Lambda \)); and the last takes two, on the tops of the two horns which replace the perpendicular (sc. \( \Upsilon \)). No diagram is required to illustrate these vowel signs. Of the consonants the short horizontal stroke, when placed underneath the vowel-sign, signifies Delta (sc. \( \delta \)); above it, Tau (sc. \( \tau \)); at the end Nu (sc. \( \nu \)); at the upper left-hand side Pi (sc. \( \pi \)); at the upper right-hand (sc. \( \rho \)).
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Mu; when placed in the middle, at the beginning it signifies Beta (β) and at the end Psi (ψ).

Adhering to the phonetic system upon which this arrangement seems to be made, Professor Gomperz found that he could construct a similar table for the remaining consonants thus, all except θ and φ. The not very own reading (e.g. πρὸς μὲν τὴν ἀρχὴν...πρὸς δὲ τὴν τελευτὴν) is a less serious matter than the complexity of the signs which he obtains for his alphabet. What could be done with such vowel-signs as Ε, Ω, Ψ! The only gain to our knowledge of tachygraphy from this scheme is the hint that it was written by geometrical outlines as opposed to sight and contracted common hand, a view adopted by Dr. Githbauer, and confirmed by the remains of later (third century) tachygraphy which are extant (British Museum MSS. Add. 35,270). Gomperz compares it, as regards the point of view, with such modern systems as Pitman's.

Ten years later than Prof. Gomperz, Dr. Githbauer proposed his restoration, and having an intimate acquaintance with later tachygraphy, he was able to offer at least a more practical solution. On Taf. iv. of Die othob Systeme, he gives the first ten lines of the Odyssey written in three hypothetical styles or phases of the general system (Taf. iii. A.B.C.) which he deduces from the Acropolis inscription, in conformity with philosophical laws of mind and speech and with the later system. The first lines (i.e. Od. i. 1 in three styles) present the following appearance:

A.—'Xenophontisches System'

\[ \text{\textbf{A}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{B}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{C}} \]

1 For the gender, Just. Ep. ad Antocess. § 8; C. Cod. 1, 17, 2, § 22. There is no support for "sigoae" in White and Lidd. vii. edit., nor Lewis and Short, 1870.

* There is, happily, no need for the tachygraphic reader to attempt to decide between the rival restorations. The bare text of the inscription itself is sufficiently convincing that we have here a reference to some system of writing the letters of the alphabet, grouped as vowels and consonants, by means of dots or small signs (σεμαια) placed in significant positions around some (apparently geometrical) figures of a larger kind. I think I am safe even from controversy in reading: τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητος τος...πρὸς τὸν ἄρρητο...καύματα ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τὸν ἄρρητο...τος ἤ τος τfiber reply see, however, Neues Berichtungen über den ältesten Kalligraf einer griechischen Kurschrift, 1886, Wien.
The reader will have no doubt of the meaning of the various signs, since the division is strictly syllabic. They are admirably simple in A and B, and free from much reproach on that score in C, which is familiar to us from the 10th century MSS. Indeed, for syllabic representation, B presents one of the most concise systems ever invented, being obviously superior within those limits to the favourite modern English system, 'Phonography,' which uses detached vowel-signs. But no sooner are those limits passed than the impracticability of all three alike is manifest. And here we are face to face with the false assumption that full syllabic representation can be the method of n practicable tachygraphy. Its formal disproval would be out of place here, but this is hardly necessary, with the example of the 'Tironian' and modern systems before us. Since, however, our author (p. 47) compares this syllabic method with the 'Tironian' use of contracted word- and phrase-signs to the great disadvantage of the latter, it is not out of place to insist upon the one supreme recommendation of any method of tachygraphy, and to ask whether the intellectual achievement is not higher in carrying forward a system of abbreviation and simplification of form until the maximum brevity consistent with perspicuity is attained, than in applying syllable by syllable a compact syllabarium? For, as will be seen from illustrations in the following pages, a syllabic writing, in which all the syllables are represented by detached signs, could not be even expected to keep pace with speech. Still, any system may have its syllabic stage of development, and we may therefore consider the value of syllabic reconstructions and remains of systems as guiding us in tracing them in further stages.

Leaving, however, the consideration of ultimate practicability, let us ask what documentary materials are here employed. We find none, except those deduced from the restoration of the fragment, and those borrowed from the later MSS. We might therefore be obliged to content ourselves with an examination of probabilities—and in this light Dr. Githbauer’s first two phases will be seen to be not only ingenious but reasonable and valuable suggestions;—were it not that the next of the sources for tachygraphic forms

1 Although the practical question demands, for complete demonstration, the skill of a practised stenographer, the general reader may satisfy himself by an easy test. Let him put down for every short syllable a small vertical stroke and for every long a longer bar, and let him try to set them down, as they are spoken, at the lowest ordinary rate of speed, and so record the syllables of the first ten lines of the Odyssey at the dictation of a friend. Thus

2 Archduke Feyer, Münch., and so on.

Only by such a trial will he realise the inadequacy of the best efforts of the hand for keeping pace with speech, except by the nearest suggestions of words or phrases. I find that in ordinary speech the syllables are spoken as fast as the semiquavers are played (mutatis mutandis) = 100. Cm. Nöldeke, Tachygr. bei den Orientten in Archiv für Stenographie, Feb. 1901, esp. p. 26, ll. 2, 3.

4 I can only regret that the limited space at my disposal has made it impossible to do justice to the many convincing conclusions to
(Nos. (ii)—(v) in the list above) furnish us with direct comparison. In each case, comparison resolves itself into contrast. The four Leipzig fragments are so much injured by time that their service is small, yet they show a marked dissimilarity to the Githbuer rectilinear simplicity of outline and an equal similarity to the more intricate forms of their contemporary fragments.

The general style may be, provisionally, sufficiently well judged from the 3rd century tachygraphy of Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 33270 (vide Plate XVIII). These all have geometrical forms of all kinds and in all possible positions, which is one of their best recommendations, and at the same time discredits almost finally the rectilinear systems. See the illustrations of the Leyden subscription 106–5 B.C. for striking confirmation from the oldest written series of forms admitted to be pure tachygraphy. And even the tiny line in the British Museum papyrus exxi gives the same testimony.

The materials out of which Dr. Wessely’s System, althegreichischer Tachygraphie is constructed are on the contrary not hypothetical. They are, indeed, the most certain portion of the older remains. Their great weakness, as evidence for Old Greek tachygraphy, is their late date, 5th century at the earliest. We may, however, claim them against the Githbuer-Cursive System, to which they are almost antagonistic, in detail. For example:

**HYPOTHEZICAL** (GIVLE. TAF. II. B).

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\alpha, \upsilon, \eta & \beta & \\
\alpha, \alpha, \omega & \gamma & \\
es, \alpha, \alpha & \delta & \\
\sigma, \alpha, \alpha & \epsilon & \\
e, \alpha, \alpha & \zeta & \\
ev, \alpha, \alpha, \alpha & \xi & \\
\omega, \nu, \lambda & \kappa & \\
\l &
\end{array}
\]

**DOCUMENTARY** (WESSLEY, p. 18 sqq.).

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\xi, \gamma & \phi & \\
\gamma, \gamma & \chi & \\
\delta & \\
\epsilon, \gamma, \alpha & \\
\zeta & \\
\xi, \gamma, \alpha & \\
\zeta & \\
\zeta &
\end{array}
\]

which Dr. Githbuer has come. One interesting principle is that the whole vowel-system of the earliest system was built up of vertical strokes, while the consonant-system was horizontal. 1 Die drei Systeme, i.e. apart from the proposed restoration, a storehouse of tachygraphic learning.

1 Much has been urged, in recent years, against a geometrical shorthand. But this is always as compared with a flowing hand, resembling ordinary writing, not as compared with a rectilinear. I do not admit that the distinction is just, for the ordinary hand has as many geometrical lines and curves as, for instance, Phenography. The Daphyley system is, I consider, quite as obnoxious to the same charge. But if it were just, it would only imply the greater condemnation of a rectilinear system, which is geometric at a most resourceless stage. Githbuer’s A and B even avoids the horizontal.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\varepsilon & \gamma & \\
\alpha & \beta & \\
\gamma & \delta & \\
\epsilon & \zeta & \\
\zeta &
\end{array}
\]

context what was intended. We have now had 400 symbols, 87 of them transcribed. Of the latter some are repeated, adding certainty to the readings while diminishing the number of new forms; but then many of these without transcription have common elements with these, so that, adding and deducting, we have a final list of about 150—160 gains.

We have now seen that the reconstructions which the 1884 Acropolis-stone made possible have given us no certain readings that are new, while the Rainer fragments have yielded, let us say, 150, most of them quite certain. They are all, except the simple vowels; syllables of two and three letters, represented by two-membered and three-membered symbols respectively. These, eked out with what the MSS., abbreviations supply, make up Dr. Wessely’s System of Old Greek Tachygraphy. What, however, is the true value of these gains? The answer is, first, that we have a portion of a tachygraphic syllabarium, constructed on a slightly phonetic principle, in which all possible syllabic groupings are arranged with respect to the vowels. Thus the whole system would be given under six heads:

1. single vowels (including diphthongs) e.g. α, ί.
2. vowel + consonant, e.g. ατ, αυ.
3. consonant + vowel, e.g. σα, τι.
4. consonant + vowel + consonant, e.g. σαλ, τωρ.
5. initial-consonant-group + vowel, as in χθόνιος, πνεύμα.
6. final vowel groups (vowel + vowel), e.g. -ου, -ου, -ει, -ει.

These for practical purposes would, on this principle of arrangement, exhaust all the possible cases, since medial consonant-groups could be resolved, e.g. δρύξ-τος; and final they are of very rare occurrence. The Rainer-fragments contain no examples of the fifth class, but they are to be seen elsewhere. The sixth I have seen nowhere illustrated. This certainty of a vowel-basis to the system—we may accept this syllabarium for the present as part of a current system, perfected elsewhere—is an important and interesting discovery, especially as the contemporary ‘Tironian’ inclines strongly to a consonant-basis, as O. Lehmann has suggested that the diacritic dot was originally the vowel-sign, and as the leading English system relies wholly on vowel ‘dots and dashes,’ building up the word around its consonant-outline.

1. ἔκκω is an exception.
5. ι is a superscript letter e.g. ἵ, ἵ, ἵ.
6. For these no provision has been made.
8. This rests not alone on this arrangement. The γράφεις φωτός in the inscription (L. 17) indicates the upright-stem against which the consonant-ticks are to be written.
It is hardly necessary to say that we have here a small part only of a complete syllabarium of the Greek language. Of the 442 pairs which may be formed of a vowel and a consonant, this accounts for 83; while of the whole number of permutations possible to the letters of the Greek alphabet, taken three and three, a vowel always between two consonants, nearly 3,000, we have certainly not a hundred. It would be a tedious task to discover by inspection how many of these are actually unused in practice, but we may set them against all the consonant-pairs (such as Π, Π, ΧΘ) for which no calculation has been made, and which would fill a considerable part of the list. We shall hardly be wrong then in saying that a full Greek syllabary, when completed on this plan, would require upwards of 4,000 signs. Towards this number, in the earlier tachygraphic system, we know fewer than 200! To judge by the curious postscript of Cod. Paris. Gr. 1056 (Sec. X or XI) the signs might in practice be used on the principle μα = μα, μα = μα, but even allowing for the utmost licence short of absolute confusion, we can only regard our fullest list of certain syllabic symbols as hopelessly inadequate to the task of writing Greek at all.

Supposing, however, that the list was once complete, to what extent was it capable of writing Greek rapidly? As already stated, it could never have been of service for verbatim reporting of ordinary speech. But developed, contracted and grouped, the same signs may well have been those in actual use for the purpose. They exhibit a resourcefulness which would make such development easy. Already in the Rainer-fragments we have variants of the simple signs, e.g. of ο, ο. Now, if we can write e.g. Omikron either by an oval or by a bar, leaning to right or left to indicate a change of meaning (ο = ov) we can represent δέκατος, conventionally but systematically, by ΟΧ and similar group.

But of this higher stage of development we have none but the slightest hints in any of the tachygraphic syllabaries or decipherments yet published. It is left for the fifth of the sources, if any, on our detailed list above, the waxy book (Brit. Mus. Add. MSS. 33270), to furnish us with examples of a stage in advance of the syllabary. This MS. has been many years in the British Museum and has been long identified as containing tachygraphy; yet it has had no mention, as far as I know, in any contribution on the subject—which is the more surprising, as it is in several respects unique. It is thus described in the official catalogue: a waxy book, consisting of seven

---

1 Including diphthongs.
2 The calculation by the ordinary formula gives 3536.
3 For although the immense preponderance of vowel-endings dispenses with nearly all final consonants except ι and η, yet these vowel-endings are so frequently vowel-pairs, οω, ου, οι, οι, &c., that our sixth class would be a large one.
4 E.g. Ιν, Ιν, O = 0 = O = O.
5 I owe to Dr. F. G. Kenyon my acquaintance with it, and I desire to express my warm thanks to him, and to Professor Ernest Gardner, for guidance and kind help in the collection of materials for this paper. Dr. Kenyon tells me also that the numerous unpublished passages of tachygraphy, to which I have referred above, and which are quoted (Wessely, "Rer. Syst.") under the comprehensive title "Muirides Nationum, Nos.," are at the Louvre, but that they are neither published catalogue nor facsimile.
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wooden tablets, coated with black wax on both sides, and two covers, waxed on the inner side. Inscribed with documents written with a stylus in tachygraphic symbols; with similar symbols written repeatedly, as if for practice; and with a few memoranda in Greek, being a list of names and notes concerning works and the carriage of stuff or grain (αχύρα) by water. In one of the covers a groove is hollowed for the reception of the writing implement. The leather thong with which the book was bound round and fragments of the leather laces which formed the hinges remain. III century (1) 8½ × 6½ ins.

The memoranda in Greek comprise half a dozen such disjointed phrases as περι του πεμψαι τα τόλια του τρυστίλτον επι αχύρα. περι του ποιητας Σαραπιδωρον μαθητασθαι τους εργατας, in hastily written characters, in the midst of which are two or three half-tachygraphic signs, in one of which we have the same as in the Rainer papyrus, the longhand equivalent being written at the same place in the same word in the line above. We have also π του = περι of in the first line, with a variation in the last line π. And lastly we have a rather interesting σχ = αχ(ηρα), an instinctive grouping showing the same tendency.

These memoranda occupy, however, but a very small part of the tablets (with the names, somewhat less than a page) and are quite dissociated from the tachygraphic writing by being written upside-down in respect to it; and they appear as though they had been so found by the writer of the shorthand notes when he filled up the rest; the memoranda have been cancelled by a stroke of the stylus.

The tachygraphic writing covers almost completely the remaining parts of the whole book, giving about fourteen pages of pure tachygraphy. It might be misleading to speak more precisely of the quantity of the material thus presented owing partly to the very unequal distribution, and to the frequent repetition, as if for practice, of most of the signs and even of the phrases.

There need, however, be no hesitation in saying that we have here the longest specimen of tachygraphy of the Roman or early-Byzantine periods which is extant, and perhaps the only documentary source of it which exists intact from cover to cover.

The tachygraphy it contains falls naturally under two heads: continuous phrases (sentences), parts of the whole of which are found almost exactly repeated (see p. 257, below); and pages of single signs written each thrice or four times over and following a certain order, which fortunately is found repeated in two parts of the book. The phrases are made up of groups of the signs found in the other portion, and written both in a larger hand and in more open array than the pages of single signs. The only positive internal clues to the meanings which are to be found are in the αρ- - signs already mentioned; in the word beginning with παρεις- which is written in cursive over the sign in which the same appears again and in

1 σχ, the * and the ω of the Rainer fragment.
which the π is well known to 10th century tachygraphy and to the Rainer fragments; in the στολας, also in cursive, written over an apparently "banged" attempt to write it syllabically, where the σ is already known to us as κς, the π though now to tachygraphy is probably the same — which we have seen among the memoranda, and the next sign is familiar as λο after which is written, but cancelled, the equally familiar ας- sign; in the hastily-written characters which seem to be -στολας, written over the last sign in the third line of one of the large-hand pages, and which we may directly compare with the στολας last mentioned (vide the signs in notes 1 and 2); and lastly in the cursive word ἔκαστο which is written above a form hard to reconcile with such a transcript. These are all in the large-hand portion among the phrases; there is no such transcription of any word in the closely written pages of single signs, but as a compensation for that we have the order which is preserved, and which enables us to conclude, by comparison with the transcribed signs, that we have here another syllabarium.

Now a syllabarium even when hastily written from dictation or for practice and without transcription, as this is, may be by the order alphabetical or phonic which it preserves guide to the discovery of the principle of its construction and so to the meaning of the signs.

We have a convenient starting point for such an investigation in the line exhibiting an unmistakable modification of Π P Σ α in which we have tachygraphic (three) or modified cursive (the second) forms for ξ, π, ρ, σ, each with a vowel or vowel + consonant. I have besides found what I think was the starting-point for the whole of this dictation lesson, and I shall I hope be able to a subsequent contribution to submit the results of a detailed examination of these pages, the chief of which will be an addition of some signs to Wessely's syllabary (Ein. Syst. p. 30).

But it is not in syllabaries, I believe, that we shall find the key to the secrets which still remain locked up in the remains of the Greek tachygraphy. No living scholar probably is better acquainted with the 10th century tachy-

\[ \begin{align*} 
\text{(see)} \\
\text{(sic)} 
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*} 
\text{Taking the page inside front cover, inverted, as p. 1, the four symbols just given occur in l. 4. The series which begins from this point is to be found again on p. 14 (counting to the end of book, inverting, and continuing the counting) at the fifth line from bottom. Reading backwards from this sign, twenty or thirty correspondences can be traced. The whole series perhaps begins at p. 3 (inverted) at the top, after the usual paragraph mark, where the first five signs, each of which is repeated several times, are merely a, b, γ, ζ, κ. This page is carried on at p. 1 (inverted). The last signs of all are perhaps ϕ and χ, after which are to be discerned two paragraph-strikers, signs of a finished task (?).} 
\end{align*} \]

2 Except a few hardly legible marks, one of which seems to be a word ending in στολας, another perhaps a word beginning with ρ; and some notes which may prove to be either long-hand manuvars or additional signs.

It commences with
graphy, which is entirely syllabic, than Dr. Michael Giltbauer, to whom we owe the decipherment in 1878 of the Cod. Vat. Graec. 1809. Yet he was unable to offer any interpretation of these 3rd century shorthand notes when he had them in hand some fifteen years ago. A syllabic system not being conceivable as a final stage of a practical shorthand, we must look for some examples of the application of our syllabic elements to the written word. By great good fortune we have in these tablets both a syllabarium and continuous writing side by side. By the help of the former we may study in the latter a higher stage of tachygraphy than we have seen in the Rainer papyri or wax-tablets. We have a system of grouping which is a distinct advance on the method in which separate syllables are written in a row. There is the large outline, or body, of the word, capable of standing in faster writing for the whole, and there is the smaller member, or members, adding perhaps the endings or connecting syllables e.g. in the conjectural ἐπί, τοῦ ἐπιτάγματος [ντο]. It is not difficult to see meanings of this kind, especially when there is the presumption that one is dealing with a dictated exercise either from a fixed vocabulary or from a book of phrases. Thus it seemed tempting to force upon the first line of the first page written in the larger hand the meaning τοῦτων τῶν νῦν...καὶ...τοῖς Ἐλληνοῖς ῥήματα (or παθη) Ἐλλην. As a reading from tachygraphy it would be at least as safe as that of the Leyden MS., where κλεονταρέπολεμον is proposed 3 for ἀπολλοκες κεχρυματικα; and it would help to explain the presence of the mysterious Ἐσσί, the παραστειλεν and the ἐπιστολικ, which, difficult as they are to connect with the language of daily life, easily suggest the small passages from poets, etc., used as 'copies' or dictated. But such is the nature of tachygraphy that conjecture must be used with the utmost caution. Nothing is easier than to force a meaning, nothing more possible than for a plausible reading to be Libi calo wrong. What more reasonable than to conjecture ποῦν for the π already mentioned which occurs in these pages? Nothing but previous knowledge or a plain context could have told us to read π' τοῦ (= περὶ τοῦ). Supposing that Greek tachygraphy was developed as the law of psychology and actual experience, as we shall see presently, lead us to expect that it would be then a group of syllables instead of represent-

which seem indeed to be simple groupings of the familiar or the new signs [the 3 is confirmed by the small-hand syllabary], but may be here phrase-signs, for instance for (i) Ἀπ[λίον] τῶν, (ii) ἡ[σον], (iii) ἔπιστευ[σε] (γεωρ) or (taking the tick as perpendicular) ἐπὶ ἄλλοις [το], (iv) ἐπιστα[σία] (γεωρ) contractions formal as in Athenian, and more highly developed, in modern shorthand.

2 Fide supra p. 248 (ii); and 410 n. 2.

3 With good reason I think. The newer reading is Garth and Hansen's, and satisfies more nearly the requirements of the shorthand forms.

The point however is that conjecture here is more than ordinarily uncertain, as it would be far more reasonable, from the point of view of the rapid writer, to find a whole sentence in that extent of outline.

In the decipherment of those extensive passages of later tachygraphy which have been deciphered, the key was given by marginal and other transcriptions. These are at present wholly lacking for the earlier fragments.
ing the single word they may seem, rather doubtfully, to make up, would more probably represent a group of words, their chief "outlines" bled edge according to certain rules, which would be no more difficult for the writer to remember, and far more serviceable, than the thousands of syllables required for the complete syllabary of a language.

To take an illustration from modern phonography in a simple sentence of ordinary phrases such as "The House of Commons and the House of Lords," the reporter, whose system it may be is built up most systematically out of elements very similar to those presented in the syllabaries, actually writes signs which, read as simple elements, may be very justly transcribed as "The Husk and the Hazel" yet which have not and could not possibly have any such ambiguity for him, in the context. But conversely, it would be utterly misleading for the decipherer, if he were not acquainted with this principle. When he finds \( \text{f} \), for instance, in "Trionian," he must suspect, not a part of a word into which these elements enter, but a phrase or a long word; in fact, he has \( \text{in consilio} \).

In regard to the nature of the groupings in the waxen-book, I have no doubt of their forming part of attempts to record complete sentences, and it may be continuous passages in some pages.

But, during numberless perusals of these sentences, I have found myself continually hovering in opinion between two conclusions, on the one hand that the groups are examples of an advanced stage of the system, and are to be read as phrases or condensations of long words; on the other hand, that they are the next stage only beyond the (syllabic) practice of the smaller pages, and consist simply of constituent syllables of single words, grouped together as principal and subordinate members, preparatory to the ellipsis of the latter in the skeleton-outline of the succeeding stage. In both cases the same elements would present themselves, as already shown, and the general appearance might be the same. There is no internal evidence to guide, and could hardly be any. Some external indication is required. I prefer, therefore, to withhold a conjectural decipherment until I have come to final conclusions with regard to the signs of the syllabarium, and meanwhile to submit to the tachygraphic student those results of which I am certain. They are exhibited in these parallels (shown on p. 257) which I find in the pages of larger-hand. It will be observed that as many as six repetitions may be traced of the same phrase, with slight variations, which may suggest to the reader a better clue than I have yet obtained. One variant is especially worth notice, where the Wessely-form of \( \Xi \) and that of \( \eta \Xi \) are interchanged. In one place I have found the sign for \( \eta \) struck over the \( \Xi \)-sign as if to

---

1. See p. 252 supra for grounds for my estimate at 3,600 (roughly).
2. In a few places there are corrections, either in similar characters or in the common-hand.
3. \( \text{i.e. a dot, ha + k ( = \&), and + the, ha + l.} \)
suggest correction. On the latter supposition the more obvious εΛπις¹ would be untenable, and we may take the carelessly-written -πις-sign (ι) for a well-

¹
made λου-sign, or (ii) for a careless που-sign, and then in (i) ἡλ-λου or (ii) ηλ-που may perhaps read in (i) ἑλου ἀνατελλόμενον, or in (ii) Ἡλυσίου πεδίου. I introduce these quasi-conjectures to insist that there is nothing far-fetched in such readings of such groups, and at the same time to illustrate their extreme uncertainty. The very first word is a puzzle, and may be a trap. To read the larger part as του would be very safe as a separate reading; it is sufficiently attested. Then what of the Λ? And at once the same fatal multiplicity of possible readings occurs. If του is right then we may take the Λ as an indifferent semicircle (= νω) and read τούτου. But the second member of the του-sign is sometimes more angular and the left arm longer, i.e. του (Wessely p. 24); and as once at least the long-arm is crossed. adding perhaps a χ, it is reasonable to read τουχάνων or τουχίων ἔχουν. There is obviously no limit to the available rearrangements of this kind.

From the nature of the case, the final forms in a perfected system, though systematic, are as arbitrary as were the first elements and bear only such meaning as the writer has previously associated with them; and the dangers of conjecture are proportionately increased. But although little can be done towards safe annotation of the tachygraphic texts at present known, some contributions may be made by the aid of such representations as those in the British Museum waxen-book and in the Rainer fragments, towards the emendation of the text itself. In many places the writer will be found to have written much more carefully than in others and by a comparison of a recurring word with its antecedent we may establish the normal form.

Thus, if we find in different places, but with similar contexts, these groups,

\[\begin{align*}
(i) & \quad \lambda \chi \lambda \iota \\
(ii) & \quad \chi \lambda \\
(iii) & \quad \chi \lambda \\
(iv) & \quad \chi \lambda 
\end{align*}\]

1 Cp. +N crossed by Τ = 'notwithstanding'; N crossed by V = 'nevertheless'; similarly + = 'characters of the sign' in English phonography; and many illustrations in these pages. Cp. Wessely, *Note Zweihepgypti* 1899 for φαλ = φαλακτηριον, χωπ = χαρακτηριον, etc. etc.

\[\text{many times recurring in same position (as the first word) in the sentence. Following the Rainer-fragments this would seem to be nearer to του + νω. But as the initial stroke / is found as a } \text{first w, it may here have that meaning initially. The } \nu \text{ may be as, and this repeated sign may be a } \nu \text{ formed from a first word as papyrus.}\]
there is some certainty in reading

\[ \text{ἐπὶ γραφέων} \]

even while the meaning remains uncertain. Thus, by the help of these new outlines we may be surer of the text in the British Museum Pap. exx. 14, col. 27, where one line of quasi-tachygraphy occurs in the midst of cryptographic magical formulae, of which Wessely has identified the word τῆς αὐτῆς ἔφοιτηρ ὀι ἐφοιτηκὼν (?χάρτην) ἐπίγραφε ταῦτα. We have, as certainly belonging to the tachygraphy of this 3rd century, the small crossbar horizontally placed on an upright stem (in the familiar sense I think of αὐτώ), from forms common to the waxen-book, to this 3rd century papyrus, and to the scanty contents of the four Leipzig fragments, though not in the Rainer fragments. These \(^1\) give the readings of αὐτῶν, αὐτώ, αὐτα ὀι αὐτό, and αὐτόχθον or some such word. But all these, like the last, are merely possible, for this may be an advanced stage of the system before us, and in dealing with such tachygraphy, a posteriori inferences, as we have seen, are almost worthless.

The Bodlean fragments (No. ix. on our list of sources) offer no positive clue for either their own decipherment or that of the Brit. Mus. waxen book. The smaller pieces are too fragmentary to be adduced at the present stage of our acquaintance with earlier tachygraphy, while the one considerable document Gr. cl. a 6 (P), being written on the 'back,' or more roughly-handled surface of the papyrus (though this appears to be the recto), is much defaced, not more than ten or twelve consecutive signs being anywhere legible. Being apparently of the same age as the Rainer tachygraphic papyri, it is interesting to observe that the separate signs which are at all familiar, bear more resemblance to those of the waxen book, and to general abbreviations (e.g. Ἐ), than to the Rainer syllabaries, though naturally the latter are not unrepresented. At the least we have here corroboration for some signs found elsewhere, and I think that the key to the remaining fragments of old Greek tachygraphy, whenever it may be found, will unlock the secrets of these also.

We come to the last source from which we may learn of ancient tachygraphic forms: the remains of mediaeval Greek tachygraphy of the 10th—14th centuries. The division of these into 'Italian' and 'African' adopts an opinion expressed by Githbauer (D, d. r. S, p. 22) that the phase of tachygraphy in the latter is older and appreciably more nearly related to the earlier system than is the 'Italian' tachygraphy invented at Grottaferrata. The Vatican MS. 1809, transcribed by Githbauer (Die Ueberreste gr. Tachygr. — vide Bibliog. exfrv) is the oldest monument of 'Italian' tachygraphy extant, and the chief

\[ \text{ἐπὶ} \ \text{οὐτω} \ \text{αὐτῷ} \]
source for the syllabary of that phase. But one can scarcely speak of it as a later development of an old Greek system, for it is itself undeveloped. We have here only the direct application of simpler outlines for the letters of the alphabet grouped into syllables, and no further, and used one by one to write down all the component syllables of every Greek word. There could have been little advantage in it, for the slight gain in simplicity is counterbalanced by the paucity of signs, through which e.g. συνομολογητας stands for συνομολογητας. It can be readily followed in a short while by the help of Gitlauer's syllabic transcriptions, and the reader will be convinced as he reads, that the same words written with cursive ligatures or any form of 'tied' letters would be only a little less rapid. Let him look at ἑνόμην, ὀρθοδόξοι, δικαιοσῦνης,1 (fol. 105' b; 214b, l. 8), and compare the clumsy length of the words with the graphic forms of words of the same phonetic values in modern phonography,2 and even, allowing for the difference in the pretensions of the two methods, with the more cursive of the ligatures of the common hand; and there will be wonder that so much trouble should have been taken to effect so little. Why write the signs for ὁ, ξο, γενο rather than the ordinary letters, when the same assiduous practice which will increase the speed of the signs would raise the speed of the common hand in the same degree, and when neither of them could by any possibility be written legibly fast enough to follow an ordinary speaker? Why spend upon each syllable as much labour as a modern system spends upon a whole word, and frequently upon a group of words? For instance, the sign for ξ writes the whole word which in English phonography, that for γε writes that which, that for ω, I fear, that for ΜΨ, many monosyllabic words (very nearly); the forms of the single word ὀρθοδοξοι would with very little alteration write the whole string of words, dealers I have could have institute. And so on, throughout. Above all, why were these fully written final syllables employed to the exclusion of the servicable contractions and abbreviations of the MSS.3 These questions have indeed considerable interest for the student of the older tachygraphic systems, but they need not further detain us here. It has been sufficiently shown that the latest phase in which Greek tachygraphy is known to us is not superior, from either the practical or the rational point of view, to the older or the oldest phases, and presumably inferior to them, since, as we shall see, the Roman system was itself superior and shows traces of a Greek origin.

The 'African' tachygraphic remains are almost equally disappointing. The subscription to Cod. Laur. ix. 15 (A.D. 964) is as follows: πε γραφε δ ξι

\[
\text{σωρος, orthodoxy, declensions).}
\]
ON OLD GREEK TACHYGRAPHY.

The theory of the quasi-cryptographic, by means of symbols borrowed from the elements of a tachygraphy, would explain some of the more unsatisfactory appearances, which so-called tachygraphy makes in the sources I have cited. On recourse to it the whole argument from probability of course falls to the ground, but then at the same time the importance and general interest of the subject are greatly diminished, and the Roman notes are left alone in possession of the field.

While contributing so little knowledge of the Greek earlier system, however, these later sources are of value as supplying confirmation for some readings in the older syllabaries, and helping us, by their analogy, in filling up the blanks (Wess. pp. 31-44 passim).

Now to show that the syllabic methods and the 'new' or 10th century tachygraphy can be reasonably regarded rather as the stunted descendant, or to change the metaphor, the petrified fragment of an earlier and better Greek system, by a comparison with the Roman system, the 'notae Tironianae' or 'Tironis ac Senecae.' Let us survey the whole ground covered by the three 'systems,' (i) the 'new' tachygraphy (ii) the 'old Greek' tachygraphy and (iii) the Roman notae.

Of the first we have specimens in long continuous pages; these have been deciphered and proved to be composed of syllabic and alphabetic signs substituted simply for the consecutive syllables or letters of a word.

Of the second we have continuously written pages which have not been convincingly deciphered, but which are not composed in the same way of simple successions of syllables.

The third, the 'Tironian' shorthand, is well known and completely understood, and it is as far as possible from being syllabic. It exhibits the progressive contraction of syllabic groupings into word-outlines, distinguished in cases of confusion by some conventional characteristic, and passing on, according to the principle we have seen in the modern system, into phrase-signs for all the common groups of words, long words, or common stems with ordinary endings.

1 Vide p. 240 (l) supra.
2 e.g. \textit{vitam}, but \textit{viam}.
3 \textit{dominas}, \textit{domine} \textit{dominum}
4 \textit{domini} \textit{domino}, which in an ordinary context could be safely written

or variants made by

or by the simple undulating line in different positions. It must be remembered that our authorities for 'Tironian' are chiefly writings in book-form, not reporting notes.
This is the only one of the three of whose practicability we have positive assurance and ocular demonstration. Is it possible to suppose that the Greeks never developed a system equally serviceable? Is it not more reasonable to hold with several writers that the Romans borrowed through Cicero and others utriusque linguae docti a current Greek system, as has been shown from the distinct traces of Greek forms in the Roman system? But whether the existence of the notae Tironianae proves the existence of an equally developed Greek system, a system which has, Wessely says, once flourished though it has perished leaving few traces, or whether, as some older writers on Tironian outlines maintained, the Tironian is the offspring of native Roman ingenuity, it is equally impossible to believe that the Greeks developed no system of their own. For brief as is the Tironian as we have it in its medieval dress, there is good ground for supposing that it was briefer in Roman times: the fuller terminations were probably added at a later date, further removed from the times of the earliest sigla-writing, when the daily practice of writing a living language made the more contracted forms more easily intelligible. O. Lehmann, whose dissertation (Leipzig 1869) *Quæstiones de notis Tironis et Sceurac* is one of the most suggestive and authoritative contributions on the subject, has one striking conjecture, concerning the history of the punctum (common to both Latin and Greek tachygraphie remains and usually explained as diacritical). It is that it was originally the venal sign (cp. Pitman's system), but that, when the corruptions of the Middle Ages introduced the fuller word-endings, the punctum was set free, and its nature not being well understood it was allowed to remain, sometimes useful as the diacritic dot, and sometimes otiose. These corruptions, that retention of meaningless signs may have had their parallel in the history of Greek tachygraphy, and have led to a 'clean sweep' succeeded by the New Tachygraphy of Grottaferrata, a lifeless imitation of a once working system.

Having before us the full Tironian system, the highly developed modern systems, such as English phonography, the epigraphic sigla, the ligatures and abbreviations of palaeography, as exhibiting the combined outworking of the laws of psychology, philology and Leuophysicologic, it is not difficult to establish the normal course of development of any system of brief writing. The beginning is made by reducing the complexity of written symbols:

1 See Anwanius Epigr. 146. 74, which at the least makes it impossible to regard Roman shorthand-writing as anything but rapid reporting. Cp. in sensa nostri persecuta vix aliam cerni possis.

2 The reader must regard the strangely coloured squateness of the free marks of strokes, like those of modern capitals (I, N) which are to be seen in 'Book' Tironian (e.g. Des Tiron. Postilla Ian., Lehmann 1885) as being ornamental additions introduced by scribes in making fine copies. They add nothing to the significance of the signs.

3 Cp. Gardthausen art. on Greek Tachyrgr. in Hermes, vol. xi, 1876; Githbauer, *Die dreie Syst.* cap. vi. et alibi.
but the simpler outlines thus gained are found to be inadequate to the
demands of thought or of spoken language. The latter is carried on not
in syllables but in phrases. Who could scan Plautus or Aristophanes giving
an equal time value to every syllable, or even to all words of the same
length? Speech refuses to be divided in that way; even prose, the commonest
prose of daily life, goes with a certain rhythm, which throws into prominence
some of the members of a phrase, and the rest into a subordinate place, or
disposes of them by an ellipsis, or even an echhipsis. And writing, approxi-
mating itself to the thought or speech, must take the same course. First the
word and then the phrase submits to the pressure of necessity: the charac-
teristic portion is written in a fixed form and the rest subordinated or
omitted: e.g. in Tironian 'S = D = beatus, I = in consilio; in the MSS.
ττ' = τουτου, Ιττ = παρτος, ιττ'κ = παρασκε = πρωτον μηνι
γαρ (frag. math. Bob.); while in the Inscriptions the sigla exhibit the same
tendency, as in MARCUSCF; and the graffiti no less, e.g. AED.OFOSC.ISSUS.
An interesting example is in the life-history\(^1\) of the 'sign of the
fish' well-known to Christian epigraphy. The long strings of sigla which
constant association in the same formulas rendered sufficient, exhibit the
highest attainment perhaps possible to them; for such formulas, though in
this use calculated to save labour in stone-cutting, would obviously be most
serviceable in rapid writing, and were probably borrowings from or imitations
of a system of reporting speeches by sigla which may have prevailed in very
early historic times. Numerical representation is a separate, but significant
species of shorthand: 10,662 is written as fast as speech, while even the
equivalent ΜΙΠΠΔII is briefer than the full syllabic writing of the words
at least.

The development of minuscule abbreviation may be seen in such MSS,
as the Bibli. Angelica MS. B, 3, 11 (Pal. Soc. ii. 85) and those reproduced by
Wattenbach (Scripturae Graecae Specimina Tab. xxiii., the Etym. Magn. Cod.
Laur. and Tab. xxiv. cant. cantic. Ambros. A, 158) which contain lines such as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{or} \\
\lambda \nu \tau \kappa \alpha \\
\end{align*}
\]

and much of the same character in somewhat earlier MSS.

Contracting thus by 'rule of thumb' the copyists of MSS. would hardly
go far in the adoption of conventional phrase-symbols; but a systematic

---

\(^1\) Accepting the current account, we get a true tachygraphical development (in spirit, though

the manner is perhaps grotesque) thus:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{brevae} & \text{X} & \text{vowels} & \\hline
\text{House} & \text{X} & \text{Y} & \text{\epsilon} \rightarrow \text{\epsilon} \\
\text{Tan} & \text{I} & \text{I} & \\hline
\text{Siren} & \text{I} & \text{I} & \\hline
\end{array}
\]
stenography certainly would do so; the Tironian did so though sparingly, at least in the book-style (Lehmann loc. cit.). But of one principle in the word-building we might be certain, even without the positive example of the Tironian, that the words of a synthetic language like Latin or Greek, related both in meaning and in sound, as for instance the cases of a noun, or the persons of the same tense of a verb, would be kept as much as possible alike in writing. The schoolboy in writing out his declensions reduces the labour of his pen on such a principle. English shorthand, which has to do with an analytic language, has less need of it, but the Tironian develops it very fully; dominus e-um-i-o and similarly eum, ei, eo, eoe differ only in the distinguishing syllable, even in book shorthand; and this principle would enable the outline of a common word to be safely shortened still more. I have frequently in my own shorthand notes found that on commencing a subject, or writing notes from an author in Latin, French, or English, involving some special vocabulary, I could without risk of confusion adopt for the time being an extremely brief sign for each of the technical words and phrases most frequently recurring, and yet that on subsequent reading, even long after, the special meanings associated themselves quite naturally with the context. Mathematicians and chemists have systematised their own symbols in exactly the same way; a proposition in Euclid can by the use of the common symbols be written down as fast as it can be demonstrated and transcribed as readily into the fuller form. Who is there in fact who is required to write daily the stereotyped sets of words which every business, every profession, every scientific pursuit, must employ, who does not unconsciously invent for himself a shorthand of his own, if none exist already? Any system of tachygraphy may begin in self-consciousness and with a complete set of syllabic signs, but it can no more prevent itself from taking such a direction as this, than could the epigraphic capitals from giving place to uncial in rapid writing, or uncial to the cursive hands.

I have only to gather up the threads of my argument. There did exist in post-classical, and accepting a reasonable hypothesis, also in classical times, a Greek tachygraphy. Its invention was thus, probably, anterior to that of the Roman system, which, with the accretions and corruptions of the Middle Ages, has descended to us as the notae Tironianae; and there are grounds for the belief that the original Roman system was directly derived from the hypothetical oldest Greek system. The latter was, probably, an earlier phase of the oldest tachygraphy known to us, and probability is directly against the assumption that it could have been either purely rectilinear, or syllabic. The oldest remains reveal a system, written by geometrical outlines, or skeletons, of words or phrases, with smaller signs for the subordinate members; but no continuous passages of this period (down to the 8th century) have yet been convincingly deciphered, so that it is impossible yet to decide whether

1 Cp. n. 3 p. 261 supra.
2 Vidi p. 261 supra.
ON OLD GREEK TACHYGRAPHY.

the development of any old Greek tachygraphic system was raised to a stage as practicable as modern systems, though there are strong reasons for inferring that it was carried as far as that of the 'Tironian.' The normal course of such development is through progressively compendious outlines, the simplification of word- and phrase-signs increasing with the increasing significance of the groupings, so that the original elements appear with new and complex meanings. This principle is seen at work in 'Tironian' and in modern systems, as well as in the contractions in the MSS, although working upon elements of different kinds. In the case of old Greek tachygraphy we are now in possession of the elements—the alphabet and a part of the syllabary; but we have no clue yet to the particular method in which abbreviation was developed. For that we must wait perhaps until there are more specimens of the full writing than have yet been recovered, or until tachygraphy shall find its own Rosetta stone.1

F. W. G. FOAT.
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For General and Later Tachygraphy (Greek).


T. W. Allen, Fourteenth Cent. Tach. in Journ. of Hell. St., vol. xi. (Loud. 1890) p. 288, with plates of Vat. MSS. Reg. 181, sec. XIV; has remarks also on the hist. of Gr. tach.

M. Gitzbauer, Die drei Syst. Vide supra.


K. Wessely, Wiener Studien, iii. 1 ff.

J. W. Zeitig, Griech. u. Lit. der Geschichtsrechibkunst. Dresden, 1869, in Köfl'l. Stadtn. Jart. 'Mit 41 Tafeln.'


B. de Montfaucon, Pal. Graeco, 1708, part v. on Abbreviations and tachygr.; part iv. on ligatures.


Desrousseaux, Sur quelques monuments d'Italie, in the Mélanges of the École française de Rome, 1886, p. 544.

For Comparison with Notae Tironianae and Later Latin Abbreviations.


O. Lehmann, Quaestiones de notis Tir. Leipzig, 1889; almost sufficient in itself for an excellent review of the whole question.

F. Russ, Über die Tachygr. der Römer. München, 1879.

O. Lehmann, Das Tironische System der Wolfenbütteler Biblioth. etc. Leipzig, 1885, 8vo.


L. and A. Chassant, Dict. des Abbreviations. Lat. et Franc. Paris, 1876, 8vo. Deals mainly with MSS anc. XI—XVIII.


A. Tardif, Une minute de notaire du 15th, etc. Rennes, 1888.

M. Gitzbauer, Die drei Syst., pp. 19 sqq.


(Ch. articles in Archaeolog. vol. xxxi, xxxiii, and for 1855 (p. 415), a Tironian pauser, MSS Brit. Mus. 9040.)

For Comparison with MSS. Abbreviation.


A. M. Descourbeaux, Notes sur quelques MSS d'Italie in Mélanges d'Arch. et d'Hist. de l'École Fr. à Rome, vii, (1896), 1, p. 546: illustrating a very curious crypto-tachygr.

(roo) (t) (ς) (τον) = τον πληρώδας τον (etc.).
ON OLD GREEK TACYGRAPHY.

F. G. Kenyon, *Pal. of Gr. Pap.* p. 32 and Appendix IV.
*Palaeograph. Soc.* Facsimiles of MSS. Two series. 5 vols.
F. Blass, in *Iwan V. Müller's Handb. der klass. Altertumswissensch.* 1889, etc.
*Neuere Tract. de Diplomatique.* 1750, a huge work with many plates, some showing abbreviations and a few scraps of tachygraphy.
C. Wessely, *Deals* (pp. 3, 4, 11, 12, 13, 15 of *Ein. Sys. vide supra*) with the claims of contractions, etc. to be considered tachygraphy.

F. W. G. F.
THE DOUBLE AXE AND THE LABYRINTH.

In the paper on "Mycenaean Tree and Pillar Worship," (above, pp. 99 foll.) and in the various discussions of the Cretan discoveries, several theories and interpretations are put forth which have been too hastily accepted. I do not propose to deal with the whole question here, but to call attention to the fact that a great part of the evidence has been overlooked. It is not unnatural that, in the enthusiasm of a great discovery, the happy discoverer should be taken by an interpretation which is ingenious and in many respects alluring, since it offers a key to mysteries long unexplained. Nevertheless there are other facts to be reckoned with.

The theories I refer to are these: (1) that the double axes carved in the Cnossian palace have a religious significance; (2) that they are the symbol of Zeus; (3) that the pillar upon which several of these signs are carved was worshipped; (4) that the Labyrinth derives its name from the word λαβρός, the Carian name for an axe of this kind, and (5) that the palace of Cnossos was the Labyrinth, which means the House of the Double Axe. These theories are supported by the following evidence: (1) that the statue of Zeus at Laibua in Caria was described as holding in his hand a double axe, the local name for which was λαβρός (Plutarch, Quaest. Gr. 45); (2) that double axes of bronze were found in the Dictaean Cave, where Zeus was worshipped; (3) Mr. Evans also collects a large number of facts to illustrate the worship of pillars, and apparently of axes also.

Before adducing the evidence which I think is fatal to the whole series of theories as applied to the Cnossian palace, I wish to say a word on the question of divine symbols. It is unfortunate that "symbol" is sometimes used loosely in English, to mean either an attribute, that is an accidental mark, or something which, when alone, can be treated as equivalent to that which it symbolises, or as embodying its essence. Seeing that we shall have to consider whether or not the axe was a symbol in the true sense, I prefer to use the word attribute in the meanwhile, not to beg the question. Incidentally I note that in "Pillar Worship" the point at issue is frequently assumed in such phrases as "divine axe," "symbol of Zeus," and so forth. Now we know that in the classical types of divinities certain attributes commonly occur: Zeus holds a thunderbolt, Apollo a lyre, Poseidon a trident, Hermes a caduceus, Athena spear and shield. On the other hand, these gods are often represented without attributes. Many statues called Apollo have not so

1 They are accepted in full, and stated as if proved facts, by Mr. Hall in his new book, The Oldest Civilization of Greece.
much as a stitch upon them; the Hermes of Praxiteles has no caduceus; Athena is often not armed; Aphrodite is. How unnecessary the attributes were to the conception of the deity, is clear from the votive statuettes discovered in many places. On the acropolis of Athens, the goddess appears hundreds of times as a figure seated or standing without attributes, often again with shield and without spear, holding a fruit, a bird, or what not. The statuettes of Demeter found at Eleusis might often quite as well be Athena. The same vagueness is seen in Tegesa, where the discoverers hesitate between Demeter and Athena. So too with the heroes, ancestor-spirits, who appear to have been worshipped by the rural population of Greece at the earliest period, and may turn out to have been the Mycenaean gods: they have their lance or sword, and their horse, but there is no uniformity of treatment; no Pleiadias fixed their type for ever. The attributes of heroes and gods are things of every day: arms and armour, dress, a bunch of grapes, a corn-bundle, a hat and boots, a musical instrument, a tool. The armed god or hero represents the divine protector in his strength; Demeter and her sheaf, the deity in her beneficent aspect; Poseidon, the fisherman, who speared his prey with a trident as in the Agean he does to this day, with a reminiscence perhaps of the goad. The Greeks would be as likely to worship a trident or a bunch of grapes as to worship a pair of top boots; and to regard these things as symbolically sacred would be to worship them. Savages may make a fetish of a collar-stud or a knife, but there is no reason to doubt that such exaggerated superstition was alien to the Greek intellect. Isolated indications of the ruder superstition cannot outweigh the general tendency of Greek worship towards sanity and away from symbolism. Among these attributes the single exception is the thunderbolt of Zeus. There seems to be little doubt that the Greeks of the classical age believed that what he held in his hand was the thunderbolt. It is possible that the original type held in his hand a double three-pronged or two-pronged dagger, with a grip in the middle; but I do not insist on this now. It is natural that Zeus, who was certainly the Thundering God, should hold the thunder; but a figure holding a war-weapon might convey the idea of the Thundering God, as Thor does with his hammer; and this is the explanation which I suggest of Carian Zeus with the double axe. There is nothing holy or even recondite about this kind of axe. It is the war-weapon of the Amazons, who hold it in their pictures; it is held by the local heroes in Asia Minor, in place of the sword or spear of the Dioscuri; also by Apollo himself in the same region; it was used to slaughter the sacrificial victim by the Hittites and at Pegasae; it was dedicated as war-spoil. The type is descended from two-headed axes of the stone age, which are common enough, through a

---

1 Arch. Aene. viii., 149 ff.
3 If proof is asked of the use of tridents in fishing, see the sixth book of the Anthology (10, 38); and the express statement of Endias, p. 371 (Teubner).
4 There are, however, a few traces of the superstitious worship of thunderstones; see below.
5 Myth. d. d. Inst. Ath. x., 12 aldr., teos elenca
7 Cat. of Berlin Sculpt, 380.
9 Ridgeway, Early Age of Greece, 1., 270.
10 Plut. Quin. Gr., 43.
copper intermediary. Moreover, it has no special connexion with Zeus: it appears in the lands of Dionysus or one of his train; it was dedicated to Apollo as spoil of war in Delphi, and to Artemis at Lusoi in Arcadia, and is carved on an altar from Coloe which was dedicated to Apollo Tarsus. A female figure, explained as a priestess in a sacred place, holds one in each hand, as figured on a metal belt lately found in Crete. Finally, it appears on the coins of Pherae, and of Tenedos, where no Zeus has ever been heard of, and double axes of gold were found at Mycenae. It was therefore an article of everyday use, in peace, ritual, or war; and its occurrence on altars dedicated to Zeus Labrandeus need not signify anything more than it appears to do on the altar dedicated to Apollo, where it seems to commemorate the sacrifice of an ox. Even if this be denied, all these altars are late and show late Asiatic influence, so that no argument can be drawn from them for the early Greeks or Mycenaean. In drawing out this comparison, I would add, that all the dedications mentioned fall in the post-Mycenaean period; and so do those in the cave of Dicte according to the explorer's estimate.

It will now easily be understood that the Greeks would not be likely to regard attributes held by deities as sacred, or to worship them. It is easy to say that axes here or wine-bowls there, represented on coins, are symbolic and sacred, but that has never been proved, nor has it been proved that these things were ever worshipped by the early Greeks. No trident-worship is recorded, no reverence or sacrifice paid to the sword or the spear, the caduceus, the wine-jar, the torch, the hammer, or Hermes' wide-awake hat as symbols of the deities who use them. If this were likely in any case, it would be likely for the thunderbolt, which was not commonly used by warriors of the earth; yet there is nothing of the sort but the superstitious regard for meteoric stones and the like, which are often worshipped by savages, and which the Greeks no doubt regarded as things of mysterious origin and power, without reference to the attributes of any deity. If a Zeus Keraunos is found in Arcadia, there are inscriptions to Athena Hygieia at Athens; it is the deity who is worshipped in each case, and the noun added...
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is merely a differentiation. If, in the Hellenistic age, divine honours were shown in Asia Minor to the thunderbolt, what does that prove for Greece or Crete a thousand years before? It well suits a place and period which could worship such monstrocities as Ζεύς Οσογός Ζηροποσειδών.

I turn now to the second piece of evidence: the dedication of axes in the cave of Zeus, which are supposed to have been there dedicated because they were symbols of Zeus. If they stood alone this could not be assumed, because there is no recorded instance of the dedication of a divine attribute to a deity because it was his attribute. I can speak with confidence, because it so happens I have been for some years collecting and classifying votive offerings, and I set out with the expectation of finding many such; I thought then that these attributes must have something holy about them, misled no doubt like others by the analogy of the Cross. But amongst many thousands of dedications, collected from all sources, I have found not a single one. Spears, helmets, and shields are dedicated to Athena, but only because they are articles of use or spoil of war; wine may be offered to Dionysus, and corn to Demeter, but as tithe or first fruit; and the offerings are not confined to one particular deity. No thunderbolts are dedicated at all and no caduceus. Axes were dedicated to Apollo, as I have shown, as war-spoil. An axe is dedicated to Hera by a butcher, as tithe of his profits, which can only mean that the axe was offered as an article of value. So Tenedos paid an offering at Delphi in axes, as we should expect. For the same reason, no doubt, they were offered in Crete. Some of the Cretan axes, like those found at Olympia and in Arcadia, are in miniature. These may have been toys, which were frequently dedicated; or they may have represented a

---

1 Appian, Syr. 58.
2 Mith. d. d. Ind. Ath. xvi. 266.
3 I do not imply that historic stones were not consecrated in temples. If they were, the principle was that anything strange or rare was fit for consecration. But if they had been offered as symbols, they would have been offered to Zeus only. There is the stone of Cronus at Delphi, not a thunderbolt; but an egg-shaped stone is dedicated to Aphrodite in Gaul (Rohh, L.G.A. 551); a conical stone, not a thunderbolt, in Congres v. Ath. Mith. in. 340]; a χρυσός Ύδας at Athens to Athena (G.L.A. ii. 676. 9). The formless stones called Love at Thebes (Paus. ix. 27. 1) and Diana at Ephesus if thunderbolts were not dedicated to Zeus.
4 Rohh, L.G.A. 548 τῶν ἡμῶν ἑρώτων ἐπὶ τῆς ἑρήμου, Συλλογικοὶ μὲ κάθεν διπλάς Ηρων ἱεράς (archaic).

This is really additional evidence to the truth of Ridgeway's explanation of the axe of Tenedos. A butcher does not make axes; nor were axes sacred to Hera; the offering was a tithe of his profits. Therefore this butcher dedicated this axe as representing the value of his tithe or part of it. It does not prove that the axe was a unit of currency; but as cumulative evidence it is something. Axes are still used as currency in Africa, instead of money; in Cyprus the 'silver axe' appears as a unit of exchange; Collitz, Or. Ind. Inschr. iv. 60 etc. I should add, that Mr. Hill kindly refers me to coins of Tenedos which show an axe supported on another, and another, a wine-jar is tied to it by a fillet (Zeit sch. f. Num. xx. 374). The fillet I endeavour to explain below. To raise an axe on a base is not to make it a sacred symbol. Votive offerings of all sorts were so placed: vases, tripod, torches, ceremonial handmills, carvings in relief. These are dedicated, but are not sacred symbols; therefore the base cannot prove that anything is a sacred symbol.

5 Plut. De Pyth. Or. 15: for a match of crabs. Plutarch's own explanation is that the axe was chosen because the pattern of the crab's back resembled the axe. Those who wish may believe this; but in Plutarch's day all the meaning of votive offerings had been lost. At all events there is no Zeus in this axe; and the axe of Tenedos had the same shape as the Carian labrys.
fraction of the axe-unit in value. Such is the use of miniature double axes in Mexico. Miniature axes have been found in tombs at Hallstatt along with other valuables.

I shall return to the cave of Dicte anon: but first a few words about the pillars. It is not easy to believe that the _bastylus_, whether _lingum_ or meteorite, could have developed into a structural part of an edifice; and it does seem to me that the pillars depicted by Mr. Evans are more likely to have been meant simply to support the roof (e.g. Figs. 61, 66). But granting their sanctity for the sake of argument, what does it prove for a square pillar? And is it not rather far fetched to suggest, by the epithet 'pillar-like,' that the handles of the axes on p. 109 were sacred because of their resemblance to a pillar? It reminds one of Cleon's oracle, which was so satisfactorily interpreted by Demosthenes:

\[
\delta \delta \beta \gamma \alpha \rho \alpha \nu \epsilon \mu \rho \iota \iota \mu \alpha \kappa \rho \omicron \omicron \delta + \tau \iota \alpha \lambda \alpha \varsigma \alpha \beta \mu \alpha \kappa \rho \omicron \omicron.
\]

All the evidence, then, vanishes on examination; and it would be easy to point out other assumptions which need proof, but no proof is given. What proof is there that Zeus Labrandeus was so named because he had a _labrys_? Plutarch's opinion on etymological points does not go for much. Labrandeus can only be derived from Labranda, the place of his worship. The town indeed may have been named from the axe; but if I am told this makes the axe sacred, I ask whether celery was sacred because Selinus was named from it. Very likely axe-making was the trade of Labranda, as sword-making was once of Damascus. Again, what proof is there of any connexion between the Cretan and Carian worship? Caria only comes late under Mycenaean influence, and certainly was not the source of it. What proof is there that Cnosos worshipped Zeus at all? Zeus was no doubt post-Mycenaean there as he was at Olympia. If Mr. Evans' chronology is right, and I do not question it, Cnosos was destroyed five hundred years before we hear of a Zeus in Crete, and when he arrived Zeus no doubt took over the Cave with the other fixtures, as Apollo did at Delphi. To cap all, Mr. Evans has just found another _frosco_, which depicts a shrine, the roof supported by 'sacred pillars' (why sacred?), and containing no Zeus and no double axe, but a female divinity.

Further, why must the axe be regarded as a sacred symbol whenever it appears on a vase, whether upright and tied with string, or the head alone, and not equally the head of the sacrificial ox, or indeed the cuttlefish and the lotus? Is there no such thing as a decorative motive? The string or fillet serves to connect the offering with the god; so in the case of Cylon's conspiracy, the conspirators who took refuge in the shrine fastened themselves by a thread to the statue of Athena, but it has never been maintained that they were sacred symbols on that ground.

---

1 Ridgeway, _Early Age_, p. 449.
3 That Selinus was so named because celery growing was a staple industry, is proved by the fact that in _Metapontium_ and _Heraclae_ sent a golden sheaf of corn to Delphi, so Selinus sent golden celery as a tithe: Plut., _De Pyth._, Or. 12.
* Letter to the _Timae_.
4 Plutarch, _SOLON_, 12. So in other cases: _Hered._ i, 29, _Thur._ iii, 104.
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Having shown, as I hope, the essential weakness of the theories, I now proceed to the most serious argument of all: namely, that they neglect the greater part of the evidence. To read the paper, one would imagine that the palace at Cnossos was full of double axes, and nothing else; as a matter of fact, there are in the corridor and adjoining chambers no less than eleven different signs:

These are engraved in different positions, not only nor chiefly on 'corner stones,' but without rule or regularity. They come together in groups; thus we find the first seven all close together, 11 + 7 on one slab, 6 + 7 + 4 on another, 11 + 11 on another, thus and so forth. In the corridor and store-chambers axes occur seven times, other signs twenty-nine times. Are all these divine symbols? Is No. 3 the Cretan Poseidon, No. 7 the star of the Cretan Dioscuri, No. 9 the thyrsus of the Cretan Dionysus? It is not legitimate to pick out one of those symbols, even if it occurs a dozen times on one pillar, and explain it by a theory which takes no account of the rest, especially as they are arranged precisely as they would be arranged if they were letters or literary signs. Moreover, there is Phaistos to reckon with. There last summer another palace was unearthed, exactly similar to this of Cnossos, with corridor-chambers, courtyard, and gate, and with similar signs engraved upon the blocks. This is not explained as another Labyrinth or House of the Double Axe; but what are the axes and tridents and so forth doing there? Finally, nearly all these signs occur on the gems which have already been found, and have been interpreted by Mr. Evans already as literary signs; they may be seen on the tables given in vol. xvii. p. 384-6 of this Journal; and some at least, including the double axe—perhaps all, I have not access to the documents—occur on the inscribed tablets found at Cnossos. It is even possible that all these signs were covered up with plaster when the place was inhabited; one, in the bath, is seen just emerging from behind a coat of it.

So also with the cave finds. The nineteen axes form but a small fraction of the whole number of articles found; besides these were here found 20 lanceheads, 25 darts, 160 knives, with pins and tweezers, a car drawn by oxen, animals, human figures in bronze and lead, draughtmen or something of the sort, and

---

1 Nos. 8, and probably 2 and 3, may be seen on the Plate. *Annual Brit. Arch. Ath. vi.* Plate II.
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earthenware vases. There is no more reason for holding that the axes were dedicated as the symbol of Zeus, than for calling the lance-heads symbolic of Ares, or the hairpins of Aphrodite. All these offerings can be paralleled elsewhere, and fall into well-defined classes; and the axes belong to the class of things useful or valuable, the smaller ones may be models or toys or fractions of the unit of value. All these were dedicated, and in that sense sacred; but there was not one sanctity of the knife, and another of the lance, neither did axe-head differ from hairpin in holiness.

It is clear, then, that whatever any one may think about the sanctity of the things which deities hold in their hands, or are clothed in, that idea cannot be brought in to explain the axes carved in the palaces of Chosso and Phaistos, nor those dedicated in the Dictaean cave. I wish to lay stress on this, because I am aware that the sanctity of symbols is believed in by many scholars; but if (absit omen) the whole of my argument on that head were proved to be wrong by the discovery of a battalion of new authorities, such a disaster would not make it lawful to isolate and sanctify the axes of the Dictaean cave, or those of the Cnossian pillar. With that falls the whole argument in a heap. No one would have dreamt of canceling that particular pillar but for the significance attached to the axes carved upon it; no doubt it would have been regarded, like that exactly similar one which at Phaistos stands in the store-corridor, without signs, as having served the humble if necessary purpose of supporting a roof. But for these signs, the suggestion of Mayer that Labyrinth comes from labrys would have been allowed to rest in its obscurity. All ancient authorities agree that the Labyrinth was a kind of maze; and the palaces of Crete are the very last thing one would describe as a maze. The visitor doubtless would be impressed with fine open courtyards and straight corridors; for the rest, any house looks confusing when the walls are just beginning to rise, and the place in its present condition looks like a collection of cellars. If the Labyrinth must be identified, better dub with this name that series of tortuous caverns, like the 'Labyrinth' at Gortyn, which exists three miles above Chosso in the hill, but is now closed by a landslip. There is nothing to suggest labrys in the legendary labyrinth, except the sound of the name. No attempt is made to analyse the word Labyrinth, to explain the ending, to justify the metathesis of v which is unexampled. On the same principle Fluellen undertook to prove that Alexander the Great was a Welshman: there is a river in Monmouth, and there is a river, look you, in Macedon also. Crete has yet ninety-eight cities left to explore; it is too soon to explain everything.

W. H. D. ROUSE.

---

1 Spratt, Crete, I. 76. Strabo calls a vast comb near Xanipha 'labyrinth,' viii. 369. In one legend the Minotaur is represented as hav-
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM EGYPT.

The inscriptions here published are for the most part in the Ghizeh Museum, where I copied them last year when assisting in the preparation of the catalogue of the Greco-Roman rooms. They do not appear to have been edited previously, and offer some points of interest. The numbers given are those of the new catalogue.

I.—Ghizeh Museum, No. 9288.

\[\text{[Image of inscription]}\]

\[\text{[Transcription]}\]

The inscription is on a columnar statue-base of limestone 88 metres high and 53 in diameter, one side having been cut flat to receive it; the remainder
of the surface is decorated with acanthus leaves. The letters are, in the first seven lines, 026–031 high: in the rest, 015–02. Date: 181, June 25th.

The stone was seen by Dr. Petrie about 1886 lying at Sakha (Xais), where he copied it, and appears to have been removed to the Museum three or four years ago. It is quoted by S. de Ricci in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch. 1900, vol. xxii. p. 381.

The name of Commodus has been deliberately erased in l. 5, every vestige of the letters being cut away. A similar erasure has taken place of the name of the prefect in l. 15, but the work has been much less thoroughly done there, by merely digging a line through the letters. The traces which remain are, however, insufficient to make the restoration of the name possible. The nearest in date of the known prefects is Flavius Priscus, mentioned in a Berlin papyrus of the year 181/2: but his name will not suit.

The most interesting point in the inscription is the addition of the epithet Polieus to the name of Sarapis. So far as I know, this is a unique instance of any distinctive cult-title being given to him, apart from epithets used in poetry, and forms an exception to the general character of the worship of Sarapis in Egypt. There was a curious difference in the development of the religious conceptions of the three gods who were associated to form the local triad of Alexandria—Sarapis, Isis, and Harpocrates. They were originally the deities of the Egyptian village of Rhakotis, which stood on part of the site chosen by Alexander for his new foundation, and were, so to speak, taken over as part of the property. The fusion of Greek and Egyptian elements, which took place far more completely at Alexandria than elsewhere in Egypt, was naturally shown in the local worship: and, as the influence of the new capital spread over the country, it carried with it the supremacy of its gods; just as had been the case with the various capitals of the earlier dynasties and their particular cults. But, in spite of Greek influences, Isis remained practically Egyptian: her statues were always of Egyptian type, with Egyptian dress, and her temple at Alexandria was of Egyptian style. To Herodotus, Isis was represented as Demeter: but this identification does not appear to have influenced later conceptions of her: she was never equated with any other goddess, but constantly localised by a distinctive epithet. Thus, at Alexandria she was worshipped as Isis Phartha, Isis Plousia, and Isis Sothis: in the Fayum, she was variously known as Isis Noferses, Isis Nofremmis, Isis Sononais, and Isis Namait: at Memphis, Isis of Malais is mentioned: at Akoris, Isis Mochia: at Pathyris, Isis Pathyra: at Koptos, she was Ἡ

1 R.G.U. 12.
3 MdR. ii. 59.
4 C.I.G. iii. 4944.
5 Ἀθηναίων iii. 87.
6 E.M. Cat. Coins, 1121.
7 R.G.U. 1.
8 Pap. B.M. 333.
9 Hermathena xxi. 243.
10 Pap. B.M. 345.
11 J.E.S. xii. 384.
12 C.I.G. iii. 4700.
13 Rec. Proc. x. 140.
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τοῦ χώρατος θεὶ: a graffito from a quarry opposite Gebelén gives the title Isis Resakemia; at Hiern Sykaminos she was addressed as Rhodosternos; and at Philae, the greatest centre of her worship, she was fitly known as Isis Myrionymos.

The Greek treatment of Harpokrates was essentially different from that of Isis: he never had distinctive epithets, but was represented by distinctive types. Thus on Alexandrian coins, the forms which appear to belong to him, rather than to Horus, are the Alexandrian, as a child: as Harpokrates of Heracleopolis Magna,—where he was identified, through the local deity Harshief, with Haracles,—carrying a club: as Harpokrates of Mendes, a bearded man: as Harpokrates of Pelusium, a youth with a pomegranate; as Harpokrates of Canopus, a figure half man, half crocodile: and as Harpokrates of Buto, a child on a lotus.

Sarapis, on the other hand, as has been already remarked, never, except in this inscription, appears with a distinctive epithet; and the type under which he is represented is always the same—that of the great statue, reported to be the work of Bryaxis, and to have been originally intended as a figure of Hades, which was brought from Sinope by Ptolemy I. or II. and set up at Alexandria. The special feature in the development of his worship was the way in which, instead of being locally specialised, it absorbed other local cults. The name of Sarapis was derived from the Osirian form of Apis—and the Osirian connection with the lower world justified the adoption of the Hades statue. But at Alexandria the attributes of Apis dropped out of the popular ideas, though preserved in priestly traditions, as is shown by the dedication of a statue of a bull to Sarapis in the reign of Hadrian. It was, however, probably in virtue of the Apis connection that Sarapis was installed in the great temple of Memphis, which became under the Ptolemies the second centre of his worship. At Abydos, the centre of the Osiris-cult, Sarapis became identified with, and so supplanted in name, the older deity. The votive inscriptions written on the walls of the temple of Seti by Greeks are commonly addressed to Sarapis: and on the stele of the Graeco-Roman period from the cemetery of Abydos, while the scenes show Osiris in his Egyptian form seated in state to receive the dead man, the Greek dedications are to Sarapis. And, in a trilingual inscription, probably from Abydos, the name of Osiris in the Egyptian text is translated by Sarapis in the Greek, while the Egyptian name of the dedicator's father, Psenusire, is rendered—Sarapion.

Besides supplanting Osiris, and thus as a Chthonic god, representing the Greek Hades in Egypt, Sarapis was equated with Zeus, doubtless in virtue of

---

1 E.A. ii. 3rd ser. 177.
2 E.E.G. iv. 56.
3 G.C.G. iii. 5115.
4 C.J.G. iii. 4915, 4929.
6 Tacitus, Hist, iv. 83.
7 G. Botti, Rapport sur le Musée Gréco-Romain d'Alexandrie, 1899, p. 54.
9 See nos. ii. and iii.
10 C.J.G. iii. 4929.
the position which each held as chief of the gods of his country; and the result was a worship under the double name of Zeus Sarapis. Another identification was made of Sarapis and Helios possibly under the influence of the priestly traditions of Osiris as a sun-god. The fullest statement of this kind is to be found in a graffito from a quarry near Ptolemais, which declares

Εἰς Ζεὺς, Σάραπις, καὶ Ἡλίου Ἑρμάνουβίς.

In view therefore of the general character of the development of Sarapis-worship, it is interesting to find this example of a distinctive epithet applied to him, especially as the epithet is such a peculiarly Greek one. It markedly refers to Sarapis as the god of Alexandria, which was always ὁ πόλεως to the Greeks of Egypt, and of which the dedicatory of the statue was a citizen. No other Egyptian or Graeco-Egyptian god was, or could have been, given this title: which serves to show how large an influence Greek ideas had exercised in this particular cult.

The deme-name of the dedicator is, as frequently is the case in the Roman period at Alexandria, a double one. The Alexandrian demes appear to have been curiously complicated: besides the combination in this inscription, which is not infrequently found,1 there occur Φυλαξιβαλάσσεως ὁ καὶ Ἀλθαίεις,2 Φυλαξιβαλάσσεις ὁ καὶ Ἡράκλειος,3 Ἀρξιμπτόρειος ὁ καὶ Λήνειος,4 and Ἀλκαναβύτιος ὁ καὶ Ἀλθαίεις.5 As these demes also occur singly, it seems probable that an Alexandrian citizen could belong to two demes at once.

The statement by the dedicator that he had provided the balance of the cost of the statue beyond the usual contribution is one to which I have not been able to find a parallel in Egypt. It appears from the receipts on ostraka, that the expenses of erection of statues to the Roman emperors were commonly met by a levy on the inhabitants of the district; but there is no evidence that any similar practice obtained in regard to the statues of deities, nor would it appear to suit the phrasing of this inscription. Possibly a man who had only contributed a certain part of the cost of a statue was allowed by custom to have his name inscribed as dedicator: and in this case Nemesianus would wish it to be recorded that his gift was not limited merely to the amount which entitled him to such honour.

1 C.I.G. iii. 4037.
2 C.I.G. ii. 4962.
5 O.P. 273.
6 Ibid.
7 O.P. 281.
8 Pap. B.M. 293; Wilcken corrects the first word to Τεξανῆσιος (Archiv für Papyrologie, i. 159).
9 Wilcken, Griech. Ostr. i. n. iv. § 19.
II.—Ghizeh Museum, No. 9210.

The inscription, in letters 012–017 high, is on a sandstone stele 335 × 25 from Abydos.

III.—Ghizeh Museum, No. 9208
On a similar stele to the last, 3 × 26, from Abydos; letters 009–012 high.

These two stelae are of a type commonly found at Abydos, and are given here to illustrate the point mentioned above with regard to the identification of Osiris of Abydos with Sarapis. The relief is a debased copy of the earlier representations of the presentation of the mummy to Osiris and Isis by Anubis, and the characteristic adjuncts of the Egyptian scene are preserved—the winged disk and pendent uraei crowning the stele, with the mummy lying on the sacred boat below, guarded by two jackals; and uas-sceptres flanking the relief. But the god named in the inscription is Sarapis, whose name has assumed its Roman form of Serapis.

IV.—Ghizeh Museum, No. 9300.

This inscription is in fairly good letters 006–011 high, on a small limestone altar 23 × 13 × 13. The Museum records do not show where it was found. Date: about 200 B.C.

The name of the goddess to whom the altar is dedicated is noteworthy, as an Egyptian title appears to be given almost completely in transcription by the Greek. Mr. F. Ll. Griffith has suggested as a probable rendering, assuming that the endings of the words were slightly modified "Daughter of
the daughter of the Sole Lord, the Sole Mistress, the great goddess.'
Such a transcription is very unusual: as a rule, when an Egyptian
name is given in Greek characters, it is altered so as to present a Greek
form; while the Egyptian gods are habitually addressed by the names of
their supposed Greek equivalents, as will be seen in the next inscription.

V.—Ghizeh Museum, No. 9246.

\[\text{Image of a stone inscription}\]

\text{'Τπερ βασιλέως Πτολεμαίου καὶ Βασιλέως Κλαστάρτας | τῆς καὶ
Τρυφαί]ὴς [τῆς] γυναικὸς καὶ ἄδελφης θεῶν φιλοτάτων καὶ φιλα-
δέ]λφου. Ἐρμης Ἡρακλῆς ἐπὶ \[\ldots\] νυ
[\ldots\] καὶ \[\ldots\] πνεύμων ἐπὶ
ἀνδρῶν ἐπὶ
[\ldots\] τοῦ ἡμίσεως ἐδεέχει τοῦ
[\ldots\] τῆς ἀμοίβαις τοῖς συνή[\ldots\]
καὶ πολεμάρχης τοῦ Πατρίδον καὶ τοῦ \[\ldots\] ἡγεμόνος \[\ldots\]
ἐπὶ ἀνδρῶν τῶν νυ[\ldots]
[\ldots\] τῆς ἀμφιπολήσεως
[\ldots\] τοῦ δὲ Βουλαμένοις τῆς
περι\[\ldots\] ἐναρχοστὶ πολλάκις
[\ldots\] ἔτερ \[\ldots\] εὐσεβῆς \[\ldots\]
καὶ πο-
λε[\ldots\] ἔτερ [\ldots\] ἔτερ [\ldots\] \[\ldots\]
καὶ ἔτερ [\ldots\] \[\ldots\]
]

This inscription, unfortunately much mutilated, is carefully cut in letters
006—008 high between ruled lines on a slab of limestone, the remaining part
of which measures 26 × 22. According to the Museum Journal, the stone
came from Erment. It is noticed by S. de Ricci in Rev. Arch. 3rd ser. xxxviii. p. 308. Date: 80/69, B.C.

In spite of the damaged state of the stone, there can be little doubt as to the restoration of the names of the king and queen in the first three lines, which gives the first instance of the use of the name Tryphaena in an inscription of Ptolemy XIII and his wife.1 The remainder of the text is only sufficient to show that it has contained an honorary decree to some polemarch of the Pathyrite nome.

An important point is illustrated by the dedication of the stele to Hermes-Herakles. As soon as the Greeks had established, through their settlement at Naukratis, a regular trading connection with Egypt, the information which they gathered concerning the gods of the country was conveyed to their old homes, and furnished materials for reflection to the philosophers there. This information was, however, of the most superficial kind; the names of the gods, the forms by which they were represented, the manner in which their festivals were conducted, whatever outward appearances presented themselves most strikingly, were reported; and upon this basis was built a theory of the identity of most of the Greek and Egyptian gods. There was never in Greece any true philosophy of religion, or any attempt to inquire into the underlying principles and ideas of theological systems; and, consequently, the slightest resemblance in outward forms was accepted as sufficient ground for an identification; until the absurdity went so far as to allow Herodotus to state that practically all the names of the Greek gods came from Egypt.

The result of this theory was that, as soon as the conquest of Egypt by Alexander, and its organisation by Ptolemy, led to the settlement of considerable numbers of Hellenic or Hellenised veterans in different parts of the country, they found themselves quite at home in regard to matters of religion. They had no need to build temples or appoint priests of the gods whom they had been accustomed to worship, when there were ready to hand temples and priests of gods whom their philosophers had declared to be the same, though under different names. So they saved trouble and expense by worshipping with the Egyptians.

These Egyptians, on their side, found no difficulty in accepting the identification of gods proposed by the Greeks. The existing Egyptian religion was, in fact, a fusion of many systems; the bases composed probably of successive strata of negro and Libyan, Mesopotamian, and Punite theologies, upon which had been built an edifice composed of portions taken from all these, and varied by fragments of Hittite, Syrian, Persian, and Indian ideas.2 The Greek gods could readily be fitted into this miscellaneous collection; many of the Egyptian deities already had three names—for instance, Ptah-Sokar-Osiris; the addition of a fourth would cause no confusion.

The alteration in the position of the Egyptian priests probably contributed to the amalgamation of the gods. Under the native kings of the

---

1 Jammes restored the name in an inscription from Hermopolis Magna in the Glush Museum, no. 9295, published in B.C.H. xx. 197.
2 See Petrie, Religion and Conscience, p. 29.
old and middle kingdoms, the power of the priesthood seems to have grown steadily, and their wealth increased, till the culminating point of the priest kings of the twenty-first dynasty. While they occupied this commanding position, it would probably be to their advantage to adopt and multiply gods: as every new god could be made an excuse for demanding fresh endowments. But the position was entirely reversed when Egypt began to be overrun by foreign invaders, who took less interest in the gods than in their treasures; and when foreign kings ruled the country, each of whom appropriated as much of the temple property as possible. The priests were faced by the problem, what to do with their plethora of gods; they had more than they could worship in proper style on their diminished income; and yet, when a god was once created, he could not be annihilated. So they adopted the expedient of amalgamation.

The dedication to Hermes-Herakles now under consideration is explained by this process. In pure Greek theology, there obviously could be no connection between these gods. But in the Graeco-Egyptian fusion, Hermes represented Thoth, and Herakles Khonsu. Thoth and Khonsu were both lunar gods, and therefore easily identified: and the fact of their identification in the district about Pathyris and Hermouthis is testified by the occurrence of the proper name Khonsthout, which is found in Greek papyri and also Mr. Griffith informs me, in demotic. So the Greeks of Pathyris worshipped Thoth-Khonsu as Hermes-Herakles.

Another instance of "translation" of Egyptian deities into Greek may be cited to show the utter confusion to which the theology of Egypt had been reduced. There is in the Berlin Museum a dedication, dated in the fifth year of Augustus, to Herakles-Harpoocrates; where Herakles doubtless represents Har-shef, the local form of Horus at Herakleopolis Magna, with whom he was there usually identified; and so it was a simple matter to equate him further with another Horus, and make a compound Herakles-Harpoocrates out of two gods who originally had no single attribute in common.

VI.—GIZEH MUSEUM, NO. 9223.

[Image of inscription]

2 No. 10221.
The marble tablet on which this inscription is cut, measuring 25 x 665, has been much broken, but practically nothing has been lost. The letters are fairly well cut, 01-012 high, except in the last line, where they are 02. The general tenor of the inscription, and the use of marble, make it highly probable that it comes from Alexandria. The date is about 250 A.D., in the first year of some unnamed emperor: as M. Seymour de Ricci has pointed out to me, the gentile names of the father and grandfather of the dedicatior show that it cannot be much earlier.

This text adds a fresh association to the number of those already known to have existed at Alexandria. Such associations as the one here named, which was connected with the theatre and gymnasium, probably supplied the nuclei out of which grew the circus factions which in Byzantine times absorbed all the interests and energies of the people of Alexandria.

The catalogue of ancestral honours is very characteristic of this period. There was, it is true, a substantial reason for pride in the fact that a man's ancestors had been gymnasarchs: as Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt have shown reason to suppose that this conferred exemption from poll-tax. But minor distinctions are freely recorded: perhaps the most remarkable example is an inscription of the reign of Caracalla, at Alexandria, where the magistrate by whom it was set up gives the names of, and petty offices held by, twenty-nine of his ancestors, relatives, and connexions.

VII.—Ghizeh Museum, No. 9293.

ΥΠΕΡΑΥΤΟΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ ΚΑΙ ΑΡΩΣ
ΜΗΤΗΡ ΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΥ ΓΕΜΑΝΗ ΝΙΗΜΠΗΝΟΙΟΥ
ΚΟΥΤΤΕΝΗ ΚΑΙ ΠΑΙΔΙΟΝΟΠΟΙΟΣ
ΑΥΤΟΥ ΠΡΩΓΕΝΗ ΠΑΙΩΝΙΑΣ ΠΑΝΤΩΝΟΣ
ΚΟΛΛΟΥ ΟΙΝΟΙ ΠΟΙΟΝΟΝΟΙΟΚΟΣ
ΔΟΜΗΝΕ ΠΑΙΔΙΟΝΟΠΟΙΟΣ ΚΑΤΕΥ
ΣΕΒΕΙΑΝ ΠΑΓΑΟΙ ΩΙ
ΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΥ ΑΥΤΟΥ ΝΙΗΜΠΗΝΟΙΟΥ
ΣΕΒΑΣΤΟΥ ΓΕΜΑΝΗ ΝΙΗΜΠΗΝΟΙΟΥ

1 Oxyrhynchus Pap. ii. p. 221. 2 Alexandria Museum, no. 108.
The limestone stele on which this inscription is cut, in letters 018–023 high, is of Egyptian shape, with rounded pediment, in which is the winged disk with pendent uraei, and measures 79 × 52. Under the disk are two roughly cut cows, facing each other. The date is May 13th, 88 A.D.

The main interest of the inscription lies in the dedication to Hera, which is almost unique in Egypt. It is true that at Naukratis the Samians built a temple to Hera, the great goddess of their home; but the early cults of Naukratis were isolated from the rest of Egypt. In Graeco-Egyptian theology Hera hardly ever appears. Herodotus states that she was one of the Greek deities whose names did not come from Egypt; in other words, that she did not resemble any particular Egyptian goddess. Only in the extreme south, at Elephantine, she was equated with the cataract-goddess Sati; and the temple of Sati there was known to the Greeks as the Heraion; and at Thebes there was also a building called the Heraion in Greek documents. But at Alexandria, where it might have been expected that traces of her worship would be found, there is no mention of her in inscriptions and no representation of her on terracottas or coins, except for a single type of Hera Argeia on a tetradrachm of Nero. It is therefore somewhat remarkable to find two physicians, who, to judge by their names, were of Egyptian race, dedicating a building to Hera, apparently as a purely Greek goddess, and with the Greek associations of the cows given in the relief.

In the second and eleventh lines of the inscription, the name of Domitian has been erased, as usually occurs.

VIII.—GHIZER MUSEUM, NO. 9230.

ARTEMIDOS
PERAIHS
Ἀρτέμιδος | Περγαῖς.

This inscription is cut on a roughly panelled slab of blue marble 29 × 35, in letters 02–028 high. Date—fourth century B.C.

The find-spot of this stone is unfortunately not recorded; but the only place in Egypt from which it is likely to have come is Naukratis. In any case, it represents a local Hellenic cult transported into Egypt by Greek colonists; Artemis of Perga would stand for any Pamphylian settlers, in the same position as Zeus for the Aeginetans, Apollo for the Milesians, and Hera for the Samians at Naukratis.

1 Hilt. II. 178.
2 Hilt. II. 55.
6 Turin, p. 1.
Only half of the black granite statuette base, on which this is cut remains: it measures 07 high x 18 in diameter. The letters, 006 - 01 high, are apparently of the early part of the second century b.c.

The adoption in Egypt of the Greek associations of ephori belonging to the same year has been known previously from inscriptions found at Soknopaiou Nesos in the Fayyum. There, the dedications were to the local god Soukhos: in this instance the object of worship was Hermes, doubtless in his Greek character as patron of the gymnasion rather than as identified with any Egyptian deity.

---

1 See Mahaffy, Hist. of Egypt, iv. 219.
Inscriptions down Sides of Panels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Left.</th>
<th>Right.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ΜI</td>
<td>Κ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΑI</td>
<td>Λ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΦΟ</td>
<td>Υ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΝΕ</td>
<td>ΘΙ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΤΙ</td>
<td>ΠΟ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΧΕ</td>
<td>ΣΙ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΠΣ</td>
<td>ΔΑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΛΗ</td>
<td>ΟΝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΤΑ</td>
<td>ΓΑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2) Left.</th>
<th>Right.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Κ</td>
<td>ΥΑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Λ</td>
<td>ΑΝ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Υ</td>
<td>ΟΧΑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΘΙ</td>
<td>ΑΙΤ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΠΟ</td>
<td>ΕΩΑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΣΙ</td>
<td>ΣΕΑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(3) Left.</th>
<th>Right.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ζ</td>
<td>ΕΩΑ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΕΥ</td>
<td>ΚΥΔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>ΙΕΤ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΜΕ</td>
<td>ΓΙΤΕ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΚΕ</td>
<td>ΛΑΑ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(4)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(lost)</td>
<td>(lost)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. ΕΙΜΙΜΕΝΕΣΙΕΡΗΣΣΤΡΑΤΗΣ
ΟΠΛΟΙΩΝΑΡΩΓΟΣΚΑΙΣΑΡΟΣ
ΕΝΠΟΛΕΜΟΙΟΗΔΑΡΕΟΣΟΙΕ
ΡΑΠΩΝΠΩΛΑΔΕΝΕΥΣΕ
ΒΕΕΙΟΘΕΩΝΕΡΟΙΜΕΝΟΜΙΚ
ΣΩΜΑΤΙΚΑΙΟΥΜΩΓΗΡΑΟ
ΚΑΛΕΩΝΤΟΥΝΕΚΕΝΙΝ
ΣΑΝΤΕΣΕΝΥΤΑΚΤΟΙΟ
'ΝΤΕΣΑΟΦΡΟΣΥΝ

2. ΤΡΕΙΓΑΡΤΕΚΡΟΝΟΥΕΝ
ΜΕΝΑΔΕΛΦΕΙΟΙΟΥΣΤΕΚΕ
ΤΟΡΕΑΖΕΥΣΚΛΑΓΩΤΡΙΤΑ
ΤΟΣΑΙΔΗΝΕΡΟΙΣΙΝΑ
ΝΑΣΕΙΣΤΡΙΧΟΔΕΠΑΝ
ΑΔΕΙΔΑΙΕΚΑΚΤΟΣ
ΕΜΜΟΡΕΠΙΜΗΝΗΣΙΤΟΙ
ΣΝΕΛΑΧΟΝΠΟΠΗΝΗ
ΝΑΙΕΜΕΝΑΙΕΙΣΠΑ
ΝΑΙΑΙΔΗΝΔΕΛΑ
ΝΗΣΟΠΕΝΤΑ

3. ΕΙΚΑΙΣΑΡΜΕΓΑΣΑΓΑΤΟΚΡΑ
ΤΩΡΕΙΚΟΙΡΑΟΝΟΕΣΤΩΣΕΙΣ
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΥΟΕΔΩΚΕΚΡΟΝΟΥ
ΠΑΙΣΑΓΚΥΛΟΜΗΤΗΕ
ΖΗΝΑΜΕΓΑΝΚΡΟΝΙΑΝΗΥΙ
ΖΥΓΟΝΑΡΓΙΚΕΠΡ
ΑΜΔΡΟΦΡΟΝ
ΠΟΝΕΝΝ
ΑΙΝΕΦΙΑ
-ΙΝΑ

4. ΑΓΡΙΟΙΣΙΤΑΙΕΙΚΑΤΕΤΟΣ
ΔΙΕΔΗΜΟΝΑΠΑΝΤΑΠΑ
ΝΟΣΟΡΕΓΙΝΟΜΟΙΚΑΤΕΙ
ΛΑΠΝΑΣΦΟΙΒΟΠΟΡΑΝΔΡΕ
ΔΥΑΡΧΟΝΤΑΚΛΕΩΝ
ΚΑΤΑΘΥΝΟΕΙΚΑΚΤΟΝ
ΕΝΟΥΣΙΕΡΗΑΕΩ
ΚΟΝΤΕΥΝΕΡ
ΕΙΣΚΑΤΟΝΔΙΕΠΑΝ
ΕΛΥΚΑΒΑΝΤΟΣ
ΑΙ

(1) ['Αρες, 'Αρες βροτολογό] μεισφόνε τ(ε)νχεσεσπλήτα.

(2) Κλέθη Ποσείδανος γαϊόχη κυανοχάτα.
GREEK INSCRIPTIONS FROM EGYPT.

(3) Zeô kôdiôste, mégriste, kela[înuϕ̂s] aîthêrē māîow.

(4) [ ... ]

These inscriptions are carved on the four faces of a limestone stele 975 x 45 x 36: on each face there is a sunk panel, with reliefs, and a line of lettering down either side of the panel; below these, a row of Canopic figures, and, lower again, the main inscription. The stele comes from Alexandria, and may be dated to the end of the first century B.C.: the letters are c. 015–03 high.

The reliefs in the panels are obviously connected in idea with the epigrams below them. The first side, the text on which is addressed to Ares, shows the bust of a soldier with a shield and crossed spears below: the second, in honour of Poseidon, has below a similar bust a sea-horse: the third, in honour of Zeus, an eagle: while the fourth has some creature too damaged for recognition.

So far, the conception of the whole work is Greek, and the motives obvious. But the rows of Canopic figures below are more puzzling: and neither Mr. Griffith, who has assisted me in identifying the figures, nor I, can suggest any connexion between them and the rest of the composition. The following, according to Mr. Griffith, are the gods represented—passing on each side from right to left.

(1) Osiris: Horus: Isis: [Nephthys?]
(2) Thoth: Amon: Mut.
(3) [ ... ]: Shu: Tefnut: Hathor.
(4) Ra: Atum: Nut.

He suggests that the underlying idea is probably astrological: thus, the opposite sides (4) and (2) are headed by Ra and Thoth for Sun and Moon: (1) has Osiris, possibly for the planet Jupiter, and the lost figure in the front of (3) may have been Geb, the planet Saturn. To each of these leaders were then added his usual associates in Egyptian religious tradition.

Such a wealth of Canopic figures is quite novel, and may throw some light on the nature of these representations. The earlier vases, which were made in sets of four to take the viscera of dead bodies when extracted during...
the process of mummmification, and were crowned with heads of the four genit
of Amenti, are well-known. But, though these may have suggested the
form of the later 'Canopi,' there does not appear to be any other connection.
The name Canopus for this class of figures is derived from Rufinus, who
described them as earthenware vases with heads of deities. But he does
not mention any relationship between them and funeral ceremonies.
Hitherto, the types known have all been ascribed to Isis and Osiris, whose
place in the lower world might justify tracing the origin of the form to the
older class; these types occur on coins, in terracotta, and, in one instance
at any rate, in bronze. But the collection of deities represented on this
stele goes strongly against the theory, as the majority of them are not
connected in any way with the dead. It seems to me probable that these
vases with heads of gods were a local product of Canopus, and got their name
from the place of their origin. That great pleasure resort of the Alexandrians
may well have supplied these grotesque forms of gods, the particular shape
of which may have been first adopted at a venture, and afterwards perpetuated
as it caught the public fancy. The figures of Osiris and Isis would naturally
be the most popular: but this stele shows that any deity might be treated in
this manner.

The Homeric quotations offer some points of interest. The lines down
the sides of the panels are respectively from ll. v. 31, Od. v. 528, and ll. v.
412. The epigram on the second face is taken bodily from ll. v. 187 ff., and
in the first line has the reading τε Κράσων rejected by Aristarchus, as well as
τέκνεν 'Pía like most MSS.; while in the second line it varies from the
received text, which gives διάνεσσω as the last word. The epigram on the
third side contains a line and a half from ll. v. 204-5, the only noticeable
variant in which is ἄγκυλομίτης for ἄγκυλομίτες.

To the foregoing inscriptions from Ghizeh I desire to add two others of
interest.

XI.
This inscription is beautifully cut, in letters 014–018 high of the latter part of the third century B.C., on a slab of fine limestone, which was bought by Professor Petrie in 1899, and is now in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge. He considers that there is little doubt that the stone was found at Koptos.

The group of gods to whom this dedication is addressed is purely Greek, alike in association and in epithets.

XII.

ΓΑΥΜΑΛΙΟΣ ΚΑΛΠΟΥΝΙΑΣ ΑΠΟΛΛΟΝΙΑΣ
ΧΙΛΑΡΧΟΣ ΚΕΠΙΝΙΑΚΟΣ ΠΕΤΙΟΣ ΚΑΤΗ ΑΕΣ
ΕΠΙΤΡΟΠΟΣ ΓΑΛΛΙΑΣ ΑΧΑΙΑΣ ΚΑΤΗ ΑΕΣ
ΕΠΙΤΡΟΠΟΣ ΜΥΣΙΑΣ ΚΑΤΗ ΑΕΣ
ΘΡΑΚΗΣ ΕΠΙ ΔΑΛΜΑΤΙΑΣ ΕΠΙ ΔΥΤΙΚΟΥΙΟΥ
ΛΟΙΠΟΥ

ΖΗΧΑΣ ΕΤΗ ΝΕ

Τ. Αυρήλιος Καλπουρνιανός Ἀπολλονιάς, χιλαρχος λεγίωνος ἰδ' Γεμίσης, χιλαρχος λεγίωνος | γ'/ Γεμίσης, ἐπίτροπος Γαλλίας Αχαιάς | Κατη ΑΣ
ἐπίτροπος Μυσίας τῆς κατο, ἐπί(τροπος) | Θρακῆς, ἐπί(τροπος) Δαλματίας, ἐπί(τροπος) Αληπτοῦ ιδίον | λόγον, | ξήσεως ἐτη νε'.

The stone—a slab of marble—on which this inscription is cut was offered in 1882 by a Greek dealer to M. Maspero, who made a copy of it; but, before he could conclude negotiations, the dealer disappeared. Maspero's copy was published by E. Miller in the Rev. Arch. i. ser. 3, p. 207: but no more was heard of the stone till 1899, when it turned up in a dealer's shop in Cairo, from which I got a squeeze by the aid of Mr. J. E. Quibell. It was stated by the first dealer to have come from Senbalaum (Mendes). As there were two small errors in the original publication, ΛΩΙΝΟΣ in l. 2, and ΘΡΑΚΣ in l. 5, and the lines were wrongly divided, it seems worth while to republish it in facsimile.

The date of the inscription is about 200 A.D.; it is valuable as giving the official career of a man who held ultimately the post of Idolocras of Egypt, as to which very little is known, except that the holder was a Roman, probably of equestrian rank, appointed directly by the emperor to supervise the financial administration of Egypt; while nominally subordinate to the prefect, he was virtually independent of his control, in view of the manner of his appointment; and thus could keep a check on the prefect's management of the revenue, in the interests of the emperor.
I have to thank the authorities of the Ghizeh Museum for permission to publish nos. i.-x. and of the Fitzwilliam Museum for no. xi.: also M. Seymour de Ricci for looking over the proofs of this article, and comparing my readings of the Ghizeh inscriptions with those of M. Jouguet and, in the case of no. x., of M. Bouriant, which are in his hands. The restoration of the epigrams on sides 1 and 4 of no. x. is mainly due to the assistance of Professor Ernest Gardner.

J. G. Milne
THE GREEK HOUSE.

The prevalent notions about the Greek house, however much they have varied from one another, have usually agreed on certain essential characteristics; indeed, it may almost be said that there is a general consensus of opinion.

Fig. 1.—(a) Greek House (Conventional Plan).
After F. Gardner and Jevons, p. 36.

(b) Homeric House (Conventional Plan).
among archaeologists in favour of a normal plan such as that given in P. Gardner and Jevons' *Manual of Greek Antiquities*. According to this plan the Greek house consists of two courts; the first, which is entered through a vestibule from the street, is called the ἀναρχικός; it is the court of the men, and is surrounded by colonnades, out of which open the living and sleeping rooms of the male members of the household. Behind this is a passage, closed by the μέταυλος or μέσαυλος θύρα, leading into a second court called the γυναικωνίτης, or court of the women. At the back of this second court is the deep recess known as the παστάς or πρώτας; on the other side are colonnades; and around the court are the living and sleeping rooms of the women, the largest and most important, the βαλαμος and ἀρμιβαλαμος, being on either side of the παστάς.

Of course all who have written about the subject have recognised that this normal plan was subject to modifications dependent upon the situation and other conditions; in particular, it was evident that in the crowded areas of an ancient city it was often impossible to command the necessary space, and that poorer people had to content themselves with one court. But such arrangements have generally been regarded as deviations, the two-court house being the normal type; in particular, it has been thought essential that the front door should lead, not into the women's quarters, but into the ἀναρχικός, the proper place for the reception of guests. And moreover, owing chiefly to the analogy of this normal Greek house, it has been supposed that in the Homeric house also the quarters of the women lay at the back of the Hall of the Men, and were entered through it. The whole theory is consistent and plausible, and it is with some diffidence that I call it into question. But I venture to think that it is difficult to reconcile with the evidence of ancient writers, that it is inconsistent with such remains of ancient Greek houses as have actually been preserved, and that we can easily see how the erroneous notion may have arisen. It appears then that there is need for a reconsideration of the whole question; the present article must be regarded only as an outline sketch, to indicate the lines on which the reconstruction must proceed.

In the case of the Homeric house, there is happily no need to review the literary evidence, because this has already been done by Mr. Myres in the last number of the *Hellenic Journal*.¹ His main contention seems to me indisputable. It is difficult, if not impossible, to understand many passages of the Odyssey, if one assumes that the women's quarters lay behind the men's hall, and that the main access to them was by a door in the back of that hall; and I think Mr. Myres is also right in maintaining that so strange an assumption must have arisen from the analogy of the conventional notion of the Hellenic house with two courts. How closely the conventional plans of the Homeric and the historic house resemble each other may be easily realised by a glance at Fig. 1, a and b, where the two are reproduced side by side. This comparison probably suggested also the usual explanation of the

¹ J.H.S. xx. p. 122 sqq.
two courts at Tiryns as the men's and the women's courts of the same house—a theory not maintained by any arguments, but assumed as self-evident by the excavators, and repeated ever since on their authority. Yet, when one comes to think about the matter, such a duplication of all parts of a house—
fare-court, court, hall, and chambers—for the use of the men and the women respectively is contrary to probability and to our knowledge of the society at least of the Homeric age. Sir Richard Jebb has pointed out that this duplication, and the isolation of women which it implies, is fatal to any attempt to explain the Homeric palaces on the analogy of the house at Tiryns; but the difficulty disappears when we realise that we have to deal at Tiryns not with one house, but with two, and that each of these, like

![Diagram of Palace at Mycenae]

**Fig. 3.—Palace at Mycenae.**

A. Court  C. Eschara.
B. Hall    D. D. Women's quarters.

that at Mycenae, probably had its own women's quarters though not a separate women's court. At Mycenae, as Mr. Myres remarks, much of the action of the Odyssey could easily find its place.

Neither at Tiryns then, nor in the houses described in the Homeric

---

1 *J.H.S.* vii. 170.
The plans of the houses on Delos are after Bull. Corr. Hell. 1865, Pl. III.—V.

A. Court. B. Porch or corresponding rooms. C. Andron. D. Front Door.
poems, do we find any historic justification for the supposed Hellenic house of two courts; on the contrary, we find that this imaginary Hellenic house has been itself the cause of error in the interpretation both of Homer and of Tityus. We must next see what evidence there is for the existence of two courts in the house of the fifth and fourth centuries before our era.

Unfortunately no house of the fifth or fourth century has hitherto been found in a complete enough state for us to form any satisfactory notion of its plan, but at Delos the French excavators have brought to light several houses of the ensuing period. Though these houses differ among themselves in situation, in general conditions, and in many details of their arrangements, they have several features in common. Each of them is built round a single court; there is usually a colonnade round this court, at least on its north and east sides; the court is hardly ever in the middle of the house, but more towards the south and west; sometimes it is only separated by a wall from the road in one or both of these directions. Either at the north or the north-east corner of the court there is almost always a deep recess, evidently corresponding to the παραιτός devised to catch the winter sun and to escape the wind; the aspect of all these Delian houses is doubtless dictated by the prevalent N. E. winds, which sweep down with great force through the channel between Tenos and Myconos, and are bitterly cold in winter. Another feature common to most of the houses is a large room opening by doors and windows on to the court, and evidently to be identified as the ἄνθρωπος or guest-room for entertainments. In some cases there are indications of stairs leading to an upper story; but nowhere are there any traces of a second court. There are some dangers in arguing from these Delian houses of the third and second centuries to houses in Athens a couple of centuries earlier; but it is unlikely that we should find no trace in the houses of the rich merchants of Delos of luxurious arrangements that were already customary in Athens. We should expect the earlier Attic houses to be simpler, not more elaborate. And this inference is borne out by almost all the literary evidence.

To classical scholars the most familiar picture of the Attic house is that in Plato's Protagoras, describing the hospitable mansion of Callias, the porticoes around its court where the distinguished guests held their discourses, and the chambers where some of them slept. There is, however, no direct reference here to a second court, though the women of the house must doubtless have had some separate living rooms into which they could retire when the court was thus occupied.

The clearest information as to the fifth or early fourth century is given us by Xenophon, who puts into the mouth of his master Socrates or of his favourite character Ischomachus many remarks that probably reflect his own opinions; he evidently had a keen interest in the subject. The question of

1 The Greek houses recently discovered at Priene still remain unpublished; but I am informed that they confirm, in general, the
aspect was regarded by him as paramount; 'if a house faces south,' he says, 'the sun will shine into the pastas in winter, and in summer it will be high over our heads and over the roof, and so we shall have shade. Accordingly we should build the rooms that face south higher, so that the winter sun may not be excluded from them, and the rooms facing north lower, that the cold winds may not penetrate into them.' In all this there is no hint of more than one court. Aristotle almost repeats the same advice: 'Both for pleasure and for health a house should be breezy in summer and sunny in winter; and this will be the case if it faces the south and is not of equal breadth all round.'

This last word, ἴσοπλατῆς, might confuse us, in relation to Xenophon's recommendation that the house should be built higher on the north, but for the Delian houses, which at once illustrate Aristotle's words and give their explanation. The northern chambers, into which the low winter sun can shine from the court, are built deeper; while on the southern side the chambers are either shallower or altogether absent. It is evident that if there were two courts to consider, this heightening or broadening of one side would complicate the plan, and would require some modification; and the absence of any reference to two courts may fairly be taken to imply that there were not two courts to refer to. Moreover, that this one court, approached directly from the front door, was the place where the women of the house were usually to be found is shown by the statement of Plutarch that 'in old days, before everybody kept a porter, it was customary to knock on the door with a stick before entering a house, in order that a stranger might not come on the mistress or the daughter of the house, or a slave being chastised or the maid-servants screaming.'

Perhaps no other document gives us such a good notion of the arrangements of a Greek house as the speech against Euergus and Mnesibulus, commonly attributed to Demosthenes. The victim of these marauders relates how they broke into his house by the garden door, intruding on his wife and children, who were having their lunch in the court (ἐν τῷ ἀσφαλίῳ). They seized and carried off by violence all the furniture and household stuff; but the female slaves, who were in the tower that formed their quarters, shut themselves in when they heard the noise, and so saved its contents from being plundered. A certain Hagnophilus, who was passing by, was hailed by the neighbour's slaves; he did not think it proper to enter the house in the absence of the master, but saw from the neighbouring plot the goods being carried off and the robbers coming out of the house. Here it is evident that there was only one court, entered by a back door from the garden as well as by a front door from the street; that the women of the house used this court freely, and resented intrusion, and that they had also special quarters of their own, in what is here called a tower (πύργος).

So far we have avoided passages which make any explicit distinction between ἄνεξακοιτίς and γυναικοκοιτίς. The existence of these two words, perhaps more than anything else, has led, if not to the invention of the two-

---

1. Momm, iii. 8.
2. Cc. 1. 6.
3. De Curiae, 3.
4. § 53.
court theory, at least to its general acceptance and retention. But their usage by Grock writers does not really lend much support to the theory. Xenophon, in making Ischomachus describe his house, mentions the *androphontes* and *gammaikonotites*, and states that the latter was shut off by a strong door, so as to protect its contents and to enable the master to control the intercourse of the male and female slaves; but it is clear that these objects would be as well or even better attained if the gammaikonotites were a sort of keep or φύργος than if it were another court. In Lysias, *de caede Brutoshenis*, the speaker describes his household arrangements with some detail. He had "a small double house, the upper and lower floors corresponding, in *androphontes* and *gammaikonotites*;" when his child was born, for the sake of his wife's safety and convenience, he changed quarters with the women, and he lived upstairs, they downstairs. Accordingly, when he brought a guest home to dinner, he entertained him upstairs. Neither *androphontes* nor *gammaikonotites* seems to have a definite meaning, and their usage varies in different writers. *Androphontes* seems often to be merely an expansion of *andrown* or *androines*, the guest-chamber or chambers for the entertainment of male guests, the sense in which it is used by Vitruvius, *Gammaikonotites* sometimes means the quarters of the women of the house, including slaves; sometimes, on the other hand, it seems to mean the court and surrounding rooms for family use, in which the women lived when no guests were present. Thus in Lysias iii. 7, a man is charged with coming drunk one evening to another man's house, forcing open the door, and so entering the gammaikonotites, where some women of the family were. This suggests the passage of Plutarch about the custom of knocking before entering a house lest the women might be surprised within (ἐν μέσῳ), evidently in the αὐλή; and Vitruvius expressly identifies the court entered immediately through the front door, and the chambers surrounding it, as the gammaikonotites.

There remain several passages in which the *metavlos* or *mesavlos* θόρα is mentioned; and this, especially in its second form, has usually been interpreted as the door between two courts, while *metavlos* has also been given a similar meaning, on the analogy of *metaximous* and *mebiron*. But neither explanation is necessary; *metavlos* may perfectly well mean behind the court, on the analogy of many other compounds with μετά; and *mesavlos* may mean within the court, just as *mesopanios* means inland or *mesovnixios* in the middle of the night. The evidence of etymology being ambiguous, that of usage becomes paramount; and, if we exclude the opinions of late grammarians or scholiasts, who interpret the word according to their etymological theories, not from any knowledge greater than we possess about the ancient Greek house, we find that usage is decidedly in favour of the meaning 'behind or within the court,' not 'between the two courts.' The clearest evidence is offered by the house already quoted from Lysias *de caede Brutoshenis*. This house cannot, from the description, have had two courts;
yet the master, when locked by his wife into his upstairs bed-room, hears in the night both the front door and the μέταυλος opened. Here the μέταυλος can only be a door at the back of the court, leading into the rooms then occupied by his wife and her attendants. We can hardly doubt that the strong door shutting off the women's quarters mentioned by Xenophon, and the door of the women's tower which is mentioned in the speech against Euphorus, are also to be identified with the μέταυλος. θύρα, though the fact that the word is not used in either case may perhaps imply that the name was not universally recognised. A precisely similar arrangement, a passage with a strong door, leading from the court to the women's rooms, is described by Achilles Tatius,¹ though his date makes his evidence of little value. And there is no early reference to the μέταυλος which implies that it lay between two courts. It appears therefore that the usage of the term μέταυλος, so far from confirming the existence of two courts, tells against the existence of more than one.

An interesting example of the use of the term μέσαυλος θύρας occurs in Euripides' Alcestis. Admetus, entertaining Heracles as his guest at the moment of his bereavement, bids his servants show the hero into the separate guest-chambers, which have an access outside the house, and to shut the θύρα μέσαυλοι, that the sound of wailing may not reach the guest as he feasts.² It is obvious that it would be useless for this purpose to shut a door of communication between the two courts of the house, or between the men's and the women's quarters; the door referred to must be a door of communication between the house and the guest rooms. It may however be doubted whether any serious inference can be drawn from this passage as to the Greek house. The whole arrangement is dictated by stage exigencies and convention. Since the death and funeral of Alcestis was assigned to the middle door, it was clearly necessary that Heracles should be led into a side door, representing the entrance of a separate set of chambers, whence he was later to emerge for his famous scene with the slave; and so the θύρα μέσαυλοι are to be imagined by the audience as separating the two sets of rooms in which the action behind the scenes is supposed to take place. Curiously enough, this passage from the Alcestis gives us the clue to what is otherwise an inexplicable statement in Vitruvius. At the end of his description of the Greek house ³ he says 'inter duo autem peristyla et ⁴ hospitalia itinera sunt quae mesaulae dicuntur quod inter duas aulas media sunt interposita.' He has just been speaking of the separate guest-chambers provided in splendid Greek mansions. It is very difficult to resist the conjecture that Vitruvius got this notion of the mesaulae from Euripides; he must have inferred from the reference in the Alcestis that the mesaulae were a means of communica-
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¹ Ερμ. II. 19.
² L. 543—

χωρίς ζυγών πλευρίων οὐδέ τι ζυχώμενον
* * *

ηγούν αὐτῷ τῶν δομάτων θυρίων
ζυγών οὖν εἰς τὰς θυρίων φάσκον

² vi. 10.
* So MSS.; Rose and Müller-Streubel emend. to ad.
tion between the house and the hospitalia or ἱερόνες. In any case it is to be noted that he does not hint at the existence of a μέσαιμος or μεσαίμος θύρα in the place where one would naturally look for it according to the accepted theory, viz., in passing from the court of the women to that of the men.

A few words must be said here about Vitruvius' description of the Greek house. For I believe that description to be one of the chief sources of the prevalent erroneous conception, though no restoration which I have seen makes any attempt to follow his clear and obvious meaning. He begins with a correct description of the normal Greek house with its court or peristyle entered through a short passage from the front door, with the pastas or prostates at the back of the court and other chambers round it. This, he says, is called the gynaecomantia; and we have seen some evidence from earlier writers that it was occasionally so called, though the name was also applied in a narrower sense to the enclosed chambers of the women. To this, he says, were added more sumptuous courts and chambers, especially intended for the entertainment of male guests only, and therefore called andrountides. These courts and chambers are, in fact, to be regarded merely as an expansion of the ἱερόνες or the single ἱερόν, the large dining room which we find opening out of the court in almost all the Delian houses. The two-court arrangement, which is somewhat similar to what we see at Pompeii, seems to have been adopted at about the same time by the Greeks and by the Romans, probably in about the second century B.C., but in neither case is there any evidence for an outer court of the men and an inner court of the women entered through it. In the Roman house, as Vitruvius expressly says, the peristyle as well as the cavaum aedem was regarded as a place of public reception, not restricted to family use. And he warns us against the error of equating atrium and men's court, peristyle and women's court; for he says that, the Greeks having no atrium, the peristyle or gynaecomantia was the court you first entered in the Greek house, the andronitia being merely a luxurious excrement. Had commentators and restorers kept more carefully to the evident meaning of Vitruvius' words, the chief errors as to the nature of the Greek house would have been avoided.
The origin of the now prevalent, and, as I think, erroneous conception of the Greek house as having two courts, an outer for men and an inner for women, is probably to be traced to a combination of several influences. First there is the apparent analogy of the Pompeian and Roman houses; then there is a kind of inverted interpretation of Vitruvius; and there is also certain corroborative or circumstantial evidence which we have found on examination to be illusory. Its chief recommendation is a certain continuity, from Homeric right down to Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman times; and if we destroy this continuity, it may well be expected that we should find some other relation or evolution to put in its place. I therefore conclude with an outline of what seems to me the most probable course of development of the normal Greek house.

The primitive form seems to have resembled the farm-house described by Galen, as is suggested in P. Gardner and Jevons' Manual. It consisted of a court, entered by a door on the south side, if possible (Fig. 12). Opposite the door was the deep recess called the prostatas or pastas, with the chief chambers on either side of it; other chambers and stables &c., surrounded the court. In the court was the altar of Zeus Herkeios; in the pastas, which was the living room, was the Hestia or Eschara. The Mycenaean and the Homeric house, which are essentially identical, preserve many of these features; they have the doorway, the court, the altar and Eschara, the surrounding chambers; but instead of the pastas we find a new and extraneous feature—a hall with prodome and aithousa, shut off by one or two partitions from the court. This prodomeus type, as we may call it, is found in the second city at Troy (Fig. 13), and on almost all sites where early Aegean remains have been discovered; it is the prototype of the Greek temple, and survived for this purpose into historic times, possibly through the influence of examples such as we find at Athens, where the house of Erechtheus was identical with

1 De Antiquit., i, 3.
the early temple of Athena. At Tiryns and elsewhere we find this building of the prodmos type associated with the primitive features of the Greek house, but it is to be noted that the Hall or Megaron, with its prodmos, is merely an amplification of the pastas or a substitute for it; the primitive arrangement of court and surrounding chambers persists alike in the primitive Greek house, in the Mycenaean palace, and in the Greek house of historical times. The prodmos type does not seem to have persisted in domestic architecture; and after the Mycenaean age we find a reversion to the primitive type of court and pastas, which continues to be characteristic of the Greek house throughout the times of Greek independence. About the second century before our era a custom seems to have begun of adding a second court to the first, for purposes of entertainment or of display. The custom may have originated in Rome, when Greek influence began to prevail among the wealthier classes; and, the primitive Italian house being nearly identical with the Greek in form, the result was a curious duplication of all essential features, such as we see at Pompeii, the atrium and tablinum corresponding to the peristyle and prosteras. We have no means of knowing whether there was a similar duplication in the Hellenistic mansion of the same period; it is perhaps improbable, as the second peristyle was designed especially for entertainments, and very likely varied considerably in arrangement and construction. But this excrescence should not blind us to the fact that the original court, which Vitruvius calls the gynaeconitis, was always the same in its essential features, from the earliest to the latest time at which we can trace the existence of the Greek house. Nor is it to be wondered at that this single court was often regarded as especially belonging to the women. The

1 The resemblance of the Hall and Court of Tiryns to the temple and tenanes of later Greece is sometimes very remarkable. Cf. the temple of Zeus Soter, 'Excavations at Megapoli,' p. 58.

2 A third building should be added on the left, corresponding exactly to the one on the right; see Dorpfeld, Troya, 1895, Pl. 1, II b.
life of a Greek man was always out-of-doors in free Greece, in the agora or the law courts or the palaestra; he practically only came home to sleep, or to dine and entertain his friends in the ávó̂piov that was reserved for the purpose. It was not until degenerate times that he sought in the luxury of private life a compensation for the loss of political freedom, and found it necessary to add to his house a separate court and suite of apartments for the use of himself and his guests.

Ernest Gardner.
GAVIN HAMILTON'S LETTERS TO CHARLES TOWNLEY.

It is a well-known fact that the Scottish painter Gavin Hamilton was the most active and successful of the band of excavators at work on Italian soil in the second half of the eighteenth century. He was employed by several collectors, notably by Charles Townley, and by Lord Shelburne, and, apart from his work as an artist, he carried on an active business in obtaining concessions of promising spots, and in the restoration and export of the proceeds of his excavations.

Until a recent date, our chief information with respect to Hamilton's diggings was derived from a summary, drawn up by Dallaway, of Hamilton's letters to Townley. The original letters appear to be lost, and Prof. Michaelis was unable to trace them, when he was investigating this subject. Other details, copied by Townley from the letters into his MS. inventories, have thence found their way into the British Museum Marbles, and other works on the Townley sculptures.

Much additional information was obtained when Hamilton's prolonged correspondence with Lord Shelburne was printed by Lord E. Fitzmaurice. The letters which are printed below are (with the exception of the last) copies of the letters to Townley, which were summarized by Dallaway. They are derived from a transcript of the letters, now in the Department of MSS.

1 Anecdotes of the Arts in England, (1800), pp. 364-381.
2 Ancient Marbles in Great Britain, p. 80.
3 Townley's Inventories, referred to below as the 1st and 2nd inventories, are both preserved in the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiqua of the Brit. Mus. The first inventory is a rough draft, in a brown paper cover, purchased and presented about 20 years ago, by the late Sir A. W. Franks. It must have been drawn up between 1785 and 1787. The latest date in the body of the document is 1785 (Relief, Hermes and Stag). On the other hand the catalogue does not include the sculptures purchased from the Villa Montalto in 1787, with one exception, the Caryatid, which is interpolated between Nos. 9 (Hecate) and 10 (Fortune). The second inventory, in two small quarto volumes, is dated 1804. Charles Townley died in January, 1805, and this was the official list of the collection as transferred to the Museum; it is signed at the end of the list of each room by Messrs. E. Townley Standish, J. Planta, the then Principal Librarian, and Taylor Combe. This second list was the only authority available for Taylor Combe, Sir Henry Ellis, and Sir C. T. Newton. A third copy of the catalogue, in folio, shown by the watermark to be not older than 1804, was presented to the Museum by Mr. Spencer George Perceval, in 1821 (Add. MS. 54,000). It is independent of the 2nd inventory, but based on the same materials. See The Academy, Feb. 1853, p. 122. There is a fourth draft of a French catalogue, in the Greek and Roman Department, with more ample discussions, but no independent information.

at the British Museum (Stowe MS. 1019), which, like the bulk of the Stowe collection, is derived from the library of Thomas Astle. ¹ That Astle was one of Townley's most intimate friends may be inferred from Zoffany's engraved picture, in which he, with Charles Greville, whose name also occurs below, and d'Hancarville form the group of friends who are shown in Townley's house, ⁴ discussing the Clytie with the owner. The last letter is from an original (Stowe, 1020). As will be seen below, the transcript was made before the correspondence came to an end, and part of its conclusion must still be sought in Dallaway's summary. The first two letters were written in 1779, and describe the excavations of the preceding ten years. No doubt they were written in reply to a request from Townley for information as to the sculptures in his collection. They have not the same value, as contemporary evidence, as the letters to Lord Shelburne, but they cover more ground, and treat the subject from a rather different point of view.

A comparison of the letters with Dallaway's extracts shows that he has not often gone seriously wrong in his rendering. The process, however, of abbreviation and conversion into the third person has robbed the letters of most of their picturesqueness and vividness of detail. ⁸

An Account of Ancient Marbles found by Mr. Gavin Hamilton in various Places near Rome between 1769 and the Month of Novr. 1779.

N.B. This acc⁵ was written by Mr. Hamilton himself to Mr. T[ownley].

IN THE YEAR 1769 I employed my Sculptor to go with another man to Villa Adriana in search of Marble to restore Statues. He was conducted to Pantanello, being the lowest ground belonging to that Villa and where antiently the Water that served the Villa was conducted, so as to pass under ground to the River. When he returned to Rome he told me he had found several fragments, heaped round the above Lake of Pantanello, many of which were of excellent Workmanship. His description raised my curiosity so much, that the day following I went with my Sculptor to visit this misterious spot. Upon enquiry I found that this place was the property of Sig® Luigi Lelli

¹ Thomas Astle, the palaeographer (1735-1803) bequeathed his collection of manuscripts to the Marquis of Buckingham, who placed it at Stowe. The whole collection was privately bought by the late Lord Ashburnham, in 1849, and the Stowe section of the Ashburnham library was bought for the British Museum in 1888. The book is inscribed 'Bibl. T. Astlei, 1780.'

⁴ The room is the library, but the marbles have been changed according to the artist's fancy.

⁵ In this edition I have not touched the spelling. The punctuation, however, which (as in the letters to Lord Shelburne) consists mainly of commas, has been modified for the convenience of the reader.
and that it had been dug by his grandfather at a great expense and with
some success; the precious fragments that were found at that time were sold
to the Cardinal Polignac who transported them to France, and at his death I
am told that the Antiquities were purchased by the King of Prussia. The
only thing of value that remained with the family was a Bust of Hadrian
now in your Collection. I endeavoured to know of different people at Tivoli
if Lolli had finished his cava, or if part remained untouched. Various were
the answers of those who knew nothing but by tradition, but nothing satis-
factory could be learned.—In this dilemma I returned to Pantanello to look
over my fragments, and take a survey of the Lake, surrounded on all sides
with high ground, and no hopes left of draining it, but by a deep Channel, so
as to carry off the water to the River Anio; my hopes were great, and nothing
certain but the expence. Love for antiquity overbalanced every after concern.
I then returned to Tivoli, made my bargain with Sigüñolugi Lolli, took chaise
for Rome,—hastened out the best diggers I could get and set to work, cutting
my drains through the vineyard of Sigü Dominico de Angiolis where in
some degree it had been made in the time of Lolli about 60 years ago. He
insisted on having a sum of money, for leave to clean out this old drain. I
thought his demand unreasonable, upon which an order was sent to my man
to not proceed any farther. A law-suit commenced which lasted some months
and which I at last gained in the Tribunal of the Consulado. I then got to
work with my Aquilavì who in a short time found a passage to an antient
drain cut in the tufo. This happy event gave us courage in the hazardous
enterprise, and after some weeks work underground by lamp-light and up to
the knees in muddy water, we found an exit to the water of Pantanello,
which tho' it was in a great measure drained, still my men were obliged to
work past the knees in stinking mud, full of toads and Serpents and all kinds
of vermin. A beginning of the Cava was made at the mouth of the drain,
where formerly Lolli had planted his pump, which we found choked up with
trunks of trees and marble of all sorts, amongst which was discovered a Head
now in the possession of Mr. Greville. This was followed by the vaso of
Peacocks and Fish now in the Museo Clementino. A fine Greyhound, a
Ram's head and several fragments were afterwards discovered, when all of a
sudden to our great mortification the rest appeared to have been dug by
Lolli. This put a full stop to my career, and a council was held. In this
interval I received a visit from Cav. Piranesi of a Sunday morning. Provi-
dence sent him to hear mass at a Chapel belonging to the Conte Fede, the
Priest was not ready, so that Piranesi, to fill up time, began a chat with an old

1 Cardinal de Polignac died in 1742, and his
sculptures are now in the Berlin Museum, but
it seems impossible to distinguish those derived
from the Pantanello. A certain number, 5-9,
357, 359, 371-374 etc. agree in subject with
those cited by Winnefeld (Villa des Hadriaus,
pp. 161, in Jahrh. des Arch. Inst., Regensburger,
ii.) from Bohgarni, as having been excavated
by Lolli in 1794, but I cannot establish their
identity.
2 Mem. Marbrés, x, pl. 8.
3 For Dominico de Angiolis, cf. Winnefeld,
Villa des Hadriaus, p. 19.
4 Probably the Hon. Charles Greville. He
appears as one of Townley's friends in the
group by Zoffany, mentioned above.
5 Viscotti, Mem. Piaf. Clementino, vii, pl. 34.
man by name Centorubie, the only person alive that had been a witness to Loll's excavations, and had been himself a digger. He was immediately conducted to my house at the Villa Michilli now the property of the Canonico Maderni. After the old gentleman was refreshed we set out for Pantanello, and in our way heard the pleasing story of old times. A quarter of an hour brought us to the spot. Centorubie pointed out the space already dug by Loll and what remained to be dug on this occasion, which was about two thirds of the whole; he added, that Loll abandoned his enterprise merely on account of the great expenses that attended it, and on account of the difficulty of draining the Lake which he never completed. This story gave new light and new spirits to the depressed workmen, a butt of the Canonico's best wine was taken by assault, 40 Agiliani set to work, with two Corporals and a superintendent, two machines called Ciurni were got to throw out the water that continued to gather in the lower part of this bottom. It is difficult to account for the contents of this place consisting of a vast number of trees cut down and thrown into this bottom, probably out of spite, as making part of some sacred wood or grove, intermixed with statues etc. etc. all which have shared the same fate. I observed that the Egyptian Idols had suffered most, being broke in minute pieces, and disfigured on purpose; the Greek Sculptor in general has not so much incurred the hatred of primitive Christians and Barbarians. As to Busts and Portraits I found most of them had only suffered from the fall, when thrown into this reservoir of water and filth; what were thrown in first and that stuck in the mud, are the best preserved. Inter mixed with the trees and statues, I found a vast quantity of white marble sufficient to build a lofty Palace, a great number of columns of Alabaster much broke, as likewise of giallo antico and other precious Marble, to which I may add broken vases, basso-relieves, ornaments of all sorts, in a word a confused mixture of great part of the finest things of Hadrian's Villa. These were thrown promiscuously into this bottom, which by degrees had formed a small lake vulgarly called Pantanello, the diminutive of Pantano.

I shall now take notice of some of the principal things found in the cava of Pantanello as far as I can recollect.

In the Museo Clementino.

A Head of Menelaus, with other fragments belonging to the group of Menelaus defending the body of Patroclus—Bust of a Philosopher, singular for its high preservation—Head of a Plato—D in red marble—Head of a Mauritian—Bust of Hadrian—Vase of Peacocks and Fish, &c.—Fragment, head of a Stag in red marble—Head of a Goat—Head of a Ram

---

1 Dallaway's copy (p. 307) agrees substantially with the present list, except for slight changes in the order.
2 Winnefeld, p. 158; Hollog, Führer, No. 238 etc.
3 Called elsewhere 'Julia as a Mauritanian.'
4 Winnefeld, p. 159.
5 Visconti, Mus. Pin. Clem. viii. pl. 34.
6 Winnefeld, p. 160; Visconti, Mus. Pin. Clem. viii. pl. 32, Fig. 1.
—Small Statue of a Nem[es]is—Column with ornaments—A Stork, red marble
—Antoninus Pius and Greyhound.

At the Villa Albani

A Sphinx of green basaldo—Head of Antinous in the character of an
Egyptian Idol—Busto of Caracalla and Head of D— and Bust of Lucius
Verus.

Earl of Shelburne.

Statue of Cincinnatus—Statue of Paris—Group of Cupid and
Psyche—Two Egyptian Idols in black marble—Basso relieves in black
marble—Fine Head of Antinous—Head of ditto in the character of an
Egyptian Idol—Large Head of Minerva—Head of Mercury—Head of
Bacchus—of Berenice—Busto of a Conqueror at the Olympic games—Fragment
of a Statue supposed to be a Pudecizia—and a Head of a
Muse.

Mr. Talbot.

Busto of Hadrian—D of Sabina—Statue of Ptolemy.

Cav. (II) Piranesi.

A great number of Fragments of Vases, Animals of different sorts,
and some elegant ornaments and one Colossal head.

General Schawalhoff.

A Head of Antinous—Head of Sabina, Bust of red marble of a young
man crowned with olive, being part of a Statue as large as life.

1 Winnefeld, p. 159; Visconti, Mus. Pio-
Clement. vi. pl. 48 (the head only). The bust in
antiques, but does not belong.
2 Dallaway (p. 382) omits the Minerva (see
below), the Mercury (which, however, he assigns
p. 343 to this site) and the Bacchus.
3 Michelle, Ancient Marbles in Great
Britain. Lansdowne House, No. 85 [= Lan-
downe House, No. 85, and so throughout].
4 Lansdowne House, No. 39.
5 Lansdowne House, No. 76.
6 Lansdowne House, No. 76a.
7 Lansdowne House, No. 78. Mem. dell
Inst. IV. p. 29.
8 Lansdowne House, No. 84.
9 Lansdowne House, No. 33.
10 This must be the head, Lansdowne House,
No. 33, hitherto attributed to Roma Vecchia,
on the authority of Dallaway, p. 343.
11 Lansdowne House, No. 85.
12 Appears to be a confusion with No. 64
which in the Shelburne correspondence is called
her 'Antinous in the character of Bacchus,' or 'Bacchus.' The terminal figure (Lan-
downe House, No. 91; Clarke, pl. 676, No.
1560) is assigned by Winnefeld (p. 158) to the
Pantacchus, and this is very possible, but it
cannot be described as a 'head.'
13 Lansdowne House, No. 37.
14 Lansdowne House, No. 82.
15 Lansdowne House, No. 49.
16 Lansdowne House, No. 90.
17 Mr. Thomas Mansel-Talbot, of Margam.
18 Michelle, Margam, No. 8.
19 Michelle, Margam, No. 11.
20 A youth, of the school of Pisanella.
Michelle, Margam, No. 5.
21 Winnefeld, pp. 160-161, enumerates several
ornamental works of the kind, which are en-
graved in Piranesi's works.
22 General Schawalhoff was Grand Chancellor
of the Empire of Carthage. The Antinous
is now in the Hermitage, which, however, has
two heads of Antinous, both ascribed to this site.
Dietrichson, Antinous, pp. 256-257.
To Monsieur de Cock for Muscovie.

A Statue of a Cupid—Head of Juno, &c.

To Mr. Jenkins.

Bust of L. Verus—Head of Antoninus—of Pompey—Lucilla—Juno—
Atletto—Jupiter—Philosopher—Two Heads of Caracalla—Faustina giovine
—and others which have escaped my memory. Above a dozen fine heads
were sent to different parts of Germany.

I have only to add the fine head of a Greek Hero, now in your own
possession, of which there is a similar one, though not of equal preservation
at the Museo Clementino; this is all I can recollect of the principal things
found in the Cava at Pantanello.

Sir,

To proceed in good order, I must now say something of my next Cava in
the teucra of S. Gregorio then the property of Cardinal Ghigi, and commonly
called Tor Colombaro. I began to dig in the year 1771, having in view
two principal spots, one upon the Appian way, and the other about a quarter
of a mile distant, the first supposed to be a Temple of Domitian, the latter
a Villa of Galienus, which are described to be at nine miles from Rome. I
found the Temple of Domitian strip'd of it's ornaments, remaining only a
large red granate column, and a few pieces of Porphyry Columns, with some
peices of Ginlo-antico. This place had probably been ruined by Galienus to
ornament his own Villa, for want of able artists in that low age. What
confirms me in this conjecture is, the quantity of duplicate Statues found by
me in this place, I may venture to say of all, and one always inferior to the
other, consequently one original, the other a Copy of some inferior artist in
the time of Galienus. In the ruins of this Villa I found that the precious
Columns of Verid and Giall antique had been plundered by the primitive
Christians, probably to ornament their Churches in that dark age; as to the
Statues I found them much dispersed, as thrown aside either out of ignorance

1 Dallaway (p. 370) adds, 'purchased by Mr. [Lydell] Browne, now at St. Petersburg.' Now

2 Mus. Marbles, ii. pl. 23. This remark, as
given by Dallaway (p. 371), has given currency
to an erroneous statement that there is no in-
ferior replica also found at the Pantanello, in
the Vatican (Ellis, Townley Gallery, ii. p. 18;  
Newton, Greek-Roman Antics, No. 199). See,
however, Petersen, Rom. Mittheilungen, x.
1 p. 123.

3 To Hamilton's list, lengthy as it is, we
must add an Ephesian Artemis (Vinc. Mus.  
Por-Clus. i. pl. 31), a colossal head of Hercules
(Mus. Marbles, i. pl. 12), and numerous other
works, assigned with more or less certainty to
this site. (Cf. Winnefeld, pp. 158-161).

4 A full summary of the letter is given by
Dallaway (p. 371). Hamilton's letter to Lord
Shelburne of Jan. 1, 1772, was written while
the excavation was in progress (Lambe's
Catalogue, p. 59).

5 It is known that Galienus had his tomb at
this point (Aurelius Victor, Epit. LX.), but
there does not seem to be any evidence for the
Villa, though the conjecture is approved by
Canina (Antiqu. 1852, p. 300). The temple of
Domitian is placed close to the tomb of Gal-
ienus by Pratelli (Della Via Appia, p. 77.
Naples, 1745), whom be Hamilton's authority,
or spite, some of them hardly one foot underground, and often broke by the Plough.

The first Statue of consequence that I found was the M. Aurelius now at Shelburne House, considerably larger than life, and near it the duplicate broke in a thousand pieces, with the Head which I have placed on Lord Shelburne's Statue and which must have been the Head belonging to one of those two statues both of the same size and similar in every respect; the Sculptor is good tho' not of the first class. This Statue was followed by eight or ten smaller ones found on the same day, which being of middling workmanship and very much broke may be passed over as things little interesting to the curious. We shall therefore make haste to dig up the fine Meleagor now a principal ornament to Shelburne House, and one of the finest things now in Great Britain. It is too well known to you and every person of the true antique taste to need my sounding it's praise, my business at present is to make a mere catalogue of things found to satisfy your curiosity and to refresh my own memory. A young Man on Horseback made next his appearance a good deal hurt by time, but very spirited; this was sold to Mr. Jenkins and [is] now the property of J. Smith Barby, Esq. The Discobolus was next brought to light in good preservation in all its parts tho' a little corroded by time. The attitude in particular you will allow is one of those happy productions of the antients which cannot be improved, and now calls the attention of the curious who visit the Museo Clementino, where likewise the Bust of Jupiter Serapis holds a distinguished place; this is the only peice of Sculptor of which I never found the duplicate. Mr. Corbet's Venus was found here which has great merit, as likewise a drap'd Venus, restored in the character of Venus Victrix and now in the possession of Mr. Barby; to which I may add a torso of Apollo, and a small Faun sitting, sent to Muscovy by Monsieur de Cock, one of the few to be ranked among those of refined taste. Lord Shelburne's Amazon

---

1 Hamilton was less explicit in his letter to Lord Shelburne. "The head is its own, though wanting part of the neck, as I found it near where I found the statue, as likewise both the hands, though one of them is much corroded," etc. Letter of March 4, 1772 (Lansdowne Catalogue, p. 63). Cf. Michaelis, Lansdowne House, No. 63.
2 Hermes, Lansdowne House, No. 65.
3 Michaelis, Marbury Hall, No. 12. This figure is called by Dallaway "Paris Equestrius," and, by Clarke (v. pl. 819, no. 2028) "Amazon;" but Michaelis points out that the quasi-Phrygian costume occurs only in the restored portion. Hamilton wrote to Lord Shelburne: "I have likewise sold him [Jenkins] a young figure with a Phrygian cap, on horseback, but considering it was so much fragment, and well knowing what nice judges we are in England in horse-ath, I declined sending it: I may add likewise on account of its small size and difficulty in placing it in the gallery." Letter of Aug. 6, 1772, Lansdowne Catalogue, p. 58.
4 James Hugh Smith Barby, of Marbury Hall.
7 Doubtless John Corbet, of Sandwells Castle, Shropshire (died 1817). Cf. Murray's Guide to Shropshire. "Sandwells Castle . . . . In the drawing-room is a statue of Venus, brought from Rome, for which Nollekens is said to have offered a thousand pounds."
8 Clarke, iv. pl. 594, no. 14498; Michaelis, Marbury Hall, No. 6, "Elektra."
9 Lansdowne House, No. 83.
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is likewise the fruit of the Colombaro. These are all that I can recollect that merit attention.

This finished, I was tempted to try my fortune at Porto, but neither Claudius nor Trajan favored my undertakings; this done, I wandered about the Campagna of Rome for a whole winter without any success. Eight different Cavas were begun and finished without reaping the fruits of my labours, excepting Cornazano, an estate of the Prince Gabrielle where I found the Wolf, and small Naval Victory, now in the Museum. Next year I made some researches at Albano where I found a fine Statue of a young Man without a head, now in the Museum, a Comedian the property of Cardinal Albani, &c.

During the process of my excavations at Albano I got acquainted with some people of property at Genzano, who pointed out to me some spots in that neighbourhood that deserved my attention. I found that the greatest part of them had been dug by the Cardinal Lancellotti. Monte Cagnolo alone answered my expectations. This is a small hill bewixt Genzano and Civitàlavinia, commands a fine prospect towards Velletri and the sea, and from the magnificence of the ruins and other things found there, one must judge it to have been antiently part of the Villa of Antoninus Pius, which he built near the ancient Lavinium. This spot had been reduced in the lower age to a vineyard and consequently stripped of its ornaments, some of which I found thrown promiscuously into one room about ten feet underground, and they were the following, viz., those in your own collection, the two young Fauns of exquisite Greek sculptor, and with the names of the artists in Greek, probably father and son; that of the father, though least entire, I think the most masterly performance. The Vase, which I found much broke, is restored with great attention, as the work deserves, being I think in point of general form and taste of Sculptor inferior to none extant. Your Group of a Bitch caressing a Dog is a masterpiece of its kind; the companion, being a Dog caressing a Bitch, is now much admired in the Museo Clementino. The two groups of Acteon devoured by his dogs

---

1 I have had a run of bad luck of late, particularly at the Ports of Trajan and Claudius, where I have found nothing. Letter of Feb. 18, 1772, Lusenhouw's Catalogue, p. 56.
3 In 1772: . . . the third [Cava] is at Genzano, on the banks of the lake of Nemi. This I hope to conclude before I return to Rome, though it will cost me dear, as the proprietor is a rich man and not ignorant of the value of this spot. Letter from Albano of September 30, 1772, Lusenhouw's Catalogue, p. 61.
4 I have just purchased a spot of land under Genzano, of the Capitol of St. Peter's, where I hope to bring to light hidden treasures. It is a wood that has never been touched, full of ruins and parts of broken columns of porphyry, &c., &c. Letter from Rome of Sept. 12, 1773, Lusenhouw's Catalogue, p. 60.
5 The two Paniski of Marcus Curtius Cerdo. One only of the Inscriptions describes the sculptor as freedman of Marcus, but there is no reason for supposing that there were two sculptors of the same name. Mus. Marbles, ii, p. 33, 43.
6 Vase with Bacchanalian reliefs. Mus. Marbles, i, pl. 7.
7 Mus. Marbles, x, vignette.
8 In the Room of Animals at the Vatican (Helbig, i, 161; Reinach, Répertoire de la Stat., ii, p. 759, Fig. 5).
9 Actaeon and his dogs. (Mus. Marbles, ii, pl. 45). Hamilton only speaks of one group in the contemporary letter to Lord Shelburne.
are both spirited figures, and to the best of my remembrance you are possessed of one of them. Two small Victory's Sacrificing a Bull likewise fell to your share, being the best extant in relievo. Two other Dogs were found, which I believe are still the property of Mr. Jenkins, and it is somewhat particular that so many Dogs should be found in a place, which still preserves the name of Monte Cagnolo, the property of the College of S. Buonaventura; besides what I have already mentioned to be found in one room, I must not forget the Head or Bust of a young man, the character of a Meleager, which was the first piece of Sculptor found on Monte Cagnolo, and which on account of its great preservation you thought would merit a place in your collection. The last and only large Statue found here was the Paris, which is now placed at Stowe by Lord Temple, with other fine Statues, in particular an Adonis of uncommon beauty, dug up at the Villa Fonsega one of my best Cavas. That of Nemi was not so successful, having found the place already dug; nevertheless I found that young Cupid holding a Vase, which was purchased by Mr. Brown, and in some degree recompensed my trouble.

Ostia

Being desirous of trying my fortune somewhere near the sea, I agreed with Cardinal Surbolloni, then Bishop of that place, who granted me liberty

[Letter of Jan. 10, 1774, Londinenses Catalogue, p. 70]. On the other hand the summary list (p. 320 below) gives a second Actaeon as the property of Jenkins, and the third Townley Inventory says that the replica was purchased by Comte de D'Orsi of Normandy.

The two Victories at bulls in the Brit. Mus. Mus. Marbl., x., pls. 25, 26. They are composed to stand against a wall, but can hardly be said to be in relievo.

A running greyhound (Massi, No. 169) and a statuette of a dog from this site (Hyllig, i., No. 162) are in the Room of Animals at the Vatican. In the letter to Lord Shelburne, Hamilton speaks of a dog scratching his ear, and a bitch in the same attitude.

[In Townley's first MS. inventory he states that the Actaeon was found in the villa of Antoninus in the garden of the Ceasarini. This is presumably an error.]

I cannot certainly identify this head, which is not mentioned in the letter to Lord Shelburne. Compare p. 321: 'A Meleager with the Patrice' (sic). Can this be a corruption of Plutarch? The term of Hermes (Mus. Marbl., ii., p. 46) is described as wearing the platanum (Add. MS. 32,000), and the word shows signs of correction. This head is said to have been found in 1776 or 1777 near Genzano, in grounds of the Ceasarini.

Afterwards (and still !) at Hamilton Palace.

[Michaelis, Hamilton Palace, No. 9; cf. letter of Jan. 16 and May 1, 1774, Londinenses Catalogue, pp. 70, 71].

Besides the sculptures here enumerated, Hamilton mentions in his letter to Lord Shelburne, 'parts of several very fine camphelabri, but none as yet perfect ... a small figure, a female Satyr playing on the pipes, a comedian [Mr. W. Ellis, cf. p. 320], several young boys, in particular a young Bacchus (Mus. Marbl., xi., pl. 38), and a boy laughing with a bird in his hands [Lord Clive, cf. p. 320], the same as the one at the Villa Borghese, but much flatter and more entire ... A cupid.' Londinenses Catalogue, p. 70. The first Townley inventory also assigns to this site 'an eagle, near the size of life,' which can only be the eagle (Mus. Marbl., i., pl. 55, Fig. 2) said in the second inventory to have been sent 'from Rome to the late Mr. Beaumont.' See also p. 320: 'A boy setting with a goose ... Mr. [Lyde] Brow[e(s)].'

The Villa Fonsega, on the Caetlan Hill, also gave the seated Bacchus (Mus. Marbl., pl. 43, fig. 7).

Lyde Brown's collection was sold to the Empress Catharine II. (Dallaway, p. 389), and the Cupid is now at Pawlowak (Reinach, Répertoire, ii., p. 437, Fig. 8).

The excavation at Ostia is attributed by Dallaway (p. 376) to 1792, but this is manifestly wrong. Cardinal Surbolloni only held the
to make some trials in that immense field of antiquity. I got as near the
Sea as possible, judging it the most probable place to find objects of taste.
We opened ground on a spot now called Porta Marina. From the figure of
the ruins they proved to be the remains of publick Thermæ Maritimæ, and
from the inscriptions which were found of an unusual size, it seems those
Baths had been restored by different Emperors down to Constantin. I gave
a very elegant one of the time of Trajan to Carlo Albagine, but what gave
me greatest hopes was to find some marks of my friend Hadrian, the great
protector of fine arts and in particular that of Sculptour. I did not remain
long in suspense, for the first Statue that was brought to light was the fine
Antinous 5 in the character of Abundance, perhaps the finest of that subject
in the world. Mr. Bary tells me it is arrived safe at his house in England,
and where I hope by this time you have had the pleasure to consider it.
Near this Statue was found a very indifferent one of an Esclapius, and a
large Statue of his daughter Hygea, very entire, and of a great deal of
merit; this Statue was sold with some other pieces of good Sculptour to the
Langrave of Hesse Cassel. We found next a most excellent Torso under the
knees, of which there is a duplicate at the Capitol 4 restored by Mr. Le
Gross, in the character of a Gladiator, but as this fragment is very imperfect,
and a mere Torso, this able sculptor was led into a mistake of restoring it as
a lying figure. N.B. The head is not its own, tho' commonly passes as
such. After considering well this fine piece of antiquity, I determined on
completing it in the character of Diomed carrying off the Palladium, and as
such recommended it to the E. of Shelburne. 6 Little more of consequence was

See of Ostla between April, 1774, and Dec., 1775.
This fact shows that the date 1773 proposed by
Lord K. Fittmærce in correccon of Dallaway
Academy, Aug. 10, 1778, p. 142) is too early,
and the year 1771 (also given by Dallaway,
p. 354) is still more so. In a third place Dal-
away names the year 1779 (p. 252). The
correct date is given by Hamilton's letters to
Shelburne of May 1, 1774, and April 10, 1775,
1 The records of inscriptions found by Hamilton
are very imperfect (cf. S. L. L., xiv, p. 11,
and I do not trace the very elegant one of the
time of Trajan. Carlo Albagine was a Roman
dealer in marble tables and the like (Lasdowne
Catalogue, p. 76), promoted by Dallaway (p. 377)
to the rank of Cardinal. There is extant evi-
dence that the baths were completed by Hadrian
(C. I. L., xiv, 98), and that they were restored at
intervals down to the time of Valens, Gratian,
and Valentinian (C. I. L., xiv, 124, 125, 127).
5 Michaelis, Martyr Hall, No. 29.
6 This is no doubt the Hygeia at Cassel.
Koscher, l. p. 2790; Reinsch, Repertoire, II,
p. 288, Fig. 1.
4 Bottari, Mem. Capitoline, iii, pl. 60; Clarac,
v. pl. 858; No. 2212; Helbig, l. No. 443.

Hamilton is right in seeing the identity of
type, each torso being in fact a fragment of a
Mysitan Diosboles. The restoration is else-
where attributed to Mommot.
4 Lasdowne House, No. 80. For the resto-
ration see clarac, v. pl. 829, Fig. 2985A. Hamilton
wrote to Lord Shelburne, with reference to this
singular invention, "I have never mentioned to
your Lordship one of the finest things I have
ever had in my possession, as I was not sure of
getting a licence to send it out of Rome. Now
that I have got it safe on board the Pelmena for
Leghorn, I have ventured to recommend it to
your Lordship as something singular and uncom-
mon. It is a Diomede carrying off the Pallas-
dium; . . . The legs and arms are modern, but
restored in perfect harmony with the rest. He
holds the Palladium in one hand, while he de-
defends himself with the right holding a dagger.
Your Lordship will ask me why I suppose this
statue to be a Diomede. I answer because no
would be to the last degree absurd to suppose it
any thing else, as I believe your Lordship will
readily grant when you see it. Every view of it
is fine, &c" Letter of March 25, 1778. Las-
downe Catalogue, p. 77.
found at Porta Marina, as I found that others had been there before me, so we proceeded to another ruin on the sea-shore, which from some fragments found above ground gave great hopes. A Bath was first discovered with the pavement of Verdi antique and a fine Torso of a young man of which most of the other parts were found much broke, excepting the Head, notwithstanding the greatest diligence made for so interesting a discovery. The present Pope Pius VIth has ordered it to be restored for the Museum. Your small Venus holding a mirror is another of the precious ornaments of this Bath; four of the Labours of Hercules were found at some little distance from this place, which being very entire, and with their proper emblems, now add to the lustre of the Pope’s Museum, to which I may add that tasty Trippod of Apollo, found near where we discovered your Mother of Venus and Muse, which, as they are in every respect two of my happiest discoveries, I am very happy that they should fall into so good hands as your own, especially as they make part of those select pieces of art which I hope will in time establish a good taste in England.

During the time of the Mal Aria at Ostia, that is to say in the autumn and month of June, I used to employ my men at Roma Vecchia. This is an estate belonging to the Hospital of St John Lateran, consisting of about 500 acres of ground about 5 miles from Rome, upon the road to Albano and that of Frascati. A considerable ruin is seen near this last upon the right hand, and is generally believed to be the ruins of a Villa of Domitian’s nurse. The fragments of Colossal Statues found near this ruin confirms me in this opinion, the excellent sculptor found in this place strengthens this supposition, among the most precious of which are your two fine Busts with the names—viz. the Decemvir, and companion, and the Mercury

---

1 Mus. Marb. ii, pl. 22.
2 Visconti, Mus. Pio-Clem., ii, pls. 5-8.
3 Letter to Lord Shelburne of April 18, 1775.
4 Helbig, on what authority I do not know, assigns these groups to the much later excavations of Pagan at Ostia (Pilzer, l. No. 164).
5 They are duly credited to Hamilton by Fea, Viaggio ad Ostia (1802), p. 43.
6 The punctuation leaves the destination of the Reo tripod uncertain, and Fea (loc. cit.), states that it went to England. Dallaway’s summary here seems to go astray. Four of the Labours of Hercules are now in the Mus. Pio-Clem., with the elegant Trippod Apollo (*vic*), but I presume the tripod Mus. Pio-Clem., v. 41, to be the one in question.
7 The ‘Mother of Venus’ is the Townley Venus (Mus. Marb., i. pl. 8) which, strange as it seems, was not at once identified. Hamilton’s interpretation was presumably known to Payne Knight, who calls the figure ‘Venus or Divus’ (Specimens, i. pl. 41). In Townley’s inventories it is Libera or Aristine.
8 Mus. Marb., iii. pl. 5.
9 Roma Vecchia is now identified with the Villa Quinillianus of Commodus, the scene of the death of Cleander.
10 I.e. the bust (Mus. Marb., x. pl. 16), dedicated by the Decemvir. The first Townley inventory states that it was found by Gavin Hamilton at Roma Vecchia. The second inventory more cautiously says that it was found ‘in an excavation made near Rome in 1776, the site of which must not as yet be mentioned,’ hence the conjecture (Mus. Marb., x. pl. 16, text; Newton, Graeco-Roman Guide, i. No. 22), that it was found in an illicit excavation at Rome.
11 I.e. the bust, dedicated by L. Asellius Fortunatus (Mus. Marb., x. pl. 15; Graeco-Roman Guide, i. No. 91). This bust has hitherto been assigned to Gennaro, on the authority of the second Townley inventory. The first Townley inventory, however, gives Roma Vecchia, and the letter to Lord Shelburne is conclusive, ‘I must now say something relating to my late excavations at Roma Vecchia, four miles out of the Gate of St. John, where I have found..."
asleep, to which I may add a basso relievo of Esculapius, size of life, now in the collection of the Earl of Shelburne; last of all that uncommon Bacchante now the property of the Hon'ble Charles Greville. Your Bassor relievo of the three Bacchante was the last and one of the finest things found in this lucky spot.

Not to trouble you with a relation of the many Cavas which proved fruitless, such as that at Palo and the territory of Loricia, I shall now proceed to that of Castel di Guido, antiently called Lorium, and where the Emperor Antoninus Pius finished his days. This place belongs to the Hospital of S. Spirito, about 12 miles from Rome on the road to Civita Vecchia; we had hardly broke ground when an entire Statue of a Woman was found, with her head veiled and holding the Paters in one hand, and a Cornucopia in the other of middling workmanship, it seems to be a Pictas. This was followed by many other small Statues but of indifferent Sculptur, and much ruined excepting a small drapery figure representing a Domitia in the character of Diana, which went to the present Pope with the Pictas. In a large Vittina filled with earth was found a small Statue of a Cupid bending his Bow, being in the character of Cupid conqueror of Hero's, as is expressed by the Lion's skin on the Trunk, alluding to the spoils of Heracles. This was too precious a Jewel not to finish in your Cabinet, it is by much the finest of that subject extant, and singular for having the Hand holding the Bow, which all the others want. There is nothing perhaps more obvious in Antiquity, and from the many repetitions one must judge it a favourite of the Antients, and reduced to that degree of perfection, as to be past improvement. Enjoy it therefore, my dear Friend, with the many fine things I have sent you, in spite of the sneers of a tasteless age, and never forget that the most valuable acquisition a man of refined taste can make, is a piece of fine Greek Sculptor.—Addio.

Here the transcript terminates, and we are again thrown on Dallaway's summary, evidently taken from the correspondence at a later date. After mentioning the Cupid, he continues (p. 380) as follows:

two native hunts, one of a Decemvir, the other of L. Aemilius Fortunatus, as appears from the inscription on the peduncle. Letter of Feb. 9, 1775. Lansdowne Catalogue, p. 72.
2. Lansdowne House, No. 2.
3. I.e. the Ariadne of the Townley Collection, Mus. Marbles, x. pl. 23. Cf. Dallaway, p. 379, "the singularly beautiful Bacchante, once the property of the Honourable Charles Greville, now Mr. Townley."
4. Mus. Marbles, ii. pl. 12. The Townley inventories assign this relief to Galba (or Castiglione), but Hamilton's own statement seems to supersede that of Townley (cf. Dallaway, p. 335, from the inventory, and p. 378, from the letter). There is no evidence to think he was at Galba until 1792. On the other hand there is a curious indication of confusion in the entry as given in Add. Mss. 34,000, "Found 1775 in ruins near Castiliano, the country of the Gabii, five miles from St. John's Gate, on the road to Frascati from Rome," that is on the site of Roma Vecchia. This authority also assigns the small Fortune (Mus. Marbles, ii. pl. 18) to Roma Vecchia.
5. The type appears to be that of the Concordia in the Torlonia Collection (Corone, iii, pl. 452, no. 228) which is said to have come from Caracalla (P. E. Visconti, Musae Torloniae, no. 208). I have not recognised it in the Museo Pio-Clementino.
Mr. H. discovered a Pericles at the Oliveto of Tivoli (now Mr. Townley's), a repetition of that in the Mus. Pio-Clem. found at the Lake of Castiglione, with the helmet.

Dallaway then proceeds to give some account of the excavations at Gabii which he wrongly dates 1780, but we are able to continue with an autograph letter of Gavin Hamilton's, which is in the MS. Stowe, 1020, also derived from the library of Thomas Astle. The letter is not addressed, but was probably written like the rest, to Charles Townley. I have reproduced here the exact punctuation, as well as the spelling and Latinity of the author, since there is no question of error as in the case of the transcript.

Rome, 15th June 1792.

Dear Sir

I am just got up after an Ague of 3 Weeks and somewhat weak, nevertheless I cannot help putting pen to paper to give you some account of my proceedings at the Cava of Gabii, the exact spot of which is now decided by the interesting inscriptions I found in that place, to the great joy of all the antiquarians here my good fortune began with the discovery of the two fine busts of Septimius Severus and Geta. I next got into the publick place ornamented with a portico, pedestals and statues of the Decurioni and other magistrates of the Gabini, with the inscriptions on the pedestals, what offered next was a very large architrave and frize with a very long and curious inscription on it signifying that the palace was built by Polycarpos to the memory of Domitia daughter of Domitius Corbulo, there is likewise the donation of this palace with all the statues and other valuable things to the city of Gabii but on certain conditions, I have found fragments of at least two hundred statues, but so mutilated that I have only been able to save 22 statues that are good and worthy restoring besides other curious things of different kinds and small statues heads &c. I have three statues in armour all Imperial that go much beyond any thing of the kind hitherto seen, a drapery figure of a woman uncommonly fine, a statue of Claudius and one of Germanicus in fine preservation, a statue of Diana quite new and very fine in particular the head, but what you would have coveted most is a small bust of Marcus Agrippa size of life, the finest extant. All these fine things go to the Prince Borghese who builds a place for their reception at the Villa, with the title of the Musaeo Gabino, and his resolution is much applauded by the publick, I must now tell you that the city of Gabii was just half way from

---

1 Brit. Mus. No. 549.
2 Visconti, Mus. Pio-Clem. vi. pl. 28.
3 The year has been filled in.
4 Visconti, Mus. Gabini, pl. 17. The inscription runs 'In honorem memoriae domus Domitii Augustus Ca. Domiti Corbulonius ftr.' etc.
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Rome to Palestrino near the Gate of Castiglione, in the Tenuta di Pantano di Borghese. 1

Now my dear Sir I am a little tired, and my Cavator is come in with good news from the new Cava so I must finish by assuring you that I am at all times your

Most faithful humble Servant

G. J. HAMILTON

A summary of the results is annexed to the transcript of the letters. It is not clear by whom it was drawn up. The information given is for the most part the same as that given in the letters, but it is not entirely based on them. I print here, however, a draft in the Manuscript volume, Stowe, 1029, from which the list in Stowe, 1019 is clearly copied, with such abbreviations as are made necessary by a smaller sized paper. After this list the volume concludes with general remarks on the Marcus Aurelius, here said to be in Astle's possession.

Ancient Marbles found by Mr. Gavin Hamilton in various Ruins near Rome since 1769.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statues</th>
<th>The Personages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Found in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Pantinelle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lollie's ground in Hadrian's</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villa Trevi.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1769.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Nemesia 4 feet high</td>
<td>Mr. Clementinum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Thesus putting on his sandal</td>
<td>Lord Shelburne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Paris...</td>
<td>Ditto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Groupe of Cupid and Psyche</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Osiris in Paragon</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Isilia Ditto</td>
<td>Do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Prologo</td>
<td>Mr. Talbot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Cupid</td>
<td>Mr. Cock, Petersburg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Dr. 4 Bad</td>
<td>[Mr. Astle.]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo. Small Life</td>
<td>M. Cock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Rome on the Frascati Road</td>
<td>Mus Clementinum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Diocletian</td>
<td>M. Corbet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Venus</td>
<td>M. Barry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venus Draped</td>
<td>M. Cock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Faun, Small</td>
<td>Lord Shelburne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Amazon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The valuable proceeds of the last excavation, which were described by Visconti (Measure di Giovanni della Villa Farnese) are now in the Louvre. Visconti (I. e. p. 4) says that Prince Marco Antonio Borghese was moved 'I'Amante honori condizioni i tentativi che II celebri pittori secessessi sig. Gavin Hamilton, solertissimo ed indefesso cercatore d'antichità, desiderava fare nell'ampio territorio, detto appunto dal vicino lago, Pantano de'Griffi, etc.' This lake or swamp was an old volcanic crater, and has since been drained. The Diana is the well known Diana of Gabii (Visconti, I. e. pl. 12, Fig. 32). For the Agrippa see Visconti, I. e. pl. 8, Figs. 2 and 3.

4 Or 'Cinematic.'

8 See. Perhaps 'An Isis in Ditto.'

* In the draft Stowe, 1029, no name of an owner is given, but the bust is described as 'Bad.' The epithet has been inserted and erased, and the owner's name has been inserted in Stowe, 1019.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locality</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Museum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cornacuma</td>
<td>A Small Naval Victory</td>
<td>Mus. Clementinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albano</td>
<td>A Young Man restored as Aelius Cae.</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Cagnolo</td>
<td>A Faun &amp; a Bitch, with Greek Inscription</td>
<td>M. Townley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Istria</td>
<td>A Bather, with D.</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ant. Pius's</td>
<td>A Group of 4 Bitches carressing a Dog.</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villa</td>
<td>A Group of 4 Bitches carressing a Dog.</td>
<td>M. Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Boy sitting with a Goose</td>
<td>M. Clementinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte</td>
<td>A Boy with a Bird</td>
<td>M. Brown's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cagnolo</td>
<td>A Scenic Figure. Small</td>
<td>Lord Clive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Dog snaithing his Ear</td>
<td>M. Welborn Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Group of Genii sacrificing a Bull. Small</td>
<td>M. Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemi</td>
<td>A Paris presenting the Apple. Large</td>
<td>Lord Temple's Stow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An Eros holding a Valeof. Sheel (large life)</td>
<td>M. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An Eosus, Large life</td>
<td>M. Barry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ostia</td>
<td>A Venus, 4 feet 6 ins.</td>
<td>Landgrave of Hesse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An Athlete</td>
<td>M. Clementinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Diosmedes.</td>
<td>Lord Shellburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Nymph Dionis.</td>
<td>M. Townley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thalia, Pastoral Muse</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hercules with the Cerberus.</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dp, fighting the Hydra.</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dp, killing</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roma Vecchia</td>
<td>A Bacchante with the Tygre</td>
<td>M. Greensville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Miles from</td>
<td>An Adonis asleep.</td>
<td>M. Townley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>A Fiatic with the Patera and Veilled</td>
<td>M. Townley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domitia in Character of Diana; small life.</td>
<td>M. Townley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cupid of Thepsis, with the Bow; Small.</td>
<td>M. Townley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Five others ruined.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilicas</td>
<td>A Philosopher, unknown</td>
<td>M. Clementinum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villa</td>
<td>Hadrian</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carchalla</td>
<td>Card. Al(J)hani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. Verus</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadriana</td>
<td>Minerva</td>
<td>Lord Shellburn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantanella</td>
<td>Hadrian</td>
<td>M. Townley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sabinae</td>
<td>M. Manuel Talbot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L. Verus</td>
<td>Dp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tor di</td>
<td>Jupiter Scorpia.</td>
<td>M. Lyde Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colonna</td>
<td>A Young Descendants with an Inscription.</td>
<td>M. Clementinum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Pausanias.
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Heads. The Panmurea.

An Athleta... M. Greville.
Mendanus. Belonged to a Gruppe M. Clementinum.
Plato. Supposed D. 
Head in Red Marble D. 
Antinous in Character of Ostris Card. Albani
Juno as a Mauritanius M. Clementinum.
Ant. Fins D. 
Carnasalla D. 
Antinous with a Vinea Wreath Lord Shelburne.
D. in Character of Ostris D. 
Mercury D. 
Bacchus D. 
Romace D. 
Athlete with a wreath D. 
Muse D. 
Juno D. 
Antinous D. 
Pompey Duke of Devon.
Lucilla D. 
Juno D. 
Jupiter D. 
Philosopher unknown D. 
Carnasalla D. 
D. D. 
Pomfina Julia D. 
Deucalides D. 
D. M. Townley.
Hercules Colossal M. Clementinum.
Seven sent to Germany M. Townley.

Miscellaneous.
In the Pantanella a Vase with Peacocks, D. with Fish, a Ram's head, a Grey hound, a Stag's head Red Marble, an Iris in D. placed in the Museum Clementinum.
A Sphinx in green Basalto at Card. Albani's, a black Bas relief at Lord Shelburne's, at Carnazano a Wolf, in the Mus. Clementinum—A Vase with Bacchamanius found at Monte Cagnolo, at M. Townley's, a Bass Relief of Calchas Priest of Apollo found with the Bacchamanius at Roma Vecchia.

A. H. SMITH.

1 See p. 314.  2 There was only one vase—see above, p. 309.  3 Lanadowne House, No. 76.
A new Hittite inscription.

Arapison to Kir-sheher (Mecissos). Just beyond the village the road runs by the base of a hill, rising to the height of 380 feet above it, which bears clear traces of an ancient fortress. Round the summit of this hill runs a wall of sheer rock, unbroken except to some extent on the west side and more especially on the north, where there are considerable remains of a wall built of irregular, rough stones laid on each other, with smaller stones filling up the interstices. On the east side, below what was apparently the gateway, there is an underground passage, now blocked up, which possibly led down to a well, like the underground staircases at Amasia and Karalar (in Galatia), which lead down to a water-supply in the heart of the mountain (J.H.S. 1899, p. 55 f.); and on a shelf of rock on the left of the gateway our inscription is engraved. A glance at the map is sufficient to show the importance of the situation of this fortress, which commands the direct road between Pteria (Boghaz Keui), Tyana (Kizli Hisar), and the Cilician Gates. Near the line of this road there are doubtless other remains of the "Hittite" period to be found; only the other day we heard a report of a new inscription not far from Bulgar Maiden.

Our inscription (which is incised, not cut in relief) must be of a comparatively late date, but it is of no small interest as showing a very advanced stage in the development towards purely linear forms. It is evidently written *boustrophedon*. The surface of the rock was not carefully smoothed (hence it is not possible to obtain a good impression) and the engraver seems to have gone to work without a proper calculation of the space required, so that part (B) of the lowest band had to be engraved, for want of room, outside the limit of the upper bands. It should follow at the left-hand end of the lowest band, but in the illustration is placed below, owing to exigencies of space. The inscription is not in as good a state of preservation as could be wished; the symbols were to a large extent covered over with an encrustation of lichen, which had to be removed before they could be deciphered, and in one or two parts they are so much worn away as to be altogether illegible. I first made a careful copy, then took a squeeze, and afterwards revised and improved the copy. The impression turned out better than I had ventured to hope, and I have made the drawing directly from it, using the copy to help out or to confirm the reading. The scale of the illustration is about \( \frac{1}{4} \) of the original. I am indebted to Mr. A. E. Cowley of the Bodleian Library for carefully comparing my drawing with the impression and suggesting some important improvements.

J. G. C. Anderson.
THE Σχήμα Τριάντης IN THE ERECHTHEION.

The two cultus monuments whose existence is bound up with the solid rock on which the Erechtheion stands have always been eagerly sought for in the hope that they might be used as fixed points from which to determine the complicated plan of the temple.

Perhaps the 'salt spring' has attracted less attention than the 'trident-mark.' Boetticher supposed it to lie at the lowest part of the middle chamber, where a hollow in the rock, communicating with a still deeper cleft, even now collects water after a shower. As Pausanias states that the 'spring' was ἱδρον this is perhaps the most likely spot, unless we prefer to locate it in the West Hall, and to suppose that it was destroyed when the cistern was built. It is true that J. Ferguson placed the 'spring' in the north-west angle of the West Cella, but this is quite an arbitrary hypothesis, and appears untenable, because the rock has here a fall towards the outside through the opening which pierces the north wall and leads into the crypt under the north porch. It is to be remarked in passing that to call the θαλάσσα "Ερεχθείου a 'spring' is a mistake. No colour for this rendering is given by the literary evidence, where φρέαρ or θαλάσσα occurs, and it is geologically impossible that there should be a spring at this spot. It is well known that springs on the Acropolis appear only where the limestone rests on the clay schist. There is nothing here but the surface of the rock. It was therefore probably only a well, and possibly even only a cistern, for which divine origin was claimed.

Tétaz supposed he had discovered the marks of the god's trident. The opening (about 1 m. 31 square) in the floor of the north porch has long been known, Borrman regards it as undoubtedly antique. Below this opening the rock is rough, showing a few small clefts and holes (the best illustration is in the Praktika, Pl. 3). There are three small holes lying on a curve, and a fourth, larger and more irregular, at a greater distance from the others. It has been supposed that the trident-mark is to be found among these. This hypothesis has been vigorously controverted, especially by Boetticher (loc. cit. p. 192), but his criticism found few adherents because it was con-

1 C. Boetticher, Untersuchungen auf der Akropolis, p. 196.  
4 J. G. Frazer, Pausanias, vol ii. p. 236.  
5 Athen. Mittheil., 17, p. 231.  
A NEW HITTITE INSCRIPTION

The discovery of a new "Hittite" inscription was one of the more solid results of a short and too hurried journey in Asia Minor which I made with Mr. J. W. Crowfoot during July and August of last year, and its publication may not be inopportune at a moment when fresh interest has been aroused in this species of script by the discoveries of Mr. Arthur Evans in Crete.

After a rather abortive attempt to re-explore the obscure and rugged borderland between Lycaonia and Pamphylia, the net result of which was the discovery of just enough to make the topography of this dark corner even less intelligible than before, we turned towards Cappadocia, where we had hopes of finding at least some pre-Hellenic monuments. Years ago Professor Ramsay and Mr. Hogarth had heard a report of what was presumably a Hittite inscription near Nev-sheher (Soamlos), a town two days' journey west of Caesarea Mazaca; important things were said to have turned up near the latter city since M. Chantre's visit; and we learnt also of the existence of hieroglyphic stones at Arapison (Zoropassos) on the Haly. At Nev-sheher we parted company for a time, Mr. Crowfoot going to Caesarea on what turned out to be a fruitless quest, while I descended into the valley of the Haly. At Arapison I had no luck, but another traveller may be more fortunate. Apparently there had been two Hittite stones in the town, which had been found at a neighbouring village and were held in private possession. Unfortunately one of them had recently been seized by the authorities for transport to Constantinople (that it has arrived there it would be rash to conclude); the other I believe is still in the town, but nothing would induce the owner to admit that he now possessed it: it had been taken from him, he said. So far fortune did not smile upon me, but further inquiries elicited the information that there was not far off a "written rock" with wonderful characters inscribed on it, which more than one enlightened hâdevî had failed to interpret. My hopes rose and we rode away towards Tuz Keni to see it.

Slowly and laboriously we dragged our horses and ourselves up a projecting rocky ridge to find on the summit a wretched Christian graffito! With unspeakable mortification we trudged down to Tuz Keni amid a blinding dust-storm, which made the misery of that day complete. Next morning we faced better. Still another written rock was reported at a village two hours away on the opposite side of the Haly, and with chastened expectations we set out to examine it. About 6 miles or 10 kilometres N.N.W. of Tuz Keni, on the brow of the ridge which slopes gently up from the river, lies the little village of Karaburna on the direct road from Nev-sheher via
sidered too rationalistic; believers often see what is hidden from others! 
Borrmann (loc. cit.) states the possibility in words which sharply define the 
question at issue: "Since, therefore, the existence of an opening in the 
steresate of about 1m. 31 square is proved, there can be no reason to doubt 
that a relation subsists between this opening and the apartment or space 
under it which was accessible from inside, and the question of the identity 
of the cracks in the rock with Poseidon's marks gains significance." Others 
have expressed the same view with even greater decision (e.g., Furtwangler, 
Meisterwerke, p. 195), and Boetticher's contrary opinion seems to be almost 

forgotten.

There are, however, other reasons which make strongly against the 
identification of these holes with the trident-mark. The chief reason why 
it is supposed to be here is that the opening in the floor of the north porch 
was evidently planned on purpose to make it possible to look down and see 
what was below; but only two of the holes in question lie exactly under the 
opening. We must assume a border to the opening (Dörpfeld suggests an 
altar), and this would make it still more difficult to see the third hole. Again, 
the three holes do not accurately correspond to punctures made by a trident, 
for they are set on a curve and at unequal distances from each other.

All this might be waived as inconclusive were it not that the philological 
evidence is strongly against the common view. Pausanias (I, 26, 6) speaks 
of "σχῆμα τριαίνης; " the form of a trident." Now three holes do not 
reproduce the form (σχήμα) of a trident; they can at most give the mark or 
trace (σήμα) of a trident. If then we accept the holes under the north 
porch as the Poseidon mark we must adopt Gößling's reading 'σήμα,' instead 
of the usual reading "σχήμα," which is otherwise beyond suspicion. The 
passage of Hesiodus (Strabo IX, p. 296), τὸ περιττό τριάνης ἐκεῖθε σημεῖον 
(symbol), is no argument for the change. The mark could be called a σημα 
(symbol), whether it was in the actual form of a trident or merely consisted of 
three punctures. If a scribe erroneously wrote σχήμα for σήμα he substituted 
a longer and more significant word for a shorter and less significant one. 
Manuscript mistakes are usually made in an opposite sense, i.e., a less 
significant word is introduced. Hence we ought to have very strong reasons 
before correcting σχήμα (as it stands) to σήμα; in fact the presence of such 
an error here would seem almost inconceivable.

Retaining then the reading σχήμα as beyond suspicion, we must reject 
the identification of the trident mark with the three holes in question, and 
we shall be the more amply justified in doing so if we can point out anywhere 
else marks in the living rock which have the actual form of a trident. Such 
a monument exists in the corner between the west transverse wall and the 
(more recent) north long wall, just in front of the so-called 'postern' in 
the north wall. The accompanying illustrations are reproductions from 
photographs, but unfortunately the monument itself cannot be well photo-
graphed because of the confined space.  

1 The details have therefore been slightly strengthened in the reproduction. — Koor.
left-hand corner of Fig. 1 is the old west transverse wall. Inasmuch as the picture must be taken from above, the middle prong (b) does not appear distinctly in the print, yet in the rock it is quite deep and clear, though broader and shallower than the two outer prongs (a, c). The two outer prongs of the trident (a, c) are easily recognised. They are slightly curved, about 60 cm. long and 30 cm. deep, but shallower towards the points. Between these two is the middle prong (b), somewhat shallower than the others, a little shorter, not curved, and having a broader base at the point of attachment. The three prongs are connected with each other by a deep cleft representing the cross-bar. This cleft is small and narrow, but very deep, and is continued beyond the prongs on the east side. The continuation however, as the photograph shows, does not much affect the general design. We have here a real σχήμα τραίνης, and Pausanias' use of the word σχήμα, accurately corresponding to fact, is a fresh proof of his being an eye-witness.

Again, Peterson has laid stress on the point that the trident symbol is more suitably placed inside the sanctuary than outside; and it is quite allowable, though not absolutely necessary, to apply the word ἦδον not only to the salt-well but also to the σχήμα, which occurs after the parenthesis. The θάλασσα and the σχήμα were closely related and are mentioned together.

1 Boetticher (Untersuchungen, p. 194 ff.) solely from appearance, I may refer to Horrmann, *Athen. Mitt.* vi. p. 382 ff.
2 Athen. Mitt. x. p. 3.

This is however not the case. To avoid arguing...
The purpose served by the crypt under the north porch and by the passage leading from it to the interior of the temple is difficult to determine. Even on the hypothesis that the crypt contains the trident-marks, its size and shape make it impossible to suppose that this could have been its only use. For the crypt has a kind of vestibule, a quadrangular intermediate chamber (as shewn in the Praktika, § 25) between it and the passage. The shape of the vestibule was evidently chosen for some definite reason. A massive slab of marble forms the roof, and a large block of poros stone, which projected from the interior into the vestibule, has been cut out to make more room.

The existence of the passage has usually been accounted for by supposing that it was intended as a second approach to the trident monument, and it has been called a 'door' or a 'postern.' It cannot, however, have been meant to serve as a real door-way for human beings, even on rare occasions. For its height (1 m. 23) is quite insufficient, and besides it is built in a very careless style. Blocks of marble are certainly used, but only for the sake of solidity, not because they were meant to be seen. Of the two blocks at the left side (looking from the exterior) the lower is quite rough and the upper is smoothed; while of the three blocks at the right side the middle one is smoothed and the upper and lower are rough. Indeed it appears that old blocks were used up in the buildings, for otherwise it is impossible to explain the differences in workmanship. The lower block on the left side was evidently not made for the place it occupies; its rough surface is turned outwards, and at the lower edge of this surface is an old clamp-hole, and on the upper surface, which is smoothed, and a strip of which is left free by the superposed block, there is an old mortise-hole.

Towards the exterior the passage widens and becomes the vestibule already mentioned. The corner of the vestibule next to the blocks of the passage does not form a straight edge, for the stones here are put together in a complicated and irregular way. The blocks of the vestibule are of poros, and here, too, old material seems to have been employed, for one of the two lower stones on the left has an edge worked for fitting, and the other has not.

The great marble slab forming the roof of the vestibule has an almost semicircular hole (25 x 12.5 cm.) at the edge next the temple wall. Julius supposes this hole to be antique, giving as his reason that the way it is wrought shows the hole to have been made before the stone was placed in position, and he thinks its purpose was to give air and light to the space below the slab. But the Praktika (§ 25) most decidedly pronounce it modern. This slab has ... a ravel which used to convey the water from above into the cavity of the vault. The ravel is modern, and so also is

---

1 This is the height of the left side. The right side goes deeper (1 m. 66), but of course the left side is the one to reckon by, as in the Praktika.

2 See the illustration in the Praktika, PL 3, 2. Jahu Michaelis, Monumenta dard- areos, PL VI C.

3 I. Julius, Jews Ecclesiast., p. 25.
an opening in the temple wall just over the runnel placed so as to shoot the water into it. Relying on this definite information, and considering besides the careless style of work which in my opinion makes it possible to suppose that the hole was pierced after the slab was in position, we must conclude that the runnel is of later date than the structure. We may note in addition that an opening for light would more naturally have been pierced in the middle of the passage, than, as here, on the right side.

As to the crypt proper and the modern breach through the eastern foundation of the north porch, I have nothing to add to what is known.

These facts cannot be explained merely by supposing the trident-mark to be situated under the north porch. This explanation has been felt to be unsatisfactory, and accordingly others have been suggested. Fowler's idea that the sacred snake lived in the crypt is attractive, for we have to find accommodation for the snake somewhere in the Erechtheion. The ζύγιμον (Hered. VIII. 41) might be offered through the opening, and from time to time the pious visitor would catch a glimpse of the genius of the Crainall.

Two more points must be noticed which help to clear up the question. It is necessary to assume the existence of an opening in the floor of the West Cella. Through this opening Pausanias, like other visitors, would see the ζυγίμον τριάντ below on the solid rock. It must have been quite dark in the cella and still darker in the crypt, but the ζυγίμον receives some light from the passage in the north wall, which is just opposite. It is, therefore, evident why the passage was made with a rather wide opening. Again, it may be asked why the opening in the north porch does not lie close to the wall; but it is to be noted that the inner edge of the opening is flush with the entikes, and if an altar was placed there, as has been supposed, it was convenient that it should stand free. Besides, it is even possible that the passage served as a channel to lead off the overflow of water from the θάλασσα, although all traces of an artificial channel have disappeared in the course of the vicissitudes which the structure has undergone. I have already pointed out that the rock foundation slopes towards the outside.

Since the solid rock, with which the sacred monuments were incorporated, lay at some depth under the floor of the West Cella (the trident mark is 1 m. 9 below), a kind of crypt or natural lower story was thus formed, and openings must have been made in the cella floor through which the trident mark and the water could be seen. What Pausanias says about the καταλέγον ζύγιμον always used to be referred to this crypt. But as this interpretation has been again attacked in quite recent times, I am reluctantly


2. E.g. *Botitcher, Ubermacht*, p. 198, and others.
obliged to attempt one more explanation of the passage in Pausanias which has excited so much controversy.¹

Paus. I, 26, 6. Ἐστι δὲ καὶ οἶκημα Ἐρέχθειον καλούμενον.² This sentence is ambiguous; the word Ἐρέχθειον could be applied to the Erechtheus-cella just as well as to the whole temple, and the word οἶκημα to a separate chamber just as well as to the whole building. πρὸ δὲ τῆς ἐσόδου Διὸς ἐστι βωμὸς Ὠσίπου, κ. τ. λ. Which entrance is this of the three? Unfortunately the altar of Zeus Hypatos cannot be located, for there is no evidence to warrant our identifying it with the βωμὸς τῶν θεῶν.³ Each of the three doors has been suggested. The door of the caryatid porch is the most unlikely, and the arguments of Michaelis⁴ in its favour have been refuted by Petersen.⁵

The most usual theory is that the entrance referred to by Pausanias is the richly decorated north door. Lately, however, Cooley, corroborated by Dörpfeld, has tried to prove that the entrance called simply ἡ ἐσόδος must be the east entrance.⁶ If we accept this interpretation, οἶκημα must refer to the whole temple, while on the other hand if οἶκημα refers to the western half (that of Erechtheus) only, then the ἐσόδος mentioned by Pausanias must be the north door of this half.

Ἑσθυόναι δὲ εἰς βωμοῖς, Ποσείδάνου, ἐφ᾽ οὐ καὶ Ἐρεχθείδες θύσιν ἐς τοῦ μαντεύσατος, καὶ Ἡρώς Βούτου, τρῆτος δὲ Ἡφαίστου. γραφαὶ δὲ ἐπὶ τῶν τοιχῶν τῶν γένους εἰς τῶν Βουταδόν. One consequence of Cooley’s hypothesis, also supported by Dörpfeld’s authority, is that the three altars must have stood in the East Cella,⁷ that is to say, the cultus of Poseidon-Erechtheus, and the rest was carried on in the East Cella, and the West Cella was empty, the βάλασσα Ἐρεχθητὸς, it is true, being in the crypt. It is supposed that the project for transferring the ancient Athena-image from the ‘old’ temple to the East Cella of the Erechtheion had been abandoned for some reason or other, and that the βωμὸς remained in the ‘old’ temple which Pausanias begins to describe at the words ἵππα μὲν τῆς Ἀθηνᾶς, κ. τ. λ. (§ 7)⁸

For reasons connected with the cultus, the whole theory seems to me untenable.

¹ In my opinion it is not necessary to assume a priori that Pausanias is describing the shortest available circuit. It is possible that here and there he may have retraced his steps or planned the description from another point of view.


³ Petersen, Ath. Mitt., x, p. 3.

⁴ Ibid., ii, p. 19.

⁵ Ath. Mitt., x, p. 2.

⁶ Amer. Journ. of Archaeology, iii, p. 390 ff.

⁷ Dörpfeld’s corroboration, ibid., p. 391, l.

⁸ Ragabé (Ath. Mitt., vii, p. 832 ff.), and Ferguson (loc. cit.) localized the altars in the East Cella. Ferguson assigned the East Cella to Erechtheus and the West Cella to Athena. This theory is on grounds of cultus inconceivable, and indeed has never found favour.

⁹ The theory that the βωμὸς was not removed has already been developed by Dörpfeld (Ath. Mitt., xxiii, p. 171 (l.), with a view to showing that Strabo’s words (lx, p. 396) οὐκ ἐγκατάθισα τὰς Παλλάδας, ἔτι καὶ ἡ Αθηνᾶς ἐγκατάθισα ought to be applied to the ‘old’ temple.
First: It is sufficiently clear from the context—Ποσειδώνος (BYMBO), ἐφ’ οὗ καὶ Ἐρεχθείν θόσως ἐκ τοῦ μαντείματος—that the principal altar was the altar of Poseidon-Erechtheus, or, to express the relation more accurately, that Poseidon is here identical with Erechtheus. Further, the priesthood of Poseidon-Erechtheus kept their ancestral pictures and the altar of their ancestor in the same chamber. It seems therefore self-evident that these objects were in the same chamber as the Poseidon monuments. We may suppose, if we choose, that other subsidiary cultus objects were kept in the west hall, contiguous to the West Cella.

Second: It is clear from the familiar inscription, C.I.A. i. 322—τοῦ νεότιος τοῦ ἐμ πόλει, ἐν ὧ τὸ ἀρχαῖον ἄγαλμα—that not only was the cultus of Poseidon-Erechtheus to find its home in the building, but also the cultus of Athena; and as a matter of course Athena was to be worshipped in the East Cella. The first part of this project was actually carried out, i.e. the cultus of Poseidon-Erechtheus was provided for. Now surely, if there was a distinct intention to proceed with the installation of the Athena-cultus, the Erechtheum-worship would be established in the cella built specially for it, thus leaving the Athena-cella free. If the Ἐρεχθεία was for some reason left behind in the 'old' temple it does not affect this part of the question, that is to say if either cella was left empty, it must have been the East Cella.

It seems, however, impossible on other grounds that either cella should have been left empty.

The documentary evidence for the common worship of Athena and Poseidon-Erechtheus is too familiar to need repetition. Is it conceivable that the Erechbutades, hereditary custodians of the allied cultus, should have performed the worship of one divinity in the new building and left the other behind in the 'old' temple, especially as the transference of the old image was resolved on when the Erechtheion was built, the conservative faction in religion being, as Furtwängler has suggested, most likely responsible for its erection?

The ancient Ἐρεχθεία was not a mere curiosity, so that its desertion could be intelligible. It was a real cultus-image in the proper sense of the word, and it and no other could have been the object of the ritual in the Plynteria and Kallynteria.

It may be asserted that the Erechtheum was built on the site of an older temple devoted exclusively to the worship of Poseidon-Erechtheus. But the goddess and the hero shared a temple in Homeric times (B 546 ff, where μῦροι means Erechtheus). And there is later evidence for the same community.

---

1 For the evidence v. Tepper, Attische Genealogie, p. 116, 1, and others.
2 Meistermann, p. 192 ff. (Masterpieces, p. 432).
3 The passages on the Plynteria confirm Miss Harrison's suggestion that the old Ἐρεχθεία was a seated image (Myth. and Mon. p. 495).
4 Lit. Xemonom (Helena, i. 4, 12) and others call it Ἰς. Suidas κ.τ.λ. τοι νομοθήκης τῶν ἔνων uses the word Ἐρεχθεία in referring to the same ritual.
5 J. Reule, Psychoi, i. p. 133, 2.
of worship, e.g. Herodes Atticus' inscription from the Via Appia, which, though expressed in Homeric forms, reflects contemporary conditions. The οἶκος πόρος is sacred to Athena; it has been reasonably suggested that worshippers saw in the snake a continual re-incarnation of the earth-born Erechtheus. Petersen very justly argues that as the snake belonged to the goddess, its abode was probably in the goddess's temple. Another important testimony to the worship of Athena in the Erechtheion is given by Herodotus (VIII, 41). The priestess brought the ἐπιμήνον to the snake. This priestess can only have been the priestess who belonged to the race of the Eteobutadai, and served Athena in the same temple. It is evident from the gloss of Hesychius s.v. οἶκον ὑπάρχει that the Polias dwelt in the Erechtheion, as Eustathius, p. 1423, f., has rightly interpreted the passage. So too the sacred olive-tree, created by Athena, stood in the Erechtheion.

(Hint. VIII, 55.)

To return to Pausanias. He enters by the north door and sees in the western half the three altars and the pictures of the Butades. He then goes on with his description, using the words to explain which I have had to enter on this enquiry. καὶ διπλὸν γιγάντιον τὸ ὀλίγαμον καὶ ὑπὸ ὑστίν εὐδοκοῦσιν βαλάντιον ἐν ψεύτι, (τούτῳ μὲν θαυμάζει τιμή, κ.τ.λ.) καὶ τριήμερος ἐστὶν ἐν τῇ πέτρᾳ σχῆμα. ταῦτα οὖν λέγεται Ποσείδώνοις μαρτύρια ἐν τῷ ἀμφιβοληθέντω τῷ χώρας φανερῷ.

The word διπλὸν has been thought to refer to a horizontal or to a vertical division. (It can have both significations; for the latter compare Lysias I, 9.) Furtwängler explained it by assuming a lengthwise division of the West Cellai, but Dörpfeld pronounces this explanation to be inconsistent with the actual remains, and agrees with Cooley in identifying the East Cellai and West Cellai with the two parts of the διπλῶν οἶκημα. Now, I have tried to show that in the whole of § 6, Pausanias is describing only the West Cellai, and if this is so we must reject the hypothesis of Cooley and Dörpfeld and return to the old theory, according to which the οἶκημα, i.e. the part of the temple belonging to Erechtheus, was double in the sense that it had a crypt, and that this crypt contained the "Sea" of Erechtheus and the representation of Poseidon's trident.

In speaking of the West Cellai as 'double,' we naturally do not mean that there were actually two complete stories. Michaelis supposed that there were, but his opinion was refuted by Borrmann. Nor is the passage

---

THE Σχήμα Τριάδος IN THE ERECHTHEION

Paus. III. 15. 8. to be taken as evidence against a crypt. The 'double building' consists of the West Cella, above, and below the cellar-like chamber, roofed by the floor of the cella and containing the divine mementos whose existence had fixed its position.

*Adheims.*

1 For the succeeding part of the periegesis it follows that Pausanias (in 26, 7 and 27, 1) is describing the East Cella of the Erechtheion to which the Σχήμα was transferred, whether he reached it by way of the open air, or through the interior of the two temples. The proof of this is that in 27, 2 he comes to the sacred olive-tree. For, as Hesychius (viii. 205) states, the olive-tree stood in the Erechtheion, where the Σχήμα was, or more correctly, as it must have been in the open air (Burlmann, *Ath. Mitt.* vi. 374 f.) belonged to the sanctuary of Erechtheus. That Pausanias should refer to the olive-tree immediately after describing the building of which the Erechtheion was a part is more natural and fitting than that he should first describe the Erechtheion, afterwards insert an account of the 'old' temple, and finally return to the olive-tree which belonged to the Erechtheion.
There is so much to record from Greece proper and the islands, that it will be necessary to omit Asia Minor from the scope of the present article. It has been a year of surprises, from the episode of the sponge-diver knocking at the door of the Minister of Education to report a shipload of statues lying under the sea, to the rediscovery of Aphaea, the unknown goddess who emerged the other day from the pages of Pausanias and Antoninus Liberalis to receive the honours due to her in the famous temple on Aegina.

In describing the results of excavations it is convenient to begin as I did last year with the prehistoric period and with Crete, where a number of workers, two Italians, two Americans, seven Englishmen, have been exploring early sites. The French School has not excavated there this year, but has organized a geographical expedition under the leadership of M. Ardaillon which is to make a much-needed survey of the island.

I am indebted to Mr. Arthur J. Evans for the following summary of his latest discoveries:

"The renewed exploration of the prehistoric Palace at Knossos has produced results not inferior in interest to those of last year. I was fortunate in securing the continued services of Mr. Duncan Mackenzie as my assistant in directing the works, and of Mr. D. T. Fyfe for the execution of the architectural plans and drawings. The building itself turns out to be considerably more extensive than could be foreseen from the parts of the ground plan already brought to light. The Western Court has apparently an almost indefinite extension. Ten more magazines, some of them full of the huge store-jars, were opened, in addition to the eight explored last year, and the outer wall beyond these was traced to its north-west angle. To the north, the small portico discovered last year was found to communicate with a distinct quarter of the building containing a large bath with a descending flight of steps and a parapet with column bases. The northern entrance way also proved to be much deeper, and to have a further extension than had at first been supposed.

"What had been described in the provisional report of my last year's excavations as the 'Eastern Paved Area,' is now seen to be in reality a great Central Court. East of this a whole extensive quarter of the Palace is now revealing itself, and it even appears that the principal State Chambers were on this side. Towards the north-east were smaller magazines fitted with stores of vases of various forms. In other chambers were presses for wine or oil. In one room a sculptor had evidently been at work at the moment of the destruction of the building, and a beautifully carved stone
Amphora of finished execution stood beside another just roughed out. Near this was another chamber, which, from the arrangement of the stone benches within it, had the appearance of a school or class room. About the centre of this eastern quarter of the Palace the walls were found suddenly to descend to a much greater depth, and here was made the great architectural discovery of the season. Stone stairs began to appear which were followed down a triple flight—the lowest flight beneath the first—to a columnar hall or megaron, with walls rising some twenty feet. A side passage leads from this to a second similar hall opening to a kind of forehall with eleven doorways, and this in turn on an outer portico. The staircase leading down to the first mentioned hall is flanked above and below by a breastwork, showing the sockets of the original wooden columns, and with this double tier of colonnades the hall itself (which at this end seems to have been partly hypaethral) must have presented somewhat the appearance of the court of an Italian Renaissance Palace. There are traces of the beginning of a fourth flight of stairs, and the unique character of these remains can be appreciated when it is remembered that even at Pompeii staircases one over the other have not been brought to light. The connexion of these princely halls with the part of the building immediately to the south can only be made out by a fresh campaign of excavation.

"It is impossible to make more than the most summary mention of the numerous individual finds of interest made in the course of this season's work. The early connexion between Crete and Egypt has received a striking illustration from the discovery of a lid of an alabastron finely engraved with the name and divine titles of Khyan the Hyksos king, whose monuments are rare in Egypt itself. A magnificent 'draught-board' of ivory, partly plated with gold, and of crystal plaques backed by silver and blue enamel, or kymanes, seems to be based on the Egyptian form of the game. What appears to be another game is provided with bone fishes engraved with various scores and a series of characters many of them identical with those of the later Greek alphabet. This is in fact a third Knossian 'signary.' A fresco fragment representing a hand holding a gold necklace with pendants in the shape of negroes' heads, takes us as far afield as Nubia or the Libyan Oases. A very beautiful Babylonian relic was also found in the shape of a gold-mounted cylinder of lapis lazuli, engraved with mythological subjects.

"Of the inscribed tablets exhibiting the prehistoric linear script of the Mycenaeans, several important deposits were found, including one tablet larger than any yet discovered, with twenty-four lines of inscription containing lists of persons under various headings. Many clay seals of great interest were also found with them. Some of these present cult-scenes. In one case a Goddess is seen on her sacred pyramidal rock between lion supporters while a votary appears in front and a shrine with consecrated columns behind. In another case a female votary bears a cup to a seated Goddess beneath the Solar orb. Another seal shows a kind of Minotaur seated on a throne and others Mycean 'daemons.' Parts of fresh wall-
paintings were also found, some of them giving entirely new versions of Mycenaean costume—such as a lady with a high looped dress, and male figures, perhaps priests, in banded stoles. Some very remarkable fragments of bull-hunting scenes show girls taking part in the dangerous sport, dressed like the male *toradores* of the period. But of still higher interest in their bearing on the history of ancient art are the parts of human figures in painted stucco relief now for the first time brought to light. The modelling of the limbs and muscles shows a power and naturalism descending to the most minute details, such as the delineation of the veins, which seems more in keeping with the spirit of the Italian Renaissance than with classical antiquity. No face has yet been found, but the back of a male head claims a quite exceptional interest. It is surmounted by a crown, in the same stucco relief, representing a succession of slanting *fleurs de lis* with an upright one in the centre—copies from an original in minid metal-work. A part of the body, though possibly not of the same figure, has also been preserved with a kind of chain of honour of the same lily pattern round the neck. We seem to have here parts of the actual effigies of Mycenaean kings and princes. Some fine specimens of the ‘Palace Style’ of Mycenaean painted ware were also found, and others with naturalistic designs of plants and grasses, worthy of Japanese art.

"The exploration of the extensive Neolithic settlement that underlies the Palace also produced interesting results. Numerous so-called ‘idols’ of clay and stone were discovered of types antecedent to those hitherto known from the islands and mainland of Greece. These and the stonemaces seem to point to very early Anatolian influences. The lowest limits of this settlement—the first of pure Neolithic Age explored in Greece—hardly come down later than 3000 B.C."

From Knossos to Phaestos, the second great palace, is a long day's ride to the south past the lower spurs of Ida. Or a tour of a week, combining fine scenery with notable sites, may be made by way of Psychro, Goula, Gournia, Hierapetra, Vian, and Gortyna. The traveller coming this way will realise the extent and natural fertility of the domain from which the lords of Phaestos drew their wealth, as he descends upon it from the east and rides the full length of the Messara, the only plain in Crete worth the name. It is twenty monotonous miles of deep cornland; in great part lying fallow since the Moslem exodus. A fence of low hills shuts off all seaward view. At last the bay of Matala lifts into sight, due west, with the Letoan islets on its horizon, and beyond the olive-groves which now fill the foreground a steep yellow cone rises and cuts the sea-line in two. That is the acropolis of Phaestos. It is girdled by the river Elektra, whose lingering waters account alike for the sudden luxuriance of the western Messara, and for the malaria that is its scourge. The acropolis descends in three great steps from west to east. Evidently the builders were not burdened by any consideration of defence, for they set their palace on the lowest of these contiguous heights.
Professor Halbherr and Mr. Pernier, of the Italian Archaeological Mission, excavated here from June to October of 1900, and again from March to June of the present year. They found the palace choked and subdivided by the remains of a squallid Hellenic village. Bit by bit as these were demolished the bold and stately lines of the original plan began to appear, but the full appreciation of its extent and grandeur only become possible in the present summer.

The area under excavation is bounded to the north and east by precipices, to the south by a gentler slope carrying the road of approach. To the west the palace proper ended in a raised outer terrace; beyond was a sunken court, shown by the tiers of stone seats built up against its northern retaining-wall to have been a place of assembly, perhaps of public sacrifice if a puzzling structure at one side of it is rightly interpreted as an altar. In this direction there is room for further developments; the high ground to north and east may conceal important buildings. Within these limits lies the palace, a compact rectangle over a hundred yards square. The main entrance is from the south into a colonnaded court enclosing approximately the south-eastern quarter of the whole area. To the left as you enter is the square south-western block, filling another quarter, a complicated mass of basement-chambers including a small tank and a room with stone benches. Opposite, across the court, is the entrance to the north-eastern block, as yet only partly excavated; here is what may be a dormitory and a stair descending to a small megaron on a lower terrace. But the real centre of interest is the north-west quarter, built on two higher terraces, and containing the State Apartments. To reach them by their principal entrance we leave the main court by a corridor twenty feet wide and a hundred feet long, and gain the west terrace. Turning to the right we ascend an imposing flight of twelve steps, forty-five feet wide, and pass through a vestibule into a fine hall divided into aisles by a row of three columns. Although the way to its main entrance is somewhat circuitous, this central megaron is in easy communication with every part of the palace. A side-staircase descends to a large anteroom opening directly from the main court, another to the more private rooms in the north-east quarter, which were perhaps allotted to the women, and another ascends to chambers on a higher terrace to the north. From the west terrace a magnificent flight of twenty-nine steps, placed at right angles to the entrance-steps of the megaron, mounts to the same higher level.

The closest parallel to Knossos is furnished by a corridor opening out of the anteroom just mentioned, and giving access to a double row of store-rooms with massive jambs; in the centre is a square pillar, like the famous pillars inscribed with double axes at Knossos. The bulk of the masonry is limestone, but here too we find wall-linings of gypsum, combined in one case with a triglyph-like arrangement of three wooden pilasters divided by strips of plaster. The triglyph recurs on the pilasters of a stone bench here as well as on a fresco from Knossos. Numerous characters, especially the double axe, the star, and the trident, appear on the limestone blocks, but two clay tablets and a group of signs scratched on a jar are the only writings that have been recovered.
There are few traces of wall-painting or other decoration, although the numerous fragments of presumably local ‘Kamárais’ ware vie with those from any other site in the delicacy and intricacy of their painted designs. The local ‘Mycenean’ pottery, on which a bright red glaze predominates, is of poorer quality. Among the latest finds is an oblong piece of shell engraved with a procession of four figures, draped to the feet and apparently female, with human bodies and the heads of animals and birds. They carry long staves. Besides the Tiryns fresco one may compare some recently found seal-impressions, one from Knossos which shows a zooccephalous personage seated on a throne, and others from the Zakro hoard with figures of bull-headed demons. We may look for a full discussion of the whole subject in M. Perdrizet’s publication of the zooccephalous terracottas from Lykosura.

Professor Halbherr also excavated in the precinct of Asclepios at Lebena last year, and obtained a long inscription recounting cures. As regards the Gortyna Code inscription, matters are at a standstill. It is very desirable that the permanent preservation of this unique national monument should be secured, and that the Roman theatre and the adjoining buildings should be thoroughly searched for other fragments of the Laws. But nothing can be done without building a new canal and diverting the mill stream, a costly undertaking which affects many private interests, and can hardly be initiated except by the Cretan Government.

During May and June two other excavations were carried out under the auspices of the Cretan Fund, at Kato-Zakro by Mr. Hogarth, and at Præsos by the British School of Athens. Both sites are in the modern eparchy of Sitia, at the east end of the island, the region where ancient authorities place the aboriginal tribe of Eteocretes. Præsos, the Eteocretan capital, lies high on the central plateau, Zakro on the sea-shore half way up the east coast. The lesson of the excavations, confirmed by exploring journeys which covered the whole surrounding district, is that Mycenean settlements were established comparatively early along the coast wherever a sheltered bay or a fertile plain invited the foreign trader to establish his factories, but neither advanced into nor greatly influenced the highlands occupied by the Eteocretan stock.

The beach of Lower Zakro was an ideal spot for such a trading post. Its sheltered bay is frequented by caïques from the east bound for African or southern Cretan ports, especially by the sponge-boats which sail every year from Syme and Calymnos to the Cyrenaica; and behind the bare limestone hills which hem in the little plain there is a fertile hinterland, the produce of which is shipped from warehouses on the beach. Here accordingly Mr. Hogarth found abundant remains of a Mycenean colony. His first task was to excavate the Aδαση, a bottle-shaped cavern full of early pottery, which Mr. Halbherr found the natives excavating when he visited the site in 1802. The spoilers soon desisted, having no market for their finds, and left a vast amount for Mr. Hogarth to dig out, chiefly ‘Kamárais’ cups and lamps, including some new local varieties. The proportion of whole vases is so large that one is tempted to regard them as the accumulated offerings of
generations of pious mariners, originally deposited perhaps in a shrine elsewhere. The conspicuous Cyclopean walls which break the surface of a low hillock near the sea proved to be the basements of a number of detached houses, some of considerable size. In some cases what remains is little more than the cellarage, subdivided by partition walls of large flat bricks, and well stocked with earthen jars for the storage of wine and oil. The finer kinds of Mycenaean pottery were in common use, and there were traces of fresco-painting. Evidently the well-to-do owners of these houses were traders rather than farmers or fishermen. A remarkable discovery made in one of the larger houses may be held to imply extended commercial relations; this was a heap of several hundreds of clay seal impressions, many of them threesided, and therefore corresponding to a well-known form of Cretan seal-stone. There are more than a hundred and fifty different types, besides many duplicates. We cannot determine the purpose for which they were stored, whether they had been attached to bales of goods, and were preserved as a rough and ready way of keeping account, or to documents written on some such perishable material as the palm-leaves which according to Cretan tradition furnished the earliest writing-paper. At any rate the owner of the collection was familiar with writing, for two inscribed clay tablets occurred close by. The same house yielded a vase of new and graceful form—the nearest parallel is one of the 'Keftiu' shapes—with a decoration of stars and murex-shells, a fine if late example of that fascinating school of marine design which appears in equal vigour at Vaphio, at Phylakopi, and in Egypt, but is unaccountably rare in Central Crete. Some megalithic buildings in the valley of Upper Zakro proved to be post-Mycenaean farm-houses. Geometric tombs were found in the same neighbourhood, and some much earlier, almost neolithic, interments in caves along the gorge through which the river of Upper Zakro descends to the sea.

The excavations at Praesos, conducted by myself as Director of the British School at Athens, with the aid of Mr. J. H. Marshall and Mr. R. D. Wells, architect, did not bear out our expectation that the Eteocretan capital would prove to have been an important centre of Mycenaean culture. It is true that the Acropolis yielded a product of pure Mycenaean art, under singular circumstances. A large lentoid gem, with a representation of a hunter and a bull, was found embedded in the mud-mortar of a late Greek house, having evidently been plastered in unseen along with the earth from an adjacent rock-cut tomb which had been emptied by the Hellenistic builders. But no other vestige of Mycenaean occupation was found upon the site of the later City. The waterless ridge, encircled by deep ravines, offered nothing to primitive settlers. The earliest remains lie a mile away in a lateral valley near a spring, where one of several groups of megalithic walls was shown by excavation to be a sub-Mycenaean homestead. Its strictly rectangular plan, its massive thresholds, the spiral ornamentation of large jars in its cellars, show that, whatever fate had overtaken the cities on the coast, a certain standard of good workmanship had been their legacy to the people of the hills. Nearer the city two tombs of the
same period were discovered: the one, a square chamber with a passage, yielded parts of two painted larnakes, thoroughly Mycenaean in design, a gold ring, a crystal sphere, parts of a silver vase and a quantity of iron swords. The other was a well-built beehive tomb, differing from the usual type in being entered through a vestibule; it contained an enormous mass of geometric pottery, an openwork gold ring, a bronze fibula and other objects in gold, ivory and Egyptian porcelain. In the same neighbourhood a number of later tombs were opened, ranging from the geometric period to the fourth century. Among the numerous geometric vases there are several new types, in particular a vessel in the form of a bird and a slender jug painted with delicate white patterns on a black ground. The later graves yielded jewellery in gold, silver and crystal.

Prominent among the considerations which caused Praesos to be put upon the programme of the Cretan Fund was the fact that an inscription in an unknown tongue, presumably the Eteocretan, had come to light there, and the hope that others might be found. It was dug up at the foot of the Altar Hill, a limestone crag precipitous on three sides which dominates the south end of the site, and had probably fallen from the level summit, long known to the peasants as a hunting-ground for 'antikas.' More fortunate than Professor Halbherr, who made a small excavation here with the same object before the Revolution, we obtained a second and longer inscription of seventeen lines and apparently in the same non-Hellenic language, close to the entrance steps of a temenos on the hill top. It must have been a frequented place of sacrifice, for the rock was covered several feet deep with a deposit of ashes, burnt bones, and votive offerings of bronze and terracotta. The terracottas, ranging from the sixth to the fourth century, are important as giving a glimpse of a local school of artists working in clay (for Crete has no marble of her own and Praesos at any rate imported none), and possessed of an independent and vigorous style. The great prize is the upper part of an archaic statue of a young god, half the size of life; the head and shoulders are intact, the remainder has disappeared. An equally well-preserved head, with fragmentary body, of a couchant lion is a further revelation of early Cretan sculpture. The bulky fragments of another lion, life-sized, later and feebler in style, prove the persistence of the local method. Among the bronzes there is a noteworthy series of votive models of armour, helmets, cuirasses and shields. The pottery shows that the Altar-hill was frequented from the eighth century onwards. By this time Praesos had probably become the religious and political centre of the district, a primacy for which it is admirably fitted by its position at a meeting-place of valleys mid-way between the two seas. The Acropolis was fortified, the water of the distant spring brought to its foot in earthenware pipes, and a small temple built on its summit. The upper slopes of the Acropolis, though much denuded, yielded two archaic bronzes. Trial-pits in the deeper terraces below revealed only Hellenic things, plainly built houses of limestone, roadways and cisterns, and a rubbish-pit full of terracottas. A building larger and more massive than the rest was completely excavated; it contains 8 rooms and has a front 75 feet long. Outside the town two minor
sanctuaries were investigated; one adjoining the spring already mentioned contained large terra-cotta figures of a goddess of quite new type. A survey of the whole site was made by Mr. Wells, and a systematic exploration of the surrounding country by Mr. Marshall.

Although Præbios was barren of Mycenean remains they are evident enough at Petras on the modern harbour of Sitia seven miles to the north. I made some trials here in June. Nine-tenths of the site has been ruthlessly terraced by its Moslem owner and would not repay a large excavation. The remaining tenth is occupied by cottages, and here under the roadway it was possible to uncover one side of a large building containing pithoi and "Kamárnis" vases. On the hill-top there remain a few foundations of a large mansion, and outside the walls—for Petras is unique among early Cretan sites in possessing remains of fortifications—was found a rubbish-heap of the now familiar type, yielding whole cups and lamps and sherds of earthenware and steatite. Ten miles east of Petras, across the Ilanos peninsula, is another early site, Palaiokastro, which has been sadly mauled of late years by clandestine excavation. In the course of one of his exploring journeys Mr. Marshall made a remarkable discovery here. Heavy rains—the same that flooded Mr. Hogarth out of his quarters on the beach at Zakro—had exposed the corner of a very fine larnax; the native diggers had not noticed it, and he lost no time in securing it and some vases for the Candia Museum. One of its four picture-panels represents a double axe planted upright upon a column, an important illustration of the axe and pillar cults discussed by Mr. Evans in these pages.

A link between these coast-settlements in the Eteoceetan country and the great cities of Central Crete is furnished by a previously unknown Mycenean town, which Miss Boyd and Miss Wheeler, working in the name of the American School at Athens, discovered and partly excavated in May and June. The site is called Gournâs, and lies on undulating ground near the sea, a little to the west of the broad strath which here crosses the island at its narrowest part, from Hierapetra on the south to the smooth beach of Plaisiâs Amphos on the north, a distance of less than ten miles. Three years ago, when troops were stationed at Hierapetra, the French authorities found it convenient to land all their supplies on the north coast, and cart them across the isthmus. This easy portage must have been largely used in ancient times, and no doubt contributed to the prosperity of the little town which commanded its northern outlet. The buildings already excavated are for the most part small houses, grouped along two well-paved streets. The internal walls are of brick, as in some of the Zakro houses. Both streets lead to a large mansion of regular ashlar masonry, which occupies the highest part of the site. Built of massive blocks of limestone, some of them over six feet long, it reproduces in miniature the characteristic architecture of the palaces of Knossos and Phaestos, and was evidently the residence of the chief man of the place. A lateral passage leads from the main street to a small square building, which seems to have been a sanctuary. It contained a number of
vases and some singular terra-cotta figures resembling those from Prinia in the Candia Museum. This shrine, like the rest of the town, seemed to have been abandoned suddenly, and never very thoroughly plundered. Thus it happened that besides an unusual number of complete vases in clay and stone Miss Boyd obtained an extraordinary collection of bronze implements, ranging from axes and saws to bodkins and needles. No Kamáraí pottery was found, and it is evident that the remains are those of an industrial community which flourished towards the end of the Mycanean period. Among many interesting objects the most remarkable are a bronze statuette in excellent condition, representing a male deity with long snake-like tresses—or possibly, as Miss Boyd suggests, actually crowned with snakes, a series of clay seal-impresions, and an amphora decorated with double axes. The excavation is still in its early stages, and will be continued next year. Before discovering the Gourniá site Miss Boyd had opened some geometric tombs near her former field of work at Cavusi, and had explored a late Mycanean house with remains of brickwork at Avgo, a hamlet in the mountains to the south-east.

Professor Dörpfeld’s excavations in Leukas have neither proved nor disproved his theory that it was the Homeric Ithaca. He still hopes to find the early capital somewhere near the great harbour of Vlichó on the east coast. Trial-pits in the plain at the south end of the bay showed successive strata (1) Greek pottery, (2) gravel without traces of human occupation, (3) humus containing prehistoric pottery. On the north-west of the bay there is a still larger plain with a magnificent water-supply on the high ground above it. Here the trial-pits showed the ruins of a small Hellenic city and prehistoric pottery below. A Mycanean idol has been found. The area to be examined is of course very large. The exploration has extended to neighbouring sites. Dr. Dörpfeld has fixed the site of the Homeric Nerikos, δικτή ἱπταλόω, known in historic times to Thucyldides and Strabo, at Hagios Georgios, a promontory opposite to, and somewhat south of, the Hellenic city of Leukas. The remains have been much destroyed by the construction of a mediaeval fortress, but a certain amount of polygonal walling and ten towers still survive. Further inland a small temple with Greek terracottas was discovered. On the island of Leukas a small shrine of Athene has been explored, overlooking the plain which runs down to the bay of Vasiliki on the south-west coast. It yielded an early dedicatory inscription in the Corinthian alphabet, inscribed on the bronze crest of a votive helmet.

I have already referred to the discovery of an important prehistoric settlement near the previously known beehive-tomb of Dimini, an hour’s walk from Volo. A second beehive tomb, very similar in form and structure, has now been excavated by Dr. Staees, and although plundered in antiquity it contained a few leavings, trinkets of gold and glass paste, of characteristic Mycanean types. As at Thoricus, there was a built tomb at one side of the principal chamber. But the walled settlement on the adjoining hill seems to
have possessed a distinct culture, pre-Mycenean in character and probably in date. Only two or three bits of Mycenean pottery were found and they were near the surface; the bulk of the sherds, which are very numerous, belong to a curious local fabric of yellowish clay with a highly-polished, creamy surface, painted inside and out with bold geometric patterns in dull, or only slightly lustrous black paint. The designs are irregular key-patterns, varied by stripes and chequers and frequently interrupted by a single spiral coil, the handles mere protuberances pierced by a string-hole. Hand-polish and suspension-handles are so characteristic of neolithic pottery that it is not altogether surprising to learn that this ware was found in association with stone axes and primitive marble idols, an important fact attested both by Dr. Stae and by Dr. Wide who was present during part of the excavation. The idols differ from those of the Cyclades, and both they and the stone axes may be later than would at first sight appear. It is conceivable that neolithic traditions lingered on in Thessaly after Mycenean culture had won a footing further south. But the painted pottery, which is quite unlike anything yet seen in the Aegean, may equally well be proof of early independent progress on the part of the Thessalians. Mythologists know of a precocious and adventurous race settled on these shores and launching out into the unknown in the age before the Trojan war; it remains for archaeologists to identify and explore ὀντιμένη Ἡλλάδον.

At Athens the last days of the old year were darkened by the untimely death of Dr. Wolfgang Reichel, the second secretary of the Austrian Institute, one of the most brilliant of the young archaeologists trained in Dr. Benndorf's seminar at Vienna. His books, *Homerische Waffen* and *Vorhellensiche Götterkunde*, are lasting memorials of his originality and power. Another gap in the little circle of foreign scholars working or teaching in Athens has been caused by the appointment of Dr. Paul Wolters, long second secretary of the German Institute, to the chair of archaeology at Würzburg. His wide, minute and accurate knowledge was always at the service of students of all nationalities, and his departure is deeply regretted. He is to be succeeded this autumn by Dr. Hans Schrader, who worked with Dr. Wiegand at Priene, and has since been engaged in the arrangement of the new Pergamon Museum at Berlin. As a result of M. Homolle's untiring energy, the annexe for foreign students attached to the French School will soon be completed. Three Belgian members are in residence and have taken an active part in the excavations at Delphi. To one of them, M. de Mot, I am indebted for detailed notes on the work accomplished there and at Tegena. The School has been strengthened by the return of M. Perdrizet and by the presence in Athens for some months during the spring, of M.

---

1 Dr. Stae tells me that the only bronze khitara found in the excavations was in the form of utensils, as if the metal were rare. A prehistoric tomb opened by Dr. Tsountas in the same neighbourhood contained a pair of bracelets of bronze overlaid with gold.
Pottier, who delivered a course of exceptionally inspiring lectures in the museums. The government has given a site on the south of the Kephisia Road, a little beyond the British and American Schools, to the Russian Archaeological Institute, which will now have a local habitation at Athens as well as at Constantinople.

Progress is being made with the ‘conservation’ of the Parthenon, but two years must elapse before it is freed from scaffolding. The work of replacing damaged architraves and cementing minor cracks is finished so far as the western peristyle is concerned, and a new scaffold has now been fixed along the west front and north side for the purpose of making good five capitals, the abaci of which are so broken as to afford insufficient support to the architraves. In the course of next year the ruined architrave of the west door will be replaced by a sound block, and it will be possible to remove the unsightly brick arch and the medieval door lining, in which, as is well known, some large inscribed slabs are locked up. A curious incident of the repairs has been the recovery of a pot of red paint which a careless workman allowed to be immured behind the pediment some twenty-three centuries ago. Mr. Andrews, of the American School, who in 1896 deciphered the vanished inscription (in honour of Nero) on the east front with the help of the nail-holes by which the bronze letters had been affixed, has spent some weeks this summer in completing his notes with a view to publication. He has also made a study of the traces left on the architraves by the shields, some of them trophies taken from the enemy, others purely ornamental, which were fastened there at different times. He comes to the conclusion that there were four different series.

Visitors to the Acropolis a year or two hence will find the approaches to the Propylaea completely transformed, at the cost of the Archaeological Society, whose income under Mr. Cavvadias’ judicious management continues both to increase and to be wisely spent. The accumulated soil of recent centuries has been removed from the Acropolis rock, the carriage road is being cut away, revealing the old Turkish or medieval causeway many feet below, and a more impressive approach is to be constructed. Further north and east a beginning has been made with the drive which is some day to encircle the whole Acropolis. It is to be hoped that trees will be planted to mask some of the unsightly later foundations which have necessarily come into sight, especially those of Beule’s Gate; its substructure is a sorry patchwork which it would be only decent to hide.

In the museums the most important step in advance has been the opening of a room in the Vase-department, devoted entirely to the pottery found in the excavations on the Acropolis. In order to do this one of the workrooms has been sacrificed. The exhibiting capacity of the Museum is strained to the utmost, and it is satisfactory to know that the Minister of Education has recognised the necessity of providing additional space. This might most conveniently be done by building two wings from the present front of the Museum down to the Patissia Road,
In Greece proper the great event of the summer has been Professor Furtwängler’s re-examination of the temple on Aegina, resulting in the discovery that it was dedicated not to Athena, not to Zeus Panhellenios, but to an almost unknown local goddess, Aphaea. Years ago Cockerell expressed a hope that the Bavarians would do something to clear up the problems connected with his beloved marbles, and a beginning has now been made, thanks to the liberality of the Prince-Regent and the zeal of the present director of the Glyptothek. In the catalogue which he published last year Professor Furtwängler called attention once more to the unsatisfactory character of Thorwaldson’s restorations and of the order and grouping of the figures. It has long been felt not only that revision was necessary, but that it ought to be preceded by a search for fragments that might have been overlooked in the very superficial excavation of 1811. That, as is well known, began as a purely architectural investigation, lightly undertaken by four young travellers who bivouacked in the adjoining cave and employed a few peasants to turn over the stones and others to pipe while they worked. When the first statue came to light they extended the scope of their digging, but the whole venture lasted only sixteen days. One can but wonder at the comparative accuracy of Cockerell’s record, remembering that his notes were made in haste and the drawings finished years afterwards in the intervals of professional work. Professor Furtwängler was accompanied by Dr. Herrmann of Dresden, Dr. H. Thiersch, and Mr. Fichter, the two latter having previously worked for the Sieglin expedition at Alexandria.

The interior of the temple has been cleared, revealing a sunk area in the floor for the base of the cultus-image, parts of which, a colossal eye and other fragments of ivory, were found in 1811. Post-holes at the four corners mark the position of the wooden railing mentioned in the temple-inventory. Outside, on the artificial plateau which surrounds the temple, fragments of the pediment sculptures were found in all directions, in particular the missing left hand of Athena and a right hand clutching a stone. Two well-preserved heads, one of a bearded warrior from the east pediment, the other of a young man wearing a Corinthian helmet from the west, were lying with fragments of arms and legs in the Propylaea to the south-east, and no less than five helmeted heads, not necessarily from the pediments, a very archaic female head and that of a girl in the transitional style of about 480 B.C., had found their way into a cistern at the north-east angle of the platform. Many torsoes are still missing, but they must long ago have gone to the lime-kiln.

Of the newly-discovered buildings on or about the temple-plateau the Propylaea is the most important. It is not the building at the south-east angle, which Cockerell marked as Propylion on his plan, but lies further west, at right angles to the longer axis of the temple. It has two chambers, facing inwards and outwards, and the roof of each is borne by two octagonal columns. Such columns have been found at Troezen and at Megara in the sixth century fountain-house, so we may suspect that they represent a local type, popular about 500 B.C. in the cities round the Saronic Gulf. North of the Propylaea lies the great altar, opposite to the east front of the temple, and
equal to it in width. To the south-east are a number of small chambers, some older than the present temple, which may have served as lodgings for the priests. Other subsidiary buildings, constructed in the same manner and probably at the same time as the temple, lie in the wood five minutes' walk to the west, a reservoir and a well-built house with five rooms, the largest being a dining-hall with a low divan three feet broad running round the walls. The neighbourhood was by no means the desert it now appears; traces of ancient occupation abound in the neighbouring valleys.

The present temple was not the first. Early pottery, fibulæ, and 'island-stones' were turned up at different points below the layer of builders' waste left by the construction of the present building. The evidence of the pottery found in this stratum confirms the view to which Professor Furtwängler was led by his study of the sculpture, that the temple was built soon after 490. A careful dissection of the great platform to the east of the temple brought to light one, if not two older altars, various early walls, and the scattered members of a sixth-century Doric temple, many of them exhibiting most delicate chiselling and colouring. Most important of all, the dedication-inscription of the older temple was recovered, cut on a slab of limestone five feet long in fine sixth-century lettering. Expanded it reads

... εοίτα ἱερίως ἐντος τῇ Ἀφαίᾳ ὁ ἅισος
 ἐποιήθη, καὶ ὁ βωμὸς καὶ ὁ ἑλέφας ποτεποιήθη,
 τὸ τεῖχος πᾶρε[σ]ποιήθη.

The inscription records the building of a temple to Aphaea, the setting up of an altar and an ivory image, and perhaps the enclosure of the τέμενος, at some time in the sixth century. Aphaea is not altogether unknown. Pausanias mentions her temple in Aegina, 'on the way to the mountain of Panhellenian Zeus,' and identifies her with the Cretan Britomartis and Dictyina. Antoninus Liberalis recounts the wanderings of the chaste Britomartis, 'who shunned the converse of men, and chose ever to remain a maid,' and tells how in Crete Minos loved her, and to escape from him she took refuge on a ship and came to Aegina, and there 'fled into the grove, where her temple now stands, and vanished away,' ἀφαίης ἔγενοτο, and was for that reason called Aphaea; and worshipped as a goddess by the people of the island. Pausanias says that Pindar composed an ode about her for the Aeginetans, perhaps, as Furtwängler suggests, on the occasion of the dedication of the new fifth-century temple.

The finding of the Europa-kylix in the temple in 1811 warranted a hope that the site might be rich in fifth-century vases, but this has not proved to be the case. In later classical times the offerings seem to have ceased altogether and the temple to have been deserted. But the lower strata teemed with offerings in bronze and earthenware, figures of animals and birds, scarabs and gems, bronze reliefs, an engraved tridacna shell and other imported goods of Phoenician character, and a rich series of geometric, proto-Corinthian, Corinthian and Naucratite vases. There is even a sprinkling of Mycenaean potsherds, and a series of Mycenaean idols representing a goddess, sometimes
with a child in her arms, which show that Aphaea or her prototype was worshipped on this site in the very dawn of Greek civilization. Many of them were found near the cave below the temple terrace. One can hardly doubt that this was the earliest sanctuary and the traditionary scene of the goddess’s vanishing from mortal view, or that the legend which brought her over sea from Crete contained a germ of historic truth. It is interesting to note that at Delphi, another sanctuary with traditions of Cretan influence, Mycenaean pottery was found near the altar, and Mycenaean tombs close by; the digging of foundations for the new Museum has led to fresh discoveries of this kind.

Mr. Mendel tells me that a ἁγιάζων occurred among the early, mainly geometric, pottery on the site of the temple at Tegea. On the other hand the earliest objects found in the precinct of Artemis at Lousoi in Arcadia, excavated two years ago by the secretaries of the Austrian Institute and fully described in the new Jahrbücher, were bronzes of the same post-Mycenaean character as the earliest finds at Olympia.

At Delphi M. Homolle has just brought to a close the tenth and probably the last season of the excavations by clearing the remains of a group of temples lying outside the sanctuary at a spot known as Marmaria half-way between the ‘Logari’ and the gymnasium, on the left-hand of the road from Arachova. Here Pausanias saw four temples, of which that nearest to the sanctuary of Apollo was dedicated to Athena Pronaia, and was the scene of the miraculous repulse of the Persians. The excavations have led to the discovery of five buildings placed in a row, on what is not so much a terrace as a shelf cut into the hill-side and protected on the north by a high retaining wall. Approaching from the ‘Logari,’ one enters the τεμενος by a gate at its north-east corner, and comes almost at once upon the foundations of a large temple of poros-stone, with six columns on the front, which was already in ruins when Pausanias was here. Its entablature was in terra-cotta, and important remains of it have been found, including an archaic figure of Nike, which must have formed one of the acroteria. The next building has yielded fragments of archaic sculpture in the finest Ionic style. Next comes a little Ionic building, to which may belong some delicate miniature sculptures like those which adorned the base of the temple-statue at Rhhamus. Next, the Tholos, built of Parian marble, and destined, on account of the beauty of its sculptured decoration, to take a prominent place in the history of Greek architecture. Its metopes, of which numerous fragments are preserved, are said to resemble the sculpture of the Mausoleum. Nothing is known as to its use or dedication, but we know that it was famous in antiquity, for a work by Theodoros of Phocaea ‘On the Round Building at Delphi,’ is mentioned by Vitruvius in a list of architectural treatises. Last of the series are the foundations of a temple in antis, built of local limestone, which M. Homolle identifies as the temple of Athena. Near it are two smaller buildings, one of which may have been a chapel of the hero Phylakes, whose precinct is mentioned by Pausanias.

A museum is being built for the antiquities of Delphi at the expense of
Madame Syngros, in fulfillment of a promise made by her late husband, the Athenian banker, whose liberality also provided a museum at Olympia. It will be ready in the course of next year.

Meanwhile the French School has undertaken another important enterprise, the excavation of the famous temple of Athena Alea at Tegea. The ruins, which were partly explored in 1879 by Dörpfeld and Milchhöfer, are covered by houses and gardens belonging to the village of Piali. The owners are being expropriated by the Archaeological Society. In the first season’s work (November 1900, to February 1901) Mr. Mendel cleared all that remains of the east front, some fallen columns, the steeple of the inclined plane leading up to it. Some fragments of the pediment sculptures have come to light, including the torso of a woman in a short chiton, no doubt Atalante, striding forward with uplifted arm, a head of Hercules in rather bad condition, and that of a hound. Besides these there is a female head in remarkably good preservation, which seems not to belong to the pediments. Can it be the head of that Hygieia by Scopas which is known to have stood in the temple? Pausanias describes it as of Pentelic marble and the newly-found head is of Parian, but the difficulty is not insuperable. Several characteristics, the treatment of the hair, the broad bridge of the nose, and a certain asymmetry in the features, are in favour of the ascription to Scopas or his school, while others, in particular the disproportionately small mouth and chin, and the charm and individuality of the expression, seem to indicate that the subject is a beautiful mortal rather than a goddess.

Among the architectural fragments are parts of a frieze with magnificent acanthus-scrolls, which mark an interesting stage in the development of the Corinthian order and suggest that the subsequent popularity of such friezes in Asia Minor may have been due to the genius of Scopas, the sculptor-architect who, as Mr. Mendel points out, himself worked on both sides of the Aegean. The Ionic columns mentioned by Pausanias have not been found in the temple, but may have formed a portico round the precinct. The soil beneath the foundations contains geometric pottery and a quantity of small bronzes like those found in the lower strata at Olympia and the Heraion. Mr. Mendel will continue the excavations in October.

The American School has broken fresh ground at Oeniaidae on the coast of Aetolia. Messrs. Forman, Powell, and Sears conducted the work with private funds. They ascertained the plan of the theatre, which had about twenty-five rows of seats partly cut in the rock, eleven seats, and an orchestra fifteen metres in diameter. The lower seats yielded a number of inscriptions recording the emancipation of slaves. The ancient docks noticed by several travellers beside the river were examined and proved to be winter shelters for triremes; similar in ground plan to the well-known ship-houses at Pyreneus, but differently constructed, being quarried out of the rocky bank. There are ten parallel roller-ways for hauling up the ships and raised gangways between them on which column-bases are still in place,
showing that the whole was roofed over. Work had also been begun on a circular fountain-house with baths and wash-houses attached, when bad weather stopped the excavations by flooding the surrounding lens.

The excavations at Corinth were continued from the agora towards the Temple of Apollo, but on a smaller scale than usual. The base of a statue by Lysippus was discovered, a tantalising reminder of the former wealth of the site. There must be lean years in every great excavation, above all when the site is so deep and difficult as this at Corinth. But the results already obtained are so important, especially the unexpected discovery of the fountains of Pirene and Glaucce, that it would be a serious misfortune to archaeology were the excavation to languish for want of funds. In spite of the great depth it has not been found practicable to work by means of tunnelling. A most serious mechanical difficulty is the fact that the whole site teems with water, and that old water-rights have to be safe-guarded at every turn.

The clearing-out of the caves beside the Propylaea has been followed by work in two others of the sacred grottoes, which were so common in Attica. Mr. Charles Weller and some other members of the American School have excavated the well-known cave near Vani on the southermost spur of Hymettus, where inscriptions and reliefs attest that, within the narrowest limits, the Nymphs and the Graces, Pan, Apollo Hermos, and even Cybele, were worshipped side by side. The entrance is by a well-like opening from above, and the floor slopes downwards. The debris accumulated at the lower end yielded no less than seven sculptured reliefs, some inscriptions, and a quantity of pottery and coins. The earliest inscriptions date from the sixth century B.C., the reliefs and much of the pottery from the fifth and fourth, when it became the custom to dedicate red-figured leotrophoros vases here, possibly because the water of the little spring within the cave was in request for ceremonial purposes. To this period, when the cave was at the height of its vogue, belongs the pretty story which tells how the infant Plato was one day laid by his parents in a thicket of myrtles on Hymettus while they went to make offerings to Pan and the Nymphs and Apollo of the Pastures; returning they found that a swarm of bees had settled on the child’s lips, an omen of his future eloquence. After the fourth century the popularity of the sanctuary seems to have declined, to be revived under the Lower Empire. Judging from the coins, of which great quantities were found, Mr. Weller believes that it attracted worshippers until far into the fifth century, when the reliefs seem to have been shattered by Christian iconoclasts.

Another cave of Pan and the Nymphs in a still more romantic situation, the so-called Ανχυρουνηλαία, a narrow cleft high in the precipitous wall of one of the gorges which descend from Parnes towards the Attic plain, is being explored by Mr. Skias on behalf of the Greek Archaeological Society. It was looted about 1895 by the peasants of Chasia, at the instigation of an Athenian dealer, but they were unable to make much of the deep stalagmite in the
interior, which Mr. Skias is now breaking up with the help of gunpowder. The work is rendered difficult by the conformation of the cave, which is 200 feet long, with a narrow entrance that admits only one person at a time. Some sculptured reliefs, a miniature gold couch, and a gold grass-hopper were among the objects found last autumn, and the firstfruits of the present season include a jug of striped blue glass, a fine, though late, red-figured aryballos (Aphrodite and Eros with gilded accessories), and a gold ring with cornelian intaglio representing a bee.

I shall mention here out of its proper context a small shrine, discovered in Aegina by the Munich Expedition. At a spot called Τρυφερέ, half an hour north-east from the temple of Aphaea, on the left bank of a torrent, a deep recess has been hewn out of the rock; to right and left are Ionic columns, also rock-hewn, though the bases and capitals have been worked separately and inserted, supporting an entablature, so that the whole takes the form of a little temple-front. Nothing was found to determine the dedication, but it is highly probable that this shrine, practically in the stream-bed, was a Nymphaion. The architectural forms point to the Hellenistic period, but there are remains of an older aedicula close by.

The most important of the statues found off Anticythera have been described in these pages by Mr. Cavvadias. It seems worth while to give some particulars of the circumstances under which they are being recovered. The sunken ship lies on a sandy bottom close under the rocky north coast of Anticythera, quite near the little town. She must have struck and gone down without breaking up, for her frame holds together and marks out the area within which the search is being carried on. The statues lie closely packed one upon the other, in a mass extending along the middle of the hold. One report makes the heap four metres deep. This may be exaggeration, but the number of statues already brought up almost warrants it. The bronzes found at the beginning of the search had naturally been stowed on the top of the heavier marbles. The depth is over thirty fathoms.

Almost all the marbles are hopelessly corroded by the action of the sea-water, and many have been crushed and broken by the fall of huge rocks which from time to time detach themselves from the cliff above. The statue of a crouching boy, which was figured in Mr. Cavvadias' article, is the only piece that is tolerably well preserved. The larger masses, such as the copy of the Farnese Heracles and a series of three or four horses, have naturally kept their general proportions better than the smaller and more slender figures. As one sees them ranged along the two sides of an outer gallery of the Museum, these shrunken, discoloured forms, forty or fifty in number, make one of the most ghastly collections that can be imagined. One thing seems clear, that the majority are shop-copies, made for export, not original works carried off from temples or public places. We cannot decide with certainty from what port the cargo was shipped, but it is highly probable that in the first century before our era, the period to which the minor objects found in
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the wreck seem to belong. Athens was still the centre from which copies of Greek works of art were supplied to Roman amateurs.

The bronzes may belong to a different category. A little statuette that has quite recently reached Athens is still attached to its base, a simple plinth of dark red marble. The right arm is missing, so that the motive cannot be determined with certainty, and the surface is much injured, but it was plainly a little masterpiece. It represents a young athlete standing with both feet firmly planted and the shoulders thrown back, nearly in the attitude of the discoboles of Naukydes.

The other objects recovered from the wreck include several score of amphorae, one inscribed in Roman numerals LIV, a quantity of earthenware flasks with slender neck and broad squat body, which must have contained part of the ship’s provisions, wine, oil, and the like; plates of an Arretine-like ware, so far without makers’ stamps; bowls of striped and flowered glass, some of which to the great credit of the divers have been extracted whole; and a pretty hemispherical glass vase, decorated in relief with an olive-leaf pattern. The latter can hardly have been part of the furniture of the ship; the cargo must have included a number of minor objets d’art. Under this head may be classed a gold earring, set with pearls, with a pendant in the form of a tiny Eros, crowned with a wreath and holding a lyre.

The Hermes has not yet been pieced together. The head, which was at first described as that of a boxer, has now been cleaned, and proves to be a fine Hellenistic portrait, certainly not of an athlete, rather perhaps of some semi-Hellenic king. It represents an chierly man with long and somewhat unkempt hair and beard, wrinkled brow, long nose of the modern Greek type, and genial expression. The eyes were enamelled, but are much corroded.

The divers, natives of Syme, are still at work, and do not expect to finish their task before the end of the summer.

Excavations at Alexandria are conducted at almost as great a depth as those in the sea of Anticythera, and are by no means so remunerative. But there can be no doubt that our knowledge has been extended by the work of the Sieglin expedition. The prime movers in the undertaking were Professor Schreiber, the well-known writer on Alexandrian art, and Professor Sieglin, Kiepert’s successor in the chair of geography at Berlin. The latter’s brother, Mr. Ernst Sieglin of Stuttgart, defrays the cost. The results obtained in 1898 are described at some length by Dr. Noack in a recent number of the Athenian Mittheilungen. Owing to the outbreak of plague nothing was done in the autumn of 1899, but work was resumed in October 1900 and carried on until last April under the supervision of Dr. Schiff and three others. Dr. Schiff and Mr. Fichten continued Noack’s study of the ancient street-plan, sinking shafts and driving galleries at a great depth, chiefly along the Rue d’Allemagne and in a plot near the Ramleh railway-station, where they obtained ground plans of a Ptolemaic stoa and of a large Roman bath-establishment. Meanwhile Professor Thiersch of Munich and his son, Dr. Hermann Thiersch, were unravelling the complicated architectural history of
the Serapeion, no easy task in the case of a building that was restored again and again and subsequently used as a quarry for many centuries. A painted altar of the time of Ptolemy II. and a limestone sphinx were discovered here. Two cemeteries were explored, that of Halra on the east of the city containing Hellenic graves, and that of Gabbari on the west, which is late Hellenistic and Roman. Many of the Gabbari tombs have been used twice, and some of the larger sepulchral chambers have elaborate wall decorations in a singular pseudo-Egyptian style painted over earlier designs of purely Greek character—a reversion to native traditions and motives which is perhaps echoed in some of the later Egyptianising wall-decorations at Pompeii.

In a future article I hope to deal with the results of excavations in Asia Minor, those of the German Institute at Pergamon, the Austrian Institute at Ephesus, and the Prussian Museums at Miletus. News comes that an adventurous Englishman, Mr. Robert de Rustafjaell, has begun work at Cyzicus. Mr. Kinch, the Danish explorer, has unfortunately failed to obtain a firman for Cyrene and proposes to devote his funds to a site in Asia Minor or Rhodes.
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A

Abbottene, topography and inscriptions, 229, 230
Abydos (Egypt), inscriptions from, 279, 290
Acantius frieze from Tegae, 348
Acropolis, see Athens
Aegina, excavations 1900–1901, 345; shrine at Trypitos, 350
Aeseus valley (Mysia), topography, 234
Aezanit, inscriptions from, 229
‘African’ system of tachygraphy, 242, 260
Agrina on Mycenaean gems, 153, 162
Alpaca, see Alpaca
Almadi, Villa, see Rome
Albano, Gavin Hamilton’s excavation at, 313, 320
Alexander the Great and the Caspian Sea, 15; head of A. at Chatsworth, 212; various portraits, 213 f.; type of, in Roman portrait statues, 219
Alexandria, inscriptions from, 284, 289; excavations, 1900–1901, 351
Al Garmi on the Byzantine Themes, 70
Al Idrisi on the Byzantine Themes, 67
Alkimaches, exilias-name, 2, 4
Al Macid on the Byzantine Themes, 67
Altar and temenos on Kossian pyxis, 102
Altar, basilical forms of, 114 f.
Amada, position of, 55
Ambrosia, obelisk on coins of, 173
Ambrosial stones at Tyrus, 133
Amnion, road to Zela from, 53; siege of, 56
Amphitrite, Theme of, 74
Anthia, 129
Andrapa-Neo-Claudiopolis, 60
Anisonic cults, transition to anthropomorphicism from, 123; bisexual, 151, 167
Animal-headed deities in Mycenaean art, 101, 117, 168, 335, 337; vases borne by Kala, 95
Animals, infants suckled by, 129; as supporters of sacred trees and columns, 152
Ankh, symbols derived from, 178
Anthemion in architecture and on crown of Argive Hera, 42
Anticythera, see Cythera
Anthropomorphic divinities with heraldically posed animals, 163
Anthropomorphic, beginnings of, in Mycenaean religion, 123, 163
Aphaia, temple of, in Aegina, 345
Aphrodite, Cyprian cult of, 120, 151, 171 f.
Apollo, bronze head at Chatsworth, 269; Cassel Apollo, 211; statue of Chatsworth and bronze statuettes in Bologna and Louvre, 217; Agryph, 181; of Amyklai, 120, 173, 181; Hylates, dedication to, from Koptos, 291
Apt (Provence), portrait sculpture from, 217 f.
Arabic lists of the Byzantine Themes, 67
Aral Sea, ancient views of, 21
Archaeology in Greece, 1900–1901, 334
Aras, dedication to, from Alexandria, 289
Argos, Hera of Polyclitus at, 30; coins with head of Hera, 34
Ariadne, cult of, 120, 175
Aristotle (Oec. 1. 6) on the Greek House, 290
Arna, R., ancient views of, 23
Armed divinity in Mycenaean religion, 174
Armenia Minor annexed by Mithridates, 55
Armeniakoi, Theme of, 76
Armour, votive, see Bronzes
Arrian, his name in inscription from Hadriania, 232
Arsian Kala, Kybele with lions at, 166
Artemis Pergae, dedication to, from Nankratis (?), 283; Phosphoros and Enotia, dedications to, from Koptos, 291
Asiarch, cult, 133
Asmolean Museum, see Oxford
Asklepios in Borghese gardens, 211; at Dresden, 211
Astana, Parthian satrapy, 29
Athena, common worship with Poseidon, A A 2

Ankh, symbols derived from, 178
Anthemion in architecture and on crown of Argive Hera, 42
Anticythera, see Cythera
Anthropomorphic divinities with heraldically posed animals, 163
Anthropomorphic, beginnings of, in Mycenaean religion, 123, 163
Aphaia, temple of, in Aegina, 345
Aphrodite, Cyprian cult of, 120, 151, 171 f.
Apollo, bronze head at Chatsworth, 269; Cassel Apollo, 211; statue of Chatsworth and bronze statuettes in Bologna and Louvre, 217; Agryph, 181; of Amyklai, 120, 173, 181; Hylates, dedication to, from Koptos, 291
Apt (Provence), portrait sculpture from, 217 f.
Arabic lists of the Byzantine Themes, 67
Aral Sea, ancient views of, 21
Archaeology in Greece, 1900–1901, 334
Aras, dedication to, from Alexandria, 289
Argos, Hera of Polyclitus at, 30; coins with head of Hera, 34
Ariadne, cult of, 120, 175
Aristotle (Oec. 1. 6) on the Greek House, 290
Arna, R., ancient views of, 23
Armed divinity in Mycenaean religion, 174
Armenia Minor annexed by Mithridates, 55
Armeniakoi, Theme of, 76
Armour, votive, see Bronzes
Arrian, his name in inscription from Hadriania, 232
Arsian Kala, Kybele with lions at, 166
Artemis Pergae, dedication to, from Nankratis (?), 283; Phosphoros and Enotia, dedications to, from Koptos, 291
Asiarch, cult, 133
Asmolean Museum, see Oxford
Asklepios in Borghese gardens, 211; at Dresden, 211
Astana, Parthian satrapy, 29
Athena, common worship with Poseidon, A A 2
Erechtheus at Athens, 331; A. Ale, temple of, at Teges, 348
Athens, Archaeology at, 1900-1901, 343; approach to Acropolis, 344; conservation of Parthenon, ibid.; Museums, ibid. See also Erechtheion
Athlete, bronze statue, found off Cythera, 307; bronze statuette, 351
Attributes, divine, worship of, 298 ff.
Avania (Myasia), inscription at, 235
Axe, decorated, in Dikean Cave, 160, 111; in Mycenaean cult, 106; combined with symbol derived from nakt, 179; at Phaestos, 337; on column, on Cretan larnax, 341; on amphora from Gournia (Crete), 342; religious significance disputed, 268 f.; geographical distribution, 269
Axiopesithes, kallias-manon, 4

B

Bacchus, so-called, head of, in British Museum, 38; see also Dionysos
Bacchylid cult, of, 106; in Indian dolmen, shrines, 186
Bacchylids of offering, 118; temple represented in Mycenaean fresco, 192
Bairamichi (Myasia), inscription from, 286
Balat (Myasia), site of Hadrianeion, 231
Balkan Islands, sacred pillars in, 187
Barraco head of Alexander, 219
Berlin Museum, dedication to Herakles, Harpocrates, 283
Bethel, 112, 132
Bey cout (Myasia), site of Hadrianeopolis (?), 233
Bluza stones, 106, 188
Blisminia, Mythridates invades, 56
Bologna, bronze statuette of Apollo at, 217
Borghese Asclepius, 211
Bonastrophdon Hittite inscription, 324
Boxer, so-called, bronze head of, from near Cythera, 207, 241
Bridge, Roman, in Poutas, 65
British Museum: Sculptures from Towner Collection, 306 f.; head of Polydeukes Hera, 31; Mycenaean vase from Old Salamis, 107; from Curium (see Coriglianda), 112; limestone altar from Cyrenas, 110; coin of Byblos, 188; waxen book with Tachygraphic writing, 242 f.; Stowe MSS. (1019, 1020), transcribed, 306 f.
Bronze head of Apollo, Chatsworth, 209; statue and statuettes from near Cythera, 205, 351; statue of male deity and implements from Gournia, 342; votive armchair from Prassos, 340; helmet with Corinthian inscription from Lenke, 342
Bucellarii, Thesauri, of, 76
Bulls, pair of, attached heraldically to sacred pillar, 156
Bust, portrait, at Chatsworth, 225 f.
Byblos, coin with zone of Astarte in enclosure, 138; sacred tumulus at, 146
Byzantine Themes, 67

C (see also K)

Cahora, Mithridates at, 56; road to Eupatoria, 57; Fabius Haurranus besieged at, 53; importance of, 69
Calace, see Glycera Museum
Calvium, see Domitius Calvium
Cambridge (Fitzwilliam Museum), inscription at, 291
Campasa Alexander, 214
Canopic figures on Alexandrian stele, 289
Capitol, see Rome
Capitoline Plan, Roman house on, 302
Cappadocia, kleisourarchia of, 75
Carthaginian stele with sacred column, 144; trinities of pillars, 138
Caspi Sea, ancient views of, 10
Cassel, Apollo, treatment of hair in, 211
Castel Guldin, Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 317
Caves, sacred, in Crete, 99; in Attica, 349
Cellular basilica shrines, 189 f.
Chaldia, Theme of, 76
Chariot, four-horsed, on Chatsworth relief, 238
Charsianon, kleisourarchia of, 75
Chatsworth House, sculptures at, 209
Chavdor, Hisar (Myasia), inscription from, 229
Columns, octagonal, at Troazen, Megara, Aegina, 345; tapering downwards, 187; 196; worship of, see Pillars
Commodus, inscription in honour of, Glycera Museum
Conch-shell in ritual, 142
Constantine Porphyrogematus on the Byzantine Themes, 67
Corinth, excavations in 1900-1901, 349
Corazano, Gavin Hamilton's excavation at, 313, 320
Crescent as symbol of moon-goddess in Mycenaean art, 109, 185
Crete, Mycenaean Tree and Pillar-Cult in 99; primitive pottery from, 78; coin of the Kolon with altar, 116; excavations 1900-1901, 334
Crouching marble figure, found off Cythera, 207
Crowen, see Stephane
Curium, Mycenaean vase-fragment from, 111, 112 (see Coriglianda)
Cyprosbes beside shrines, 183; wood of, used for columns at Kosmos, 195
Cypro-Mycenaean cylinders with rayed pillars, 148
Cyrenaica, basilica altar from, 119
Cythera, finds of statuary from sea near, 205, 350
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D

Danae, Mithridates' victory at, 58
Danaids, animal-headed, in Mycenaean art, 101, 117, 128, 232, 233
Delphi, road to Delphi from, 49
Deltomithia, plain of, 53
Delphi, Mycenaean antiquities from, 347; excavations in 1900-1901, ibid.; road to Delphi from, 49
Deluged myths, 8
Dene-names, Alexander, 278
Demesthenes, see Exorrhoës et Mustilabum, description of Greek house in, 299
Devonshire, Duke of, sculptures belonging to, 299
Diadum of Polycletus Hera, 40
Dictaean Cave (Crete), excavation of, 100, 111; Kamarae pottery from, 78, 93; table of offering, 114; dedications, etc., 271-274
Didyma (Thessaly), prehistoric remains near, 248
Dionysos, head at Chatsworth and statues at Madrid and Paris, 215; see also Bacchus
Docks at Anemias, 249
Dolmen-shrines, 155
Domitian, inscription from Egypt of his reign, 255
Domitianus Calvinius defeated by Pharnaces, 59
Doorways, Mycenaean sacred, 141, 170, 181
Doryphoros of Polyclitus, 35, 36; copy at Chatsworth, 212
Double-axe, see Axe
Double-bodied animals on Mycenaean gems, 125
Doves in Mycenaean cult, 104, 105; shrines with doves from Mycenae, 133, 135, 141, 185, 191; dove-vase from Knossos, 78, 104
Draught-board from Knossos, 335
Dresden Akropolis, 211
Dual Pillar-worship in Mycenaean religion, 169 f.

E

Easter-spirit, worship of, 4-6
Egypt, Greek inscriptions from, 275 f.; connection with Crete, 335
Egyptian aniconic capitals, 147; influence on Cypro-Mycenaean cylinders, 149; heraldically-poised animals, 135, 169; origin of pillar and guardian animals type, 162; religion, Greek treatment of, 275, 282
Ellen, colls. with Polycletian Hera, 35, 44
Emater, 234
Ephesos and Pandosia, f.
Ephesos on the Oxus and Caspian, 13
Erechtheum, Poseidon's trident-mark in, 325; his 'spring': ibid.; crypt under North Porch, 328
Erechthius-Poseidon, joint cult of, 331
Eschara in Greek House, 303
Euboea in the Erechtheum, 331, 332
Eucleas, inscription from Praeaces, 340
Europa captured by Calydon, 36; road thence to Cabira, 57
Euphrasian, Alexander-portrait in style of, 214
Euphrates frontier of the Roman Empire, 61
Euripides' Alcestis, theory of Greek House illustrated from, 301

F

Fabius Hadraneus besieged at Cabira, 58
Faunus the Elder, portraits of, at Chatsworth, 225
Female portrait-statues under Early Empire, 221
Ficus Rhamnalis, 128
Fig-tree, sacred, at Knossian pyxis, 101; in later Greek cults, 104
Flour-de-lis capitals (Egyptian), 147; pillar with confronted sphinxes, 155
Fruscies at Knossos, 136, 195, 235, 336; at Kato-Zakro, 339
Fruit-trees, sacred, 177, 182

G

Ganahri (Alexandria), Hellenistic and Roman cemetery at, 302
Gaius, Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 318
Galata's description of farm-houses, 303
Galenos, Mycenaean sacred, 141, 170, 181
Gaul, Southern, its art under Early Empire, 319 f.
Geae, Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 313
Geometric pottery from Præaces, 340
Ge-Pandors, 4
Gleech Museum, Greek inscriptions in, 275 f.
Giganteja (Gozo), 192, 199
Gilgames type in art, 192, 194
Glass plaques, impressed, from Mycenae, 117; vase from sea near Cythera, 331
Goats, sacred, 153, 192; as supporters of sacred tree, 163
Gold plate covering reliefs or intaglios in Mycenaean art, 101, 102
Gonias (Crete), Mycenaean shrine at, 100; lentoid gem from, 164
Gournia (Crete), Mycenaean town at, 341
Gozo, remains in, 123, 199
Graces and Seasons on crown of Argive Hera, 41
Grapes and corn-cobs in relief on Kamarae vase, 84
Grave-relief of Herennia Syriaca (Chatsworth), 223
Griffins supporting sacred pillar, 158
Grotaforrata, tachygraphy of, 242, 259
Gummi (Myria), site of, 234
Gymnasiarchi in Egypt, 284
Gyrouk Kures (Myria), inscription from, 229

H

Hadrast, Villa of, Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 283
Hadrastia (distinct from Hadrast), site of, 231
Hadrastiana, site of, 232, 233
Hagiar Kim, remains of, 123, 197
Hagias Georgios, the Homeric Neriko, 342
Hair, treatment of, on head at Chatsworth, 210; on Polykleitan head of Hera, 39; on head of Alexander the Great, 213; on head of Dionysos at Chatsworth, 217; in portraits of first century A.D., 221
Halki, sacred pillars on vases from, 139
Hamilton, Gavin, his letters to Charles Townley on his excavations, 206 f.
Hammer in Pandoras-myth, 9
Hammerers' of Sophocles, 6
Harpliores, development of his worship, 277
Harpliores-Herakles, dedication to, 283
Hathor-cult, influence on Mycenean and Anatolian religion, 167
Hathorine pillars, 148, 150
Hebe of Naunydes, 33
Hera of Polykleitus, 30 f.; aspects of the goddess, 32; dedication to, in Egypt, 285
Heraeum near Argos, 30; sculptures of Polykleitan style from, 36; Mycenean corn from, 109
Herakles-Harpliores, dedication to, 283
Herakles-Hermes, dedication to, in Giresh Museum, 282
Herakles Kallikuros, dedication to, from Koptos, 291
Heraldic pose of animals in early art, 152
Heraclia Syriaka, grave-relief of, 223
Herm, bearded, at Chatsworth, 209
Hermes, head at Chatsworth, 214; in Villa Albani, 215; statue in Vatican, 215; bronze statue of (?), found off Cythera, 207 f.; dedication to, in Egypt, 286; relation with Pandanas, 1
Hermes-Herakles, dedication to, in Giresh Museum, 282
Hermes Kranias, Cave of, bronze statuette from, 125
Heronotus on the Caspian Sea, 12
Hesiod's story of Pandanas, 1
Hestia in Greek house, 365

Himera, coins with Hera of Polykleitus, 35
Hippopotamns-goddess, lion-headed daemon derived from, 169
Hittite altars, 115; symbols derived from akh, 178; inscription from Karaburna, 322
Homer quoted on stele from Alexandria, 299
Homeric House, 294 f.
' Horns of consecration ' in Myenean cult, 182, 107, 116, 135, 137, 154, 183, 184, 189, 191, 196
Horse symbolizing heroic state, 226
House, the Greek, 233; Homeric, 294; Mycenean, in Crete, 339, 341
Hyakinthos, 129
Hypaternal shrines in Mycenean religion, 100, 123

I

Ibn al-Farh al-Hamadhani on the Byzantine Themes, 67, 72
Ibn Khuradhabh on the Byzantine Themes, 67
Iblaen Cave, horned cultus-object of pottery from, 136; crystal lentoid with treeworship from, 142
Idiologos of Egypt, 291
Idolone, bronze resembling found off Cythera, 206
Idols, prehistoric, from near Volo (Thessaly), 343; Mycenean, from Argos, 349
Imagery, rose, Myenean symbol, 154, 159
Indian trade with Syria, 18
Inscriptions from, from Acropolis with tachygraphic system, 245; from Argos, with name of Aphaea, 346; from Egypt, 279 f.; from Myria, 229 f.; Hittites, from Karaburna, 322
Iris capitals, Egyptian, 147
Iris valley (Fontes), 23
Iris development of cult and epithets, 276, 277
' Italian ' system of Tachygraphy, 242, 259
Ithaca, the Homeric, 342

J

Jacham's pillar, 119, 133
Jakarze, ancient views of, 15
Juktas, Mt. (Crete), 121
Juno Sospita, on relief at Chatsworth, 237
Jupiter Dolichenus, 109

K (see also C)

Kamaris ware from Knossos, 79; technique of, 80; from Phaestos, 335; from Kato-Zakro, 335; from Petras, 341
Kappatos, Zens, 118
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Karanbarna, Hittite inscription and fortress at, 322
Karachalda (Mysia), inscription from, 233
Kato-Zakro (Cnossus), excavations in 1900–1901, 338
Kaulonia, sacred tree on coins of, 128
Kbolani (Mysia) not Hadrianus, 233; inscription from, 234
Kephala (Knossos), Kamarae ware from, 79
Kerame, 118
Kerameos, Zeus, 271
Khava (Pontus) = Nusapolis, 61
Khosru identified with Heracles, 283
Kkylain, alabastron lid with his name from Knossos, 285
Khystyrlar (Mysia), hot springs at, 235
Kibyrrhiani, Theme of, 71
Knossos, pillar of the double axe at, 110; its religious significance disputed, 288 f.; signs on Palace walls, 273; fresco with "horns of consecration," 136; with facade of temple, 94; steatite pyxis from, 101, 102; clay seal-impression with sheep and infant, 128; excavations 1900–1901, 334; Kamarae ware from lower town, 78; coins with Hera of Polydeceus, 35
Koptos, sanctuary of Min at, 142, 146; inscription from, 291
Krioerphla, double-bodied, on Mycenaean gem, 139
Kromos, stone swallowed by, 112
Kudamia on the Byzantine Thebes, 67
Kursumlija (Scopias), inscriptions from, 233 f.
Kybele and lions at Arslam Kaina, 166
Kydonia (Crete), lentoid gem from, 165

L

Labrandas, Labrandaos, meaning of names, 109
Labyrinth, meaning of, 109; connexion with Labyre disputed, 288 f.
Lemnos; houses, sculptures from Gavin Hamilton's excavations, 310 f.
Laodice (Pontus), 69
Larnax, painted, from Palaikastro, 341
Legio XIII. Gemina, gravestones of a chiefarch of, 291
Legions on the Euphrates frontier, 61
Leonidas, portrait of Alexander in his style, 214
Leto Esteknos, dedication to, from Koptos, 291
Leukas, excavations in, 342
Libations, Mycenaean daemons making, 117; table for, from Dictaean Cave, 115
Light-god of Crete and Arcadia, 173
Ligurittno (Crete), steatite lentoid gem from, 155
Lion, double-bodied, in Mycenaean gem, 159; pair of lions, attached to sacred pillar, 159; with fore-feet on basilica base, 161; supporting Egyptian solar disk, 162; supporting figure of divinity, 163; of daemons, 168; lions' gate at Mycenae, 156; the type in art, 157; 100; lion goddess on Mycenaean gems and Cypro-Mycenaean cylinders, 165; lion-headed daemons, 101, 117
Lucullus and Mithridates, 56
Lunar symbol (lunarium) in Mycenaean cult-scenes, 169, 172
Lychnopsia, cave of, 349
Lycomedes at Phyla, 7
Lycus valley (Pontus), 54
Lycaon (Crete), description of Greek house in, 300
Lyssippus, his portraits of Alexander, 213, 214

M

Macedonia, Theme of, 73
Madrid, statue of king Dionysus at, 215
Male and female deities in uniconic cult, 151, 167
Maltese islands, megalithic sanctuaries of, 196
Marbury Hall, sculptures from Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 313 f.
Margam, sculptures from Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 310
Margra, R., ancient views of, 23
Mauria (Delphi), excavations at, 347
Masséna-worship, 139
Massilia, influence of, on art of Southern Gaul, 220
Maldé (Mysia) site of Miletopolis, 237
Mallet, legionary camp at, 62
Melos, Kamarae ware from, 93
Mendes, inscription from, 291
Messene, 301
Metallic prototypes of Kamarae ware, 82, 83; borne by Refti tribunaries, 95
Meteorite element in basilica stones, 118
Milato (Crete), painted sarcophagus from, 174
Miletan Rock (Pontus), 65
Miletopolis (Mysia), site of, 337
Min, the God, 142, 146
Minorea, pillared chambers in, 187
Mithridates Eupator, campaigns of, 55
Monte Cagnilo, Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 313, 330, 321
Mother-Goddess, lion-cult of, 167
Mycena, war with Mithridates, 56
Mycenae, plan of Palace at, 296; lions' gate tympanum, 157; objects from: gold signet, 155, 156, 158, 177, 178, 183, 189, 190; electrum signet, 175; gold-plated silver ring, 164; crystal signet, 156; various lentoid gems, 154, 155, 156, 169; amygdaloid gems, 164; cylinder with pillar-worship, 141; imprese glass plaques, 117; gold shrines with doves, 191
Mycenaean antiquities discovered 1900–1901, 334 f., 346, 347; pottery in Crete, its rela-
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N
Nahuiztli, discoboles of, statuette resembling, 331; Hebo of, 33
Neapolis (Pontus), position of, 60
Negro's heads, necklace with (Knossos), 33
Neo-Claudopolis, site at Vezir Kupru, 60
Neo-Cretan settlement at Knossos, 336; near Volo, 343
Nerikos, the Homeric, 342
Netzer, silver statuette from, 125, 126
Nicomedia of Bithynia, war with Mithridates, 56
Nicopolis (Pontus), battles at, 60; founded by Pompey, 60
Niger lapis, 130
Nio vitamin, male head of, at Chatworth, 371
Nora (Sardinia), triple pillar-shrine on stele from, 139
Nestor, worship, 133
Nestor, Tyrantissimus, 283 f.

O
Oberlin, form of the Sun-god, 173
Obedian, Methan, at Knossos, 94
Octagonal columns at Troszen, Megara, Argos, 345
Oedipus Colonus, the abduction incident in, 45
Oedipus Tyrannus, the Tristes in, 48
Oeniadae, excavations 1900–1901, 348
Oil, anointing of stones with, 152
Opliakion, Theme of, 74
Optapaius, Theme of, 74
Oreomantia, on Knossos ware, 82
Osnas of Abidos, identification with Samps, 277, 280; presentation of mummy to O. and Isis by Anubis, 280
Ostia, Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 314, 320
Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, Pandora vase, 1
Oxus, ancient views of, 10

P
Pairs of gods, male and female, in Mycenaean religion, 173.
Palaee at Knossos, 334; at Mycenae, 596; at Phaestos, 307; at Troy, 304
Paleokastro (Crete), lentoid gum from, 154; ancient remains at, 341
Palmate pillars, Egyptian, 147
Pan and Nympha, caves of, 349
Pandora, story of, in art, 1
Pantaleon, Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 297, 319 f.
Paphia, theme of, 73
Paphos, Cyprian column from, 171
Paphos, Eaniconic cult at, 151, 171
Papyri, tachygraphia, 214 f.
Paris, Louvre: Alexander-herm, 213; Campana Alexander, 214; Richelieu Bacchus, 215; bronze statuette of Apollo, 217; stele of the God Salm, 137
Parthenon, 'conservation' of, 344; inscription in honour of Nero on, ibid.
Parthia, Chinese accounts of, 27
Pathyris, nome, honorary decree in honour of a polemarch of, 292
Patroclus and the Oxo-Caspian trade-route, 10
Pausanius on the Hera of Polydeceus, 33; on the Erechtheum, 330
Pella, grave-relief supposed to come from, 235–237
Periplus of Greek house, 302
Petrus (Crete), ancient remains at, 341
Phaestos, signs on Palace walls, 273; excavations 1900–1901, 336
Phaestos plain (Pontus), 53
Pharnaces, campaigns of, 55
Phlexen (Pontus), 61
Phidias, works of, the school of, 211; his treatment of story of Pandora, 1, 2; of Aphrodite, 2
Pherae, coins with double axe as symbol, 270
Philae, work of the Byzanllic Themes, 67
Phoebus, worship of Ge at, 5; of Demeter, 8; of Zeus, 7
Phylakopi, Mycenaean ware from, 84
Phyle, pass of, 46
Pillars, cult of, Mycenaean, 99 f.; ‘pillar of the house,’ 143, 187; structural functions of sacred pillars, 144; pillar-shrines at Knossos, 111 (disputed, 272); at Phylakopi, 111; at Phaestos, 337; in modern Macedon, 200; Mycenaean sacrifices pouring libations on pillars, 117; pillars with heraldically posed animals, 154; replaced by figures of divinities, 162; twin, male and female, 169
Pithos of Pandora, 1
Platon, Phaed, 127
Plato's description of house of Calixs (Protagoras), 298
Pliny on the Oxus and Caspian, 14
Polydectes, Hera of, 30; characteristics of his style, 35 f.; Chatworth copy of Doryphoros, 212; statuettes of his style, found off Cythera, 206
Pompeii, plan of houses at, 297, 302; sacred trees at, 128
Pompey's war with Mithridates, 59; he organizes Pontus, 60
Pontus, roads in, 92; organization by Pompey, 90; milestones in, 92
Poteidae—see Gateways
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Porta Marina, Gavin Hamilton’s excavations at, 315
Portrait statues and busts at Chatsworth, 317 f.
Portraiture under the Early Empire, 219 f.
Poseidon’s trident-mark in the Erechtheum, 326; his joint cult with Erechtheus, 331; dedication to, from Alexandria, 289
Pottery from Crete, primitive, 78, 32 f.; pre-Mycenaean, from near Volo (Thessaly), 343
Praeneste, excavations at, 1900-1901, 339
Praxitelean statue of Dionysos at Madrid, 315; head at Chatsworth, 210
Prodomus type of Greek house, 303, 304
Prometheus at the birth of Pandora, 1; of Athena, 9
Propylæa on temple-platæum, Aegina, 345
Ptolemy XIII. and Kleopatra-Tryphæna, inscription of reign of, 282

Quadrata signa of Polycleitus, 36

R

Naked Pillars on Cypro-Mycenaean cylinders, 148, 172
Reliefs, Mycenaean, from Knossos, 336; Greek, at Chatsworth, 225; Greek-Egyptian, 279, 286 f.
Religion, Mycenaean, 90 f.; Greek, symbols not worshipped in, 299
Rhene Silvia, 199, 199
Rhytis, see Hippopotamus-godess
Roads: from Athens to Thebes, 46; from Thebes to Delphi, 49; in Pontus, 52
Roman Houses on Capitoline Hill, 302
Rome: Vecchia, Gavin Hamilton’s excavations at, 316, 320
Rome, Museums in: Capitol, head of Alexander, 213; portrait group (Gallery 50), 229, 223; Vatican, statue of Hermes, 215; sculptures in Mus. Clementino from Gavin Hamilton’s excavations, 308 f.
Villa Albani, sculptures from Gavin Hamilton’s excavations in, 310; head of Hermes, 215
Recully, tomb of, 130
Rumina, tomb of, 129

S

Sakha (Xois), inscription from, 276
Salamis (Old) in Cyprus, Mycenaean vase from, 207
Salm, statue of, 137
Sanroseta, legiomy camp at, 62
Sarapis, dedications to, in Egypt, 275, 279; epithets of, 276; development of his worship, 277
Satara, legiomy camp at, 62; remains, 69
Scapa, inscriptions from, 285
Schlië Hoffos, 40
Schmabelkamen from Knossos, 83
Sequias, sculpture of his school from Tegos, 346
Script, Mycenaean, 335, 337, 339
Sculpture, archaic, from Phaistos, 340 f.; from Aegina, 345; from Tegos (temple of Athena Aila), 348; at Chatsworth House, 209 f.; from off Cythera, 269, 269
Sculpture, Mycenaean, from Knossos, 335; clay impressions of, from Rako Zakro, 339
Sculpted portrait figures of Roman women, 283
Schelesta (Pontus) = Talauma, 59
Seleucia and the Caspian Sea, 13
Seleucia, kleisouncraria of, 75
Semitic parallels with Mycenaean religion, 130
Semblancæ of Mycenaean, inscription from, 294
Sertajik (MyVia) inscription from, 294
Sarapis at Alexandria, 352
Sexes, distinctive colouring of, in fresco at Knossos, 192
Shelburne, Earl of, sculptures obtained by Gavin Hamilton for, 310 f.
Shiva, India, dolmen shrines in, 196
Shield, Mycenaean, in cult-scenes, 179, 180; shield-bearing god, 125, 174; shields fastened on Parthenon architraves, 344
Shortland, see Tachygraphy
Shrines, Mycenaean, 100; dimensions of, 123, 193, 196; tripartite, 133; portal shrines, 183; dove-shrines, 123, 135, 141, 165, 191
Signs of tachygraphy, 247, 263
Signs on walls of palace at Knossos and Phaistos, 273
Silic date of Maltese megalithic monuments, 198
Sina, marble, from Argive Heraeum, 42
Snake of Asropolis at Athens, 329, 332
Solar divinities, connection of aniconic pillars with, 165, 169, 173; heraldically posed lions supporting solar disk, ibid.
Sophocles: abduction incident in Oed. Col., 45; the Tribródos in Oed. Tyb., 48
Splintex as supporters of sacred pillar, 158, 158
Spiral ornament at Géantjen, Gozo, 199
Stars (stone) at Knossos, 335; at Phaistos, 337
Statues to Roman Emperors in Egypt, expenses of, 278
Stoatypous figures from Malta, etc., 200
Stelæ as habitations of the dead, 119; with reliefs of Oniris, Ias, and Anubis, with amuny, 280
Stenography, see Tachygraphy
Stephans of Polycleitan Hera, 40
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Stone axes from near Volo, 243
Stone, worship of, 117, 132
Strabo on the Oxus and Caspian Sea, 13
Sulla, loss of his ship conveying works of art, 209
Sun-dorns Castle (Shropshire), statue of Venus at, 312
Sun-god represented as pyramidal pillar, or obelisk, 173
Sword, worship of, 107
Symbols, worship of, 268 f.; on blocks at Knossos, 273; at Phaestos, 273, 337
Syriana (Herennia), grave-relief of, 225

T.

Tables of offering, baetyllic, 113
Tablets with Minoan script, 335, 337, 339
Tachygraphy, old Greek, 239 f.
Tafak (Myria), inscription from, 231
Talarn, position of, 58, 59; coins of, 59
Talaya, Theme of, 71, 72
Talyots, 187
Taper, downward, of Mycenean columns, 167, 196
Tapurnian, Parthian satin, 29
Tarshish valley (Myria), topography of, 234
Tash keni (Myria), inscription from, 230
Teges, Mycenean antiquities from, 347; excavations at, 348
Tetma (N. Arabia), stela from, 137
Tekekh, Macedonia, modern cult of sacred stone at, 202
Temenos, double axe on coins of, 106, 270, 271
Terracotta head from Argive Heraeum, 43
Tesserakontapechys, 77
Theatre at Oeniadae, 348
Theseus, roads from Athens to, 46
Themes of Byzantine Empire, 67
Themis, plain of, 53; captured by Laconians, 56
Tholos at Delphi, 347
Thoth identified with Hermes, 283
Thrace, Theme of, 73
Thrakezini, Theme of, 74
Throne-cultus, Reiche's theory of, 189
Thunderbolt, as attribute of Zeus, 269; worship of, 271
Tereumna, Notes, 238 f.
Tiryns, plan of Palace at, 295; frieze, analogous to, at Knossos, 194
Tofak (Myria), inscription from, 231
Tombs of deities, 120, 151
Tor di Colombo, Gavin Hamilton's excavations at, 311, 319, 390
Towrey, Charles, Gavin Hamilton's letters to, 306 f.
Trade-routes from the Caspian to India, 10
Tree Cult, Mycenean, 99 f.; Semitic, 132
Trees, legends of moving, 184; sacred in shrines, 170, 176 f.; used in construction, 145; triple groups of, 141 f.; with heraldically posed animals, 158
Triarius, war with Mithridates, 58
Trident-mark, Poseidon's, in the Erechtheion, 325
Triglyphs, Mycenean, 194
Trinity, sanctity of, 100
Trinities of Trees and Pillars, 138; of deities, 140
Triodes in the Oedipus Tyrannus, 49
Triple trees, sacred, 183
Tripods, baetyllic, 117, 118
Tripole-docks at Oeniadae, 348
Troy, plan of house in second city, 303, 304
Trypeté (Aegina), shrine at, 350
Tryphaena, wife of Ptolemy XIII, 283
Turreted crown of Hera on Argive coins, 41; of Kybele, origin of, 167
Twin pillars representing deities, 127, 140, 145
Twins, Wolf and, 129

W.

Vaphio Tomb, gem from, 101; gold signet, 106
Vati (Hymettus), cave of Pan, Nymphs, &c., 349
Vase, r.f., with birth of Pandros, 1; see also Pottery
Vatican, see Rome
Vexir Kompri (Pontus), site of NeoClaudiopolis, 60
Vlyrma on the Greek house, 300, 301
Volo (Thessaly), prehistoric settlement near, 348
Votive models of armour from Prespes, 340

WATERING of sacred trees, 100, 101
Wings on the head of Hermes, 214, 215
Wolf and Twins, 129
Women's apartments in Greek House, 294 f.
Wrestler (f.), crouching, marble found off Cythera, 207

XENOPHON on the Greek House (Mem. ii. 8), 299
Xenophontean Tachygraphy, 242 f.
Xos, inscription from, 276

Z.

Zakro, see Cato-Zakro
Zela, road to Amissus from, 53; battle of, 69
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Zenoposeidon, 271
Zeus (Crete); lentoid gum from, 160
Zeus and Hermes on Pandora Vase at Oxford, 2; cave of Zeus, see Diktas Cave; dedication to, from Alexandria, 289
Zeus, Cretan, 113, 273; tomb of, 119; planes of, 137
Herkleos, altar of, in Greek House, 303

Zeus Idaeus at Scypes, 236
Kappos, 116
Keramos, 270
of Labranda, his double axe, 268 L, 273; see also Labranda
Osogos, 371
Zoecaphalous figures in Myeanan art, 101, 117, 168, 335, 338
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Ἀραβαθλανος, 294

σωστοκρικόν της Ἀλέξανδρου της, 213
σωστοκρικόν της Ἀλέξανδρου της, 213

ἀδραμις, 298, 300

ἀπαταστικτικ, 294, 299 ἐ.

Ἀπαταστικτικ, 6

ἀργίς ἄθεος, 118

Ἀσσιανος, Παρθιανος σατραπη, 29

Βασίης, 118

Βασίλειος, Βασιλεία, 118

Βασιλείος, Ἰππα, 32

Βολιδίος, 'ἴππας, 32

Βολίδιος with genitive, 231.; with accusative, 234

Βεβελίον, altur, 181

Γενικοκριτικ, 299 ἐ.

Δαλαβόν υλικος, 333

Εὐδριθος, Ἰππα, 32

ἐφευρα χίτος, 190

ἐστραγγα, 233, 234

Ἐσσαϊς, Ἀρτέμις, 291

Εὔκορος, Ἰππα, 291

Ζεῖα Ἰππα, 236

Ζεῦγα, Ἰππα, 32

δαλαβόν, 294

δαλαβόν Εργαλεώς, 230

θεμελική σέτασθα, 284

θομας, altar, 181

Ἰδων, Ζεῖα, 236

Ἰδων λόγιος, ἐπτάριστος λύγος, 291

Ἰδων θεμελική καὶ ξυστικὴ σέτασθα, 284

Καλλίπετος, Ἰππαλη, 291

κλασικός, 29; κλασικοφάγος, 79

Κόπτικος = Κύπτος, 239

κόπτος χειρός, 194

Δάβρος, 108, 263 ἐ.

Μέσωνδος (μέσωνδος) θόρος, 294, 300 ἐ.

μῆκος τοῦ μήκος, 233

Σταυρικὸς σέτασθα, 234

Πανδαρεος, Πανδαρεος, 100

Παρθενικ, Ἰππα, 32

πιεστι, 294

Περσαϊς, Ἀρτέμις, 285

Πολιτικ, Σιδηριστι, 275, 276

παρατη, 294

προπόλις, εἰ, 75

ποργος, of Greek house, 200

Σίρακις, θεώς μεγας, 279

σημαίνῃ σε χρήμα τραπεζης, 326

Στιγμιότικου, 253

συνεργείος εἰ Εργα, 256

σχῆμα τραπεζης, 225

Τελεια, Ἰππα, 32

Τεσσαρωνος, 230

tοποφόρους, 74

Τετρας, Παρθιανος σατραπη, 29

Τετρας, Παρθιανος σατραπη, 29

Τετρας, Παρθιανος σατραπη, 29

Ὑδάτις, Ἀπαλλως, 291

Φωσφόρως, Ἰππαλη, 291

Χαλκιδακος στυλος, 55

Ω for Ο en Alkimachos vases, 4
HEAD OF ALEXANDER AT CHATSWORTH.
HEAD OF HERMES AT CHATSWORTH.
STATUE OF APOLLO AT CHATSWORTH.
PORTRAIT GROUP AT CHATSWORTH.
BUST AT CHATSWORTH.
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